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Your Single Source for Broadcast Solutions'
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Electronics Research, Inc.

is

the largest supplier of
antennas used by FM
broadcast stations in the
world. ERI manufactures
antennas for avariety of
applicatinns from s'ngle
station ROTOTILLER* Side
Mount FM Antznnas to
multi-s:arion 1C80 Series
Master FM antennas ERI has
also introduced the new
LYNX" Dual Inpu: Side
Mount FM A.nœnna for
IBOC Applications.

HELIAX Semi-Flexible
Coaxial Cable
ERI is the broadcast industry's source for
these superior semi-flexible cables, their
associated connectors, installation hardware,
and pressurization products.

HELIAX" is aregistered trademark of Ancrew Corporation.

MACXLine

Rigid Transmission Line

ERI manufactures a full range of rigid
transmission line products for broadcast
applications. MACXLine* is a unique
thermally compensated transtrission line that
incorporates abellows inner conductor. This
feature eliminates all sliding contacts when in
service, as well as the potential for component
;Le ,

t wear.
ime
It provides the benefit of reliable, long
m service. MACXLine is available in all
dustry standard sizes from 3-1 /8" through 8-

•
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Visit Online at www.eriinc.com
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Huge Selection.
Lowest Prices. BSW.
w

elcome to BSW's 2005 Broadcast Sourcebook.
Since 1973, we've offered broadcast professionals outstanding
selection, low prices and personal service. From on-air processors and
consoles to the latest in digital recording, let BSW be your source for all of your
equipment needs.
BSW knows BROADCAST.
For 32 years, BSW has focused on bringing you the best equipment for you
and your station. Our sales professionals have decades of real-world broadcast,
recording and engineering experience. Count on BSW to get it right!
Expanded warehouse and later shipping hours.
We've increased our Ohio warehouse's capacity to stock more of the products
you need. Just place your order by 7:00 PM EST and in- stock items will ship
the same day.
We've expanded our Customer Service Department.
Need help tracking an order? Our Customer Service department is
available 9:00 AM — 8:00 PM EST Monday- Friday to answer your questions.
Need aprice quote?
BSW sells broadcast equipment at the lowest prices every day. When you
see the LowestPrice@bswusa.com icon in the catalog it means that the
manufacturer will not let us print our sale price. Please call, fax or email us
and we will be pleased to provide you with the best pricing in the industry.

Call or Go Online Today!

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
s.
:1-800-426-8434

iq TTA4
Open Monday thru Friday

9:00 AM to 9:00 PM Eastern Time

CONTACT BSW
Call us toll-free

800 • 426 • 8434

Local/International

253 • 565 • 2301

Fax us toll-free

800 • 231 • 7055

Order Online 24/7

www.bswusa.com

E-mail us at

info@bswusa.com

Order 24/7 from our secure
website www.bswusa.com
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Trust Orban for Louder,
Orban Optimod 8400
FM Audio Processor
Keep your station competitive with the
advantage of powerful Orban digital
signal processing. Loaded with Motorola's
latest DSP chips, the Optimod-FM 8400
comes equipped with sophisticated allnew proprietary processing algorithms
and aroticeably louder and brighter
signal, with enhanced smoothness
and clarity. Look-ahead processing
allows the 8400 to make intelligent
decisions about how to treat your audio,
and in addition it differentiates between speec-i and music, giving each the unique
processing it requires to be heard at its optimum level and intelligibility. The Orban 8400
features 5- band and 2-band processing and Orban 222A emulation or "Max"type stereo
enhancement. In addition, version 3.0 software permits the user to switch the band- 1
to- band- 2multiband crossover frequency between 100 and 200 Hz emulating the bass
texture of the legendary Gregg Labs 2540 analog FM processor.

arbon
FEATURES:
•Sophisticated all- new processing algorithms
•Louder and brighter signal with enhanced clarity
•5-band and 2- band processing
•Improved, highly-transparent AGC
•3levels of bass clipping
• " Intelligent" program-adaptive peak limiting and
high-frequency enhancement
•
TCP/IP protocol support
•Reduced input/output delay for improved off-air monitoring
•Orban 222A emulation or " Max"-type stereo enhancement

The 8400PD has ablank front panel and is remotely controlled from
any PC via serial cable, modems or Ethernet.
The 8400HD for HD digital radio adds an AES/EBU digital output for
the if3iquity FM IBOC digital channel.
8400
List $ 10,900.00
8400PD
List $ 9,900.00
8400HDFM List $ 12,550.00

LowestFerke@bswusa.com
A : 1-800-426-84 4

MOM
Orban Optimod 2300 FM Audio Processor
Orban Optimod 8300 FM Audio Processor

orbon

Orban's newest FM processor is the Optimod-FM 8300. Its the replacement
for the legendary Optimod-FM 8200, the most successful DSP-based FM
processor ever, with advanced features previously only available on the higherend Optimod-FM 8400. Orban's advanced 5-band processing automatically
levels and re- equalizes to the major-market" standards expected by the mass
audience, whether your format is talk, classical or the must aggressive new
sounds. The easy less/More'adjustment offers simple tweaking of your sound,
but the 8300 also has advanced adjustment modes that let you dig in a: the
deepest levels. The low 5ms latency is ideal for live on-a'r talent, and even
the optimized 15 ms mode is low enough for comfortable"at-the-mic" use.
Three different remote control capabilities are built in, including an Ethernet
connection In addition, the 8300 offers an AES/EBU input/output, ready to feed
HD Radio transmitters.
FEATURES:
•Mid priced unit with highend processor features
•5band processing delivers ideal sound for any radio format
•AES/EBU output ready to feed HD Radio transmitters
•Easy " Less!More"adjustment or dig as deep as Orbaris programmers
•
Three different remote ports — GPI, RS-232 and Ethernet
•Low 5ms latency
8300

orbon

An excellent choice for smaller stations or for installation at transmitter sites, the new
Opt.mod-FM 2309 Imilds on the success of the 2200, delivering high-quality Orban
processing at an affordable price. It adds stereo enhancement, anti-aliased clipping,
composite limiting, and full remote control facilities. AES/EBU digital I/0 is now
standard, as is clock-based automation. Switching between Two- Band Normal and
Two-Band Purist processing is now gap-free. In addition, RS232 and Ethernet ports are
added in additior to its eight GPI ports, for extensive remote control.
FEATURES:
•Easy, one knob' Less/More" adjustment
•Compact 1RU fits in any rack
•LCD and full-time LED meters make adjustments easy and exact
•Full protection of subcarriers and RDS/RBDS regardless of amount of limiting
•Integrated stereo encoder and audio processor eliminate overshoot problems
•Low 5ms delay
•Precisely control audio bandwidth to 15 kHz
•Defeatable multiplex power limiter for maximum legal power
•Increases loudness and density we 2- band compression, limiting and clipping
•Rides gain over an adjustable range of up to 25 dB
•Both balanced analog and AES/EBU digital inputs/outputs
•Comes with remote control software for Windows 2000/XP
2300

List $ 7,195.00

Henry Engineering
AutoSwitch Silence Sensor
The AutoSwitch is astereo audio
switcher and silence sensor. It can manually
or automatically select between two stereo audio
sources, be amonitor- source switcher, or switch to abackup
audio source if the main source fails or drops below apreset level.
AutoSwitch has an Alarm relay, LED audio/silence indicators,
•
,
ors and abuilt-in power supply.
AUTOS WITCH

2

List $ 285.00

LowestPrice

What towestPtice@kwusa.tom moans to you: p.
towestPrice@bswusa.com, use our wr

Let us save you money on your next
project. Contact asales representative
today for additional discounts.

only $239!
nthe country, but manufacturers don't always let ts print them. for your price quote, rust send your request via e-mail addressed to
www.bswusa.com or call us toll free 1-800-426-8434. No hard-sell, no arms twisting— our rices and service speak for themselves.

ALL NEW from the worldwide leader in broadcast aucto processing
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OPTIMOD-FM 8300 uses technology
from Orban's flagship 8400 to achieve
competitive performance that's unexpected
in a mid- priced FM processor. Quality
sound is what the 8300 is oil about —
sound that attracts audiences by providing
a polished, outstandingly professional
presentation regardless of format or
source material. With the 8300, your
signature sound is just a preset away.

//";.
%au ee—
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Ikeermem

An easy, one- knob Less/More adjustment
allows you to customize any factory
preset. Exceptional versatility allows you
to adjust the processor's audio texture
to brand your sound, knowing that the
resulting signature sound will remain
consistent, cut- to- cut and source- tosource. Branding builds businesses and
no other processor has the consistency to
brand your sound like an OPTIMOD.

=

SYSTEMS

Visit us at www.orban.com

ON-AIR PROCESSORS
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Orban Optimod DAB 6200 Processor
The Optimod DAB 6200 is designed for digital audio
broadcasting. Atransparent limiter provides control
of peaks for protection against digital clipping, while
Optimod processing ensures source-to- source
consistency. Includes presets for all formats/applications.
It's compatible with Eureka 147 and all proposed IBOC
DAB and Radio Mondial systems. It has 2- band dynamics
control, 5- band processing with aflexible set of EQ
controls, control via modem, and much more.
6200 List $6,250.00

LowestPrice@bfflusa.com
• I 800 421, 8434

41.1111•1111111111•111111111
Orban Optimod 8218
FM Stereo Encoder/Generator

Of boit

The 8218 is an all- digital stand-alone FM stereo encoder/
generator with input flexibility, superb performance
specifications and apatented limiter that eliminates
overshoots. Processing/encoding is performed in the
digital domain, assuring extremely clean, stable output.
The 8218 accepts left/right analog or AES/EBU digital
inputs, either flat, pre-emphasized or NICAM 117.
8218U List $ 2,375.00

LowestPrice2ubswusa.com
OH CAL

1 800 420 8434

orbon
Orban Optimod-PC/Opticodec-PC
PC-Based DAB/Streaming Processors
The Optimod-PC offers 6200- class DAB processing at an
unheard-of price through aPCI card, with onboard DSP,
AES/EBU I/O, and more. An onboard Motorola 56362
DSP chip performs all processing, freeing the host CPU.
Opticodec-PC uses the MPEG-4 AAC/aacPlus codec to
produce streaming audio playable under RealPlayer,
WinAmp, and more. 1010PE software works with any
sound card and can encode multiple streams from
8to 320 kbps. PC- LE is asingle stream version from
8to 32 kbps. The 1010PC package is the 1010PE
software bundled with aPC1100 card.
PC1100
1010PE
PC- LE
1010PC

List $ 1,590.00
List $ 495.00
List $ 99.00
List $ 1,995.00

DAB card/software
Streaming software
Streaming software - limited
Streaming software w/card

Lowes-tPrice@bswusa.com
011 CAI

I 800 421, 8414
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The Optimod 9200U AM processor includes presets
for HF applications. It features 5- band DSP processing;
factory and user presets; PC remote control software;
transmitter EQ; built-in sine and square wave test tone
oscillator; dual analog out. The 9200UD adds digital I/O.

Orban 8200ST Studio Chassis

orb«

The 8200ST provides transparent gain riding, adjustable
compression, high-frequency limiting and absolute peak
control. Applications include STL protection, studio level
control and budget FM processing.The high-frequency
limiter is adjustable for all standard pre- emphasis curves.
8200ST List $ 2,490.00

9200U
9200UD

AM processor w/ analog I/O
AM processor w/ digital I/O

Orban 910082 AM Processor «bon

Orban Stereo Spatial Enhancer
Orban 222A stereo spatial enhancer detects and
enhances psychoacoustic directional cues to give your
station enhanced stereo imaging. It accomplishes this
with no increase in FM multipath distortion, unnatural
reverberation or sensitivity to vertical tracing distortion.
Balanced XLR and barrier strip I/O.
222A List $ 1,950.00

The Orban Optimod 9100132 AM audio processor
contains awide band AGC, 6- band limiter, safety clipper
and all appropriate filtering for complete processing
control. The result is high loudness, exceptional fidelity,
natural sound and freedom from processing artifacts,
yielding an FM- like sound on all types of receivers.
910082-U10

List $ 8,950.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
011 3.011

I 800 420 8414
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The 275A stereo synthesizer automatically detects mono
signals and blends to mono-compatible synthesized
stereo. It includes auto- polarity detector/corrector and
single- ended noise reduction. Barrier strip I/O.

The Orban 8182A is an integrated audio processing
system designed specifically for television. It provides
gain riding to compensate for varying input levels,
adjustable dynamic range control, loudness control
to tame blaring commercials and patented circuits for
transparent peak limiting to prevent overmodulation.

275A-U List $ 2,850.00

8182A List $ 7,630.00

LOWeStPriCe@d3SWUSMOM

OMEGAFM

List $ 5,880.00

LowestRice@bswusa.com
OR CALL

1 800-426 8934

APHEX

The 2020MKIII broadcast processor is cleaner and louder
due to new circuitry and algorithms - all without any
processing artifacts or delay The 2020MKIII features
leveler, multiband compression, split-band flat limiter,
low distortion, and RDS interface. The unit contains over
15 patented or patent pending inventions, including the
Frequency Discriminate Leveler, Dynamic Verification
Gate, Wave Dependent Compressor, Split Band Peak
Limiter, Parallel Path Digital Modulation, and Drift
Stabilized Analog to Digital Converter. All parameters
are digitally controlled, via front panel controls or a
Windows compatible remote control serial interface
(either modem or direct connection). Eight factory
presets and 16 user presets can be edited, saved and
recalled. The base 2020MKIII model has flat limiting and
offers balanced analog I/O. The 2020MKIIIWITH03 adds
the 2020MKIII-03 (
see below) and an ultra- precise ovencontrolled crystal oscillator.
Options: 2020MKIII-01 is 24-bit digital I/O. 2020MKIII-02
is the split band high-frequency limiter and overshoot
compensated low pass filter. 2020MKIII-03 combines
2020MKIII-02 and astereo generator.

Orban 8182A TV Audio Processor
Orban Stereo Synthesizer

FEATURES:
•Gated, intelligent gain-riding AGC
•Multi- band leveling and compression
•Wide-range, triple parametric EQ
•Split-spectrum final limiting provides optimal
carrier deviation
•Analog and digital XLR I/O
•Digital S/PDIF I/O via BNC
•Composite/MPX output via BNC

Aphex 2020MKIIII FM Processor

I 18/0 420 8414

orbon

The Omega-FM may be used right out of the box, or by
connecting aPC (or modem) and running the supplied
software. Almost all processing parameters can be run
under local (or remote) user control. The Omega- FM's
short program signal path helps keep program audio
clean and assures negligible latency.

List $ 4,350.00
List $4,750.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALI

lnovonics Omega-FM FM Processor
The Omega- FM is afull-featured FM processor at an
economical price point more stations can afford. It
applies Pentium-class computing power directly to all
processing and stereo-generating functions. New rev.
3.0 software improves rel;ability, combines peak and
RMS control, adds enhanced multi-band compression,
and more. Future upgrades are simply software uploads
that do not require additional hardware.

LowestPrice@bswusa.corn
L All

I 800 420 8431

2020MKIII
FM audio processor List $ 5,495.00
2020MKIIIWITH03 processor with stereo
generator and limiter List $ 7,995.00
Accessories:
2020MKIII-01
AES/EBU digital I/O List $ 500.00
2020MKIII-02
pre- emphasis limiter List $ 500.00
2020MKIII-03
stereo generator/
pre-emphasis limiter List $ 2,500.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.corn
OR CALL

1-8

- 426

8434

What LomestPrice@bmvusa.com means to you: We've got the lowest prices in the country, but manufacturers don't always let us print them. For your price quote, just send your request via e-mail addressed to
LowestPrice@bswusa.com, use our website somm.bswusa.com or call us toll free 1-80)-426-8434. No hard-sell, no arm twisting—our prices and service speak for themselves.

If this processor were any hotter...

The new Omnia-3fm Turbo gives you features you
might not find even i- processors that cost

lot

s

more. Here's a small sample of what you'll get:
• Adjustable, aversampled three- band limiter and
three-band Automatic Cain Control section 'or
smooth, clean sound that's as loud as you want
it to be
• Omnia Bass Management System prcvides

Announcing Omnia-3fm Turbo.

p

to 12 db of bass boost using specially designed

There's areason we call it "Turbo." This new Omnia has
more than enough DSP muscle to grab and hold buttonhappy listeners, and burn your brand into their memory.
Omnia-3fm Turbo's 3new bands of AGC, 3bands of
precision limiting, and distortion-cancelled clipping stage
work in harmony to deliver bold, thumping low end, crystal-clear highs and the warm, natural, open feeling for
which Omnia is famous.

time- al gned algorithms for the loudest, cleanest
low end ever.

Clients rave:

• Remote control your way: standard serial and
optional modem and Ethernet connectivity le: you
tweak your sound

r

on

anywhere. any time

• Famous Omnia non-aliasing, distortion-controlled
composite clipper nelps you ach eve fie clean.

"We raced Omnia-3fm Turbo against the Orban 2300
and DSP-X, and the Omnia was the loudest, cleanest
and best box by far. This processor is incredible! It's
like hearing the original Omnia again for the first time."
— Mike Oberg, WGMO-FM

loud sound you've been dreaming of
•Full-featured I/O w Eh analog. AES/EBU

and cci -n-

posite ins and outs.
•A double handful of format- specific presets to get
you up and rurning quickly.

"We installed two Omnia-3s... our competitors have
noticed the change in the audio quality, and they are
wondering what our stations have that they don't!"
— Allen Osborne Maldonado, Cocatel, Honduras
"We installed the Omnia-3 on KQAK-FM and noticed an
immediate deference - so did our listeners! We sound
louder, crisper and better than ever before.
— Keith Shipman, KQAK-FM

Dta

A lelos Company

The new Omnia-3fm Turbo has aUS MSRP of $3,995.00.
Call for Your Low BSW Price.

omniaaudio corn

Want to really stomp your competition? Get an Omnia-6EX, the six- band,
dual-path processor with twin processing paths for your standard FM and
HD Radio'. signals

For AM audio
that peels paint off the wall, you want the
flamethrowing Omnia-SEX HD+AM, with
simultaneous processing for conventional
AM and HD Radio" broadcasts.

Put the power of Omnia in
your Windows' PCI Omnia
A/X works seamlessly with
Real, Windows Media, MP3
streaming encoders and audio
production software to make
your streaming audio sound
fantastic.

Omnia is a registered trademark of TLS Corp 0 2004 TLS Corp All rights reserved All other trademarks are property of their respective owners
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of Omnia-6EX HD

Hear the Rich,

Qr .
+

Seeing Is Believing

Omnia-6EX HD FM Analog and DAB Audio Processor
The Onnia-6EX HD FM is anew processo for FM broadcasters
processing paths individual'y optimized for conventional FM audio and digital
transmssion chains - especially bit-reduœd codecs used with HD Radio/DAB
service and satellite systems. The Omnia-6EX adds fine-tuning controls, with a
unctue parallel processing structure that routes audio from the mixer stion
to output stages for both conventional FM and DAB. The FM section receives
distortion-controlled final limiting with pre-emphasis, and an upper-frequency
response of 15 kHz. The DAB section has amulti- band Look-Ahead final limiter with
frequency response all the way up to the full audio bandwidth of 20 kHz. You also
get: Bass Management controls, with two new Bass Limiter functions,Tight"and
'Girth", which give users fine control over low frequency processing; Input Failsafe
that protects your signal's continuity by automatically selecting anew aJdic input
source fthe primary source fails; Linux-based front panel software; and Network
Time Puotocd fulction to synchronize to ahigh-accuracy Internet or local external
tirre servers using anetwork connection.
OMNIA6EX

List $ 11,590.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.ami

High- resolution ac:ive-matrix color displays keep you
informed and allow precise adjustments to your sound

OMNIA-6EX FEATURES:
•Selectable, four-frequency high-pass filter and multi-stage phase rotator
•Space-EFX adjustable stereo enhancement algorithm
•Dual, split wide- band automatic gain control stage
•Five-band adjustable crossover network
•Adjustable five- band AGC
•Low frequency enhancement with up to 16 dB of adjustable range
•Fixed, six- band pre-limited crossover
•Completely adjustable, over-sampled six- band limiter
•Dual adjustable analog composite output; balanced analog outputs
•Dorrough loudness meter
•Headphone output
•AES3 output selectable for 32, 44.1, 48, or 96 kHz; AES3 synchronizing input
•Flexible remote control via Ethernet, serial or modem connection

OR CALL: 1-800-426-8434

Omnia-SEX HD Series
Analog and DAB Audio Processors

onnlo

The Omnia-5EX hID FM is an advanced FM processor with parallel processing
optimized for delivering two simultaneous audio processing paths - one for FM, and
another for HD bdio, DAB, satellite, or network streaming. After AGC, audio is routed
to separate, dedicated output stages. The FM section has Omnia's famous distortioncontrolled high precision final limiting with the required 15 kHz response. The
HD/DAB section has alook-ahead final limiter with selectable frequency n3ponse
that goesall the way to 20
And Omnia-SEX HDFM contains new processing
enhancements :hat result in more bass punch, and more vocal clarity.., more
exciting and captivating than ever. So powerful, musical, natural, and free of anificial
constraints, yoiill crave it the first time you hear it.
The Omnia-5EX HD AM processor has parallel processing paths optimized for
both conventional and digital AM transmission. It boasts selectable 12 kHz-20 kHz
bandwidth and the same advanced features as the FM model. Talk is clear anc clear.
Bumpers and ICs have more definition. And music jumps off the dial. You won't
believe it AM!
FEATURES:
-Unique fina, limiter for DAB
•Integrated stereo generator with advanced peak control, pilot filter
and dual composite MPX outputs for conventional FM
•24-bit/96 kHz processing
-5band limiter 2AGC bands; wideband AGC
•Digital/analog I/O with dual AES/EBU outs
•Remote control via Ethernet, serial or modem connection
•Optional stereo EFX enhancement ( item 42001-00009)
OMNIA5EXHDFM
OMNIASEXHDAM

FM/digital FM stereo processor
AM/digital AM stereo processor

List $ 7,980.00
List $6,980.00

Accessories:
2001-00009

Stereo EFX enhancement

List $480.00

LowestPrire@bswusa.com
OR CAll
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1 800 426 8434

Omnia 3Series FM/AM/Internet Processors
The Omnia 3is the all-digital audic processor that ottfers clarity, punch and power at an
amazingly affordable price.The popular Omnia-3fm is now "turbo-charged" with a3band AGC to further enhance processing. Each Omria 3 (FM, AM, or Internet) includes
standard features not found elsewhere - . ike 48 kHz sampling, multi-band processing,
digital audio I/O, advanced bass management, afull complement of presets to get
great sound right out of the box, RS- 232 control (Network control available with an
optional Ethernet port, and dial-up coltrol with an opt oral modem card), discrete
analog and AES/EBU digital outputs and integrated composite clipper. In addition,
Omnia processors feature flexible software architectute and are easily upgradable,
assur•ng that your unit follows you into the future.
OMNIA3TURBO
OMNIA3AM
OMNIA3NET

List $ 3,990.00
List $ 3,990.00
List $ 3,990.00

FM stereo processor
AM stereo processor
Internet processor

LowestPrice@bswusa.ccm
OR

A L. : 1
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Omnia A/X Streaming Audio Processing
Omnia A/X is internet audio processing software that
combines the power of Omnia audio processing with
Telos Systems' experience as pioneers in the field
of streaming audio. Omnia A/X runs on Windowsbased PCs, working seamlessly witn Wirdows Media
Real and MP3 encoders to bring clean, balanced
audio to streaming applications, with controls such
as wideband AGC, 3-band combined AGC/Limiter,
high frequency EQ and adjustable- bandwidth low
pass filter. Aprecise look-ahead final limiter prevents
clipping. Resulting streams are cleaner and clearer,
with more presence, detail and fidelity delivered to
listeners' desktops.
OMNIAAX

List $ 595.00

OR CAll

With all the Omnias to choose kart BSW makes /our decision easier by allowing you to try before you buy" Call u5for tetails.

1 800 426 8434
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Inovonics DAVID-III
FM Processor/Stereo Generator

The Inovonics DAVID- Ill combines multiband audio
processing with adigital-synthesis stereo generator.
Pulse-width- modulation (PWM) techniques ensure
rock-stable operation and acompetitive sound. Density
and equalization adjustments allow the broadcaster to
tailor the 'signature'of the on-air sound. AGC, multiband
compression/limiting, proprietary final limiting and
an adjustable composite clipper deliver outstanding
performance for any program material.
71800 List $2,200.00

LowestPrice ,4bswusa.com

Inovonics DAVID-II
FM Processor/Stereo Generator
I
he David II (#/ 1600) integrates FM audio processing
and stereo generation into asingle, easy-to- use,
affordable package. It lets you achieve an aggressive
sound that is fully protected from overmodulation
without sacrificing ease of setup. Features: digital
synthesis of the composite multiplex signal; feedforward pulse width modulation ( PWM); composite
processor to maximize modulation density; internal
combining for SCA and RDS subcarriers.
71600 List $ 2,000.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
•1
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The Inovonics 708 provides cost-effective
stereo generation for processors that lack
this capability. It features digital synthesis of the stereo
pilot and MPX signals; front- panel metering; patented
overshoot compensation with an adjustable pre-pilot
composite clipper; adjustable composite equalization;
and internal combining for SCA and RDS subcarriers.
708-00 List $ 1,530.00

CRL Amigo Series
AM, FM and TV Processors
The CRL Amigo FM is acomplete stereo audio
processing system - both flexible and powerful. It has
easy-to- understand processing controls to customize
your station's sound. Awide range dual band AGC
ensures consistent station loudness by automatically
monitoring and adjusting your audio levels. Powerful
multi- band limiting system produces anatural
sound with superior loudness. The Amigo's digitally
synthesized multiplex generator provides aflawless
stereo signal.
The Amigo AM is acomplete audio processing system
for AM stereo. It includes dual band AGC for consistent
loudness, and athree-band matrix limiter maximizes
your station's coverage area and loudness. Stereo sound
enhancement provides additional stereo separation to
make your station stand out.
The CRL Amigo TV mono processing system uses
awide- range dual- band AGC to ensure consistent
station loudness by automatically monitoring and
adjusting your audio levels, over better than 30 dB. The
attack time is program-dependent, yielding consistent
loudness even when the source changes. Powerful
multi- band limiting gives your station superior loudness
while maintaining outstanding sound quality. Also
included is CRL's patented Dynafex noise reduction
system, which has gained widespread popularity for its
ability to remove noise from virtually any audio source.
The Amigo TV is also ideal for mono FM, LPTV audio and
Electronic News Gathering ( ENG).
AMIGOFM
AMIGOAM
AMIGOTV

FM stereo processor
AM stereo processor
TV processor

List $ 2,995.00
List $ 2,995.00
List $ 2,995.00

LowestPrice@lbswusa.com
OR CA

L

1 800- 426- 14
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Inovonics 235 AM Processor

CRL Auto Gain Control

The 235 tri band AM broadcast audio
processor is fully NRSC-compliant and AMAX-certified,
and features slow gain- rating gated-AGC which
erases long-term input level variations, and a3-band
compressor/EQ. The peak controller has adjustable
clipping depth to maximize carrier modulation. An RS232 interface allows remote control. Specify bandwidth.

The CRL AGC-400 provides accurate, distortionfree automatic gain control over a24 dB range of
program levels. The AGC-400 contains aprogrammable
dual/wide/both mode AGC/Compressor that can work in
multi- band or wide- band modes, or in acombination of
both. The wideband AGC controls average audio levels,
while adual band AGC controls audio peaks, producing a
very smooth, natural sound. Gating is included to prevent
amplification of background noise during pauses and
provides very smooth control of speech. With so much of
the world using digital audio sources, tape hiss and other
background noises are becoming more noticeable. CRL's
patented Dynafex single ended noise reduction system,
included with the AGC-400, can provide up to 30 dB of
quieting of noisy program sources.

235-00 List $ 1,800.00
22200 List $ 720.00

LowestPricea bswusa.com

Modulation Sciences
CP803 Composite Processor
Keep your FM station loud and legal by adding the
Modulation Sciences CP803 to your compressor/
limiter/stereo generator to enhance the stereo
composite signal. Increase your signal by 6dB with
greater dynamic range without breathing or pumping.
Eliminates peaks of overmodulation and limits
composite signal without affecting stereo pilot.
CP803 List $ 1,570.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

FEATURES:
•10-segment audio level display
•Digitally generated carrier
•Exclusive pulse amplitude modulator
•Adjustment free pilot phasing
•
Two SCA/RDS input ports
•Balanced, active differential program input ports
•Low impedance - high drive capable output
•7th order elliptic 15 kHz
•Low-pass filter with delay equalization
SG800A List $ 1,795.00
R

AL:

1 800-42

•8

CRL Amigo Studio
Stereo Gain Controller
The CRL Amigo Studio (model # SGC800) is astereo
gain controller, for use in studios prior to either an STL
or recording device. It provides consistent levels to
other audio devices as well. It features selectable gain
reduction and release time; Dynafex noise reduction
circuits; balanced analog left and right audio inputs and
outputs ( barrier strip); 1
RU.
SGC800 List $ 2,595.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.corn
RCA
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CRL Amigo limer
Automated Sequencer

ALL • 1 800 416 1.131

The 222 AM processor with NRSC can also interface with
existing units to provide an NRSC-compliant signal.

An excellent companion to virtually any audio
processing system or transmitter exciter on the market,
the digitally synthesized CRL Systems SG-800A FM
Stereo Generator produces laboratory grade composite
signals even with the complex wave forms produced
by large amounts of competitive audio processing. The
digital design of the SG-800A provides absolute stability
and maintenance free composite/pilot synchronization.

4

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
R

I

CRL FM Stereo Generator

Inovortics 1

SHOSS3DOUci IiQNÚ

•

FEATURES:
•Auto gain control over 24 dB range of program levels
•Programmable dual/wide/both AGC
•Wide AGC controls average levels
•Dual- band AGC controls audio peaks
•Gating is included for smooth control of speech
•Dynafex NR provides up to 30 dB of reduction
AGC400

List $ 1,995.00

LowegPrice@bfflusa.com
R

L

1-

426 84 t4

CRL's Amigo Timer is areal-time event sequencer (timer)
for controlling any device remotely, or when aprecise
start or stop time is required. Outputs can be latched
or momentarily closed; accepts async input to slave to
an external timing device; and memory can store up
to 255 events on 8different outputs. Software allows
for editing, adding or deleting of events via aPC, either
directly connected or via modem. ¡ RU.
TIMER List $895.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.corn
OR CA

1

1014

8

Modulation Sciences SCA Processor
All you need for SCA in asingle chassis! The SCA186
contains subcarrier generator, audio processing, peak
holding deviation meter, noise generator and incidental
AM noise meter to optimize transmitter tuning for
minimum cross talk. Please specify 67 kHz or 92 kHz
subcarrier when ordering.
SC186

List $ 3,950.00

Ixtmfflt:Ferke@teSvntSa.COtil
OR CAI I

I ii00 4,, 8414

What lowesthicettbsvmsa.com means to you: We've got the lowest prices in the country, but manufacturers don't always let us print them. For your price quote, just send your request via e-mail addressed to
LowestPrice@bstrusa.com, use our website vnaw.bswusa.com or call us toll free 1-800-426-8434. No hard sell, no arm twisting--our prices and service speak for themselves.
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Musicam SuperLink

1:44:e

Audio Streaming System

Marti SRPT- 40A RPU Transmitter
Marti's SRPT-40A RPL) tra .-ismy er is frequency-agile and
has 50 watts adjustable PF output. Frequency band is
450-451, and 455-456 Mhz ir 12.5 kHz steps. It features
4XLR mic inputs with one channel selectable line level,
front panel metering, high-temperature protection,
and "auto recover it the power should fail. Power via
AC or DC to 30 volts.

The SR-40A the companion rece .:=. rto the SRPT40A
frequency- agile RPU transmitter. Features: frontpanel frequency select switch, selectable metering,
headphone jack. Rack ears included.

SRPT40A

SR40A

Marti SR-40A RPU Receiver

List $ 2,795.00

List $ 2,500.00

SLB
SLT1MUX
SLE1MUX

Chassis with processor
Ti function module
El function module

List $ 2,000.00
List $ 1,250.00
List $ 1,250.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.corn
OR CALL : 1 800 926 8934

I
I iti«.:''t.e.
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MUMMA

Musicam's SuperLink is agreat way to send, receive and
stream high-quality audio and data. SuperLink's 2RU
chassis mounts in arack, and you can add up to three
Function Modules. It's aTi or El STL... it's acodec... it's
an audio streaming system. Send and receive single
or multichannel audio over T1 or El for STL use with
automatic ISDN backup.
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Musicam TEAM Codec System

MART!

Marti SRPT30 RPU Tnmsmitter
The Marti SRPT-30 iicorporatel, the proven synthesizer
and RF amplifier designs From the SRPT-40A, but this unit
is limited to two frequencies. rhe selected frequencies
can be changed at the factory. Features: output power is
adjustable to 30 watts output; built-in compressor/limiter;
four balanced XLR rn cinputs with gain controls (one
switchable to line level). Rack ers sold separately.
SRPT30

List $ 1,935.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
I

I 800

Marti SR30 RPU Receiver
The two-channel, frequency-synthesized SR- 30
receiver has superior selectivity that will help
you maneuver through the high interference levels
that plague today's RPU bands. It is designed as the
companion for the SRPT-30 frequency-agile RPU
transmitter. Pock ears sold separately.
SR30

List $ 1,935.00

LcmrestPrice@bswusa.com
OH

84 i4

MART!

ALL

1 800 426 8434

Ifni Antennas
at BSW

Marti YC RPU
Yagi Antennas

Kathrein-Scala
CA7-460 Yagi
Antenna

Marti's YC-series antelnas offer five
or six elements depending on the
frequency selected dnd offer again of
10 dB. Please specify frequency when
ordering (from 152.08 to 455.99 MHz
to cover any RPU application). The
YC450 operates in te 45c..01-455.99
frequency range.

This seven-element broadband
design covers the 450-470 MHz
bands. Impedance is 50 ohms,
gain is 10 dB.

YC450

CA7-460

List $ 225.00

TEAM is auniversal audio t
ansmission system for T1
and El leased lines and ISDN. Its modular construction
and support of both linear and multiple coding
standards make it ideal for STL use and multiple audio
requirements. TEAM's Ethernet port lets you send
multiple channels of streaning audio to the
Internet or to your Area Newyork.
TEAM

Prices Based on Configuration
LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OH CALL
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Musicam NetStar 500 Codec

"e ie

Musicam NetStar sends and receives stereo audio,
contact closures and ancillary data via ISDN, dedicated
data lines, or via IP supported through an Ethernet
port. Built-in ISDN is standard, and V.35, X.21 and RS422
interfaces are available. And the full compliment of
standard coding algorithm:, as well as MPEG 2AAC and
MPEG 4AAC-LD are included as standard equipment.
An on- board Web Server lets you control NetStar from
any Web browser.
NETSTAR500

List $ 3,950.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CAL : 1-.800-926-

List $ 240.00

4

4

LomstPrice@Irmusa.corn

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

OR CAI
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Will-Burt Hurry-Up Telescope Mast

The TY-900 is ayagi antenna iii the 890-960 MHz band.
It is anodized for maximum rekability and corrosion
resistance. The internal balun, coax feed and connector
are sealed in afoam potting system to prevent
moisture penetratioo. Input power rating is 100 watts,
gain is 10 dB and impedance s50 ohms.

The Will- Burt Hurry- Up mast is designed for fast
deployment of lightweight antennas. It consists of
six graduated aluminum tubes which nest one inside
another (6ft. nested, 20 lbs.). It can be fully extended
to 25 ft. in one minute. Includes universal vehicle
mounting stand.

TY900

8

Orban Opticodec 7400
ISDN/Ethernet Codec

Kathrein-Scala
TY900 Yagi
Antenna

List $150.00

LowestPrice4aswusa.com
,ALL

1 800 4

8434

HURRYUP List $ 1,700.00 LowestPrice@bswusa.com
08 CAI I
800 42,8414

OrbOA

The Orban Opticodec 740G sdesigned for radio and
television broadcasting, audo on demand and any
broadcasting over the Internet. It's ISO/MPEG Layer II
and Layer Ill compliant and include G.722 7kHz and
G.711 telephone modes. In addition to working with
one to three ISDN lines (depending on the quality
desired), this codec is also 1CP/IP and UDP addressable
for use over any LAN, WAN, Intranet, or the Internet.
007400

List $ 5,295.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

What LowestPrice(eb!erusa.com means to you: Se'ye got the lowest prices in the country, but manufacturers don't always let us print them. For your price quote, just send your regret via e-mail addressed to
lowestPrise,ebswusa.com, use our website www.bswvia.com or call us toll free 1-800-426-8434. No hard-sell, no arm twisting— our prices and service speak for themselves.

EVERYTHING OLD
IS NEW AGAIN
After more than 40 years of taking care of your remotes, Marti products are better than ever.
Inside of every Marti product is amix of old and new—the reliability, friendly- operation and
ruggedness you demand along with the quality that only comes from the latest technologies.
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Remote Pick Ups

GX-500 Remote Mixer

When you think of wireless RPU gea -,
of course you think of Marti
first. We offer dual-frequency and frequency agiletransmitters and
receivers. Available configured for use nearly anywhere in the world,
Marti can also help you put together your complete remote rig with
antennas and accessories.

The GX-500 remote mixer has four mic and two auxiliary inputs, four
headphone jacks and complete m xing acilities. It comes with aplastic
protective case, long- life oechargeable tatteries and is capable of two
telephone convections. Remotes have never been easier.

Studio-Transmitter Links
Marti gives you achoice in uncompressed analog ETLs. We continue to
offer discrete systems utilizing separate transmitters anc receivers for
left and right channels, as well a; composite stereo configurations.
Companion subcarrier generatort/lemcxlulator pairs are also available.

4111111•11111.111111L

AtItalriKIFSGS1

Digital Cellcast

Plug N Play FM Transmitters

If you can get acellular connection, you car do aremote broadcast
—just grab your Digital Cellcast and go! Operational on many
cellular networks, this remote broadcast studio eliminates the
need to have line of sight with the studio to do aremote. Digital
Cellcast features afour- channel m xer with separa:e controls for
microphones and headphones, line in / line out, and can also be
used when connected to alandline. Battery and AC operation.

MART!

ELECTRONICS

11280rei-

wwvv.martielectronics.com

Available in both locio- and 15o-watt versions, these FM transmitters
give you all tFe reliability, performance, ease- of- installation and support
you expect from Marti. EKcellent ialue for low power FMLAlso offered is
a40- watt exci:er that can directly replace older FM exciters, or with an
optional lowpass filter, can be used as astand-alone trarsmitter.

All-Digital
Without Compromise

Moseiey

Moseley SL9003Q-4S
4-Channel SIL System
Moseley's Starlink SL90030 san open architecture, all- digital,
4-channel aural STL without compromise. Using spectrally
efficient QAM (quadrature amplitude modulation) technology,
it conveys up to four linear uncompressed audio channels
over asingle narrow bandwidth 950 MHz STL channel. This
uncompressed 16- bit linear audio is absolutely uncompromised
and can be configured with up to two pairs of stereo audio
(that's like getting two radios for the price of one). AES/EBU
I/O, combined with asample rate converter, provide seamless
connection without delay. Selectable digital audio sampling
rates of 32, 44.1 or 48 kHz.
SL9003Q-45

List $ 16,250.00
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LowestPrice@bswusamm
OR CALL
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Moseley Lanlink 900
LAN/IP Transmitter

Moseley PCL6020 Series
STL Systems

mosei
ey

The popular
PCL6020 employs asynthesized
reference oscillator to eliminate fixed frequency crystals.
Monaural or composite operation is available from a
single system. By selecting appropriate jumpers, you
can enable wideband composite stereo or 15 kHz
monaural basebands.
The PCL6020 system consists of atransmitter and
receiver. The PCL6030 and PCL6060 are designed
for hostile RF environments where adjacent channel
:uired.
PCL6020
PCL6030
PCL6060

STL system
STL system
STL system

As broadcast equipment becomes
more IP-capable, IP connectivity
becomes increasingly important.
The Lanlink 900 is along-range
(up to 30 miles) point-to-multipoint
IP/Ethernet solution that allows
broadcasters to take advantage of
existing 950 MHz antenna infrastructure to
bring LAN connectivity and dual RS- 232 data circuns
to multiple sites. License-free operation, plug-and- play
setup, guaranteed functioning with any 950 MHz link,
optional additional control modules and optional
codecs for voice and video over IP make the Lanlink 900
the solid choice.
LANLINK900 List $ 3,990.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
•-

-4 -
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List $ 8,250.00
List $ 9,250.00
List $ 9,950.00

MARTI STL20 Series
MART!
SIL Transmitters/Receivers

•

Moseley DSP6000
Digital Encoder/Decoders

Moseley

Your key to an SIL system that can pass CD quality
audio is the Moseley DSP6000 series. This digital
encoder/decoder system (each piece sold separately) is
designed to be used with the PCL6020 series (above).
Features: 90 dB SNR with only .01% distortion;
operates in existing channel allocations from
100 to 500 kHz, coexisting with established analog
radios; higher system gain (up to 25 dB over analog
STIc), constant SNR - unaffected by fades, no crosstalk,
DSP6000E2 2audion
DSP6000D2 2audio/1
DSP6000E4 4audio/2
DSP6000D4 4audio/2

lo

data
data
data
data

encoder
decoder
encoder
decoder

List
List
List
List

$ 2,995.00
$ 2,995.00
$ 4,450.00
$ 4,450.00

What LowestPrice bswusa.com means to you:
LowestPrice bswusa.com

Moseley

The Marti STL-20C composite transmitter and
companion SR-20C receiver form ahigh-quality,
frequency synthesized, radio link. Depending upon
the available bandwidth, the systems can transmit
composite stereo with two subcarriers, or digital stereo
audio when used with external modems. Features:
unexcelled composite stereo separation, low noise and
low distortion; 20 watts of power.
For mono operations or for non-composite stereo
applications, choose the Marti STL20M. Separate
right and left units can be linked for stereo operation
with greater interference rejection, superior noise
specifications and lower channel crosstalk than most
composite systems. Four optional sub-channels are
available. Features: excellent square wave response;
user selectable audio processing; low pass and
band pass filtering for minimum overshoot and high
selectivity; front panel test functions and built-in
automatic switching capability. The SR2OM is the
companion mono receiver.
STL20
SR2OC
STL2OM
SR2OM

Composite transmitter
Composite receiver
Mono transmitter
Mono receiver

www.bswusa.com

List
List
List
List

$ 3,000.00
$ 3,000.00
$ 1,835.00
$ 1,835.00

TFT 9100 Series Composite STL
I
ne MxJet9IÜJA compu te dU13/i JTL systeln 15
designed to meet today's most demanding FM broadcast
transmission standards. The operating frequency is
synthesized and programmable in 12.5 kHz steps so
that afrequency change can easily be made in the field.
This composite STL system aliows all audio processing,
stereo and subcarrier generating equipment to be
located at the studio for optimum performance and
ease of maintenance. The rugged, modular construction
contributes to easy field servicing and low maintenance
costs. Afront- panel meter and distinctive push-buton
switches provide diagnostic readings for forward power,
reverse power, program anc MUX modulation leve s.
9100A
9107B

Transmitter
Receiver

List $ 3,725.00
List $ 3,385.00

Package
Pricing
Let us save you
money on your next
project. Contact a
sales representative
today for additional
discounts.

TFT.

DIGITAL RADIO IS
IN OUR FUTURE.
WE'RE CHOOSING
MOSELEY Ti SR.
Introducing the Stadink SL9003T1
r
.,..40011111F

Whether you re
rolling out HD Radio' or

I

planning astudio move,

gi

o
o

12

look to the name you've
trusted for over forty
years to now provide the smart choice in Ti STLs.
The new Moseley Starlink SL9003T1 has all the payload
advantages of digital— including, bi-directional program audio;
Ethernet

LAN/WAN extension; transmitter remote control;

plus, telephone voice channels—delivered over a single Ti link
or license-free Spread Spectrum radio.
And consider this, the Starlink is priced nearly a third less
than the competition.
How can a Moseley Starlink SL9003T1 possess so much
capability and still save you money? Just ask our industryrecognized experts Dave Chancey or Bill Gould for the details.
Starlink SL9003T1 Digital STL.
Good choice.

www.moseleysb corn
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TFT SIL Digital Modem/Multiplexer
The TFT DMM92 Series are efficient 2- channel encoders
and decoders which allow digital data or digital audio
to be transmitted via TFT 9100 series composite STLs
(see page 10). The DMM92E75 encoder converts serial
data steams into aspectrally efficient, digitally encoded
analog signal. The DMM92D75 decoder converts the
signal back to the digital data stream. The DMM92
can improve fade margin by 20 dB or more, increase
the signal-to-noise ratio of audio by at least 10 dB
and extend the STL distance by miles, with error-free
transmission and compensation for any group delay,
phase and amplitude distortion.
DMM92E75
DMM92D75

)

TF TRr

TFT Uncompressed Digital SIL System
The TFT Digital STL features six uncompressed program
channels and adata channel to meet the requirements of
consolidated operations. It provides the maximum number
of high quality program channels over asingle RF channel.

configurable digital me ,hod to the receiver. Sample
rates of 32, 44.1, and 48 kHz are supported. The RF
system is frequency agie and set by software in the
transmitter and receive'. Available in spring 200$.

The TFT Digital STL consists of atransmitter and receiver
pair that accommodates up to three AES/EBU (stereo)
inputs or up to six discrete audio channels. The transmitter
has a2-watt output and delivers them uncompressed in a

460
467

TFT,.

List $ 2,650.00
List $ 3,500.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
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0-426-8434

Jampro JLST Series
Translator/Booster
Antenna

Jampro FM Antennas

The Jampro JLST is alow power
antenna designed specifically for
omni-directional translator/booster
applications. The simplicity of
the JLST design gives low power
stations the flexibility needed to
meet their individual requirements.
Stainless steel and hot dipped
galvanized steel construction. A
stacking harness may be used to add multiple bays to
achieve the required gain. Field tunable from 88 to 108
mHz. Higher power ratings available upon request. The
antenna features: VSWR 1.5:1 or better+ / - 150 kHz.
with type Ninput connector and optional de-icers are
available where needed.
JL57 -1

Single bay

List $ 850.00

LowestPrice@bswusacom
OR

ALL

1-80 - 42 - 84
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Kathrein-Scala
PR950 STL
Paraflector Antenna
Used for point-to-point STL links, telemetry, and UHF-TV,
the Kathrein-Scala PR Series Paraflector offers rugged
construction for long-term service universal mounting
bracket allows for easy horizontal or vertical mounting.
Specify frequency when ordering. Type Nconnector.
PR950 List $ 730.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
R

12

Call 135W With Your Requirements

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
RCA

: 1C-426-84 4

List $ 10,965.00

1-800-426-8434

A

1 811,1

12, 844

Beacon lamp 620 watt
Obstruction lamp 116 watt

$
28e'
53w

A

1-
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ETL certified and FAA approved,
LED beacons from TWR
Lighting drastically cut your
energy costs, saving more of
your budget. In addition, a
much longer service life means
no more forking out money to
have someone climb the tower
every year (or more) just to
replace abulb.
The STLDBEACON is a
medium- intensity red/white tED StfOUe oeaLun anc
the El DBSL is its controller.Call BSW for our complete
line of TWR Lighting solutions, including LED upgrade
kits for older systems.
STLDBEACON List $ 4,300.00
El DB51.
List $ 3,300.00
OR

List $985.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL

BB620
OLB116

idirDrelrebettSolt8.8n

••

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

The Mark Antenna SSHA72GN
is apoint-to-point grid antenna
designed to work in any
frequency from 940-960 MHz. It
weighs only 30 lbs. ( including feed and mount) and
utilizes universal clamps for quick installation on pipes
from 1.9" to 3.5". Type Nconnector.
S51-19472GN

BSW Stocks these two popular incardescent
replacement bulbs. Oder extra for spares.

TWR LED Beacons

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
R CALL

The TWR lighting division of o2wireless Solutions
offers afull range of ETL-certified and FAA-approved
obstruction lighting systems for any height or voltage
requirement. Whethe• you need replacement lamps or
parts, or need acomplete ' joining system design, ESW
can plug you into the TWR resources you need.
Call us with you lighting needs.

R

The Jampro JMPC antenna is a
medium power side- mount antenna
rated at 10 kW maximum input,
each bay consists of aradiating
element with a1-5/8" shunt feed line.
Each JMPC is factory tuned to any
frequency in the FM Band II (87.5 - 108
MHz) range on atower structure that
bests simulates the customer's actual
tower. The true circular polarization
of the JMPC antenna offers excellent
performance for HD Radio, stereo and SCA
operation. Typical VSWR is 1.1:1 ± 200 kHz.
JNIPC4D Four bay w/de-icer

TWR Tower
Lighting Equipment

LowestPrice@bswusa.corn

Jampro JMPC Series
FM Medium Power
Antenna

Mark Antenna
SSH9A72GN
STL Antenna

The Kathrein-Scala
Miniflector is amediumgain, half- parabolic
antenna designed for fixed- station radio systems.
Frequency range 940-960 MHz ( broadband); gain 14
dBd. Heavy-duty construction of anodized aluminum
pipe, tubing and castings plus stainless steel hardware
and fastenings for corrosion resistance. Impedance
50 ohms.
List $ 520.00

Jampro manufactures acomplete line of FM antennas
and associated RF products including the Penetrator
series of FM sidemount antennas, the JBCP"Rototiller"
design and the revolutionary JBBP sidemount with
balanced feed design. Jampro antennas are available
in awide variety of power levels and configurations for
virtually any application. Over 35 years of manufacturing
expertise goes into every antenna, combiner, filter and
rigid line component they make.

ImiestFerke@bswusa.com
1-80 . 4 . 84 4

Kathrein-Scala
MF950B
STL Antenna

MF950B

Transmitter
Receiver

1-800 426-8434

L
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MART!
Marti SC48
STL Parabolic Antenna
This low cost, 4' Marti antenna
is broadband for the 940-96D MHz
aural STL band and is category B
rated in vertical and horizontal
planes. Features: gain at 95C MHz
21.05 dbi; 1/2 power beam width 16 degrees;
maximum input power 100 watts. Type Nconnector.
SC48

List $895.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
188 ( All

1 800

12e. t1.1 4,1

What LowestPriceebswusa.com means to you: We've got the lowest prices in the country, but manufacturers don't always let us print them. For your price quote, just send your request vi.i e-mail addressed to
lowestPriceObswusa.com • •
www.bswusa.com ,, r
call us toll free 1-800-426-8434. No hard- sell, no arm twisting—our prices and service speak for thetas ,Ives.
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Crowitâ à
FM
Transmitters
)crown

Crown FM Transmitters
Crown's FMX Series FM transmitters feature digital
monitoring and control, plus ept onal telephone
remote management. Monitoring transmitter
performance has never been easier. One control
knob and an easy-to- read display allow for full
management. Select from int uitive mer us to make
your readings or to make your adjustments (via
password protection). FMX tnnsmitters are available
in 30, 100 and 250 watts and a-ecompatible with
Crown's higher power amplif ers or your existing PA.
An optioral Remote Management System module
allows you to use your standard/mobile phone to
stay appraised of transmitter performance and make
changes to parameters. Call foi details.
Crown's original FM transmitter systems combine
built-in audio processing and stereo generation
in arugged, compact unit. Each model provides
excellent signal quality with avariety of features
including: quick set-up; builtir dig,tal metering and
diagnostics; 87-108 MHz user-selectable frequency
range; 100/120 VAC, 220/240 VAC or DC operation.
With Teflon circuit boards ano copper heat spreaders
in the RF chain, the unit functicns with less heat for
improved life span. Highly effic.ent power amplifiers
are added in the 1kW and 2kW transmitters.

M
'
llI11111111111111111111111111
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Long-Term Reliability
Advarced Technology
System Versatility
Modular Design
3-Year Warranty
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FM4000T

The new Crown FM4000 features up to 4400 watts
output. The unit consists of two Crown FM2000s with
two -edundant PA systems, two redundant power
sJpplies and an FM250 driver. The entire unit weighs
under 300 lbs., and is rack- mountable, taking up less
than 20 RU of space. For the ultimate in up-time, this
system operates with the loss of one PA or PS at 1100
watts, arid if both go down it can operate at 250 watt',
exciter power. With remote control capability, this
system delivers alot for alot less. The FM4000E includes
transmi:ter and exciter. The FM4000T adds analog
audio processing and stereo generator.

FMX3OT
FMX100T
FMX2507
FMX-RMS
FM3OT
FM 100T
FM250T
FM5007
FM10007
FM20007
FM4000T
FM4000E

30- watt FM
100-watt FM
250-watt FM
remote mocule
30-watt FM
100-watt FM
250-watt FM
500-watt FM
1-kw FM
2-kw FM
4- kw FM
4- kw FM

LowestPrice@bswusacom
OR

MART!

List $ 5,190.00
List $ 6,790.00
List $ 7390.00
List $ 1,195.00
List $4,195.00
List 55,795.00
List $ 6,895.00
List $ 8,995.00
List $ 15,795.00
List $ 20,995.00
List $ 41385.00
List $40,985.00

ALL: 1-
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Marti 40-Watt FM Exciter

Marti FM Transmitters
Trie Marti Plug-:
ay 1000 is the perfect solution for
amain transmitter and cost effective enough to be a
standby. Features: RF power output: 250 to 1000 W;
frequency range: 87.5 MHz to 1
Oil MHz; output
impedance: 50 ohms nominal; output connector type
"N" Female, standard, optional 1-5/8"; VSWR: rated
power ( 1kw) into 1.5 to 1VSWR maximum at all phase
angles; open and short circuit protected; frequency
stability: -t-i-300 Hz, 3ppm; - 10C to + 50C; modulation
type: digital FM.
The PNP150 FM transmitter ( not shown) gives you all
the performance you've come to expect from Marti in
asmaller transmitter. Features: accepts analog or digital
audio input from an STL, ISDN or drect feed: built-in
stereo generator and colorless audo processor; up to
150 watts into 1.5 to 1VSWR; frecpency range: 87.5 MHz
to 108 MHz - jumper selectable to specific operating
frequency; programmable in 10 kHz steps; remote
control ready; digital inputs: AES/ESU, S/PDIF, TOSLINK,
analog inputs: composite, left and right, audio.
PNP1000
PNP150

1000-watt FM transmitter
150-watt FM transmitter

List $ 9,995.00
List $ 4,950.00

The Marti ME40 is aquality 40-watt synthesized FM
exciter at asurprisingly low price. This is an excellent
choice to replace your older exciter or for use as a
stancby. Features: 40 watts VSWR protected power,
peak- hold baseband modulation LED display, test
multimeter with forward and reverse power ranges,
remo:e capability.
ME40

List $ 3,495.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.corn
ALL

1 BOO 41 ,-, B4 4.1

Henry PowerClamp
Transient Voltage
Surge Suppression
Herr> Engineering s
Powe'Clamp Transient Voltage Surge
Suppressors provide the ultimate protection
against massive high energy surges, spikes,
noise and distortion on the AC powerline. Call
for BSW's complete selection.
Call 85W with your requirements.

Designed for years of trouble free service, the totally
solid state Quantum M- Series FM transmitters,
provide an unsurpassed broadcast signal. he
Quantum M- Series of 1.2 to 5.4 kilowatt transmitters
offer the FM broadcaster the benefits of QEI's
unequaled backgroutad in FM solid state performance
and reliability. QEI developed the Quantum MSeries utilizing decades of real-world field voven
experience in solid state FhAtransmitter design.
These FM transmitters use modular power amplifiers
and are available in power levels between 1.2 and
5.4 kilowatts in 600 watt increments. You can ouy
precisely the amount of power you need. This makes
the Quantum M-Series affordable to own and operate
by avoiding the ineffic iency of running ahlgher
power transmitter at low oixput power levels.
BSW sells the complete line of QEI.
Call us for discount pricing.

lfflestierice@bwrusa.com

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
14

QEI
Quantum
M Series
FM Transmitters

OR CALL, 'Ur-

You'd think that transmitters would be exciting enough. And still, we have extiters.,.

.7.17zivel
Delta Coaxial
Transfer Switches
L)Lqt,i

range of high quality RF
related products including
aseries of coaxial transfer
switches for 3-1/8" and
1-5/8" transmission line.
These units can switch
transmission line in less than two seconds
with manual or remote operation.
Call BSW with your requirements.

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL

The Bird 5000 digital RF power mete- operates over a
broader frequency range than any Bird meter, covering
2MHz to 3600 MHz ( based upon element selection,
sold separately). Coupled with the ability to measure
True Average Power from 1to 1000 watts, the 5000
handles Cellular, PCS, AMPS, CDMA, GSM, TDMA, ISM,
UMTS, 3G, Wireless, WLL, Paging, Conventional/Trunked
Radio, Aviation, Military, and Analog or Digital Audio and
Television Broadcast. The LCD display shows forward
and reflected power or other selected parameters, while
a20-segment analog bar graph tracKs forward power
readings. Readings can be expressed as Watts, dB Return
Loss and % Match Efficiency.

1 800 426 8434

Kintronic Isocouplers
Kintronic Laboratories Isocouplers
provide versatility to existing AM
radiating elements by allowing for
installation of transmit/receive, FM
and TV antennas operating in the
frequency range of 30-1000 MHz
without disrupting AM antenna
characteristics.
Call BSW with your requirements.

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR

ALL

1-

- 42
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MCI Coaxial
Transfer Switches
MCI coaxial transfer switches are
designed for TV, AM, FM, HF and
other broadcast related areas. As
four- port transfer switches, they
will switch two signal sources
between loads.

1008

5000EX
5010
5011
5012

List $ 895.00
List $ 600.00
List $ 1,200.00
List $ 2,200.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
ALL

1-8

Bird 43
RF Watt Meter

Electro Impulse is a
leading supplier of
specialized equipment for
the communications and
broadcast industries such as
dry, convection, and forced
air-cooled loads.
Call BSW with your
requirements.

41)

OR CALL

1 800 926-84

4

Ijefectric

5
869e

$579°°
$1,159°'
LOWEST

from $579!

eig.

The Bird 43 Directional Watt
meter accurately measures
forward or reflected power
in coaxial transmission lines
under any load condition.
Each model 43 consists of
aline section,"QC" (Quick
Change) connectors and
an indication meter housed
in arugged, corrosion resistant aluminum case.
Plug-in elements, purchased
separately, determine
the power rating and the
frequency range. Call for
pricing on the elements for
your application.
43

Dielectric
RF Equipment

FMMC4

List $ 22,900.00

Audemat Navigator 100
FM Receiver
The Navigator 100 is acompact and affordable FM
receiver with built-in GPS and delivered with aflashcard.
It's the perfect tool for field tests, coverage, and
modulation analysis. It combines in the same chassis
an RF, modulation, pilot, RDS and DARC monitor. A
must- have for all engineers.
NAVIGATO R100

List $ 5,990.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
R CALL

1 8 0 426-

4 4

eAtkrAt
:
Aztec

ly $299!
Audemat AM-Fieldstar Receiver

Dielectric manufactures a
number of high-quality RF
related products including
dehydrators, switches, loads,
isocouplers, antennas and
more.

Bird RF Coaxial Loads
Bird's RF loads are world renowned for
their high-quality robust construction and
conservative power ratings.
Call BSW with your requirements.

Call BSW with your
requirements.
Olt C ALL

LowestPrice

0-426 8434

ElectroImpulse
RF Coaxial Loads

fM-ML4/DEMA is the per fect solution for FM
signal expertise all along the transmission chain. This
Mobile FM field- strength Meter and dynamic baseband Analyzer is the reference product for regulation
authorities, broadcasters and radio stations worldwide.
It provides very precise readings, using 3 professional
calibrated receiver as well as acalibrated antenna.
The FM-MC4 includes aGPS receiver foi mobile fieldstrength survey and quality of reception evaluation.

The 5000 requires apower sensor, and there are three
to choose from (sold separately). The 5010 digital power
sensor provides atotal RF power measurement solution
for Thruline ( in- line) power measurements. The 5011
terminating power sensor provides ameasurement
solution for base station power and/or broadcast
transmitter power. The 5012 is awideband power
sensor.
In addition, call for individual elements (not listed, sold
separately) for your application.

Call BSW with your requirements.
OR

Audemat Field Strength Meter

Bird 5000EX
Digital RF Watt Meter

311:Em9.rr,

The Audemat AM-Fieldstar is dedicatec to AM proof
performances with integrated GPS receiver. It allows
you to automatically measure the RF levels while
driving and allows the visualization and analysis of
the results on your PC. Top precision is guaranteed
with the calibrated AM receiver and rotating,
directional-calibrated loop antenna. Aperfect blend of
ergonomic...and accuracy. FCC complant.
AM-FIELDSTAR

1 800 426 8434

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
( AI t - 1 800

,12t.

8,114

List $ 14,990.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.corn
( All : 1 800 41, 8434

What LowestPrice@bswusa.com means to you: We've got the lowest prices in the country, but manufacturers don't always let us print them. For your price quote, just send your request via e-mail addressed to
LowestPrice@bswusa.com use our webte www.bswusa.com (
all us toll free 1-800-426-8434. No hard-sell, no arm twisting — our prices and service speak for themselves.
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Andrew Cable Products

MYAT Rigid Cable/Connectors

The Andrew Corporation, world leader in the design
and manufacture of communications equipment
and systems, is well known in the radio broadcast
community for supplying high- quality transmission
cable and related accessories. BSW is proud to represent
acomplete line of products for all your transmission
cabling requirements including HELIAX foam and
air-dielectric cable connectors and accessories, rigid
transmission line, pressurization and accessories.

Broadcasters across the country and around the
world rely on MYAT rigid transmission line systems
and components. Available in sizes from 7/8" to 93/16" MYAT products offer advanced design, superior
materials and manufacturing expertise. From asingle
replacement part to an entire rigid transmission line
system designed for the most challenging broadcast
environment, you can depend on MYAT. Their products
deliver the specifications and tolerances to provide
maximum performance within high-power FM
environments. Call BSW for low discount pricing.

Call BSW for all your Andrew needs!

Call BSW with your requirements.

Andrew Connectors

Andrew HELIAX coaxial cable, connectors and
accessories are designed to provide optimum electrical
performance for awide range of RF applications. You
can be certain that HELIAX coaxial cable systems will
perform as you expect with no surprises.

HELIAX connectors are designed exclusively
for use with HELIAX coaxial cables to provide
excellent electrical performance for the
complete transmission line system. BSW sells
the entire line of Andrew connectors for any
broadcast application. Call us for pricing.

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL: 1-800-426-8434

immiampum.
List Price

Popular Connectors

List Price

Popular Hanger Kits

LDF4-50A
1/2" Foam

$2.84/ft.

L44R ( 7/8" EIA)

$125.40

43211A

L4PNM (" N" male)

$45.96

L4PDM ( 7-16 DIN male)

$45.96

L44p ( UHF male)

$33.17

$6.51/ft.

LDF4-75A
1 /2" Foam
175 ohm)

$2.84/ft.

HJ8-50B
3-1/8" Air

$32.18/ft.

KU-50A
1-5/8" Air

H15-50
7/8" Air

H14-50
1/2" Air

$18.63/ft.

$8.67/ft.

$4.86/ft.

L45R ( 7/8" EIA)

$129.68

L5PDM-RPC ( 7-16 DIN male)

$63.30

L5PNM-RPC (" N" male)

$63.30

L4NM-7550-H (" N" male)

$59.09

L44P-75 ( UHF)

$33.17

H8MB-302 ( 3-1/8" EIA male block)

$585.00

78AS ( 1-5/8" EIA male block)

$661.05

87G ( 1-5/8" EIA block)

$361.53

87R ( 1-5/8" EIA pass)

$313.56

H7NMT (" N" male)

$725.90

H7PDM ( 7-16 DIN)

$347.49

H5MB-014 ( 7/8" EIA male block)

$415.35

H5MPB-110 ( 1-5/8" EIA)

$303.03

H5PNM (" N" male)

$139.23

H5PDM ( 7-16 DIN)

$139.23

H4MPB-014 ( 7/8" EIA)

$187.21

H4PDM ( 7-16 DIN)

$134.15

H4PNM (" N" male)

5134 15

Common Andrew Cable Attachment Hardware
31769-5
31769-1
243684
31768A
31670-1
31670-2
31670-3
31670-4
31670-5
31670-6

Standard hanger hardware kit, 3/4" long
Standard hanger hardware kit, 1" long
Compact angle adaptor
Standard angle adaptor
Round member adaptor ( kit of 10), 1-2" diameter
Round member adaptor ( kit of 10), 2-3" diameter
Round member adaptor (
kit of 10), 3-4" diameter
Round member adaptor ( kit of 10), 4-5" diameter
Round member adaptor ( kit of 10), 5-6" diameter
Round member adaptor ( kit of 10), 6-8" diameter

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
R CALL

1-

00-926-

439

List
List
List
List
List
List
List
List
List
List

$ 14.17
$ 14.72
$ 58.91
$ 85.57
$ 26.14
$ 26.94
$ 30.31
$ 31.44

$32.56
$ 56.14

1 800-926-8434

Coax seal
Hand-moldable, plastic Coax-Seal
seals coax fittings from moisture
and corrosion. Coax-Seal s:ays
flexible for years, thus inswing
moisture-proof connections.
60 inches, protects ,) CO0x 5e315

List Price

LowestPrice

Ott

only $289!

Popular Grounding Kits

List Price

$ 31.61

241088-6

$32.40

42396A-5

$41.55

241088-7

$40.18

43211A

$31.61

241088-6

$32.40

31766A-1 1

$78.38

241088-10

$44.06

42396A-2

$41.55

204989-34

$63.20

42396A-5

$ 41.55

241088-7

43211A

$ 31 (31

Andrew Dehydrators
The MT300 series automatic membrane
dehydrators are equipped with the Andrew
unimourn :,ystem allowing for rack, wall or
free-standing mounting without additional
parts. They are designed to supply dry air at a
dewpoint DF -45°C (-50°F), or better, under
the ambienz conditions of 95% RH at 49°C
(120°F). Each MT300 dehydrator contains a
low pressure alarm with Form Cdry contacts
for connectbn to an alarm system. The
MT300 serie5 dehydrators are for medium
volume microwave and broadcast systems.
Call BSW with your requirements.

16

OR CALL

COAXSEAL

CABLE

LDF5-50A
7/8" Foam

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

Hook up with Andrew and tt\ Wto ensure your best connections.

241088-6

$ 40.18

$32.40

Discount Prices
BSW has excellent
pricing on Andrew
products!
Contact us for alow-priced quote
today at 1-800-426-8434!
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Belar Modulation Monitors
For more than 30 years, Belar has been making precision
modulation monitoring products and established a
reputation that makes their name synonymous with
reliability. Call us with your requirements.
The Belar FMM2 FM modulation monitor is aprecision
wideband, all solid state FM monitor, designed to
measure the total modulation characteristics of
monaural as well as multiplexed FM transmitters. The
Model FMM-2 is also used as alow distortion and
low noise FM demodulator to drive the companion
stereo and SCA monitors, as well as providing audio
outputs for aural monitoring and proof-of- performance
measurements. Utilizing such advanced design features
as an ultra- linear digital discriminator, an almost
distortionless and absolutely flat baseband signal is
produced to ensure precise stereo and SCA decoding.
Features: digitally selectable peak indicator, adjustable
in 1% increments from 1to 199%, independent of
modulation polarity; built-in voltmeter for AM and FM
noise measurements; carrier alarm with front- panel
indicator; two wide- band outputs; true peak or semipeak metering; separate fixed 100% modulation
indicator; high-visibility rear-illuminated meter.
The FMS2 Stereo Modulation Monitor is an all solid
state precision stereo monitor designed to operate in
conjunction with the Belar model FMM2 baseband
modulation monitor. The test and measurement
capability of the FMS2 is enhanced by the integration
of two independent auto- ranging voltmeters allowing
automatic measurement of channel separation and
crosstalk, along with sub-carrier suppression and noise.
Features: two independent semi-peak modulation
meters for simultaneous monitoring of left and right
channels; front- panel switchable de-emphasis for
noise measurements; pilot alarm with front panel

indicator; outputs for audio proof- of-performance
measurements; two auto- ranging voltmeters with LED
displays for 0to -80 dB range measurements; stereo
separeion measurement capability of over 70 dB at 15
kHz; high-visibility rear- illuminated meters.
The Belar SCM2 SCA modulation monitor, when added
to he Belar FMM2 provides complete monitoring and
test functions for SCA storecasting, data transmission
and remote telemetering applications. Up to four
frequency switch positions allow four channels to be
opera7ed and tested. The first switch position is preset
to 57 kHz.
The AMM2C modulation monitor is aprecision, all
sol :d-state AM demodulator designed to measure
the modulation characteristics of AM broadcast
transmitters over afrequency range of 260 kHz to 50
MHz. The AMM2C utilizes aunique carrier- referencing
sysr_em for the peak flasher indications.
FMM2
FMS2
FMM4A
SCM2
RFA4
RFA1A
AMM2C
AMM3A
AMM4
RFA2
SCMA-1
FMRR-4
D5D-1A
AMDA-1
LP- 1
LP- 1A

FM modulation monitor
FM stereo mod monitor
FM frequency monitor
SCA monitor
FM RF amplifier
FM RF amplifier
AM mod monitor
AM mod monitor
AM freq monitor
AM RF amplifier
SCA modulation analyzer
FM rebroadcast receiver
digital stereo decoder
AM distribution amp
shielded AM loop antenna
shielded antenna w/ preamp

List $ 1,890.00
List $ 2,150.00
List $ 1,690.00
List $ 2,190.00
List $ 1,290.00
List $ 990.00
List $ 1,690.00
List $ 1,890.00
List $ 1,490.00
List $ 790.00
List $ 2,700.00
List $ 1,890.00
List $ 2,500.00
List $ 795.00
List $ 350.00
List $425.00

OR

CALL: 1-800-426-8434

11:11.11.2y
. .
12.1,02)

digital modulation monitor/analyzer, available in
FM (# FMA4A1) and AM (#AMMA2) models that
precisely measure peak modulation, peaks per minute,
average peak modulation, modulation density and
more. The Wizard Software ( included) and your
PC computer enable real-time graphing, logging
and remote operation. The FMSA1 stereo monitor
combines with the FMMA1 baseband
unit to offer DSP-based stereo monitoring. 13 MM-MI
FMMA1
FMSA1
AMMA2

FM mod monitor
stereo monitor for FMMA1
AM mod monitor

List $ 3,550.00
List $ 3,900.00
List $ 3,500.00

imiestPrice@bsvousa.corn
OR

A
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Inovonics 531 FM Mod Monitor
The Inovonics 531-00 combines afrequency-agile,
wideband FM receiver with very linear demodulation
and rretering circuitry fcr precise measurement of
carier modulation. Synthesized, push-button tuning
with gne-touch memory entry permits instant
coup:irisons between any station and its market
comp.inions. Readouts of signal strength, multipath
disi.ortion and synchronous AM noise qualify the
incoming signal and validate the measurements. The
531 presents easy-to- read and accurate displays of total
carrier modulation and demodulated stereo audio.
531-00

List $ 2,700.00

Inovrenécs 1

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
(Ill t AI I

8110

1,
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BELAR HD Radio
Modulation Monitors
At catalog press date, the Belar FMHD-1 monitor for
HD Radio was in the final stages of development
and we are anticipating aproduction release in the
first quarter of 2005. According to the factory, the

What LowestPrice bswusa.com means to you:
LowestPrice bswusa.com

The Inovonics 530 (model # 53001) combines a
frequency-agile, wideband FM receiver with very
linear demodulation and metering circuitry for
precise measurement of carrier modulation. Features:
carrier modulation scale displays total modulation
or independent positive/negative deviation in three
ranges and resolutions; peak hold function and
program peak measurement integration; adjustable
peak flasher ( I% increments); stereo pilot injection
level shown in percent and dB; demodulation stereo
program metering has an 80 dB range and
1dB resolution; tunable receiver with eight presets;
automatic switchover to direct RF sample (if desired);
alarm indicators for poor reception; headphone jack.
Atunable monitor/demodulator for FM broadcast
subcarriers ( including digital), the Inovonics 54000
connects to the composite (MPX) output of any
FM modulation monitor (such as the Inovonics
53000). Easily calibrated to the modulation monitor
reference, no additional test equipment is required.
The 54000 demodulates audio SCAs and displays
actual FM deviation of the SCA subcarrier. Options:
comprehensive RDS decoding via plug-in module and
software. Call for details.
53001
54000

FM modulation monitor
SCA monitor

List $ 2,500.00
List $ 1,150.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OH CALL : 1 800 42(, 8414

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

•

Belar Wizard Modulation Monitors
, —or-controlled,

Inovonics 530/540
FM Mod Monitor/FM SCA Monitor

introductory selling price will be between $ 5,000.00
and $6,000.00
Also currently under development is the Belar
AMHD-1. Watch for further updates!

Inovonics 520 AM
Modulation Monitor
I
he Inovonics 52000 is atunable, off-air AM modulation
monitor with built-in preselector. Features: independent
indication of positive and negative carrier modulation;
multiple peak flashers - two preset at absolute limits,
two user-adjustable; remote alarms for loss of carrier
and loss of audio; balanced program output.
520-00

List $ 1,750.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
H CALi.

,

1 800 426 8411

t.. eilerstra
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Inovonics 630 FM Relay Receiver
The 630-00 is asingle-channel, frequency-agile receiver
for FM relay/translator service and other broadcast
applications which demand superior off-air reception
and accurate carrier demodulation. Features: composite
(MPX) and stereo audio outputs; electable IF bandwidth,
advanced demodulator insure optimum reception;
remote control of selectable operating parameters; local
and remote alarms for loss of carrier and loss of audio.
630-00

List $ 1,250.00

evrelicsi

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
()H 1' Al 1

I /400 426 )14 14

non the lowest prices in the country, but manufacturers don't always let us print them. For your price quote, just send your request via e-mail addressed to
www.b•musa.com •
us toll free 1-800-426-8434. No hardsell, no arm twisting —our prices and service speak for themselves.
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Denon TU150ORDP
AM/FM/RDS Stereo Tuner
TFT 844A/884 Modulation
Monitors

TFT..

With the TFT 844A, you get everything you need for
complete proof-of-pe ,formance measurements right
on the front panels (fis distortion, an external armlyzer
is needed), plis accuracy no other monitors can
match. The 844A FM monitor combine; atunable RF
prmelector, abasebanc monitor and astereo monitor.
Acost-effective alternative, the 884 ca- be used tor
transmitter proof-of-performance meaçurements or for
off-air monitcring.The frequency symhesized preselector
lets you compare you ,signal with other stations.
844A
884

DENON

I
he Denon TU- 5001-2DP is an affordaole AM/FM/RDS
stereo tuner featuring highly sensitive reception and
detailed, clear sound.
FEATURES:
•4-stage variable capacitors in front end guarantee
accurate tuning of station frequencies
•Low- impedance output circuit ( 100 ohms)
•Radio Data System ( RDS) compatible
•40 AM/FM station preset memory
•Rackmount kit included
TU1 SOORDP

measurement of mochilazion. ModMinder registers only
those longer events that the FCC real ycares about:ibis
means you may be able :oboost your modulation up
to 3dB depending on the type of prccessing you use.
Includes an internal demodulator and iialup software
FMMM2

List $ 3,183.00

LomstRice@bswusa.com
OR CALL

800 426 84 in

List $ 275.00

LowestPrice

only $209!

DAYTON

LowestPrice

only $349!

Dayton AF

Tascam TU690 AM/FM Tuner
The Tascam TU690 is an affordable,
quality AM/FM rack mountable tuner.

TASCAM

FEATURES:
•Quartz PLL synthesized tuning system
•Manual/auto/preset tuning; 30 FM/30 AM presets
•Multi-function florescent display
•Preset memory back-up
•Timer on/off and clock function
•Remote control
TU690 List $ 235.00

LowestPrice

es EAS Receivers

Dayton provides acost-effective pceiver package for
EAS requirements. The AFC3DAYTON receiver rack holds
three receivers. It's already ontfitted with connectors
and circuit-boards and all you do is acd receivers from
any combination of AM, FM, NOAA Weather or Public
Service to fill the rack (each receiver sold separately).

e

Modulation Sciences
ria—
NlodMinder FM Mod Monitor
-he ModMinder (# FMM.M.2) gives you more accurate

RS79

List $ 449.95

List $ 5,150.00
List $ 3,965.00

•

Rolls RS79 AM/FM Stereo Tuner CM
The RS79 has 12 AM and 18 FM presets and are retained
if the power goes off. Other -eatures indude balanced
XLR outputs, asignal strength meter and headphone
jack, all packed into acompa:t 1PU chassis. Perfect
tuner for off-air monitor in the control room.

AFC3DAYTON

Three receiver rack unit
List S395.00
AF220
FM receiver
List $ 259.95
AF310DAYTON AM receiver
List $ 259.95
AF610
NOAA weather receiver
List $ 269.95
AF810
Public service receiver
List 5269.95
LowestPrice

ly$189!

389'
$
239'"
'
239'
°
249®
$
249®

from $239!

GormanRedlich EAS1 EAS Encoder/Decoder

OR

Gorman-Redlich provides acost-effective EAS system. Features 6audio input
selectable manual or automatic modes; programmable automate interruption of stereo
program lines; five programmable relays to supply contact closures 'or automation or
other signal equipment; messages can be scrolled on acomputer screen.
EAS1

EAS encoder/decoder system

List $ 1,750.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CA

1-8

0-4

-

434

'TFT EAS 911 - EAS Encoder/Decoder

•

•

•

The EAS911R4 encoder/decoder includes printer, digital recorder and four
.3Lidio inputs, and is part of amodular system that can be configured to fit many
applications. Features; lighted keys all programming, tests and entry are performed
on front buttons; practice key allows o'f-line training.
The EAS911D decoder permits full EAS compliance fo.. stations who qualify for
decoder-only operation. The decode' will operate either automatically or manually.
It nas two self-contaired, frequency-agile receivers for FCC mandated monitoring
assignments, with one AM and one FM module (can aiso be ordered AM/AM or
FM/FM). Features: decodes and forwards EAS emergency messages; RS-232 character
generator interface; buib-in impact printer; voice recorder.
Fie EAS999 digital insertion unit (not shown) seamlessly interrupts the AES/EBU chain
with digital or converted analog audio. Sample rate is detected and matched
EAS911R4
EAS930A
EAS940A
EAS941A
EAS911D
EAS999

EAS encoder/decoder with 4audio inputs List $2,195.00
List $ 1,470.00
Multi-module receiver with hot standby
List $ 575.00
Program/transmitter interrupt unit
List $ 595.00
Remote control status module
EAS decoder
List $ 1,9 95 .
00
List $ 2,195.00
Digital insertion unit

LowestPrice@bswusaxom
OH CALL

18

I 800 4,6 8424

If

Danagger Plan BOn-Air Silence Eliminator

›anaGcer

The Plan De uxe protects radio stations and audio providers from the high
cost and embarrassment of dead air by instantly providing an alterrate source of
continuous, high quality backup audio whenever interruptions occur. Aunique,
self-contained system, the Plan BDeluxe combines the functions of digital silence
sensor, versatile audio source, voice and email notification system, Internet and telco
remote control, listen line, passive audio switcher and more. The Plan BDeluxe can
respond to dead air conditions smoothly, quickly and reliably, protect ng you from lost
listenership due to satellite outages, automation problems STL failures, or almost any
other cause of dead ar.
The Plus option lets the Plan BDeluxe automatically switch to alive secondary
program source ( phone line, SU, ISDN codec, off-air receiver, etc.) in tie event of a
main program source failure.
PLANBDELUXE
PLUS

List $ 2,750.00
List $495.00

dent see it, please ask - BSW carries thousands of RF products, all at the lowest feces. Send us your quote today.

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL

1-800-426

84

4

Inovonics offers two ways to hop aboard the RDS bandwagon.

Simple or interactive RDS-your choice.
Our new 702 " Mini Encode -"gives you abasic RDS presence for aminimum nvestment. Put your station's
call or street name on the radio faceplate, send all the important system IDs and

USE

64 characters of
:Yee our websin

RadioText for station and program info. The 702 features aWindows interface and easy USB connectivity.

www.inovon.com
far detailed features
and specs for these encoders,
and for our campanion

The 712 is our full-fea:ured encoder. Compatible with third- party software,

RDS monitoring products.

connects with station automation to scroll song and artist info, weather,
promos and advertising in either the conventional block format or in
our .inique safe- scrolling mode. An independent RadioText register
simultaneously sends fixed info, such as station slogans,
contest phone numbers. etc.

INO\.• ONICS

BL It I.

Burk RDS Master RDS/RBDS Encoder
Inovonics RDS/RBDS Encoders
Inovonics offers two ways to hop aboard the RDS bandwagon. The new 702-00
Mini Encccer•gives you abasic RCS presence for aminimum investment. Put your
station's call or street name on The radio faceplate, send all the important system IDs,
and use (4 characters of Radiolext for station and program info. The 702-00 features
aWindows Interface and easy LISB connectivity.
The 71200 is afull-featured encoder Compatible with third- party software, it
connects w-th station automation to scroll song and artist info, weather, promos and
advertising neither the conventional block format or in our unique safe- scrolling
mode. An 'edependent RadioText register simultaneously sends fixed info, such as
station slogans, contest phone numbers, etc.
702-00
71200

List $420.00
List $ 1,250.00

1A, nether
deli•verin song da:a conten: or openrng up 3 new revenue stream oy
encoding yoJr advertisers' nes:ages, the RCS Master is apovvertul RDS solution.
This full- featured encode- bings convenience and ease-d-Lse to RDS datacasting.
Besides covering all RDS/RBDS parameters, the system o-ovides extensive user
features to g.
we broadcasters the advantages or remote access, intuitive Webbased setup, and TCP/IP capabi ity. The RCS Master is powered by Audemat-P,ztec's
FMB80, and features acusto-nized interface deligned oy Burk fo- the exclusive
needs rf t broadcasters.
RDSMASTER

List $ 2,795.00

LowestPe..cetObsveusa.com
A< CALL

1

4 ys

434

LowestPrice@Imusa.com
RCA

L

1-

-4

4

4

.116

Audemat RDS Encoder

EI)

ittenlettf

Inovonics RDS/RBDS Decoder

Inovonics 1

The 510 corrnects to the composite:MPX output of any FM receiver or modulatiomonitor to display all the RDS/F,I3DS radio-data groups. LCD readout displays station
format and program IDs, alternative frequencies, text and in-house messages, traff
and emergency alerts, plus the subca -rier injection level in percent- modulation.
Arear- panel RS-232 port allows furrier analysis, or archiving of received data.
51000

List 51,950.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
fil CAL t_

1 k(1f, 42 ,

13434

I
he i
-ME: I
uis an artordable statc RDS encor which creates aRDS sub- carrier
and permits the insertion of broadcast text anc specia codes to properly
equipped radios
FEATURES1
•Digital synthesis of the RDS signal
•ASCII protocol for coeguration
•1RS232 port
•2digital inputs for TA and PS1 / PS2 switching
FMB10

List $ 1,350.00

Loviesthice@bwxxxt
ousa
,,
47

Viet lowistPrke@bswusa.com maw tope: We've got the lowest prices in the country. but manufacturers dorl àsvairs let US ¡Art tern. E
D! yalf * emote, it& send your reoiest•ria e
mal addressed to
LowestPrIcebswusa.com, use our website www.bswesa.com or call us foil free 1SW-426-8434.W la-tf-sell. no arm twistrg--our rxices and SeriCt speak for Irmeives
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Remote Site Control from Burk

Burk ARC- 16 Remote Site Control
Now, you have achoice: full-time studio control and monitoring, or optional dial up
telephone control. Because of its modular design, the Burk ARC- 16 offers features
never before available in a16-channel remote control system. With the studio
controller, you have aconstant link to your transmitter, for instantaneous response. The
LCD display shows out- of-tolerance conditions at aglance, and makes it easy to make
adjustments. The ARC- 16 offers control and metering of studio equipment, inducing
program automation, EAS, security, status control and alarm functions at both the
studio and transmitter site. The two- unit- system has 16 channels of analog metering,
16 status channels and 32 control outputs. Features: built-in subcarrier generators,
alarms and multiple site control. Options: Enhanced Speech Interface (# ESI).
The ARC16SA is atransmitter- site, stand-alone unit. It includes the Enhanced Speech
Interface so you can take control using any phone.
ARC16
ESI
ARC165A

2- unit remote control system
Enhanced speech interface
Single- unit remote control system with ESI

List $ 4,395.00
List $ 895.00
List $ 3,295.00

RS-232 computer interface for ARC16 ( not for ESI)

List $ 195.00

The IP8 provides momentary relay closures for all raise and lower outputs
plus fail safe. Wiring to barrier strips.
8-channel interface panel (2required)

List $495.00

The ESI Enhanced Speech Interface lets you take control of the Burk ARC16 from
anywhere by phone, and receive alarm calls at up to 9numbers.
ESI

Enhanced Speech Interface for telephone control

List $ 895.00

Aselection of 2-wire and universal modems allow communication over
various types of communication lines.
List
List
List
List

2-wire modem for studio unit
2- wire modem for transmitter unit
Universal modem for studio unit / non- 2-wire
Universal modem for transmitter unit / non- 2-wire

WM5
WMT
RAIS
RMT

$ 200.00
$ 200.00
$ 200.00
$ 200.00

The SSI/SP-16 provide an external output tally for all sixteen ARC16 status signals.
The status signals are brought to the studio rear panel as high- current open colle:tor
outputs
SSI
SP- 16

910085140

Remote site control
Web interface

Ilmesti)rice@bsveusa.corti

Burk AutoPilot2 allows advanced control and automation. Connect aPC to any

number of ARC- 16 systems, control from home, and much more.
AUTOPILOT2 Transmitter remote control software

. • —

•

Burk GSC3000 Transmitter Remote ControlBU
The modular approach of the GSC3000 transmitter remote control by Burk allows you
to remotely monitor and control asingle site with minimal requirements or alarge
number of sites with extensive requirements. Event-driven and time-based automatic
command capabilities allow you to trust your facilities to the GSC3000 24 hours a
day. Powerful macros enable the GSC3000 to assess situations and take intelligent
orrective action. The1/0 8 (4900085101) offers 8channels each of metering, status
rd command. The I/O 16 unit (4910085100) provides 16 channels. Up to 16 VO units
in be networked together per site providing you with up to 256 channels each
metering, status and command. Only one phone line is necessary for complete
mote access to all networked I/O units. The I/O unit is astand-alone device; no
iiparate PC is required. Packet protocol is used for secure transactions both locally
ind remotely. Windows- based software allows you to custom configure the GSC3000.
optional web interface allows access and control from ably browser.
i
1
910085101
910085100
910085140

GSC30001/0 8
G5C30001/0 16
Web interface

List 51,495.00

Accessories for Burk VRC2500 and GSC3000
,

B

BTU4

20

.1.1 . oice; install command relays; and more. Call for
Voice interface (GSC3000 only)
Command relay ( 1per 8channels)
Wiring interface unit
External modem - full time connect
External dialup modem

List
List
List
List
List

$ 995.00
$ 495.00
$ 195.00
$ 549.00
$ 225.00

!

RKUMMIM=1.M14111

910085130

BT!

..

.

B

more information.
910085130
910085120
910085110
MODEMEXT4WIRE
MODEMEXT56K

W

List $ 2,935.00
List $ 3,460.00
List 51,495.00

List $ 250.00
List $ 350.00

Studio status indicator
Rackmount status panel, includes 551 and cable

.

List $ 3,145.00
List $ 1,495.00

BURK

Establish an RS- 232 connection between acomputer and the Burk ARC16
with the Cl. Requires AutoPilot2 software (described below). The Cl is not required
where ESI is installed ( described below).

IP8

VRC2500

B.

Accessories for Burk ARC16 and ARC16SA

CI

Burk VRC2500 Remote Site Control
The Burk VRC2500 is aremote site control unit ideal for single-site stations. It monitors
your transmitter and alerts you if an alarm condition occurs, It also enables you to
create commands and macros which can be executed autamatically or at scheduled
intervals. The dial-up control allows you to use astandard telephone to retrieve data,
execute commands or macros, and receive alarm notificatic.ns. The VRC2500 has the
ability to operate unattended. APC is only required for setup and monitoring, not
for smart operation. It also provides battery- protected RAM and 16 channels each of
metering, status and command. Included with the VRC2500 is operating software.
An optional web interface allows complete access from any browser.

Accessories for All Burk Systems
BTU4
BI'
BT- 0
BTS
Lys
TS1BURK
P158
TLM
UPS500
910074001
910093001

4- input temp monitor w/ one BT-0 sensor
Indoor sensor for BTU4
Outdoor sensor for BTU4
Stack sensor for BTU4
Line voltage sensor - linear analog output
Dial line transient suppressor
Power line surge suppressor
Tower light monitor - 1to 4lamps, beacors, etc.
Backup power source - 500 watts AC power
Silence sensor - issues command/relay closure
AC current sensor/measurement

How about creating your own "Office of Transmitter Administration" and operating out of alaptop computer on abeach in Canton

List $ 319.00
List $ 99.00
List $ 69.00
List $ 89.00
List $ 175.00
List $ 250.00
List $ 169.00
List $ 129.00
List $ 297.00
List $ 569.00
List $ 229.00

• • •

MI6

ILI>

Sine Systems_

Broadcast Tools DSC32/64
Dual Satellite Controller

Sine Systems Remote Site Control
The RI- Li Btransmitter remote control system is an affordable, full-featured system
and it has awell deserved reputation for being reliable. The minimum system consists of the RFC1B control unit
and one RP8 Relay Panel (ordered separately). The RFC1B is the 'brain"of the system and the RP8 is the interface to
outboard equipment. The RP8 provides eight channels of telemetry input and control output. Multiple RP8's can
be used to expand the system to amaximum of 64 channels.
Dial- up capabilities allow for readings and adjustments from any touch-tone telephone. The RFC1B responds with
readings or other status information in ahuman- sounding voice. Each channel has two output relays for raise/
lower operations and can be programmed with adecimal point and aunit word for the telemetry reading.
Automated Operations allow the RFC1B to perform tasks automatically ( such as pattern changes) based on the
date and/or the time of day. Up to 80 timed events can be programmed in the system.
The monitoring/alarm system of the RFC1B is fully programmable. Up to eight telemetry channels can be
monitored for out-of-tolerance conditions. When achannel exceeds the programmed limits, the RFC1B can react
by trying to solve the problem or by simply calling appropriate station personnel to alert them of the situation.
RFC1B
RAK1
RFC1-RAK
RP8
SP8
TS1/PS

Dial-up remote site controller
List $ 1,250.00
Rack adaptor with modem for RFC1B
List $ 700.00
Remote control package ( RFC1B & RAM ) List $ 1,950.00
Relay panel
List $425.00
Surge protector
List $ 135.00
Temperature sensor
List $ 35.00

eir

5,rie Sp_4mi

The AFS-3 audio failsafe (not shown) is typically
used to trigger an alarm on aremote control system
or terminate transmission if program audio fails. It
monitors one or two audio signals and provides arelay
contact closure as long as audio is present on at least
one of the two audio inputs. The AFS-3 can be used
with RFC1B remote control system.

tinvECCIII3
Un '

DAI-2
AFS3

List $ 965.00 $
759°0
List $ 315.00 ,249ce
LowestPrice

from $249!

Broadcast Tools AVR-8
Alarm Voice Response

List $ 349.00 LowestPrice

only $299!

Broadcast Tools
Box-O-Relays
The BOR-4 offers 4independent 2PDT relay Wirie
interfaces with two optoisolated and logic inputs
-programmable logic and pulse stretching (delays)
from 500 ms to 108 minutes.
BOR4

List $ 159.00

The Broadcast Tools TinyTools WRC-4 web- based
remote control delivers apowerful built-in web-server,
Ethernet port, and four channels of 10- bit analog inputs
with alarge monitoring range. Features: TTL compatible
digital (contact closures) inputs; SPST relays; open
collector outputs; front- panel status indicators and a
single front- panel temperature sensor; and 4- email
notification. Multiple units may be used with auserprovided Ethernet hub.
List $399.00

LowestPrice

only$1491

LowestPrice

only$349

Broadcast Tools
Programmable
24-Button Box
The PBB-24 provides 24
SPST buttons that may be
used to remote control
external equipment. Features: button caps allow for
legend cards; 24 SPST N.O. heavy duty silent switches;
RS- 232 serial port; non-volatile program memory;
power and data LEDs.
PBB24 List $489.00

The AVR-8 automatically reports changes detected on
its digital inputs to aremote telephone/pager. After
speaking amessage, the AVR-8 then speaks aunique
message such as'WWWX OFF
It allows you to give
it commands through your telephone keypad.
AVR8

Broadcast Tools
WRC-4 Site Monitoring/Control

WRC4

LowestPrice

Broadcast Tools
Utility Control
Interface

List $ 159.00

DSC32-64

List $449.00

LowestPrice

only $379!

,

Broadcast Tools DC8PLUS
Dial-Up DTMF Controller

hawk,

The DC8PLUS will answer and accept an access code of
up to 8digits. It will allow the control of 8form-Arelays
and the monitoring of 8logic level status input. Each
relay may be configured for momentary, latching or
interlocking closures.
LowestPrice

only $379!

The Broadcast Tools SDD-8 performs RS-232 serial bidirectional data routing of up to eight RS-232 serial
ports from asingle computer or control-devices
communications port. Applications include controlling
multiple switchers, StarGuide and other satellite receivers.
SDD8

List $439.00

LowestPrice

MUM
Broadcast Tools
DTMF Encoder/
Decoders

only $379!

A MEMM

DEC16

The ENC-16 encoder may be used as aDTMF encoder,
dial- up, dial-out or direct connect interface for the
purpose of controlling relays or generating DTMF strings
for other control purposes. Each input can be used to
generate DTMF tone strings from 1to 16 digits long. The
ENC-16 may be controlled by contact closures or its RS232 serial port. The DEC- 16 is adecoder.
The Broadcast Tools Tinytools DTD-16 is an affordable
DTMF tone/sequence decoder that is programmable
to decode up to four sequences or asingle tone and
assign it to any one of four relays, twelve open collectors
and/or the RS- 232 port. The DTE-16 is an encoder.
DEC16
ENC16
DTD16
01E16

List
List
List
List

$ 279.00
$ 299.00
$ 189.00
$ 189.00

s259°°
$
279°°
$
179°'
' 179 0°

LowestPrice

from $179!

only$419!

»Me

Circuitwerkes SUB03/SEN6 re:1
Subaudible Tone Decoder/Encoder

•••••fflumuienmetror

Tne UI-411 tacilitates interfacing transmitters, audio
equipment or any piece of equipment with differing
logic levels and functions. Features: four optically
isolated/bridged 5-28 volt AC or DC inputs that operate
four SPDT relays with LED indicators; monitors up to
4telephone lines for ring; operates independently or
paired for latched or momentary outputs; momentary
or continuous inputs; onboard DIP switches allow
24 configuration combinations.
U1411

-

Broadcast Tools SDD8
Serial Data Director

..

The DAI-2 allows remote broadcasts at unattended
stations. The DAI-2 combines atelephone autocoupler,
aDTMF tone operated controller, audio switching,
alarm sensing and output relays. The relay panel
includes one DPDT and seven SPDT relays. The DAI-2
can be used with RFC1B remote control system (above).

ji

The DSC-32/64 allows remote control of two StarGuide
Wegener Unity 4000 or ComStream receivers. An
encoder control with a16x2 LCD display provides local
control and program descriptions, while external control
may be in the form of serial or 32 contact closures.

DC8PLUS List $459.00

um e ea

Sine Systems Dial-Up Audio
Interface/Audio Failsafe

.LN3Wdir103 dki

-/I 7i4

order/info: 1.800.426.8434 ewww.bswusa.com

LowestPrice

only$149!

The SUB-03 decodes 25 Hz, 35 Hz and combination
tones with dry contacts for each. Features: LEDs for
all three outputs, audio presence and clipping LEDs,
balanced I/O with gain adjustments and audio filtering.
The SEN 6subaudible encoder (not shown) takes
contact closures and generates 25 Hz, 35 Hz, combo
25/35, 50 Hz, 75 Hz and combo 50/75 tones. Features:
active balanced audio I/O with gain control.
SUB03
SEN6

Tone decoder
Tone encoder

List $ 379.00
List $ 399.00

LowestPrice

$
28500
'359'

frorn $285!

What LowestPrice@bswusa.com means to you: We've got the lowest prices in the country, but manufacturers dont always let us print them. For your price quote, just send your request via e-mail addressed in
LowestPrice@bswusa.com, use out website www.bswusa.com or call us toll free 1-8D0-426-8434. No hard sell, no arm twisting—our prices and service speak for themselves.
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Digital Console
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D7512

Audioarts D-75
Modular Digital Console
The Audioarts modular D-75 Comes with four stereo busses. dual- domain outputs, sample
rate conversion on all digital inpu -s,and interchangeable ina..,t module daughter cards for
easy analog-to- digital field switches. The hinged meterbridge allows easy access to console
dipswi:ch programming New LED mete displays have full-scale digital peak plus VU
meterVig. All switching features LED illun ,nation, and an 3utcmatic timer, built-in machine
inte-face and clock all come standard The D-75 may also be ordered with an optional
SuperPhone module, which supports two callers. The D-75 is available in two mainframe
szes (20- and 12-channels) with three configurations (. caded with 18 or 12 channels).
Dimensions: 28.75" or 40.83W x24.5"D x7.63"H. Call BSW today for aprice quote.

FEATURES:
•Cue function with auto- dropout
•Full scale digital peak plus VU or PPM metering
•Built-in machine interface
•Separate Source Selection for control room and studio
•Two air tally relays and four stereo busses
•Any combination of mic, analog line or digital audio inputs
•Heavy-duty on/off switches, and all switches LED illuminated
D7512
D752012
D752018

12/12 modular audio console
20/12 modular audio console
20/18 modular audio console

Modules/Accessories:
51)75
SuperPhone input module
1575
6position stereo line selector
TR75FF
Tape remote/full function
TR75S5
Tape remote/start-stop
CP75
Copy stand

AUDIOARTS .ENGINEERING

•
\\

\
ile \NN

•

Iteites

List $ 9,395.00
List $ 9,995.00
List $ 11,995.00
List
List
List
List
List

$695.00
$ 335.00
$ 295.00
$ 295.00
$ 375.00

:1-800-426-8434

...

e
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R55E-18

'N s\
AUDIOARTS .ENGINEERINO

Audioarts D-16 Digital Console

The new R- 55e modular broadcast console has iduminated LED swihes and aflip- up
meterbridge that provides direct access to VO connectors and dipswitches. It features
asleek, modular, low- profile countertop &sigh, with optoisolated logic control and
built-ii machine interface The 8-channel R55e has 4mic preamps, Bstereo line input
modules, control room/studio monitor module, output module, acrime speaker and an
installation ktwith crimp tool/manuallhe R55E 12 has 12 stereo line modules and
adigital timer. The 18/12 and 18/18 models accl adigital clock/timer and have 12/18
stereo Fne modules. Dimensions: 19.87" o. ';' 8.75" or 40.83W x24.5"D x7.63"H.

The Audioarts D-16 broadcast console combines the benefits of arouter and audio
console into one cost-effective digital package, letting you route any analog or digital
input to any fader or monitor feed with inputs clearly shown in bright LED dot matrix
displays right above the faders and monitor controls. With 24-bit ND-D/A I/O and
sample rate converters on every AES digital input, the D-15 will work with virtually
any digital source gear. Its DSP digital metering simultaneously displays VU columns
and peak hold. Powerful caller tools generate mix-minuses automatically. Rackmount

FEATURES:
•TwoVU meter pairs ( program and switched)
•Built-in cue speaker, timer and Talkback
•
Two stereo program busses, two mono busses
•Low Profile Countertop installation
•Rackmount Power Supply
•Built- In Cue Speaker With Amplifier And External Cue Line Output
•Flip- up meterbridge and A/B Inputs

FEATURES:
•Bright LED dot matrix displays show inputs
•Analog and digital Program and Audition stereo outputs
•2mono analog outputs and 4internally generated mix- minus outputs
•4mic preamps, 8stereo analog and 8stereo digital inputs
•14 input faders plus two caller faders
•Control room and studio monitoring
•ESE- compatible clock and programmable timer
•2cue speakers
•Built-in cue and headphone amplifiers ( with concealed headphone jack)
•24- bit A/D-D/A I/O and sample rate converters on every AES digital input
•DSP digital metering simultaneously displays VU columns and peak hold
•Powerful caller tools generate mix- minuses automatically
•Separate rackmount power supply assures high-end performance

R55E
R55E-12
R55E-1812
R55E-18

8- channel modular console
12- channel modular cons° e
18/12 modular console
18/18 modular console

Modules/Accessories:
Phone input module
SPN55E
2nd studio moritor module
5555E
6- position stereo line selector
LS55E
Spare stereo line input module
5155E
Tape remote, fu ffunction
TR55EFF
CP55E
Copy stand
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AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING

Audioarts R-55e Series Modular Consoles

List
List
List
List

$4,795.00
$ 6,295.00
$ 6,995.00
$9,900.00

List
List
List
List
List
Hot

$644.00
$536.00
$335.00
$567.00
$271.00
$375.00

power supply sold separately (# D16FSD). Dimensions: 30"W x20"D xTH.

D16

16 channel digital audio console

List $ 8,855.00

Accessories:
D16FSD
D16CPSD

Dual fail safe power supply
Sliding copy stand

List $ 1,650.00
List $ 375.00

42sioditierge

What LowestPrice tioNusa.COM moons -0you:
Lowest Price bswusa.com

got the Ilweçt prices in the country, but manufacturers don't always let us print them. For your price quote, out send your request via e-mail addressed to
wwW.hSWtsa.com
us toll free 1-800-426-8434. No hard-sell, no arm twisting—our prices and service speak for themselves.

CHECK OUT OUR LATEST!

The NEW
AUDIOARTS

D-75 DIGITAL
RADIO CONSOLE
A CLEAN, CLEAR on- air
design: straightforward layout,
easy tabletop installation, and best
of all— completely modular.

A TRUE plug-and- play radio board
from the Wheatstone digital design team!

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING
www.audioarts.net
Copyright

2005 by Wheatstone CorporaPon

CONSOLES
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Flexible

AEQ BC2000D Digital Broadcast Console
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Amodular control surface features physical input and output routing selection on
motorized faders with presets stored by pages. All routine functions are assignable to
dedicated control buttons. An AES 10 MADI module provIdes1/05 grouped by coaxial
or fiber optical connections. Control Surface Dimensions: 31"W x22.68"D x8.46H

%

•

FEATURES:
•Rackmount unit interfaces with separate control surfaces
•Add channels to main surface with 10- channel expansio module
•Hot-swappable boards for uninterrupted performance
•Fader start, monitor muting, mix- minus
•Motorized faders with I/O routing selection
•Presets stored by pages for fast recall
BC2000D
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List $ 21,905.00
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* AEQ

AEQ BC- 2500 Modular Broadcast Consoles

the BC- 2.500 modular broadcast console by AEQ comes in two standard
configurations. The Auto Control configuration has room for 20 modules, continuing
the success of the popular BC- 2000 while offering awide array of new capabilities.
Included modules: (2) Mic/Line Mono Input with 3-band EQ; (5) Dual Stereo Line
Input; ( 1) Input/Output for two external telephone hybrid; (2) Stereo + Mono Output
programmable as Master 1, Master 2, Aux 1or Aux 2; ( 1) Monitoring, Metering and
Control; (7) blank modules; external power supply.
The Studio Control configuration adds (2) Mic/Line, ( 1) Dual Stereo Line, ( 1) external
hybrid I/O, and has ( 3) blank modules. Dimensions for both: 39'W x23.2"D x14.8"H.
FEATURES:
•Programmable speaker muting/metering, fader start and pre/post fader sends
•Simultaneous metering for Master Output 1and 2, Audition and Selection
•Four wire intercom for external communications
•Built-in microphone addressable to all outputs
•Independent sends from all channels to Master 1&2, Aux 1&2, Phone, Audition
•3- band EQ parametric mid- range, with independent EQ bypass in each channel
•Input for time sync tones with On/Off control in the Monitoring/Control module
BC2500
BC2500SC

Broadcast console - Auto Control
Broadcast console - Studio Control

List $ 6,485.00
List $ 7,910.00

Modules:
BC2511
BC2521
BC2522
BC2533
BC2560A
BC2578

Mic/line mono module
Double stereo line module w/EQ
Double stereo line module
External telco hybrid interface
Programmable stereo + mono output
Monitoring/signal/control ( 3module spaces)

List
List
List
List
List
List

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
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The BC2000 Digital is made up of: rA) amain module with 5input and output '
channels, processing and monitoring; ( B) an M10 ten-charnel input/output
expansion module; (C) arackmount central unit with slots for inputs, interfacing with :1
the control surfaces, and the ability to run on dual power and hot-swap cards; and
(D) apower supply with two hot- removable cartridges and 10 independent 48 VDC
outputs, with software-based monitoring and event logging. The BC2000 Doffers full
broadcasting functions such as fader start, cough muting, monitor muting, control
room and studio signaling, intercom, remote control of phone hybrids and codecs,
and unlimited number of mix- minus. Ample processing power is onboard to handle
dynamic processing, EQ and input-output delays. Configurable back up and auto:,.tup add to the package.

$415.00
$525.00
$455.00
$320.00
$280.00
$625.00
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AEQ BC-500 Modular Broadcast Console

The AEQ BC-500 is designed for broadcast stations requiring ahigh- quality
professional console at areasonable price. This well-thought-out design guarantees
ashort learning period and ease of operation. The modular design allows you to
customize it for your station. The BC500 Auto Control configuration includes the
following modules: (2) Mic/Line mono, (5) Double Line, ( 1) Telco I/O with built-in
analog hybrid, ( 1) Master Stereo Output, ( 1) Monitoring/Intercommunication module
for auto- control and studio control with power supply, chassis with VU meters and
PFL monitors, and (8) blank modules. Choose up to 8additional modules from below.
The BC-500AC Studio Control configuration adds ( 2) Mic/Line, ( 1) Double Line,
(1) Aux stereo output modules, with (4) blanks leaving room for 4additional modules.
Dimensions for both .32.7W x23.7"D xl 2.2"H.
FEATURES:
•Standard chassis holds up to 20 modules
•Audio level meters ( bar-graph type) and the PFL speakers
•
VCA signal control on faders
•
Transformer balanced inputs and outputs
•RF filters for input modules
BC500
BC500AC

Broadcast console - Auto Control
Broadcast console - Studio Control

List $ 4,750.00
List $ 5,525.00

Modules:
BC511
BC522
BC533
BC533H
BC577

Mic/line mono module
Double line module
External hybrid interface module
Telco I/O with internal hybrid module
Power supply for ON AIR signaling/24V

List
List
List
List
List

$ 250.00
$ 270.00
$ 240.00
$465.00
$ 180.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

What LowestPriceebswusa.com means tie you: We've got the lowest prices in the county, but manufacturers don't always let us print them. For your price quote, just send your request via e-mail addressed to
LowestPrice tbswusa.com
www.bswusa.com 4
call us toll free 1-800-426-8434. No hardset no arm twisting— ow prices and service speak for themselves.
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• BC2000 D Digital Console

Cost effective and flexible design.
Easy multi- studio management and multipoint
intercommunication capabilities.
Design adaptable to digital and analog environments
for asingle studio or multi- studio installations.
Modular surface control includes motorized faders
with memory recall functions.

BC2000 D Router
The same router used by the BC 2000 D
Console works as astand-alone router,
with 2048 inputs and outputs, summing
and processing, with ascalable and
modular architecture.

Lowest Price at BSW!

To Order Call BSW 800 • 426 • 8434

Visit us at
www.aeqbroadcast.com

ON-AIR CONSOLES
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Soundcraft Digital Consoles
RM1d, Soundcraft's digital on-air radio console, combines the benefits of an all- digital signal path with the
simplicity of control previously associated with analog consoles. Apool of assignable digital and analog inputs
are provided. The digital architecture means that any input can be assigned to any fader and stored in presets.
The RM1ds differs from the RM1d in three ways: the RM1d ON button above fader is replaced with dedicated
ON/OFF buttons beneath faders; Stereo 1and Stereo 2busses are renamed Program and Audition; and
RM1ds has beige paint on the metal instead of grey. Additional options include RM1d with P&G faders, and
12- channel consoles with script tray included. Meterbridges available with VU, PPM1-7, PPM DIN, or PPM EBU
metering. Call for complete options. Dimensions: 17" or 24.6"W x17.16"D x12.2" H.
COMMON FEATURES:
•6-fader and 12-fader mainframes to choose from
•4mono mic/line inputs with switchable 48V (8inputs on 12-fader)
•Analog inserts on two of the mic/line inputs (4inserts on 12-fader)
•2analog stereo line inputs (4inputs on 12-fader)
•4AES/EBU inputs plus ( 1) S/PDIF input (8AES, (2) S/PDIF on 12-fader)
•4analog clean feed outputs (6outputs on 12 fader) allow telco operation
•Analog outputs for Main Program x2, Aux, PFL, Control Room and
Studio Headphone outputs for C/RM, Studio and Guest
•4stereo analog External Monitor Source inputs
•2AES/EBU and ( 1) S/PDIF outputs (4AES and (2) S/PDIF on 12-fader)
•Fader start/cue lamp relays output on all channel faders
•Each input channel has gain trim, dynamics processor, 3-band EQ 2x mono
(or lx stereo) Aux send and Pan control, via central assignable strip
RW5660
RW5662
RW5664
RW5666

RM1d 6-fader digital console
RM1d 12-fader digital console
RM1ds 6-fader digital console
RM1ds 12-fader digital console

RMID RW5660
Sounckraft

List $ 7,845.00
List $ 12,565.00
List $ 7,845.00
List $ 12,512.00

Accessories:
RS2163
6-fader VU meterbridge for RM1d
RS2255
6-fader VU meterbridge for RM1ds
RS2219
12-fader VU meterbridge for RM1d
R52261
12-fader VU meterbridge for RM1ds

List
List
List
List

$ 631.00
$ 631.00
$982.00
$ 950.00

RM1DS RW5666

LI

Autogram PaceMaker ll Modular Consoles
The PaceMaker Il series consoles offer an incredible amount of flexibility. Choose
from either the 18-channel or 28- channel mainframe with your choice of the
number of dual input modules and up to two 8- line selector modules.
The 18-channel mainframe features four VU meters but two are switchable; the
28- channel mainframe has six. Dimensions: 30.1" or 45.4"W x28.75"D x8.8"H.
PM218-12
PM228-22

* a
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List $ 9,985.00
List $ 14,374.00

18/12-channel modular console
28/22- channel modular console

Modules:
MOD200A Dual input module
MOD205A 8- line module
Studio monitor module
M00225
FoneMix-Plus module
MOD222
8stereo RCA jack input panel w/wiring
MOD213
4mono XLR input panel w/wiring
MOD214
MOD3107 Additional 4-mic preamp board

List $ 355.00
List $ 590.00
List $ 335.00
List $495.00
List $ 55.00
List $ 55.00
List $ 215.00

Zfr71 111

FEATURES:
•Autoclock; 4mic preamps; dual input channels
•
Two audio output boards and monitor output board
•
VCA level controls; mix-minus bus; Penny and Giles faders
•Pluggable miniature terminal strips ( RCA and XLR panels optional)

ANT

CRAM

Heavy-Duty Studio Furniture
Arrakis Radius XP
Modular Studio Furniture
Long L
Configuration

Short- L
Configuration

rrKIa

Arrakis Modulux Flex Studio Furniture
The Arrakis Modulux Flex- Studio modular furniture package can be assembled left
or right-handed as well as in three standard configurations: Short L, Long Land
Unbalanced U. It includes a60-inch interview table and a45" console table (36" deep
to accommodate most consoles). Atabletop equipment pod rack case and copy
stand complete the package. All pedestal returns have front equipment racks and rear
doors. Modulux furniture features solid oak trim and high-pressure laminate surfaces.
MODFLEX1

26
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List $
4,995.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
aingiunamaziouge

The affordable Radius )< Pmodular
studio furniture offers af plastic
surfaces and trim desi•yi, rear access
doors, 3/4" industrial board
construction and come:. in avariety
of colors. All tabletops and panels are laminated on
both sides to reduce %reaping, and the thermofersed
polylaminate side panels are resistant to scratches and
wear. The tabletop equipment rack pod has aheat vent
and rear access. Left table i5 77" x24"; right is 56" x24".
The center section is 46' wide and 36" deep to lit most
consoles. Call for othe: contigurations.
RADIUSXP

List $ 2,995.00

Buying anew console without purchasing new furniture is like abuying brand new or wittbold tires.
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Lowes1Price@bswusa.com
OR CA. L

1 800 426 8434
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Arrakis 12000 Series
Modular Broadcast Consoles

120010S

I
he popular Arrakis I .1'000 series consoles feature a "universal bus"design that allows
any type of module to be placed in any position in the mainframe. Each has mic/line
modules as listed below, with output and monitor/talkback modules. The 12K1812
and 12K1818 are based on an 18-channel mainframe and are 33"W x22"D x8"H. The
12K86 is an 8-channel mainframe, and is 17.25W x22"D x8"H.
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FEATURES:

Consoles

•
Two inputs per channel and built-in timer
•
Three stereo outputs ( program, audition and utility)
•
Two telephone mix- minus buses
12K1812
12K1818
12K86

18ch main w/2 mic & 16 stereo line modules
8ch main w/ 1mic & 5stereo line, 2blanks

List $4,695.00
List $ 5,810.00
List $ 4,350.00

Modules:
TPM1
TPM1M
TPM2
TPM3
TRR1
TDA1
TRS1

Stereo line input module
Mono mic input module
Mono mic input module with pan
Stereo line input module w/mode select
10-button control switch module
1x4 stereo DA module
1x5 selector switch module

List
List
List
List
List
List
List

18 ch main w/2 mic & 10 stereo line, 6blanks

1100155
12005S

Arrakis 1200 Series Audio Consoles

The rugged Arrakis 1200 series is ideal for on-air, production and news applications.
Only the highest quality components are used, such as P&G faders, ITT Schadow
sw:tches and AB conductive plastic pots with stainless steel shafts. The 1200-5 is
5-channel, 10- input, stereo output console ( 1input per channel plus a5- source multiline selector); the 1200-10 is a10-channel board with 20 inputs and dual stereo out;
and the 1200-15 has 15 channels with 25 inputs (the 1200-10 and 1200-15 each have
two 5- line selector channels). Dimensions: 15W, 23W, or 30.25W x12"D xTH.

$ 320.00
$ 320.00
$ 400.00
$ 455.00
$ 160.00
$ 316.00
$ 160.00

FEATURES:
•Stereo and mono mix outs; mix- minus bus
•Stereo monitor outs with dim and talkback
•Remote channel on/off with tally, cough and talkback
•2monitor outputs; mono cue with Autocue
12005S
120010S
120015S

5channel console

List $ 2,295.00

10-channel console
15- channel console

List $ 3,495.00
List $ 4,495.00
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Arrakis Revolution
Series Digital Consoles
!he innovative Arrakis Revolution (# REV12C and REV18C) is made up of arack
mounted digital audio engine and acontrol console board. The digital engine can be
located away from the console operator or even in aremote rack room, simplifying
installation, wiring and service. Control Console Dimensions: 33"W x23"D x7"H.
REVOLUTION FEATURES:
•12 or 18- module console control board

•

•3stereo output buses and 2telephone buses
•Full monitoring for control room and studio
•Both analog and digital operation
•
Your PC can back up the console control system

Arrakis Nova 10C Digital Console

The economical and totally digital REV12P console is made up of the rackmounted
digital engine and your own PC computer for control. It features 12 channels with
analog and digital inputs on each, 3stereo output buses and 2telephone buses; can
be controlled from two studios simultaneously; includes CoolMix software for easy
operation - just add your own PC and touchscreen monitor.
REV12C
REV18C
REV12P

18/12 chnl console w/digital engine
18/18 chnl console w/digital engine
12 chnl digital engine, PC controlled

Accessories:
REVTRS1
5- input remote selector module
REVTRR1
10- button control switch module
REV6AD
6stereo line input A/D cony w/AES out
REV12DA Converts 12 analog to digital inputs
REVTHRU Converts REV12C/18C to thru table mnt

List
List
List
List
List

$ 195.00
$ 160.00
$ 495.00
$ 995.00
$ 195.00

er

•2channels are either digital input channels or stereo line level channels
NOVA10C

r
www.bswusa.com

unbalanced source equipment can plug in without the use of outboard interace
boxes. Microphone XLR and digital S/PDIF connectors are also available for otner
studio sources. The Nova console is digital inside with pro components throughout,
an ideal choice for any small station. Dimensions: 18.5W x12"D x6.25H.

•4channels are analog stereo line level only
•2channels are either analog telephone hybrid or stereo line level channels

I 800 426-8434

What LowestPrice@bswusa.com meant° you:
LowestPrice@bswusa.com

The Arrakis NOW) I
OC dignal console teatures RCA connectors so that consumer or

FEATURES:
•10 mixing channels, P&G slide faders
•Program & Record mixing buses have both analog and digital outputs
•Control Room Monitor, Headphone, & Cue outputs
•Talkback I/O with logic for inter- studio communication
•2channels are either analog microphone or stereo line level channels

List $ 7,495.00
List $ 8,295.00
List $ 3,995.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL
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kr or

List $ 2,495.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL

1 800 426 8434
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AEQ BC300 Series Consoles
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Autogram Mini-Mix Audio Consoles
The Mini- Mix 8A is apopular small- station console
because of its reliability, durability and low cost. 8slide
pots host 12 stereo inputs (6balanced pro level, 6
unbalanced consumer level). 19A"W x15.5D x4.75"H.
The Mini-Mix 12A offers 12 slide pots for 25 inputs
(15 balanced, 10 unbalanced). Dimensions:
27.25W x15.5D x4TH.
FEATURES:
•Flexible input configuration to interface any piece
of pro or consumer audio equipment
•First 2channels are dedicated mic level
•2full stereo output busses and 1mono output
•Mute bus control, built-in relay and cue amplifier
with speaker
•Remote start/stop buttons
•Monitor/Phones select with level control
MINIMIX8A
MINIMIX12A

8- channel
12- channel

List $ 2,899.00
List $ 3,899.00

The BC306 has 2mono mic/line inputs and 4stereo line
inputs, with 3blanks and room for additional modules.
Dimensions for both: 23.7W x14"D x6.9"H.
FEATURES:
•Built-in telephone hybrid
•Built-in 10+10W amp for studio monitors
•Stereo cue speakers
•Routable talkback
BC312
BC306

12/12 chnl console
12/6 chnl console

List $ 2,995.00
List $ 2,130.00

Modules:
BC311
Dual mono mic/line module
BC322 4double stereo lines module
BC378
Monitor/control module

List $ 410.00
List $ 685.00
List $ 1,045.00

r.
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LowestF'rice@bswusa.corn
OR CALL : 1-8 - 42 -

I
he BC312 is an affordable, compact console suitable
for avariety of applications from on-air to remotes.
It features 4mono mic/line inputs and 8stereo line
inputs; built-in telephone hybrid; built-in 10+10 watt
amplifier for studio monitors; master and AUX outputs;
built-in stereo cue speakers; routable talkback.

434
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LPB Modular Consoles
True modularity, superior flexibility and low cost give
LPB's MX series consoles real value for the dollar, and
are perfect where space is .imited. Each comes with
one mic preamp; additional modules available below.
Dimensions: 13.75W ( 25.75" for 8ch) x21.75"D x7.63"H.
FEATURES:
•Ultra- reliable motherboard construction
•
Two inputs per module, mic/line or line/line
•Mono or stereo, consumer or professional line inputs
•Full monitor/cue wNCA mixer/monitor control
•Four assignable outputs — 2stereo plus 2mono
•Remote start logic
•Built-in cue amp/speaker and headphone amp
•Steel construction and excellent RF immunity
MX4A
MX5A
MX6A
MX81.

List
List
List
List

4channel console
5channel console
6channel console
8channel console

Modules:
MXLM
A/I3 line module, 3" wide
MXLMM A/B mic/line module, 3'

$ 2,695.00
$ 2,830.00
$ 3,035.00
$ 4,720.00

List $ 325.00
List $ 350.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
R

A
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00-426 84
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Dixon NM2SOMKII Newsroom Console

Autogram Pacemaker Series
Audio Consoles
Autogram Pacemaker consoles are affordable and
versatile. The Pacemaker 648 features 8inputs per
channel (48 inputs total). On the 618, channels 1-5 have
dual inputs; channel 6has 8inputs. The 828 has 28
stereo inputs; the 1032 has 32 stereo inputs ( both the
828 and 1032 have 2inputs per channel and 2banks of
remote selectors). Dimensions: 26.62"W (34.375W for
1032) x21.75"D x9.25"H.
FEATURES:
•
VCA level controls
•No audio transformers
•Schadow selector switches
•Electronic switching
•Mix- minus bus
•Penny and Giles faders
•Pluggable miniature terminal strips
618
648
828
1032

6- channel, 18- input console
6- channel, 48- input console
8- channel, 28- input console
10- channel, 32- input console

List
List
List
List

LowestPrice@bswusa.corn
OR CALL - 1 800 426 8434
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$ 5,926.00
$ 7,278.00
$ 7,723.00
$ 8,995.00

The Dixon NM-250MKII mixer is designed for busy news
rooms and contains almost all the features of afull
console. Each of the first three inputs can be either a
mic or line input with no component changes required
(simple jumper pin selector). This means mic processing
can easily be used ahead of the mixer. Also, an On/Off
control has been added for the hybrid as well as a
computer Start/Stop control.
FEATURES:
•2balanced mic inputs with 48V phantom power
•Monitor output mutes when mic is on
•Mono line input for telephone hybrid
•2balanced line inputs; input for computer sound card
•Input for DAT/cassette recorders
•Built-in mix-minus bus for telephone hybrid
•Built-in talkback system with 2sends and receives
•Relay closures for computer channel on, telephone
channel on and mic on
•LED VU meter display
•Balanced XLR line, mic and phone inputs; RCA I/0s
The RM-35 is arackmount monitor designed to work
with the NM250MKII. An amplifier and two 3x5" shielded
speakers deliver excellent audio quality.
NM250MKII Newsroom console

List $ 1,195.00

Accessories:
BC311
Rackmount monitor

List $410.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.corn
OR CALL : 1 800-426-8434

Gazintas and Gazouttas, how does your console measure up?

Keyboard shelf
sold separately

OmniRax Presto Studio Desk
The OmniRax Presto studio desk is: designed to meet a
variety of audio/broadcast needs han ergonomic and
economical fashion. The desk surface is large enough for
smaller on-air consoles or production mixers, and you
ge: 8rack spaces in two bays 'ight above, within easy
reach. The upper shelf can hold both computer and
audio monitors. 55.9"W x31.38"D desk; 37.13" high.
0i:tic:in' computer keyboard shelves available below.
PRESTO
Black desk
PRESTOMF Mahogany desk

List $ 530.00
List $ 730.00

LowestPrice from
Accessories:
KMSPR
Black shelf
List $ 175.00
KMSPRMF Mahogany shelf List $ 195.00

389'
553e

$3»
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119"
139°'
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Arrakis Radio Talent Desk
This Arrakis furniture is designed for hard-wearing broadcast talent use. Available in 30" sit-down or 36"
stand-up versions, the Radio Desk features adurable, high- quality plastic laminate. Apedestal equipment
rack with rear-access door features wear- resistant side panels. The three tabletop earphone jacks and a
radiused table surface support operator and talent in style. Desktop is medium- gray, trimmed in black
with black metal legs. Dimensions: 93"Wx39"D at the equipment rac k
i
45"D at circular end
RADIODESK
RADIODESKSU

(le

Sit-down model
Stand-up model

List $ 995.00
List $ 1,295.00

LowestPrice@bfflusa.com
R

A

1-800-426-
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ON-AIR CONSOLES1
Analog/
Manufacturer

Product

AEQ

BC306

AEQ

BC312

AEQ

BC500

Digital

Modular

Number of
Channels

Mic
Inputs

A/B

Module

Speaker

Dimensions ( WxDxH")

List Price

Analog

No

o

2

A/B

Yes

Yes

23.7 x 14 x6.9"

52,130.00

Phone

Cue Amp

Analog

No

12

4

A/B

Yes

Yes

23.7 x 14 x6.9"

Analog

Modular

7

2

A/B

Option

Yes

32.7 x23.2 x 12.2"

52 995 00
$ 4,750.00

AEQ

BC500AC

Analog

Modular

10

4

A/B

Option

Yes

32.7 x23.2 x12.2"

AEQ

BC2000D

Digital

3pc. system

15

4

Multi

No

Yes

31 x22.68 x8.46"

7

2

A/B

No

Yes

39 x23.2 x14.8"

$6,485.00
$ 7,910.001

55,525.00

$21,905.00

AEQ

BC2500

Analog

Modular

AEQ

BC2500SC

Analog

Modular

10

4

A/B

No

Yes

39x23.2x 14.8"

ARRAKIS

120055

Analog

No

5

1

No

No

No

15 x 12 x 7"

$ 2,295.00 I

ARRAKIS

1200105

Analog

No

10

1-2

No

No

No

23 x12 x7"

ARRAKIS

1200155

Analog

No

15

1-5

No

No

No

30.25 x12 x7"

$4,495.00 ,

ARRAKIS

I
2K86

Analog

Modular

6

1-6

No

No

No

17.25 x22 x8"

$4,350.00

$ 3495.00

ARRAKIS

12K1812

Analog

Modular

12

2

No

No

No

ARRAKIS

12K1818

Analog

Modular

18

1-6

No

No

No

ARRAKIS

NOVA10C

Digital

No

10

2

No

No

No

18.5 x12 x6.25"

ARRAKIS

REV12C

Digital

No

12

1-6

No

No

No

33 x23 x7" (+ rackmnt engine) $ 7,495.00

ARRAKIS

REV12P

Digital

No

12

1-6

No

No

No

ARRAKIS

REV18C

Digital

No

18

1-6

No

No

No

33 x23 x7" (+ rackmnt engine) $8,295.00

AUDIOARTS

D16

Digital

Modular

16

4

Multi

Yes

Yes

30x 20 x7"

AUDIOARTS

07512

Digital

Modular

12

4

A/B

Option

Yes

28.75 x24.5 x7.63"

AUDIOARTS

0752012

Digital

Modular

12

4

A/B

Option

Yes

40.83 x24.5 x7.63"

AUDIOARTS

0752018

Digital

Modular

18

4

A/B

Option

Yes

40.83 x24.5 x7.63"

AUDIOARTS

R55E

Analog

Modular

8

4

A/B

Option

Yes

19.87 x24.5 x7.63"

AUDIOARTS

R55E-12

Analog

Modular

12

4

A/B

Option

Yes

28.75 x24.5 x7.63"

I33 x22 x8"

$ 4,695.00

33x 22 x8"

$ 5,810.00
52,495.00

( rack engine controlled by PC)

$ 3,995.00

$ 8,895.00
$ 9,395.00
$ 9,995.00
$ 11,995.00
54,795.00
$6,295.00

AUDIOARTS

R55E-1812

Analog

Modular

12

4

A/B

Option

Yes

40.83 x24.5 x7.63"

$ 6,995.00

AUDIOARTS

R55 E-18

Analog

Modular

18

4

A/B

Option

Yes

40.83 x24.5 x7.63"

$9,900.00

AUTOGRAM

MINIMIX8A

Analog

No

8

2

No

No

. No

AUTOGRAM

MINIMIX12A

Analog

No

12

2

No

No

No

AUTOGRAM

PM218-12

Analog

Modular

12

4

A/B

Option

Yes

30.1 x28.75 x8.8"

AUTOGRAM

PM228-22

Analog

Modular

22

4

A/B

Option

Yes

45.4 x28.75 x8.8"

AUTOGRAM

618

Analog

No

6

4

A/B

No

No

26.62 x21.75 x9.25"

AUTOGRAM

648

Analog

No

6

4

A/B

No

No

26.62 x21.75x 9.25"

$ 7,278.00

AUTOGRAM

828

Analog

No

8

4

A/B

No

No

26.62 x21.75 x9.25"

$ 7,723.00

AUTOGRAM

1032

Analog

No

10

4

A/B

No

No

34.375 x21.75 x9.25"

$8,995.00

DIXON

NM250MKII

Analog

No

7

2

No

No

No

2RU rackmount mixer

$ 1,195.00

LPB

MX4A

Modular

4

1

A/B

No

Yes

13.75 x21.75 x7.63"

$ 2,625.00

"

-7tAnalog

LPB

MX5A

Analog

LPB

MX6A

Analog

LPB

MX8L

Analog

SOUNDCRAFT

RW5660

Digital

SOUNDCRAFT

RW5662

Digital

SOUNDCRAFT

RW5664

Digital

SOUNDCRAFT

RW5666

Digital

19.4 x15.5 x4.75"

$ 2,899.00

27.25x 153 x4.7"

$ 3,899.00

$9,985.00
$ 14,374.00

$5,926.00

Modular

5

1

A/B

No

Yes

13.75 x21.75 x7.63"

$ 2,830.00

Modular

6

1

A/B

No

Yes

13.75 x21.75 x7.63"

$ 3,035.00

Modular --i--8

2

A/B

No

Yes

25.75 x21.75 x7.63"

4

A/B

No

Yes

17 x17.16 x12.2"

8

A/B

No

Yes

24.6 x17.16 x12.2"

No

-

6

54,720.00
$7,845.00

No

12
---l-- -

No

6

4

A/B

No

Yes

17 x17.16 x12.2"

No

12

8

A/B

No

Yes

24.6 x17.16 x12.2"

;

$ 12,565.00
$ 7,845.00
$ 12,512.00

What LowestPrice@bstrusa.com abeam to you: We've got the lowest prices in the country, but manufacturers don't always let us print them. For your price quote, out send your request via e-mail addressed to
lowestPrice@bswusa.tom, use our website www.bswusa.com or call us toll free 1-800-426-8434. No hard sell, no arrn twisting -our prices and service speak for themselves.
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Yamaha 02896v2 8-bus Digital Mixer/DAW Controller
The 02R96 is apowerfill 24- channel digital mixer and DAW control that operates at 44.1, 48, 88.2 or
96 kHz without atecuction in the number of available channels, and has 96 kHz stereo effects ( use four
simultaneous y). All available I/O, effects, and inserts can be assigned to any of the console's channels
or outputs. In addition, the 02R96 has been designed to integrate tightly with leading digital audio
workstations such as Ddesigri's ProTools sys:em and Steinberg's Nuendo to create acomplete DAW
production and mixing environment. New Version 2software delivers advanced new features for the
02R96, inclucfng add-on effect capability, advanced DAW integration and surround functions.
FEATURES:
•24-bit/96-kHz converters and mic preamps
•48V phantom power
•100 mm motorized faders
•Built-in effects libraries for compression,
gating, EQ and deliy
•5.1 surround processing
•Automation and scene memory
•Peak meter bridge

@YAMAHA

•Analog outputs are balanced studio,
stereo, control room and monitor,
with eight balanced omni outs
•Digital AES/EBU and coax I/O
•2-track bal/unbal analog I/O
•I/0 expandability and plug-in capability:
four Mini-YGDAI expansion slots for ADAT,
TASCAM, AES/EBU, or extra analog I/O
•Dimensions: 27"W x28"D x10"H
02R96V2

List Price $ 10,299.00

Yamaha DM-1000v2
8-Bus Mixer/DAW Control
The Yamaha DM1000 is an 8- bus, 20-input (expandable
to 48) digital unit which delivers advanced capabilities
like surround panning and comprehensive DAW control of
ProTools, Nuendo and more. It's capable of an impressive
48 channels with optional Mini-YGDAI digital and analog
I/0 cards, each capable of 16 channels of I/O. And right out
'f the box it's got afull 20 channels of analog XLR inputs,
uwith high-quality mic preamps routed through 24-bit/96
KHz WD-D/A converters. Seventeen 100 mm motorized
faders can be instantly layer- switched to control any of the 48
input channels or auxiliary, bus, and remote channels. All 48
input channels feature flexible, independent compression and
gating/ducking processors for dynamics control. Plus you get
full automation, motorized faders, time-code display,
4- band channel EQs, effects libraries...and the list goes on.
Dimensions: 17"Wx28"Dx8"H.
New DM1000 Version 2software adds tons of new features.
You now get support for optional Add-On Effects, advanced
surround functions and DAW integration, new broadcast
functionality such as pre-fader SOLO with PAN and Fader/Solo
Release, live sound/theater functions such as Fader Group
Master and instant Aux monitoring, ESAMII support, new Studio
Master V2 software with the ability to accommodate multiple
mixers with total recall of settings, multiple Undo support,
multiple window support, and more.

ic •

DM1000V2

filorocismomor

.I Ill i! li I
-— -

List $ 5,599.00

Large, easy- to- use display gives you
complete control over paramnters

%YAMAHA

: : 10-42.-84 4

@YAMAHA

Yamaha MG Series
Production Mixers
Yamaha's MG mixers are bsdlt for great sound anc easy,
portable use«The MG10-2 is abasic 10-inpu•/2-os
mixer with 2mono mic/line and 4stereo inputs The
MG12-4 is a12-irèput/4-bus mixer with 4mcno Ink/line
and 4stereo inputs. The MG16-4 steps up to 16 inputs
and 8mono miciline inpt.cs. Each has high- quality
yeamps anc phantom power, insert points on mono
channels, 3-band EQ and much more. The MG16-6FX is
a16-input/6-bus mixer loaded with effects and 7- band
EQ. It also features 8mono miciline inputs and 4stereo
line nputs. See mixer chart for dimensions.
MG10-2
MG12-4
MG16-4
MG16-6FX

List
List
List
List

$ 129.00
$ 239.00
$ 329.00
$ 419.00

LowestPrice

Accessories .
SKB2219P SKB oop-up ATA case

5
99»
$199°'
s279m
$379°°

from $99!
'
1490°

Yamaha 01V96v2 -16-Channel, 4-Bus Digital Mixer/DAW Control
Yamaha's 01V96 is aflexible digital mixer delivering warm, hie- resolution 24-bit/96 kHz audio. It's also a % II featured
DAW control for ProTools, Nuendo and other recording platforms. New Version 2software delivers add-on elect
capability, advanced DAW integration and surround functions, arid more.
FEATURES:
•Selectable sampling rates from 44.1 kHz thru 96 kHz
•16 analog inputs ( 12 balanced with mic preamps and
phantom power)
•Compression, gating and ducking on all channels
•16 motorized faders
•Large 320 x240 dot LCD panel with graphic display
01V96V2

YAMAHA
30

List $ 2,499.00

Accessories:
RK-1
MY4AD
MY8AT
MY8AE
SKB2219P

•4balanced 1/4' TRS analog outputs, balanced XLR
stereo outs, digital coaxial I/O and ADAT optical I/O
•4- band sweepable EQs
•32- bit, 96 kHz effects with 44 presets and 76 libraries
•99-scene memory
•Yamaha's Studio MasterV2 software for Macand PC
•Dimensions: 18"Wx21.5"x6"H
c• •

:1-8
Rackmount for 01V96
Single- slot 4- input XLR analog card
8send/8 return digital I/O for ADAT
8send/8 return digital I/O for AES/EBU
SKB ATA pop-up case

-4

44
List
List
List
List

527 00
$ 329.00
$ 329.00
$ 329.00
s149°"

Yes, these mixers have many switches and knobs. But the cool thing is, YOU know what everyone of the knobs and switches do riiht? right? hello/ where did you go?
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Soundcraft Mixers
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Soundcraft's Spirit Eseries mixers offer
outstanding performance and
efficient, uncluttered work
surfaces. The Spirit E6 has 6
hannels, the E8 has 8, and
E12 is the 12-channel
von/on ( model #sstart with RW56), all
with mic and line inputs thru balanced XLR and 1/4'
connectors and two channels with 1/4" stereo pairs.
The Spirit ES (#RW5653US) has 10 full-function stereo
and 4mono inputs. Removable sides let you add
optional ears for mounting in 19" racks.
Dimensions (with sides) are 14.8W ( E6), 16.8"W (E8),
or 20.8W ( El 2/ES) x17.8"D x3.7"H.

Crest 20/24-Input
Rackmount Mixers

8850ffle

These high-qaaltyCrest < RSeries rackmourt
mixers meet the needs da wide vaiiety of sourd
reinforcement anc econding situations. The XR•20 is a
20- input boad with 12 mono and 4stereo balanœd
XLR inputs The XR24 is a24-input board wit) Emono
and 8stereo inputs Dimensions for both: 19"W x4.5"D
(behind panel) x" 7.5"H (' OU rack space).

RW5650US
RW5651US
RW5652US
RW5653US

20- input rack mixer
2h- input rack mixer
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Rack kit for Spirit E6
535"
Rack kit for Spirit E8
$35"
Rack kit for Spirit E12/ES
$2700
Pop-up case for rackmount mixers 516500

Soundcraft's Compact Series are affordable mini- mixers
ideal for computer recording. A•blend" control allows
you to control the mix of computer playback and the
track being recorded for true zero latency monitoring.
You also get 3band EQs on inputs, 2independent
headphone outputs, with all monitoring in true stereo!

Sc)cir xicraft

W5677US

The Compact 10 has 4mono channels, 4stereo with
1/4" balanced/RCA unbalanced inputs, and 2stereo
with RCA inputs. Balanced 1/4° and unbalanced RCA
stereo outputs. 18"W x9.7"D x2.2"H.
RW5677US
RW5678

Compact 4
Compact 10

List $ 149.99
List $ 239.99

599"
5149"

LowestPrice from $99!

Accessories:
SKB1615
ATA case fits Compact 4
SKB2219P
ATA case fits Compact 10

599'

$
1490.

Soundcraft

•

•

Soundcraft Folio
Notepad 10-Input Mixer

UUUUUUU

The Soundcraft fofo Notepad combines quality audio
circuitry and versatile features, including 10 total inputs

88..
c trosT
io

The XRM is a20- input mixer for use with 41-ear
monitoring systems. Separate level and pan controls
are available from 311 channels, for up to 6s
erco ci 12
mono persdialized mixes. It can be used as astereo or
mono monitor mixer (or acombination cf bot), sa
matrix mixer or for front-of house use. It ha. 12 mono/4
stereo mic/line input.; 1.'4' monitor outs and 12
balanced XLR outs Dmenlions: 19^W x4.5 -D (behind
panel) x17.5"H',10U 'acKspace)
20- input mixer

Accessories:
SKB19P12U

Accessories:
RW5668
RW5669
RW5670
SKB19P12U

•e • •

0 0 1.
r.
r.n,•••OCr •

Crest XRM 23-Input,
In- Ear Monitoring Mixer

XRM

$439"
5529"

•

r

• • ',

.

5359"

0

IL

r• •

.)

.1

•

5319"

The Compact 4has 2mono channels with 1/4"-XLR
combo inputs and inserts, and 2stereo channels with
RCA inputs. Dimensions are 10.9W x9.7"D x2.2"H.

• is. t"
I

"1
, 1
, 1

• • •

$ 399.99
$ 449.99
$ 549.99
$659.99

FEATURES:
•Main stereo outs on balanced XLR
•100 mm faders
•Insert points for external processing
•3-band EQ with sweepable mids
•2switchable aux sends
•Desktop or optional rackmount kits

UUUUUUU
n

•

I .1100 4 e, Ft4

SKB ATA pop-up rackmount case '
165°°

0.O0 ti $1600.0
)0O0OiO,O0

List
List
List
List

Soundcraft Compact 4/10 Mixers

List $ 2,200.00
List $ 2,400.00
r r.I I

E6
E8
E12
ES

RW5653US

RW5678

LimstPtice@bswitsa.corn

Accessories:
SKB19P12U

Spirit
Spirit
Spirit
Spirit

from $319i

FEATURES:
•100 mm faders and 4- band EQ on all inputs
•18 dB/octave high pass filters
•48V phantom power
•6aux busses selectable pre- or post-fader
•1/4" TRS and RCA connectors on alt output,
monitor output anct tape input
XR20
XR24

-7-1 =_I-zi7A
74

eS, » in( Icryift

•e2r
e it 33 •

W

List 52,600.00

LowestPrice@bstvusa.com
./H CAl3

I 800 4

F 4 i1

SKB ATA pop-up rackmount case

5165'

with 4XLR mic inputs. Dimensions: 9.6"W x8.9"D x2"H.
FEATURES:
•4XLR mic inputs or 1/4" line inputs
•high-gain mic preamps with phantom power
•2stereo line inputs equipped with switchable
turntable preamps
•1stereo phono tape input
•Post-fader AUX sends on each input channel
•Dedicated stereo effects return
•Peak and VU metering
•Separate main and monitor outputs
•Balanced 1/4" TRS main and monitor outs
RW5353

List $ 229.95

Accessories:
SKB1615
ATA case

LowestPrice only $189!
s9900

Yamaha 12- Channel
Rackmount Mixer

*YAMAHA

The Yamaha MV12/6 is specially designed for racking
up. Its 12 input channels and 6independently
assignable output puses 4group + stereo) deliver
exceptional versatility. All charnels feature a3- band
EQ ( High, Mid, Low), twoaux sends, effect send, bus
switches for routing to gioup 1/2, group 3/4 and stereo
outputs and achannel fader. Inputs 1-8 have XLR and
Euroblock connectors wih phantom power switches.
Channels 9/10 and 11/12 are stereo irput channels
with both RCA jacks and Euroolock connectors.
Dimensions:18.94"W x72;6"D x12.125"H.
MV12-6

List $ 799.00

Accessories:
SKB3026
SKB ATA case

LowestPrice@bswusa.corn
OR CA

1 1300 424 8434

5249'

What LowestPriceebswusa.com means to you: We've got ttk' lowest prices in he country, but manufacturers don't always let us print them. For your price quote. just send your regest va emai addressed to
towestPrice@bswusa.com, 550 otir website www.bswusa.com orcall us toll free 1-800-426-8434. No hard sell, no arm twisting --our pricesandservicespeak for themselves.
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Mackie Onyx Mixers with Optional FireWire I/O

Mackie's new Onyx Series mixers have it all: newly- designed high- end preamps and EQ and balanced
direct outputs on every channel via dual DB-25 connectors (afirst for any small-format mixer). And here's
afirst: an optional FireWire I/O card lets you stream 12 or 16 independent channels of 24-bit/96 kHz
audio, plus astereo mix, directly to your Mac or PC. 17.3"W x13.9"D x5.9"H ( 1220);
ONYX 1220
20.4"W x17.4"D x6.6"H ( 1620); or 24.3"W x17.5"D x7.64"H ( 1640).
ONYX1220
ONYX1620
ONYX1640
ONYXFIREWIRE
Accessories:
SKB3026

12 channels/4 mic preamps/3-band EQ
16 channels/8 mic preamps/4-band EQ
16 channels/16 mic preamps/4 buses
Optional FireWire 24-bit/96 kHz I/O card
SKB ATA flight case

List $639.00
List $ 919.00
List $ 1,539.00
List $499.00

'
249®

1402VLIPRO

PAILICKIE.

1202 VLZPRO

Mackie SR 24-4 and
32-4VLZPRO 4-Bus Mixing Boards

PAACKIV.

Mackie 1202/1402 VLZPRO Mixers
These Mackie VLZPRO series mixers have become
de facto standard solutions for live and small studio
applications. Superior preamps deliver low noise and
high headroom. The popular 1402VLZPRO offers 6mic
preamps, 4stereo line inputs, easy-to-control 60 mm
linear faders, separare ALT/cue bus and headphone
matrix. The 12-channel 1202VLZPRO is perfect for
smaller projects and includes 4preamps, 8highheadroom line inputs, phantom power, advanced
DC pulse transformer RF rejection and 3- band EQ.
Dimensions: 13"W x14"D x2.9"H ( 1402) or 11.8"W x
11.2"D x2.6"H ( 1202). Rackmount with optional ears.
1402VLIPRO
1202VLZPRO

14-channel mixer
12- channel mixer

Mackie's flexible 4- bus SR mixers are suitable for all
kinds of live and recording applications. With Mackie's
XDR (extended dynamic range) mic preamps you'll
notice the highly-focused high end; substantial,
detailed lower bass octaves and textural midrange
details you never knew your microphone could
reproduce. Dimensions: 31"or 39.3W x19.2"D x6"H.
24-4VLZPRO
32-4VLZPRO

24-channel mixer
32- channel mixer

32-4VLIPRO

List $ 1,699.00
List $ 2,199.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
Accessories:
SKB3423
SKB4031

OR CALL

1 800-426-84

SKB ATA case fits 24-4
SKB ATA case fits 32-4

4

e299°'
029900

FEATURES:
•60 mm faders and 3- band EQ with svveepable
mids on inputs
•Low-cut input filter and 6aux sends
•High-frequency enhancer on subgroups
•6aux sends, 4pre- or post-fader
•Control room/tape monitoring and talkback
•Balanced XLR and 1/4" mic/line inputs
•Balanced XLR and 1/4" main stereo outputs and
1/4" aux outputs

List $ 659.00
List $ 489.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.corn
Accessories:
RM1402VLZ/RM1202VLZ
SKB1615

C ALL

1

Rack ears
SKB ATA case

$25*)
$99°'

Tapco 6306
6-Channel
Mixer
Mackie relaunches the
legendary Tapco line
with the 6306 compact
6-channel mixer, packing
alot of mixing power
into an affordable package. This little mixer features
2mono mic/line channels with level LEDs, 2balanced
XLR inputs with phantom power, two dedicated
1/4" instrument inputs, two stereo 1/4" TRS line input
channels, high and low shelving EQ on all channels,
monitor and effects aux sends, 1/4" TRS main outs,
headphone out, and RCA outs. Dim: 'levy x13"D x2.9H.
6306 6-channel mixer List $ 149.95
LowestPrice only$11995 !
Accessories:
$99'"
SKB1615
SKB ATA case

32
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7642 VLZPRO

MACKIE:

Mackie 1642/
1604VLZPRO 16-Channel Mixers
The Mackie 1642VLZPRO mixer offers aconvenient mix
of 8mic/line plus 2stereo midline plus 2sterecane
channels. Dimensions: 16.6"W x17.3"D x5.5"H.
1642 VLZPRO FEATURES:
•10 high- headroom mic preamps/phantom power
•Eight 1/4" TRS channel inserts
•60 mm faders and 4aux sends
•Overload LEDs on each channel
•3-band EQ on mono chnls; 4- band EQ on stereo
The 1604VLZPRO offers afull 16 mic preamps. Input
pod can be rotated to top/back/bottom for tabletop
or rackmount use with optional RP1604VLZ kit.
Dimensions: 17.3"W x17.6"D x5"H (inputs on top).
1642VLZPRO 16ch, 10 mic preamp
1604VLZPRO 16ch, 16 mic preamp

List $ 1,049.00
List $ 1,299.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL

Accessories:
RM1642VLI
RP1604VLZ
SKB2219P

1-800-426-8434

Rack ears for 1642
$25"
Input pod/rackmount kit- 1604 $
ee
SKB pop-up ATA case $ 149°'

Mackie DFX Mixers with Effects
The DFX Series are affordable compact -fliers with
superb Mackie sound and onboard digital effects. The
DFX6 has 2XLR mic inputs and 4mono/stereo line
inputs. The DFX12 has 4XLR mic and 8mono/stereo
line inputs. Dimensions: 11.8" or 16.1W x14.4"D x
FEATURES:
•Easy-to-grab, color-coded, long 60 mm faders
•Extremely low-noise preamps/operation
•Reverb, delay, chorus and 13 other 32- bit effects
•
Vocal Eliminator removes vocal from most songs
•Separate monitor channel effects level control
• " Break Switch" mutes mics, leaves CD/tape live
DFX6
DFX12

6-channel mixer with effect.
12-channel mixer with effects

List $ 379.00
List $ 479.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL

1-800:42 - 8434

Accessories:
SKB1615 SKB ATA case fits DFX6
SKB1714 SKB ATA case fits DFX12

What LowestPrice@bswusa.com means to you: We've got the lowest prices in the country, but manufacturen don't always let us prim them. For your price quote, just send your request via e-mail addressed to
LowestPrice@bswusa.com, use our website www.bswusa.com or call us toll free 1-800-426-8434. No Oard-sell, no am twisting-5ur prices and service speak for temselyes.
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Mackie's new Onyx series premium analog mixers

you can be up and

don't just raise the bar. They completely change

running on your

the game. That's because, once equipped with
the optional FireWire card, Onyx mixers let
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latest smash- hit in
no time at all.

you plug in up to 16 mics and record them as
individual tracks directly to your Mac or PC with

Sure, you can opt to spend your cash on dedicated

asingle FireWire cable... Not to mention being able to

FireWire I/O boxes, outboard studio mic preamps, out-

mix and EQ alive show in the process.

board British-style EQ processing, amixer and recording
software. Or you can just visit your local Mackie dealer

And what about sound quality? Glad you
4,

3(X MIC p

and check out amuch simpler Onyx solution.

asked. Built upon our new flagship Onyx
mic preamps, warm " British"-style 3-and

Onyx: it's superior sound quality, single-cable FireWire

4- band Perkins EQ, and premium analog

connectivity, and apowerful recording application

•

Perkins

EQ

circuitry, the Onyx series easily

all packaged into apremium

makes the best- sounding analog -

analog mixer.

to-digital interface at anywhere

.. • • • - "

.....

near its price.

To get you going, we also bundled afully
licensed copy of our acclaimed,"no-fuss"
Tracktion music production software so

•

Call BSW for lowest price.

www.mackie.com

73.ZATAVA
Mackie 8-Bus Audio Mixers
Mackie's 8•Bus series, available in 24- and 32- channel versions, combines quality
components, innovative design and incredible features, giving excellent value
for your dollar. The popular 8.13us consoles have recorded more platinum
albums and major motion picture soundtracks than any other mixers
in their class. Dimensions: 37" or 45.8W x28.74"D x4.78"H
FEATURES:
•
Talkback with built-in mic
•Low noise, high-headroom mic preamps
•Inserts and direct outs on every channel
•Six aux sends/returns for external effects
•Extremely musical high and low shelving EQ
•Parametric high- mid, sweepable low- mid, low cut filter
•2headphone mixes and studio/control speaker mixes
•100 mm faders and separate tape monitor path
•Balanced XLR mic and 1/4" TRS line inputs
•Balanced XLR main outputs and 1/4" IRS sub-outputs
•Optional MB24/MB32 meter bridges available

IPAACKilff.
248
32-8
M624
M632

24- channel mixer
32- channel mixer
meter bridge for 248
meter bridge for 3243

List $ 3,599.00
List $ 4,499.00
List $ 829.00
List $ 929.00

:1-800-426-8434

Accessories:
SKB4031
SKB ATA case for 24 ,

Tascam DM-24 8-Bus Audio Mixer
The DM-24 is aworkhorse that brings analog and digital
together in an intelligent way. Full transport control and '
mm motorized faders make the Tascam DM-24 an excellichoice for any serious studio. In addition to 16 analog inpu
with XLR mic, 1/4" line inputs and inserts on each, you get 24
channels of TDIF interfacing plus 8channels of ADAT optical
I/O, one stereo AES/EBU, two stereo S/PDIF interfaces and two
option slots for additional 8-channel analog or digital modules.
Built-in delay compensates for latency. Dim: 22.9W x25.9"D x7.8"H.

Mackie CFX
Series Mixers with Effects
Now you can have aMackie-quality console with
the convenience of built-in effects. These CFX mixers
are available in 12-, 16- and 20- channel versions.
Dimensions: 17.2", 21.e or 25.6"W x15.7"D x5"H.
FEATURES:
•16 digital effects and 9- band stereo graphic EQ
•50 dB of mic gain, 30 dB of line level gain
and 15 dB attenuation
•Inserts on all mic channels and mains
•Aux sends switchable to pre-fader for monitor use
•Subgroup busses for submixes
•1/4" IRS and XLR main outputs
•Headphone output
CFX12
CFX16
CFX20

12-channel - 8mic/line, 2stereo line
List $ 719.00
16- channel - 12 mic/line, 2stereo line
List $ 929.00
20-channel - 16 mic/line, 2stereo line
List $ 1,129.00

Accessories:
RMCFX12 Rackmount bracket for CFX12
SKB2219P SKB pop-up ATA case fits CFX12
SKB3026
SKB ATA case fits CFX16/20

$
25ce

5149'

$
249 °°

Edirol M100FX
10-Channel Mixer with USB

DM- 24 List $ 2,999.00

M100FX

List: $ 495.00

34

LowestPrice only $ 199!
59900

$
249 0°

Alesis MultiMix
12-Channel
Rackmount Mixer
The Alesis MultiMix 12R is
a12-input, 2- bus analog
rack mixer featuring 8mic
preamps with 2stereo line
channels, all in acompact,
.•3U rackmount configuration. It features a2- band, fixed• •
I,
• •
415
5.
a
frequency EQ on each channel, 1pre-fader aux send and
.*
e
e
111, -•
41
. "
e
e
1post-fader aux send per channel, and 60 mm faders for
..
master level of each channel.The master section features
an external stereo aux return level, stereo LED bar graph
meters, stereo master UR bus 60 mm fader, and asepara:
phones/monitor level control. Features: 8XLR mic inputs
with phantom power; 2aux sends ( pre- and post-fader) for monitor returns and effects ; insert points on 8
channels, plus 2channels of stereo line inputs; 2- hand shelving EQ at 12 kHz and 8C ' ' headphone jack
19"W x4.25D x5.25"H ( 3RU).
MULTIMIX12R

•

•

•
,.„

•
,•

AL.ESIS

List $ 399.00

• • • • •
• •

•IN
You won't find amore flexible, compact mixer
than Edirol's M100-FX. It's a10- channel audio
mixer with an onboard USB interface and voice/
sound processing effects. The USB interface
allows recording of the stereo master output
straight into your computer without the added
noise common with most internal sound cards.
At home in any small studio, the M-100FX is an
ideal choice for voiceover work, live recording
or your own pet projects. With acool selection
of quality voice effects it couldn't be simpler to use.
and Macintosh compatible. Dimensions: 11.3W x10.6"D x2.9"H.
Accessories:
SKB1615
ATA case

TA SCA M

Accessories:
SKB3026
SKB ATA case

Behringer
00Ø eettth
MXB1002 10-Channel • • % %% belie Ib
Battery-Powered Mixer
4. 4. 4.4 4.4 4.4 . 4b:.
.se MXB1002 offers the choice of
•%lèlqUb't lb%
,Cor battery power (up to four
I% •
.1
% % • % % • %
Durs
,

on two 9-volt batteries!) It's
for mixing on the road and
• 'atures five mono, four stereo, and
aspecial stereo tape return channel. ,
Stereo channels feature separate
gain controls for mic and line inputs.
Balanced 1/4" and XLR connectors.
Rackmount kit included.
Dimensions: 11.75"W x8.5"D x2.8"H.
,
erfect

—EDIROL—

MX(11002

List $ 119.99
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LowestPrice only $9999

It's amixed bag - mixers for pro audio, ENG mixers, broadcast mixers, telco mixers. We've got em all, and we know how to use em. So call us for some mixer mind-meldirg.
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Alesis Mu!Mix USB Series Audio Mixers with Effects

ALesis

This new line of compact mixers feature 100 great-sounding 28- bit digital effects, as well as
USB audio which allows direct computer audio interfacing for 16- bit simultaneous stereo input
and output using standard recording software. The MultiMix 8USB and MultiMix 12USB
have 4high-gain mic/line inputs. The MultiMix 16USB has 8high-gain mic/line ( XLR and
1/4" balanced) inputs with phantom power, 2stereo balanced 1/4" line inputs, aux send (can
send to onboard or external effects), and stereo aux return. Additional features include separate
1/4" balanced main and monitor outs, 3-band EQ per channel with high/low shelving and mid
band pass/reject, headphone out, an integrated USB Port to transfer audio directly between
the MultiMix USB mixer and your computer, 16- bit stereo simultaneous inputs and
outputs over USB. All have plug-and- play operation under Windows and Mac OS .
Dimensions: 8USB: 9.25"W x10.25"D x3.5"H; 12USB: 11.25"W x13.25"D x3.75"H ;
16USB: 15.25"W x13"D x3.5"H.
MULTIMIX16USB
M ULTIM IX 12USB
MULTIMIX8USB

16-channel mixer
12-channel mixer
8- channel mixer

_
eeteslà*
e &

List $499.00
List $ 399.00
List $ 199.00
Accessories:
SKB1615 SKB ATA case for above

$99"

Behringer SL Series
24-132-Channel
Mixers
allnell
I l
9,t4e.,eece+<,

Behringer's new SL Series
large mixing consoles
put aprofessional
board within reach
of more studios. The
SL2442FX-PRO has
24 channels ( 16 mono plus 4
stereo) and the SL3242FX-PRO has
32 channels. They both features 4subgroups
and 4pre/post switchable aux sends per channel.
Dimensions: 26.85" or 35.28"W x16.14"D x3.94"H.
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SL3242FXPRO
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1

FEATURES:

•Studio-grade mic preamps
•Built-in dual 24- bit FX processors
•New Feedback Detection System on board
•3- band EQs with semi- parametric mids and low cut filters for the mono channels
•High- headroom stereo input channels with 4- band equalization

Rugged Mixer ATA Flight Cases by SKB
BSW carries afull line of SKB mixer cases. Built to tough ATA flight case specifications,
they fit almost any mixer and are available in avariety of sizes, from small pop-up
rackmount and velcro workshelf cases to larger mixer safes with interior corner
cleats'to secure different size mixers. See individual mixer listings in this section for
suggested cases, or dimensions below to find the perfect case for your application.
SKB1615
SKB1714
SKB19P12U
SKB2219P
SKB3026
SKB3331
SKB3423
SKB4031

Max. interior dimensions 14.75 x13.75 x6"
Max. int. dim. 16.25 x14.5 x5.5"
Pop-up rackmount case - 120 space/5" deep
Pop-up w/shelf - max. dim. 19 x12 x6.75"
Max. int. dim. 30 x26.5 x8"
Max. int. dim. 33.25 x31.25 x8"
Max. int. dim. 34.625 x22.625 x8"
Max. int. dim. 40.25 x31.25 x8"

List
List
List
List
List
List
List
List

-
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Get Connected with Mixer Cables
CPP110
CPP202
CPP203
CPR110
CPR202
CPR203
CRA110
CRA202
CRA203
STX105M

1/4" to 1/4", 10 ft. cable
1/4" to 1/4" dual, 61t. cable
1/4" to 1/4" dual, 6ft. cable
RCA to 1/4", 10 ft. cable
RCA to 1/4" dual, 6ft. cable
RCA to 1/4" dual, 9ft. cable
RCA to RCA, 10 ft. cable
RCA to RCA dual, 6ft. cable
RCA to RCA dual, 9ft. cable
XLR male to 1/4" IRS, 5ft. cable

$4"
$6 9$
$795

5595

$695
$795

5
4"

,6
95

24-channel
32-channel

Accessories:
SKB3026
SKB4031

SKB flight case for 24-channel
SKB flight case for 32-channel

List $ 539 .
99
List $669.99

449"
$559 99

LowestPrice

from $44999!
s249°'
$
299"

$ 194.95
$
99°9
$ 219.95 $ 125°
$ 294.95
$165 9°
$ 254.95
149®
$ 434.95
'
249'
$494.95
$2799°
$ 524.95 $299°
$ 534.95
299°9

LowestPrice

Mcve

SL2442FXPRO
SL3242FXPRO

from $99!

Behringer
MX9000
8-Bus Audio Mixer
All aspects of your audio production flow together
in the MX9000. It offers flexible routing so you can
connect many signal sources and is outfitted with a
talkback section for communicating with the artists.
At mixdown, you can hook up several headphones,
feed many effect units, monitor all signal levels and
insert outboard gear to process individual signals and
the sum. Dimensions: 37"W x29.5"D x3.54"/9.45"H.
MX9000

195
:
995

What LowestPriceaswusa.com meant. you: •
tWre qat the lowest pries
LowestPrice.bswusa.tom, use our website www.bswusa.com

List $ 1,679.99

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL 1 800 426 8434
-.•

FEATURES:
•24 total inline channels, 8subgroups
•48 mono inputs, 2additional stereo inputs
•24 mic preamps
•4- band EQ ( high, low, 2x semi- parametric mid)
•6auxiliary sends, 24- channel inserts
•Solid steel chassis
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•Inserts and direct channel outs
•4aux sends and 2headphone outs
•Balanced 1/4 and XLR outputs
•Rackmount ears included

BSW carries the entire line of affordable UB FX mixers. For details go to www.bswusa.com.
Dimensions: UB2222FX/UB1832FX: 16"W x14"D x3.9"H; UB1622FX: 11.9"W x13.9"D x3.9"H.

e

UB2442FX
UB2222FX
UB1832FX
UB1622FX

. „„;

24- input,
22- input,
18- input,
16- input,

4-bus
2/2- bus
3/2- bus
2/2- bus

List
List
List
List

,
29e

$ 359.99
$ 299.99
$ 279.99
$ 219.99

249"

$2299.
179"

112:E=I:IM
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UB2442FX FEATURES:
•16 balanced line inputs and 10 mic preamps
•4aux sends per channel
•99 great- sounding digital effects
•3- band EQ per mono channel

00sf
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-00 t" • 00.

00

de. •

I

The Behringer UB2442FX-PRO is the big cajuna of the whole UB Series
mixers - a24- input, 4- bus mic/line mixer with premium mic pres and a
24- bit multi-FX processor. Dimensions: 16.5W x17.25"D x5.4"H
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Behringer 24-Input, 4-Bus Mixer with Effects
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Accessories:
SKB2219P
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from $17999 !
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SKB pop-up ATA case
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BeL inget
Digital Mixer with Automation
The DDX3216 digital console offers superb functionality
with 32 channels, 16 internal busses and 8aux sends.
Besides the substantial mixing capabilities, it offers
extensive synchronization options, automation, and
MIDI implementation. 17.25W x22.5"D x6.5"H.
FEATURES:
•Each channel features aparametric 4- band
equalizer, sweepable high-pass filter, gate,
compressor/limiter and phase inversion
•First 16 channels offer adelay function
•Comprehensive internal I/O patchbay
•Full digital compatibility
•4on- board effects processors
•2expansion slots for ADAT, TDIF, AES/EBU

SKB flight case

Behringer 12-Channel Mixer with
Effects and Feedback Detection

The Behringer UB1204PRO is asmall, affordable mixer
with plenty of flexiblity and inputs for submixes, desktop
recording, and more. Rackmount kit included.

The UB1222FX-PRO 12-channel (4mono/4 stereo)
mic/line mixer has onboard effects and lets you zero in
and kill feedback via LED displays on the built-in 7- band
stereo graphic EQ. Dimensions: 13.6W x13.2"D x3.9"H.

UB1204 FEATURES:
•Balanced inputs - 4mic and 8line
•Switchable phantom power
•2aux sends/channel & 2stereo aux returns
•Control room, headphone and tape outputs
•Balanced XLR main outputs
•60 mm faders and peak LEDs

FEATURES:
•6XLR mic inputs with preamps
•24- bit multi-FX processors
•Kill feedback with onboard Feedback Detection
•Switchable phantom power
•Inserts for connecting external processors

The UB1204FX-PRO adds a2,;
slue° uiltA_N
processor with reverb, delay, chorus, compressor, and
more. Dimensions for both mixers: 9.7W x13"D x3.9"H.
UB1204
UB1204FX

DDX3216 List $ 1,319.99
Accessories:
SKB3026

Behringer
UB1204 Series 12-Input Mixers

12-input, 2/2-bus
with effects

List $ 139.99
List $ 179.99

LowestPrice from
Accessories:
SKB1615
SKB flight case '99'

6249"

$
119"
149"

UB802
UB502
UB1002
UB1202

8- input, 2- bus
5- input, 2- bus
10- input, 2- bus
12- input, 2- bus

Accessories:
SKB1615
SKB flight case

36

List
List
List
List

$ 59.99
$ 39.99
$ 69.99
$ 99.99

U8802

4391
»

699"

FEATURES:
•24- bit multi-FX processor
•Stereo 7- band graphic EQ
•Monitor/FX sends/inserts on each mic channel
PMH1000
PMH3000
PMH5000

-

534"
559"

12-chnI/2x150w
16-chnI/2x200 W
20-chnI/2x200 W

List $ 419.99 ' 349"
List $ 539.99 5449"
List $ 659.99 ' 549 99

Lowesthice

579"

LowestPrice

SKB flight case

See our PA section
for speakers

e

549"

LowestPrice $17999!

t'MH
Series powered
mixers deliver big
power ( up to 200
watts) in portable
packages.

behunger's super- portable UB802 delivers flexible inputs and high-quality
mic preamps at an amazing low price. It's perfect for submixes.

Mixers with 5, 10 and 12 inputs are also available. The 5- input mixer does
offer phantom power. See mixer chart for dimensions for each model.

List $ 219.99

$ 11999! Behringer
Powered
Mixers

Behringer UB Series Affordable Mini-Mixers

UB802 FEATURES:
•Balanced inputs - 2mic and 6line
•3- band EQ and 1send per channel
•Stereo aux return for effects
•Peak LEDs and switchable phantom power
•Control room, headphone and tape outputs
•1/4" balanced main outputs

UB1222FX
Accessories:
SKB1615

from $3499!

08502

Accessories:
SKB3026
SKB flight case

from $34999 !

We know what you are thinking..how can these mixers be any good because they are so cheap? Well, if you would feel better, we would be delighted to raise the price to $ 10,000. Just kidding...really....

'249'

PRODUCTION MIXERS
Dimensions

Mic/Line

Input

Output

EQ

Manufacturer

Product

(
WxDxH")

Inputs

Faders

Busses

Bands

Inserts

Sends

Aux
Effects

List Price

BSW Price

ALESIS

MULTIMIX8USB

9.25 x10.25 x3.5"

4/8

6rotary

2

3

0

2

Yes

$ 199.00

LOWEST

ALESIS

MULTIMIX12USB

11.25 x13.25 x3.75"

4/12

8

4

3

0

2

Yes

$ 399.00

LOWEST

ALESIS

MULTIMIX16USB

15.25 x13 x3.5"

8/12

12

4

3

0

2

Yes

$499.00

LOWEST

No

$ 399.00

LOWEST

ALESIS

MULTIMIX12R

19 x4.25 x5.25"

8/4

10

2

2

8

2

BEHRINGER

UB502

5.25 x7x1.8"

1/5

2rotary

2

2

0

, 0

No

$ 39.99

$ 34.99

BEHRINGER

UB802

7.4 x8.7 x1.8"

2/6

4 rotary

2

3

0

0

No

$ 59.99

$ 49.99

BEHRINGER

UB1002

7.4 x8.7 x 1.8"

2/10

4rotary

2

3/4

0

0

No

$ 69.99

$ 59.99

BEHRINGER

UB1202

9.5 x8.7 x1.8"

4/12

6rotary

2

3/4

0

1

No

$ 99.99

BEHRINGER

UB1204

9.7x 13 x3.9"

4/8

6

2

3

0

2

No

$ 139.99

$ 79.99 .
$ 119.99

BEHRINGER

UB1204FX

9.7 x13 x3.9"

4/8

6

2

3

0

2

Yes

$ 179.99

$ 149.99

BEHRINGER

UB1222FX

13.6 x13.2 x3.9"

6/12

8

2

3

4

2

Yes

$ 219.99

$ 179.99 .
$ 179.99

BEHRINGER

UB1622FX

11.9 x13.9 x3.9"

4/12

8

2

3/4

4

2

Yes

$ 219.99

BEHRINGER

UB1832FX

16x 14 x3.9"

6/14

10

2

3/4

6

3

Yes

$ 279.99

$ 229.99 .

BEHRINGER

UB2222FX

16 x14 x3.9"

8/16

12

2

3/4

8

3

Yes

$ 299.99

$ 249.99 .

BEHRINGER

UB2442FX

16.5 x17.25 x5.4"

10/22

12

4

3/4

0

4

Yes

$ 359.99

$ 299.99 :

BEHRINGER

SL2442EXPRO

26.85 x16.14 x3.94"

16/24

18, 2rotary

4

3/4

16

4

Yes

$ 539.99

$ 449.99

BEHRINGER

SL3242FXPRO

35.28 x16.14 x3.94"

24/32

26,2 rotary

4

3/4

24

4

Yes

$669.99

$ 559.99

BEHRINGER

MX61002

11.75x 8.5x 2.8"

5/10

6

2

3

0

0

No

$ 119.99

$ 99.99

BEHRINGER

DDX3216

17.25 x22.5x 6.5"

12/32

16

16

4

12

8

Yes

$ 1,319.99

LOWEST

BEHRINGER

MX9000

37 x29.5 x9.45"

24/24

24

8

4

24

6

No

$ 1,679.99

LOWEST

CREST

XR20

19 x4.5 x17.5"

12/20

16

6

4

12

6

No

$ 2,200.00

LOWEST

CREST

XR24

19 x4.5 x17.5"

8/24

16

6

4

8

6

No

$ 2,400.00

LOWEST

CREST

XRM

19 x4.5 x17.5"

12/20

16 rotary

6

4

12

6

No

$ 2,600.00

LOWEST

EDIROL

M100FX

11.3 x10.6 x2.9"

2/8

6

2

2

0

1

Yes

MACKIE

1202VLZPRO

11.8x 11.2 x2.6"

4/12

8rotary

2

3

4

2

No

5495.00

5199.00

$ 489.00

LOWEST

MACKIE

1402VLZPRO

13x 14 x2.9"

6/14

10

2

3

6

2

No

$ 659.00

LOWEST

MACKIE

1604VLZPRO

17.3 x17.6 x5"

16/16

16

4

3

16

6

No

$ 1,299.00

LOWEST

MACKIE

1642VLZPRO

16.6 x17.3 x5.5"

10/16

12

4

3/4

8

4

No

$ 1,049.00

LOWEST

MACKIE

CFX12

17.2 x15.7 x5"

8/12

10

4

3/4

8

2

Yes

$ 719.00

LOWEST

MACKIE

CFX16

21.4 x15.7 x5"

12/16

14

4

3/4

12

2

Yes

$ 929.00

LOWEST

MACKIE

CFX20

25.6 x15.7 x5"

16/20

18

4

3/4

16

2

Yes

$ 1,129.00

LOWEST

MACKIE

DFX6

11.8 x14.4 x4.1"

4/8

4

2

2

6

2

Yes

$ 379.00

LOWEST

MACKIE

DFX12

16.1 x14.4 x4.1"

6/16

8

2

2

10

2

Yes

$479.00

LOWEST

MACKIE

ONYX1220

17.3 x13.9 x5.9"

4/12

8

2

3

4

2

No

$ 639.00

LOWEST

MACKIE

ONYX1620

20.4 x17.4 x6.6"

8/16

12

2

4

8

4

No

$919.00

LOWEST

MACKIE

ONYX1640

24.3x 17.5 x7.64"

16/16

16

4

4

16

6

No

$ 1,539.00

LOWEST

MACKIE

248

37x 28.74 x4.78"

24/24

24

8

4

24

6

No

$ 3,599.00

LOWEST

MACKIE

32-8

45.8x 28.74 x4.78"

32/32

32

8

4

32

6

No

$4,499.00

LOWEST

MACKIE

24-4VLZPRO

31 x19.2 x6"

20/4

24

6

3

20

6

No

$ 1,699.00

LOWEST

$ 2,199.00

MACKIE

32-4VLZPRO

39.3 x19.2 x6"

28/4

32

6

3

28

6

No

MACKIE/TAPCO

6306

14 x13 x2.9"

2/6

4rotary

2

2

0

2

No

SOUNDCRAFT

RW5353

9.6 x8.9 x2"

4/4

4rotary

2

2

0

2

SOUNDCRAFT

RW5650US

14.8 x17.8 x3.7"

6/10

8

2

3

6

2

SOUNDCRAFT

RW5651US

16.8 x17.8 x3.7"

8/12

10

2

3

8

SOUNDCRAFT

RW5652US

20.8 x17.8 x3.7"

12/16

14

2

3

12

LOWEST

$ 149.95

$ 119.95

No

$ 229.99

$ 189.00

No

$ 399.99

$ 319.00

2

No

$449.99

2

No

$ 549.99

$439.00 '
$ 529.00

5359.0C i

SOUNDCRAFT

RW5653US

20.8x 17.8x 3.7"

4/24

14

2

3

10

2

No

$ 659.99

SOUNDCRAFT

RW5677US

10.9x 9.7x 2.2"

2/6

4rotary

2

3

2

0

No

$ 149.99

SOUNDCRAFT

RW5678

18 x9.7 x2.2"

4/16

10 rotary

2

3

4

0

No

$ 239.99

TASCAM

DM- 24

22.9 x25.9 x7.8"

16/16

16

8

4

16

4

Yes

$ 2,999.00

YAMAHA

MG10-2

10.19x 11.33 x2.51"

2/8

6

2

3

2

2

No

$ 129.00

YAMAHA

MG12-4

12.5 x16.4 x4.09"

4/8

8

4

3

4

2

No

$ 239.00

YAMAHA

MG16-4

16.65 x16.4 x4.09"

8/8

12

6

3

8

2

No

$ 329.00

$ 279.00

YAMAHA

MG16-6FX

16.65x 16.4 x4.09"

8/8

12

6

3/7

8

3

Yes

$419.00

$ 379.00

YAMAHA

MV12-6

18.9x 7.6 x12.1"

8/12

10

6

3

4

2

No

$ 799.00

LOWEST

YAMAHA

01V96V2

18 x21.5 x6"

12/16

12

8

4

12

8

Yes

$ 2,499.00

LOWEST

YAMAHA

02R96V2

27x 28 x10"

16/24

24

8

4

16

8

Yes

$ 10,299.00

LOWEST

YAMAHA

DM1000V2

17x28 x8"

16/20

16

, 8

4

16

8

Yes

$ 5,599.00

LOWEST

What towestPrice hswusa,(01TIMPanS
LowPqPri«, bswusa.rorn

If) VOW

www.lisviusa.com

'
he country, but manufacturers don't always let us print them.
toll free 1-80D-426-8434. No hard-sell, no arm twisting '' Jr

$ 99.00
$ 149.00
LOWEST
$ 99.00
$ 199.00

37
333 .,er.,ftu . 303k
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MXS100

A

MX5100 Back Panel

ART ProMIX/
PowerMIX
Portable Mixers

MX707

ART's ProMIX Series portable : , onal mixers are great for
adding extra sub- mixable inputs to larger mixers thru 1or 2channels. The ProMIX is a
3- channel mic mixer with switchable 12V phantom powe and low-frequenL
Jt on
each channel. Output is via mono balanced XLR and aheadphone/aux 1/4" jack. It's
powered by an included 12V AC adaptor or two 9V internal batteries.

MX200

All Nanoamp Series NI ICI Line Mixers

î

These built-like atank compact All mixes can be stacked or rack- mounted three
across allowing for up to eleven mic/I ne inputs. The MXS100 is a3-channel stereo
mic mixer with phantom power, low cut filters and balanced XLR
The MX101 is amono version of the MXS100. The MX100 has 3balanced mic /line
inputs; phantom power; asingle balanced or unbalanced output ana aheadphone
out. The MX100C is :he same but adcts alimiter. The MX200 is srhilar to the MX100
but with balanced hr elevel stereo out. The MX200C acds alimiter.
MX5100 FEATURES:
•3low- noise, balanced mic/line inputs with pan
•Mic/line balanced stereo outputs with
switchable peak limiting
•Phantom power
MXS100
MX101
MX100
MX100C
MX200
MX200C

Stereo mixer
Mono mixer
Mono mixer
Mono w/lim
Stereo mixer
Stereow/lim

List $969.00
List $ 599.00
List $439.00
List $479.00
List 5779.00
List $ 799.00

•Low-cut filters
•Test tone oscillator
.Tape in/out
•Balanced XLR I/O

554900
539900

LowestPrice

51144 e
$719.3
$
740e

STEREOMIXER
,

^

.1111••••111111110

STFRFOMIXFR Rack Panel
MICROA9IXEI?

575"

LowestPrice

from $399!

IlETI.f

Galaxy's Jacks- in- the- Box (4111BR) is an RCA combiner.
It sums two stereo CD or tape players into one mono
(XLR or 1/4") output. Phantom block circuitry prevents
interference from two different phantom power
sources. Use the JIBR to free up mixer channels.
List $ 39.99

LowestPrice

.. .
'

only $2999!

R

T

From headphone amps to tube preamps to the new hum eliminator and direct
boxe, you get professional performance combined with outstanding value.
Be ppparedfor any :.tudio or live situation and stock up today.

Henry Engineering's popular Stereomixer and

Micromixer utility mixers are rack mountanle and
great solutions for combining audio scurc:es in the

studio. These dependable solutions featuie bridging
inputs which accept balanced or unba,arred sources,
individual input level adjustment, and plug-in
euroblock connectiors. 115/230 VAC.
STEREOMIXER FEATURES:
•8line inputs (4stereo o' 8mono)
•Selectable stereo/mono bal. output
•IJR bus input links multiple units
MICROMIXER FEATURES:
•4line inputs (2stereo or 4mono)
•Inputs assignable to L, Ror both outs
•Stereo balanced output
STEREOMIXER List $ 275.00
MICROMIXER
List $ 225.00

LowestPrice
Rackmount kit

5229'

s179°'

XDIRECT
ZDIRECT
CLEANBOXII
CLEANBOX
CABLECOP

Active direct box
Passive direct box
Hum eliminator
2-way stereo converter
Cable tester

List
List
List
List
List

$40.00 $
2900
530.00 01900
550.00 535'
$ 65.00 $
49°'
$45.00 $35 00

COOLSWITCH
DEEJAYPRE
HEADTAP
MACROMIX
MICROMIX

A/13-Vswitch
Phono preamp/RIAA EQ
Headphone tap
4- channel personal mixer
Mic preamp/phantom power

List
List
List
List
List

$45.00
$ 50.00
$ 50.00
$ 65.00
$ 65.00

MYMONITOR
PHANTOMI
PHANTOMII
PHANTOMIll
SPLITCOM

Personal monitor mixer
Phantom active direct box
Dual phantom power adaptor
Phantom power supply
Mic splitter/combiner

List
List
List
List
List

$ 75.00 560"
$40.00 529'
$65.00 $4900
$ 50.00 $39°°
$ 35.00 525"

HEADAMP
HEADAMPV
TUBEMP
TUBEMPSTUDIO
TUBEMPSTUDIOV3

4-output stereo headphone amp
5-channel headphone mixer/amp
Tube mic preamp
Tube mic preamp wNU and limiter
Above, with Variable Valve Voicing

List $65.00
List $119.00
List 559.00
List $89.00
List $119.00

from$179!
Se'

from $25!

$69'

ART'sARTcessories line solves many studio and interface problems.

Henry Engineering
Utility Line Mixers

38

$ 95.00
$ 35.00
$ 45.00
$ 85.00

A

ni---nrfT`TrirTT"TfirrfT71(

Accessories:
RMA

List
List
List
List

ARTcessories are great
audio problearn-scwers.
Stock up without
breaking the bank! - *

2 •

MOW:

Fc

PROMIX
POWERMIXI
POWERMIXII
POWERMIXIII

JIBR

&GMT 11.1•Ili . 11030 CM! MOP

MUM

The PowerMIX Series is for line- level sub- mixing. The PowerMIX Ihas 4channels
with unbalanced 1/4" line- level inputs. Gain is controlled thru knobs and output is
via asingle 1/4" jack. The unit is passive, so no power is :equired. The PowerMIX II is
apowered ( 12V AC) 2- channel version: channel 1has asingle 1/4" unbalanced input
and channel 2has dual RCA line inputs. Outputs are via dual RCA ( mono- mixed).
mono 1/4", and 1/4" headphone/aux jack, all line- level. The PowerMIX Ill is apowered
3- channel stereo version with six 1/4" unbalanced inputs, independent trim/par
controls, dual unbalanced 1/4" outs, two headphone outs, and amaster gain control.

Galaxy RCA Combiner

51389»

Accessories:
WA100-1 power supply

re2.1

PROMIX

LowestPrice

035'
539°'
$
39°°
5490°
5,19°'

$
49°'
site
549e
569°°
$
99°°

from $19!

For more product details, go to bvww.bswusa.com
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Take alook at our behinds
At Rolls, we hate cable adapters. They're areal pain in
the.., well, rear.
So our products not only have the proper jacks, many
provide avariety of input/output connectors to satisfy
most every aud,o situation..

Headphone Amplifiers/Personal
Phantom Power Supplies

'.

*-7.• .0 '
00-o

DI and Signal Interfaces
Signal Processors

But that's just one reason to own/install a piece of Rolls

Testing Devices

equipment, the main purpose is to fill your specific audio

Amplifiers

need. We've got problem solvers in avariety of catego-

Monitors

ries, and in several shapes and sizes. Plus. our reason-

Mixers

able pricing means we're easy on your pocket

Yup, in more ways than one, we've
got anice back side.

ROLLS
www.rolls.com

-

•

II•CISOURCE
SELECTOR

•

—

—

.

•

—•

••

Rolls RM70
Mic/Line Mixer
I
he RM70 Mic/Source Selector idesigne : : pplica•
be mixed with an audio source such as aCu prayer, cassette deck, or AM/FM tuner.
FEATURES:
•3XLR mic/line inputs with phantom power
•
Talk- Over on mic 1
•Level control for source 1
•Music-On- Hold terminals
•4stereo RCA inputs and 1/4" IRS outputs
RM70

CID

9

FEATURES:
•8balanced inputs: 4mono XLR mic/linE, 4stereo/mono 1/4' TRS line
•Mic inputs have switchable phantom power
•2XLR outputs switchable to mic/line/mono
The MLM42 ( not shown) is a4- line mic,,ine muer.

only $219!

List $ 280.00

Rane MUIR Series Mic/Line Mixers
The MLM82A 8- channel mixer can hancle avar iety of irput souTes and applications.

MLM82A
MLM42

8-line mixer
4- line mixer

List $499.00
List $449.00

s379œ
5339°'

LowestPrice from $339!

'7
Muter / Amplifier
I

1,

,
S•

CM

Rane 8-Input Line Splitter/Mixer

Rolls MA2152 Mic/Line Mixer/Amplifier

The Rane SM268 is an extremely versatile, singre-rack-space mixing tool that can act
as an 8-in/2-out . ine mixer, a2-irJ6-cut line splitter or a6-in/6-out booster amo.

The Rolls MA2152 mixer/amplifier provide:, a empaco and chic ent way to mix up to
three RCA or 1/4 TRS line sources with one oi two microphones ( phantom power
included). Priority talkover is provided on mic 1for paging, and on source 3for a
jukebox, telephone, etc. The stereo power amp provides 70 watts/channel into
8ohms, cr can directly power a2E/70 volt line without an external transformer.
RCA record outputsand 5-way birding pos: speaker outputs.

FEATURES:
•6balanced mono inputs plus astereo input
•Inputs can be panned between 2main outputs
•6mono outputs can be mixed with IJR inputs
•Mx/pan and level controls for each channel • Balanced 1/4" TRS I/0s
SM26B

List $ 439.00

MA2152

List $ 395.00

LowestPrice

only$319!

only $329!

Rolls ProMix IV
4-Channel
Mic Mixer
CD
1
ne lolls ProMix IV ( model
#MX124) has phantom power
and low-cut switches as well as
1/4" and 1/8" TRS stereo outputs.
making it ideal for remote use.
MX124

List $ 200.00

LowestPrice only$159!

Rolls ProMix Plus CM
3-Channel Mic Mixer
I
he Rolls ProMix Plus mixes three XLR
mic inputs irto two XLR outputs. Each
input has switchable phantom power,
low cut switch and level control. A
1/4" aux/headphone output has oeen
provided. Uses 9-volt batteries.
MX54S

List $150.00

LowestPrice only $129!

40

FEATURES:
•4microphones to stereo XLR outputs
•Level controls for mic or line- level output
•
Transformer isolated outputs
•Pnantom power
•Low-cut switches for each mic input
•Battery and AC powered

Rolls 3-Channel
Mic/Line Mixer
/he PM350 mixes a1/4" stereo or mono
I
ne level, an XLR mic, and a1/4" TRS stereo
or mono instrument level to 1/4" and
neadphone outputs. In mono mode
tne line input can be used for phantom
power. The mic input has ahardwired pass
through, and the stereo instrument input
has two 1/4" TRS direct output jacks.
PM350

HHb PDR2000
PortaDrive 8-Channel
24-bit/96 kHz Location Recorder
The HH b DR2000 PortaD'ive location sourd re.:order captures
24-bit/96 kHz pristine digital multichanrel audo onto arugged, removable
hard drive. And becaJse audio is rorded to AES31-3/BWF or ProTocls VS/
SDII audio files, it's easy to transfer cecorded data directly :oMac CI PC audio
workstations. Onbcaid controls induding non-nested LCD menus g've you acces;
to sophisticated onboard mixing, comprehensive timecode facilit es, flexible
session- based file transfer, and simultaneous 'ero'ding to an optional external drive.
An optional hard drive docking station makes fle transfers easy.
FEATURES:
•Long recording time on 40 GB hard drive (ex. 20 hours, 4tracks, 24-bit/48k)
•
Three bu.lt-in comprehensive 6-into-2digital mixers
•6high-gain, very low noise mic preamps with pads, limiters, phase reverse
•8balanced line inputs and dual analog balanced stereo outputs
•8channel AES I/O and stereo S/PDIF I/O
•Comprehensive control over all mixing/monitoring/recording functions
•Extensive timecode and synchronization capability
•SCSI, USB 2.0, Ethemet, PS2 keyboard ports
PDR2000

8- channel digital location audio recorder

Accessories:
PDRDVDBU
PDRDS
PDRDC40
PDRCC
PDR1L2
PDRNPL50

DVD-RAM external backup drive
Hard drive computer doc1 ing station
Spare40 GB HD caddy
Carrying bag
2- battery external charging station
Spare IDX battery

List $ 100.00

LowestPrice only $69!

OR CALL : 1-800-426-8434

Professional porable mixers are some of Irte coolest industrial desiins we've ever corn: across. lake iPods for recordists

List $ 13,499.00
List $ 1,349.00
List 5139.32
List $ 403.65
List $ 279.00
List $ 529.00
List 5399.00

=- -"ià

Workhorse 6-Channel Field Mixer

SHURE'

Shure M367 6-Channel Field Mixer
The famous Shure M367 is aquiet and very rugged
compact mixer with 6balanced miciline inputs.
FEATURES:
•Phantom power
•Input peak LEDs
•Balanced, 2- position mix bus
•Switchable output peak/limiter with adjustable threshold
•Headphone monitor circuit
•Illuminated battery/ACNU meter
•All- metal chassis
M367

List $ 843.50

Accessories: A367R Rack panel 537°'

Shure FP410
Automatic
Activation
Mic/Line Mixer
With the FP410's patented IntelliMix technology, you get smooth mixes by autornatic,31Iyam
mics for speech, while automatically turning down unused mics. Rackmpunt ears are includeo.
FEATURES:
•4balanced XLR mic/line inputs
•2balanced mic/line outputs
•Limits activated mics to one per talker
FP410

List $ 1,750.00

•Manual or automatic modes
•Automatically turns down unused mics
•Rack mount ears included

SHURE

!Mar

A

L

426

.10kA11.11

r•••r•-•9
0 ,0
0 0 O. cert:.0. 0.0 0

434

SCA4262 Back Panel

Kamesan
High-End
Field Mixers

Shure Field Mixers

SHURE'

The ...,hure S(M268 microphone mixer has four XLII
mic inputs, cine XLRmiciline output and one internal
low stray field, toroidal power transformer, prov'cling
extremely quiet operation in addition, it features an LED
peak meter, 5unbalanced aux level RCA inputs; aux level
RCA output and 12V pnartom power. Half-rack chassis.

Kamesan has been one of the leading
manufacturers of location sound mixers in
Japan for over 30 years, with over 90% of the
market. Now, through adistribution deal with
Tascam, Kamesan mixers are available at BSW!
The KS342 is a4-channel location mixer, offering an expandable platform
that enables you to grow your mixer to fit your application. If offers flexible
output and monitor structures like 4- channel direct output capability wfile
monitoring in stereo, multiple headphone outputs, and an aux input that can
cascade external sources of offer the ability to monitor the return from acame. a
or external recorder. The KS342 even has a96 kHz AES/E13L1 digital output.
FEATURES:
•12 or 48 volt phantom power
•30 dB pre-fader headroom plus continuously variable hi- pass filtering
•
Thumb- knob master level controls prevent accidental adjustment
•Switchable compressors
•Headphone circuit can be switched to monitor any combination
of the outputs in mono or stereo and MS decoding
•Runs on 8"AA" batteries, or any raw DC up to 16V can be applied
•Built-in slate microphone
•Multiway link socket which can be used to cascade astereo inpLit

The ; lightly more ec=onomical CM262 provides
defeatabÉ. ducking and jukebox mute; XLR mic input
channel; XLR mic and /4" :RS line input channel; 3RCA
stereo input channels; stereo KA output; stereo mic/line
output (twc 1/4" TIRS connectors); and 12V phantom
power for oinderser mtc..
KS342 with KS6001 (top)
and KS6002 (center)

The KST2000 3- channel field mixer offers high performance in amore compact
mixer that's ideal for DV production rigs, news gathering and more.
List
List
List
List

$ 1,700.00
$ 3,850.00
$ 2,030.00
$1,460.00

SCM268 List $ 350.00
SCM262 List $ 318.00

Low
di

: 1-:0. . 4 6 34=4

CC5
CCIIA

Kamesan
Broadcast Tools
CC5/CCIIA rffixer
Input/Output
Controllers rarni

The KS6001 module doubles the channel count to eight, and
the KS6002 is an EQ/compressor module.

3-channel field mixer
Expandable 4/8- channel mixer
4- channel expander
EQ/compressor module

.113.

sbiUrlinS00U00,,

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
R

KST2000
KS342
KS6001
KS6002

SCrA268 Bach Panel

KST2000

Here's asimple sou: ior fo' fexible mic channel and
monitor control. The CC5 ',
mite': five different mic channels
when ccnnected :c1/4"TRS channel insert jacks (or
between external rmic pre. and the mixer), with individual
mute burtcn conrrcn, and also acts as amonitor swither.
LEDs may te programried to fash when activated. The
CO; swih consoie and contro.ler may be separated. The
smiller CCIIA offer 3channels of insert switching.
CC5
CCIIA

List $439.00
List $349.00

1359c*

309°°

What LowestPrice bswusa.crim means to you: We've got the lowest prices in the country, hut funufacturers don't always.let it prnt them. For your price gLote. just send your Eqiie,-t via e-mk...
LowestPrice ,bswusa.com ' • '- www.bsseusa..com •
th tor fie- 1-800-426-8434. No hara-set., mom twisting— our ores ad service speal,brtemselyes.

TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT

order/info . 1.800.42E8434. www bswusa.com

Best-Selling Portable Codec
Comrex Matrix Audio Codec
The versatile and best-selling Matrix 15 kHz POTS codec allows for easy conversion
to ISDN operation using Layer Ill or G.722, or GSM wireless with optiona, side- in
modules. Besides real-time transmission, the Matrix includes astore and to, wad
feature so that 15 kHz audio cuts can be sent in "non-real' time. Portable aild
rackmount versions available.
FEATURES:
•15 kHz full duplex audio on asingle, standard telephone line
•2microphone inputs (one is mic/line switchable)
•Headphone output
•Line level output on XLR
• - 10 dBu tape input allows connection to aMD or DAT player
•Portable Matrix weighs 2.5 lbs.
MATRIX
MATRIXRACK
MATRIXISDN
MATRIXGSMD

List $ 3,700.00
List $ 3,200.00
List $ 850.00
List $ 850.00

Portable POTS codec
Studio POTS codec
ISDN module
GSM module domestic
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•Pe
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MATRIX with
GSM Module
doommisriarly
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LowestPrice@bswusa.corn

MATRIXRACK

OR CALL: 1-800-426-8434

Accessories:
MATRIXBATTERYKIT
SMALLROADCASE

'499e
021900

Convex Envoy/Vector
Audio Codecs with Mixers
The Envoy ISDN codec delivers 15 kHz audio at
128 kbps or 7.5 kHz at 64 kbps for great sounding,
full duplex broadcasts. It uses the G.722 algorithm for
compatibility with other G.722 ISDN codecs and has a
6ms delay for seamless two-way communication. Use
the rackmountable NexusRack on the studio side.
The popular Vector POTS codec delivers nearly 15 kHz
audio on aplain telephone line at adata rate of 24 kbps or
higher. Plus it has afull-featured remote broadcast mixer.
Use the rackmountable MatrixRack on the studio side.
ENVOY
VECTOR
NEXUSRACK
MATRIXRACK

Portable ISDN codec
Portable POTS codec
Studio ISDN codec
Studio POTS codec

List
List
List
List

$ 3,750.00
$ 3,800.00
$ 2,500.00
$ 2,500.00

ENVOY FEATURES:
•15 kHz audio-at 128 kbps or 7.5 at 64
•Uses G.722 ISDN algorithm
•6ms delay for seamless communication
3mic inputs ti mic/line) and main input
•3headphone outs and line out
•
Weighs 3.5 Jbs.
VECTOR FEATURES:
•POTS codec delivers 15 kHz audio
•4XLR mid level inputs ( 3rd and 4th are
switchable ta line level)
•3headphone outputs on 1/4" phone jacks
•Extra line level output on XLR
•
Weighs 3lbs.

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL

Accessories:
SMALLROADCASE

1 800 426 8414

$219'

Don't forget the

Hea sets

*Ir.>

Comrex Bluebox FOT5 Audio Codec
The Comrex BlueBox c.Jrnb,nes ahigh-speed modem
with adigital audio codec to produce 15 kHz audio
from astandard da; line. Fol.asuper economical price
you also get acelular hand :free interface to send
high-quality aud ic ove:.wi reless services. And at just
1.5 lbs., it won't v
,
..eigh yrpu down.
FEATURES:
•Mic/Line switchable input
•Headphone output
•Line level output on XLR
• - 10 dbu input for connection to MiniDisc, DAT, etc.
•Internal peak limiter
•Cellphone jack allows connection to cell phones
•Weighs 1.5 lbs.
BLUEBOX

BSW stocks more broadcast headsets
than anyone and sells them with factory
hard-wired connectors. See pages
132-133 or go to www.bswusa.com.
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Accessories:
SMALLROADCASE

List $ 2,800.00

121900

What LowestPricebsmusa.com means to yam: We've got the lowest prices in the °retry, but manufacturers don't always let us print them. For yo 1' price quote, just send your request via e-mail addressed to
LowestPrice@bsmusa.com, use our website svmm.bsvmsa.com or cal is tol, free 18C0-426-8434. No hardsell, no arm twisting— our prices and service speak for themselves.
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ON OR OFF THE FIELD.

Matrix Portable:
Delivering the sound of the coin toss
to listeners around the world is as
simple as pressing abutton. Only
the advanced Comrex Matrix
POTS codec delivers the highest
quality audio and superior
connection reliability over both
standard wired and GSM wireless
phone connections. Our roadproven design and construction,
plus ease o- Dperation and realworld features, make Matrix your
best choice for all your POTS and
ISDN remotes. The results? Your
listeners hear the collision, the grunting,
the exhale... and the sound of victory.

Iry
waviagramb.
111140b1In

Matrix Rack:
Sure all the action is in the field, but ogreat remote
needs agreat home base And there's nothing better
than the Matrix Rack. It's compatible via POTS and
ISDN with ALL Comrex codecs as well as thcse from
nearly everyone else. Perfect for receiving those calls
from the field. Make the Matrix Rack the center of
communications for ALL your remotes.

Grab your audience by the ears and give them
the full experience—not just astory.

www.comrex.com

TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT
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Tieline I- MIX G3 -POTS/ISDN/GSM Codec with Mixer
With the Ilene I-Mix G3, broadcasters can phase lock left and right audio channels
over POTS to deliver stable and reliable 15 kHz audio, for just the cost of acouple of
telephone calls. In addition, dual 15 kHz mono transmission enables the use of one
15 kHz mono channel for program audio and the other channel for tyoduction/
engineering talkback, telephone coupler for live on-air callers, or simultaneous
7kHz voice and 9600 bps control data. The I- Mix includes built-in POIS capability.
Add additional modules for greater capability: GSM-to-landline wireless, stereo/mono
ISDN, stereo or dual mono POTS, plus new IFB and telephone talkback caller facilities.
FEATURES:
•3rd generation codec platform with expansion slot
•GSM, Stereo/Mono ISDN, Stereo or Dual Mono POTS modules available
•New IFB and Telephone Talkback Caller facility
•Audio inputs: 5balanced XLR mic/line; 1unbalanced RCA
•Audio outputs: 2balanced XLR line; 1unbalanced RCA
•CMOS (x2), RS232, USB ports and 10/100 MBIT LAN
•Weighs 3.3 lbs.

ISDN module card
POTS module card
GSM module card
Router option

The Commanoer G3 i6 the first codec to combine programming, live callers and a
rarge of IFB optors o,:er POTS, ISDN and wireless networks simultaneously. Sena
yo ir program aKilo to two destinations over POTS or use one channe. for IFB. As
with the iMix C3 (left). adding aCigital Matrix Router option opens up new worlds
of unctionality and control to the Commancer G3. Call for details.
FEATURES:
•Rotary encoder for fast menu access
•Dialing keypad with programmable hot keys
•Audio inputs: 2balanced XLR midline; 1unbalanced RCA
•Audio outputs: 2balanced XLR line; 1unbalanced RCA
•2headphone outputs with volume controls, 1/4" jacks
•2CMOS control ports and 2control inputs
•RS232 port, USB data port. LAN 10/100 MBIT
•
VVeighs 3.3 lbs.
The COMMdil

The Digital Matrix Router (# IMIXMATRIX) is apowerful option that turrs your i
Mix into
afully functioning audio router. With it, you can enable asecond private IFB talkback
channel between the i
Mix and the studio or open adirect intercom channel to the
wireless mic in the field for off-air talkback while on-air, and many mote capabilities.
IMIXG3
IMIXISDNMOD
IMIXPOTSMOD
IMIXGSMMOD
IMIXMATRIX

Tieline Commander G3 with POTS/ISDN/GSM Modules

List $4,595.00
List $ 995.00
List $ 895.00
List $ 895.00
List $ 380.00

rinit Li, toe s_r-ikib

di Id DUH

iDpuiate

without moduli. Choose from ISDN, POTS and GSIv1 modules oelow.
The TLR200 is the racknount Commander studio codec.
COMMBASEFIELD
COMMPOTSMOD
COMMISDNMOD
COMMGSMMOD
TLR200

Base field unit
DOTS card
ISDN card
GSM card
Rackmount POTS studio unit

List $ 1,995.00
List $895.00
List $995.00
List $ 895.00
List $ 3,790.00

LowestPrice@bsvvusa.com
CR CALL : 1-

Accessories:
1450
Pelican waterproof case

Accessories:
1550
Pelican waterproof case
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AEQ Swing ISDN Codec with POTS Backup

AEQ Eagle Dual- Channel ISDN Codec

The AEQ SWING portable ISDN audio codec adds aPOTS backup connection with
frequency extension and echo cancellation, making it ideal for broadcasts that
requires abackup or when ISDN lines aren't available.

Theamazing .
iisel ISDN a..
,odec. Now you can have
tworemote broadcasb feeding audio to the studio with all three locations
communicating with one another, due to the Eagle's unique multiplexing capaoilities.
The eagle also in:erfacei; with mary popular cocecs on the market and even hat a
back-up POTS node wth frequency extension for when ISDN lines aren't available

FEATURES:
•2headphone jacks with separate level controls
•3XLR mic inputs with built-in limiters
•4-wire connector permits auxiliary analog audio I/O
•G.711, G.722 statistical and H221/H242, MPEG II algorithm
•Auto elimination of send signal on the return feed
•Member of the AEQ E@sy family - can be controlled from acomputer network
•UPS battery backup up for to 30 minutes
•3.3 lbs. unit weight ( 1.5 lbs. for power supply)
•ANSI for the U.S. and ETSI for the rest of the world, selectable in set-up menu
SWING

List $ 2,395.00

Accessories:
1450
Pelican waterproof case
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What lowestPrice s
bswusa.com means to you:
lowestPrice sbswusa.com

FEATURES:
•IP remote control by internet or computer network
•Bult-in terminal adaptor foi U.S and Europe
•Dual-channel for 64 kbps encoding modes
•G.711, G.722 and MPEG
•Mit input; headphone and front phone jacks
•Metering of serd/receive audio
•AES/EBU analog and digital I/O
•Silent operation ( no fan)
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THE WORLD'S 1st

STEREO POTS
OUDIO CODEC
Introducing the all new iMix
iMix G3 features abrand new super charged DSP
platform that combines studio mixing power and
new POTS/ISDN/GSM and data codec capabilities never before offered in a 16 x9" sized remote
mixer at such alow price.
The world's first 15kHz stereo POTS audio codec
can deliver live stereo remotes or stereo studio
links over dual POTS lines. A new Dual Mono
feature also enables the use of one 15kHz POTS
channel for main program and the second 15khz
POTS channel for arange of on-board IFB including productioniengineering talkback and live
on- air callers. You can even send your broadcast
program to two locations.
A miniature expansion slot accepts arange of nev,
hardware modules to suit individual remote applications such as GSM to landlir.e for wireless
remotes. Stereo, Mono ISDN. Stereo or Dual
Mono POTS plus new IFB and front panel controlled live on- air caller facilities.
The on-board six input digital mixer can be easily
configured for non- technical users or as a fully
featured studio mixer including on- off channel
buttons, cue, intercom, telephone caller control.
LAN/RS232 interlaces and one button control of
local and remote control reày inputs "and" ouputs.
You can even adjust your remote talent's audio
input levels from the studio to ensure their levels
are always perfect.
An optional Digital Router software kit will allow
any of the six audio inputs to be rotred to any
audio output, giving you the tools to create a
powerful and flexible studio environment in the
field. Mx G3 will also connect to your existing
Comrex* or ML.sicarn* POTS codecs
Flurry free demonstration i
Mix G3's
are limited. Call BSW at 800-426-8434
to book your free demo today.

Tielinee
TECHNOLOGY

Call : 800-426-8434
'Compatible with Comtex Matrix. Blue. Vector and Musitarn 141:;erjr POTS èzxiComte: and Musicam are registered trademarks of each respective corporatbn

www.tieline.com
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Telos Zephyr Xstream ISDN Codecs
The Zephyr Xstream MXP is Telos' portable transceiver with the utility of adigital
four-channel stereo mixer, all in arugged chassis. Transmit and receive 20 kHz stereo
audio to and from asingle location over asingle ISDN line or two mono channels to
and from separate locations. In addition, if you only have access to POTS lines in the
field, you can use aZephyr Xport ( see right) to send high-quality audio directly to the
Xstream, making this unit an ultra-flexible 2-in- 1sclution.
XSTREAM MXP FEATURES:
•4mic/line switchable inputs, 2with 48V phantom power
•Selectable AGC/Iimiter processing presets
•G.722, G.711 and MPEG Layer- III and Layer- II coding for compatibility
•MPEG 4AAC and MPEG 4AAC-LD coding
•10- Base-TEthernet port for control and streaming of MP3-coded audio
The Zephyr Xstream is astudio rackmount codec without the mixing capabilities.
It offers analog and AES/EBU I/O with independent sample rate converters,
10- Base-TEthernet port, and aheadphone jack.
The Zephyr Xstream MX ( not shown) is afull-featured rack mount codec with
mixing capabilities.
XSTREAMMXP ISDN portable codec w/ mixer
List $4,855.00
XSTREAM
ISDN studio codec, rackmount
List $ 4,355.00
XSTREAMMX ISDN studio codec with mixer. rackmount List $ 4,805.00

Telos Xport Portable
POTS/ISDN Codecs with Mixer
The Telos Zephyr Xport POTS field codec allows you to send high-quality audio to a
Zephyr Xstream ISDN codec back in the studio. With the Xport in your remote tool kit,
you can do full-fidelity remotes to ISDN over standard phone lines, fast and easy.
The Xport-PI by Telos is ahybrid POTS/ISDN codec. With one unit you can do fullfidelity remotes to an ISDN-connected Zephyr Xstream back in the studio over
standard phone lines OR connect directly with ISDN - be ready, regardless of what
you find in the field'
XPORT FEATURES:
•Custom DSP extracts maximum bit rate from standard phone lines
•Groundbreaking CT-accPlus coding improves efficiency 30% over MPEG AA
•Built-in web server for convenient remote and local control
•Independent headphone, receive audio and monitor mixes
•Ethernet port and DB-9 computer connections
XPORT-PI FEATURES:
•All XPORT POTS features as above, plus additional ISDN mode
•Low Delay AAC, equivalent to MPEG Layer Ill but with 75% less delay
•Supports G.722 for compatibility to other brand ISDN codecs
XPORT
XPORT-PI

List $ 2,495.00
List $ 2,985.00

Accessories:
1450
Pelican waterproof case

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
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LowestPrice@bswusa.com
R CALL

1-800-4

Accessories:
1600
Pelican waterproof case for portable
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Musicam Prima LT - ISDN Codecs

Musicam SuperLink Codec/Audio Streaming
MIKAN USA

Musicanis SuperLink ( model # SLB - chassis witn power and processor)
is agreat way to send, receive and stream high- quality audio and data. SuperLink's
2U high main chassis mounts in arack, and you can add up to three Function
Modules to do the job you need. It's aT1 or El STL; it's acodec; it's an audio streaming
system. SuperLink supports multiple algorithms, including world-famous CCSenhanced MPEG Layer II. Connects to multiple ISDN lines for multi-channel, multi point or high bit rate feeds. Sends and receives single or multichannel audio over
Tl or El for STL use with automatic ISDN backup. Configure SuperLink for your
mission today and be ready for the unknown tomorrow. Call BSW today.
FEATURES:
•User- configurable hardware and software
•Powerful and rugged DSP-based audio codec with all popular algorithms
•Multiple BRI ports for ISDN; multiple V.35, X.21, RS422 and RS530 ports
•Remote control/command capability
•Flexible alarm handling with programmable relays
•Integrated functions for automatic program handling
SIB
SLT1MUX
SLE1MUX

Chassis with power and processor
Ti multiplexer module
El multiplexer module

List $ 2,000.00
List $ 1,250.00
List $ 1,250.00

LomestPrice@bswusa£om
OR CALL • 1 800-42.-8434
46

The Prima LT Plus ISDN codec ( model # LPT103) includes four VU meters, intelligent
headphone monitoring, room for three ISDN or other digital interfaces, SMPTE Time
Code and the full feature set of Prima Program Language - all in an easy-to-operate
package. With MUSICAM-enhanced MPEG Layer II, MPEG Layer Ill, and G.722, Prima
LT Plus gives you ISDN connectivity at bit rates ranging from 56 to 384 kbps, and is
programmable for Automatic Call Configuration and Automatic Algorithm Detection.
Independent Mono mode allows you to serd two audio programs to any combination
of six locations.
LT PLUS FEATURES:
•Works with up to three ISDN BR's for point-to-multipoint broadcast
•Up to 384 kbps mastering-quality audio transmission
•User-friendly status displays and full average/peak VU meters
•Front panel headphone jack with level controls
•Up to 8real relay outputs and opto isolated command inputs
•AES/EBU digital I/O
•
Two RS232 ancillary data channels
The original Prima LT ISDN codec (# PRIMALT103 not shown) comes with MPEG Layer
II, MPEG Layer Ill and G.722 algorithms for maximum compatibility, and accepts one
digital interface module for direct connection to ISDN, V.35, X.21 or RS422.
LPT103
PRIMALT103

List $4,995.00
List $ 3,495.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

What LomestPrice@bsmusa.com means to you: We've got the lowest prices in the country, but manufacturers don't always let us print them. For your price quote, just send your request via e-mail addressed to
lowestPriceïtbswusa.com
our oebsrte mmm.bmvusa.com or call us toll free 1-800-426-8434. No hardsell, no arm twisting—our prices and smite speak for themselves.

Go ahead... Compare.
Xport beats other POTS codecs hands down.
Zephyr Xport
Audio Bandwidth @ 24 kbps

15 kHz

@ 19 kbps

15 kHz

Direct Internet Software Updates

Yes, via Ethernet port

Digital PC Audio Input

Yes, via Ethernet port
and supplied driver

Audio Metering (XMIT/RCV)
Audio Processing

Simultaneous
Digital multi- band ACC with
look- ahead limiter by Ornnia

Remote Control
Auto Dial Storage
Frequently- Used Settings Storage
Standards- based POTS Codec
Transmit- Receive Quality Display
Contact Closures
Display Resolution
Analog Cell Phone Interface

Ethernet via Web browser
100 Numbers
30
Yes - aacPlus (
MPEG HEAAC)
Yes
3
128x64 LCD
Standard

Mixer Inputs

1ink, 1line

Phantom Power

Yes - 12 volt

Automatic Voice- Grade Backup
Power Supply

Yes
Internal auto- switching

Local Mix Audio Outputs
Headphone

Yes

Line Level

Yes

Direct Receive Audio Output
Uses ISDN at the Studio Side for
More Reliable Connections

Yes
Yes - your Zephyr Xstream
becomes universal POTS
and ISDN codee.

Available ISDN Option

The world's most advanced POTS codee
is also the world's lowest priced POTS codee.

$495.00 ( adds G.722 8r state-ofthe-art AAC-LD for
high fidelity and low delay)
AUDIO INETWORKS

List Price:*

$2,495.00

Refers to base MSRP without ISDN option as of 5/1/04. The Telos logo. Zephyr. Zephyr Xstreain. Zephyr Xport are all registered trademarks of TLS Corporation

J 2004 aacPlus ¡ TM) Coding Technologies

TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT
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The NET300 is ablank front panel version.
FEATURES:
•G.711, G.722, MPEG 1 & 2Layer 2and MPEG 1 & 2Layer 3
The latest MPEG 2Advanced Audio Coding (AAC) and MPEG 4AAC-Low Delay
•
•Bidirectional in all connection modes, even via IP
•Uncompressed linear audio and near-zero delay
•Dial keypad for IP and ISDN entry with speed dial directory
•Headphone monitor jack with level control and select switch
•Programmable function key for instant access to repetitive tasks
•Balanced analog I/O with 24-bit/96 kHz resolution, AES/EBU and S/PDIF I/O
•Multi-function LAN for full bi-directional audio via IP, includes web surfer
•4TTL I/O for control of far-end equipment, compatible with all CCS codecs

List $ 3,350.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.corn
OR CALL

1- 00-426-

434

Accessories:
TA501

ISDN terminal adaptor with NT1
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Musicam/CCS's innovative new NetStar codec is an affordable IP and ISDN codec
that can send and receive perfect stereo over any LAN/WAN, DSL, ATM, frame relay or
high speed Internet connection. And it comes with abuilt-in 1-BRI ISDN Uinterface,
for compatibility with ISDN codecs. It supports RS- 232 ancillary data and end-to-end
closures, and an on- board web server offers easy control from any web browser. A
headphone monitor select switch/status display provides access to send audio,
return audio or ablend ( perfect for monitoring bi-directional feeds). Note: the ISDN
terminal adaptor is sold separately (#TA501).

List $ 3,950.00

:::77

le

Musicam NetStar ISDN and IP Codecs

NET500
NET300

•

Musicam RoadStar 500 Portable ISDN and IP Codec
The Musicam RoadStar is aportable stereo digital audio codec based on the
NetStar500 IP and ISDN digital audio codec, allowing portable users to take
advantage of high-speed ISDN and internet connections to send quality audio. Fou'
Neutrik XLR inputs feed clearly labeled individual level and pan controls. Each input
can be switched for mic, line or unbalanced operation. All inputs are equipped with
switchable phantom power. Aseparate AES/EBU input can be enabled to bypass the
mixer section. Both analog and AES/EBU outputs for return audio are standard. Note:
the ISDN terminal adaptor is sold separately (#TA501).
FEATURES:
•4balanced XLR mic/line inputs with phantom power
•4vertical peak- and average- reading LED VU meters
•alarge, easy to navigate menu display
•flexible dual headphone monitoring system ( monitor send or receive audio)
•headphone mix function is especially well suited for live remotes
•operates directly from its front panel, or via remote control from Web browser
•8end-to-end remote contact closures to actuate remote equipment
•Full RS232 Ancillary Data capability
ROA500US

List $
4,995.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

Accessories:
TA501 ISDN terminal adaptor with Nil
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List $ 350.00

List $ 350.00

AUDIO CODECS
Mono/

Headph.

POTS/

Weight

Outputs

Size

Stereo ( portables)

List Price

1/4"

XLR, AES/EBU

Rack

Stereo ( rack unit)

$2,795.00

(2) 1/4"

4-conn. I/O

Portable

Mono

4.8 lbs.

52,395.00

1/4"

XLR

Portable

Mono

1.5 lbs.

$ 2,800.00

(3) 1/4"

XLR

Portable

Mono

3.5 lbs.

$ 3,750.00

1/4"

XLR

Portable

Mono

2.5 lbs.

$ 3,700.00

.none

XLR

Rack

Mono

XLR; 1/4"

Rack

Mono ( rack unit) $ 2,500.00

(3) 1/4"

XLR

Portable

Mono

1/4"

XLR, AES/EBU

Rack

Stereo ( rack unit)

none

XLR, AES/EBU

Rack

Stereo ( rack unit)

$3,350.00

Output

Manufacturer

Product

ISDN/GSM

Total Inputs

AEQ

EAGLE

ISDN

2mic/line, AES/EBU

AEQ

SWING

ISDN

2mir, 1mic/line

COMREX

BLUEBOX

POTS

1mic/line

COMREX

ENVOY

ISDN

2mir, 2mic/line

COMREX

MATRIX

POTS/ISGNrGSM

1mic,1 mic/line, 1mini

COMREX

MATRIXRACK

POTS/ISDN

1line

COMREX

NEXUSRACK

ISDN

1mic/line, 1mini

none

COMREX

VECTOR

POTS

2mir, 2mic/line

MUSICAM

LPT103

ISDN

4 line, AES/EBU

( rack unit)

3lbs.

53,200.00

$ 3,800.00
$ 4,995.00

MUSICAM

NET300

ISDN/IP

2line, AES/EBU

MUSICAM

NET500

ISDN/IP

2line, AES/EBU

1/4"

XLR, AES/EBU

Rack

Stereo

(
rack unit)

$3,950.00

MUSICAM

PRIMALT103

ISDN

2mic/line

none

XLR

Rack

Stereo ( rack unit)

$3,495.00

MUSICAM

ROA500US

ISDN/IP

4 mic/line

(2) 1/4"

XLR, AES/EBU

Portable

Stereo

12 lbs.

TE LOS

XPORT

POTS/ISDN

1mir, 1line

1/4"

XLR, 1/4"

Portable

Stereo

6 lbs.

$ 4,995.00

$2,495.00

TELOS

XPORT-PI

POTS/ISDN

1mir, 1line

1/4"

6 lbs.

$ 2,985.00

TE LOS

XSTREAM

ISDN

4 line

XLR, 1/4"

Portable

Stereo

Î
( 4) 1/4"

XLR

Rack

Stereo ( rack unit)

XLR

Rack

Stereo ( rack unit)

$4,805.00

$ 4,355.00

XSTREAMMX

ISDN

4 mic/line

(4) 1/4"

TE LOS

XSTREAMMXP

ISDN

4 mic/line

(4) 1/4"

XLR

Rack

Stereo

14 lbs.

$4,855.00

TIELINE

COMMBASEFIELD " POTS/"ISDN/"GSM

2 mic/line, 1line

(2) 1/4"

XLR, RCA

Portable

Mono

3.3 lbs.

$1,995.00

TIELINE

TLR200

POTS/ISDN

2mic/line

(3) 1/4"

XLR

Rack

Mono

IC lbs.

53,790.00

TIELINE

IMIXG3

POTS/ISDN/GSM

5mic/line, 1line

(4) 1/4"

XLR

Portable

Mono

3.3 lbs.

54,595.00

TELOS

*with additional modules sold separately.

48

Here's agreat idea: Atalk show for telemarketers! Here's how it works.... Telemarketer Acalls you. You put them on hold with your new talk-show system. Telemarketers 8, C, and Dcall. Same deal.
Al) at once, you put them on the air and let them try to sell to each other! IT'S THE ULTIMATE REALITY SHOW.

Commander
Modular

%

POTS • ISDN . GSM

Codec

03

Introducing the new Tieline Commander
At Tieline, we've taken afresh approach to audio codec design. Now you can customize your a
.udio codec to
suit your exact needs for remote broadcasts and STLs. You only pay for what you need and were the first to be
compatible with most major ISDN and POTS codecs in your rack.
Think of the new Commander G3 as acodec foundation with two expansion slots which acceptyour choice of
POTS. ISDN and GSM modules. You simply buy what you need.
For example. if you need amono 15kHz POTS codec, simply
buy the Commander G3 with aPOTS module for one low
price. Need 15kHz Stereo or dual mono over POTS? Just
add another POTS module.
If you're looking for amono/stereo ISDN codec without
POTS. you can buy a Commander G3 with an ISDN module only. It comes with G.711. G.722, and Mpeg Layer 2.
Tieline's " Music - algorithm also delivers an astounding
15kHz stereo over asingle ISDN B channel! You can
always add aPOTS or wireless GSM module later if you
need.
Need astereo ISDN STL with automatic failover to
15kHz mono POTS? Buy the Commander G3
with POTS and ISDN modules plus Tieline's
new Freedom Failover software kit.
Plug in the GSM module and deliver up to
7.5 kHz over GSM networks and up to 15 kHz
over HSCSD wireless networks.
Control your remote talent's mic input gain from the studio
and send simultaneous audio, serial data and relay activation in either
direction.
We've even created digital matrix router software which enables you to cue audio off air, create a
local audio intercom, and talkback to the studio all without irrerrupting your broadcast.
The new Tieline Commander G3 is simply the world's most powerful, flexible and customizable codec. Us even
compatible with your Comrex'''' Vector. Matrix, Blue and Musicam Liberty POTS codecs.
Every Tieline codec comes with atwo year warranty plus the support cf an experienced engineering team with
more than 25 years in the broadcast industry right here in IncEanapolis. That's why hundreds of stations, major.
radio groups and networks across America use Tieline to deliver audio every single day.
Puffy, free demonstration Commander G3's are limited. Call 3SW today at 8(10-426-8434 tc book your free
demo.

Tieliner
TECHNOLOGY

**C'o mrex and Musicam are registered trademarks of each
respective corporation

Call: 800-426-8434

www.tieline.com

TELEPHONE EQUIPMFmT
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Comrex STAC (Studio Telephone Access Center)
The Comrex Studio Telephone Access Center (STAC) puts you in control of your
talk shows, call- ins and phoners with great sound, ease of operation and ascalable
configuration. STAC incorporates apair of Comrex high-performance digital hybrids
with automatic audio level control. The result is amore natural-sounding telephone
audio, even when conferencing multiple callers. Acompact, rackmount mainframe
houses the hybrids, the multi- line controller and all telephone and audio
connections. The STAC6 is a6- line system; the STAC12 is a12- line system.
FEATURES:
•Dual, high performance digital hybrids - 6- or 12- line system
•Studio/Producer Mode caller management
•Screener Mode simplifies screening and queuing
•Web browser call screening and control
•Automatically answers calls with custom message and puts them on hold
•Buttons designate next caller on air and activate external recorder or delay
•Front panel LEDs indicate level status
•XLR Send input; XLR Caller 1and 2outputs
•
Two stereo mini headphone jacks
•Aux DB-9 control output, momentary or latching

iPlikM11.1111eY

‘orriviAme.a&
STAC6

STAC6
STAC12

List $ 3,200.00
List $ 3,900.00

Comrex Phone Couplers
Comrex Digital Telephone Hybrids

4...ban rim..

Comrex's digital hybrids provide the highest quality audio interface between your
telephone line and audio equipment. Common Features: balanced XLR inputs and
outputs; adjustable AGC and caller ducking; selectable auto mix- minus; auxiliary and
headphone monitor outputs; remote control.
The DH20 is asingle hybrid with all of the above listed features. The DH22 contains
two separate hybrids with internal conferencing. The DH30 provides acoustic echo
cancellation for operation in environments with live speakers as well as AES/EBU
digital or analog input and output, adjustable 3- band equalizer and enhanced remote
control features.
DH20 16-bit digital hybrid
List $ 995.00
DH22 Dual 16- bit digital hybrid List $ 1,595.00
DH30 24- bit digital hybrid
List $ 1,
795. 00

Comrex's TCB-1 telephone coupler sends aid receives
program material via the swihed telephone network.
This unit requires co external power and connections
are via standard modular plugs. Lile level 1.'4" input.
The TCB-2 auto- answer coupler is perfect for listen- line
applications. Just pljg in the standard connectors,
attach the powe ,supply and you're ready to go. The
coupler answer!. on the first ring ard dizornects on
hang up.
TCB1A
TCB2A

Telephone coupler
Auto answer coupler

List $ 150.00
List $ 250.00

OR CALL

1 - 800-426-8434

The VAD-2 is auserplogranarnable twoinoLt. multi- number
mice/page: auto
dialer designed for
dial-cut veice message
notifaction.Two dry
contact input.
VAD-2

LowestPrice@ibswusa.com

LowestPrice@bswusa.corn
OR
A
1-800-4 - 434

Broadcast Tools
Programmable
Auto-Dialer

List $ 239.00

LowestPrice only$209!
II

Affordable 6-Line Telephone System
Here are two products that create acomplete 6-line telephone system: the Broadcast Tools Teleswitch 6
call director and the JK Audio Broadcast Host digital telephone hybrid. Together, they provide everything
you need for ahigh-quality talk show system. You also get free call screener software,Teleswitch 6
connection cables and full instructions. Buy the package and save!
Also available separately, the Broadcast Tools TS-6telephone line director routes up to 6phone lines to
most hybrids. It can handle one hybrid and astandard single line call screening telephone set. If fuj call
screening is not required, asecond hybrid may be connected. Comes with FREE call-screening software!
For the JK Audio Broadcast Host, please see page 52.
TS6-HOSTPKG List $ 1,554.00 LOWEST
TS-6
List $ 1,059.00
$
899°'

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR ( ALL

I HOD 42, 14414

Re

Weird
1.
STAB! Back Panel

Broadcast Tools Smart Telephone Autocoupler
The Broadcast Tools STA Ill provides an interface between telephone line and user
equipment. The STA Ill provides aself-null hybrid with balanced input and outputs.
The STA III monitors the telephone line for CPC calling party control and long dial tone
hang up signals, allowing use behind PBX telephone switches and POTS lines.
STAIII

so

List $ 299.00

LowestPrice

only$26%

Broadcast Tools Smart
Telephone Interface
The Broadcast Tools Sil II is tl Le pere.:t solution
for interfacing a.ingle POTS line to user
equipment while the hybrid provides excellent
full-duplex audio cuality.The gl II is equipped
with aprogramable serial port al owing
control and monitoring via your computer and
software, or as a3tand-alone coupler.
STIII

List $ 619.00

LowestPrice

only $579!

FEATURES:
rial»à
•Superior ALC on the balanced
audio input/output
•Precise DSP delay processing for
DTMF tone removal
•Front panel line seizure/drop
and LED monitoring
•Caller- ID detection; call- progress
monitoring of busy; CPC; dial
tone; reorder; oft/on hook and
loss of loop
•Relays are provided for most
front- panel indituitors

What LowestPrice@bswusa.com means to you: We've got the lowest prices in the country, but manufacturers don't always let 1 print them. foi your pri:e quote, jusi send your request via e-mail adire.sed
LowestPrice@bswusa.com, use our website www.bswus..com or call us toll free 1-800-426-8434. No hard-selno.ifITI twistino—our pr ces and seivice speak for memseles.

GOT CALLERS?
STAC IIEM!
No matter what they're talking about, STAC is the best way
to manage your calls.
STAC ( Studio Telephone Access Center) puts you in control
of your talk shows, request/contest lines, call- ins and phoners
with great sound, ease of operation and scalable configuration. Incorporating a pair of Comrex high-performance digital
hybrids, STAC provides the most natural sounding telephone
audio — even when conferencing up to four callers.
The STAC system is available in six ( STAC 6) and twelve (STAC 12)
line versions. Connect up to four control surfaces using standard
CAT5 cable — no custom cabling required. Best of all, STAC is
incredibly easy to use — anyone can master it in seconds.
COMER=
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Use STAC any place there's aweb browser!

If you have acomputer, you've already got all the hardware and software
you need. Just log onto the internet using astandard web browser — NO
SPECIAL SOFTWARE TO INSTALL — go to your STAC IP address, and you
are there! STAC ' EM from home, the studio or that great beach in Cancun!

Cool features include:
•STAC IP allows call control from multiple networked computers.
•Busy-All makes starting contests a breeze.
•
Auto-Attendant answers, plays your message and STACs
callers on hold. Great stress relief for screeners and producers!

STAC

STUDIO TELEPHONE ACCESS CENTER

Got Calls? Put Comrex On The Line

www.comrex.com

TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT
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Talkshow System

Telos 2101 Series
The Telos Series 2101 Multi-Studio Talkshow System is
the revolutionary whole- plant telephone solution for any
size broadcast complex. Using computer intelligence and
sophisticated routing technology, the 2101 makes the most of
the superior audio and line-signalling capabilities of ISDN lines.
Plug it right into ISDN PRI phone lines (T-1 or E-1) for up to
120 incoming call circuits, which can be dynamically allocated
across multiple rooms - from as few as two to as many as
32 separate studios!
From dual studio configurations up to mammoth 32- studio
clusters, the Series 2101 is the solution you've been waiting for.
Call BSW for the complete line and build your perfect system
from Desktop Director controllers, rackmount Studio Interfaces,
Digital Hybrids, and more. Talk to our sales staff today for a
custom price quote.
FEATURES:
•Configurable - the whole- plant solution, from 2to 32 studios
•Modular - build asystem from controllers, hybrids, more
•Expandable - start small and add pieces as your facility grows

eiàiaavariakTelos 1X6 - 6-Line Telephone System
SCONSOLE

The affordable 1X6 has all of the telephore interface equipment necessary for talk
show programming. Asingle rackmount unit houses both aTelos ONE digital hybrid
and asix- line, broadcast phone system.The 1X6 is easy to install - all six phone lines
are connected using standard FU- 11C plugs and all audio connections are XLR.
For system control, the 1X6 uses adesktop Switch Console (sold separately). Special
function buttons on the Switch Console are used to aJtomatically select the next
caller, to out callers on the air or to conference, anc to access several other unique
features. Astandard telerne set mas he used fob call screening.
FEATURES:
•
Telos ONE digital hybrid with 6- line broadcast phone system in one unit
•Separate Switch Console with buttons to control all popular functions
•Standard R.1-11 phone pugs and XLR audio connections
1X6
SCONSOLE

6- line telephone system
Switch console for Telos 1x6

List $1,795.00
List $595.00

1X6 Back Panel

LONMI
I
:PriCe@bSIMUSLCOM
OR CALL 1 00 4• 4 4

Telos 2X12 Digital 12-Line Phone System

lnovonics PBX ,
Line Switcher
The Inovonics PBX allows up to seven
devices to share asingle line both
for incoming and outgoing calls. The
PBX routes calls to remote devices by
using DTMF commands.
FEATURES:
•Accepts phone, data, fax and alarm
equipment intended for direct
connection to atelephone line ( POTS)
•Generates ringing supply voltage
•Built-in transient over voltage and
polarity protection
PBX000

List $ 420.00
LowestPrice

52

only $350!

The Telos 2x12 is aself-contained on-air telephone system with two
digital hybrids, making fast- paced production and high- quality
conferencing asnap. Callers are managed using the Telos Desktop
Director (#TWOX12DD sold separately), an easy-to-use 12- line control
center with abuilt-in handset, acoustically isolated
speaker phone and headset jack, or the new
economical Call Controller (# 2001-00143 sold
separately) which works with your own analog
telephone. And caller management has never been
simpler, thanks to Telos Status Symbols, clear,
easy-to- read graphical icons. The 2x12 is the world's
only multi- line talk show system that lets you upgrade to
digital telephone lines at your own pace. Use :.x12 with your existing
analog phone lines; when its time for digital lines, simply change
interface cards and your TWOxl 2plugs right into ISDN BRI phone line
The result? Less noise and cfstorion, better audio levels, clearer
caller audio, and one less A/D-D/A process in your studio. Initia y,
purchase either aPOTS or ISDN system. Then upgrade via modules.
FEATURES:
•
Two digital hybrids for high- quality conferencing between callers
•AGC/limiting functions plus 3- band dynamic EQ
•20- bit ND conversion
•Unmatched send/receive separation using Adaptive Cancellation
•Simultaneous baseband analog and AES/EBU outputs
•High- precision sample rate conversion for send-to-caller input
•Caller ID support and caller ducking
•Ethernet connection for remote control

TWOX12DD

TWOX I
2POTS BoWeinel

•

111,
OP

MP

M
P II.

TWOX 12 POTS
TWOX 12 ISDN
TWOX 12 DD
2001 -00143

11›

12- line POTS phone system
12- line ISDN phone system
Control sdrface
Call controller

List $
4,180.00
List $4,980.00
List $1,180.00
List $780.00

LowestRice@bswusa.com
OR CALL . 1800 420 8434
Accessories:
TWOX 12 POTSCARD POTS card
List $280.00
TWOX 12 ISDNCARD ISDN card
List $480.00

BSW has solutions for almost everything. Dry, flyaway hair? OK, you got us on that one... Need some ariser on audio gear? We're the

Check out our web site or give us acall.

•
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ONE Back Panel

de

FEATURES:
•Sophisticated AGC on input and output
•Advanced downward expander on the caller audio
•Digital processing reduces feedback when
monitoring with open speakers
•Inputs switchable foi mic or line level

The Telos ONE plus ONE starts with two independent
ONE digital hybrids in asingle rack- unit chassis. Aunique
internal mix- minus matrix cross couples the outputs of
the two hybrids. In adual hybrid application, it requires
just asingle mix- minus.
ONE
Desktop ONE digital hybrid
List $695.00
ONE- R Rackmount ONE digital hybrid List $895.00
1PLUS1 ONE plus ONE dual hybrids
List $ 1,995.00

Laivesericebsinfusa.corn
OR CALL 1-800-92 - r434

Accessories:
SRMP
rackmount kit for ONE

List $80.00

Telos 100 Delta Digital Hybrid
r
he advanced digital slcnal processirug in the Telos
100 Delta results in full- duplex, rattral sounding
conversation on ever ite most diffialt phone lines.
Smart digital gain control and equalization offer
increased caller in:e libility. The EQ examines :he caller
audio in three bands and automatically egualis the
high and low bands.
100DELTA

List $ 1,795.00

Lowes
tPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL
1-8•.
..420-R434

JK Audio
JK Audio Digital Telephone Hybrids
JK Audio's Broadcast I-cre digrtal hybrid contains
everything you need to get talk show-quality audio
from standard telephorr€ lines, with excellent separation
between your voice and the caller's.
The Innkeeper PBX cornects to multi line PBX
telephone systems theuqh the handset cord. It
achieves excellent separation without any setup, and
without sending anoise burst down the line.
HOST FEATURES:
•Auto-Answer/Auto Dszonnect for FB/monitoring
•RJ11C phone and aux phone jacks
INNKEEPER PBX FEATURES:
•Select electret, dynamic, and carbon handset types
•RJ22 handset and phone jacks
FEATURES, BOTH:
•16- bit digital signal processing
•Proprietary auto null algorithm, 50 dB null
•Send and Receive LEDs
•Balanced XLR input with Mic/Line pad switch
•3.5 mm mono input
•Balanced XLR caller output
•3.5 mm output L=send/R=caller!
•3.5 mm headphone output ( mixed send/recieve)
HOST

List $ 495.00

Mee .
«Me.

Telos ONE Digital Telephone Hybrids
The Telos ONE is the perfect low-cost solution for any
telephone interface application. It automatically adapts
to each call and all processing is in the digital domain.
Two outputs are provided. The ONE is adesktop model.
The ONE-Ris arackmount version.

1PLUS1

INNKEEPERPBX List 5495.00

only $459 each!

FEATURES:
•Smart digital gain control and 3- band auto-EQ
•Logarithmic dB dynamics control
•Context sensitive output AGC
•
Two duplex depths can be selected/adjusted
•Digital feedback suppression for greater gain before
feedback when monitoring through open speakers

JK Audio lnline Patch
Telephone Hybrid

List $ 270.00
LowestPrice

only $239!

JK Audio

JK Audio
AutoHybrid
Telephone Audio Interface
AutoHybrid gives you simultaneous send and receive
audio through analog telephone lines - this is afull
duplex AutoHybrid capable of 20 dB nominal transhybrid loss. AutoHybrid is perfect for monitoring
remote locations, IFB feeds, and many simple studio,
conferencing, and PA telephone interface applications.
Passive auto-answer/disconnect interface. Desktop unit
is rackable 4- across with optional RA4 shelf.
AUTOHYBRID List $ 175.00
LowestPrice
Accessories:159!
RA4 List $ 50.00
$45.00

:1
1 1

Telos TWO - ISDN Digital Hybrid

The Telos TWO contains two digital hybrids, so you can
conference two callers internally. No extra hybrid is
needed - because it's already there. Of course, all mixing 1
22
and conferencing is done completely in the digital
riC
domain. Conference linking ability lets you set up highquality conferencing between callers with no external
equipment - only asingle mix- minus is required. AES/
EBU as well as analog outputs give you maximum output
flexibility. And built-in Ethernet connectivity makes easy
work of remote control and software upgrades.

3

FEATURES:
•Studio- grade 20- bit A/D conversion, combined with
noise gating and shaping
•Automatic high- precision sample rate conversion on
incoming ISDN calls.
•Unmatched Send/Receive separation using Telos'
time-tested Adaptive Cancellation technology
•Sophisticated AGC/limiting functions and 3- band
Digital Dynamic Equalization ensure consistent caller
audio levels and spectral consistency.
•Caller ID support and fully adjustable Caller Ducking
•Built-in Ethernet and RS-232 ports for remote control
and easy software upgrades
TWO List S2,995.00

only $

JK Audio Telephone Audio Taps
Connect the JK Audio THAT- 1or THAT-2between your
telephone and handset for quick access to audio in and
out of the telephone. THAT- 1has RCA I/0s. THAT-2adds
XLR I/O and ahandset selector switch.
Use QuickTap between your standard telephone and
handset for access to audio out of any telephone. Simply
connect your audio equipment to the audio output jack.
To record audio from your cellphone connect the CellTap
between the 2.5 mm earpiece jack of your cellphone and
your earpiece. 3.5 mm minijack audio output.
VoicePath routes audio in and out of any telephone
using your PC sound card. Use PC software to play your
conversation right back into the phone line.
Daptor Two lets you connect any mixer to the 2.5 mm
headset jack on your wireless phone. This passive adaptor
features balanced XLR and unbalanced 1/4" jacks (you
may use either the XLR input or 1/4" input, not both).
You can send and receive audio from your mixer or tape
recorder through your cell phone.
THAT- 1
Telephone audio tap w/RCA 0143m
THAT- 2
Telephone audio tap w/XLR '215'
QUICKTAP
Telephone audio tap
'59e)
CELLTAP
2.5 mm cellphone audio tap $7500
Phone tap with software
5
9900
VOICE PATH
DAPTORTWO 2.5 mm tap w/XLR & 1/4"
s159m
LowestPrice

from $59!

m:erle&
I
What LowestPune. bswusa.corr means to ,
;
ou:
Lo.sestPrice bswusa.com
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JK Audio

The Inline Patch hybrid connects between an analog or
cordless telephone and the wall jack to give you more
control over recording and playback. The unit's two
back-to-back hybrids give you complete control of audio
from both sides of the call. Audio input jacks let you mix
sound bites into your conversation. One stereo output jack
provides your voice on one channel and the caller's voice
on the other. Asecond output jack contains amix.
INLINEPATCH

TI

4ot the loweçt prices in the country, but manufacturers don't always let us print them. For your price quote, just send your request via e-mail addressed to
www.bswusa.com
Ill us toll free 1-800-426-8434. No hard-sell, no arm twisting —our prices and service speak for themselves.
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JK Audio Innkeeper 4Digital Telephone Hybrid
11( Audio's new Innkeeper 4digits. hybr id squeezes fou' independent digital hybrids
into a1RU space. The front panel icevpad, display, and handset jacks provide easy
speed dialing and call setup, and baíarced XLR output jrks contain only the caller's
voice. 16- bit digital signal processing delivers excellent separation.

REMOTEMIXCPLUS
Back Panel

FEATURES:
•5balanced XLR inputs/4 outputs
•Proprietary auto- null algorithm, 50 a null
•811.111C phone jacks (4phone line/4 aux)
•Remote control and LED status indication
•Auto answer/disconnect for IFB/monitoring
•Stores 50 names/numbers

REMOTEMIXSPORT
Back % n21

INNKEEPER4

List $ 1,795.00

"

JK Audio's F:ernoteMi<
is acombination adio mixer,
headphone amplifier anc telephone hybrid in one! It's
perfect tor emote Imadcasts, spot events and field
reporting from any location.
The more advanced RernoteMixSport offers three XLR
microphone inputs (one switchable to line leveh and
three headphone jacks. It works with conversional
phone lines as well
PBX or ISDN phones, énd it also
connects to cell phones.
REMOTEMIX C+ FEATURES:
•Works with conventional phone lines
•2XLR mir inputs (one switchable mic/line)
• ( 2) 1/4" headphone jacks
•RCA line in and out
•XLR balanced mix output
•Runs on 9V batteries o,AC adaptor ( included)
•Auxiliary handset input for use as atelephone
REMOTEMIX SPORT FEATURES:
•3XLR rric inputs (one Imitchabie mic/line)
• ( 3) 1/4" headphone jadcs
•1/4" headphone cue input
•XLR clean mix or phone mix output
•Speaker and talxback microphone
•VU meter
List $ 595.00
List $ 995.00

JK Audio

mow
nisi rt"..=
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JK Audio RernoteMix Series
Telephone Hybrid/Mixers

REMOTEMIXCPLUS
REMOTEMIXSPORT

( COMING SOON! )

' 549'
849 »

JK Audio ComPack
Universal Interface
Pict. up this comprehensive
road tool to get sudo in
and out of analog phone
lines, PBX systems arid even
cell phones. The JK Aud o
ComPack is perfect for
remote broadcasts, FB
feeds, or Interviews over
any phone connection.
CornPack also functions
as asimple telecom
interface for your beltp.ick
inte rcom system - ainnect
the 3-pin male XLR to your
beltpack intercom group for
afull duplex, always-on connection
to any phone line.
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JK Audio Innkeeper Series
Digital Telephone Hybrids JK Audio

RISE
ESE
MEE
111 ‘73.112

The JK Audio Innkeeperl series digital hybrids effectively
prevent transmit/receiver crosstalk. They use a16-bit
digital signal processor to continuously monitor the
phone line and audio signals to deliver bettei separation.
FEATURES:
•16- bit Digital Signal Processing
•
Voice Presence Compensation for richer caller audio
•Auto answer/disconnect
•Proprietary auto- null algorithm, 50 dB null
•Headphone jack and monitor speaker terminals
•Balanced XLR mic/line 1,0

JK Audio

ADDITIONAL X- MODEL FEATURES:
•AGC and caller ducking
•1kHz tone generator
INNKEEPER1 X
INNKEEPER1RX
INNKEEPER1
INNKEEPER1R

LowestPrice from $499!

LowestPtice from $549!

•-•-•

,r

ComPack

FEATURES:
•XLR mic/line in and line out
•1/4" headphone output
•Standard RJ11 telephone interface
•PBX interface with handset type select switch
•2.5 mm cellphone jack (cable provided)
•35 mm line input
•Battery test button with indicator
COMPACK List $ 545.00

e

=41

Desktop hybrid ( X)
List
Rickmount hybrid ( X)
List
Desktop hybrid
List
Rackmount hybrid _ ist

$875.00
$950.00
$ 750.00
S825.00

LowestPrke@bswusa.com
41

Accessories:
GUESTMODULE last $ 139.00

IIffliEle.n
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Henry Engineering
Telephone Mix-Minus

Indy Audio
174

MixMinus Plus is acitterential summing
amplifier deigned to add amix-minus
output to abroadcast console. MixMinus
Plus subtracts the hybrid receive signal from
the program output, creating aprogram mix
minus the receive audio. Null adjustment
will provide 40 dB rejection
MIXMINUSPLUS

Lst $ 195.00

only $159!
54
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Circuitwerkes . _
Auto Answer Coupler

The economical TE1auto answer aucio
coupler is powered by your phone line.
It includes dry relay contacts for Status
ou: put, areset button to disconnect
callers, audio seno/receive (duplex
operation). Answers/seizes line, and
automatically releases upon hang-up.

The Circuitwerkes HC-3automatically
answers your phone line. It feature',
asimple hybrid circuit that separates
incoming and outgoing telephone audio,
bridging balanced audio input witn a
send level control and alow impedance
balanced output. Ideal for avariety of
telephone tasks such as concert lines. Dry
relay contacts close at pickup.

IC- 1 LowestPrice

HC3

Auto Answer Coupler

only $119!

LowestPrice

only$214!

Broadcast Tools
¡
âleilyikj,
Auto Answer Coupler
The TTlisa compact auto answer and
auto disconnect hybrid. The TT- 1utilizes
dual-hybrid transformers providing full
duplex audio. Amulti-turn hybrid NULL
trimmer ac:hieves 20+ db separation.
Rear- panel R2-11 phone line sack and
second loop-thru Ri11. Screw terminals
for balanced send and caller audio.

Tr

List $ 129.00

LowestPrice only$119!
Accessories:
RA- 1 rack shelf List $ 52.00 '4e

tfee=aell1111611111.11111

What lowestPrite bswusa.com means to you:
LowestPrice. bswusa.coon e,ei

ont th• Invie4 prices in the calintr, but manufacturers don't always let us print them For your ono quote, lust send your 'elueu via e-mail addrmec to
www.bswusa.com 'rcal us idi free 1-800-425-8434 No hard-sell, no arm twitting— our prices and service szeak fa themselves

ComPpck connects
beltpack intercom links
through cell or land lines
RemoteMix Ci- handles
the small town/college
press boxes
AutoHybrid is the
perfect simple
hybrid. Its_great
any place .there's
"heererrid '
euktidieeerrev;

;
•

baptor Two fills in for
THAT- 2 when wireles phone
is the only way to go Yeià

RemoteMix Sport provides
three headset connections
for full sports broadcast

YOUR fle LINE OF DEFEL
ISN'T ALWAYS ON THE FIELD

JK Audio has winning solutions for every situation

We've said it before... broadcast is a contact sport.
And keeping in contact is what JK Audio is all about.
So before the game goes on, ateam of players in key
positions is enjoying 100% contact with each other,
with the studio, with the director, with the players on

Auto
Hybrid

ComPack

JK Audio
114

I.

bKUMULAJI letAK

Daptor
Two

the field, and with the outside world. JK Audio makes
it possible with our intelligently designed tools. Give
us a call or visit us on the web to learn more about
JK's efficient, cost-effective, reliable solutions and
establish you first line of defense.

RemoteMix
C+

RemoteMix
Sport

www.jkaudio.com • info@jkaudio.com

Conex FlipJack Series
Cellphone Interfaces w/Mixers
The Conex FlipJacks are affordable
cellphone interfaces. The FlipJack
FJ500 offers a3-channel mixer for
cellular broadcasts. The original
FlipJack is asmaller, 2-channel version.
Both use your phone's 2.5 mm hand-free
port (or 2.5 mm adaptor). Includes cable.

Marti Digital Cellcast
Cellphone/Mixer

COMEX

The Digital Cellcast provides an easy-to-use,
versatile cellphone/mixer combination
for use with digital cell phone networks.
The latest version is now updated for GSM
wireless service and includes ahard case.
FJ500

FJ500 FEATURES:
•2XLR inputs (mic and mic/line)
•Aux line input and output
•Tuner input for off-air monitoring
•2headphone outs w/ volume ctrl
•Connects to astandard phone line
•"AA" batteries or external power
•Multi- LED level indicator

CONEX

*rue

o C. ,o o,

F1500
FLIPJACK

List $ 398.00
List $ 289.00

0339 e

5259)

LowestPrice

LowestPrice

Accessories:
TELECOUPLER $45°'

1

..exralibur

DSRK1

M

.14/011.1

AUDIO

HC- 1

extalibur Wet NANOS.COUPUJI

11.11051

e
HA- 1

e X iiiibUr HA IH

GX500

eito

Rack kit Se'

HC- 1
HA- 1

Phone coupler
Hybrid adaptor

ADAPTLR

LowestPrice

sEir°
'93'

SOUND
AMERICA

1
he CircuitWerkes TelTap is aversatile
phone line monitor and manual coupler.
It allows you to seize or tap the line, send
or receive audio, and has call indicator
LED and mute switch.

56
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Circuitwerkes TelTap
Phone Tap/Coupler

LowestPrice

List $ 1,295.00

OR CALL

TLM500

LowestPrice

only $85!

/

1111

Sound America Teleword
Telephone/Coupler
The Teleword is aphone with abuilt-in
audio coupler and amplified electret
condenser mic. 1/8" audio I/O.
TELE WORD
LowestPrice

only $1149!

MART!

1-8•0.426-8434
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only $269!

Mobile
Konnector

Konexx PBX Coupler/
Phone-to-PC Interface

from $88!

41
‘111
;...1)
e16

TELTAP

OR CA L 1-800-426-8434

This portable, battery- powered miniconsole can turn any modular telephone
into aremote broadcast studio link or
telephone interview control center.
Includes mic/line inputs, headphone
out with amp, phone connection, peak/
battery LEDs, and power supply.

only $939!

The HA- 1hybric adaptor connects through
the telephone handset and allows you to use
your favorite broadcast hybrid with almost
any telephone...old, new, single or multiple
line, etc.

..... n
n

••:
• Audio4

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

List $ 3,300.00

1

HY81210

MARTI

Radix TLM500
Telephone Line Mixer

The HC- 1connects with the handset or any
telephone using modular connectors.
1/4" audio connectors on back. Unit is passive,
no power required.

e

• •

it, 4, --111

FEATURES:
•4mic and 2aux inputs
•4headphone jacks
•Peak limiter
•Squelch/mute switch
•Tone/pulse dialing and electronic ringer
•Rechargeable batteries or AC supply
•Aux output ( line or mic level)
•Hard carrying case included

from $255!

Excalibur Phone Couplers

ettarenics

E

Marti GX-500 Telephone Interface

The Digistor-MP is aselfShown with Optional Rack Kit
contained MPEG recorder/p„.•
great for station IDs, traffic updates, etc., storing up to 40 -riinutes of
monoaural audio with ahigh-fidelity bandwidth of 15 kHz. Up to
99 messages are stored in digital flash memory with no battery backup
needed. It can also answer aregular telephone line with an optional
automatic telecoupler, for auto-answer and playback. It's ic.eal for concert
lines, school closures and more.
List $ 995.00

LILIUU

The GX-500 telephone interface and mixer rrrovides all the features you need for
great-sounding remotes through aphone line

Henry Engineering
Digistor-MP
Digital Recorder

DIGISTORMP

u.0
r
èeedi

FEATURES:
•4- channel mixer with line in, line out
•Operate on land line or cellular system
•Separate pots for each of the 4mic
and headset channels
•Inputs switchable - program or cue
•20 position memory for speed dial
•VU meter for program bus
•A/C, battery ( included) or 12V DC auto
DCELLCAST

FLIPJACK FEATURES:
•2XLR inputs ( mic and mic/line)
•1headphone out with volume ctrl
•Separate external tuner/aux input
•Powered by internal 9V battery
•LED level and low battery indicators

le*

The Konexx Mobile Konnector ( model
#60010) provides aquick analog
connection over any PBX or multi-line
phone system handset, directly to
your computer's modem or aPOTS/
hybrid codec.
The Phone2PC Advanced ( not shown)
lets you record phone conversations
to your Windows- based PC or laptop.
It includes Phone2PC software and
hardware that connects your phone's
handset to your computer's soundcard.
60010
PHONE2PCA

0129e
$ 339 0°

LowestPrice

fiom $129!

How many things can you plug into atelephone before n not atelephone any more? BSW would be HAPPY to help you find out!

Circuitwerkes
Auto Coupler Rack System
The AC- 12 fits up to 12 AL 1B auto- couplers
(sold separately). It offers two balanced
bridging input, switchable busses for audio
distribution. Each coupler card has an
individual 600 ohm bi-directional audio
connection with level trim.
FEATURES:
•LEDs for ring, on-line and clipping
•Strappable input attenuator which
accepts awide range of input signals
•Individual relay isolated, user-selected,
momentary or latching dry contacts
AC12

Mainframe
LowestPrice

'323 °'

ly $323!

Accessories:
ACIB Coupler card $ 158®
CP1
call progress decoder $99®

The New Irlustrr
standard Turntables

sTaNTo n

Stanton ST-150/STR8-150
Digital-Output Turntables
The rugged Stanton ST- 150 and STR8-150 turntables have
everything professionals need without additional gimmicks.
Very high torque provides superior playback. Both models offer
durable construction to minimize feedback, and aS/PDIF output.
ST- 150

FEATURES:
•Comes with popular Stanton 680HP cartridge
•Digital S/PDIF and selectable Phono/Line output
•Up to ± 50% pitch adjustment
•Key Correction and Reverse Play
•High-torque motor with start/brake speed adjustment
•Ultra-stable platter and arm
•Includes slipmat and " L"-ended cables

STR8-150

51153
STR8-150

S-shaped arm
Straight arm

Stanton STR8-80
Stanton ST- 100

Slit\ NM

Digital-Output Turntable
-he

Stanton ST- I
00 turntable lett ypu play forward and
ieverse with the sarne amount of torque, and includes
tine and S/PDIF outputs. Includesheadshell/slemat.
Note: cartridge sold eparately (see tts on page 58
FEATURES:
•S/PDIF digital output
•Phono or line ot..tout; 3.5 mm line input
•High-torque direct- drive motor
•Quartz- lock pitch control (±8/16/25%)
•Height- adjustable tone arm

OR

Aj.:

0-42E-844

Rolls VP29
Turntable Preamp
priced turntabe presmp with
ind siereo 1/4" TRS
VP 29

t576 00

STR8-80

FEATURES:
•5008 cartridge on headshell
•Straight aluminum tonearm
•Aluminum platter
• ± 10 pitch control slider
•Adjustable legs and counterweight
•Dust cover and slip mat
•Strobe speed light

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
ALL . 1

Stanton 680HP

00 4

4

sTaNTon
d•

The legendary 680HPIs suspension
is extremely stable for those lessthan-pertect setups. This package
features apair of 680HP
cartridges, pre- mounted on
headshells, in asturdy mini
flight COS?. Spherical stylus, . 7
Trackirg force: 2to 5grams.
680HPMP4

List $ 169.00

-4 - 4 4

List $ 359.00

LowestPrice

gin
only$333!

fiffl)

RDL Turntable

ART DeeJayPre
Turntable Preamp

RDL's Stick-On series ST-PH1 prov'des accurate,
low-noise preamplification. Feames: balanced and
unbalanced, hgh ard low-Zoutpirs with level controls;
total harmonic distortion from 10 Hz- 30 kHz it <0.03%
with hi-Zload and <0.015% with 5cc ohm load.

The AR i
re lb aphono
preamp ard RIÁA EQ circuit
housed in arugged metal case.
Features: RCA stereo I/O, 1/4" stereo jack,
ground connection. Includes 12V AC adapter.
DEEJAYPRE List $ 50.00

1-

Preamp

P100S

only$109!

ALL

The ATI PlOOS'quality
components allow it to
achieve a90 dB signal-to-noise
ratio, channel separation of 60 dB,
and minimum distortion 0.1%.

fre,
11111Mr:en
,
MK/ S59

LowestPrice

List $ 250.00
LowestPrice@bswura.com

ATI Turntable

Preamp

List $ 142.00

STR8-306

R

weliDL

STPH1

sTaNTOT1

Stanton's STR8-30B provides you with aquality
direct-drive turntable at an entry-level price.

List $ 449.00
R

Stanton STR8-308
Direct-Drive Turntable

The popular Stanton STR8-80 is astraight-tonearm
direct-drie turntable with analog and S/PDIF digital
outputst's loaded with pro features like reverse and
motor-off a3.5 mm line input, digital key adjustment/
master tempo, cuarta pitch lock, selectable pitch
adjustment (±8%, 12%), and remote start capability.
Includes Stanton 520S< cartridge.

Cartridge Pair

ST100 List 5799.00

sTaNTon

Digital-Output Turntable

LowestPrice

only$39!

Rane Turntable Preamp
The Rune PS1 has quality components for apristine
audio path, switchable cartridge loading capacitors,
balanced high- current line drivers, and RCA outs.
PS1RANE List $ 229.00

LowestPrice

only$169!

What LowestPrice@bswusa.tom means to you: We've or* the lowest ape' in rie nuntry, but manufacturers don't always let us print them. For your price quote, just send your request via e-mail addressed to
LowestPrice@bswusa.com,
:
Aso, www.bswusa.com or ALL as toll free 1-800-426-8434. No hard sell, no arm twisting - -- our prices and service speak for themselves
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Audio-Technica Direct Drive Turntable
with Remote Start Input
The Audio-Technica AT-PL120 boasts ahigh-torque direct
drive motor and includes apro ATP- 2cartridge/headshell.
FEATURES:
•Remote start/stop input
auciotechnka.
•S-shaped tonearm
•22/45/78 RPM
•Selectable line/phono output
•High-accuracy quartz pitch lock
•Electronic braking
•Cast aluminum platter w/slipmat
ATPL120

Stanton Phono Cartridges
The Stanton 520SK ( Di Craze signature
model) and 505SKII are designed for Dis and
turntablists.They're excellent for scratching, with
spherical-tip styli that track at 2-5 grams.

List $ 399.95

gerrtini

The 500EMKII is an excellert audiophile cartridge,
tracks at 1-2 grams and has an elliptical-tip stylus.

Gemini PDT6000
Digital-Output Turntable

The Stanton 680HP is apopular club cartridge,
durable with high output. The 500ALII is great for
club or studio use. Both have spherical styli with
excellent back-cueing.

The Gemini PDT6000 is adirect- drive turntable
with pro features like BPM/pitch display and
digital output.

The 680ELII is for general use and is rugged,
musical and responsive, wi:h an elliptical- tip stylus
All three track at 2-5 grams

FEATURES:
•S/PDIF output
•Switchable phono/line output
•Super- high-torque motor
•
Torque/brake adjustment
•Pitchfrempo adjust to 35%
•3speed/reverse operation
PDT6000

List $ 599.95

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
ROM_

1 300-42 -

4 4

List $ 69.00
List $ 59.00
List $49.00
List $ 36.00
List $ 39.00
List $ 28.00
List $ 90.00
List $ 45.00
List $ 80.00
List $ 30.00
List $ 54.00
List $49.00

DJ cartridge
DJ cartridge
Audiophile cartridge
Stylus/520SK
Stylus/505SKII
Stylus/500EMKII
DJ/club cartridge
Club/studio cartridge
Audiophile cartridge
Stylus for 500ALII
Stylus for 680ELII
Stylus for 680HP

520SK
505SKII
500EMKII
D5200SK
D5100SKIIT
D5OEMKII
680HP
500ALII
680ELII
D5100ALII
D6800ELII
D6800HP

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
R

ALL

1-

0 426 1434

MURE .

gernini

gernini
M447

Gemini XL50011 Direct Drive
Turntable with Pitch Bend

Gemini XL300 Direct Drive Turntable
berruni sXL30Ors an abordable direct- drive turntable
with aslider pitch control, soft-touch start/stop,
2- speed operation, switchable 115V or 230V, and
removable dust cover.

ise X1_50011 is apopular direct dl ive turntable for pro
performance at an affordable price.
FEATURES:
•S-shaped tone arm
•Pitch bend and ± 10% pitch control
•Soh-touch start/stop
•
Target light and headshell
XL50011 List 5299.95

XL300

List $ 249.95

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
RCA • 1- • 42 - 4 4

ALL : 1-

00-426-84

4

FINALSCRATCH2 List $ 799.00

58
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LowestPrice@bswusa.com
R

The popular M447 cartridge, afavorite of many
champion Dis worldwide, features aspherical
diamond stylus, high skip resistance and ultra- low
record wear for the ultimate in DJ/scratching use.
Tracking force is 1.5 to 3grams.

The SC35C and M25C are favorites for all-purpose DJ
use and feature spherical diamond styli and excellent
skip resistance (with tracking at 4to 5grams for the
SC35C and 1.5 to 3grams for the M25C), and high definition sound.

Stanton FinalScratch2 Vinyl/CD
Controller for Digital Music
Stanton's FinalScratch2 allows you to use any standard
turntable/mixer setup or CD deck to manipulate
digital music like ascratch DJ. Just load any digital
audio file onto your computer, then pick and choose
from your own playlist - your computer becomes
your record box. Time- coded vinyl records and CDs
allow you to control MP3 and other digital audio
files with all the features you already use, from pitch
control to braking to scratching.

Shure Phono Cartridges

The M44G strikes an ideal balance between skip
resistance and accurate sound, great for both
scratching and club use. Tracking is . 75 to 1.5 grams.

LowestPrice@bswusa.corn
OR

M25C

AL : 1-•-4 •-

M447
M44G
SC35C
M25C
N447
N44G
5535C
N25C

sTaNTon

434

Welcome to spin city. All you need is alittle vinyl, and RIAA egdaliel preamp, and astrong cue finger.

List $ 115.00
List $ 100.00
List $ 60.00
List $ 39.00
List $ 55.00
List $ 47.00
List $ 31.00
List $ 25.00

DJ phono cartridge
DJ/club phono cart.
DJ/club phono cart.
DJ/club phono cart.
Stylus for M447
Stylus for M44G
Stylus for SC35C
Stylus for M25C

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL

1-800 42

84

4

TASCAM
64.

Portable

z
;

Tascam 322 Dual Cassette Recorder
The Tasc,:. . ,,itically changes direct,
sensing leader, mir imizing switchover time. The dual
decks feature independent controls and RCA I/O for
each side. You also get Dolby B/C/HX Pro, continuous
recording/playback, an RS-232 port, corr-ol I/O and
cascade outputs. Ircludes wired remote. Add XLR
balanced I/O with he LA322 kit.
322TASCAM
Accessories:
LA322

Dual cassette recorder

List $649.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL - I 800 4

, 6-8434

Balanced XLR I/O

$9400

TASCAM

Quality
innialmearatz.

Marantz PMD201/222
Portable Cassette Recorders

FEATURES:
•AC power or 7.5 hours on three "
D" batteries
•Phone jack for direct telephone recording/playback
•Condenser mic and monitor speaker built in
•
Variable speed and auto/manual record level
•Line I/O and cue/review
PMD201
PM D222

2- head mono cassette recorder
3-head mono recorder w/XLR
OR CALL

122MKIII 3- head recorder w/ XLR I/O
112M KII

2- head recorder w/ RCA I/O

List $ 1,499.00
List $ 920.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

OR CALL
Accessories:
LA112
XLR I/0 kit for 112MKII

. 1 - aCC

426 8434

$82®

CLC221

padded case
LowestPrice

only $33!

TEAC

Teac Dual Cassette Recorder

Marantz Dual Cassette Recorder

The W79OR dual cassette de, K otters pro performance
at alow price. The W79OR has one recordirig deck. Both
feature auto- reverse, high-speed and synchro reverse
dubbing, Dolby B/C/HX Pro, and RCA I/O. Optional
RM860 rackmount kit.

The PMD505 is an affordable 2- head auto rever .edual
well cassette deck with asingle record deck. It features
Dolby B/C/HX Pro, synchro reverse dubbing, aurcenatic
tape bias selector, recorc mute with auto pause. RCA I/C,
and awireless remote.

W79OR

PMDSOS

1record/1 play deck

Accessories:
RM860

•

List $429.99
List $ 569.99

Carry your portable cassette recorder ir this
protective Marartz padded case. It's aareat
investmert at only $ 33.00!

1 800 426 8434

Achieve the ultimate in cassette audio wi:h the Tascam
122MKIII. This high end 3- head deck boasts aprecision
direct- drive motor and is loaded with pro features like a
real-time tape counter; two locate points and RTZ;
Dolby B/C/HX Pro; 25- pin D-sub connector paralle' port
for remote transport control; and balanced XLR I/0.
The 112MKII delive-s high performance bit with
RCA I/0; add balance_d XLR I/O with the _A112 kit.

Portable Recorder Case

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

122A4Kill

Tascam 122MKIII/112MKII
Cassette Recorders

PMD222

Marantz set the standard for portable field cassette
recorders. The PMD201 has 2heads; and the PMD222
features 3heads and adds an XLR input.

41.O1&ate»

LowestPrice
Rackmount kit

List $ 219.00

only$173!
829®

2-head dual deck, 1record

List $ 399.99

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

Accessories:4
WRC200MKII Wired remote for PMD505
OR CAI L

I 800-9

-

4

169"

DENON
TASCAM
•

202MKII
t%.

Tascam 202MKIII/102MKIL
10214Kil
Dual/Single Cassette Recorders
The 202MKIII dual recorder can make two copies
simultaneously from one external source.
202MIUI FEATURES:
•Normal/high-speed dubbing
•Continuous auto-reverse play/record
•Dolby B/C/HX Pro
•Dual mic inputs and RCA I/O
The 2- head 102MKII is alow cost, rackmomnt single deck
with auto tape selection and BIAS fine adjustment, front
panel headphone jack, and RCA I/O.
202MKIII 2-head dual cassette recorder List $ 525.00
102PAKII 2- head single cassette recorder List $399.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL - 1 800 426 8434

TASCAM

Denon DN78OR Dual Deck Auto
Reverse Cassette Recorder

Tascam CC-222 mkii 2- in- 1
Cassette and CD-RW Recorder

The DN78OR dual recordei is arugged pro deck loaded
with broadcast- ready features and control. Optional XLR
balancing kit and wired/wireless remote controls.

idSCdfll s
LL-; 22 rnkii Lorlipines aprofessionalquality stereo cassette deck with aCD-RW recorder.
Dedicated RIAA phono inputs allow you to recorc CDs
or cassettes directly from any turntable. The CC-222
also offers internal dubbing from cassette-to-CD and
CD-to- cassette. Asiariety of connectons let you record
casse:tes or Os from any external source. See page 63
for more details.

FEATURES:
•Dual-well auto-reverse with Dolby B, C, HX Pro
•Dual recording, both decks or deck Ato Brelay
•Independent recording and pitch control per deck
•R5-232C and parallel D-sub 25 dry contact port
•Quick reverse with end-of-tape sensor
•Peak hold level meter

CC222MKII

List $ 949.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
Oft CALL : 1

DN78OR
Accessories:
ACD780
RCU620
RC770TW

Dual auto- reverse deck

List $ 719.99

LowestPrice

only $549!

XLR I/O kit for DN78OR
Wireless remote
Wired remote

117"
584"

00-426-8434

Quality Cassettes

BSW carries high-quality
cassettes in two grades.
LOWEST for lengths and
quantities.

What lowest Price dbswusa.com means to you: Wye got the lowest prices in the country, but manufacturers don't always let as Ore them For your puce quote, just send your request vk
L
rwest Price bswusa.com,
www.bswasa.com OR CALL us toll free 1-800-426-8434. No hard sell, lo ern Pmsting—our prices and service ,peak forthernset,

SOURCE EQUIPIV
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zazzamparsizat
Marantz Cassette
Recorder and CD Mayer
The Marantz PMD351 packs independent cassette arid
CD daks into asingle unit.
FEATURES:
•Separate/combined tape and CD outs
•RCA outputs and RS232 remote port
•S/PDIF CD output and 1/4" mic inputs
•Independent fader starts
•Auto- reverse and CD cue-to- music
PMD351

Stanton 5550/5650 Dual Deck CD Players with Remote/Fader Start

List $ 599.99

LowestPrice@bswusa.corn
Accessories:
XLR350PMD

A

1-

-4

balanced XLR I/O kit

5550

- 8434

169'

You won't find abetter value on apro rackmount
dual-deck CD player than Stanton's 5550.

Stanton's S650MKII dual CC player ( not shown) adds
even more functions for ex:ensive control.

FEATURES:
•Instant Start, Remote/Fader Start and Auto-Cue
•Pitch fader (± 10%) and pitch bend (to ± 16%)
•Relay playback (flip-flop)
•LCD with time, frames and looping
•4-speed scanning and 20-track program play
•S/PDIF output and 8cm CD single- ready
•Separate 2RU remote/drawer units

FEATURES:
•Instant Start, Remote/Fader Start and Auto-Cue
•Multi- purpose jog wheel with 6scan speeds
•Seamless looping and buffer memory
•Buffer memory and pitch display
•30 programmable tracks on each side
•Real-time cue and instant cue point recall
•Single, continue and sleep modes

5550

Denon Cassette
Recorder and CD Player

FEATURES:
•CD Instant start/Cue to music/Power-On Play
•CD/Tape pitch control ± 12%
•CD direct track entry ( 11 keys)
•Digital coaxial S/PDIF CD player output
•Unbalanced, Balanced, Balanced Mono output.
•External Control via RS- 232C
•Cascade and External Sync
DNT625 List $ 599.99

LowestPrke only $499!

Wristwatch remote
Wireless remote
Wired remote

LowestPrice

only$199!

DENON

Dencn's DNT625 is anew combo CD playelcassette
recomer with advanced professional capabilities

Accessories:
RC41
RCU620
RC620

List $599.00

DE

FEATURES:
•Fader Start and Instant Start
•S/PDIF output and pitch bend
•Pitch control ranges of ± 8, 12, 16%
List $ 249.00

meat
seem..

DN951FA
1MI

sTaNTOn

Denon DN951FA/961FA CD Players

only $149!

The DN951FA is arobust stJclio CD player for use with
Denon's protective CD cart shells. The DN961FA is a
dras'.,, rloading version. Analog/digital XLR outputs
FEATURES:
•Instant cueing by aselect dial; audition function
•Single or continuous play; fader start input
•Digital display showing remaining or elapsed time
•Preview the ending of acut
•Complete remote accessibility
•Denon's Auto Track Select reads optional barcode
labels for 3levels of control (cart version only)

11101111
2!....

Tascam Cassette
Recorder and CD Player

TASCAM

fascam's CD-A700 ts aCD player and auto- reverse
cassette deck in one convenient rackmount unit.

The affordable CD-A500 otters RCA outputs.
CDA700 List $ 650.00
CDA500 List $469.00

60

DN951FA
DN961FA

Gemini
ICDJ Tabletop
CD Player

LowestPrkettbswusa.corn
OR CALL : 1 800-42
84 4
,

List $ 429.95

List $ 1,599.99
List $ 1,599.99

lewestPrke@bswusa.com
00-426- 4 4

The Gemini !Cal is astylish new tabletop CD
player, fitted with afront- loading slot mechanism
to ensure protection for your discs. Controlling the
unit has been made easier thanks to anew soft
touch jog wheel and feather- light touch buttons.

ICDJ

Uses CD cart shells
Drawer load ng player

OR CALL 1Accessories:
ACD5B
CD cart shells/25 pack

FEATURES:
•Anti- shock using RAM buffer memory
•Slot in mechanism with red LED display
•Fully programmable direct access keypad
•Single auto-cue/continuous play mode
•Pitch bend via jog wheel or buttons
•Large red backlit LCD display
•Coax S/PDIF and analog RCA outputs
•
Variable pitch control of 4%, 8%, and 16%

FEATURES:
•Combined and CD- only outputs
•RCA and balanced XLR outputs
•S/PDIF CD player output
•Enhanced dubbing capabilities
•Wireiess remote

NON

DENON

• •
The 5250 boasts sleek
design, cool features,
nerei
convenient top•
mounted controls/
display, at agreat price.

gernini

(1)A, ( it:
Sack Panel

List $ 999.00

Stanton 5250
Table-Top
CD Player

5250

$100 00
040'
0105e

5650MKII

LowestPrice

only $279!

Gemini Slot-Load
CDJ-02 CD Player
The Gemini CDJ-02 has 3
time display modes, a
continuous play function, and
frame accurate search.
Convenient front slot-loadilg
design lets sou switch disc: fast

List $ 118.75

eselle%
le

s••
111:.

gemini

FEATURES:
•S/PDIF output, jog wheel & RAM anti-shock
•Direct track/cue point access keyboard
•Pitch bend and variable z16% pitch
CD102

List $ 339.95 LowestPrice

ly$199!

BSW offers every way possible to record music and dialog. And once you've got it, we offer limitless options for changing formats and media, and duplicating it in whatever quantities you need. Sometimes we even amaze ourselves!

1111111111111111111111MMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIlree
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The Marantz PMD331 and PMD340 CD players
deliver exceptional performance and professional
features. The PMD340 adds ahigh- durability CD meth
designed to hold up to the heaviest continuous use.
1

%

Mr,

1. 1
70;111
.

Gemini CDX601 CD Player

t

gamin'

Incredible price! This top-seliing Gemini CDX601
CD Player has everything you need for on-air or studio
playback: cue-to- music, Instant Start, S/PDIF output and
arugged rackmount chassis. Save 50% now at BSW!
CDX601 List $ 299.95

LowestPrice

only$149!

.•

•ma

ae

FEATURES:
•Multi-function programmable cue
•Jog wheel search/pitch bend
•RCS remote I/O
• ± 12% pitch control
•10-digit keypad for direct track access
•Instant Start
PMD331
PMD340

List $ 709.99
List $ 879.99

•10- second shock buffer
•A- Baudio loop playback
•Audible frame- by-frame search
•RCA and balanced XLR I/O
•Optical/RCAYLR 5/PDIF digital outs
•GPI port with fader start

OR CALL

Tascam CD450
Studio CD Player

1-

- 4 6-44

Gemini CDX402 Dual CD Player

Gemini MPX3 CD/MP3 Player

The CDX-402 is 3 pro dual CD player that features 12%
pitch with pitch bend, mechanical anti-skip protection,
single auto-cue / continuous play, multi- speed .
icg
search wheel, looping feature, + 10 track selector, digital
output ( BNC-S/PDIF), and fly cue.

The MPX3 dual anti- shock CD/MP3 player lets you
carry crates' worth of tracks on MP3 CD- Rdiscs,
and is loaded with all the great features you want.
It features ± 16% pitch control with bend, looping,
cueing and text display, S/PDIF output and RoboStart, dual jog wheels, frame-accurate, fast search,
anti- shock memory, instant start and cue preview,
and rackmount control/player units. Order this
powerful new pro deck today.

LowestPtice@bswusatom
1-

426 8434

MPX3

Marantz PMD325 CD/MP3 Player
The Marantz Plv1D32:
rfessional CD player
with plenty of flexibility. VVitn MP3 compatibility and
the ability to play any CD, CD- Ror CD-RW ( including
uní nalized discs) it offers alot of versatility.
M.M.MIRUC'
FEATURES:
•RS-232 , RC5 and GPI control ports
•Pitch control and A- Bloop
•Auto Cue and ID3/MP3/CD text support
•Balanced XLR outputs
•AES/EBU, coax and optical digital outputs
•10- key and knob for direct track access

Accessories:
RC450C Wired remote
LA450
Balanced XLR I/O kit

575 0
s115"°

Denon DND4000
Dual Deck DJ CD/MP3 Player
Denon's DN-D4000 professional dual CD deck is
loaded with features you won't want to do without,
including " hot starts" that let you seamlessly control
cue points on the fly and slam- mix from track to track
FEATURES:
•MP3 playback
•Control cue points on the fly
•S/PDIF digital output
•Brake mode and stutter cue
•Extreme jog wheel pitch bend
DND4000

List $ 699.00

•Rotary track . elector knob
•Fader start with 4cue points
•End- of-track alert
•Sleep function
•
Two seamless loops per drive

•Auto- relay for unattended play
•LED tray illuminavon
-10-second CD shock memory
•100-second MP3 shock
memory

Lomseerice@bs.vusa.corn

DENON

6-8434

LowestPrice@bswusacom
OR

A

1-LO. 4 64

Tascam CD160 CD Player

TASCAM

Tascams CD- 160 is acost-effective CD player th
inclxles aS/PDIF output. Also includes front- panel
direct track access keypad; Auto-Cue, headphone rack;
'6% pitch contrcl, wireless remote; Timer Play function;
Program/Shuffle Play; unbalan:ed RCA analog output.
CD160 List $ 349.00

4

List $ 699.95

R CALL : 1-800-4

PMD325 List $519.99

•mx, era •••• •••

TASCAM

CD450 List $ 799.00

CDX402 List $ 389.95

PMD340

Lomserice@bsvousa.com

Step up to the next level of audio performance with
the Tascam CD450. It's loaded with features like auto
cue; auto ready; LOWEST function; numeric keys on
front panel; fader start/event start; ± 12% pitch contrcr;
unbalanced RCA output .and S/PDIF digital output.

gernirai
.

iYAT4

Marantz PMD331 /340
Commercial-Grade CD Players

Affordable
CD Player with
instant start
•

T7'1

LeAfeStPriCe@bSWUSa£011.1
RCA
1-80'-426-8434

What LowestPrice bswusa.com means to yod:
LowestPrice bswusa.com

Denon DND9000
Dual Deck DJ CD/MP3 Player
Denon's higher- end DND9000 is an amazing dual
CD player, delivering advanced functions such as onboard effects, easy- maintenance removable drives,
an auto/manual BPM counter, and simultaneous
playback of two tracks from the same disc!
FEATURES:
•MP3 playback
•Play 2tracks from the same disc!
•4seamless loops per tracVdisc
•4Hot Starts
•
Two 15-second samplers
DND9000

•Seamless looping
•6stutter cue play points
•Scratch effect and A/B loop
•On-the-fly loop editing
•6on- board effects

•Jog wheel
•S/PDIF output and fader start
•Save up to 5000 loops
•16-second shock memory

List $ 1,599.00

the country, but manufacturers don't always let us print trees. Ici your price quote. just rendyour request via e-mail
www.bswusa.com ,. .
rr call us toll free 1-800-426-8434. No hard-sell, no armtwistirg—our pri.eard serwce speak for themselves.

DENON
iddr59 -dt
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DNC680
•

«1

Marantz PMD930 Progressive Scan DVD Player

•

DEMON wawa- an env.. satsal

The PMD930 is ideal for installed use, with optional elimination
of all on- screen display icons. Rackmount kit includec.

C7-7

• •
•

iii

The Denon DNC680 provides ultimate flexibility 3nd high performance.
The DNC635 is an affordable pro deckwith MP3 playback capability.
DNC680 FEATURES:
•25-track programming
•Plays unfinalized CD-Rdiscs
•Jog wheel search
•Single-frame accurate search
•Auto Cue and Auto Edit
•RCA/balanced XLR outputs
•AES/EBU digital output
•Stop/next/re-cue finish modes

1 800 42

8434

Tascam DVD6500 Progressive Scan DVD Player w/ MP3
Offering professional features and arackmount chassis, the Tascam DV- D6500 is pel fect
for installed studio use. With true progressive scan video, K.-232 :ontrol and multiple format playback including MP3, it delivers everything you need f
pr media playback.
FEATURES:
•Coax and optical S/PDIF output
•Language andangle controls
•Digital surround output
•Wireless remote control

•True progressive scan output
•RS- 232 port for extensive control
•Reads DVD-R, CD- R, CD-RW
•RCA analog outputs
List $599.00

DVD6500

LowestPrice@bswusa.cona
OR CALL

1-800-4 - 8934

800 421, 8434
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DENON
_
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Single

RCA/XLR
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DENON
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DND4000
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RCA
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DENON
—
GEMINI

DND9000

Dual

RCA

CDX60i

Single

RCA

Control

List Price

BSW Price

YES

$1,599.99

LOWEST

YES

$1,599.99

LOWEST

YES
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$369.99

LOWEST

YES

YES

5639.95

LOWEST

$1,099.00

LOWEST

---
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YES

YES
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YES

YES

±16°L
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YES

NO
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NO
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$1,599.00
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NO
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$389.95

LOWEST
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GEMINI
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±12%

GEMINI
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i

YES
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5339.95

GEMINI
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OR CAL

DNC680 Back Panel

OR CALL

4

LOWES1PriCeeliSWUSB.COM

TASCAM

LowestPrice@bswusa.corn

turer

List $849.99

PMD930

DNC635 FEATURES:
•MP3 playback
•Index search and A- Brepeat
•Instant Start and Cue to Music
•Pitch control to ±9.9%
ONC635 Back Fane!
•Parallel remote port
•. deliver; alot
•RCA/balanced XLR outputs
at agreat price, including pitch control and MP3
•Coaxial S/PDIF output
playback capaoilities. It also features CD-R/RW
•Headphone output
playback compatibility, Instant Star., direct t7ack
DNC680 List $ 1,099.00
select buttons, CD-Text, and auto cue.
DNC635 List $639.99
DNC615 List $ 369.99

Manufac-

•Time search and DVID=R playback
•Fine-tune video controls
•Wireless remote control

•True progressive scan output
•RS-232 port and NTSC/PAL
•Multi-voltage 120-230V use
•User- defined background

DENON

Denon DNC680/635/615 CD Players

BIM

FEATURES:

•

DNC635

11111211«

MPX3
PMD325
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RCA
- -- --Single
XLR
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±16%

NO

YES
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YES
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NO
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YES

NO

NO

YES

YES

YES

NO
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__

LOWEST
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LOWEST

$149.00
—

MARANTZ
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12",

—MARANTZ
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YES

YES

YES

NO

YES

5709.99
--$8 79 .
99
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_
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Single

RCA
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NO

±16°A

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

$2419.00

STANTON
—
STANTON

Si50

YES

$599.00

5199.00

S650MKII
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RCA
RCA
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YES

±16 04,

NO

YES

NO

NO

—

LOWEST

YES

±16%

NO

YES

NO

NO

YES

$999.00

LOWEST

YES

YES

YES

NO

YES

$799.00

LOWEST

NO

NO

YES

NO

NO

$349.00

LOWEST

TASCAM

CD450
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NO

±12%

TASCAM

CD160

Single

, RCA

Coaxial

NO

±6''.

Nothing beats adan to preseit aclear inclicarion ef the compatibdity andar differences between products. Except aoigger chart
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HHb CDR830/PLUS CD Recorders
,_,11,p,inent of
professional features, including XLR inputs! An advanced
laser assembly delivers consistent, accurate recordings.
The standard CDR830 ( not the Plus model) does not
have the XLR I/O or Word Clock input. We recommend
high-quality CDR8OS CD- Rs optimized by HHb for ideal
performance during low-speed audio recording.

l
tr0 =
00
„
0-0
0

$
t

o

o

CDR830PLUS Back Panel
tz=

Portable
Two Deck CD Recorder/Player

HHB Blank
Recordable CD-Rs

FEATURES:
•Word Clock input via BNC (CDR830 PLUS only)
•Balanced XLR ( PLUS only) and unbalanced RCA I/O
•AES/EBU ( PLUS only) and optical/coax S/PDIF I/O
•Parallel remote input and SCMS-free digital input
•Double-speed CD finalization

Tnisi-1H8 79-m nute, 59 second
O-Ris 12x certified, with Phdialocyanine cye
and silver reflective layer. It's optimi:ed for
professional audio applications.

CDR830PLUS
CDR830

CDR80S-10PK

List $ 829.00
List $ 649.00

10- pack of CD- Rs

1-

0

4 -

FEATURES:
•XLR and 1/4" mic/line inputs and mi*: preamp
•Built-in microphone and speaker
•2x speed CD dupl.cation
•Change playback key/tempo and play along

only $999!

LomstPrice@bswusa.corn
R

The Superscope PSD3(10 comoines aCO-R/RW recorder
with aCD-R/RW plavei featuring innovative CD
manpulation controls. Ir addition to its recording ,ire,
the unit's CD player features special controls allowing
mus clans to practice with their favorite artist Of a
specialized music accompaniment CD and manipulate
the key or tempo of that music on the rly.

034

PSD300

List $ 1J49.00

Tascam CD-RW750 CD Recorder
The new CD-RW750 is astudio CD recorder that lets
you digitally adjust gain and make custom fade-ins/outs
from 3-30 seconds.
TASCAM
FEATURES:
•RCA analog I/O and optical/coax S/PDIF digital I/O
•24- bit AID-D/A conversion
•CD text and A- Brepeat features
•Digital gain adjustment and sample rate conversion
•Fade-ins/fade-outs from 3-30 seconds
•Sync start and auto/manual track increment
•Wireless remote control
CDRW750

Tascam CC-222 MKII 2-inCD-RW and Cassette Recorder
Tascan's CC-222 mkii combine apro'essionalquaky stereo ca . sette deck with aCD-PW recorder.
Dedicated RIAA phono inputs allow you to recorc CDs
or cas.ettes direc tly from any turntable. The CC- 222
also offers internal dubbing from cassette-to-CD and
CD-to cassette. Avariety of connection; let you record
:asset:es or CDs from any external source.
CC222MKII

List $ 679.00

List $949.00

TASCAM

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
R

A I.

1-8 - 4

-

CC222MKII FEATURES:
•RIAA phono inputs for recordirag LPs
•Dub CD-to-Tape or Tape-to-CD internally
•Stereo analog I/O on RCA connectors
•S/PDIF digital I/O on both coaxial and optical ports
•Built-in sample rate converter
•Adjustable fade in/out, single/contiruous/
program/random play modes
•Cassette auto reverse, Dolby B, return-to-zero
•Headphone output w/selectable monitoring
•Includes wireless remote
•Durable 3U rackmount design

4 4

Great CDR300 Package Deal

BSW lias aGreat package deal fealuring the
CDR300, adding an Audio-Technica AT825 stereo
mir with dual-XLR Ycable and a100- pack of
CDRs.Get it today!

Marantz CDR300
Portable CD Recorder
The CDR300 by Marantz offers the
functionality of aprofessional tape
recorder while recording directly
to inexpensive, readily-available
CD-R/RW media thru either the
built-in microphone or from
external sources via the stereo XLR
and 1/4" mic/line inputs.
CDR300

Pr"

List $ 899.99

I'M only $699!

CDR300PKG

FEATURES:
•Built-in microphone and limite•
•Built-in speaker arad neadphone jack
•Stereo XLR and 1/4" mic/line inputs
•Built-in mic preamp
•48V phantom power
•Analog RCA I/O arid digital S/PDIF I/O
•Manual or auto recording level
•3- band master EQ and IR remote
•Runs on AC or optional battery pack

What lowestPrice bswusa.com means to you:
LowestPriceebswusa.com

Aod the RPS300 DC battery pack (sold separately)
and go completely portable.
CDR300PKG
LowestPrice
Accessories:
RPS300

CD recording package
List $ 1,423.50

package only $999!
Battery pack
List $ 215.00

$
159»

ilieccoinlry,bur manufadarersJon't ..lways let us print then. For your lime quote, Just send your roquest via e-mail addressec to
www.bswusa.com ACM. us toll free1-800426-8434. 4o hardsel;, no arm twisting— ow prices and service sp:ak forthemselves
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Tascam DV-RA1000
Master Audio/DSD
DVD/CD Recorder
Introducing the new standard tià b.ef CO audio recording: DSD ¡ Inc. ‘.4)er Augio L.
audiophile standard) in an affordable DVD+R/RW recorder. The DV-RA1000 records
standard CD audio or to DVDs at up to 192 kHz/24-bit resolution, as well as recording
in the DSD format. It features aiser-friendly front panel interface, wired remote and
professional connections including USB 2.0 port and RS-232 serial control.
FEATURES:
TASCAM
•High- quality stereo recording at up 24-bit/192 kHz or DSD format
•Records to DVD+R/RW, CD-R/RW media
•Multiband compression and 3- band EQ mixdown effects
•USB 2.0 port for use as DVD data drive
•Balanced AES/EBU I/O, running at normal, double-speed, double-wire formats
•Balanced XLR and unbalanced RCA I/O
•SDIF-3 DSO I/O for external conversion and processing of DSD audio
•
Word Sync In, Out, Thru; RS-232C serial control; PS/2 keyboard connector
•
Wired remote control kit; user-definable function keys
•Records to standard CDDA, Broadcast Wave & DSDIFF formats
•Supports UDF disk format for cross platform computer compatibility
DVRA1000

List $ 1499.00

The Alesis MasterLink ML-9600 is acomplete mastering solution popular in studios
everywhere, combining abuilt-in hard disk recorder (now double the size - 4) GB!),
ma:tering tools and CD burner. Great as an end-of-chain CD recorder or recording,
project or mastering studios, it can burn Red Book-compliant 16-bit/24 kHz CDs and
alsc higher resolutions of up to 24-bit/96 kHz.
FEATURES:
•Burn Red Book CDs or highres 24-bit/96 kHz audio
•7.5 hours of stereo recording capacity at 24-bit/96 kHz
•DSP editing with compression and peak limiting
•
Total control of fade-ins, fade-outs, gain, and more
•Multiple sample rates up to 96 kHz
•16 play lists with up to 99 songs each
•Balanced XLR and unbalanced RCA I/O
•AES/EBU and S/PDIF digital I/O
ML9600

List $ 1,699.00

1-0iNeserice@bswusa£om
R CALL 1- - 426- 4

UmestPrice@bswusacorn
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Denon DNC55OR Dual Well CD-RW Recorder/Duplicator
The new Denon DN-055OR is adual drive CD-R/CD-W recorder for high- quality
recording and fast dubbing of Os. with HDCD compatib edubbing. SCMS-free
recording, and balanced XLR inr)uts. 2RU rackmount unit.
FEATURES:
•Ignores SCMS copy protection
•HDCD dubbing compatible and CD text/titling compatible
•24- bit A/D-D/A and synchronized recording
•Sample rate converter and 2x CD dubbing
•Simultaneously play both decks and relay/mixed
playback modes
•Balanced XLR input with mixed/independent
RCA outputs
•Coax and optical digital input and 4digital outputs
•IR remote control included
DNC55OR

ALEsis

Alesis MasterLink 9600
CD Recording/Mastering System

DENON

Marantz CDR510
Dual Well CD-RW
Recorder/Duplicator
The
R510 dual-well CD recordirs
r„,.— ,
from any analog or digital source, duplication from the second internal CD player.
RS-232 control port included. 2RU rackrnount unit.
FEATURES:
•Record from any source and duplicate from internal deck
•MP3 playback with pitch control
•Simultaneously play both decks to separate outputs
•Easy rearrangement of tracks before burning adisc
•Defeatable SCMS copy protection and CD-TEXT creation
•Digital/analog recording level and balance adjustment
•RCA/balanced XLR analog inputs and coax/optical S/PDIF inputs
•Unbalanced RCA analog and coax S/PDIF output
•Remote control and RS-232 control port
CDR510

List $ 919.99

List $ 949.99

mom rWITSUI

HHb CDR8OS CD-R
Optimized for Pro Audio

Miicroboards CDR8OZYPA
CD-Rin Jewel Box

This HHb 79 minute, 59 second CD-Ris
12X certified, with Phthalocyanine dye
and silver reflective layer. It's optimized
for professional audio applicatiors

This Mitsui 74 milute CD- Ris 12X
certified, with Phthalocyanine dye and
gold reflective layer. Test results proved
ideal performance in all types and
speeds of CD-Rreaders and writers.

Thh, Taiyo Yuden 80 minute CDR is up to
48X certified, with super Cyanin dye and
silver reflective layer. Silver laquer top
surface.

CDR805-10PK CD-R/box (x10)

CDR74GOLD

CDR8OZYPA-10PK

LowestPrice

64

Mitsui CDR74GOLD
CD-Rin Jewel Box

only $999!

CD-R/box (each)

only $1
39!

CD-R/box ( x10)

LowestPrice Only $699

Microboards
CDR8OZZ100SB-ZM
CD-R100-Pack
These CD-Rs are manufactured by
industry innovator Taiyo Yuden for the
highest quality, and certified at 52X!
Silverlaquer top surface.
CDR8OZZ100SB-ZM

100- pack

only $3995 !

Accessories:
CDBOX
Plastic CD box each

What LowestPrice bswusa.com means to yoa:
got the lowest prices in the country, but manufacturers don't always let us print them. For your price quote, just send your request via e-mail addressed to
LowestPrice bswusa.com
• www.bswusa.com CALI. us toll free 1-800-42h-8434. No hard-sell, no arm twisting—our prices and service speak for themselves.
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DV-RA1000
High-Defnition Audio
Master / Mixdown

Il"qh 1.1.1.en Au:. Mee* • ecenloof

Recorder
Introducing the new standard for stereo audio record-

•Word Sync In, Out, Thru

ing: DSD (the Super Audio CD audiophile standard) in an

•RS- 232C serial control

affordable DVD recorder. The DV-RA1000 records standard

•PS/2 keyboard connector for title editing

CD audio or DVDs at up to 192kI-12/24-bit resolution, as well

•Wired remote control kit

as recording in the DSD format. It features auser-friendly

•Large, backlit LCD display

font panel interface, wired remote and professional con-

•Records to standard CD DA, Broadcast Wave

nections including USB 2.0 port and RS- 232 serial control.

and DSDIFF formats

•High- quality stereo recording at up to 192kHz/24-bit

•Dedicated input level control and adjustable maximum

or DSD format

output level

•Records to DVD+R/RW, CD-R/RW media

•± 6% pitch control

•Multiband compression and 3- band EO mixdown effects

•Power- on Play feature

USB 2.0 port for use as DVD data drive and transferring to

•Various play/record modes such as auto track increment,

DAW

auto cue, auto ready, single/continuous play

-Balanced AES/EBU inputs and outputs, running at

& program A/B play

normal, double- speed and double- wire formats

•Headphone output

•Balanced XLR and unba.anced RCA I/O

•Supporrts UDF disk format for cross platform

SDIF-3 DSD I/O for external conversion and processing

computer compatibility

of DSD audio
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MD-CD1
Professional CD Player /
MiniDisc® Recorder

•Edit function
Combines CD playback and MiniDisc recording in a2U

•Overwrite recording

rack mount package. Each MD-CD1 component has its own

• ± 12.5% pitch control

analog and digital ins and outs and pitch control.

•Dedicated Digital I/O (optical) and analog I/O ( RCA)

CD Features:

•PS/2 keyboard input for title input and external control

-MP3 file playback / 103 tag display

Combined Features

±16% pitch control

•4x speed MiniDisc duplication

•Change Tempo without affecting the'key

•MD- CD continuous playback

•Dedicated digital and analog outputs

•Wireless IR remote controller

•Transport control with PS/2 keyboard
MD Features

•RS- 232C serial control
•Optional balanced I/O board ( LA-MC1)

•Supports ST, MONO, LP2 and LP4 mode ( REC/PLAY)

•2U rackmountable form factor

TASCAM®

:E EQUIPMErk

UM.
Microboards Copy Writer Pro CD-R/RW
Duplication Towers w/Hard Drives

Microboards DVD/CD Duplication
Tower with Hard Drive

eThe DSR DVD-D8810 is aDVD/CD duplicator with 10

Microboards'CopyWriter Pro series are CD-RW duplication
towers each with ahard drive, one reader and from two to
ten recorders. The hard drive provides storage of up to 10 disc
images, and the remote control/display allows easy use.

Pioneer drives which can duplicate up to 60 4.7 GB
DVDs or 160 700 MB CDs an hour! Easy-to- read, two line
LCD display ensures easy detection of errors and status
monitoring. The 80 GB hard drive allows the user to
archive up to 10 images.

FEATURES:
•Make multiple copies at 52x speed
•80 GB hard drive for data extraction
•Remote control/display
CWPRO252
CWPRO352
CWPRO452
CWPRO552
CWPRO852
CWPRO1052

1read, 2record w/HD
1read, 3record w/HD
1read, 4record w/HD
1read, 5record w/HD
1read, 8record w/HD
1read, 10 record w/HD

List
List
List
List
List
List

$ 1,225.00
$ 1,295.00

FEATURES:
.Ten 8x DVD duplicators for high output
•LCD display and one-touch duplication
•Speed-selectable duplication
•Reads/writes DVD±R/RW and CD-R/RW
•Supports writing to HD and DVD/CD simultaneously

•

$1,395.00

CWPRO852

$ 1,545.00
$ 1,895.00
$ 1,895.00

DVDD8810

c.RF.
Peeil

The Quick Disc series of duplicators offer fast,
easy CD-R/RW desktop duplication at low prices.
LED indicators keep you informed of burn status,
minimizing wasted discs. Write speed is 16x max.

FEATURES:
•Make multiple copies at 52x speed
•Completely self-contained CD-RW duplication
2record
3record
4record
5record

CWT852
CWT1052

1read, 8record
1read, 10 record

List
List
List
List

MICROBOARDS

Microboards QD2/QD123
Quick Disc CD-R/RW Duplicators

Microboards'LopyVVriter series are CD-RW duplication
towers, similar to above but without hard drives.

1read,
1read,
1read,
1read,

List $ 3,395.00

•chnaropy

Microboards Copy Writer
CD-R/RW Duplication Towers

CWT252
CWT352
CWT452
CWT552

10- drive DVD/CD tower

FEATURES:
•1-to- 1and 1-to- 3CD duplication mini-towers
•1MB memory buffer for accurate burns
•Duplicates audio, data, video, photo CDs
•Fast, easy desktop CO copying

. .. . ;

$ 995.00
$ 1,035.00
$ 1,095.00
$ 1,145.00

CWT552

List $ 1,495.00
List $ 1,525.00

QD2
QD123

1read, 1record
1read, 3record

List $ 279.00
List $ 599.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
R

ALL

1 8 0-426-
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CD Recorders/Duplicators
Manufacturer

Product

•of

CD Text

High-Speed

Wells

Display

Copy

Digital I/O

Jack

Renate

Drive

List Price

BSW Price

No

$1,699.00

LOWEST

ALESIS

ML9600

1

Yes

No

RCA/XLR

AES/EBU, S/PDIF

Yes

No

DENON

DNC55OR

2

Yes

2x

RCA/XLR in

Coaxial, optical

Yes

1/8

No

$919.99

LOWEST

1

Yes

2x

RCA

Coaxial, optical

Yes

1/8

No

$649.00

LOWEST

1

Yes

2x

RCA/XLR

Yes

I/R

No

$829.00

LOWEST I

No

$949.99

LOWEST

HHB

CDR830

Coaxial, optical,

CDR830
HHB

66

Hard

Headphone
Analog I/O

PLUS

AES/EBU

MARANTZ

CDR510

2

Yes

2x

RCA/XLR In

Coaxial, optical

Yes

I/R

MARANTZ

CDR300

1

No

No

RCA/XLR In

Coaxial

Yes

No

No

$899.00

5699.00

MICROBOARDS

CWT852

1/8

No

52x

N/A - CD duplication tower

No

No

$1,495.00

LOWEST

Wired

80 GB

$1,895.00

LOWEST

MICROBOARDS

CWPRO852

1/8

No

52x

N/A - CD duplication tower

MICROBOARDS

DVDD8810

1/10

No

24x CD/8x DVD

N/A - CO/OVO duplication tower

No

80 GB

$3,395.00

LOWEST

No

No

$279.00

LOWEST

MICROBOARDS

QD2

1/1

No

16x

N/A - CD duplication tower

SUPERSCOPE

PSD300

1/1

No

No

RCA/XLR In

Coaxial

Yes

No

No

$1,149.00

LOWEST

TASCAM

CC222MKII

1/1 tape

No

CD/cans combo

RCA

Coaxial, optical

Yes

I/R

No

$949.00

LOWEST

No

$679.00

LOWEST ,

TASCAM

CDRW750

1

Yes

No

RCA

Coaxial ,optical

Yes

I/R

TASCAM

DVRA1000

1

Yes

No

RCA/XLR

Coaxial, XLR, USB

Yes

Wired

No

51,499.00

,_OWEST

No

$373.75

LOWEST

TELEX

1-52NH

1/1

No

52x

N/A - CD duplication tower

No

TELEX

752NH

1/7

No

52x

N/A - CD duplication tower

No

No

$1,247.50

LOWEST

TELEX

3-52R

3

No

52x

IVA - rackmount CO duplicator

No

80 GB

$1,299.00

LOWEST

-rackmount CD duplicator

No

80 GB

$1,579.00

LOWEST

N/A - CO/OVO duplication tower

No

40 GB

$2,328.24

LOWEST

40 GB

$2,847.06

LOWEST

No

$1,249.00

LOWEST 1

TELEX

5-52R

5

No

52x

TELEX

4-416D

4

No

24x CD/ 4x DVD

TELEX

7-716D

7

No

24x CD/ 4x OVO

N/A - CO/OVO duplication tower

No

TELEX

CDR100A

2

No

52x

N/A - 100-CO duplicator

No

lmagire kick:fig out mon. then 10 billion ( D's aminute! 0K, keep imagining.

That sums
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Easy affordable duplication solutions for CD and DVD. With USBII and Hard Drive options Telex can
make quick work out of all your media duplication needs. Professional labels make the best impact and are
easy with CD and DVD publishing solutions. To ensure quality every time use Telex Guaranteed Media.
Visit our web site at

www.telex.com

TELEX.

0 2004 Telex Communications, Inc.

TELEX

1-52NH

Telex 52x CD
Duplication Towers

Neec to cuPlicate CDs çu ckly and easily?
The Telex ( DRINA is a •:tand-alone solution that
duplicates 100 discs wimout supervision or
acompute'. and with up to 52X writing
01111wIlr
capabi ity, you can procuce over 30 CDs an
hour! It's the per'ect solution for studios,
churches, broadcast, or anyone needing to
quickly anc affordably duplicate CDs.

Thee Telex CD duplication towers are
fast and incredibly easy to use. They're
the perfect solution for quickly and
simply duplicating CDs in amultitude
of formats. Two models available.
FEATURES:
•1reader, 1or 7recorders
•52x speed writers
•Auto-switching 110/220V power supply
1-52NH
7-52NH

1read, 1record
1read, 7record

Telex 100-CD Duplicator

FEATURES:
•100-disc CD duplicator
•52x write speed
•Produce 30 CDs/hour

7-52NH

CDR100A

List $ 373.75
List 5',247.50

List $ 1,249.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

TELEX

OR CALL : 1 800 426-8434

Telex CD/DVD Duplication Towers
with Hard Drives

TELEX

Telex brings their renowned quality and intelligent design
to anew line of CD/DVD duplication towers that are
powerful and incredibly easy to use, perfect for stucios,
churches, broadcast, or aryone needing to quickly and
affordably duplicate CDs and DVDs. Two models avail able.

The Te'ex SoinW se series of
52X CD reorders deliver fast
and cost-elective CD duplication
5-52R
in aconvehient rackmount unit. An
inclJded 80 GB hard drive allows for track extraction and compilation of
multiple audio tracks arid CD images. The rackmount chassis allows integration into
existfig workspaces and maximizes efficiency

FEATURES:
•Built-in 40 GB hard drive
•Duplicate CDs and DVDS
•DVD±R/RW support
•24x CD/4x DVD write speeds
4-416D
7-416D

FEATURES:
•Stand-alone rackmount CD duplicators
•80 GB haid drive stores multiple CD images
•52x CD writers for fast duplication

1read, 4record List $ 2,328.24
1read, 7record List $ 2,847.0

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL

I 800 426 8434

Telex SpinWise
Raclunount CD
Duplicators

-416D

7-416D

3-52R
5-52R

3record
5record

List $ 1,299.00
List $ 1,579.00

l'ELEX

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR

AL

1-800 426-8434

What LowestPricebswusa.com means to you: l'e've ant the 'west prices in the country, but manufacturers don't al?vays let us print them. For your price quote, just send your request via e-mail addressed to
LowestPrice@bswusa.tom 1,t' our vebsite www.bswusa.com or call us toll free 1-800-426-844. Na hard- sell, no arm twistinq—our pnces and servle speak for themselves.
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Tascam MDCD1 Dual Well
CD Player/MiniDisc Recorder

TASCANI.

New Iron Ta•scarn, the MD-W1 ( mbines LID playback and MiniDisc recording in a
single rackmount unit. CDs can be played back at up to 16% higher or lower, and can
even be played back faster without changing the pitch. Discs can be duplicated from
CD to MiniDisc at up to x .;peed and awire ess !Ti remote is included.
FEATURES:
•CD-MP3 playback w/ID3 tag display
•Dedicated digital/analog outputs (CD) and I/O ( MD)
•MD supports LP2/LP4 long play modes and has PS/2 keyboard input
•4x speed CD-to- MD duplication
•MD-CD continuous playback
•
Wireless IR remote control and RS- 232 serial interface
MDCD1

List $949.00

A

1-

-4

-

•
JoeHHb MDP500 Portable MiniDisc Recorder
HHB's rugged Portadis: MDP500 MiniDisc recerder
high-quality digital recording on the go.

ru.r»cl

FEATURES:
•Balanced XLR mic/line inputs
•Phantom power/limiting/ganging
•USB interface for file transfer
•RCA line outputs and headphone jack
•Coax and optical S/PDIF input/output
•Memory buffer for glitch-free recording
•Six second pre- record feature

LowestPri--e@bswusacom
R

MDP500R/KIT

4

MDP500 Back Panel

Housed in atough wa ,er and dust- proof Pelican case, the HHE
Reporter's Kit ( model 1:MDP500R/KIT) adds a ";einheiser MD46
interviewer's microphone with cable, universal charger/AC adaptor,
two battery caddies, aUSB cable and six HHB 80-minute MiniDiscs.
MDP500
MDP500R/KIT
MDP50013P
MDP500ACS110

Tascam MD-350 Rackmount MiniDisc Recorder w/XLR
For critical 2-track recorcIng, Tascam's
0MiniDisc dec.c is aproven industry
leader. It delivers state- of-tile-art digital recording at asurprisingly economical price.

MD recorder
MD kit with mic, case, cable
Battery pack
Quick charger for MDPSOOBP

LowestPrice@bswusa.corn
0

FEATURES:
TASCAM
•Auto- Ready, Auto-Cue, !Itch control
•RCA and balanced XLR input/output; digital S/PDIF I/O with front panel input
•Front- panel computer keyboard port; headphone output and wireless remote
MD350

List $ 585.00

List $ 1,599.00
List $ 1,769.00
List $ 138.50
List 5'25.00

1-

-4

-

4 4

BSW Exclusive
Sony iviumuisc
Recording
Package!!

LowestPrice only $469!
SONY
SONY.

Sony MZ-B10
MiniDisc Field Recorder
The Sony MZ-B1 0MiniDisc Recorder is aportable deck
ideal for field recording, similar to the MZ-B1 00, but
witn abuilt-in mono mic. Includes strap/pouch.

Sony Hi-MD Recorders with USB
Sony's new M1Z-NH900 portable MiniDisc recorder uses
new Hi-MD MiniDiscs for e»panded recording times fit up to 45 hours of mus< on asingle disc! In adcition,
data file support lets you use it as aportable hard drive.
This power-packed package includes chargirg stand
and rechargeable battery, (11.) remote, headphones,
digital and USB cables. and software for transferring to
and from yoPir PC. Data and software functions not Mac
OS compatible.
The MZAHF300 adds atJner accessible on the remote.
*MZNH900
*MZNHF800

List $ 349.95
List $ 299.95

$
299c*
$
249°°

LowestPrice from $249!

FEATURES:
•Digital pitch control
•MDLP modes for up to 320 minutes
•Built-in speakers, mono mic and external jack
•Optical digital input, remote and headphones
*MZB10

List $ 399.95

LowestPrice

Sony Portable Stereo
Condenser Mic

ly $329!
SONY.

The Sony ECMDS7OP is asmall stereo mic perfect for
portable Sony MiniDisc portables. The cable and clip
allow you to use the mic away from the recorder for
reduced noise. Uses"plug-in power"from recorder.
*ECMDS7OP

LowestPrice

Stock Up on High-Quality MiniDiscs and Hi-MD Discs

only $6999
Nemarex

MD74
HHb MD, 74 rrinutes
$
1"
MD8OMEM10
Memorex MD 10- pack
'
12"
*HMD1G Sony Hi- MD 5- pack (fry Hi- MD recorders) '29"

LowestPrice from $19
68

MZ8100PKG

Sony MZ-B100 MiniDisc Field
Recorder/Recording Package
Sony's professional MZ-B100 fea -mres stereo MiniDisc
recording with abuilt-in mic, in aareat portable unit.
Our loaded MZBlOOPKG recording package adds aShire
VP64 handheld mic, an XLR-to-1/8" TRS cable, and a10pack of MiniDis7s. Includes strap and carrying pouch.
FEATURES:
•
Voice-operated/one-touch recording
•Playback speed control
•MDLP modes for up to 320 minutes
•Built-in speakers
•Built-in stereo mic and external lack
•Optical digital input
•Remote and headphones
*MZB100
*MZB100PKG

SONY.
>ony products ribrect te martub..tryer availability

List $499.95
List $ 671.95

SONY.

' 399'
$469°'

LowestPrice from $399!

order/info: 1-800426-8434 • www.bswusa.com
EDIROU

Tascam DA20MKII DAT
TASCAM
w/ Multiple Sample Rate Support
The DA2UMKII is agreat studio DAI recorder with Tazam
reliability and great-sounding digital audio.
FEATURES:
•Sampling monitor function and error rate display
•Auto ID detection level switching
•Supports 32, 44.1 and 48 kHz sampling rates
•Long play mode for up to 4hours of recording/
playback
•Defeatable SCMS copy protection management
•Unbalanced RCA analog I/O and S/PDIF coax I/O
•Full-function wireless remote
DA20MKII

List $ 1,060.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL:1-800-4268434

Edirol's new handheld
R-1 records to Compact
Flash cards at 9different
resolutions in MP3
and uncompressed
WAV formats. A64
MB memory card is
included, and the R-1
can use cards up to 2GB for long recording times.
The R-1 offers nine quality modes, from 64 kbps
compression to 24- bit linear WAV, making it perfect
for everything from interviews to high-quality music
location recording. Two omni-directional microphones
are built in for quick and clean capture - just press the
REC button, the level indicator pops up on the display,
and you're instantly ready to record.
FEATURES:
•Records to solid-state Compact Flash cards
•External line or mic input & headphone output
•USB 2.0 to import/export MP3 & WAV files
•Includes onboard EQ and Effects presets
•S/PDIF optical output via headphone jack
•Runs on two AA batteries or AC adapter

Sony PCM-M1
Handheld
DAT Recorder
Sony's most advanced,
lightweight and compact
portable pro DAT, the
PCM-M1 offers 3.5 hours
of recording time on supplied
NiMH batteries ( 2.5 hours on
standard alkaline batteries).

R1 List $ 550.00

FEATURES:
• Two AGC modes
•Peak level monitoring • Stereo mini miciine input
•Mic limiter mode • Stereo mini line output
•Manual level control • Defeatable SCMS
.PCMM1

Edirol R-1
Handheld
Compact Flash
Audio Recorder

List $ 1,075.00

SONY

LowestPrice

IY $439!

Portable Recorder
Accessories

Edirol R-4 Compact Flash/
Hard Drive Audio Recorder
The Edirol R-4 portable recorder features a40 GB hard
drive, USB 2.0 connection and Compact Flash slot,
and lets you record up to four channels at once, all in
superior uncompressed linear digital audio at selectable
resolutions up to 24-bit/96 kHz. You can even edit
waveforms on the recorder itself!
FEATURES:
•16bit or 24- bit and rates of 44.1, 48, or 96 kHz
•4XLR/phone combo jacks with phantom power
•Coaxial digital audio in/out & 40 GB hard drive
•Mono, Stereo, Stereo X2, or 4Channel recording
•Built-in stereo condenser microphones
•Pre- recording buffer and onboard limiter
•
Waveform Editing with scrubbing playback
•Built-in stereo speakers, USB 2.0 and Compact Flash
•Runs on eight AA batteries or AC adaptor
•Soft carrying case with ashoulder strap included
R-4

List $ 1,895.00

aucialechnlea

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL

1-800-42 - 8434

Accessories:
*POCDA1251) Digita11/0
*ECMDS7OP
Cardioid mic

s79'

A-TStereo Condenser Microphones
The AT825 and AT822 stereo condenser mics are
excellent reporter's mics. Their dual XLR or mini- plug
cables fit most portable recordes. Both mics feature
X/Y stereo pickup patterns, fully mono-compatible, LF
roll- off switch, and battery/phantom powering. Each
includes windscreen.
AT825
AT822

XLR outputs
Miniplug outputs
LowestPrice

Sony
PCM-R500
DAT Recorder

PCMR500 Back Panel

The popular Sony PCM-R500 is afull-function DAT
machine featuring Sony's Super Bit Mapping (SBM1i
technology for superior sound quality. SBM. convert
the audio signal from 20- bit resolution A/C into 16- bit
signals, allowing it to be recorded to astandard DAT.
FEATURES:
•Four direct- drive motors for high reliability
•Super Bit Mapping technology
•Balanced XLR and unbalanced RCA analog I/O
•AES/EBU and S/PDIF digital I/O
•8- pin parallel remote control port
•
Wireless remote control
•Independent UR recording level controls
*PCMR500 List $ 1,675.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
012 ( ALL
1 800 . 126 8434

$369°'
$219ce

only $219!

Plug-In Condenser Mic

beyeraynarnica

The tiny BeyerDynamic MCE494 cardioid
condenser mic plugs directly into any 3.5
mm stereo minijack and is only 45 mm long!
Its perfect for laptops or portable recorders.
MCE494

LowestPrice

only eg!

Sonifex Courier
Portable Flash Recorder

SONIFEX

The Courier is acompact digital audio recorder that
uses removable PCMCIA cards to store from up to 18
hours of digital audio. Memory card not included.
FEATURES:
•Uncompressed WAV recording
•MPEG Layer II compression mode
•Confidence monitoring
•Autolock for continuous recording
•Uses rechargeable camcorder-type batteries
(adaptor/charger included)
•2mic/line inputs with level control
•Audio transfer via telephone lines
•On- board non-destructive editing
COST()

List $ 3,175.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL

1-800-426-8434

SONY

High-Quality DAT Media
DAT65
PDP65
DAT95
PDP95C
DAT125
PDP125C

HHb
Sony
HHb
Sony
HHb
Sony

65 min
65 min
95 min
95 min
125 min
125 min

LowestPrice

frOM

$66°
$6 6°
$800
$800
5850

Ace Carrying Bag
The KEB2022 bag is perfect for
toting your portable recorder
into the field. It has amain and
an accessory compartment.
KEB2022

12-3/4" x11-1/e x3"

3850

$6

69

LowestPrice

only$27"!

ACE

What LowestPrice.bswusa.com means to yea:We've clot the lowest prices in the country, but manufacturers don't always let us print them. For your price quote, just send your request via e-mail addressed to
LowestPricedbswusa.com rhr1re Www.bswusa.com OR CALL us toll free 1-800-426-8434. No hard-sell, no arm twisting—our prices and service speak for themselves.
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order/info:1 . 800.426.8434 • www.bswusa.com

Compact
Flash Field Recorder!

Mal Waal

(NEWl!)

The new PMD660 hand-held digital recorder combines convenient solid-state Compact
Flash digital recording with Marantz quality, for rugged and reliable performance in the
field. Record dozens of hours of MP3 audio on asingle Compact Flash card (or as highquality uncompressed WAV files) and easily transfer to your computer via USB. You can
even edit in the unit itself - use simple cut-and- paste editing or take advantage of nonlinear, non-destructive playlist editing. Up to 99 virtual tracks let you compare edits, set
up multiple sound bites or provide interview segments of varying durations. With
Marantz at the table, there's never been abetter time to put the power of reliable solidstate recording to work for you. Be first to get the 660 with BSW! Order today.
FEATURES:
•Records to reliable solid-state Compact
Flash cards
•Uncompressed WAV or compressed
MP3 files
•Record nearly 36 hours of MP3 audio on
asingle 1GB Compact Flash card
•Cut-and- paste AND non-linear
virtual editing

•Onboard USB port lets you
upload/download files
•Onboard stereo mics for on-the-spot
recording
•
Two XLR inputs and stereo line inputs
•Up to four hours power on AA batteries
•Optional RC600 wired remote available for
at-the-mic control

BSW also has agreat package deal featuring the PMD660. The Grab & Go Package adds a
quality Sennheiser MD46 reporter's mic and aSony MDR- 7502 headphone to complete
your field recording setup. We even include amic cable and Marantz carrying bag!
PMD
p
D6
66
60
Recorder
m
OPKG Package

List $649.99
LOWEST
List $ 998.48 $799*)

Padœge onlY $7991

Professional Solid State/
•Audio
Recorder

»UM Mibilafflit

Marantz PMD670
Portable Flash Recorder
This Solid- State recorder from Marantz is compatible
with Compact Flash and Microdrive memory cards and now has aUSB port!
FEATURES:
•Records to Compact Flash up to 10 GB
•
WAV, MP3, MP2, Broadcast Wave files
•XLR mic input with phantom power
•Switchable bitrate/sampling frequencies
•Line I/O on cinch/RCA and digital I/O
•Auto/manual recording level
•Microphone filtering and limiter
•Built-in condenser mic and speaker
•64 MB Compact Flash card included

PMD670 Connectors

00
o 0•

List $899.99
List $ 1,195.00

sm..
$
899°'

Marantz CDR420
CD/Hard Drive
Recorder
The Mara ntz CDR420
provides completely selfcontained audio recording
and CD duplication/backup.
The CDR420 can record and
store up to 1800 hours of MP3 recordings or 24 hours of uncoil pressed 44.1/4s kHz
audio to its internal 20 GB hard drive. Record an entire daVs worth of news even:s, etc.
with the CDR420 in high-q.,ality audio and then organize and assemble your audio
files and burn them onto inexpensive blank CDs for listening ard/or archiving:I-he
Marantz CDR420 also incorporates aUSB ZO port for fast le transfer to computer, and
you can connect acompu#er keyboard for easy rile namir
FEATURES:
•Records standard or MP3 CDs from internal 20 GB HD
•XLR (w/phantom power), 1/4" and S/PDIF inputs
•Built-in speaker and headphone jack with level controls
•USB 2.0 connection for fast file transfers
CDR420

List $ 1,499.99

LowestPrice

LowestPrice

from $699!

Mandel 1111•81 MI. 7'

only $ 1,099!

■11111111•B•MIllteM"

•••••••mbla
0

BSW has agreat package deal featuring the Marantz PMD670, adding aSenn heiser
MD46 handheld mic with low sensitivity to wind/pop noise, acarrying case and 5ft.
XLR mic cable.
PMD670
PMD670PKG

PMD660 Connectors

PMD660PKG

0 /
la

roornowore

e

0

•

Marantz PMD570 Rackmount Compact Flash Recorder
Record/archive audio and transfer it to your computer without .
any format
conversions or filling up media. The innovative rackmount PME:570 (
not picturec)
is aprofessional installation version of tne popular PMD67•0 anti records to reusable
Microdrive and Compact Flash cards. With one- button ea:ie, re,mrd audio in MP3.
MP2, BWF, ard WAV format;, with an irroressive 40 assignable quality settings as well
as aFAT32 file allocation table for future multi-GB files.
The PMD570 is also the first installation solid-state recorder to feature full two-way
RS- 232 corndl. Users can aiso setup, change, and replace Eill preset settings via RS- 232
and their PC, ideal for instal' with multiple units. RCA analog I/0 and S/PDIF I/O.
PM0570

70

List $ 1,099.00

LowestPrice

only $899!

What lowestPrice@bswasa.com laeafts be you: We've got the lowest prices in the country, but manufacturers don't always let tt print them. For mur price quote, just send .
f0Uf retiuest via e-mail addressed jo
lowestPriceitbswesa.com, use our wehsite www.bswasa.com OR (ALL us toll free 1-800-426-8434. No hard ser, no arm twistin—our prices and servicespeak tir themselves.
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The Marantz Professional PMD660 is the first compact solid-

state recorder that fits in the palm of your hand. When breaxing
news hits you need to know that you have a professional hand-held
recorder that will provide nigh quality cig ,tal audio and quickly get
the " big stories" to the newsroom!

Virtual Track Mode ( VIM) and

Copy Segment features allow on- board editing so you can record in
the field, edit he file and send directly to the station to hit the
next newscast!
• 4 hours of uncompressed 48k . way recording on 2gig ca-d

•USB direct download
• 4 hour battery life ( alkaline, NiCAD,
• XLR inputs with 48v phantom power

•One- touch record with 2 second audio cache
•On- board editing with Mork Segment for transfer of
customized audio files
•Virtua Track Mode ( VIM) allows easy playback of
customized marked points of recording
• EDL markings during reco-d or playback
• No moving parts / no -laintenance
• Two Built-in Stereo mics

•Optional RC600 Remote Control ava,lable

For more Information

visit www.d-mpro.com

.......):$0,/.11.00 Tr:

Package!

Best Value P
Fostex MR-8 - 8-Track Recorder

The Fostex MR-8solid-state memory recorder offers 8tracks of recording on Compact Flash cards
'128 MB card included). AUSB port and incredibly simple operation let you get to work right away.
FEATURES:
•8tracks of recording on Compact Flash cards
•Nearly all functions on physical knobs and buttons
•On- board digital effects including guitar
amp/mic simulation
•Digital track bouncing and auto punch -in/-out
•Built-in USB port for communication with aPC
Right now, for an additional $ 50.00 you can get everything you need to start recording music
(that's asavings of 50% off the accessory prices if purchased separately). Along with the MR-8
recorder, you get two Audio-Technica ST95MKII handheld microphones, two Proco 25 ff. XLR mic
cables and aSennheiser HD202 headphone. This is an exclusive BSW offer.

teX

MR8
List $429.00
MR8PKG List $ 552.80

MR8PKG

$
299w
534900

LowestPrice

from $299!

Off
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24-Track Recorders
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Tascam MX2424
24-Track Hard Disk Recorder

Tascam's most flexible multitrack recorder can provide
24 tracks of recording at up to 48 kHz, or it can be
switched into a12-track 88.2 kHz or 96 kHz recorder.
Two-channel S/PDIF and AES/EBU and balanced
analog I/0s come standard. You may also install orie of
three optconal 24- channel digital or analog I/0s ca•ds.
Options: digital I/O cards offer 24 channels of TDIF
Lightpipe or AES/EBU I/O; analog I/O card (the analog
and digitE:.1 slots are separate); remote control.
FEATURES:
•9GB hard drive for 45 minutes of 24-track recording
•Slave extra drives off SCSI port or build one into the
front- panel drive bay
•Unlimited virtual tracks and 100 levels of undo
•Non-destructive or destructive recording modes
•SMPTE synchronization, Word Clock, MIDI trme code
and MIDI machine control
•Mac/PC software connects via Ethernet lines to
provide DAW style editing
•AES/EBU and S/PDIF 2- channel I/O
MX2424

24-track hard disc recorder

Accessories:
IFAN24EH 24-chnl. analog I/O, A/D-D/A
IFAE24
24-chnl. AES/EBU digital I/O
IFAD24
24-chnl. ADAT Lightpipe I/O
IFTD24
24-chnI.TDIF digital I/O
RC- 2424 advanced remote control

List $ 3,999.00
List $ 1,999.00
List $ 999.00
List $499.00
List $499.00
List $ 1,599.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR

72
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Ihe advanced Alesis ADA1 HD24 system features two
sot-swappable drive bays (one drive is included for
80 minutes of 24-track recording), high 24-bit/96 kHz
resolution and easy integration into any existing
.ADAT system.
ADAT HD24 FEATURES:
•44.1 and 48 kHz internal sample rates
•Removable IDE computer drives
•24 balanced analog inputs and outputs
•24 channels of ADAT optical I/O
•MIDI I/O, MTC out and ADAT Sync I/O
•Ethernet connection and remote control
•Internal cut, copy and paste editing
The Alesis HD24XR takes recording to the next level
with anew I/O that offers pristine 24-bit/96 kHz analog
audio and even higher- quality converters. Dynamic
range is 112 dB.
List $ 2,499.00
List $ 2,999.00

ADATHD24
ADATHD24XR

TASCAM

ALL : 1-

00-426

With the Korg PXR4 you get high- quality digital
recording and playback, great sounding effects and
even abuilt-in mic, all in an amazingly portable 4-track
recorder that records directly to SmartMedia cards.
BSW's PXR4PKG package adds an Audio-Technica
ST95MKII handheld mic, Sennheiser HD202 headphone,
Hosa XLR-to-1/4" cable, and carrying bag.
FEATURES:
•USB port and 77 digital effects
•
Time compression/expansion
•1/4" input plus stereo mic/line input
•Headphone output
•Includes 32 MB Smart Media card
•Runs on "AA" batteries
PXR4

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR

Korg PXR4 - 4-track Flash Recorder

4 4

Tascam
Pocketstudio 5
-4-Track Flash
Recorder
The fascam Pocketstudio 5
digital 4-track records to
Compact Flash cards and has
an internal MIDI tone module
that can be used to play back
sequences along with the
audio. 32 MB Compact Flash
card included.

Multitrackers are the ultimate multitaskers!

List $ 500.00

PXR4PKG

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
R

List $ 611.65

A

: 1-80• 426-84

S34900

FEATURES:
•Automatic punch in/out
•
Track bounce and copy/paste
•100 great- sounding effects
•Send files to your computer via USB
•Records MP3 format to Compact Flash
•Built-in condenser mic
•Built-in MIDI tone module
•Runs on "AA" batteries for portable use
•Headset mic and AC adaptor included
POCKETSTUDIOS

List $ 499.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.corn
OR CALL

1 800 426 8434

4

Music Production Factory
Tascam Digital Portastudio
with 40 GB Hard Drive
W1111111111
_

,

TASCAM

Tascam 2488
24-Track Workstation with CD-RW
Tascam started the home- recording revolution with
the original Portastudio, and now they're starting a
new one - the 2488 is the most affordable 24-track
recording and mixing workstation ever, and features
24- bit sound and a40 GB hard disc that gives you
plenty of space for your tracks. Finally, that magic track
count of"24" is accessible to any studio!
FEATURES:

•8- channel simultaneous recording via XLR and 1/4"
•20 physical faders and 3aux sends per channel
•Each channel has 3- band EQ/access to effects
•
Virtual tracks for comping and multiple takes
•Built-in CD-R/W drive
•Onboard multi-FX and adirect guitar input
•USB port for backup via computer

heck out this super-affordable hard disc
rack with XLR inputs and onboard effects!
eDP-01FX features the one- knob- perunction design that has made Tascam
ortastudios the choice of thousands,
°
casting aside the confusing menus and submenus popular with most other
digital recorders.
The DP-01FX has two mic inputs on 1/4"
TRS or XLR jacks for dual mono or stereo
recording. Phantom power is provided
for connecting professional condenser
microphones. Its eight tracks record to
an internal 40 GB hard drive, and astereo
master track is available for recording amix.
Each channel has a45 mm volume fader,
plus dedicated controls for pan, effects send,
high EQ and low EQ. The DP-01FX also has a
multi-effects processor for adding effects to
ninstrument during recording and areverb
processor for adding effects during amix.
List $649.00

'DPO1FX
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FEATURES:

•8-track recording at uncompressed CD quality
•2-track simultaneous recording
•Dedicated stereo mixdown track
•Dedicated controls for volume, pan, FX send, EQ high & EQ low
•2- band semi-parametric EQ per track
• ( 2) 1/4' TRS mic/line inputs; 2phantom powered XLR mic ins
•Guitar level input
•Effects send and stereo return
•RCA line output; S/PDIF digital optical output
•Headphone output w/level control
•MIDI timecode output; USB 2.0 port for computer backup

Roland VS2400CD 24-Track
Workstation with CD-RW

Roland VS2480CD
24-Track Workstation with CD-RW

The VS-2400CD
—
—
Digital Studio
Workstation brings
professional 24'
track recording
and CD burning to
U - ili
a Mt:
anew low price.
fal
„
This compact
recording
workstation
111111111iii
inherits many
features from
the flagship VS2480CD - like
FiniRoland
premium analog
components, VGA output, motorized faders and
powerful mouse- based software control - while adding
new features of its own such as RSS 3-D panning.
Onboard effects and an internal CD-RW drive let you
mix, master and burn like apro.

The Roland
flagship
VS-2480CD
digital
workstation
offers 24track/24-bit
'minimum 1
recording
with 641111111111'1111
channel
digital mixing,
onboard
effects
processing
and an
internal CD-RW drive This workstation also boasts 17
motorized faders, piLs aVGA monitor output with
stellar graphics for mouse- based waveform editing and
control ( monitor not included).

FEATURES:

playback tracks, 320 V-Tracks and stereo
mastering track
•Support for 24- bit and 16-bit recording at 44.1 kHz
•8balanced XLR/TRS inputs with phantom power
•40-channel mixer with dynamics and 4- band EQ
•Onboard effects and mastering tools
•Harmony Sequence function adds realistic
harmonies to vocals
•USB for transfer, .WAV/AIFF import and .WAV export

•24-track/24-bit/96kHz recording workstation with
onboard effects, CD-RW drive and 40 GB hard disk
•24-track playback; 16-track simultaneous recording*
•48- channel digital mixer with 13 motorized faders
•RSS 3D panning creates a3D sound field for mixing
•VGA Monitor output for fast editing with mouse
•Intuitive drag-and- drop editing
•Premium analog components including
8balanced XLR/1/4" TRS inputs and Hi-Zinput
•Import .WAV/AIFF files; export files in .WAV format
•2stereo effects (expandable to 4stereo, 8mono)
including COSM Mit, Speaker and Guitar Amp
Modeling, plus Mastering Tool Kit
•8- channel R- BUS port for expandable I/O
416-track simultaneous recording requires an
optional 8- channel R- BUS device

•80 GB hard drive and 24-track playback
•16-track simultaneous recording with 384 virtual
tracks
•Drag-and- drop control using mouse; also accepts
ASCII keyboard ( not included)
•64- channel, fully automated digital mixer with
17 motorized faders
•8XLR/16 balanced 1/4" TRS inputs
•2stereo 24- bit effects processors (expandable to
8stereo, 16 mono)
•COSM mic, speaker and guitar amp modeling, plus
mastering toolkit
•24-voice phrase pads
•CD capture for importing audio and .wav files
•Dual R- BUS ports for expandable I/O in avariety of
analog and digital formats
•SMPTE and Word Clock input.

VS2000CD

VS2400CD

VS2480CD

2488 I

c' 499.00
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Roland

Roland VS2000CD 18-Track
Workstation with CD-RW
The Roland VS2000CD audio workstation
sets the standard for powerful workstation recording
at home-studio prices. It has 18 playback tracks, a40
GB hard drive, an onboard CD-RW burner, and amazing
advanced features like an onboard drum machine,
realistic vocal harmony function, and tons of effects.
FEATURES:
•18

List $ 2,395.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
R CALL : 1-800-426 8434

583(180D38 M1/81111f1W

TASCAM

FEATURES:

List $ 3,295.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL

1 800 426 8434

List $ 4,695.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL: 1-800-426-8434

elliftlfireginfeb.

What lowestPrice2bswusa.com means to you: We've got the lowest prices in the country, but manufacturers don't always let us punt them. For your price quote, just send you request via e-mail addressed to
LowestPrice bswusa.com , ur website www.bswesa.cens or call us toll free 1-800-426-8434. No hard-sell, no arm twisting— our prices and service speck for themselves.
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MULTITRACK RECORDERS
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FEATURES:
•128 MB Compact Flash card gives you over an hour
of high- quality track time (accepts up to 1GB cards)
•USB port so you can bounce mixes to your PC
or Mac
•Built-in Rhythm Guide stereo drum machine
•High- Zguitar input with COSM amp models
•Onboard effects like wah, guitar synth, scaleintelligent pitch shifting, and tuner
•Dedicated track EQ for all 8playback tracks
•XLR and 1/4" TRS mic inputs; stereo RCA line input
•Built-in microphone
•Optical S/PDIF output and 1/4" TRS headphone jack
•Battery powered or by optional PSA120
AC power supply

FEATURES:
•8playback tracks plus stereo master track
•Back up your sessions to CD with the built-in
CD burner
•USB port so you can bounce tracks, mixes and data
to your PC or Mac
•10 virtual tracks per playback track (80 in all)
•Loaded with high- quality Boss digital effects
•On- board drum machine doesn't use recording time
or audio tracks
•High-Zguitar input with COSM amp models and
Bass Simulator
•Mastering toolkit lets you tweak your sound
•XLR and 1/4" line inputs, aUSB port and a
generous 20 GB hard drive
•Roland is even throwing in agreat drum loop CD!

List $ 595.00

BR1180CD
20"

List $ 1,245.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL

1-

00-426-

434

D1600MKII Back Panel
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FEATURES:
•16-track ( 256 virtual track) digital studio with
40 GB HD and CD-R/RW drive
•Drum, bass and loop pivase track for backing tracks
-no track time used
•Eight XLR and 1/4" inputs, aUSB port and a
generous 40 GB hard drive
•Record all 8XLR inputs simultaneously - ideal for
tracking live performances
•Powerful effects including COSM modeling for
guitar, bass and microphones
•New Vocal Toolbox with auto pitch correction and
Harmony Sequence function
•16 individual Track EQs, plus eight compressors
•Mastering Tool Kit with multi- band compression for
loud and punchy CDs
•Step and realtime sequencer, plus automatic tempo
mapping for imported loops
•USB port for easy data exchange

•

Edirol
Powered
Monitors with
Digital Inputs

-

D1600V40MKII FEATURES:
•40 GB HD provides up to 120 hours of track time
•Large, backlit display allows touch- screen control
•24- bit, 44.1 kHz audio with graphic waveform display
•16 actual physical faders and 8virtual tracks per track
•Multi- effects including digitally- modeled guitar amps and
recording mics
•Up to eight insert effects can be used at once with either mono
or stereo I/O
•
Two types of master effects can be driven by sends from each
channel
•Final effect can be applied to the master out
•
Trigger Recording starts recording automatically
•Non-destructive editing with 99 levels of undo
•
Time expansion/compression and normalize/fade
•Optical S/PDIF 24- bit I/O, USB port and AUX out jacks

1 800 426 8434

r,

The Edirol MA2OD powereu monitors accept analog or
digital sources and providegreat detail and impressive
dynamics in asmall package. Sold as pair.
D1200MKII
The Korg D1200MKII is afavorite 12-track
recorder. Its 16-channel, 4- bus mixer section
provides aseparate three-band EQ on each
analog input and each playback channel.
It records and plays back in 16- or 24- bit
resolution, all 12 tracks can be played back
simultaneously and up to four tracks can
be recorded at atime. 40 GB hard drive and
built-in CD-RW burner included.

LOWeStPriCe@bSWUSa.COM
OR CAL

List 51,595.00

-EDIROL

KORG

Korg's D1600V4,Mmi ail On 11' ür tc UItd kr IUrig '
LLI,J10 that truly
gives you maximum bang for your buck. With abuilt-in CD-RW burner
and alogical, intuitive interface. you'll be off and running in no time.
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The Boss BR1600CD is a16-track hard disk workstation
loaded with amazing features.Back up your sessions to
CD; bounce tracks, mixes and data to your PC or Mac
via USB; or master your mixes right in the unit; it's all
here. And with 256 virtual tracks, you've got plenty of
room to experiment, or"comp" the perfect take. Get it
at great low price at BSW today.

11'11

Korg Multitrack Recorders with CD-RW

List $ 2,000.00
List $ 1,250.00

BOSS

Boss BR1600CD
16-Track Recorder with CD-RW

•••••„,11:

••,•
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D1600MKII
D1200MKII

•

BR1600CD
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The Boss BR1180CD is a10-track (8playback tracks plus
stereo master track) hard disk workstation loaded with
amazing features. It's the affordable next step in the
evolution of Boss'groundbreaking digital recording
legacy, delivering aportable, powerful multitrack
recorder with great digital effects, abuilt-in CD burner,
and aUSB port.

The Boss BR-864 is acomplete 8-track Compact Flash
digital studio. With features like 54 Virtual Tracks,
onboard effects, abuilt-in USB port, the BR-864 packs
everything you need into one affordable package.

•.

•

Boss BR-1180CD
10-Track Recorder with CD-RW

Boss BR-864 - 8-Track Flash Recorder
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Accessories:
PSA120 AC power supply List$24.95
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MA2OD FEATURES:
•Dual 20-watt amps and 4.75" woofers
•Analog RCA and 1/8" mini jack inputs
•24-bit/96 kHz D/A converters
•Optical/coax S/PDIF inputs
•Extra optical input on front
•Headphone jack
•Bass/treble/volume controls
The smaller MA 10D have 3' woofers, dual 10-watt amps,
and the same inputs/functionality as the MA2OD.
MA2OD
MA1OD

4.75"
3"

List $ 295.00 pair
List $ 165.00 pair

1-01AleStPriCe@l(11S1AIUSa.COM
OR CALL

Looking for aPart-Time Gig? How about this for your classified ad....Have Studio, Will Travel. (note: requires some recording gear shown above)

1 800 4268434

Fostex VF-160EX
16-Track Recorder
with CD-RW

Fostpv

St130110,311 MD1/111111

.8°0.426.8434 • wwW.bSwusa.corn
@YAMAHA

Fostex's VF-160EX is a16-track
digital recorder for less than the
price of many 8-tracks, giving
maximum bang-for-the buck with a20 GB hard
drive, 16 live-at-once faders,
built-in effects, and more.
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FEATURES:
•CD-RW drive lets you back up data or burn
finished CDs
•Easy non-destructive waveform editing with
anew 16x Scrub Zoom feature
•16 channels each with 60 mm fader and 3- band EQ with parametric mid/high
•Master EQ channel and master compressors
•8mic inputs ( 2with XLR, inserts and phantom power)
•S/PDIF I/O and ADAT optical I/O
•99- mix scene memory
•Two independent multi-effects DSPs including apreset library
VF160EX

List $ 1,049.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
A

0-4 - 8439

Yamaha has packed alot of power into an intuitive, compact digital workstation.
The Sound Clip function allows you to plug right in and immediately record up to
180 seconds of looping audio without dealing with input routings, track assignments
or using any hard disk space. When you come across an idea or lick you like, just stop
the recorder and transfer the audio to atrack and even use it in asession! Simple,
intuitive signal routing is another very user-friendly function: route signals to the tracks
you want to record to by pressing the respective Input and Track buttons, and the
display will graphically show you the connections you've made.
FEATURES:
•"Sound Clip" records 180 seconds of looping audio without any setup
•24- bit A/D conversion and 20 GB hard drive
•8input channels and 16-track recording
•CD-RW drive for data backup, final mixes, and more
•4-band parametric EQ on all channels
•2blocks of high-quality multi-effects
•Direct guitar input with built-in cabinet simulations and effects
•13 types of studio- quality mastering effects
•Quick Loop sampler with 4stereo pads.

Fostex VF-80EX
8-Track Recorder
with CD-RW
The Fostex VF80EX delivers
multitrack digital recording

at an amazing low price. It offer
8-track digital recording and an intuitive
digital mixer for maximum usability.
FOSteX

AW16G

FEATURES:
•Onboard guitar effects and microphone/
guitar amp modeling
•20 GB drive (64 hours mono/8 hours 8-track recording)
•2guitar inputs, 2balanced XLR inputs with phantom power and S/PDIF I/O
•High quality recording and mastering effects
•99 scene memory
•Built-in CD-R/RW burner for saving your audio files
VF80EX

Yamaha 16-Track Recorder with CD-RW

List $ 1,299.00

Selection Of Multitrack Cables
CSS803MTL

f

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

List $ 799.00

R CALL

1-800-426-84
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DTP803

R805
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DTF803
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DTM803

DBK303

ANALOG Balanced 8-Channel Snakes: (Alesis ADATHD24, etc.)
C55803MTL
XLR803
XLR805

Sony Professional Headphones

SONY:

Sony makes some of the most popular headphones in the industry, and ethese low
prices now is the time to replace your battered set. All models include aminiplug
connector with 1/4" screw-on adapter and low 24 ohm impedance. The Sony MDR7506 headphone is abest-seller at BSW. It delivers awide frequency response of 10
Hz-20 kHz in acomfortable, sealed-ear format that provides excellent isolation. The
MDR-7502 is afavorite economy headphone with saprisingly rich sound. Frequency
response is 60 Hz- 16 kHz. Offering the ultimate in performance, the MDR-7509
features larger 50 mm drivers and awide 5Hz-30 kHz frequency response.
7506
7502
7509

List $ 130.00
List $ 65.00
List $ 265.00

599°

$49(4
$219°°

LowestPrice

from $49!

Balanced 1/4" phone, 9.9 ft. 8-channel snake
' 54"
XLR ( M) to XLR ( F), 9.9 ft. 8-channel snake
5
59 9,
Same as above only 16.5 ft.
'61"

ANALOG 25 pin Balanced Breakout Snakes: ( Tascam MX2424, etc.)
DTM803
25- pin to 8XLR ( male), 9.9 ft. 8-channei snake
'
45"
DTM805
Same as above only 16.5 ft.
5
479$
DTF803
25- pin to 8XLR (female), 9.9 ft. 8-channel snake
'
49"
DTF805
DTP803
DTP805

Same as above only 16.5 ft.
25- pin to 8TRS 1/4' ( male), 9.9 ft. 8-channel snake
Same as above only 16.5 ft.

95595

'
44"
55395

DIGITAL Multi-Channel Cables:
DBK303
25- pin TDIF cable, double shielded twisted pair, 3ft. $18"
DBK315
Same as above only 15 ft.
$23"
OPM305
Premium toslink (ADAT) fiber optic cable, 5ft.
91995
OPM310
Same as above only 10 ft.
$249'
OPM315
Same as above only 15 ft.
$28 9'

If You Don't See It, Please Call. This is Just aSmall Sam

eof Our Hu eSelection.

What LomestPrice@bsmusa.com means to yen: We've got the lowest prices in the country, but manufacturers don't always let us print them. For your price quote, just send your reqtest via e-mail addressed to
LowestPrice@Immusa.com use our websItemmtbsvonsa.mon or call us toll fire 1-800-426-8434. No hardsell, no arm twisting— our prices and service speak for themselves.
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360 Systems Instant Replay
"Hot Key" Sound File Player

360 Systems Short/Cut Digital Audio Editor
Short/slut Editor offers fast editing of single or dual channel audio. It offers all the
features you'll need to capture and edit audio for radio commercials, voice-overs, etc.
At only 12 pounds with speakers, headphone amp and amic level input, it also makes
avery portable workstation.
FEATURES:
•Split-second editing with familiar tape recorder interface
•High- resolution waveform display and one-touch instant record
•
Title and cut select with built-in keyboard
•Assign cuts/clips to 10 Hot Keys
•Hard disk stores 12 hours of audio/optional external Zip drive available
•Reads and writes .WAV, . BWF and .AIFF files on Mac or PC disks
•D- NET File Transfer Network capability lets you transfer finished audio
•Balanced XLR analog I/O ( left channel input is switchable mic/line level)
•AES/EBU digital I/O, IEC-958/II input and D- NET output
•Real-time editing: cut, copy, insert, crossfades, fades and gain changes
SC182
Accessories:
GEITPSC
SCSCSIPORT

LJL

The Instant Replay redefined the term Hot Keys, with an easy-to- use control panel
that offers rapid fire playback of 50 cuts, ordered in 10 different banks. Now the Instant
Replay- Eexpands your ability to select the exact portion of an audio file that you
want with " Top and Tail"trim editing. Up to 24 hours of stereo audio can be stored on
Instant Replay's self-contained hard drive.
FEATURES:
•Stores up to 1,000 audio cuts of various length ( 24 hours audio storage)
•Records with aStart- On Audio feature for tight starts
• " Top and Tail"editing of sound files
•Built-in keyboard locates cuts by name/number
•
Ten banks of 50 Hot Key buttons
•External parallel port for outboard removable storage drives
•Print cut lists, bank maps, playlists and legend overlays via Parallel Port
•Jump from one cut to another with completely seamless transitions
•Built-in D- NET File Transfer Network to DigiCart/Ils or other Instant Replays
•Balanced XLR analog I/O; AES/EBU digital I/O
DR554-E
Accessories:
DRTEMP

List $ 2,995.00

LowestPrice@bsvvusa.com

overlay for Hot Keys

1-80 - 4 -

4 4

528'

List $ 2,695.00
travel bag
SCSI port expansion card

$145°0
$
289'

360 Systems DigiCart/
II Plus Hard Disk
Recorder
360 Systems DigiCart/II Plus hard
disk recorder features amazing
performance options as well as a
wide range of control choices.

360 Systems DigiCart/E Hard Disk Recorder
360 Systems' new DigiCart/E Ethernet Audio recorder builds on the success of the
DigiCart II and delivers anew, high-performance, Ethernet Audio system.
DigiCart/E is 100% compatible with earlier DigiCart recorders and uses similar front
panel commands - it's fast, straightforward, and easy to use. And with the new
Ethernet network, audio programs produced on DAWs can be easily accessed for
playback on DigiCart/E.
FEATURES:
•All earlier DigiCart files can be played and D- NET file transfer is retained
•Newer 250 MB Zip drive also reads/writes original DigiCart 100 MB disks
•Weighted front- panel jog wheel makes it easy to place marks or set time points
•Non-destructive editing of head/tail trims, fade-ins/outs, pre- roll time
•24- bit audio quality with 120 dB of dynamic range
•44.1, 48, 88.2 and 96 kHz sample rates with sample rate converter
•Store audio in different formats and play them consecutively
•High-speed transfers through Ethernet audio and built-in RS-422 serial port
•Five optically- isolated GPI inputs for control of play, stop, record, pause and loop
DIGICART-E
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List $ 4,495.00

FEATURES:
•Linear digital recording or with Dolby AC- 2data reduction for extended times
•308 hours of stereo audio on hard disk, 48 minutes on removable Zip disk
•RS-422 interface for TV master control automation
•Playlists range from simple strings of cuts selected "on-the-fly"to
complex groups
•Back-to-back playback of audio cuts is absolutely seamless
•Non-destructive editing of heads, tails, fades and gain
•Balanced XLR analog I/O; AES/EBU and IEC-958 II digital I/O; GPI; RS-422
•D- NET File Transfer Network for high-speed transfers of files between machines
D2750
308 hours
List $ 4,495.00
Accessories:
RC210
remote control, playback
RC220
full- function remote control

629'
$775 0°
fi>

BSW OFFERS
Package Pricing
Let us save you money on your next
project. Contact asales representative
today for additional discounts.

• AIIIIMI11111111.1111111111Wili:
What LowestPrice@bswusa.com atoms to you: We' ve got he lowest prices in me country, out manufacturers dont always let us print them. For your price quote, just send your iequest via e-mail addressed to
lowestPriceitbswusa.com, use our website www.bswusa.com or call us toll free 1-800-426-8434. No hard sell, no arm twisting -- our prices and service speak for themselves.

"We're On-Air
in Five Minutes."

When you've got audio to cut
and no time to spare...
Trust Short/cut 2000TM to get amove on. How fast is it? You'll be editing
tracks as fast as you can push the buttons. And when you're working on- air,
Short/cut's ten Hot Keys keep your best clips cued- up and ready to go.
We've also tripled audio storage to awhopping 12 hours — and with ahard
drive so quiet you can work right next to an open mike.
Whether it's breaking news, phone-ins, sports, interviews, or live events, the
new Short/cut 2000 is radio's # 1choice for stand-alone digital audio editing.

Log on
100SYSINS.COM ®
Get g'ili
the
Story

Call BSW to order at 1-800-426-8434

RECORDERS

SAME

orb«
Orban Audicy
Digital Audio
Workstation

Controllers and
monitor sold
separately.

Sadie Digital Audio Workstations
The Sadie Series 5PCM4 is apowerful, prdessional digital audio workstation featuring
aPentium- based host and Sadie Series 5DSP processor - relying on proprietary
hardware for processing and audio I/O. cime systems start at 56,950.00 manufacturer
list price. Call for BSW sale prices and options.
FEATURES:
•Up to 192 kHz/24-bit audio
•One- button PQ editing and AIFF, WAV, BWF file support
•Professional plug- ins and DirectX support
•Multitrack editing, project management and 50 levels of undo
•Sample-accurate waveform editing and fully supports AES-31 interchange
•Full CD pre- mastering to DDP/CDR
•Compatibility with previous Sadie series workstations;
•Fully customizable windows, transport control functions and toolbars
•Customizable password management allowing levels of priviledges
•Optional control interface with moving faders and LTCNITC timecode I/O
PCM4
Core system
FADERPANEL Fader controller
JOGPANEL
Jog controller

List $6,950.00
List $ 2.495.00
List $ 2,495.00

Fully networkable, the
Orban Audicy digital
audio workstation is fast
flexible and easy to ust
The Audicy comes fully
loaded with Optimod
compression, Lexicon
reverb and Time- Fit
time compression. A
networking option lets
you link multiple Audicy units to each other, to central servers or delivery systems.
The AD/8G/256M offers 70 minutes record time. Larger szes available.
FEATURES:
•Lightning-fast linear PCM 10-channeL 24-track editing and mixing
•
World- class studio effects from Orban and Lexicon
•
Time- Fit sets industry standard for clean, transparent time compression
•Advanced SMPTE features for fast, intuitive cutting to picture
•Automatic shadowing to hard disk or removable Jazz drive
•13 100 mm full-throw, noise-free digital faders and large scrubwheel
•11 rotary digital "pots"for control of panning, submixes, auxiliary mixes or effects
•Complete edit marking buttons, locator buttons, and shortcut keys
•Dedicated Undo button and remote control access via RS-232
•Import and export Way files from within the Editor
•Analog I/O (optional digital I/O available)
AD/8G/256M DAW w/ 70 minutes
AD/STND
Audicy workstand
AD/DIOM
Digital I/0 module

List $16,950.00
List $950.00
List $ 2,150.00

LOIN'eStferkletISWUSa.COffl
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VoxPro PC Two-Track Editor
AudionS VoxPro PC soflware system is an easy-to- use two-traLk recuidaly and digital
editing system for recording and editing ./oice-overs and phone conversations.
VoxPro PC software uses an optional hardware USB- or Serial- port controller ( highly
recommended) for fast recording/editinct as well as on-air 'Hot Key' playback. In
addition to importing and exporting files, the system is seamlessly networkable,
allowing files to be moved instantly back and forth between the production room,
on-air studio and newsroom. The single szreen interface with large full-color sound
window displays your recording the instant you make it. Masters are non-destructible.
Edits are stored in their own folder on the same page (and unlike other software
products, all edits remain with the originel file).
New features ir version 3.3 software include: gain increase for selected audio for
one or both tracks; compatible with virtually all sound cards ( not WDM-dependent);
mouse click-and- drag audio highlighting MP3 import and export of multiple files.
Additional features incLide: one button record in any mode; sort recording list by
name, length, modification date; import and export WAV, AIFF and Windows Media
files ( WMA); one button Insert Record enables adding new audio anywhere in an
existing recording; unlimited undo/redo teature; VoiceSlip feature eliminates host
caller talk- over; remote start from console Record, Play, Play from Beginning and Stop.
"VOXPROS Software with network List $ 999.00
VOXPROCU USB controller
List $ 999.00
VOXPROCS Serial controller
List $ 999.00
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VoxPro E2 Two-Track
Editing Software
VoxPro E2 is agreat introductory, twotrack digital audio recorder that can be
used on any laptop or desktop PC using
most sound cards, for fast, easy editing. It
gets your audio cut and 'on the air' right
away, at agreat low price!
FEATURES:
•Record instantly in any mode
•Shows 'just recorded file' in sound
window ready to edit
•Import and export most popular file
types including WAV and MP3
•Stereo and mono record/playback
•Easy keyboard and number pad
operation of transport and editing
functions
•Unlimited undo's and redo's remain
for life of recording
•Automatically separates host/caller
talk- over with Voiceslip
"VOXPROE2

1r le

List $ 179.00

LowestPrice only$149!

Telos Profiler Automated
Program Archiving System
Telos Profiler is the efficient, cost-effective
way to automatically log your radio
station's program aJclio using industrystandard MP3 audio compression. No
more clunky tapes or expensive dedicated
hardware - ProFiler runs on astandard
PC under Windows 2000 or Windows
XP Professional. Configure it once and
ProFiler runs unattended, making timeannotated MP3 files for space-efficient
digital backups of your station's audio.
Archived audio can be auditioned locally
or remotely via LAN, WAN or the Internet;
you can also listen ;0audio during the
encoding process. ProFiler records one
stereo audio channel, expandable to
as many as four ste,eo or eight mono
channels per PC by adding additional
Telos audio cards ( Profiler includes one
Telos PCI audio card with balanced I/O).
"PROFILER

List $ 595.00

LowestPriceebswusa.com

Software not returnable.
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The speed in whin your editing gear allows you to finish your editing greatly determines the time you will be arriving at your next destination. Aid tzpefully they will sae you some onion rings.

MOTU

The 828mkIlFirewire interface has 20 inputs and 22
outputs, including 10 channels of pristine 96 kHz analog
recording/playback, with 8channels of ADAT digital I/O
and stereo S/PDIF. Includes CueMix DSP onboard mixing
FEATURES:
•
Two front-panel mic/guitar inputs and 8analog
inputs/outputs on 1/4" TRS jacks
•8channels of 24- bit ADAT optical I/O, Word Clock
I/O and SMPTE I/O
•
TRS main outs, headphone jack, S/PDIF I/O & MIDI I/O
•
Two Firewire ports for daisy-chaining without ahub
•ASIO, WDM, Wave, GSIF, and Core Audio drivers
•Includes AudioDesk recording software for the Mac
828MKII List $ 795.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR ( ALL

1

0

4

4 4

MOTU
HD192CORE High-Def
Audio Interface/PCI Card
The MOTU HD192 12 charme high- definition 192 kHz audio : nterfaLe 1, 3' ..jL.4/113
24-bit, enhanced multi- bit 128x oversampling 192 kHz converters with balanced XLP •:onnectors. The HD192's
12 inputs and 12 outputs can support two simultaneous 5.1 mixes. Anc the HD1 T.* is full of advanced features, like
AES/EBU I/O with sample rate conversion both in and out. Includes CueMix DSP ombcard mixing and PCI card.
.

FEATURES:
•12 channels of balanced, 192 kHz, 24- bit analog inputs/outputs using XLR jacks
•AES/EBU digital I/O, and Word Clock I/O with dedicated input for AES/EBU I/O
•19-segment LED meters on every input and output
•16,20 and 24- bit recording at 44.1, 48, 88.2, 96, 176.4 or 192 kHz
•A-weighted dynamic range 120 dB and THD+N of 0.00056% (- 106 dB)
•Includes AudioDesk recording software for the Mac
HD192CORE

List $ 1,895.00

DNICI80):ázi

MOTU 828MKII
Firewire Recording System

MOTU

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALI.

1-8 •- 426-8434

MOTU FastLane
2-in/2-out MIDI
Interface
The Fastlane is asimple
2-input, 2-output, 32MIDI channel interface for
Mac and Windows. AMIDI
thru button allows you to use your gear even
when your computer is turned off, without having to
disconnect cables. In and Out status lights for each MIDI
port provide quick visual confirmation. No batteries
required. Includes USB cable.
FASTLANE

List $ 79.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
R CALL : 1 800 421,

434

MOTU Digital Performer
Multitrack Software

maru
• •-

MO • v

•

1 800-42.44

MOTU 241000RE
Audio Interface/PCI Card

ALL : 1-

426-

.
o 'oo• o'

r-11.1C11I IIIIL#CIIIIILIIJII 1 II UVVil t

241000RE

List $ 1,495.00
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LowestPrice@bswusa.com
CALL . 1 800 426 843;1

MOTU

The MOTU 241/0 interface delivers 24 high quality,
24-bit/96 kHz analog inputs and outputs in asingle
rackspace package, allowitg you to connect and re:ord
from 24 simultaneous analog sources with the ultimate
in audio quality.

eetfie -;:,` ' 0 .0 .67 t) 0. O.'.

List $895.00

R

34

24 ."

The Traveler turns your laptop into amobile 24- bit, 192 kHz digital audio workstation.
Powered by your computer's FireWire bus, it easily fits into atravel bag and gives you
eight channels of pristine 192 kHz analog recording/playback with four mic inputs,
combined with all of the digital I/O you need: ADAT optical, AES/EBU and S/PDIF (both
TOSLink and RCA). No mixer is required, thanks to CueMix DSP, the Traveler's latencyfree, 8- bus digital mixer. Monitor via the Traveler's main outs, headphone jack and/or
any other output - with no latency and no processor drain on your computer.
TRAVELER

LamestPrice@bswusa.corn
•
o

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

00 -

List $ 1,295.00

•

FEATURES:
•Unlimited audio/MIDI tracks
MOTU
•Supports high res 24-bit/192 kHz audio
•MIDI and audio in asingle, unified mixer
•Comprehensive automation
•Built in waveform editor and single-sample accuracy
•Choice of four surround panner plug- ins
R CALL

MOTU

FEATURES:
•8channels of 24- bit ADAT optical • nput/output • Front panel meters for all analog and digital I/O
•Eight analog inputs on XLR/TRS, eight XLR outputs • ASIO, WDM, Wave, GSIF, ard Core Audio drivers
•Stereo 24-bit 96 kHz AES/EBU I/O and Word Clock VO • Includes AudioDesk recording software for the Mac
•
Two Firewire ports for daisy-chaining without ahub
896HD

MOTU Digital Performer's awardwinning Mac- based multitrack
sequencer and digital audio editing
provide you with unprecedented
flexibility and control over the audio
you create.

**DP4.5 List $ 795.00

MOTU 896HD Firewire Recording System
The MOTU 89uHD provide , 8mic prearnps, pristne 24-bit/192 kHz analog I/O, and
additional send/return loops using the 896HD's new CueMix DSP on- board mixinq trture,
aflexible DSP-driven 18-input/8-bus mixing and moniro-ing matrix.

MOTU

FEATURES:
•24 analog inputs/outputs on 1/4" TRS connectors
•ADAT sync input on PCI-424 card and Word Clock
ASIO for Mac OS/Windows and multichannel WDA4
-Supports popular Mac/Windows software
•Includes AudioDesk recording software for the Mac

LowestPrice@bswusaLcom
OR CALL

1-800-4

E-84.4

MOTU 2408MK3CORE Audio Interface

Card

MOTU was first to market we acost-effective multi-crannel solution with the
original 2408. The MOTU 2408711(3 provides 8chant iels of pristine 96 Hz analog
recording and playback, combined with 24 channehs of ADAT and Teom digital I/O.
all in asingle rackspace itmerface and PCI card. Include!. CueMix DSP •)nboard
FEATURES:
•8analog I/O on balanced/unbalanced 1/4" TRS
•24 channels of ADAT optical I/O; 24 channels of TDIF (Tascam digital) I/O
•Built-in video/SMPTE sync and Word Clock I/O
•2channels of S/PDIP in and 4channels out
•Mac/Windows WDM/ASIO/Sound Manager drivers
2408MK3CORE

List $ 995.00

LowestAketeAeswusa.com
R

A

• 1 800 476 8411

What LowestPrice@bswusa.com means to you: We've got the lowest prices in the country, but manufacturers don't always let us prin -thk m For your price guo, just send your request via e-mail 3ddresed to
LowestPrice@bswusa.com, use our website www.bswusa.com or LOWEST us toll free 1-300-426-8434. No hardsel, maul teeistirg—our price', and service Weak fur them;elves.
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DIGITAL RECORDING

Lexicon Omega Digital Recording Interface

•

Lexicon's Omega Studio is acomplete computer recording system
that includes an 8x4x2 USB interface/mixer, Cubase LE multitrack
recording software, and the world- class Lexicon Pantheon reverb
plug-in. Steinberg's Cubase LE software lets you record up to 48
audio and 64 MIDI tracks, with full automation of volume, pan, mute
and effects; aMIDI score editor; support of up to 8VST instruments; 2
insert/4 effect sends per channel; and VST system link and ReWrre 2
compatibility. The Pantheon reverb plug-in brings legendary Lexicon
reverb to the computer studio, offering 35 factory presets. It features
6reverb types (hall, chamber, plate, room, ambience ard custom)
controlled by an intuitive user interface with 16 editable
parameters that let you shape your sound.

ide

List $ 529.95
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M-Audio's USB MIDISPORT Series are high-speed USB/
MIDI interfaces for PC and Mac, perfect for connecting
MIDI devices to each other and your laptop/desktop.
They can be used alone or together.

M-Audio Firewire 410
Audio Interface

i1
The M- Audio Audiophile 2496 is FaLin-one high
fidelity sound card that delivers remarkable sound for a
wide variety of applications, from multitrack recording
to computer- based home theatre surround sound
plavhack (with eternal decoder, not includod).
FEATURES:
•24- bit, 96 kHz analog RCA I/O
•MIDI I/O and S/PDIF I/O with SCMS control
•Support for all platforms and most software

The 8x8 is the top- of- the- line MIDISPORT, an 8-in/8-out
(1 28x1 28) interface that adds full SMPTE.
nn-AuoIcr

FEATURES:
•4-in/10-out audio with two XLR-1/4" combo inputs
•On- board mixer and software control panel
•Total routing flexibility and dual Firewire ports
•Monizoring with external effects
•Ultra-low latency software monitoring
•Zero atency hardware direct monitoring
•Two headphone outs with level controls
FIREWIRE410

List 5499.95

•-

The 4x4 is a4-in/4-out (64x54) version.

4

o

The CardDeluxe gives you
the ability to record audio
at up to 24-bit/96 kHz
;tint)
FEATURES:
•Analog 2- channel I/O via 1/4" TRS connectors
•S/PDIF digital I/O via RCA connectors
•8- to 24- bit resolution; 22 to 96 kHz sampling rate
• +4/-10 balanced/unbalanced operation
•4channel operation using analog and digital I/0s
•Windows 95,98 and NT drivers and DirectX support

indicators

channel) IflIt'ltuLt2,
-

List $ 129.95

o

USB MIDISPORT 8X8 FEATURES:
•Built-in MIDI patchbay and cable tester
•Serial connection for non-USB computers
•Stand-alone MIDI patchbay operation
•"JAM" sync performance in all modes
•Reads/writes multiple SMPTE formats
•Converts LTC to MTC for synching MTC-capable
software
•"Flywheel" can be set from 1-255 frames or forever
•Perfectly regenerates the worst SMPTE time code
•19" single height rack mount chassis
•Operates with included 9V AC adaptor

for each port and MIDI-THRU function.

LowestPrice only$99!

List $ 595.00

NI AUDIO

M-Audio USB MIDISPORT
USB/MIDI Interfaces

Thu F,r2wire 410 by M- Audio is an audio/MIDI
interfac_e that delivers lightning-fast performanci

CDX01

LowestPrice only $39!

lexicon

LowestPrice only $299!

M-Audio
Audiophile 2496
Audio Card

Digital Audio
Labs CardDeluxe
Audio Card

The Uno by M-Audio makes a1-in/1 -out ( 16x16
channel) MIDI connection :oyour computer's USB p,

UNO

entnarnom

NI -AUDIO

AUDIOPHILE2496

M-Audio
UNO USB/
MIDI connection

FEATURES:
•Windows/Mac compatible
•Single MIDI I/O interface
•Perfect for connecting akeyboard or controller
•Powered by the USB port
•High-speed USB connectivity
•MIDI activity indicators for each port
•Built-in OMS drivers for Mac OS 8.6 and higher

nlir nab«

FEATURES:
•8inputs assignable in pairs to 4simultaneous
record channels
•24- bit A/D converters
•Two mic-level XLR inputs phantom power
•Preamps and TRS inserts and on XLR inputs
•Four 1/4" balanced TRS line inputs
•S/PDIF digital input
•Simultaneous tracking of digital/analog sources
•High- imp 1/4" instrument input on front panel
•Peak indicators for each input
•Assignable bar graph signal monitoring meter
OMEGA

• 40.
O MEGA

-

USBMIDISPORT2X2
USBMIDISPORT4X4
USBMIDISPORT8X8

•

LowestPrice

MobilePre/
Audiophile USB
USB Recording Interfaces
The MobilePre is aUSB-powered recording nterface
small and portable enough for laptops but equally
at borne in the studio, at aprice that works with any
recording budget. You get three kinds of 2-channel,
16- bit audio I/O including two on- board mic preamps
with phantom power, high- impedance instiument
inpeits ideal for guitars, aheadphone output, all with
zerc-latency monitoring!
wi-Auclicr
TheAudiophile U5B offers dual line- level 1/4" and
RCA I/O, MIDI and S/PDIF /0, high-quality 24-bit/96
kHz audio (scalable to different resolutions), and is
externally AC- powered for the highest USB ludio
query 3nd lowest noise.
MOBILEPRE
AUDIOPHILEUSB

Li;t 51 79.95
List $ 249.95

List $ 89.95
List $ 199.95
List $ 399.95

149'
199w

from $69!

NI AUDIO

M-Audio FastTrack
24-Bit USB Audio Interface
M-Audio's new Fast Track USB is the most affordable
way to record guitar and vocals straight into your
computer. Fast Track USB has an input for instruments,
plus amicrophone input for recording vocals or other
acoustic sounds. The included GT Player Express
software gives you effects and virtual stomp boxes so
you don't need any other gear to sound great. GT Player
Express also plays standard audio files like AAC, MP3
and WAV that let you learn and jam along with your
favorite music at variable speeds.
FASTTRACK List $ 129.95
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ly$99!

FOR OVER 30 YEARS LEXICON HAS BEEN IN
WORD-CLASS RECORDING STUDIOS...

QM EGA

fflige77.11
1111Feri91

DESKTOP RECORDING STUDIO

...NOW YOUR HOME CAN BE ONE OF THEM.
More than 30 years ago, when Lexicon invented digital
reverb, most recording studios were multi-million dollar
rooms occupied only by famous rock stars and big record
labels. And while Lexicon still lives in that ratified air of
stardom with the world's most sought-after reverbs, now
you can find us alot closer to home.

"

Zen

7777

OMEGA DESKTOP RECORDING STUDIO INCLUDES:
Steinberg Cubase LE — Mar-I
ark Recording Software
Lexicon Omega — 6 ' nut xàBus x2Output LISB I/0 Mixa'
Lexicon' Pantheon — Word Class VST Reverb Plug- In

Now Lexicon brings you the Omega Desktop Recording
Studio, acompletely integrated recording system with
everything you need to transform your computer into
afull-on professional 24-bit digital studioe all in one
box. In addition to Steinberg Cubase LE ° recording and
production software, you'll get an 8-input. 4-Bus, 2-output USB I/O mixer with inserts, instrument input, MIDI
I/O and complete metering and monitoring functions.
Record up to 4tracks at once from 8audio sources,
and mix up to 48 audio and 64 MIDI tracks almost
anywhere.. with the lush, exquisitely rich reverbs that
made Lexicon famous in aVST version of Lexicon's
Pantheon ° reverb plug-in.
Pick up an Omega Studio at your Lexicon Pro dealer
today, and discover for yourself why that famed "Lexicon
Sound" has been on the majority of hit recordings
since 1971. Who

tkhnemnex?t Mona:be

will be yours.

eXiCOn

COMPLETE RECORDING SOLUTION
CONTAINS ALL THE COMPONENTS NECESSARY TO TRANSFORM YOUR COMPUTER INTO APROFESSIONAL 24- BIT RECORDING STUDIO.

DIGITAL RECORDING

'..1111111.11M
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Echo Layla G3
Digital Recording Interface

The Layla G3 is agreat choice as the
• • • • • • • •
i0
00
center for any professional studio, • • • • • • • • um lame
delivering an incredible audio interface
at an affordable price. It uses the latest gent
distortion of less than .002%. It has 8analog inputs, 8balanced outputs and aheadphone output. The Layla G3
comes with a15 ft. host cable that connects the rackmount interface to aPCI bus master interface card.

Mixes on your computer maxxed out? Is your audio
stuttering, trying to keep up? PowerCore to the rescue!
PowerCore includes awide range of rackmountquality plug- ins and provides massive amounts of DSPprocessing power, which frees up the host computer
to run other tasks and processes. The PowerCore
platform provides atruly flexible DSP-backbone that
runs any type of DSP processing from effects and
mastering to virtual synthesis.
The PowerCore platform features three different
hardware configurations: PowerCore Element - a
PCI card, Powercore Compact - ahighly portable
and compact solution with FireWire interface, or
PowerCore FireWire - a19" rack unit that is the most
powerful of the three. Each of the three PowerCore
hardware options include abroad selection of plug ins. The PowerCore platform supports most VST and
Audio Units music- and film-editing applications on
Mac and PC, such as Logic, Cubase, Digital Performer,
Nuendo, Live and many others, and it integrates
seamlessly with most I/O systems.
FEATURES:
•PC and Mac OS Xsupport
•VST and AudioUnits support
•Multiple Element, Compact or Firewire units
can be used in one system

The PowerCore Compact adds: Character Processing,
Filtroid and MasterX3.

POWERCOREELEMENT
POWERCORECOMPACT
POWERCOREFW

List $695.00
List $995.00
List $ 1,495.00

5
499"

199"
1,199"

LcbwestPrice from $499!

LAYLAG3

LowestPrice On ly

List $629.00

$499!

echo
Echo Gina3G 24- Bit Digital
Audio Interface/Card
,s pertec_t tor tik budget-minded audiophile who

uirlaU

wants to get into digital recording without sacrificing quality
e
for price. You won't need amixer or studio monitors to get /
started here. Gina3G has all you need: 2XLR-1/4" auto-sensing
inputs ( mic/guitar/line) with mic preamps, meters, trim knobs,
phantom power, & channel inserts, 6balanced analog outputs
(+4dBu/-10dBV nominal levels), and aheadphone output.
ADAT lightpipe, optical and coaxial S/PDIF (24-bit/96 kHz), and MIDI at: .. I , oas your studio grows,
Gina3G will be able to work with all your new gear. It comes with a8ft. cable and PCI card that connects to the
audio interface. Gina3G is compatible with PCI-X ( 3.3 or 5volt) motherboards and Power Mac G5 computers, as
well as older systems. Software is compatible with Windows ME/2000/XP or Mac OS X ( 10.2 or later). Comes with
.11-featured recording and MIDI software with VST support and 25 included pug-ins.

I •
•

GINAG3

List $439.00

LowestPrice

only $3491
Echo Laptop
Audio Cards

Echo
MiaMIDI
Audio Card

The PowerCore Element includes 9powerful plug-ins:
24/7•C Vintage Compressor, Chorus•Delay,ClassicVerb,
EQSat, MegaReverb, PowerCore 01 Synth, Tubifex,
Vintage CL Compressor and VoiceStrip.

The PowerCore FireWire adds: Dynamic EQ. and
DeNoise.

•Full duplex 16-channel in, 16-channel out operation
• +4dBu or - 10 dBv analog I/O on each analog
channel
•
Word clock I/O
•Software console for monitoring, metering, & levels
•Built-in digital mixer with near-zero latency
monitoring
•Support for WDM, ASIO, GSIF and low- latency drivers

FEATURES:
•8balanced 1/4" analog inputs /outputs
•MIDI in/out/thru
•24- bit optical and coaxial S/PDIF digital I/O
•ADAT optical digital I/O
•Headphone output with volume control
•Rack- mountable single space breakout box with
128x oversampling A/D converters

TC Electronic PowerCore Series
Computer Audio Interfaces

j

The 24-bit/96 kH.
MiaMidi audio
card offers dual
1/4" balanced
analog inputs
and outputs and
operates at +4
dBu levels, with
106 dB of dynamic
range, aS/PDIF digital audio
interface, and MIDI in, out and through.The MiaMidi
uses"virtual"outputs, appearing to software as if it has
eight separate outputs, which are digitally mixed to the
physical outputs, great for DAW recording.
MIAMIDI List $ 249.00

1111 .
1111;111111111111.

LowestPrice

only $179!

I.

The Echo Indigo is aType Il Cardbus
sound card provides clean audio output
apremium headphone annplifier and
two minijacks for multiple listeners.
The IndigoDJ features separate house
and cue outputs on 1/8" minijacks.
The Indigol0 offers audio input for
high- quality laptop record ng, with
1/8" minijack input/output.
FEATURES:
•
WDM, Wave/MME, DirectSound, ASIO & GSIF
•Ultra- low latency and direct kernel streaming
•24-bit/96 kHz audio and Motorola DSP
•10 Hz- 22 kHz frequency response
INDIGOD.1
INDIG010

List $ 229.00
List $ 229.00

199 00
199'

only $199!
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Apogee Trak2 - 2- Channel Mic Preamp and A/D Converter

—EDIROL—

,rt the ifloat out ut your digital Audio v,Ith the pustule sound quality of Apogee's Trak2 rackmount mic
preamplifier with rear- panel XLR and front- panel combo XLR/[RS connectors. The 2-channel, 24- bit A/D
operates at 44.1, 48, 88.2 and 96 kHz with dynamic range over 117 dB. Features: AES/EBU and S/PDIF
out plus two AMBus card slots;"Soft Limit" for higher levels without overs and analog tape compression
sound; XLR and XLR/TRS combo connector pairs which also accept instrument input; 2analog line
inputs/outputs (sends/returns)

I
he UA1X is alb-bit/44.1 kHz USB audio interface with
stereo RCA I/O, S/PDIF digital output and aheadphone
minijack with volume contiol. The UAlD is aS/PDIF
computer interface via USE, with optical and coaxial I/O.

LowestRice@bswusa.com

LowestPtice@bswusa.com

TRAK2
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Edirol
Audio Interfaces

List $ 3,495.00

OR CALL

1 800 426 8434

UA1X

List $95.00
OR CAI I :

UA1D List $ 110.00
1 800 476 84 14

More and more, the horsepower needed to manipulate audio in the digital world is being off-loaded from your computer into specialty devices designed to make things work much rr ore efficiently.
Contact your BSW professional to learn about the latest and greatest stuff to make your digital gear work at peak performance.

Lynx Audio Card
The Lynx0NE integrates highperformance digital audio and
MIDI into ahalf-size PCI card with stereo 24- bit analog balanced XLR I/O; AES/
EBU and S/PDIF digital XLR I/O to 96 kHz; dual MIDI ports; clock I/O :hat syncs
to word and video clocks; tunable sample clock.
LYNXONE 24- bit 2-in/2-out card

Lynx Audio Cards

List 5499.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.corn
OR CALL

Lynx audio cards deriver professional performance, even in the most
demanding multi-channel recording applications.
The LynxTWO provides versatile sync and powerful hardware mixing. Choose from
three models: LynxTwoA with four analog inputs and outputs; LynxTwoB with
two inputs and six outputs. LynxTwoC with six inpu:s and two outputs: all 24- bit
balanced analog thru XLR on cables.

Apogee Mini Series
Audio Interfaces

Setae A•tou

LYNXTWO FEATURES:
•200 kHz sample rate/100 kHz analog bandwidth
• +4dBu or - 10 dBV line levels selectable
•24- bit AES3 or S/PDIF I/O; sample rate conversion
•non-audio digital I/O for Dolby Digital and HDCD
•32-channel/32-bit digital mixer
•optional expansion for 16- channel ADAT I/O or
8-channel AES/EBU or S/PDIF I/O

The MiniMP features two of the highest quality
premium mic/instrument preamps you'll find.
The MiniDAC offers digital to analog conversion
at 192kHz and features S/PDIF, AES/EBU and
ADAT inputs to two balanced XLR outputs. The
MiniME USB is a2-channel mic pre with line
level inputs, and "Push-It", aunique new 3curve
stereo comp/limiter. Acomprehensive mono/
stereo monitor section allows you to balance
the direct sound you're recording with audio
returned via the USB port.

The L22 is aprofessional stereo card for the most demanding applications, based
on the LynxTWO series and with the same high-quality audio and expansion
I/O module options.

MINI- MP
MINIDAC
MINIMEUSB

List $ 995.00
List $ 995.00
List $ 1,495.00

1-800 426 1434
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LovuestPrice@bwousa.corn
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The AES16 PCI card for Mac/PC offers 16 channels of AiS/EBU digital I/O 0-sub
connectors with sample rates up to 192 kHz; the AES16XLR adds two breakout
XLR cable sets.
LYNXTWOA
LYNXTWOB
LYNXTWOC
122
AES16
AES16XLR

24- bit 4-in/4-out card
24- bit 2-in/6-out card
24-bit 6-in/2-out card
24- bit 2-in/2-out card
16- channel AES/EBU card
16- channel AES/EBU card

List $ 1,095.00
List $ 995.00
List 51,195.00
List $ 74 9.00
List $ 695.00
List $ 795.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
R CALL

1 SOO 426 8434

Alt
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Edirol UA1000 USB 2.0 Audio Interface
The UA1000 is amulti- pot Hi- Speed USB (USB 2.0) audio recoding interface. The
UA1000 delivers exceptional audio on 10 separate channels via awide vat iety
of connections, with high quality microphone preamps using premium analog
components. These include XLR/TRS combo jacks, Hi-Zguitar, S/PDIF, 8channel
ADAT, MIDI, and effect send/return inserts.
UA1000

List $ 945.00

—EDIROL—
Edirol
FA101 FireWire
Audio Interface
¡
he I-A101 ,rpowerful
10x10 FireWire interface
capable of afull 10 channels of 24- bit/ kHz in ano out, or high- resolution stereo 24bit/192 kHz operation fo' )VD-Aand SuperCD quality It's bus- powered and perfect
for portable use, with 2Font- panel XLR-1 /4" combo inputs with phantom power, six
1/4" IRS inputs and 8outputs, 2- channel S/PDIF I/O, and MIDI I/O.
FA101

List $ 645.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL

1 800 426 8434

40-

UA25

Edirol Digital Audio Interfaces
Edirol audio and MIDI interfaces get high-quality digital audio and MIDI in and out of
your PC or Macintosh computer via USB. The UA3FX features quality 24- bit A/D-D/A
converters; 2analog RCA and optical digital I/O; guitar and mic inputs; and 3sets of
effects for mastering, recording and more.The UA700 is ahigh-end 24-bit/96 kHz
USB interface with COSM technology, ofering guitar ard mic preamps with digital
modeling and effects. It has MIDI I/O, analog RCA and optical/coax S/PDIF I/O, lowlatency direct monitoring; and also works 35 astanc-alone effects unit. The UA5 offers
2inputs for stereo or separate channels and delivers clean 24-bit/96 kHz audio, analog
RCA and optical/coax S/PDIF I/O and 48V phantom power. The UA20 USB interface
offers both audio and MIDI connectivity, with guitar, mic and line inputs; low- latency
direct monitoring; fast MIDI input/output with FPT; stereo lineleve! RCA output
and optical S/PDIF out; and headphone jack The new UA25 is aprofessional-level
interface with two balanced XLR/ 1 /4" TRS inputs, pius RCA; ano two balanced
1 /4" TRS outputs, plus RCA. Mic inputs are provided with 48V phantom power.
All but the UA700 and UA5 are bus- powered (no external power supply needed).
UA3FX
UA700
UA5
UA20
UA25

24-bit USB interface with mic;guitar inputs
24-bit/96 kHz USB interface with COSM
2-channel 24-bit/96 kHz USB interface
audio/MIDI USB interface
audio/MIDI USB interface with balanced I/O

List
List
List
List
List

$ 2t 5.00
$ 595.00
$ 355.00
$ 180.00
$ 295.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL

1 SOO 426 .3-134

What LewestPriceeswasa.com means ta yea: We've got the lov•fst pries in te coumry, but manufacturers don't always let us print them. For your pike quote, xrit send eur reqtest via
LowestPticetabswasa.cem use ow website www.burusa.com or call us toll free 1-800-426-8434. No hard-sell, no arm twisting—our prices andsernce speak for thernselses.
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DIGITAL RECORDING

Digigram
VXPocket
Laptop
Audio Card

Digidesign DIGI 002 Firewire Recording
Interfaces/DAW Control

The VXpocket Type II
laptop card delivers
lab-quality audio on your
laptop computer under both Windows 95/98/NT and
Mac OS. It features abreakout cable with 2balanced
XLR mic/line inputs and 2outputs, and S/PDIF I/O on
RCA, with 16-bit performance with Microsoft WAVE
and MacOS Sound Manager, and ASIO drivers for 24- bit
operation with compliant applications.
VXPOCKETV2 List $ 509.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL : 1 800 426 ,8434

Digigram
VX222
Audio Card
The VX222 card includes
dual balanced analog
inputs and outputs with 24- bit converters (as well
as stereo digital input/output in AES/EBU or S/PDIF
formats). The VX222 is designed to work with awidu
variety of applications using Microsoft's WAVE protocol
(under Windows 95/98 and Windows NT 4.0) and the
Mac OS Sound Manager. An ASIO driver is available for
24-bit operation with compliant applications.
VX222V2

List $ 549.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
1)221 At I

1 8110 426 8414

Digigram
VX442 Audio Card

.
4% 4

The Digigram VX442 features 4balanced analog inputs/
outputs with 24- bit converters, as well as adigital stereo
input/output in AES/EBU or S/PDIF format. Atotal of six
I/0s are available for simultaneous record and playback
with exceptionally low latency and selectable sample
rates from 8-96 kHz, with 8, 16 or 24- bit resolution.
The VX442 features routing/mixing between hedware
and virtual inputs/outputs. It can be used with most
popular audio applications.
VX442

List $ 789.00
OR CAL

1-8 - 426-

4 4

Digigram
8-in/8-out
Audio Cards

DIGI002/RACK FEATURES:
•8analog inputs/outputs and MIDI I/O
•4mic preamps and phantom power
•8channels of ADAT optical I/O or 2channels of S/PDIF
•24-bit/96 kHz A/D and D/A converters
•Direct monitoring of - 10 dBV audio equipment
•Headphone output with dedicated volume control
•RTAS and AudioSuite plug-in support
•Generous selection of plug-in effects included
•Footswitch for QuickPunch control
•Connects via asingle Firewire cable ( included)
•Includes Pro Tools LE for Windows XP and Mac OSX
•32 audio tracks and 128 MIDI tracks
DIGI002
DIGI002RACK

List $ 2,680.00
List $ 1,805.00

LowEstPrice@bswusa.com
• _ 0 126 42,1

List $ 2,495.00
List $ 1,295.00

Digidesign M-Box
USB Recording Interface
The least expensive way to get into aProTools LE
environment! The Mbox is a2- channel USB audio
interface with quality Focusrite mic preamps.
Powered by Pro Tools LE software, the M- box delivers
powerful Pro Tools recording at alow price.
FEATURES:
•
Two 1/4"-XLR combo inputs/ phantom power
•24- bit stereo S/PDIF digital I/O
•100% USB-powered operation
•
Windows XP and Mac 059/X-compatible
•Two analog TRS inserts
•1/8" and 1/4" headphone outs/volume control
•32 audio tracks and 128 MIDI tracks
MBOX List 5495.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
R

ALL
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PreSonusqr

PreSonus Firepod
10- in/10-out
FireWire Interface

To capture your computer audio in amultitrack format, the Firepoc is 3 MUST HAVE! This complete 24- bit-96
kHz recording interface combines eight high-quality Presonus mic preamps and Steinberg sCubsse LE 48-track
recording software for aready-to-go 10-in/10-out digital recorcing powerhouse at an amazing price. An additional
ireWire port lets you daisy-chain two Firepods for additional inpuis and aheadphone putout is included.
Hie with most Mac and Windows ASIO/WDM and Core Audio- based app ications.
FIREPOD

These multichannel
sound card benefit from the
characteristics of Digigram's new High Resolution 'IX
sound cards. The HR series is the new standard for the
most demanding applications in broadcast such as
production, on-air and logging. The VX882HR has 8/8
analog plus digital I/O while the VX881HR has 8/8 digital
I/O. Common Features: 24-bit/192 kHz; hardware sample
rate converters on all inputs for simultaneous recording
of digital signals with different sample rates; 4stereo
AES/EBU I/0s; AES/EBU sync input, Word Clock input,
Video sync input and LTC input; Word Clock output.
VX882HR
VX881HR

ProTools is the industry standard in multitrack digital
recording. The Digi 002Rack combines afull-featured
8-in/8-out Firewire interface with the power of ProTools
LE, for superior audio and MIDI production on the PC or
Mac.The Digi002 adds acomprehensive control surface
along with analog, digital and MIDI I/O. You can use it as
an 8x4x2 digital mixer complete with EQ, dynamics, delay
and reverb.

List $ 799.95

PreSonus Firebox
6-in/10-out FireWire Interface
The Firebox is acomplete 24-bit/96 kHz FireWire
recording studio combining two high-quality PreSonus
microphone/instrument preamplifiers, 24-Bit/96 kHz sample rate arid Steinberg's Cubase LE 48-track recording software. The Firebox has The abili:y to
record six inputs and playback through ten outputs simultaneously all at professional-quali:y
24-bit/96 kHz. Two low noise high- headroom mic/instrument pfearnp;
4t1V phantoni power
are on the front panel. Two additional balanced 1/4" TRS line inputs are located on te rear of the
Firebox along with six balanced 1/4" TRS line outputs. S/PDIF, MIDI and headphone conriecions are
also included. The 1/3 RU-wide chassis is designed to fit the MAXRACK mini-raà-nounftrtg system.
FIREBOX List $ 499.95

umseri
ce@b
swusa.com
OR CALL

1-800-426 8434

Accessories:
MAXRACK List 599.95

84 immomminirmir
BSW offers free shipping on all orders of $ 189 or greater when you place your order on the web: www.bswusa.com. Exclue heavy or oversize

179"

PreSonus*

Tascam FW1884 Firewire Recording
Interface/DAW Control

Tascam brings many of the audio and MIDI interface
features of the FW-1884 to arackmountable format
with the new FW-1804. It features four great-soundin
XLR microphone inputs with analog inserts and
phantom power for professional condenser mics.
An additional four line inputs are provided, plus
ADAT and S/PDIF digital connection for atotal of
18 inputs and 12 outputs. Two MIDI inputs and
four MIDI outputs round out the interfacing with
professional touches like Word Clock and aguitar-levi
input. The FW-1804 includes TASCAM's latest software
bundle, including 48-track/96k Cubase LE recording
software, GigaStudio 3LE software sampler and dozens
of Nomad Factory plug-in demos. The FW-1804 is the
solution for anyone looking for auniversally-supported
audio/MIDI interface without the room for acontrol
surface.
FEATURES:
•18-in/12-out audio interface
•Records at up to 96kHz/24-bit
•Four balanced XLR / 1/4" TRS mic/line inputs
with phantom power
•Four balanced 1/4" TRS line inputs
•1/4" TRS insert jacks for channels 1-4
•S/PDIF and ADAT digital input and output
•Word clock in and out
•Balanced 1/4" TRS monitor outputs
•Headphone output with level control
•
Two MIDI inputs and 4MIDI outputs
•Assignable Footswitch jack
•Includes GigaStudio 3LE
•Includes Steinberg Cubase LE 48-track 96kHz
workstation software
FW1804

List $ 749.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
R

CALL . I A300-426-8434

TASCAM

ONIGliv

TASCAM

Tascam FW-1804 Firewire
Audio/MIDI Recording Interface

The FW1884 is aprofessional DAW control surface
and audio/MIDI interface that uses high-speed
Firewire to deliver lightning-fast audio
performance. The FW1884 is also a
comprehensive DAW control surface,
for hands-on mixing, automation, editing
and navigation, with shortcut keys for
popular audio software applications.
It also can function as astandalone
18x2 line mixer! Includes 6- pin Firewire cable.
FW1884 FEATURES:
•High-speed Firewire audio interface and DAW
control
•8balanced XLR inputs
•Mic pres, phantom power and inserts on
XLR inputs
•Eight 100 mm motorized faders/one master fader
•24-bit/96 kHz A/D-D/A conversion
FW1884

List $ 1,599.00

•8channels of ADAT lightpipe
and S/PDIF in/out
•8analog output and 4x4 MIDI in/out
•Comprehensive hand- on DAW control surface
•Can function as stand-alone 18x2 line mixer
•Compatible with Sonar, Logic, Digital Performer, more
•Can emulate the Mackie Control and HUI

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

TASCAM

OR CALL : L800-426-8434

Tascam FW1082 Firewire
Interface/DAW Controller
With high-quality audio I/O, MIDI I/O and aful featured moving-fader control surface in one
package, the affordable FW-1082 is an ideal choice
whether you're just starting out or upgrading your
hardware. With 24-bit/96 kHz recording resolution,
high-quality mic preamps and amoving-fader
control surface, the FW-1082 is apowerful DAW
recording interface. Add this to your computer and
you have agreat recording setup, with four mid
line and four line inputs onboard. Comes bundled
with avariety of software.
FEATURES:
• (9) 60 mm touch-sensitive moving faders
•Illuminated Select, Solo, Mute buttons
•
Trim controls with Signal and Clip LEDs
•Encoders assignable to Pan, EQ Frequency,
EQ Gain, EQ Q Aux 1-8
•Keys to select High, High-Mid, Low- Mid and
Low EQ bands
FW1082

List $999.00

•Function keys (four + Shift key.
•
Jog/Shuttle Wheel
•4balanced XLR - 1/4" TRS mic/line inputs
•Switchable Phantom Power
•RCA S/PDIF digital input/output
•2MIDI inputs/two MIDI outputs
•2FireVVire connectors (in/thru)

TASCAM

LowestPrice@bswusa.aim
OR C

LL:1-800-4M-8434

Tascam US122
•USB Audio/MIDI Interface
Get audio and MIDI in and out of your PC or Mac easily
and affordably with the Tascam US- 122. It's an easy USB
interface with two XLR phantom- powered mic inputs
complete with inserts that allow compressors, etc. to
be placed into the signal chain.
FEATURES:
•
Two switchable balanced 1/4" line- level/
guitar- level inputs
•Headphone out and 16 channels of MIDI I/O
•Zero-latency direct monitoring
•GigaStudio 24 sampling workstation software
•Special version of Steinberg's Cubasis recording
software
•Drivers for ASIO, WDM, GSIF and Apple Core
Audio (OS X)
US122

List $ 269.00

LowestPrice

only $199!

Tascam US-2400 25-Fader DAW Controller

TASCAM

The ultimate controller! Now you can take advantage of the benefits of computer recording while st Il getting
hands-on mixing with lots of real faders, knobs and buttons. The TASCAM US-2400 is aDAW controller with
enough faders to handle atypical recording session - and feel like areal nixing console - without lots of bank
switching. The US- 2400 features 25 touch-sensizive 100 mm moving charnel faders and atorch-sensitive
motorized master fader. Each channel has dedicated select, solo and muteeontrols, and aprogrammable rotary
control w/LED indicator ring. The US-2400 supports mapping to other protocols (such as Mackie Hui ci Control).
Transport buttons, shuttle wheel, joystick (for suround panning) and avariety of function keys round out this
package. Drop the mouse and use your computer recording setup to i
.
sfull potential with the Tascam US- 2400.
US2400

List $ 1,999.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL

1.800.4M-8434

What LomestPrice@bsmusa.com means to you: We've got the ! owest pnces in the country, but manufacturers don't always let us print them. For your price gume, just send your request via e-mad add -essed to
LomestPrice@bsmusa.com, use our website onvm.bsmusa.com or LOWEST us toll free 1-800-426-8434. No hardsell, no arrn twisting— our prices and service speak for themselves.
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TASCAM

Mackie Spike USB
Recording Interface
and Software
The Mackie Spike is acomplete
computer recording system.
consisting of the XD- 2USB
audio/MIDI interface and
Traction multitrack recording
software. It includes the
Warmer Phaser VST plug-in
by Nomad Factory with
tube simulation, analogtype phaser and panning/

US428

Tascam US-428/US-224
USB Interfaces/DAW Controls
Mackie Control DAW Controller

The Tascam US428 is an affordable DAW controller and
4- in, 2- out audio interface, connecting via USB.

Control eve -r.iiinglThe Mackie Control is anine- fader
(8 channel and master) DAW and MIDI controller that
provides in-depth mixing, editing, automation, and
navigational c3ntrol for many digit
f
,‘

US428 FEATURES:
•Fully 24-bit front end
•2XLR inputs
•2balanced/2 unbalanced 1/4" inputs
•S/PDIF I/O
•Real tactile controls for most- used DAW functions
•Unlimited banks of eight faders
•Up to 4bands of fully parametric EQ
•4aux sends and apanpot
•32 channels of MIDI I/O.

MI&CKIE.
FEATURES:
•Eight channel strips
•100 mm touch- sensitive motorized faders
•Mute, solo, record, channel select buttons
•
V- Pot controls panning, send levels, dynamics
•Full automation assignment section
•Edit, undo, redo and save buttons
•
Transport with jog wheel, loop in/out points, and
timeline quick jump
•Support by Pro Tools, Sonar, Cubase SX/SL, Nuendo,
Digital Performer and more
•Overlays available for popular DAW programs

Like its big brother, the US- 224 ( not shown) gives you
real controls like faders, transports, mutes and solos and
panning. You get two channels of audio I/O in 16- or
24- bit quality, as well as 16 channels of MIDI I/O.
US428 4channel
US224 2channel

List $ 379.00
List $ 249.00

CONTROL
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List $ 495.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

LowestPrke@bswusa.com

6 8934

•

SOFTWARE FEATURES:
•Intuitive audio recording and MIDI software
•Unlimited track count and full VST and VSTi support
•Drag-and- drop waveform editing
•Full automation capabilities
•Pitch shift, time stretch and full ReWire support
•Built-in sampler, reverb, chorus; delay; EQ and
compression
•
Warmer Phaser VST plug-in by Nomad Factory
SPIKE

List $ 1,299.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

XD- 2FEATURES:
•High- headroom mic preamps
•Onboard SHARC dynamics processing MACKIE.
•
Two mic/line/instrument inputs
•Onboard processing for full channel dynamics
and EQ
•Low- latency monitoring even with effects software

OR CALL: 1-

0•-42 -
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Apogee Big Ben Master Clock
Apogee's Big Ben naster clock is the ultimate'cure for the jitters' -for digital gear in the studio. Apogee's new C777 clock utilizes advanced Direct
Digital Synthesis ( DDS) technology along with DSP based digital filtering for : he most
aggressive jitter reduction ever, with real-time format conversion.

Henry Engineering
StudioDrive
Broadcast Interface
Henry Engineering's StudioDrive is a
professional stereo audio system that can
be installed in the drive bay of apersonal
computer, or used on your desk with optional
DMK kit. StudioDrive interfaces with the PC soundcard to create acomplete selfcontained studio that is ideal for live broadcasting and audio production tasks.

FEATURES:
•AES,S/PDIF, ADAT, SMUX II, SMUX IV I/O; Word Clock/video in — 6Word Clock outs
•Adaptive Loop Fatering (ALF) to optimize clock performance and minimize jitter
•
44.1, 48, 88.2, 96, 176, 192 kHz, all +/- 10%, with pull up/down 0.1% and 4%
•Under/correct/over indicators and SureLock technology for drop-out prevention
BIGBEN

Liu $ 1,495.00

StudioDrive consists of the main control unit which is installed in the PC's
drive bay, and the Audio Interface unit that contains the power supply anc all
I/O connections. The Audio Interface unit can be attached to the back of the
computer case or mounted to atabletop or wall. The two units are interconnected
with aflat cable, which is routed through the back of the computer.
StudioDrive provides the control, mixing, monitoring, and metering functions that
are essential to abroadcast studio or production suite. Virtually any soundorc
with line level VO can be used with StudioDrive to create afully integrated live
broadcasting and production facility.
STUDIODRIVE FEATURES:
•Audio interface/mixer for desktop computers
•Accepts 6audio sources via 4mixing channels
•XLR mic input with insert jack
•3stereo line inputs plus soundcard input
•Built-in telecoupler for recording from aphone line
•Two stereo outputs and mono"mix-minus" output
•Extensive monitoring with mic-on speaker mute
•LED metering and 100 dB dynamic range

86
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LowestPrice

STUDIODRIVE

List $ 675.00

Accessories:
DMK

Deskmount kit List $65.00

..••• ••••••••
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Lynx
Aurora 8-Channel and 16-Channel A-D/D-A Converters
Aurora 8and Aurora 16 are multiple channel analog-to-digital/digital-to-analog
converters of the highest quality, all in asingle rack space. The Aurora 8provides
8- channel analog VO and 8- channel AES/EBU 110. The Aurora 16 offers 16 channels.

ly $649!
559'

FEATURES:
•24-bit1192 kHz mastering-quality A-D/D-A conversion
•192 kHz AES/EBU I/O supporting single and dual wire modes
•LSIot expansion slot for Firewire, ADAT or future interface options
•On- board digital mixer provides flexible 110 routing
•Extensive remote control capability
AURORA8
AURORA16

List $ 2,195.00
L.st $ 3,295.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL . 1-800-425 8434

In the digital world, the right converters can make all the difference in your sound, and the right controller can make . ill the difference nthe experience of creating that sound.

1111.110
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All Digital Audio, Clock aid
Sync Distribution Amplifiers

1x6 BNC
1x6 RCA
1x6 XLR
1x12 BNC
1x12 XLR
1x24 BNC
Dual 1x6 XLR
Dual 1x12 BNC

o

gsz

The All DSA units are high-performince digital audio,
clock and sync distribution amos for when re- ,
:
locking
of the input is not required. Choose bween 75 Ohm
BNC' , .',« id 110 Ohm XLR models.
DSA106BNC
DSA106RCA
DSA106XLR
DSA112BNC
DSA112XLR
DSA124BNC
DSA212XLR
DSA224BNC

s

List $ 399.00
List $ 399.00
List $ 449.00
List $ 429.00
List $ 599.00
List $ 549.00
List $ 849.00
List $ 749.00

Behringer 8-Channel Analog/Digital Converter
Behringer's ADA8000 is an affordable 8-channel A/D-DiA converter with 8built-in mic oreamos. This 19" rackmount
unit lets you connect analog audio directly to amultitrack 'eco'cler via :he irotegruted ADAT interface, and features
phantom power on all mic inputs; 24- bit A/D-D/A; 44 1and 48 kHz sample rates with synch via word clock or ADAT
input, and optical ADAT I/O.
ADA8000 List $ 279.99

LowestPrice

DNI0110)3111V.Lit.)1%.

0- 7q

ly $22999

lucid
Lucid SSG192 Studio Sync Generator

ATI NanoAmp
Digital Format
Converter
The NanoAmp Multi- Format DfAM100 accepts AES/EBU
and S/PDIF digital audio in the "our reps: popular
formats, including balanced XLR,
RCA and
TOSLINK optical. The DMM100 duplic,es le input and
simultaneously drives its four outpss balanced XLR,
BNC, RCA cables and TOSLINK optical. F.ec uires power
supply (All wall mount supply Isteck
The DMM100BAT adds internal "AAlattery power.
DMM100
DMm100BAT

FEATURES:
•Simultaneous Word Clock, 256x Superclock, 1024x
Lucid UltraClock, AES-11 output
•Synchronizes to house video blackburst, AES-3,
AES-11 or Word Clock
•Supports all standard digital audio sample
frequencies from 32 kHz to 192 kHz

The SSG192 is an extremely flexible and solid
digital audio/video master clock generator. Proper
synchronization of digital signals throughout astudio
ensures the elimination of distortion-causing jitter and
audible artifacts.

List $259.00
List $299.00

w/battery power

LOWeseerice@bSwuSa.COrTi
R CAL : 10-42E- S4 4
Accessories:
WA100-1
Power supply

SSG192

List $ 1,499.00
OR

AL:

—

lucid

•

1-800 426

—

—

4, 1

—

Lucid SRC9624 Sample Rate Converter
Whether you're working with unknown samp erates,
jittery clocks, mysterious connectors, or all of the abo e,
you need the SRC9624 sample rate converter.
SRC9624 List $ 1,299.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR

ALL

•-

:

:7

1

04

43

s14e

:::

FEATURES:
•Supports single-wire and double-wire 96 kHz I/O
•Supports sample rate conversion of two-single
wire stereo streams
•Uses 5internal and 3external master clock options
•Locks to all common pull-up and pull- down rates
•Dithers from 24bit to 20-bit or 16- bit word lengths

hic id
lurid

All 24-bit/
96 kHz DIA Converter
The NanoAmp DM200 DAC is ahie-perfoimance
24-bit/96 kHz digital-to-analog converter. Digi:al irput
formats include AES/EBU and S/PEtIF ia 11C Ohm
XLR, 75 Ohm BNC and RCA connectors ' tfeatures
transformer-isolated inputs, diaitat and analog stereo
LED meter, stereo headphone and balarced audio
outputs. 1/3 RU enclosure. Requires =yen supply (All
wall mount supply listed below).
DM200

w/display & monitoring

List $ 599.00

L iMeStFeriCe@beVUSa.COM
R ALL : 1-80
4 6 ,34".4

Accessories:
WA100-1
Power supply

14"

Lucid A-D/D-A Converters

Lucid
Distribution 17.0
Amplifiers

Lucid's AD9624 and DA9624 digital converters offer true
24- bit resolution, assuring full dynamic range in ND and
D/A signal path...

With these two Lucid distribution units, you can
circulate audio and sync around your studio. The
AESx4 and the CLKx6 take the audio at their inputs arid
distribute it to multiple, same-format destinations.
The AESx4 receives either Word Clock or AES audio and
delivers it to four AES-connected units.
The CLKx6 passes sync information, in Word Clock or
Superclock format, to six parallel outputs.
AESX4
CLKX6

AES distribution amplifier
List $ 549.00
Audio clock distribution amplifier List $439.00

COMMON FEATURES:
•96 kHz conversion
•
True 24bit resolution/high precision converters
•Simultaneous AES-3, S/PDIF (coax/optical) outputs
•20-segment level LED ladders ( input)
In addition, : he AD9624 otfers internal sample rates
of 32. 44.1, 48, 8f3.2 arrid 96 kHz, external sync via word
ckik, and selecable 16- bit noise shaping.
AD9624
DA9624

LOWeStPrke@bSWUSa.COM
OR
• 1- - 42 - 8434

ODL276

MCSig

Henry Engineering Digirnatch 2X6
AES/EBU-to-S/PDIF Dist., Amp
The Digimatch 2x6 by Henry Engineerir:g san AES/
EBU-to-S/PDIF interface and disdipuloo amp for digital
audio signals. It has 1AES/EBU inputard 3AES/EBU
outputs, plus 1S/PDIF input and 5SiFir.DIF oJts.
DIGIMATCH2X6

ODL312

List $ 375.00

LowestPrice only $279!

CDL313

A-0
D- A

List $ 949.00
List $ 799.00

Loweserice@bswusa.com
OR C '111_ "

800 420 8434

Hosa ODL Series Optical/Coaxial Data Links
These handy Hosa boxes allows simultaneous transie of two independent
channels of digital audio in either/both drectiors. Choose from the DL-276
that links coax RCA S/PDIF to optical S/PDIF (Tosink). The ODL-312 links AES/
EBU (XLR) to optical S/PDI: ( Toslink). The CDL-313 linAs coax RCA S/PDIF to
AES/EBU (XLR). The ODS-330 allows one of two opt cal S/PDIF inputs to feed
asingle optical out. The ODY-314 splits an optical S/PDIF input into two outs
and works for 2chame S/PDIF.
ODL276 Optical/coaxial date link
ODL312 AES/optical data link
CDL313 Coaxial/AES data link
ODS330 Optical data switcher
ODY314 Optical dèta splitter

List $ 95.00
List $ 95.00 your Choice
List $ 95.00
Lowestferice
List $ 8e.00
List $88.00

only $721
.

What LowestPrice@bswusa.com weaus to you: We've got the lowest
the country, but manufacturers don't always lotus print tlern. For your price quote, just send your request via e-mail addressed tLowestPticKobswusa.coin, use our Nebsite www.bansa.com or call us toll free 1-300-426-8434. No hard-sell, no arm rwisting-----cor prices and service speakfor themselves.
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ROSENDAHL:
1111.1-ky 1• 51
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Rosendahl Sync and Clock Devices

-

ROSENDAHL:

1-800-926 ,8439

1111

VoxPro E2 is aquick two-track Windowsbased audio recording/editing program
that delivers fast, easy digital audio. It lets
you record instantly in any mode; imports
and exports most popular file types
including WAV and MP3; unlimited undo's
and redos remain for life of recording;
and has user-adjustable audio scrub and
Fast Forward/Reverse speed. See page 78
for entire line of VoxPro products.
"VOXPROE2

tree

imommei—ffumn
#
i

Minnetonka
FastEdit 4.0
Recording Software

The Gold bundle includes 19 aucio sweetening and mastering tools.
The Native Power Pack is aquality starter pack with Waves' acclaimed De-esser,
TrueVerb, Parametric EQ and more.

"FASTEDIT40

Broadcast/Production Native
Gold Native
Native Power Pack
Restoration Native

List $2,400.00
List $ 1,300.00
List $500.00
List $ 1,200.00

111,

Fast Edit 4.0 provides fully nondestructive
editing for Windows .way files and now
supports DirectX plug-ins. It's packed
with what you need, like ultra-fast cut and
paste; sample-accurate editing; reverse
play, variable-speed, gain change and
AGC functions; accurate punch- ins; scrub.
List $ 199.00

LowestPrice only$169!

List $ 179.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CAL . 1 800 426 8434

MOTU MachFive
Sampling Software burru
MOTU MachFive is the ultimate sampling
software, and is also areal plug-in.
MachFive's single window allows you
to view all editing and performance
parameters in one glance with
unprecedented speed and flexibility. It
features superb sound quality with UVI
Engine, 24-bit/192 kHz/Surround support,
unlimited polyphony/low latency. create
stacks, splits and layers in seconds and a
large selection of built-in effects
**MACHFIVE

List $ 395.00

MOTU
MOTU Digital Performer
Recording/MIDI Software
MOTU Digits Performer's Mac- based
multitrack sequencer and digital audio
editing provide you with unprecedented
flexibility and control over the audio you
create. It features unlimited audio/MIDI
tracks, supports high res 24-bit/192 kHz
audio, MIDI and audio in asingle, unified
mixer, comprehensive automation, built
in waveform editor and single- sample
accuracy and choice of four surround
panner pluo-ns.
"DP4.5 List $ 795.00
LowestPrice@bswusacorn
RCA

Minnetonka Bronze
DVD-A Authoring Software

**BRONZE

"PLUGIN

88

only $85!

-

-8 3
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BBE Sonic Maximizer
Software Plug-In
BBE's Plug- In brings the Sonic Maximizer
process to your DAW. Now supporting
both Mac and PC VST platforms, as
well as Direct X, the new BBE plug-in
allows unlimited user-definable presets,
real-time preset changes and full MIDI
implementation. For the full rackmount
Maximizers, see page 124.

LowestPrice

:

DUE
1_

Studios can now easily write their own
high- resolution DVD-As. Disc Welder
Bronze is aWindows- based DVD-Audio
authoring program that delivers surround
and high- resolution audio on DVD±R/W
media. Import all Linear PCM formats
supported in DVD-Audio, including
surround ( up to 6channels of 24- bit, 43
kHz audio) and high- resolution
24-bit/192 kHz stereo).
List $ 99.00

WAVES

The Broadcast and Production bundle (# BPNA) includes limiters, compressors, EQs,
filters, and more. Optimize your audio and create superior feeds and mixes.

"BPNA
**GNB
"NPP
**IIST

IILMinntionka

"poet
VoxPro E2 Two-Track
Editing Software

rm—
e

IT

Restoration sets anew standard for audio clean-up and restoration and features the
X- Noise, X-Click, X-Crackle and X- Hum plug-ins.

EOM

__111JiLIÙL _
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Waves Software Audio Processing Tools

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
R CALI-

GOLD

Waves makes acomprehensive line of audio processing
plug-in software in Native and TDM versions. Call or go online
for BSW's complete selection and detailed descriptions.

Nanoclocks is aword clock distributor with integrated audio master clock generator.
The unit provides two word clock inputs and 12 word clock outputs to receive and
distribute word clock signals over long distances. Ten LEDs on the front panel indicate
the sample rate of the incoming signals.
List $ 1,599.00
List $ 1,330.00

r7..7.-

_Amir-i

The Nanosyncs by Rosendahl is auniversal synchronizable audio clock reference with
multiple outputs and integrated video black and burst generator. When each digital
audio device receives aseparate clock signal, the digital audio connections are not
used as clock lines and can be patched freely. Nanosyncs provides six separate word
clock, one AES/EBU, one S/PDIF and four video outputs.

NANOSYNC
NANOCLOCK

•
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List $ 129.99

LowestPrice

only $9999!

Cakewalk
HomeStudio
Recording Software

Sony Audio Studio
Recording Software

SONY,

HomeStuclICL is an easy, affordable
PC recording software solution, with
unlimited audio and MIDI tracks, loop
support, effects, tape/amp emulation, and
audio up to 24-bit/96 kHz.

Sound Forge Audio Studio software
makes it easy to record audio on your
PC. Edit your recording using studioquality tools and effects. You can cut,
paste, and delete audio in real-time so
you hear the results immediately.

"HOMESTUDIOXL

List $229.00

**AUDIOSTUDIO

LowestPrice

only $159!

LowestPrice

** Important footnote; Software purchased from BSW for anyone else for that matter) once opened is not returnable kr credit or refund...sorry for being so blunt...but hey...you can iandle it...

ly $6894

r\1-

L.J 01 0

SONY.
....
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Sony
Vegas 5
Video
and Audio
Production S
M-Audio 02 MIDI/USB Keyboard Controller
The M-Audio 02 follows in the footsteps of the Oxygen8, their
groundbreaking, affordable mobile USB MIDI controller. Small
enough to fit in abag along with your laptop, the slimline MAudio 02 is perfect for throwing down bass lines, programming
drum patterns, triggering effects and tweaking virtual studio
parameters - anywhere, anytime. You get 25 full-size, half-action,
velocity-sensitive keys, along with eight fully assignable knobs,
eight full assignable buttons and other real-time control features
for performance and programming. One simple USB connection
serves as both aMIDI interface and bus power source. Class
compliancy with Windows XP and Mac OS Xmeans that you can
dive right in without having to install drivers.
02

List $ 179.95

LowestPrice

only $149!

Tascam GigaStudio3
Sampling/Reverb
Software
Tascam's GigaStudio3 is the
much-anticipated new version of
the popular sampling platform.
Available in three versions, SOLO,
ENSEMBLE, and ORCHESTRA,
GigaStudio3 offers up to
414
unlimited polyphony, 24-bit/96
o
4 3 ' ggA.0 )
kHz sample support, ReWire
support, VST hosting, realtime
convolution modeling and a
new look and feel for improved
usability and workflow. Naturally,
it retains the features that make
111 1
111111111111111111111 111 111111111 1
11 1
the original GigaStudio the
professional choice for sampling,
TASCAM
such as disk streaming, extremely
low latency, and its renowned, exceptional sound libraries
-

**GSMOLO

,

-

96 voices/32 MIDI channels
LowestPrice

9

List $ 199.00

Bias Deck 3.5/Peak 4
Audio
itueck15
Software

**DECK3.5
**PEAK4.0
LowestPrice

List $399.00
List $499.00
bswusa.com

Sony
Sound
Forge 7.0
Recording Software

Acid Pro is an award-winning
loop- based music creation tool
that allows you to produce
original, royalty-free music.
Create songs, remix tracks and
develop music for just about
anything. Features: plug-in
effects and automation; ASIO
driver support; 5.1 surround
mixing; MIDI piano roll editing;
MIDI event list editing; VSTi
support and alternate time
signatures; Master, Aux and FX
bus tracks; Yamaha OPT support

Sound Forge is the industrystandard application for
audio editing, recording, and
effects processing on the PC. It
features CD Architect and noise
reduction, DirectX plug-in effects
automation, automated timebased recording, audio threshold
record triggering/pre-record
buffer, VU/PPM meters for RMS
playback/record monitoring,
drag-and-drop CD extraction,
enhanced spectrum analysis tools,
clipped peak detection/marking,
Vinyl Restoration plug-in, white,
pink and brown noise generator.

**AC1D5.0

List $499.95

LowestPrice@bswusa.corn
OR CA

L: 1•8

0-426 8434

**5F7000

Steinberg
WaveLab
5.0

All- in-one professional solution
for editing video and audio
on the PC. It's perfect for AN
production, multitrack recording,
compositing, titling, scoring and
finishing in nearly any format from NTSC and PAL to RealVideo,
QuickTime, and Windows Media
file formats. With areputation
for pristine broadcast video and
high-fidelity audio output, Vegas
5provides an integrated solution
for scalable DV production,
sound editing, mixing and
surround sound production. For
Windows 2000, or XP.
**VEGA55.0

List $699.95

LowestPrice' bswusa.com

List $ 499.95

LowestPrice@bswusa.corn
OR

A
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only$159!

Deck 3.5 by
L
Bias is powerful '
multitrack
recording
software for
the Mac, with
up to 64 tracks
4.111110
of audio, easy
yet advanced editing,
VST support with 25
bias
free plug- ins, and 5.1
surround panning.
Peak 4delivers fast editing,
audio optimization, mastering
and processing, and much
more for the Mac. It features
unlimited undo/redo; afull DSP
toolset; ultra-accurate dithering;
and more. VST and multiple file
format support.

Sony
Acid Pro 5
Music Creation
Software
SONY.

Sonar 4.0
Recording Software
Steinberg Nuendo 3
Audio/Media
Production Software
Steinberg Ciase SX 3
Production Software

Nuendo 3delivers a ° members
comprehensive media
production system for the PC
and Mac, designed for audio
professionals. Nuendo 2.0 is
loaded with advanced features
such as complete surround
capability ( up to 10.2), flexible
signal routing, an impressive
collection of virtual effects
processors and plug- ins, afull
range of MIDI editors and plugins, complete control of pitch/
tempo, virtual instruments, and
much, much more.

CubaseSX 3offers production
power for Mac or PC and
features VST/ASIO interfaces,
loop editing with automatic
tempo matching and groove
extraction; real-time MIDI
processing; virtual instruments
including drums, bass and
synthesizer; virtual effects
processors; unlimited undo/
redo; 24-bit/96 kHz sound.
Specify Mac or PC version.

**NUENDO3 List 51,499.99

**CUBASE3.0 List $499.99

SONAR 4.0 Producer Edition
by Cakewalk offers speed,
precision and stability, providing
acomplete production
environment for Windows- based
PCs. It offers unlimited audio
tracks, effects, sends and busses
as well as global MIDI control
panel, DirectX 32- bit effects with
guitar modeling, VST support,
Lexicon Pantheon reverb
and much more.
**SONAR4.0P List $ 599.00
LowestPrice

bswusa.com

LowestPrice@bswusa.corn
OR CALL

WaveLab 5.0 from
Steinberg offers powerful audio
editing/mastering tools and an
array of virtual effect processor ,
and real-time audio file analysi
for PCs. It features real-time I/O
monitoring and audio plug-ins,
non-destructive editing; 32- bit
floating point processing to
192 kHz; sampler, ASIO, WDM
support and more.
stemben

**WAVELAB5.0 List $699.00
LowestPrice bswusa.com

•••CV
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bias

1 800 42.6 8434

Bias SoundSoap Pro Audio
Cleaning Software
BIAS SoundSoap Pro for Mac or Windows
computers scrubs audio squeaky clean,
dramatically reducing tape hiss, buzzing
and hum, rumble, and most other types
of background noise. Plus, there is afull
suite of tools for transferring vinyl to
digital formats. It's one of those can't live
without it utilities!
"SOUNDSOAPPRO List $599.00
Lowest Price

only$4991

FL

Studio Fruited:ways Edetoon

FL Studio is afull-featured
sequencer perfectly suited for
creation of complex songs and
realistic drum loops, with 32 bit
internal mixing and advanced
MIDI support. The resulting
song or loop can be exported
to aWAV/MP3 file and all MIDI
events can be exported to a
standard MIDI file.
**FRUITYLOOPS List $ 139.00
LowestPrice

oniy$99!

What lowesttrketalniMSLOM mans te yea: Yit've got the lowest prices in the country, but rnanufacturen don't always let us print them. For your piice quote. just send put request via e
mad addressed to
lieweserkepbsiviess.cm, use our websitewww.bstrusmeas or LOWEST us toll free 1
-800-426-8434. No hard-set no arm twisting-OW prices and service speak for themselves
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Distinctive
Neumann

Shure KSM44SL
Multi-Pattern Condenser Mic
The multi- pattern KSM44SL offers switchable cardioid,
omnidirectional and bidirectional pickup patterns.
FEATURES:
•1-inch, externally biased diaphragm
•Class A, discrete, transformerless preamplifier
•Subsonic filter eliminates rumble below 17 Hz
•15 dB pad switch for handling high-SPL sources
•3- position switchable low-frequency filter
•Integrated three- stage pop protection grille
•Shockmount, swivel mount and case included

Neumann BCM104
Broadcast Condenser Mic
The distinctive Neumann BCM104 large- diaphragm
condenser mic was designed for the most critical
broadcast applications. This cardioid microphone
will look and sound great in the booth and features
alarge-diaphragm KO7B condenser capsule, an
integrated pop screen and aquick- release head
grille for easy cleaning (with optional individual
head grilles available for each user).
FEATURES:
•Large-diaphragm condenser
•Cardioid pickup pattern
•Frequency range 20 Hz-20 kHz
BCM104

KSM44SL List $ 1,393.60
Accessories:
A32WS
Windscreen

•Sensitivity 24 mV/Pa
•Max SPL 140 dB (0.5 0/0THD)
•Dynamic range 133 dB

List $ 1,079.99

•

Neumann TLM103 Large
Diaphragm Condenser Mic

By utilizing the tried and true transformerless circuit
found in numerous Neumann microphones, the large
diaphragm TLM103 offers low self- noise (7dBA) and the highest
sound pressure level transmission at an economical price. The
capsule, derived from that used in the U87, has acardioid
pattern, is acoustically well-balanced and provides extraordinary
attenuation of signals from the rear. The TLM103 includes a
swivel mount and awooden hny
TLM103

List $ 1,399.99

Loweserice@bswusa.com

Accessories:
EA1
Shockmount

CALL

1 800 426 8434

List $ 349.99

Neumann U87A Multiple Pattern
Large Diaphragm Condenser Mic
Probably the best known and widely used Neumann
microphone, the U87 has been astandard of the industry
since 1967. This microphone is famous for its warm sound
and well-balanced characteristics. The current U87A model is
equipped with an LF roll-off switch to reduce proximity effect,
and a10 dB pad.
FEATURES:
•Cardioid, omnidirectional and figure-8patterns
•Exceptional warmth and clarity
•115 dB dynamic range
•20 Hz- 20 kHz frequency response
U87A1

List $ 3,179.99

Accessories:
EA87
Spider shock mount
SG367
Swivel mount
WS87
Windscreen

List $ 399.99
List $ 199.99
List $ 69.99

Neumann TLM127 Multiple Pattern
Large Diaphragm Condenser Mic

Shure KSM32SL Large
Diaphragm Condenser Mic
Shure's KSM32 is an externally- biased, dual large diaphragm
cardioid condenser mic with extremely low self-noise (7dB).
It features acardioid polar pattern, dual 1- inch, externally
biased diaphragms, aClass A, discrete, transformerless
preamp, asubsonic filter, a15 dB pad switch, 3-position
switchable low-frequency filter, integrated three-stage
pop grille and internal shockmount. Includes shockmount
swivel mount and case.
KSM32SL List $ 1,070.16
Accessories:
A32WS
Windscreen

OR CALL

1 800-426

The KSM27 side-address condenser delivers Shure reliability
and outstanding sound at abargain price. It has acardioid
polar pattern; 1- inch, externally biased diaphragm; Class
A, discrete, transformerless preamplifier and asubsonic
filter which eliminates rumble below 17 Hz.. Other features
include aswitchable 15 dB pad; 3- position, low-frequency
filter; internal shockmount and an integrated three- stage
pop grille. Includes elastic shock mount ,inci
KSM27SL List $ 575.00
Accessories:
A32WS
windscreen

sl

All-Time Favorite
Broadcast Mic
Shure SM7B
Dynamic Mic

•

An all-time best-seller,
the Shure SM7B
dynamic cardioid
microphone is known
for its warm sound and
unpronounced proximity
effect, and is an excellent
choice for the studio.

SHURE

Svvitchable between omnidirectional and cardioid patterns, this
impressive new side-address studio condenser mic feati.res very iow
self- noise, awide 132 dB dynamic range, modern transformerless
circuitry, and true sound reproduction free of coloration with
outstanding impulse response. Includes 14 dB switchable pad,
switchable 3- position high-pass filter and asuspension shockmourY.
TLM127

SM7B

List $ 2,399.99

4 4

Shure KSM27SL
Affordable Condenser Mic

FEATURES:
•Classic cardioid polar pattern
•Maximum rejection and minimum
coloration of off-axis sound
•Flat, wide- range frequency response
•Bass roll-off and mid- range emphasis controls
•Improved rejection of electromagnetic hum
•Internal "air suspension" shock isolation

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CAI L

90

$
11e

1 800 426 8434

List $619.51

LowestPrice

only $349!

What LomestPrice@bsmusa.com moans to you: We've got the lowe5. prices in the country, but manufacturers don't always let us print them. For your price quote, just send your request via e-mail addressed to
lowestPrice@bswusa.com, use our websi ewww.bswesa.com or call us toll free 1-800-426-8434. No hard sell, no arm twisting— our phces and service speak for themselves.

GET SERIOUS.
(Just don't spend serious.)

The Shure KSM27 studio microphone is one serious piece of equipment.
It's engineered to deliver aprecisely detailed high end along
with asilky smooth raid-raisge to work across vocal, guitars, and drums.
All this flexiilibilty sounds expensive but it's not.
TI- cKSI\427 is amazingly affordable. Check one out today.
And record with alegend for less.

SIL11./E
Its Your Sound

MICROPHONES

Audio-Technica AT3060
Phantom-Powered Tube Microphone

Audio-Technica AT4040
Large Diaphragm Condenser Mic

Audio-Technica's AT3060 cardioid phantom- powered
tube microphone produces warm, classic tube sound.
Hand-selected tubes are individually tested and aged
to maintain peak performance. The large-diaphragm
cardioid condenser element provides high sensitivity
and smooth sound reproduction with low noise
levels. The shock- mounted tube assembly dampens
any mechanically-coupled vibrations. Aprecisionmachined, acoustic element baffle provides
enhanced element stability and optimal
sensitivity. Get tube mic sound you desire
without the hassle of aseparate power supply
-the AT3060 uses regular 48V DC phantom power.

The AT4040 is alarge diaphragm cardioid condenser mic;
an economical choice for critical recording and live sound.
It features very low noise/wide dynamic range, high-SPL
capability, 10 dB pad, transformerless circuitry, switchable
80 Hz high-pass filter and an ATs4.19 okrnourit Jf1(1 new
AT4040

Audio-Technica AT4033CL
* aude.technica
Large Diaphragm Condenser Mic
The classic AT4033 cardioid condenser microphone's
symmetrical, transformerless electronics produce clean
output signals and exceptional transient response, with
excellent isolation. It features aswitchable 80 Hz high-pass
filter, 10 dB pad, frequency response 30 Hz-20 kHz and an
AT8449 shockmount and case.

FEATURES:
•Phantom-powered tube mic
•
Warm, classic sound
•Nickel- plated acoustic element brass baffle
•50 Hz- 16 kHz frequency response
•117 dB dynamic range
•77 dB signal-to-noise ratio
•Shockmount and soft pouch included
AT3060

audolechnica.

FEATURES:
•Large-diaphragm cardioid condenser mic
•Extended low-frequency response
•Custom shockmount
•Low-cut switch (80 Hz, 12 dB/octave)
and 10 dB pad

AT4047SV

Audio-Technica
Condenser Mic for $99!!

OR

ALL

AT4050

Ire

List 5995.00

Neumann TLM193
Large Diaphragm Condenser Mic

only $99!

ProCo
Mic Mute
Switch

recebehrilea

The TLM 193 is alarge diaphragm, double membrane cardioid
condenser microphone designed for critical recording, broadcast
and live sound applications. It joins legendary Neumann large
diaphragm design with proven FET 100 circuitry. Features: ultralow self noise ( 10 dB-A), high sound- pressure capability ( 140
dB before overload), dynamic range ( 130 dB), wide frequency
response (20 Hz - 20 kHz). Includes swivel mount and wooden ho,
TLM193

List $ 1,599.99

LowestPrice@bswusa.corn
R

AudioTechnica
Dynamic Mic

Quick,
hit the cough
button! The Cough
Drop from ProCo is
asimple mic mute offering clean, reliable
performance with nearly any balanced
or floating low impedance ( 150 ohms
nominal) microphone or signal source.

The Audio-Technica ATM25 is afeaturepacked dynamic micrephonetts warm
low-frequency response offers full sound
on close-uo vocals and dialogue, and it
also handles high SPL eve's, making it
ideal for stage/instrument use.

COUGHDROP

ATM25

List $ 55.99

LowestPrice

only $49!

1-100-426-8434

FEATURES:
•
Transformerless circuitry
•Switchable 80 Hz high-pass filter
•149 dB max SPL and 10 dB pad
•AT8449 shockmount and case

The new AT2020 condenser is Audio-Technica's introduction to
:he 599.00 mic market, but it still offers many of the high- end
features found in their 3000 and 4000 series mics. With low
self- noise perfectly suited for sophisticated digital recording
equipment, this cardioid mic offers awide dynamic range and
handles high SPLs with ease. Acustom- engineered low- mass
diaphragm provides extended frequency response and superior
transient response. Apivoting, threaded stand mount attaches
securely for easy and precise placement of the mic.
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List $ 695.00

The AT4050 is an extremely flexible condenser mic, offering cardioid,
omni and figure-8polar patterns, aremarkable combination of
warm, transparent sound and very high SPL capacity.

audiateceniza.

LowestPrice

auciotechnica

Audio-Technica AT4050 Multiple Pattern Mic

List $ 399.50

List $ 169.00

List $ 595.00

Audio-Technica's AT4047/SV studio mic is the perfect blend
of classic sound and modern engineering. It offers the
sonic characteristics reminiscent of early FET studio mics
and delivers the consistent performance you've come to
expect from A-T's 40 Series. Features: cardioid capacitor mic;
exceptionally low self- noise and wide dynamic range; goldplated dual diaphragms; switchable 80 Hz hi-pass filter and
10 dB pad; AT8449/SV shockmount included.

The AT3035 true large diaphragm studio cardioid condenser
mic has exceptional detail, low noise, high maximum SPL,
and wide dynamic range, making it perfectly suited for
today's most sophisticated recording environments.

AT2020

AT4033CL

Audio-Technica AT4047SV
Dual Diaphragm Capacitor Mic

List $ 599.00

Audio-Technica
AT3035 Condenser Mic

AT3035

List $495.00

List $ 275.00
LowestPrice

only $159!

A

1

0

426
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Neumann KM184
Small Diaphragm Condenser Mic

0.)

The Neumann KM184 cardioid condenser mic is agreat choice as
stereo pairs, as overheads, as an announcer's mic for broadcasting
and for close micing of instruments. The pressure gradient transducer
features very smooth frequency responses not only for the 0° axis,
but also for lateral (off-axis) sound incidence. The KM184 comes in
afolding box with awindscreen and two stand mounts that permit
connection to the microphone body or to the XLR connector.
KM184

List $949.99

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
,11,1

All

1 81111.1., .. 11.1

GIGO - That means garbage in, garbage out. If you want to sound your best, get the best mic you can afford. It's the single most important link in your audio chain.

il

Rude NT2-A Multiple
Pattern FET Mic

Rode Broadcast Mic with Indicator Light
The Rode NTB with indicator light is designed specifically for live applications.
It offers the warm vocal sound, wide dynamic range and exceptional
frequency response of acondenser mic at avery attractive price.

The Rode NT2-A is an FET studio
mic with the same HF Idual
diaphragm capsule at the heart
of the acclaimed K2 tube mic (see
center of page). The microphone
housing has adurable satin nickel
finish with internal capsule shock
mounting. The NT2-A features a
polar pattern switch, 3-position
high-pass filter and 3-position pad.

FEATURES:
•Cardioid pickup pattern
•Switch-controllable red "On Air" indicator light
•Gold- sputtered pressure gradient transducer
•Voice-tailored low-cut filter
•Internally shock- mounted capsule
•Rugged stainless steel body

FEATURES:
•Multiple polar patterns:
omni, cardioid, figure-8
•3- position high-pass filter
•3- position variable pad
•Ultra low noise, transformerless
•Wide 140 dB dynamic range
•Heat-treated steel mesh head
•Durable satin nickel finish
•Internal capsule shock mounting
•Includes soft pouch and clip
NT2-A

List $ 699.00

NTB

Rode Condenser Mic

FEATURES:
•Ultra- low- noise
•
Transformerless circuitry
•Surface- mount electronics
•Internal shockmount system
•Heavy-duty satin- nickel finish
•20 Hz- 20 kHz response
•100 ohms impedance

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
1-800-426.1434

Rode NT2000
Variable Pattern FET Mic
The Rode NT2000 boasts aunique
feature: using continuous pots
located right on the mic, you
can adjust - not just switch, but
completely adjust - the polar pattern,
from omni through cardioid through
figure-8and anything in between. It
also has a20-1 50 Hz high pass filter
and 0-10 dB pad. Put this beautiful
min to work in your studio toda ,
.
FEATURES:
•Completely-variable polar pattern
•FET electronics
•Gold- sputtered dual-diaphragm
1" capsule
•Designed to evoke the silky
smooth sound of classic mics from
the 50s and 60s, but with modern clarity
and low noise
•Case and shockmount included
List $ 899.00

NT1 A
RODE

LowestPrice@bswusa£orn
0

Rode Classic II
Tube Microphone

A L

1-800-426-€434

RODE

Based on the original Classic tube
microphone, Rode's new Classic II
delivers exceptional quality from all
angles, from its custom designed
Jensen transformer to the dual pressure
gradient transducer. Machined from
solid brass, hand polished, glass bead
blasted and coated in satin nickel,
this new classic delivers unmatchable
warmth, clarity and sensitivity.
FEATURES:
•Class Avalve circuitry with 6072 Twin Triode
•Dedicated power supply w/ double-shielded cable
•Omni/Cardioid/Figure-8 switchable in 9steps
•New edge-terminated 1" gold- sputtered diaphragm
•Custom- designed Jensen transformer
• - 10/-20 dB pads and 2position high pass filter
•Power supply, 30 ft. cable, suspension shockmount,
stand mount, and aluminium flight case included
CLASSIC List $ 1,999.99

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
oacALL: 1 8 0 426 E434

List $ 349.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL

Rode K2 Variable
Pattern Tube Mic

RODE

RODE

List $ 599.00

Acondenser mic with legendary
sound and sleek design, the Rode
NT1A is ahigh-quality, large- capsule
condenser (externally-biased) with a
cardioid polar pattern.

OR CALL

NT2000

S3N0Hd08.".i.

oNier/info: 1.800426-8434 •wwiv.bswusa.com

Rode NT4 Stereo
Condenser Mic

RODE „

This studio-grade stereo mic is
great for creeng rich imaging.
Each side comprises an externally
polarized single diaphragm
condenser transducer (90 degree,
XY arrangement). The custom
stereo cables include both XLR
and minijack connectors. The NT4
requires 48V phantom power, but
for ultimate flexibility and ease of
use a9V battery can also be used.
It comes supplied with XLR/stereo
mini jack cable in aRode case with
astand mount and windscreen.
NT4

1 - 800 426 8434

List $899.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OP.

IL LL

1 800 42, 8434

sonteirifte
RODE

The Rode K2 is an amazingly quiet and
versatile tube microphone at an even
more amazing price. It features totally
var able polar pattern control with
rich.,detailed sound quality. The new
Ausralian designed and manufactured
TYPE HF1 dual diaphragm capsule
represents Redes finest transducer
technology. Coupled with advanced
hie output electronic tube circuitry,
advanced design and construction,
it delivers amic that brings out every
nuance while still handling even the
loudest source material.
FEATURES:
•Continuously variable polar pattern
•Dedicated power supply with 30 ft. mic cable
•Dynamic range of 150 dB; max SPL of 162 dB
•Class Atube circuitry
K-2 List $ 999.00

Behringer B-1
Condenser Mic

Rode NTS Stereo
Condenser Mic Set
The NT5 ste-eo mic
RODE.

system (amatched
pair of cardioid condenser mics)
provides maximum flexibility in
stereo recording, and is unbelievab
affordable! The NT5 gives you the
power to alter angles and distances
between microphone capsules, unlike
combination stereo mics. The NT5
pair features .5" capsules; frequency
response 20 Hz-20 kHz; and active
electronics _WET impedance converter
with bipolar output buffer. The mica
come complete with two min clips,
windsocks and case.
NTS

List $ 699.00

Behringer Multiple
Pattern Condenser Mic
The B-2 Pro by Behringer is a
dual-diaphragm studio condenser
microphone with switchable
patterns. It has aslightly- pronounced
12 kHz range, producing presence
that eliminates the need for
high-frequency EQing.

Delivering high- quality
audio at an incredible
price the Behringer
B-1 features a1"
capsule that captures
your sounds with sensitivity and
accuracy. Its frequency response
from 20 Hz-20 kHz is enhanced
by apronounced presence boost,
making equalization unnecessary in
many cases. Includes carrying case,
shodmount and windscreen.

FEATURES:
•Selectable cardioid, omni
or figure- eight patterns
•Low-cut filter and built-in shielding
•10 dB pad and 20 Hz-20 kHz frequency response
•Hard case, suspension shockmount and windscreen

B-1

B2PRO

List $ 119.99

List $ 179.99

LowestPrice

only $ 14999 !

What LowestPrice@bswusa.com means to you: We've got the lowest prices in the country, but manufacturers don't always let us print them. For your price quote, just send your request via e-mail addressed to
LowestPriceebswusa.com
r
www.bssuusa.com or call us toll free 1-800-426-8434. No hard-sell, no arm twisting—our prices and service speak for themselves.
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AKG C414B-XL Series
Large Diaphragm Condenser Mics

AKG C30008
Large Diaphragm
Condenser Mic

With the introduction of the C414 8-XL models, AKG sets new
benchmarks with improved technical specifications and enhanced
pads and bass cut filters, with the basic sonics of the legendary
C414 unaltered. The C414 B-XL Ilisa classic microphone with a
distinctive timbre especially designed for recording of solo vocals
and solo instruments; the C414 B-XLS model is areference-quality
microphone excellent for accurate, beautifully-detailed pickup of
any acoustic instrument. Both come complete with shockmount,
windscreen and metal travel case.

ARO

The sound is pure AKG, but
the price is far below what
you'd expect for apremium
large-diaphragm studio
condenser mic. Two
switches select options
for bass roll-off and
pre-attenuation, allowing
users to custom tailor the
C3000B for virtually any stage
or studio.
FEATURES:
•Large diaphragm electret condenser
•Cardioid pickup pattern and true 1" diaphragm
•6dB/octave bass roll- off switch
•Switchable 10 dB internal pad
•3mm thick internal windscreen
•Shockmount included
C3000B

FEATURES:
•Large diaphragm electret condenser
•Switchable omni, wide cardioid, cardioid,
hypercardioid, and figure-8patterns
•88 dB signal-to-noise and 134 dB dynamic range
•Switchable 6, 12, 18 dB attenuation
•
Three switchable bass cut filters
•2- color LED pattern/overload indicator
•Frequency response 20 Hz-20 kHz
•Shockmount, stand adapter, case and windscreen included
C414BXLII
C414BXLS

SCX25P5

FEATURES:
•Switchable bass roll- off filter
•Switchable 10 dB pad
•Built-in pop screen and shockmount included
LowestPrice

AKG C10005
Condenser Mic

C4148-XLS

ALJDI X

The medium diaphragm ( 1/2")
C20008 features acardioid
pickup pattern and is an
excellent entry-level model.
It offers almost ruler-flat
response providing a
crystal-clear,"up-front" sound.

List $ 361.00

C414B-XL I

List $ 1,09 9.
00
List $ 999.00

AKG C2000B
Condenser Mic

C2000B

(2P)
AKe

only $199!

KeJ

The AKG Cl 000$ is arobust condenser mic
powered via regular phantom power or 9V
battery, and now includes alow-battery
LED indicator light. It's excellent for vocals
and works great at adistance (ensemble
micing, background sounds, etc.).

AKG C4500B-BC
Broadcast Condenser Mic
The popular AKG C4500B-BC is afront-address, largediaphragm condenser microphone designed for use
in professional broadcast environments. It's immune
to electrostatic and magnetic fields and provides an
extremely wide dynamic range and low self- noise.
FEATURES:
•Large diaphragm condenser
•20 dB pad and bass roll-off
•Internal shock mount
•Self- noise 8dB and max SPL 155 dB
•Dynamic range 137 dB
•Shockmount and windscreen included

FEATURES:
•Cardioid polar pattern
•Frequency range 50 Hz- 20 kHz
•Adaptor snaps on to convert mic from
cardioid into hypercardioid
•Presence boost adaptor provides an
additional 5dB high-frequency peak
in the cardioid mode

eta"

List $ 719.00

C4500B-BC

LowestPrice@bswusa.corn
OR CALL

1-800.426-8434

5CX25

Audix Condenser Mic
-Single or Matched Pair
The Audix SCX-25 is acondenser microphone with an
elegant design and arevolutionary capsule sJspension
system. The capsule is completely isolated from the mic
body and electronics, minimizing acoustic reflections
and diffractions. It delivers apure, open-a.r sound unlike
any other microphone. Providing asmooth uniform
cardioid frequency response from 20 Hz-20 kHz,
the SCX-25 will reproduce vocals and acoustic
instruments with exceptional cetail and realism.
The new SCX25PS package contains arrwtched pair
with cables, mounts and acee, ideal for micing pianos.
SCX25
SCX25PS

Single mic
Matched pair

List $ 799.00
List $ 1,829.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

tortits,

OR CALL

1 80)-426-$4
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C1000S List $ 338.00

OC White ProBoom
Mic Boom with Riser
This 41" arm comes complete with
12" riser for table top mounting
and two sets of upper springs to
accommodate microphones of all
weights and sizes. Color is black;
beige also available,
PROBOOM-B
PROBOOM

Black
Beige

List $ 99.00
List $ 99.00

Popless
Dual-Screen
Pop Filters
The Popless VAC is an adjustable pop filter that filters
out popping and sibilance. Two acoustic screens with
aball and socket precision positioning system mount
on agooseneck or at the end of amic stand. All
standard 5/8" microphone threads.
VAC3.5C
VAC6C
VACS6

3.5" Stand Mount
6" Stand Mount
6" Suspension Mount
LowestPrice

your choke only $89!
94

1.1
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What L
owest Price bswusa . com meansto you:
lowestPrice ubswusa.com

www.bswusa.com

List $ 63.00
List $ 63.00
List $ 63.00

Here's your chance
to get quality
low-loss 25' mic
cables at agreat
price. Neutrik XLR
connectors.
M25PKG

only $49!

me country, but manufacturers don't always let us print them. For your price quote, lust send your request el e-mail addressed to
All us toll free 1-800-426-8434. No hard-sell, no arm twisting — ow prices and service speak for therrselves.

AKG ACOUSTICS

your studio, keep things

Introducing the next generation Cillafamiiy. With 15diew features
and enhancements, everyttffig's changed but the sound.Check out
our video at akgusa.com.
akgusa.con

4

The tools of the trade.

-ti=L--1Yel

Free
Shockmount!
Exclusively_
from BSW
ZENNHEISER

ElectroVoice RE20 Broadcast Mic
This venerable ElectroVoice dynamic cardioid studio
mic is afavorite of broadcasters and engineers
worldwide and is built to last forever. Its patented,
Variable- Ddesign is famous for eliminating bassboosting proximity effect when close micing and its
bass roll-off switch helps to shape low-end response.
An internal element shockmount reduces vibrationinduced noise. Frequency response is 45 Hz- 18 kHz.
The RE20 microphone includes astand clamp.
Accessories are listed below.
RE20

List $ 798.00

LowestPrice

RE20

only $399!
Sennheiser MD4211I Dynamic Broadcast Mic
This renowned dynamic Sennhe ser broadcast mic offees warm lows and
outstanding high-end reproduction wit'. afrequency response of 30 Hz to 17 kHz.
Besides the very rugged Senn- ser correuction, the MD4211I features afiveposition bass roll-off sw:7ch arid cardioid pickup pattern. BSW also includes the
MZS421 suspension shockmcunt anc stand clamp FREE with your purchase.
This is an exclusive BSW offer!

ElectroVoice RE27ND
Neodymium Broadcast Mic
Similar to the RE20, the RE27ND is aN/DYM dynamic
cardioid microphone. The neodymium alloy magnet
technology provides wider frequency response and
higher output. Variable-Ddesign reduces proximity
effect to maintain uniform low frequency response at
any distance. It has three switchable filters - one high
frequency, two low frequencies; an internal blast/wind
filter cover reduces P-popping, breath sounds and
excessive sibilance; and excellent off-axis rejection.
Includes stand clamp. Accessories are listed below.
RE27ND List $ 840.00

LowestPrice

MD42lIl

RE27ND

POPLESS VAC3.5

The ElectroVoice 309/A is ahigh-quality suspension shockmount. Black.
309A

LowestPrice

only $99!

Windtech windscreens are made of an open-cell, hypo-allergenic foam that
won't color sound, yet provides maximum protection against wind- noise and
P- popping. X- large cylindrical, inside diameter 2"; black (other colors available).
WS1BLK

LowestPrice

only $29!

CAD Variable
Pattern Mic
w/ Shockmount

beyerelynamle

FEATURES:
•Signal-to-noise ratio > 115 dBA
•High 150 dB SPL capability
•Flawless reproduction of dynamic
range and frequency response
•No signal degradation due to digital
medium even on very long cable runs
MCD100
MCD101

Cardioid mic
Omni mic

only $349!

cat.,

The digital BeyerDynarn c
MCD Series have an
analog/digital converter
immediately behind the
capsule, for exceptional
dynamic range and
linearity. The microphones
feature astandard AES/
EBU output via 3-pir XLR.
Separate power supply
required.

WINDTECH
WSIBLK

Shockmount, Windscreen and Pop Filter

LowestPrice

BeyerDynamic
Digital AES/
EBU Output
Microphones

only $449!

ELECTRO VOICE
309A

List $ 485.00

List $. 1,599.00
List $ 1,599.00

Accessories:
MPD200 Power supply List $ 1,199.00

BSW has agreat deal
on this cordenser mic
by including aFREE
shockmount. The M179
has acontinuously-variable
pattern which adjusts from
cardioid to subcardioid,
omnidirectional,
hypercardioid and
bidirectional. It delivers low
noise, low distortion and
fast transient response.
FEATURES:
•Dual sided, externally biased capsule
•20 dB pad/80 Hz high-pass filter
•10 Hz-20 kHz Frequency response
•200 ohms impedance
•133 dB dynamic range
•1.1" diaphragm
•Includes FREE shockmount from BSW!
M179PKG

only $19'9!

The PoplessVAC-RE20 model is designed to attach to the RE20 or RE27N/D
microphone via its 309/A shock mount. Each Di can own aset of screens
(two 3.5" screens included) and "pop"them in.
LowestPrice only $36!
VACRE20
Pop filters and mechanism
VAC3.5

Replacement filters

LowestPrice

only $32!

Marshall Electronics Mic Package
-TWo MXL Condenser Microphones

Behringer B-5 Carcioid/
Omni Condenser Iliac

Here's agreat dual mic package! For one low price get
the MXL 2003 large-diaphragm condenser mic and the
MXL 6035 small condenser. The MXL 2003 has aswitchable
bass cut and - 10 dB pad, with an FET preamp and
transformerless output. Ascrew- on stand adapter is included.
Frequency response is 20 Hz-23 kHz. The MXL 603S has a
wide cardioid pattern.Transformerless design provides asolid
bottom and an extremely open top end sound. Frequency
response is 20 Hz-25 kHz. Both mics come complete with
mic clips and zippered pouches.

Perfect for acoustic instruments and
overhead use, this condenser mic
features two interchangeable capsules
for different pickup patterns (rardioid
and omnidirectional). Its ultra low- noise
transformerless FET input eliminates lowfrequency distortion. It features a - 10 dB
pad and comes complete wit hard case,
stand adapter and windscreen.

MXL2003-603 List $ 249.95
Accessories:
MXL56

96

Shockmount for MXL2003

B-5
$3495

List $429.00

Marshall Beetreales

List $ 109.99
LowestPrice

Audio-Technic:a AE5400
Condenser Vocal Mk
The fabulous Audio-Technica AE5400
condense -microphone offers the
ultimate vocal performance. Its largediaphragm element and true condenser
design are state-of-the-art, and this mic
even featues an integral 80 Hz HPF
switch and 10 dB pad like many studio
mics. Frequency response: 20 Hz-20 kHz.
AE5400

only $13999!

List $ 579.00
LowestPrice

only $349!

What LowestPriceMbswesa.com means te you: Wye got the lowest prices in the country, but manufacturers don't always let us print them. Far your prive (tote, just send your request via e-mail addressed to
lowestierice@bfflusa.com, use our website www.bswesa.com of call us toll free 1-800-426-8434. No hardsell, no arm twisting —our prices and service speak for themselves.
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800426.8434. www.bswusa.com
AT898
1.01111111110

M KE2 - 60

Sennheiser Lavalier Mics
The Sennheiser MKE2-60/K6 condenser omni ' avalier
mic comes with apermanently attached steel •einforced
cable and XLR connector for phantom power. The
Sennheiser K6 power supply is included. The Sennheiser
MKE102-60 is an affordable omnidirectional lavalier mic
without power supply ( model # K6 sold separately). The
Sennheiser MKE104-60 is an affordable cardioid lavalier
mic without power supply ( model # K6 sold separately).
List $647.00
List $ 357.00
List $ 357.00

MKE2-60/K6
MKE102-60
MKE104-60

s469e
$
279°°
5279°'

LowestRice from $279!

Accessories:
K6 Power supply

List $ 299.00

$
229w

ElectroVoice
RE9OL Lay Mic
The ElectroVoice RE9OL is
apopular condenser omni
with 50 Hz- I8 kHz frequency
range
RE9OL

AT899

Audio-Technica AT898/AT899
Lavalier Microphones
The Audio-Technica AT899 is asubminiature condenser
microphone with an omnidirectional pickup pattern.
It can be powered from an external 11V to 52V DC
phantom power supply ( provided) or from a1.5V AA
battery. Arecessed switch in the power module permits
choice of flat response or alow frequency roll-off to
help control undesired ambient noise.
The Audio-Technica AT898 subminiature cardioid
condenser microphone delivers maximum intelligibility
and clean, accurate reproduction, with alow- profile
design (5mm in diameter) ideal for applications
requiring minimum visibility. It has alow-frequency roll off switch and operates on battery or phantom power,
with a9.8 ft. cable ending in an TA3F connector
at the included power module.
AT898
AT899

List $ 299.00
List $ 299.00

$
209°'
s209®

These extremely small lapel mics are used
throughout the audio industry. The AT803B condenser
omnidirectional lavalier offers high intelligibility for
vocal reproduction at low cost.The Audio-Technica
AT8318 ( not shown) is amini unidirectional condenser
for use where feedback or room noise is aproblem.
Ask our sales professionals to help you select
the right lavalier mic.

E60P5T
E60W6LAT

only $209!
AT8038
autimechnica

Audio-Technica Lavalier Mics
ElectroVoice ENG Boom Mic
This professional hypercardioid boom mic
extends to 6feet (and its extremely lightweight
-2lbs). It's also highly directional and offers coverage
from 18 inches to 25 feet. The condenser microphone
can be phantom or battery powered. The unit has a
built-in headphone amp with adjustable gain.
ENG618

List $ 1,534.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

AT803B
AT831B

List $ 200.00
List $ 210.00

513500
5149 m

horn $135!

OR ( ALL , 1 800 426 8434

SENINHESSER

suck -technica

W8H538

51.11éta .

Convenient Headworn Microphones

The Audio-Technica ATM75CW is acardioid condenser
mic ideal for reporters or anyone requiring hands-free
operation. It extends to the front of the mouth from
the right or left side and has a4ft. 7" cable with 4- pin
connector for wireless systems (add ATW3110D, below).
The lighter-weight ATM73CW has an unobtrusive
headband design with side-of- mouth pickup.
The Audio-Technica PRO8HEX is ahypercardioid
dynamic headworn microphone. It boasts aneodymium
element for crisp sound reproduction and alow-visibility
headband which provides astable, comfortab'e fit.
Aflexible mic boom descends from left or right side.
7ft. cable and XLR male-type connector.
The Shure WBH53B is an adjustable omni-directional
condenser mic. Its adjustable headband and flexible

98

wireframe provide acomfortable fit while still allowing
it to be positioned close to the left or right corner of the
mouth, assuring maximum pickup. It features extended
frequency response; high SPL handling ability; requires
RPM626 inline preamplifier (sold separately).
The Sennheiser MKE2-60/K6PACK (not shown) is a
headworn MKE2-60/K6 omni condenser lay mic.
It includes aK6 power supply.
WBH538
ATM 75CW
ATM73CW
PRO8HEX
MKE2-60/K6PACK

With XLR connector
For A-Twireless

List $ 509.65 5299c*
List $ 120.00 $70°°
List 5179.00
$
99°'
List $ 105.00
List $ 706.00 $
509w

LowestPrice from $69!

Accessories:
RPM626
Preamp for WBH53B
List $ 79.90 57500
ATW3110D A-Tbodypack/receiver List $699.00

List $ 514.60
List $495.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.corn

OR CALL:1 800 426 84'34
Accessories:
ATW3110D A-Tbodypack/receiver for E6 List $699.00

Audio-Technica
Gooseneck Mics

ATM73CW

Ideal tor everything from live performances to trade
shows, headworn mics from BSW combine
convenience with stellar sound.

Countryman E6
Lightweight
Headset Lay Mic
Tne Countryman E6 is
the answer when yoJ
need the highest possible
sound quality without the
bulk and appearance of
conventional headsets.
Lght and springy, the E6 clips around your ear,
not around your head, never interfering with your
headphones, hair or hat. The E6 is available with awide
variety of connectors, making it instantly compatible
with any mix board or wireless microphone transmitter.
In addition, differen: colois, two gauges of detachable
connecting cable and three mic sensitivity levels are
available. The two example items below are with XLR,
or connector for Audio-Technica wireless systems and
are optimized for speech; call for other configuratons.
Omnidirectional pattern; 1.9 g. weight.

List $ 250.00

only $ 186!

Lavalier and
Headset
Mics Deliver
Convenient
Hands-Free
Vocal Pickup

audiolechnica

This quick- mount miniature cardioid
condenser gooseneck microphone
accepts interchangeable elements to
permit angle of acceptance
from 100 to 360 degrees, and the smalldiameter gooseneck permits highly
flexible positioning. This mic runs on 952V phantom power and plugs directly
into aconsole- or desk- mounted
XLRF-type connector or to astandard
XLRF-type microphone cable. Includes
roll- off switch. AT857QMA is 14.5" long;
AT857QMLA is 19".
Awindscreen is included.
AT857QMA List $ 260.00 s179°°
AT857QMLA List $ 275.00 518e

LowestPrice

from$179!

Accessories:
AT8615
Quickmount desk stand 04900
AT8615RS
Above w/mute switch $59°°

1;

MORE.
AND LESS.
The new AT898 and AT899 subminiature lavaliers from Audio-Technica

Audio-Technica's new subminiature microphones, the AT898
cardioid condenser and AT899 omnidirecional condenser,
give you More where it matters:
•More intelligible reproduction. These subminiature lavaliers
provide maximum intelligibility and clean, accurate voice
reproduction. Both models feature switchable low-frequency
roll-of to reduce ambient noise pickup
•More mounting options. Each comes \NH) awide assortment
of sTandard accessories, including aclothing clip base, viper
clip base, magnet clip base, single and double mic holders
and windscreens.
•More versatile performance. The basic wired models offer
the versatility of included in- line battery/phartom power modules.
Models terminated for use with Audio-Technica and other
popular wireless models are also available_

actual sizes

AT898
Subminiature Cardioid
Condenser Microphone

AT898
Suominiature Omnidirectional
Condenser Microphone

And Less where it counts:
•Less conspicuous appearance. Designed to be heard and not
seen, the AT898 and AT899 keep olow profile. They're just
5 mm in diamete ,,the AT899 is avai'able in both black and
"theater" beige.
Check out A-T's new high-performance, low-visibility lavaliers.
Individual voice reproduction has never been more intelligible.
Or less obtrusive.

BROADCAST
& PRODUCTION
MICROPHONES

se00
ep(
4, ep
4

AT898 with
included accessories

AT899 & AT899cW-TH with
included accessories

audetechnica

Audiolechnica U.S., Inc. 1 1221 Commerce Drive, Stow, OH 44224 l To Order Call BSW 800.42608434

always listening,.

IE-mail: pro@atus.com Iwww.audio technica.com

Professional Shotgun
Microphone System

SENNHEISER

liErr==us(«tictttictifiewinucattct
K6 Power Supply

it

ME66 Shotgun Capsule

Sennheiser ME66 Shotgun Mic
The Sennheiser ME66 supercardioid condenser shotgun mic features extremely high
sensitivity, low self- noise and high-frequency boost for greater clarity on long range
pickup.

BSW also has all the accessories you need so you can completely outfit your mic: K6
or K6RD power supply ( required); zeppelin windscreen; shockmount with pistol grip;
wind sock and more.

List $ 299.00
List $ 299.00
List $ 580.00
List $ 299.00
Li st $ 300.00
List $ 350.00
List $ 185.00
List $ 39.00
List $ 69.00

Short shotgun mic
Power module for ME66
Mic/power module/case
Powering for semi- pro cameras
Zeppelin windscreen
Shock mount with pistol grip
Windsock
Grey foam windscreen
Black velour windscreen

ME66
K6
ME66/K6COMBO
K6RD
MZW60-1
MZS20-1
MZH60-1
MZW66
MZW66PRO

FEATURES:
•Super-cardioid/lobar pick-up pattern
•Highly directional
•Low inherent self- noise and high sensitivity
•
Wide frequency response

RODE
Jr" SFNItH1-1IFIL

aucruxechnica
AT815ST

Sennheiser MKH70/MKH60
Shotgun Microphones

Audio-Technica Shotgun Mics

FEATURES:
•Independent line-cardioid and figure- 8elements
•Switchable low-frequency roll- off
•Switch selection of non-matrixed M-Smode and
two internally-matrixed left/right stereo modes

The MKH70P48 is Sennheiser's higher-end
long 16-inch shotgun with lobar pickup. Professional
features include switchable treble emphasis, switchable
roll-off filter, infrasonic cut-off and ultra- low inherent
self- noise. Many options are available including
phantom power supplies, windscreens, shockmounts,
pistol grips and more. Call us with your needs or go
online at www.bswusa.com.

The AT815B/AT835B are economical mono ( long and
short' flotgun microphones.

MKH60 is the shorter 11- inch shotgun with both
supercardioid and lobar pickup patterns.

These affordable Audio-Technica mics un either long or
short shotgun) are offer superb directional audio pickup.

AT815ST
AT835ST
AT8158
AT835B

Long stereo mic
Short stereo mic
Long mono mic
Short mono mic

List
List
List
List

$ 1,050.00
$ 945.00
$ 410.00
$ 339.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

OR CALL
Accessories:
BG-2
Big gun windscreen
PG95
Pistol grip mic clip

re

1-

00-426-

4 4

53995

The RE90P-12/-18 are phantompowered miniature cardioid condenser
gooseneck mics. Quick- mount XLR
connec:ors make them great for consoles,
lecterns, etc. Optimized for close-up use,
these mics utilize atransformerless design
with alow- output impedance, permitting
very long cable runs.
List $ 242.00 186'
List $ 242.00 ' 186'
LowestPrice

100

Long shotgun
Short shotgun

List $ 1,975.00
List $ 1,700.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.corn
OR

A

L

1-800-426-8434

Accessories:
BG-70
Big gun windscreen for MKH70
BG-60
Big gun windscreen for MKH60

Rode Shotgun
Microphones
Rode has two new broadcast slotg...n
microphones, perfect for ENG and other applications.
The NTG-1 offers wide bardwidth and controlled polar
response coupled with low noise SMT eiectronics. It's
48V phantom powered. The NTG-2 adcs the ability to
also powe• the flic via an nternal 15V 'AA" battery.
Both included stand mount and windsh
NTG-1
NTG-2

List $ 349.00
List $ 399.00

53995

94
95

ElectroVoice
Gooseneck Mics

RE90P-12
RE90P-18

MKH70P48
MKH60P48

NTG-2

only$186!

Windtech
Shotgun
Windscreens

Rode VideoMic
Shotgun
Microphone

Windtech makes highquality windscreens for
all kinds of microphone
including short and long shotgun
mics. Get them at agreat low price at BSW.

The new Rode shotgun cordenser
mic is based on : he latest 'ilrn : ndu.: try r2C hnobgy.
It provides low roise, unusually high bi.ndwidt'l and is
ultra lightweight. Features: ShocKmzurt design reduces
handling noise; 9V battery powered; low battery LED
indicator; switchable high-pass f 'ter, stereo mini-jack
audio output; standard hot- shoe fit ina

BG-2
BG-1
BG-70
BG-60

Long windscreen for AT835, etc. 539"
Short windscreen for ME66, etc. '
34"
Long windscreen for MKH70, etc. 539'
Short windscreen for MKH60, etc. $29 95
LowestPrice

from$2995 !

RODE

VIDEOMIC List $ 249.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR

L

8110 4)1,

-

What LowestPrice obswusa.com means to you: We've got the lowest prices in the country, but manufacturers don't always let us print them. For your puce guile, lug send your request yid e-ml ac1.1?ed to
LowestPrice obswusa.com
our websitewww.bswusa.com or call us toll free 1-800-426-84 lia hard-sell, no arm twisting— our prices and service speak for nmse.ves.

Focus their
Attention.
Where ever you're shooting or recording, RODE has the
Directional Condenser Microphone to focus attention every time.
Designed to exceed professional standards of performance and
reliability, RODE has the range to take you from location to
sound stage, and those special occasions along the way.

Directional Condenser Microphone
The new NTG - 1 is alightweight conoenser shotgun microphone,
specifically designed for professional film, video, television,
voice-over and ENG aopl .cations. The NTG-1 provides an
electronically balanced output stage and operates on 48 V
to the P48 standard.
The NTG-1 offers wide bandwidth and acontrolled polar
response coupled w th low noise SMT electronics.
Directional Condenser Microphone
The new NTG-2 is a (lightweight condenser shotgun microphone,
which has been spec -fically designed for professional applications
within the film, v,deo, television and production industries.

NTG-2

The NTG-2 provides abalanced . ow impedance output
stage arid operates either from an internal 1.5 V (
AA) battery
or 4 8 V to the P48 standard.
Awide bandwidth and controlled polar response coupled
with low noise SMT electronics, makes the NTG-2 the
perfect choice for film, video engineering
and voce- over work.

VideoMic

Directional Condenser Microphone

The VideoMic is aprofessional grade shotgun microphone based
on the latest ' Film industry' technology and is designed to
be used with high quality Digital Video Cameras.
The microphone exhibits low noise and an unusually wide
bandw•dth for its size. It is ultra ightweight, yet rugged
due to it's ABS construction.
The VideoMic is powered by astandard 9V battery and offers
aLow Batzery LED status indicator and ahigh pass filter to
reduce unwanted low frequency rumble.
The VideoMic attaches to any Camcorder that has the
standard hot- shoe fitting and utilizes astereo mini jack
for audio ou:put.

Proudly designed and manufactured in Australia

www.rodemic.com

VideoMic
Call BSW today
for details on
1-800-426-8434

RODE®
e

MICROPHONES

MICROPHONES

BSW

Boundary Mics from BSW
111.111

PCC160

SHURU'
PZM3OD
AT891R

MX692C

AT851RX

crown

audetechnica.
e
g

PZM (Sound Grabber 11)

e

Crown PZM/PCC Boundary Mics
Designed for use on flat sui faces, Crown PZM/PCC mics
prevent phase interference from surface reflections,
allowing awide, smooth r•pon. Excellent for sound
reinforcement, conference tables interviews and more.
Abest-seller at BSW, the PZM Sound Grabber II is
Crown's most affordable onni boundary mic. Its a
great solution for conference micing, and can be used
anywhere, even with video carneas or handheld. The
cable is attached, with mirs pLg :connector and 1/4"/
microplug adaptors. Runs on AAA battery power.
The PZM185 steps up to all XLR connector and can be
powered either by AAA battery or via phantom power.
The boundary plate can be cetached for pocket-ready
portability - use on any fla -surface. 8ft. XLR cable.

Audio-Technica Boundary Mics

Shure Wireless Boundary Mic

The Audio-Technica AT851RX boundary mic is designed
for surface-mount applications requiring high-quality
sound pickup. Adie-cast case and rubber bottom pad
minimize coupling of surface vibration. The mic size is
minimized by locating the power module in the
25 ft. detachable cable, with screw terminals at power
module. 30 Hz-20 kHz response; low-frequency roll-off.

The MX692/C wirele:s boundary carcioid condenser mic
is designed for applications that reqJire aclean, cablefree installation. The frequency-agile cardioid MX692/C
offers over 100 selectable channels, and the built-in UC1
wireless transmitter Jl' ow sfreedom of placement and
easy setup. Requires Shure receiver tUC4 sold separately).

The AT891R boundary mic can be switched to any
of three modes: touch on/off, momentary on, or
momentary off, with red LED "on" indicator. The mic also
features aswitchable 80 Hz hi- pass filter; power module;
rubber non-slip bottom pad; and a25 ft. detachable XLR
cable. The AT891R provides 30 Hz- 10 kHz freq. response.

MX692/C FEATURES:
•9V battery- powered with 3- stage LED
•
Thread mount cartridge connection
•Internal antenna
•50 Hz- 17 kHz frequency response
•
Working ranges: 250 ft. typical; 800 ft. line- of-sight
•50 mW max RF/30 mW typical

AT851RX
AT891R

MX692C

List $ 245.00
List $ 297.00

PZM
PZM185
PZM3OD
PZM6D
PCC160

Sound Grabber II
XLR/dual power
Switchable response
Switchable response
Supercardioid

List
List
List
List
List

$ 106.00
$ 297.00
$ 521.00
$ 521.00
$476.00

LowestPrice

559'

5169"
5289"
5289"
0269"

from $59!

List $ 798.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.corn

Crown's phantom- powered PZM3OD has switchable
dual frequency response and XLR output (cable not
included). Plate is detachable. The PZM6D has asmaller
detachable plate and 15 ft. mini-cable/XLR connector.
The PCC160 is astandard for stage floor micing and
is great for podiums and TV new:. desks. The PCC
series feature asupercard oid capsule - when surfacemounted the result is a " le-supercardioid"mic which
rejects souncs from the rear and is free of phase
interference. XLR connecter; phantom power.

Wireless boundary mic

ALL.. I 400 4116

Accessories:
UC4
Receiver for MX692C
R

0 crown

List $ 938.40

SHURE'

Shure Wired
Boundary Mic

Crown Switchable Boundary Mic
The PCC-170SW is asurface- mount supercardioid
microphone ideal for conference micing, lectern use,
and more. It can be programmed for three modes of
operation via asilent-operating membrane switch:
touch on/off, momentary on, or momentary off, with an
LED indicator. 15 ft. detachable cable w/A3M; phantom
power. 50 Hz- 20 kHz frequency response.
PCC1705W

List $461.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
I

, R. ,'

I•I

For wired applications,
the affordable EZB-C boundary
mic features acardiod polar
pattern, and has acharcoal gray
finish for unobtrusivcplacement.
The mic ships with an attached 12 foot cable
with in- line preamplifier for low- profile use, and
features recessed mounting holes for ease of
installation. Flat response across the entire vocal range
delivers uncolored sound.
EZB-C Wired boundary mic

gcrown

List $ 188.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

aueolechnica

OR CALL

1-800-42 -

4 4

PIM11
PIM10

Crown PZM Security Boundary Mics
Crown PZM security/surve.11ance mics feature lowprofile design coupled with optimized acoustics. They're
ideal not just or security D,.it maKe great install mics for
conference recording and general room pickup.
The PZM10 is asmall mic with acylindrical design for
ceiling, wall or tabletop installations. Intelligibility is
excellent, with low frequencies rolled off below the
voice range to reduce HVAC pickup. XLR connector,
phantom powered.
The PZM1lisa similar low cost boundary mic which
mounts on astandard wall plate: resembling alight
switch. Screw terminal connections.
PIM10
PIM11

Cylindrical mount
Wall plate mount

List $ 181.00
List $ 148.00

LowestPrice

5109'
589"

from $89!

Audio-Technica
AT822/AT825 Stereo Microphones
The popular Audio-Technica AT822 stereo microphone
is agreat value, and great for recording in the field,
capturing live performances and studio work. It offers
dual and stereo mini-plug output cables. The AT825
terminates in dual XLR output cable.
COMMON FEATURES:
•X/Y stereo pickup pattern; fully mono compatible
•220° pickup field
•LF roll- off switch
•AA battery or phantom powering
•
Windscreen, mic clip and vinyl pouch
AT822
AT825
Accessories:
AT8415

List $ 399.00
List $ 549.00
LowestPrice
Shockmount

5219e

s369e

from $219!
5
49"

Shure VP88 Mono/Stereo
Condenser Microphone
The Shure VP88 stereo microphone is
aquality condense with mono/stereo
capability.
FEATURES:
•Adjustable stereo width control
•Direct mid and side element output
•Fully mono compatible
•
Windscreen, stand clamp and XLR Ycable
•Phantom power or internal 6-volt battery
VP88

Lie $ 1,266.60

Accessories:
A885M

Shock mount $ 179°'
SHURE

Classic
are Best-Sellers Worldwide
Shure SM57

Shure SM58

The classic Shure SM57's carefully
contoured frequency means rich, warm
vocal pickup and clean, well defined
instrumental reproduction.

This popular Shure dynamic mic

is world-famous for bullet-proof
durability and quality vocal
reproduction. You'd be hard-pressed
to find astage in the world without

No studio should be without one.

FEATURES:
•Rugged, stage-tested classic
•Cardioid pick-up pattern
•Distinctive vocal presence peak
•Integral windscreen
•Includes stand clamp and pouch

•Popular as an affordable podium irk
•Favorite instrumental mic live
and in the studio
•Frequency response 40 Hz- 15 kHz
•Includes stand clamp and pouch
SM57LC

List $ 158.00

An upgrade of the SM58, the Shure
BETA58A offers the same warmth
but with an even smoother presence
rise and peended top end.
FEATURES:
•Supercardioid dynamic mic
•Extended top end
•Smoother presence rise
•Superior shock isolation
•Includes stand clamp and case

The Shure BE fA8/A is ahigh quality

handheld condenser mic.

BETAS8A

The BETA87C has aless accentuated
HF peak than the 87A and acardioid
pattern.

Accessories:
AS8WSGRA

Shure has created great paLkages for two of ts mast
affordable dynamic cardioid mics. Both include
microphone, mic clip, bag and XLR cable.

List $462.88
List $462.88

Windscreen

SHURE

'
5"

Electro Voice Cobalt Series Mics

Cobalt series mics
deliver big bang
for the buck,
with exceptional
feedback rejection
at high SPLs, low
handling noise and
quality neodymium
elements.
The CO4 is a
cardioid dynamic
instrument mic;
the CO5 is aclassic
vocal mic with
on/off switch; and
the CO7 vocal mic
CO4
performs at high
volumes without feedback
CO4
CO5
CO7

List $ 119.00
List $ 99.00
List $ 129.00

LowestPrice

PG48-XLR is an excellent mic for spoken word
applications - at alow price. It features acardioid
pickup pattern, on/off switch and frequency
response 70 Hz- 15 kHz.
PG58-XLR is asimilar mic tuned to accentuate the
clarity of lead and back up vocals. Frequency response
is 60 Hz- 15 kHz.
PG48XLR
PG58XLR

List $ 66.26
List $ 104.90

Windscreen

'
595

:5-Pack Mics

Inexpensive Shure Mic Packs

LowestPrice only $249!
Accessories:
AS8WSGRA

List $ 300.40

LowestPrice only $
159!

FEATURES:
•Supercardioid condenser mic
•Studio quality sound for live vocals
•Excellent gain before feedback
•3- stage pop filter
•Requires phantom power
Supercardioid
Cardioid mic

SHURE

Supercardioid Mic

Condenser Mics

BETA87A
BETA87C

only $179!

Shure Beta 58A

SHURE

Shure Beta 87A/87C

List $ 300.00

LowestPrice

LowestPrice only $99!
Accessories:
ASSM
Shockmount
522°°
AS8WSGRA Windscreen
5
595
RK143G
Replacement grill '795

522ce
0995

Shock mount
Windscreen

lhe drure SM8o handheld condenser
mic provides studio-quality sound on
stage or in the field. Its rugged design
handles the abuse of touring and
its built-in three point shock mount
minimizes handling noise.

SM86

SMS8LC List $ 188.00

LowestPrice only $89!
Accessories:
ASSM
A2WSGRA

Condenser Mic

FEATURES:
•Cardioid condenser mic
•Rugged tour-worthy design
•Two-stage integral pop filter
•Tailored frequency response for vocals

an SM58.

FEATURES:

SHURE

Shure SM86 Handheld

siarRE

S3N0Hdoruivg

r1=1-----Ve

$
39'

559 0
°

from $39!

1

:only $991
Audio-Technica
ST95MKII 5- Pack

This 5-pack is agreat
deal! The AudioTechnica ST95MKII is a
quality cardioid dynamic
mic that is perfect for
PA use and even for
studio recording. High
output with close
working parameters
allow for excellent gain
before feedback in
sound reinforcement
applications. On/off
switch.
ST95MKIIPKG
ST95MKII

5-pack
Single

auciotechnica
List$149.95
List $ 29.95

LowestPrice
Accessories:
WS912PACK

s99°'
sze

from $22!

5- pack windscreens List $ 35.00

524"

Audio-Technica
CO5

$59"
$49"
$59"

only $4999

CO7

KP Vocal 3- Pack

audelechnica

Talk about performance and value! The ALdIDKP Vocal three pack offers field- proven
professional dynamic microphones in aroad- ready
case. These cardioid dynamic microphones offer

Technica

superior internal shock mounting, multi-stage
windscreens and on/off switches.
KPVOCAL

List $ 209.95

LowestPrice.

only $
89!

Also save on quality lowloss 25 ft. mic cables at a
great low price of $49.00!
M25PKG

(pack of 5cables)

LowestPrice

only$49!

What LowestPriceeabswusa.com means to you: Wye got the lowest prices othe country, but manufacturers don't alw,r7s let us pm them. For your price quote, just send your request via e-mail addressed to
LowestPrice@bmvusa.cont Ae our wetsite menv.bswusa.com or call us toll free 1-800-426-8434. No harel-sell, no a'M twisting— our prices and service speak for themselves.
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Interview Mics
Sennheiser MD46

beyerdynamicn

Finally, aquality reporter's
mic designed for use in noisy
arenas such as stadiums. The
cardioid MD46 features a
rugged, all metal body; is very
insensitive to pop and wind
noise; has extended frequency
response and acomfortable
fpl/balance for easy use.

BeyerDymanic
MCE58/M58
The BeyerDynamic MCE58
omni-directional condenser
mic has an internal
shockmount to dramatically
reduce handling noise and
offers very accurate voice
reproduction. Frequency
response is 40 Hz- 20 kHz. It
also has an on/off switch (great
for DAT and MD recording) and
includes windscreen and case.

MD46

MCE58
M58

Lamtierice from $ 169!
Accessories:
MKV8
Mic clip

ElectroVoice
RESOB

s20°'

Er

The ElectroVoice dynami(
RE5OB is an excellent
reporter's mic. It features
built-in shock mount and
blast filter for lower handling
and wind noise.
Omnidirectional pattern.
RE5013

List $ 199.95

AT804
he Audio-Technica
omnidirectional AT804
is an excellent dynamic
interview mic, built to
withstand the daily abuse
reporters can dish out. It
features rugged metalbody construction and
frequency response is 50
Hz to 15 kHz. Includes
stand clamp and
ici bag.
List $ 110.00 •

""leehr'e..

Ir'rrrull only $77!
Accessories:
AT8415
Shock mount
AT8101
Windscreen

List $ 264.00

only $ 150!

0900

ElectroVoice's popular
dynamic interview mic
features an omni-directional
pickup pattern, voice-tailored
response and rugged metal
construction at aprice that
will make you smile. Includes
stand clamp.
635A

List $ 172.00

E

if.

VP64A
VP64AL

List $ 125.17
List $ 146.39

079"
093'

Rode S1
.
1
he

Rode Si is designed to be the
ultimate vocal mic, delivering studioquality sound with solid construction
that lets it follow you into the field.
The Si features an externally biased
condenser transducer with agold
plated diaphragm, and ultra low noise
FET circuitry.
FEATURES:
•Studio- quality specifications
•Rugged all metal construction
•Attractive satin nickel finish
•High strength mesh head
•Custom integral ' plosives' screen
•Ergonomically weighted/balanced
•Low noise circuitry and handling
•Comes complete with stand mount
and zip pouch
St RODE

R

1-800-426-8434

List $ 599.00

ALL: 1-800-426-14 4

The D880M is an entry-level dynamie: supercarclioid
vocal mic for outstanding vocal qual ty at alow price.
The D3700M is adynamic hypercarclioid vocal nic,
great for lead or backing vocals.

.1888. tech..

The D3800M is aquality hyperzardiord vocal mic which delivers
outstanding vocals, with ahumbucking coil to eliminate noise.

The AE2500 the ultimate kick drum
mic, adual- element dynamic/condenser
hybrid with separate outputs. The
AE3000 is arugged cardioid condenser
great for high-SPL applications like guitar
cabs and snare drums. The AE5100
cardioid condenser captures all the
nuance of your sound and is ideal for
overhead micing.

104 mu"'

sotudio
Ouality
in a
Vocal
Mic

The affordable new AKG Emotior
Tripower series integrates wired ariu
wireless into one microphone. Change from XLR
output to wireless by popping in the optional TM40
transmitter module, compatible with alfWMS40 systems
(or add the affordable SR40 receiver, below).

Audio-Technica
Dynamic Instrument Mics

List $699.00
List $ 379.00
List $ 379.00

The Audix 0M2 dynam,
hypercardioid mic is agreat
performer with rich, natural
vocal sound full of clarity
and detail with superior
off-axis rejection.
The Audix 0M5 is ahighoutput hypercardioid
vocal mic with natural,
undistorted sound and
excellent gain before
feedback. The 0M5 offers
an exceptional frequency
response of 48 Hz- 19 kHz and 144 dEt
SPL handling. Includes case and dip. The
0M6 odds low frequency extension tor
)kHz response.
0M2
List $ 149.00
Oh45
List $ 265.00
AUDI x
0M6
List $ 329.00

Rode

AKG Emotion/
Tripower Series
Vocal Mics with
Wireless Option

Accessories:
314E Windscreen $ 18'

AE2500
AE3000
AE5100

List 5149.00

R CALL

VP64AL has longer
(9-5/8") handle.
sHURE

LowestPrice only $99!

TGX58

RODE

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

Shure VP64A/AL
The affordable Shure VP64A
dynamic omnidirectional
interview mic sounds great
and is extremely rugged.
Its neodymium magnet
provides increased output
and improved clarity. Includes
windscreen and stand clamp.

ElectroVoice 635A

The BeyerDynamic TGX58
is an excellent entry level
handheld vocal mic at an
affordable price.

Audix OM
Series Vocal
Microphones

Audio-Technica

AT804

r
)111

LowestPrice only $109!

Accessories:
MZW1
windscreen s12e
M2Q800
mic clip
011 ®

Handheld condenser nic
List $ 349.00
e249"
Handheld dynamic mic
List $ 249.00
'159"

b"e" ,

FEATURES:
•Super-cardioid polar
pattern
•High gain before
feedback
•Special soft lacquer
finish
•Locking on/off switch

LowestPrice only $17995 !

M58 is the popular dynamic
version without on/off switch.

BeyerDynamic
TGX58 Vocal Mic

The TM40 UHF transmitter modu equickly pops into any of the above mics
and is powered by asingle AA baltery.
The SR40 is ahalf- rack receiver foi the TM40, with 1/4" and XLR outputs.
D880M
D3700M
D3800M

AE5100
OR C. • •- - 8 0 420-

4

Supercardioid
Hypercardioid
Hypercardioid

Accessories:
TM40
UHF transmitter mic module
5R40
UHF half- rack r2ceiver

sells the perfect rugged n
.
icroptione tor the not so perfect environments...

List $ 147.00
List $ 195.00
List $ 249.00

LowestPrice
List $ 198.00
List $ 198.00

0139.179from $99!
0139"

0139"

S3N0HdOh_

wusa.com

A-TWireless
Audio-Technica
3000 Series
UHF Wireless
Systems
The 3000 Series
frequency-agile UHF
system is comes in your
choice of handheld or
bodypack transmitter
versions. Both use the
same 1/2- rack size
receiver. The ATW3141
system includes an
Artist Elite Series handheld
cardioid dynamic microphoreitiansmittm. The ATW3110D has abodypack
transmitter ( mic sold separately).
FEATURES:
*audiolechnica
•200 PLL-synthesized selectable channels
•True diversity operation, reducing dropouts
•Advanced digital ToneLock squelch and low battery indicator
•10/30 mW switchable RF power; typical range 300 feet
•Transmitter battery- life fuel gauge on the receiver
•Ground- lift switch; balanced XLR and unbalanced 1/4" output jacks

The 3000 Series is also available in 500 MHz oandwidth. Call for information.
ATW3141D
ATW3110D

Handheld system
Bodypack system ( mic sold separately)

List $ 799.00
List $ 699.00

Accessories:
AT831CW
MT830CW
ATWA49
AEWDA660D

Cardioid lapel mic
Omni lapel mic
UHF wide band paddle antenna pair
4- receiver antenna distribution system

Ljst
List
List
List

$ 120.00
$ 116.00
$ 398.00
$ 959.00

LowestPrice@bffl_a.co
usrn
OR

ALL - 1

00-2
1
.6-8434

Affordable Audio-Technica
2000 Series UHF Wireless Systems
The new Audic-Techniu 2000 Series wireless is affordable and easier to use than ever.
Rock solid dependable performance is coupled with features vhic-s make the 2000
series ideal for both non-technical users and those wisiieg to run multiple systems
without setup hassles. You get arobust, all- metal receiver housing with rack kit and
removable antennas, automatic frequency scanning, and more. Lavalier mics for
bodypack systems sold separately.
FEATURES:
•True diversity operation for reduced dropouts
•Automatic frequency scanning finds open channel at thetouch oía button
•Rackmount receiver with removable antennas for flexible installation
•Run 10 systems at once with no channel conflicts or difficult setups
•ToneLock squelch and simple on-off switch for transmitters
•Intuitive receiver front- panel metering with RF and Af levei display
•1/4" output and XLR output with ground lift switch
•AA batteries provide 9 hours of transmitter operation
ATW2120
ATW2110

Handheld system
Bodypack system ( mic sold separately)

List $ 499.00
List $429.00

Accessories:
AT831CW
MT830CW
ATWA49
AEWDA660D

Cardioid lapel mic
Omni lapel mic
UHF wide band paddle antenna pair
4- receiver antenna distrib. system

List $ 120.00
List $ 116.00
Lie $ 398.00
List $ 959.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.corn
OR CALL

Audio-Technica 5000/4000
Series UHF Wireless
Microphone Systems

audiolechnica

The Audio-Technica
5000/4000 series are

professional,
high-end,
frequency
agile, diversity
UHF systems.
FEATURES:
•200 selectable UHF channels
•Automatically finds and sets best
available frequencies on all linked receivers
•Digital Tone Lock squelch effectively blocks stray RF
•Sends transmitter data for receiver display
•Dual compander circuitry processes high/low frequencies separately
•10/35 mW switchable RF power

The 5000 Series models offers two independen -MO-channel receivers in one full rackspace housing, and two transmitters; en on- board Etherne: in:er'ace for controlling
system parameters with included software; 14" erernal mute switch jack allowing user to
mute the system quickly and esily. AC pass through allowing daisy-chain AC lookup witi
included IEC jumper cables. Lava le' mics for bodypacks sold separately.
The 4000 Series each have agrg e1/2-rack .. ice receiver witnone It ansmitter.
AEW5111D
AEW5244D
AEW4110D
AEW4240D

Bodypack
Handheld
Bodypack
Handheld

Accessories:
AT831CW
MT830CW
ATWA49
AEWDA660D

Cardioid lapel mic
Omni lapel flic
UHF wide band paddle antenna pair
4- receiver antenna distribution system

dual system ( mics sold separately)
dual system
single system tmic sold separately).
single system

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL

List $ 3,119.00
List $ 3,199.00
List $ 959.00
List $ 999 00
List
List
List
List

$ 120.00
$ 116.00
$ 398.00
$ 959.00

1-800-426-8434

Audio-Technica
VHF Wireless Systems
The super affordable ATW202 VI
system include areceiver and
handheld transmitter with dynamic
mic. The system is available in 3
traveling frequencies with arange
of 200 feet. The receiver has adipole
antenna system and an adjustable
squelch control. Aremovable docking
power supply inserts into the back of
the receiver. 1/4" phone jack output connector.

(7' awl«) technica.

The ATW201 H is areceiver/bodypack system with headvvorr microphone ;included).
The AT2201L ' sareceiver/bodypack systems with lavalier mi.: (included).
ATW202
ATW201H
ATW201L

Handheld
Headworn
Lavalier

List $ 174.95
List $ 249.95
List $ 224.95

$
99e
' 149.5

$ 124.

LowestPrice

from$99!

Audio-Technica ATVV Series
UHF Wireless Systems
The ATWU102 handheld system consists of adiversityreceiver
and plug-on transmitter. It offers 100 selectable PLLsyithesized
channels; true diversity receptlon: operation in TV channels
57-59 to avoid interference and calarced output.
For abodypack system, order ATWU10" (not shown) and
leveller mic element (sold separately).
ATWU102
ATWU101
AT831CT5

UHF plug- on
UHF bodypack
Cardioid lapel mic for ATWU101

List $ 950.00
List $ 895.00
List $ 130.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL

1 800 4.76 8434

1 80 ,3-426 8434

What lomestPrice@bsmasa.com means to you: We've got the cwest prices in the country, but manufacturers don't always let us print them. For your price quote, just send your rectum via e
niai) sddressed to
lomestPrice@bsmusa.com, se sur website svmm.bsteusa.com or call us toll tree 1-800-426-8434. No hard-sell, no ami twisting—our prices and service speak forthrinselves.
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LECTROSONICS, INC.

Lectrosonics 400/700
Series UHF Wireless Systems

R400

The 400 Serie digital hybrid wireless sys:em combines
digital audio with an analog FM radio link to provide
outstanding &rho quality and die extended operating
range of the finest analog systems.7 he UCR411 A
compact recever 5for televisior field production
and location recording. Three transmitters include the
UM400 beltpack, UH400A plug-on and :he MM400
watertight stainless- steel beltpack.
The Lectrosonic s700 Series system offers a
combination et aud oquality perfect)/ at home in the
most demancliisg studio and stage environments, true
cryptography ideal tor security reeds in corporate
and governmenta applications, and adigital RF
link operating cn standard UHF treqi..encies.The
UDR700 rack-mountable receive ard UM700 beltpack
transmitter are sold separately.
UCR411A Compact receiver
UM400
Beltpack transmitter
UH400A
Plug on transmitter
MM400
Miniature beltpack transmitter
UDR700
Encrypted rackmount receiver
UM700
Encrypted beltpack transmitter

List $2,575.00
List $ 1,250.00
List $ 1,090.00
List $ 1,250.00
List $3,565.00
List $ 1,250.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OF CALL : 1-800-426-6434

Lectrosonics Venue Series
Digital Hybrid UHF Wireless Receivers

Lectrosonics Digital
Hybrid Technology

Lectrosonics is positioned as the top innovator in the wireless world. No
place else do you get such an incredible array of features coupled with
the best quality you'll find anywhere.

Using arevoludorary new
design that combines 24-bit
digital audio with an analog FM
radio link, Lectrosonics' Digital
Hybrid technology combine',
outstanding digital audio quality
with the extended operating
range of the best analog systems.
Audio is digitally encoded in the
transmitter arid sent via
an analog FM wireless link,
and then decoded in the receiver
This proprietary DSP algorithm
eliminates acompander circuit
and its artifacts, resulting in
sound with the detail and
presence of hard-wired systems.

The Venue receiver host (VRM) is an affordable modular UHF Digital
Hybrid receiver system. The rackmount host unit can handle up to six
receiver modules in avariety of diversity modes, ensur ng max:mum
usable audio even under the most demanding conditions. An antenna
multicoupler can be looped through to allow additional units to share a
single antenna system. Included USB and RS-232 interfaces allow control
of individual receivers or multiple units from asingle location. Choose
up to six modules per host: the Standard modu:e ( VRS) is an economical
fixed-bandwidth design, suited to all but the most congested RF
environments, and the Tracking module (VRT) is afrequency-tracking
design for congested environments.
The R400 portable, single receiver's LCD screen includes aspectrum
analyzer to find clear channels quickly and easily. The Venue and R400
are designed to work with Lectrosonics 400-series transmitters as well
as the affordable new L-M beltpack transmitter, and with DSP emulation
are also backwards-compatible with Lectrosonics 100 and 200 series
transmitters.

FEATURES:
•Digital Hybrid technology
-digital sound with FM
reliability and range

The L-M beltpack transmitter is Digital Hybrid technology at anew lower
price. It features 50 mW output power, 256 synthesized frequencies,
aDSP-based pilot-tone signal and limiter, and rugged machined
aluminum construction. It also includes analog compander emulation
for backward compatibility with Lectrosonics 100/200 series receivers.

•VRM system hosts up to six
receivers, with USB and RS-232
control

VRM
VRS
VRT
R400
L- M

•R400 is an affordable, portable
single Digital Hybrid receiver
•LM beltpack transmitter is ideal
for use with both systems

Venue receiver host
Standard Venue receiver module
Tracking Venue receiver module
Portable single receiver
Beltpack transmitter

List $ 1,205.00
List $ 375.00
List $ 750.00
List $ 737.00
List $665.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR

ALL

1-800-426 ,8434

Lectrosonics 200 Series UHF Wireless System
ElectroVoice UHF Witreless System
Electro Voice's
series delive sunmatched simplicity.
The one touch Auto-ClearScan bunco finds the clearest
channel in seconds, with 1112 possible frequencies. The
receiver has balanced XLR output, switchable mic/line
level, and 1/4" fine level mput. The transmitters output
30 mW RF and are powered by standard 9V battery. Two
frequency raris available.
The RE2L1 0ha; abodypack transmitter with OLM10
omni lavalier mid.
RE2N2 features ahandheld
transmitter Wth N/DYM 267a eement.The RE2COMBO
features both the handheld transmitter/element and a
bodypack transankler with aULM21 unidirectional lay
mid. All packages come with receiver.
RE2L10
Bodypack with omni lay mid List $ 660.00
RE2N2
Handheld with niclym 267a List $ 620.00
RE2COMBO handheld/Bodypack combo List $ 970.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL : 1-800
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26-34

Designed for professional high-end use, the 200
series is considered industry-standard equipment. By
implementing more extensive audio processing circuitry,
Lectrosonics maximizes dynamic range and frequency
response and minimizes distortion, noise, and dropouts.
Features: 256 selectable frequencies: tracking front-end in
the receivers; dual-band compandor; advanced diversity
reception; comp:er interface on the studio receiver.
The UDR200C the rack mourt-style receiver;
the UCR201 is asmall receiver, and the UCR21lisa
compact camera-mount receiver.
Receivers can be matched with three varieties of transmitters:
the UH400A is the popular plug-on transmitter ana the UM200C is a
beltpack version, both boasting MO mW output power; and the UM250C is
ahigher output 'version of the UM200C, provid"ng 250 mW power.
UDR200C
UCR201
UCR211
UH400A
UM200C
UM250C

Rack mount receiver
Small receiver
Cam- mount receiver
Plug-on transmitter
Beltpack transmitter
Beltpack transmitter

List
List
List
List
List
List

$ 3,565.00
$ 1,525.00
$ 2,225.00
$ 1,090.00
$ 1,085.00
$ 1,245.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
R CALL

1-800-426

4 4

What LowestPrice@bsvousa..com means to you: We've got the lowest prices in tie country, but manufacturers don't always let us print them. For your price quote, just send your request via e-mail addressed to
LowestPriceghswusa.com
website www.bswusa.com
us toll free 1-800-426-8434. No hard-sell, no arm twisting— our prices and service speak for themselves.

Digital Hybrid WÍrOIOSSTM
US Patent Pending

Digital Hybrid

WirelessTM

Three new models join the
leading family of broadcast
quality wireless microphones.

is a

unique design that combines
digital audio with analog RF to
produce an amazing wireless
microphone system. Stellar audio
quality and the RF performance
of the finest analog systems at a
remarkably low cost.

BAL
AUDIO OU r
lltoleVDC
250 mA MAX

DIV ANT

.50 to . 5081.1

R400
LECTROSONICE

SYNTHESIZED RECEIVER
PUSH FOR MENU

PREV
MENU

POWER
LECTROSONICS

Digital Hybrid Wireless TM

ROTATE TO SELECT

(HOLD FOR OFF)

LM

LM belt pack transmitter
The LM offers the versatility of the most
expensive models at a lower price point. 5- pin
input jack works with any microphone or line

R400 Receiver
A feature rich package with
solid performance and DSPbased versatility at a modest
price. The compact package
is at home in the studio as
well as in mobile production.
The LCD interface includes
an RF spectrum analyzer to
scan the tuning range and
find clear channels quickly.
The unit can be used with a
variety of anabg transmitters
in addition to Is native
Hybrid operating mode.

level input. The DSP-based design also provides
compatibility with avariety of analog systems in
addition to its native Hybrid operating mode.

Made in the USA
by a bunch of
engineering driven
fanatics.

UH400A plug- on transmitter
Converts any microphone with an XLR connector to wireless
operation. Provides selectable 5, 15 and 48 V phantom power
and awide range input adjustment to perfectly match any
microphone. Can also handle modest line level signals

MICROPHONES

Sennheiser
Evolution G2
UHF Wireless
Mic Systems
Sennheiser's Evolution G2
is full of features unsurpassed
in its price class. All systems
utilize Sennheiser's
proprietary noise- suppressing
HDX compandor technology for crystal clear sound
that rivals wired microphones. Systems are available wsth
atrue diversity receiver or (P) camera- mount receiver.
The special EW100ENGG2 package is acomplete
wireless system combining abodypack transmitter, an
ME2 omni lay mic with clip and windscreen, aplug-on
transmitter for dynamic mics, and acamera- mount
transmitter, all at ahuge savings!
For abodypack transmitter system with detachable
lavalier mic choose the EW112G2 with diversity racK
receiver or the EW112PG2 with portable receiver.
The handheld mic system with E835 capsule also comes
with your choice of receiver: EW135G2 with diversity
rack receiver or the EW135PG2 with portable receiver.
The 300 series is an economical mid- range system with
modular parts for expandability. The EW312G2 system
includes an omnidirectional lavalier mic, bodypack
transmitter and rack mount receiver.
EW100ENGG2
EW112(P)G2
EW122(P)G2
EW135(P)G2
EW145G2
EW312G2

Camera-mnt wireless package
Bodypack sys w/ omni lay mic
Bodypack system w/ cardioid lay
Handheld system w/ E835 capsule
Handheld sys w/ MD845 capsule
Bodypack transmitter system

AKG WMS 4000 Series
UHF Wireless Systems

FEATURES:
•AutoScan for simple/secure frequency selecten
•1440 freqJencies within a36 MHz
switching bandwidth
•30 rriVi RF power
•Pilot tone squelch, defeatable for compatibility
with original EW systems
•New battery concept, with AA cells and
rechargeable accessories available
.Transmitter battery status telemetry on
all models
•Audio signal metering on transmitter LCD display

List $ 1,135.00
List $ 835.00
List $ 835.00
List $835.00
List $985.00
List $ 1,485.00

Accessories:
List $42.00
GA2
Rackmount kit
List $70.00
BA2015G2 Rechargable battery
L2015G2
Quick-charge recharger List $160.00

For pro wireless sound on abudget, consider the
WMS 40. It operates in the UHF band from 710 MHz to
865 MHz and is ideally suited for small stages, clubs,
touring, places of worship, and more. The WMS 40
uses highly selective filters and advanced circuitry to
ensure interference-free operation and excellent audio
even under difficult conditions. Each WMS 40 operates
on afixed frequency and is extremely easy to set up.
Each system includes ahalf-rack-size SR 40 receiver with
adjustable squelch for noise-free reception; power, RF,
and mute LEDs for easy status monitoring; professional
outputs including balanced XLR and unbalanced 1/4"
connectors; and output adjustable from mic to line level.

$
229w
'
249'
s279m
$
249°'

WINS40-MP

11111111nLA

LowestPrice
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UX16L List $ 169.95

LowestPrice

WM540-50

from $
229!

Charging system w/batteries
List $457.00

AKG WMS400 UHF Wireless System
Setting up your wireless ss:..ems, particularly for
multichannel use, is now easier than ever! AKG's
WMS 400 utilizes infrared technology to transfer preset
data between your receiver and transmitter. Once
you have set afrequency on the receiver, an infrared
transmission link will feed the related data to the
assigned transmitter within seconds, making the setting
up of large multichannel seitems child's play. Up to 12
channels can be used simultaneously within the same
subband and even large systems will work smoothly in
environments hostile to RF transmission.
RECEIVER FEATURES
•Built-in frequency scanner with database
•Up to 12 channels can be used simultaneously
in each subband
•Infrared data transmission link
•Rehearsal function for finding dead spots
•Programmable warning functions

Gemini UHF Wireless Systems for $99!

List $ 169.95

List $ 1,316.00
List $ 1,396.00
List $ 1,396.00

WMS40-GB

Gemini delivers affordable wireless with the UX-16, a16-channel
UHF PLL wireless microphone system. This combo features 16 UHF
synthesizer controlled frequencies, phase locked loop (PLU circuitry,
super high sensitivity with extremely low noise transmiss .on and
balanced/unbalanced outputs. The UX16M system cones with a
handheld XM-16 uni directional dynamic mic; and the UX16L is a
bodypack system with condenser lay mic included. Born systems'
transmitters use AA batteries and have afixed-lengtn UH: antenna
with an operating range of 250 feet.
UX16M

WMS4000-880 Handheld
WMS4000-17 Bodypack/omni lay
WMS4000-55 Bodypackicardioid lay

WM540-880

Choose from four transmitter options: the WM540-880 Handheld model features
an AKG D-880 capsule for outstanding audio performance.The WM540-MP Micro- Per
transmitter's tiny size makes it anatural for unobtrusive micirg, being easily hidden in
apocket or hung around the neck with the supplied cord. The WM540-50 Snap-On
transmitter turns any XLR handheld mic into awireless model; and the WMS40-GB GuitarBug makes it incredibly easy to make your instrument wireless.
Handheld transmitter List $386.00
Guitar bug transmitter List $358.00
Micro-pen transmitter List $398.00
Snap-on transmitter
List $ 358.00

The WM54000/880 features ahandheld system
with D880WU1 supercardoid mic element; the
WMS4000/17 features abodypack transmitter with a
C417/L omnidirectional lay mic; and the WMS4000/55
has abodypack transmitter with aCK55L cardioid lay
mic. The optional CU4000 battery system features two
batteries, charge optimizatipn and can charge
nie batteries right in the transmitters.

Accessories:
CU4000

AKG WMS 40 UHF Wireless Systems

WMS40-880
WMS40-GB
WMS40-MP
WhiS41>S0

The AKG WMS 4000 is aprofessional wireless system
with up to 1,200 frequencies. The application
possibilities of the WMS 4000 are almost unlimited,
from fixed installations to 91m and broadcast work.
The SR 4000 receiver uses atrue diversity system and a
30 MHz sub- band for genuine multichannel capability,
and is ahalf-rack-size unit ( 1
RU high) with hardware.
The backlit display on the .51) mW RF power handheld
and bodypack transmitters as well as on the receiver
indicates the selected preset, remaining transmitter
battery life, gain setting or intermodulation-free
frequencies. Transmitters use two "AK batteries or the
optional battery pack/charging unit (#CU4000).

TRANSMITTER FEATURES
•Infrared data download link for quick setup
•Battery status display and data transmission
•Integrated charging contacts
WMS400HTD880

Handheld

List $ 698.00

only $99!

What LowestPrko@bswrsa.con moos to you: Verp got the lowest r
rice'. in the country, bur manufacturers don't always let us print them. For your price quote, just send your request via e-mail addressed to
LowestPricotabswasa.com, use our website www.bswvsa.com or call us toll fr-e 1-800-426-8434 No hard sell. no arm twisting —our prices and service speak for themselves

rZI ZENINIHEIZER

SKP Plug- On

EK Portable

Transmitters

ntro • uang evo ution wire ess, Generation 2.
People who can choose anyth ng have always
chosen Sennheiser wireless microphone systems.
Now, the new evolution G2 series provides clean,
clear audio, reliable transmission, and robust
construction, all at aprice that will surprise you!
Get the competitive edge and make video that
sounds as good as it locks. Get Sennheiser.

volutionwireless@2

Receivers

SK Buc'pack
Transmitters

SKM Handheld
ME Ser

Lavalier Mics

www.sennheiserusa.com

Transmitter

SHUR"'

Shure SLX Series UHF Wireless Mics
Shure's rugged SLX UHF wireless systems offer powerful
yet affordable wireless that can be set up quickly and
used confidently, with innovative features such as auto
frequency scan and transmitter setup, exceptional
wireless clarity, and legendary Shure microphones.
There are many models to choose from:

SLX1/SLX2 TRANSMITTER FEATURES:
•Automatic Transmitter Setup and backlit LCD
with timeout feature
•Frequency and power lockout, and 3-segment
battery fuel gauge
•2AA batteries ( included) provide 8hours of use
•518-782 MHz operating range
SLX4 DIVERSITY RECEIVER FEATURES:
•Automatic Frequency Selec tion
•960 Selectable frequencies across 24 MHz
•XLR and 1/4" outputs and detachable
1/4-wave antennas
•RF presence LED and 5- segment audio meter
•Multi-function backlit LCD with battery indicator
•Frequency and power lockout
•1/2 rack design with furnished rack hardware
•Non- slip bumpers for use out of rack

The SLX24/58 features the popular SM58 cardioid
dynamic microphone capsule, SLX2 transmitter and
SLX4 diversity receiver. The SLX24/Beta 58 features the
quality Beta 58 supercardioid dynamic microphone
cartridge, SLX2 transmitter and SLX4 diversity receiver.
The SLX14/85 features the WL185 cardioid condenser
lavalier mic, SLX1 bodypack transmitter and SLX4
diversity receiver. The SLX14/30 features the WH3OTOG
headset mic, SLX1 bodypack transmitter and SLX4
diversity receiver. The WH3OTOG is aunidirectional
gooseneck condenser mic with an integrated
wireframe and elastic headband, providing low- profile
and comfortable wear, and comes complete with two
snap-on windscreens, clothing clip, storage bag and
cable management.
SLX24-58
51X24-BETA58
SLX14-85
SLX14-30

Handheld w/SM58
Handheld w/Beta 58
Bodypack w/cardioid lay
Bodypack w/headset mic

List $ 850.00
List $ 902.32
List $931.44
List $ 942.06

Shure UC Series UHF
Handheld Wireless System
Shure's UC24/58 handheld UHF system is frequency
agile, which allows you to quickly and easily change
frequencie to avoid interference. Choose from over 100
selectable ''equencies. The 1/2-rack space UC4 receiver
features diversity technology for improved reception.
FEATURES:
•50 mW transmitter
•SM58 mic capsule
•Adjustable squelch control
•2- band adjustable EQ
•Use up to 16 systems simultaneously
UC24-58 List $ 1,417.80 LmestPrice@bstvusaxorn
OR CA - 0•4 6844

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL

1-800-426-54
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SHURE

Shure ULXP Series UHF
Handheld Wireless System

Shure UT Series UHF Wireless

The ULXP24/58 Professional system offers aULXP4
diversity receiver and ahandheid transmitter with the
classic SM58 microphone capsule. It features autornajc
frequency selection from over 1400 frequencies.
FEATURES:
•5- segment RF meter
•Multi-function LCD
•
Volume knob with lockout
•Squelch adjustment
•Removable 1/2-wave antennas
•Frequency lockout
ULXP24-58

List $ 1,312.50

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
1-

- 426-

4

Sony UHF
Wireless Systems

The UT14-84 is abodypack/lav mic version.

The Sony L1WPS1 and UWPS2 are complete UHF
wireless systems, perfect for PAs and many other
applications. The IMPS1 comes with aunidirectional
electretcondenser lavalier and bodypack transmitter;
and the UWPS2 comes with aunidirectional, dynamic
handheld microahone with an internal antenna, both
with level wntrols. The half-rack-size tuner is equipped
with both balanced XLR and unbalanced 1/4" output,
the XLR switchable between mic and line levels, and
provides 138- user selectable frequencies. There are two
frequency ranges available (specify when ordering).

UT2458
UT14-84

UWPS1
UWPS2

The affordable UT2458 combines Shure's industrystandard SM58 microphone capsule with the UT2 UHF
wireless transmitter and UT4 receiver. The UT2 runs
12 hours on its battery and has adjustable audio gain
and power/mute switches. The UT4 receiver features
diversity circuitry, with avolume control, balanced XLR
and 1/4" outputs, amic/line switch, squelch control, and
is rack- mountable with optional URT accessory.
Handheld system
Bodypack/lav system

List $675.00
List $ 787.50

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL l• 0 4 S-8434
Accessories:
URT
Rack tray for receiver
24'

Lavalier system
List $699.00
Handheld system List $ 699.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
R CALL

4

Shure Performance Gear UHF Wireless
Shure's new Performance Gear Wireless brings innovative automatic
setup features for worry-free performance, and features Shure's
patented Audio Reference Companding for crystal-clear sound.

muffle
110

The F'GX24-SM58 features the popular SM58 cardioid mic cartridge
with its vocal-tailored 50 Hz- 15 kHz frequency response and durable
cons:ruction. The PGX2 handheld transmitter runs on two AA
batteries and has a - 10 dB pad.The package is completed with the
PGXL diversity receiver, with XLR and 1/4" outputs, channel display
LED iind more. Also available are handheld systems with PG58 and
Beta58 microphones. Call or go online for bodyback/lav systems.
PGX24 -58158
List $ 558.00
PGX24-PG58
List $ 530.00
PGX24-BETA58 List $ 638.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL

Package
Pricing
Let us save you
money on your
next project.
Contact asales
representative
today for additional discounts.

1 800 426 8434

It actually takes more wires ta go wireless than it does to go wired. Fortunately, we've got all the wires you need to hook up your wireless system. See page 112

1-800-476-84

4

BSW

Product

VHF

Transmitter

Receiver

AKG

WMS40-880

UHF

handheld

1/2

AKG

WMS40-GB

UHF

guitar unit

1/2 rack

1

AKG

WMS40-MP

UHF "micro-pen"

1/2 rack

AKG

WMS40-S0

UHF

plug- on

AKG

WMS400HTD880

UHF

AKG

WMS4000-17

UHF

AKG

WMS4000-55

AKG
A-TECHNICA

#of Freq.

Outputs

Mic

Diversity

XLR; 1/4"

cardioid

NO

OmW

XLR; 1/4"

n/a

NO

10 mW

$358.00 $ 249.00 s'

1

XLR; 1/4"

lay mic

NO

10 mW

$398.00

1/2 rack

1

UR; 1/4"

n/a

NO

10 mW

5358.00 $ 249.00

handheld

1/2 rack

1200

XLR; 1/4"

supercrd.

YES

50 mW

bodypack

1/2 rack

1200

XLR; 1/4"

omni

YES

50 mW

UHF

bodypack

1/2 rack

1200

XLR; 1/4"

cardioid

YES

WMS4000-880

UHF

handheld

1/2 rack

1200

OLA; 1/4"

supercrd.

ATW202

VHF

handheld

1/2 rack

3avail.

1/4"

cardioid

A-TECHNICA

ATW201H

VHF

bodypack

1/2 rack

3avail.

1/4"

hypercd.

NO

2/10

5249.95 $ 149.95 1

A-TECHNICA

ATW201L

VHF

bodypack

1/2 rack

3avail.

1/4"

cardioid

NO

2/10

$224.95 $ 124.95 ,

k

Power ( mW)

List Price

Price

$386.00 $ 229.00 ,

$698.00

5279.00 I

LOWEST ,

$ 1,396.00

LOWEST

50 mW

$1,396.00

LOWEST

YES

50 mW

$1,316.00

LOWEST

NO

2/10

$174.95 $99.00 .

A-TECHNICA

ATW2110

UHF

bodypack

1/2 rack

10

XLR; 1/4"

optional

YES

12 mW

$429.00

LOWEST

A-TECHNICA

ATW2120

UHF

handheld

1/2 rack

10

XLR; 1/4"

cardioid

YES

12 mW

$499.00

LOWEST

A-TECHNICA

ATW3141D

UHF

handheld

1/2 rack

200

XLR; 1/4"

cardioid

YES

30 mW

$799.00

LOWEST

A-TECHNICA

ATW3110D

UHF

bodypack

1/2 rack

200

XLR; 1/4"

optional

YES

30 mW

$699.00

LOWEST

A-TECHNICA

AEW4110D

UHF

bodypack

1/2 rack

200

XLR; 1/4"

optional

YES

10/35

$959.00

LOWEST

A-TE(HNICA

AEW4240D

UHF

handheld

1/2 rack

200

XLR; 1/4"

cardioid

YES

10/35

$999.00

LOWEST

A-TECHNICA

AEW5111D

UHF

bodypack(2)

dual/lRU

200

XLR; 1/4"

optional

YES

10/35

$3,119.00

LOWEST

A-TECHNICA

AEW5244D

UHF

handheld(2)

dual/1RU

200

XLR; 1/4"

cardioid

YES

10/35

$3,199.00

LOWEST

A-TECHNICA

ATWU102

UHF

plug- on

camera mnt

100

XLR

n/a

YES

50 mW

$950.00

LOWEST

A-TECHNICA

ATWU101

UHF

bodypack

camera mnt

100

XLR

optional

YES

50 mW

$895.00

LOWEST

ELECTRO VOICE

RE2COMBO

UHF

body/handhld

1/2 rack

1112

XLR; 1/4"

two mics

YES

30 mW

5970.00

LOWEST

ELECTRO VOICE

RE2L10

UHF

bodypack

1/2 rack

1112

XLR; 1/4"

omni

YES

30 mW

$650.00

LOWEST

ELECTRO VOICE

RE2N2

UHF

handheld

1/2 rack

1112

XLR; 1/4"

cardioid

YES

30 mW

$620.00

LOWEST

GEMINI

UX16L

UHF

bodypack

1/2 rack

16

XLR; 1/4"

cardioid

NO

10 mW

$169.95 $99.00

GEMINI

UX16M

UHF

handheld

1/2 rack

16

UR; 1/4"

cardioid

NO

10 mW

LECTROSONICS

UDR200C

UHF

n/a

1/2 rack

256

XLR

n/a

YES

n/a

$3,565.00

LECTROSONICS

UCR201

UHF

n/a

camera mnt

256

XLR

n/a

YES

n/a

$1,525.00

LOWEST

LECTROSONICS

UCR211

UHF

n/a

camera mnt

256

XLR

n/a

YES

n/a

$2,420.00

LOWEST

$169.95 $ 99.00
LOWEST

LECTROSONICS

UH400A

UHF

plug-on

n/a

256

n/a

n/a

n/a

100 mW

$1,090.00

LOWEST

LECTROSONICS

UM200C

UHF

beltpack

n/a

256

n/a

optional

n/a

100 mW

$895.00

LOWEST

LECTROSONICS

UM250C

UHF

beltpack

n/a

256

n/a

optional

n/a

250 mW

51,245.00 $ 877.00

LECTROSONICS

UDR700

UHF

n/a

1/2 rack

256

XLR/BNC

n/a

YES

n/a

$3,565.00

LECTROSONICS

UM700

UHF

beltpack

n/a

256

n/a

optional

n/a

50 mW

$1,250.00

LOWEST

LECTROSONICS

UCR411

UHF

n/a

compact

256

XLR

n/a

YES

n/a

$2,575.00

LOWEST

LECTROSONICS

UN1400

UHF

beltpack

n/a

256

n/a

optional

n/a

100 mW

$1,250.00

LOWEST

LECTROSONICS

MM400

UHF

mini

n/a

256

n/a

optional

n/a

100 mW

$1,250.00

LOWEST

LOWEST

LECTROSONICS

VRM ( HOST)

UHF

n/a

1RU host for VRS/T

256

XLR

n/a

YES

n/a

$1,205.00

LOWEST

LECTROSONICS

VRS ( MODULE)

UHF

n/a

module for VRM

256

n/a

n/a

YES

n/a

$375.00

LOWEST

LECTROSONICS

VRT ( MODULE)

UHF

n/a

module for VRM

256

n/a

n/a

YES

n/a

$750.00

LOWEST

LECTROSONICS

t- M

UHF

bodypack

n/a

256

n/a

none incld.

n/a

50 mW

$665.00

LOWEST

LECTROSONICS

0400

UHF

n/a

portable

256

XLR

n/a

YES

n/a

$737.00

LOWEST

SENNHEISER

EW100ENGG2

UHF

bodypk/plug-on

camera mnt.

1440

1/8"

omni

YES

30 mW

$1,135.00

LOWEST

SENNHEISER

(W11202

UHF

bodypack

1/2 rack

1440

XLR; 1/4"

omni

YES

30 mW

$835.00

LOWEST ,

SENNHEISER

EW112PG2

UHF

bodypack

camera mnt

1440

1/8"

omni

YES

30 mW

5835.00

SENNHEISER

EW122G2

UHF

bodypack

1/2 rack

1440

OLA; 1/4"

cardioid

YES

30 mW

$835.00

LOWEST !
3
LOWEST •

SENNHEISER

EW122PG2

UHF

bodypack

camera mnt

1440

1/8"

cardioid

YES

30 mW

$835.00

LOWEST i

SENNHEISER

IWI 3502

UHF

handheld

1/2 rack

1440

XLR; 1/4"

cardioid

YES

30 mW

$835.00

LOWEST

SENNHEISER

EW135PG2

UHF

handheld

camera mnt

1440

1/8"

cardioid

YES

30 mW

$835.00

SENNHEISER

tW14562

UHF

handheld

1/2 rack

1440

XLR; 1/4"

supercrd.

YES

30 mW

$985.00

LOWEST'
I
LOWEST i

SENNHEISER

EW172G2

UHF

guitar unit

1/2 rack

1440

XLR; 1/4"

n/a

YES

30 mW

$767.00

LOWEST

SENNHEISER

EW312G2

UHF

bodypack

1/2 rack

8/1280

XLR; 1/4"

omni

YES

30 mW

$1,485.00

SHURE

PGX24-SM58

UHF

handheld

1/2 rack

90

XLR; 1/4"

cardioid

YES

30 mW

$558.00

LOWESTI
'

SHURE

SLX14-30

UHF

bodypack

1/2 rack

960

OLA; 1/4"

cardioid

YES

30 mW

5942.06

LOWEST

SHURE

SLX14-85

UHF

bodypack

1/2 rack

960

XLR; 1/4"

cardioid

YES

30 mW

$931.44

LOWEST

SHURE

SLX24-BETA58

UHF

handheld

1/2 rack

960

XLR; 1/4"

supercard.

YES

30 mW

$902.32

LOWEST

SHURE

SLX24-58

UHF

handheld

1/2 rack

960

XLR; 1/4"

cardioid

YES

30 mW

$850.00

LOWEST'

SHURE

UC24-58

UHF

handheld

1/2 rack

99

XLR; 1/4"

cardioid

YES

50 mW

$1,417.80

$999.00

SHURE

ULXP24-58

UHF

handheld

1/2 rack

1400

XLR; 1/4"

cardioid

YES

30 mW

$1,312.50

$829.00

SHURE

UT14-84

UHF

bodypack

1/2 rack

depends

XLR; 1/4"

supercard.

YES

15 mW

$787.50

LOWEST

SHURE

UT2458

UHF

handheld

1/2 rack

on freq.

XLR; 1/4"

cardioid

YES

15 mW

$675.00

LOWEST ,

SONY

UWPS1

UHF

bodypack

1/2 rack

188

XLR; 1/4"

optional

YE S

5/30

$640.00

SONY

UWPS2

UHF .22andhe)d

1/2 rack

188

XLR; 1/4"

cardioid

YES

5/30

$640.00

far______,,_

.

__

__. .

S3N0HdOt

UHF
Manufacturer

,,,,,weere6eata.kimenawfssoírneee.

What LowestPrice bswusa.com means to you: ,Ve've got the lowest orices in the country, but manufacturers don't always let us print them. For your price quote, just send your request via e-mail addressed to
LowestPrice abswusa.com
: • www.bswusa.com
us toll free 1-800-426-8434. No hard-sell, no arm twisting-our prices and service speak for themselves.

LOWEST :

5569.0
569.000 I
$

111

MICROPHONES

7-1----XYZA
.Z.Z.e1D1
1._1._ Lit

MC2

Zaolla
Silver
Mic Cables

MS42A

ART

Zaolla premium mic cables insure the ultimate in signal
integrity, with minimum degradation. They feature pure
silver center conductors, gold-plated contacts, OFC
copper braid shield AND two conductive PVC shields for
100% coverage. Call for our low sale prices.

ProCo
Mic Splitter/
MicCombiner

ZS
Z10
Z25

The ProCo kilS42A mic splitter has four channels with
single female XLR input and two isolated XLR male
outputs with output ground lift switch.

5 ft. silver XLR mic cable
10 ft. silver XLR mic cable
25 ft. silver XLR mic cable

List $ 75.00
List $ 117.00
List $ 233.00

Loweserice@bswusaxorn
OR CALL

MC2 is amic combiner with two female XLR inputs
and one male XLR output with an input-polarity
reverse switch.

1- . 00-42.-84 4

Mogami Mic and Patch Cables
Mogami has been providing high- quality mic and
patch cables for over 50 years. Count on them for your
demanding studio and broadcast needs. GS series cables
are XLR mic cables in various lengths. IS series
are interconnect cables ( 1/4" TS to 1/4" TS).
GS3
GS6
GS15
GS25
153
156

3ft. XLR mic cable
6ft. XLR mic cable
15 ft. XLR mic cable
25 ft. XLR mic cable
3ft. unbalanced 1/4" to 1/4" cable
6ft. unbalanced 1/4" to 1/4" cable

MS42A
MC2

Mic splitter
Mic combiner

List $ 333.49
List 5131.99

LowestPrice

523e°

s89®

from $89!

!whirlwind,

523 "

'26 95

SPLIT TER I
X3

Whirlwind sMicPower provides + 12 to + 18 VDC
phantom power. It operates on two 9vol: batteries for
approximately 50 hrs. Includes battery level LED.
The Spli:terl X3 provides one low impedance XLR input
to three low impedance XLR, trans rormer-isolated
outputs with .,epeate ground lifts.
Splitter 1X2 ( not shown) offers two XLP. oPitputs.

Proco Mk Cables

MICPOWER

BSW's MC24 is acoiled black XLR mic interview cable,
conveniently expanding from 2.5 ft. coiled to over 10 ft.

SPLITTER1X3

The ProCo SMM and M Series are quality, low- loss mic
cables. Save on the M25PKG 5- pack!

SPLITTER1X2

The higher-grade Guardian cables (# sbegin with ME -)
are Kevlar-reinforced for unmatched strength, feature
acopper braided shield, and are wired with 24- gauge
high- purity copper in two pairs for low noise, distortionfree sound. The Neutrik XLR connectors feature stainless
steel housings with gold contacts.
10 ft. coiled XLR mic cable
5ft. XLR mic cable
10 ft. XLR mic cable
25 ft. XLR mic cable
25 ft. XLR mic cable (5- pack)
50 ft. XLR mic cable
10 ft. reinforced XLR mic cable
15 ft. reinforced XLR mic cable
25 ft. reinforced XLR mic cable
LowestPrice

'39"
$799
5999

'12"
'499°
'18 99

049"

from $
r9!

LowestPrice

from $69!

Whirlwind
Little Imp
Impedance Matcher

whilwind

Whirlwind's _ iltle Imp allows you to use o•ofessionallevel microphones with consumer-level inputs
(XL R - 7input to 1 /4" high- 7outgut'.
LITTLEIMP

LowestPrice

only $
999

The SplitCOM two-way microphone splitter has abuiltin transformer to retain signal strength and quality. It
also features aground lift switch to reduce
hum caused by ground loops.
PHA NTOMII
PHANTOMIll
SPLITCOM

12V/48V phantom power
List $ 65.00
$
49°'
48V phantom power
List $ 50.00
539'
Microphone splitter
List $ 35.00
52500

from $25!

Rolls
Phantom
Power
Supplies
The PB224 proviiks phaiitorn
power for two condenser mics
at 12 or 48V DC and is powered
via two 9-volt batteries or the
optional PS27 AC adapter.

PB224

The PB23 uses an included AC/DC
adapter (no battery option) and
powers asingle mic at 12V or 48V
selectable voltage.
PB224
PB23

List $ 120.00
List $ 50.00

$99°'
540°°

LowestPrice from
Accessories:
P527
Power supply for PB224 58'

P823

CEM
$40!

ProCo
Cough Drop
Mic Mute Switch
Quick, hit the cough button!
The Cough Drop from ProCo is a
simple mic mute offering clean,
reliable performance with nearly
any balanced or floating low
impedance ( 150 ohms nominal)
microphone or signal source.
COUGHDROP

List 555.99

Auralex Precision-Cut
Studio Foam
Mic Treatments

Permacers professional gaffer's tape leaves no
residue on surface or cables, is 2" wide, and is
available in black, yellow and gray. Be ready for any
remote or on-stage situation and stock up today.
665B black
665Y yellow
665G gray

XPANDEFtSET

LowestPrice

The PHANTOMIll is a48V phantom power supply.
AC power only.

$3995

Gaffer's Tape

112

Phantom power supply
List $ 120.00
579'
1- in, 3-out microphone splitter
List $ 120.00
Se°
1- in, 2-out microphone splitter
List $ 100.00
69'

Auralex% precisely- cut Aural-Xpanci2i
studio foam noic treatments offer
engineers :ortal control and
passive filtering before the sound
ever hits the signa: path. Includes
(1) 14"Xoander baffle; (2)
8-Fri-Xpander (triangular)
baffles; (4) 6-hp-Xpander

sign
le,
s19"

ARTS PHANTOMII is a12V/48V pnanturn powet
supply. It can be either battery or AC powered.

LowestPrice

Whirlwind
Phantom Power/
Mic Splitters

BSWMC24
SMM5
M10
M25
M25PKG
M50
ME- 10
ME- 15
ME- 25

PHANTOM!!

Phantom Powers/
Mic Splitter

only $1994

(trapezoida( baffles; and
(6) PlatFee: stand isolators.
List $49.95

For as many mirs as there are in the world, there are even more accessories. And nobody stocks amore diverse, intelligent z
oupirg of these accessories than BSW. So goon- go to www.bswusa.com and order adozen of each!

tY $49!

'

till

-71

Is The Best Conductor On Earth
Silver is 7% less resistant to signa ,flow than copper. PLUS, Zaolla
has 21st century technology not found in other brands.

3N0HdO oJ

ordEr/infû: 1-8011426-6 ,_:34 • vokve.bsw-tisa.c.21)

Take a close look " into" the wire other brands use to see
why copper affects analog, digital, and video signal.
As copper wire is made, 0 tiny grains of metal
form e ' trapping" residue 0 and creating
patterns. Each of these cause resi;tancel

•••
Oxygen Free Copper
magnified 200 Times

r.

Now take a look " into' 'Zaolla's technology and compare
it to copper

e

Zaolla wires are made by ' Casting" ult -a-oure
silver into solid ( not stranded) concuctors.
This process eliminates grains residJe,
and patterns fourd in copper!
¡f

"Cast" Pure Shier
Magnified 200 Times
"The anat9g delidtitin is wide open withtut coloration )/ the highs.
The guys firom :he !ruck came imo.the control room asFing why [Mc
announcerV mie was 6dh honer than usual?" Gino Mulcakr. rehi
Engineer at Minhegim Sun Casino.

ACE Microphone
Carry Cases
The Ace M8-12 pylon
bag keeps 12 7r1cs
protected in foam and
includes accessory
compartments.

tOPLItae

scwigis

Popless Pop Filters
The Popless VAC series is an adjustable pop filter that
filters out popping and sibilance. It consists of two
acoustic screens with aball and socket precision
positioning system that mounts on agooseneck or at
the end of amic stand. You control the amount pop and
sibilance filtering by using just one screen or adding
the second screen and adjusting the distance between
them. All standard 5/8" microphone threads.
VAC 3.5C
VAC 3.5
VAC 6C
VAC6

3.5" screens, gooseneck and clamp
List $63.00
$
49"
3.5 "screens
List $39.00
$
32"
6" screens, gooseneck and clamp
List $63.00
$
49°'
6" screens
List $39.00
'32 °'

LowestPrice from $32!
i
r
OPLIts,s,

Popless
Suspension
Clamp Pop Filter

3.5" screens
6" screens

WindTech windscreens & re high quality, cost-effect ve
and come h aarge variety of colors. These :.creens are
made of an open-cell, hypo-allergenic foam that wont
color youno, ye provides maximum votectIon against
wind- noise anc Ppoing. lust call BSW, specify tbe
mic you are using and the color you p'efer.
SERIES

DESCRIFWON

DIAMETHttbrese

WS 1
900
300
600
5700
1200
1300
500
1100
1500
2300
2100

X-iarge spherical
Large spherical
Regular spherical
Small spherical
Squared cylindrical
Large cylindrical
Small cylindrical
Podium
Lapel
Round lavalier
Mini round lavalier
Teardrop

2"
1-5/8"
1"
3/4"
5/8"
1/2"
1/4'
3/8"
3/16'
1/4"

$299"
$52
$509

$499
$4"
$4"
$4"
$4"
us.
$399
1359

$380

The MB-6is a5ix-mic
carrying bag.
MB12
MB-6

List $63.00
List $63.00

LowestPrice only $49!

Shure
Pop Filter
The Share P;-6 pop
fAter is :5" in diameter ano
has adurabÈ., 4- layer screen that
effectively stops'p'and'1:Y-sounds. It's maantec on a
faPy-acjustable 14" goose- neck terminated with arric
sIand camp suilable far rnary mounting applications.
PS-6

LewestPrice only $25!

List $99.95 539"
List $59.95 '22"

LowestPrice from $2r!

ACE

SKB 12-Mic
Hardshell
Carry Case
The SKB 1200
protects 12 mic:. in a
sturdy hardshellcate
and includes plenty of
•oom for accessories in
:he case and extra
lid compartmert.
SKB 1200

Adjust the distance between
these Popless dual screen pop
filters to precisely tailor the
effect. They clamp directly to
your suspension mount, tracking
the microphone. Adjustable
gooseneck and two screens.
VACS 3.5
VACS6

111findTech
111findscreens

List $189.95

only $119!

ProCo XLR Mic
Cable 5-Pack
Here': your charce to
get quality low-loss 25 ft.
mic cables at agreat price.
Neutiik XLR connectors.
1125 PKG

LowestPrice only $49!

What LowestPrice@bswusa.com means to you: We've got the lowest prices ir the country, but tnanufacturers don't always eus prim them. For your one quote, just r.er1 your request nia e - mail adcessed ra
LowestPtice@bswusa.com, use our website www.bswasa.com or call us toll tree - 8tkl-426-8434, N
Ihard sell, no arm twisting— our prices and seryice speak for theonyelyes.
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Atlas Sound
A. MS12C Floor Mic Stand

On-Stage Stands
F. 72010 Mic Stand with Boom

LPB
I. Silentboom Broadcast Mic Boom

.verynted iki5e. Adjustable from 34"to 621
„hrome color. Black also available (# MS12CE).

This super affordable boom combo does the job for
much less, with aheavy-duty tripod base stand, long
adjustable boom arm and built-in countervvright

Tired of cutting off me XLR connector to feed cable
through your boom? This silent mic boom has
aunique external trough that neatly holds your
mie_ cable out of sight. The boom also includes a
full"quierspring kit allowing you to select your
OVW11 combination based on the weight of your
mi : rophone ( up to 7 lbs!). Optional riser available.

MS12C

List $49.60

LowestPrice

only $29!

Atlas Sound
B. TEETripod Floor Stand
Atlas Sound TE Eis an all-purpose tripod, extending
from 37" to 65" with a3-piece clutch design. Durable
tripod legs attach to ametal retainer assembly that
includes athumbscrew/brake system to provide
secure positioning. Standard 5/8"-27 thread pattern.
Black color.
TEE

List $ 39.99

l.owestPdce

only $27!

Atlas Sound
C. BB28XE Mic Boom for TEE
This Atlas Sound general use boom features
adjustable- length positioning for extended range
use, and the 2- piece boom extends from 26-1/4" to
38-3/4". Black.
BB28XE List $45.45

lewestPrice

only $27!

Atlas Sound
D. SB36W Mic Stand with Boom
The SB-36W professional studio boom offers effortless
height adjustment, with an integral piston-type
air suspension system and two-piece horizontal
assembly/adjustable 6lb. boom counterweight.
The triangular cast iron base has ball- bearing swivel
casters of hard rubber for vibration-absorbing
mobility. 5/F-27 termination
S836W

List $462.50 LowestPrice

only $279!

72010

List $69.95

only $27!

On-Stage Stands
G. M57625 QuickRelease Floor Stand
Check out this quick- release mic stand with unique
hex-shaped weighted base. This threadless stand brings
an end to the seemingly eternal chore of screwing the
shaft into the stand's base. In one swift motion, just
push down and turn the shaft one quarter c.ockwise
to lock, or push down and turn one quarter counterclockwise to remove. The uniquely-shaped 9lb. base
leaves plenty of room for your feet, and the bw profile
design makes for amore stable stand. Height adjustment
34-60" (extends to 5ft tall) Base Spread: 11.5'
MS7625 List $ 44.00

LowestPrice

only$2699

On-Stage Stands
H. M57650 Pro Studio Boom Stand
The Hex- Base Studio Boom by On-Stage features a
unique hex-shaped weighted base with removable
casters and extends to 82", almost 7ft. tall! It's equipped
with two straight boom shafts that can be aaached for
studio recording. Or remove the front boom and use
the back boom for project studio work. The DOOM arm
slides effortlessly through the 1-inch square housing
and locks with atension knob. Boom angle adjusts
with a40-tooth clutcn. The 22 lb. base provides alow
center of gravity, giving it stability even when moved,
making it agreat choice you can use all over the studio.
Also includes removable casters. Height Adjustment:
40"-82"; length: 82" with 7" arm extension; base spread
without casters: 18", with casters: 24".
SM57650

Quildok
E. A205 Mk Stand with Boom

Lowest Price

List $ 264.00
LowestPrice

on1y$159!

The A-205 heavy-duty mic stand is adjustable to
64" tall with a30" boom.
A205

114

List $ 67.95

I.owestPrice

SILENTBOOM

List $ 159.00

ly$119!

Optional Riser:
SILENTRISER

523 w

Windtech
J. MA658 Multiple Mie Adapter
The Windtech MA658 is amic stand adapter that
allows one stand tc hold up to six microphones
(seven with center mic stand thread). It also features
movable notched end pier:es for use as astereo
recording bar. Side bars are notched at 45° and 90°.
MA658

List $ 23.95 LowestPrice

only$171

5-Pack
Stands
OnStage Stands
72010PKG Mic Stand
5Pack with Bag
The 72010PKG is agreat
deal for any studio or live
wed, delivering 5of these
great boom stands and a
high- quality padded nylon
bag, so you can cart them
around. Stock up at BSW's
-,.mazing low price!
72010PKG List $385.00

°nil, $49!

only $892
Mi cs require hands or stands. You supply the hands, we supaly the stand

Wires hidden by exclusive
Elite'" covered channel
(Patent Pending)

PRO BOOMTm
ELITE
#61 900-8G
WHITE LITES

Silent,
soft gold,
music wire
springs
(spongs also
available in
chrome)

O.C. White Co.
Integrated XLR connector
concealed in new 15" riser
(connector/6ft. wire included)

15" riser designed
to fit behind VGA
and nearfield monitors
I

Also available with other
mounting styles or without riser

Exclusive dual wire exits
(either side or bottom)

%re
0( %I. t.,

OC White 61900
Heavy-Duty
Mic Boom with Riser
The OC White Elite 61900
heavy-duty mic boom hold'. any
microphone quietly in position,
hiding the cable and impro ,ring
appearance. The base prov des
awire channel through the rser
which is prewired to abuilt-in XLR
female jack with 3feet of pigtail
from the base for the user to wire
needed. Premium music wire
springs are used, for silent use.
14250B is the heavy-duty riser with
XLR connector built-in (the . iser
comes with the 61900BG, but you
can also order it separately).
61900BG

List $ 199.00

LowestPrice

only$179!

Riser available separately:
14250B
List $ 75.00

OC White 51900
Mic Boom with Riser
The 51900 is an affordable
mic boom of choice for many
broadcast facilities. It features
neavy-duty springs and include,
a12" riser. The boom is
29" long. Black or beige color.
For aversion with alonger
arm (46" boom), purchase
model 52900B. Black.
The 52900B mic boom is also
available without the riser as
model number 14199. Black.
51900BL K Black, 29" arm/riser
List $ 149.00
5119x
51900 Beige, 29" arm/riser
List $ 149.00
s119e
52900B Black, 46" arm/riser
List $ 179.00
s144:Ye
14199 Black, 46" arm
List $ 149.00
5109e
LowestPrice

fiom$109!

OC White
Triple-Arm Mic Boom

OC White
ProBoom
Mic Boom/Riser

The 619003BG (not shown) is the
Elite version with silent, soft gold music
wire snrinns.

ProBoom is the best
value in studio
microphone booms.
This 41" arm comes
complete with 12" ri
for table top mounting ¿ ni tà(3 sets
of upper springs to accommodate
microphones of all weights and sizes.
Additional mounts for wall mounting are
available as options. ProBoom requires
no maintenance and has alifetime
manufacturer warranty. Color is black.
Beige also available.

519003B
619003BG

PROBOOM-B Black List $ 99.00
PROBOOM
Beige List $ 99.00

The 519003B triple boom mic
stand is the talk show standard. 1
his
combination includes three 29"
Ultraflex mic booms arci one triple mic
riser. It's the easy way to place multiple
mics in your studio! Brad,color
(beige and gray are also .available).

List $ 367.00 $
289w
List $ 457.00 339°'

LowestPrice

from $28

LowestPrice

5
89.°

5
89°'

only $89!

What lowestPrica@bswasscom manta su: We've got the lowest prices in the country, but matufacturers don't always let us print Mem. For your price quote, just send your request via e-mail addressed to
lowestPricetabssinna.coat use nor website www.bssintsa.cem or call us toll free 1400-426-8434. No hardsell, no arm ' renting—our prices and service speak for themselves.
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AKG
A. KM231/1 Desktop Mic Stand

Winch ech
G. MPC10 Multi-Position Mic Clamp

Wind:ech
0-R. MC Series Mic Clips

This tabletop tripod mic stand is lightweight and
collapses to fit easily into any equipment bag or
briefcase.

The Windtech MPC10 allows mics to be mounted
almost anywhere. Fits Jp to 1-1/4" round members or
up to 1-1/2" flat surfaces Threads rotate to 3nositions.

Heavy-duty mic clips. Adj...stable angle; Wass insert
with 5A3"-27 threads.

LowestPrice

KM231/1

only $14!

MPCIO

M

eguiI
r nn

only $ 1395!

Atlas Sound
H-J. Adapters/Hanger

These are weighted desk stands for A-TgoosenecK
mics that terminate in XLR quick-mount connections.
Stands have female XLR in/male XLR out/thru.
The RS model has an on/off mute switch.

The AD11B is a5/F-27 female flange with 1-3/4' base
diameter. Chrome color. The AD12B is the same, black
color. Use the CH1B to hang coiled mic cables or
headphones on mic stands.

AT8615
AT861SRS

H. AD118
I. AD128
J. CH1B

LowestPrice

5
499°
559°°

from $40
34

R. SMC7

LowestPrice

SP-20
SP-25
SP-30

[his desktop mic stand features an oversized 10" cat
iron base providing maximum stability for larger mics
and boom attachments. Adjustable height 8"-13".

Flexible gooseneck in 13" length with male and
female 5/8"-27 threads. Chrome or black finish. Also
available in 6"/19".

LowestPrice

only $291

GN13
GN19
GN6

D. DSS Desktop Mic Stand

13" gooseneck mic stand
19" chrome gooseneck
6" gooseneck mic stand
LowestPrice

se
$
11 m
5
899

from $8
99!

This stand has anon-adjustable 4" high chrome tube.
6" diameter cast iron charcoal base.
DS5

List $ 19.13

LowestPrice

only $13!

E. DS7 Desktop Mic Stand
[his quality Atlas adjustable mic stand reaches
from 8' to 13" for easy speaking and sits on
asturdy 6' diameter base. Grip-action clutch
easily secures height adjustment.
057

List $ 30.68

LowestPrice

only$1799

Quiklok
F. A114 Desktop Mic Stand
Heavyweight base and pivot allow for optimum
placement of even heavy studio mics. Adjustable from
16.5" to 23.5".
A114

116

list $ 59.95

LowestPrice

only $43!

The DS.::00B is aunique desktop stand with mic boom.
It uses alocking clutch fully adjustable up to 300°.
Black finish.
D5710013 is an affordable fixed- height desk mic stand.
The base diameter is 6° and the height is 4.5".
Black finish.
The 79060 quick-release adjustable desk stand features
a6" ciameter base and apush-button clutch for fast
height adjustments.
Mic stand with boom
Mic stand
Adjustable mic stand
LowestPrice

$395

5
495
5
4"

from $
399

Shock mount for 20 mm mics
Shock mount for 25 mm mics
Shock mount for 30 mm mics
LowestPrice

$595
$595
$595

only $599

Shure
TU. Mic Mount/P.1Jc aip
The A25M ( not shown) is adual mount for Shure
545 series, SM57 and Beta Fa. The A25D is abreakresistakit stand adapter for rie SM57/57 and other
3/4" and larger handheld mks.
T. A26M
U. A251)

OnStage Stands
LN. Desktop Mic Stands

L DS300B
M. DS7100B
N. 79060

LowestPrice

54"

Shock moi lilts for 20-30 rum mics; hold 35 pounds
snugly. 5/8-27 threads.

K. GN Series Gooseneck Mic Stands

List $43.10

Black slim-style mic clip for
slim mics .8" to 1" diameter).
Standard tapered,
slip-in clip fits handheld mics
Slip in, heavy-duty mic clip
with rubber insulator.
Spring clamp-style clip fits a
wide variety of mics

S. SP Series Shock Mounts

Chrome flanged adapter
Black flanged adapter
Cable hanger

Atlas Sound
C. DMS7E Desktop Mic Stand

DMS7E

P. MC6
Q. MC9

Audio-Technica
B. AT8615/RS Desktop Mic Stands

Stand for A-Tgooseneck
Stand with mute switch

O. Ma 1

Dual mount
Stand adapter for 3/4" +

$36m

LowestPrice

from $3!

$300

Audio-Technic&
V. ATS459 Mic ClampAdapter
Dual-swivels provide unlinited number of angles/
positions for exact placement of amicrophone.
Compatible with 5/8-27 thieaded stands For use
with any microphone using astand clamp.
AT8459

Mic clamp adapter
LowestPrice

se°
13'

frorn $6!

Even the best microphone in the world will find i[elf lying on the floor •.f
the stand or adaptor breaks. Better buy aback-up stand or adabtor Ade you're at it.

only $39!

"

Eventide

c
Ste..

Eventide BD500-400 Broadcast Audio Delay

Eventide BD960 Broadcast Delay

Protect your programming with the latest from Eventide, the inventors of the digital talk delay. The Eventide
80500-400 now features 40 seconds of delay, and their patentedautornatic catch-up circuitry means your listeners
won't miss athing. Auser- definable function to divide the total available delay time into several discrete segments
protects against multiple obscenities that occur in succession. Call for our lowest price today.

The low-cost Eventide BD960 broadcast delay
replaces profanities with astation's own 'zapper'!
In the past it was necessary to wire the delay'Dump•
switch to acart machine and arelay to kill the caller,
so to speak, and let the recorded filler do the work.
This Eventide unit, dubbed the'AutoFill Broadcast
Delay'does the job all by itself. Included in the 1U
rackmount unit is asection of nonvolatile memory
(NVRAM) that will store up to eight seconds of filler of
the station's choice. Since it's nonvolatile, it is secure
even if there is apower failure. In addition to the new
recording feature, it sports improvements in several
areas, including full 24-bit/48 kHz sampling, and
remote control capabilities.

FEATURES:
•40 seconds delay time
•Cough button momentarily edits audio
•Exact digital readout of delay
•Quick- read bar graph to instantly confirm delay time left
•RS-232 port and dry contacts for remote control
•Balanced XLR analog I/O and AES/EBU digital I/O

Broadcast
Delay!

If your callers and jockeys are less likely to rage on the air, the sim.lar,
but more economical BD500-401 offers 20 seconds delay time.
BD500-400
BD500-401

40 seconds delay
20 seconds delay

List $ 3,695.00
List $ 3395.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL

1-800-426 8434

Eventide

BD960

ONISSMOlid Olai

Eventide

List $ 1,995.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL : 1 8 0-426-8434

Inumem
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6100

AirTools Broadcast
Audio Delays

-

The AirTools 6100 is a24- bit digital delay unit for live
broadcast that prevents unwanted profanity from
reaching the airwaves. Engineered by Symetrix, it offers
advanced delay technology with up to 40 seconds of
user definable delay at afull 20 kHz range of stereo
bandwidth. Advanced delay technology means no unwan eu ..
For network syndication, the 6100's Automation Control In erface offers the ability to
automatically synchronize automation tones with the program delay!
The 6000AT is sonically identical to the 6100, including the 40 second delay, but it save
you money by eliminating the digital audio I/O, ESE time code, and RS-232/RS-485 ports.
6100
6000AT

List $ 3,299.00
List $ 2,299.00

1115111ffel

00.0(

2t. r»O.

6100 Back Panel

6000AT Back Panel

eiir1oo ls

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL : 1-800-426-843 ,

Rane Audio/Video Alignment Delay
The Rane AVA 22d is afully balanced 2- input, 2- output
audio/video alignment delay providing arange of 0.0
to 9.5 NTSC or PAL/SECAM frames on each output. Each
output has two non-volatile memories, Aand B, for
easy access to previously stored delay values. Remote
recall screw terminals on the rear accept external
configuration switches, permitting independent
remote recall of memories. 24- bit audio converters
provide excellent sound quality. The AVA 22d features
XLR I/0s. It can operate as two independent channels
(dual mono), or as astereo pair. It's also aunity gain
device with sensitivity controls to provide proper
internal levels for the audio converters.
AVA22D

Aphex 1100MKII 2-Channel Tube Mic Preamplifier

APHEx

The Aphex 1100MKII Class Atube mic preamp with 24-bit/96 kHz AID conversion delivers sound that
is uniquely involving, compelling and real. This incredible 2-channel model gives you up to 20 dB more
headroom than conventional preamps, allowing you to record hotter tracks with the highest possible digital
resolution. This unprecedented amount of headroom, combined with an EIN of - 135 dBu, allows you to take
more gain without the pain of overload distortion or noise. It includes afront panel peak headroom meter
and function controls; AES/EBU digital audio output, 20 dB pad and phase reverse; asecond stage ` Reflected
Plate Amplifier"tube circuit; mic input limiter and drift stabilized A/D circuitry.
1100MKII

List $ 2,495.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR

ALL

1-

0-426- 1434

PreSonus ADL600 - 2-Channel Tube Mic Preamp
The PreSonus ADL 600 is atwo-channel tube mic preamp
packed with six high-voltage vacuum tubes (three per
channel), military- grade switched attenuators, with analog
VU and LED metering. The ADL 600 utilizes extremely
high voltage power rails (600V peak to peak) delivering 75
dB of gain, over 30 dB of headroom, and extremely wide
frequency range of 5Hz-80 kHz within 0.5 dB.
ADL600

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL : 1 800 426 84 3.1

List $ 899.00

( COMING SOON!

)

FEATURES:
PreSo_nui*
•High-voltage Class Adiscrete design —
•Selectable microphone input impedance
•Switched gain and variable fine trim controls
•Microphone, Instrument and Line inputs
•Variable high-pass filter and 48V phantom power
• -20 dB pad and polarity invert
•Analog VU and LED metering

AirTools Digital Voice Processor
The 6200 AirTools Digital Voice Processor is adualchannel voice processor with 24- bit, 48 kHz internal
DSP. Processes include filtering, parametric equalization,
compression, de-essing, gating, room simulation,
and more. The 6200 also supports HomerLink, an
interconnect protocol that makes it compatible with
the Studio Matrix system. It also has 2analog mic or line
inputs, 2line outputs, and 2digital AES outputs, along
with Ethernet, RS-232, RS-485, USB, MIDI, RC- 1, and
analog control ports. ESE time code is also on board.
FEATURES:
•Windows PC or front panel configuration
•Low latency eliminates delay in headphones
•Functions as node in an AirTools Studio Matrix
•External control options include network control
•Stores voice profiles in up to 1,024 program locations
•Independent mono or stereo modes
•Mic/line inputs, line outputs, USB, MIDI and more
6200AT

List $ 1749.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL , I 800 476 8424

What LowestPrice@bswusa.com means to you: We've got the lowest prices nthe country, but manufacturers don't always let us print them. For your price quote, just send your request via e-mail addressed to
LowestPrice@bswusa.com, use our website www.trwrusa.com or call us toll free 1-800-426-8434. No hard-sell, no arm twisting—our prices and service speak for themselves.
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Aphex 207D Tube Mic
APHEX
Preamp with Digital Conversion
The Aphex 207D is an affordable tube preamp with a
high quality 24- bit 96 kHz output, making it the perfect
front end for digital systems. It reveals the subtlety and
power of vintage condensers, ribbons, electrets and
dynamic mics, and also has instrument inputs.
FEATURES:
•Digital output on XLR and RCA
•Extremely low jitter clock output/input on BNC
•Mic and instrument inputs on each channel
•MicLim and continuously variable gain
•48V phantom power
•Polarity, 20 dB pad and low cut filter switches
•Balanced XLR and 1/4" I/O
207D

Aphex' Model 230 is an analog, single- channel
preamplifier and voice processor. Its comprehensive
features include RPATM tube preamplification, Easyrider
compression, Logic Assisted gating, de-essing,
parametric EQ, and Aphex' Aural Exciter and Big Bottom
psychacoustic effects. With this spectacular collection of
Aphex processing tools, broadcast users of the 230 are
able to work more easily and naturally, achieving avocal
quality that's more present, open and controlled.
230

List $ 799.00

FEATURES:
•Low noise RPATM tube mic preamplification
•Easyrider auto-compressor: no pumping
•Logic Assisted Gate: no false triggering or lost parts
•Split- Band De-esser: no dulling
•Parametric EQ designed for vocal frequencies
•Aphex's Aural Exciter" and Big Bottom' effects
•Balanced analog I/O and post send/return
•AES3, S/PDIF and Optical digital outs and work clock
•Remote Cough Switch input with soft mute

List $ 499.00

Omnia Tool Vox Voice Processor
Aphex RemoteAPHEX
Controllable 8-Channel Mic Preamp
1he Aphex 1/88 has eight preamps in a2U rack space.
It may be controlled by either MIDI, RS-232 or RS-422.
The maximum output level is + 24 dBm balanced.
FEATURES:
•Controllable by MIDI, RS-232 or RS-422
•
Two separately-trimmable, buffered analog outputs
•700 Hz test tone at two different levels
•LED status indicators
1788

The ToolVox is the Omnia mic processor specifically
designed to complement broadcast on-air processing
to deliver asmooth, powerful voice presence. It
includes adiscrete, low noise mic preamp with
phantom power and up to 70 dB gain, and aunique
frequency domain de-esser.
OMNIATOOLVOX

List $ 1,795.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.corn
OR CALL
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PreSonus 8-Channel Mic Preamps
Eight channels of pristine mic preamplification, inserts
on every channel, and an internal power supply set the
Presonus DigiMAX LT apart from others on the market.
DIGIMAX IT FEATURES:
•Dual- servo mic preamps with 48V phantom power
•8combo XLR-1/4" TRS inputs with - 20 dB pad
•1/4" TRS inserts on every channel
•Digital sync with Word Clock I/O via BNC
•Selectable 48, 44.1 and 32 kHz sample rates
•ADAT LightPipe output
J
uy Digiv•LAA :.• DIUMAX) is atop- of-the-line model
with advanced features, including EQ enhancement,
RMS/peak limiting, phase reverse, and 24- bit output
selectable at up to 96 kHz on every channel.
DIGIMAXLT
DIGIMAX

00-426-8434

List $ 999.95
List $ 1,699.95

PreSonus*

(1)

-

7) '
71

PreSonus

PreSonus
DigiTUBE Mic
Preamp with Digital Conversion
The PreSonus DigiTUBE single channel tube mic
preamp features 70 dB of gain with 22 dB of headroom,
and athree- band EQ which is fully-sweepable with
overlapping bands for maximum tone shaping. A24bit digital output via S/PDIF makes the DigiTUBE the
perfect front end for sound cards and digital recorders.
FEATURES:
•3- band fully-sweepable EQ
•24-bit digital output via S/PDIF
•XLR analog output
•1/4" TRS insert point for outboard effects
•Word Clock I/O on BNC
DIGITUBE

List $ 299.95

1.0WeStferiCe@bfflUSR£0111
OR CALL : 1 800 426

he Behringer VX2496 Ultra-Voice digital voice processor
is ideal for getting vocals cleanly and warmly into the
digital domain, at avery affordable price point.
List $ 189.99
LowestPrice

only$15991

PreSonus*
-PreSonus

Tube Mic Preamp

The PreSonus TubePre brings warmth and presence to
your recordings at an unbeatable price. It has switchable
phantom power, mic phase reverse switch, -20 dB pad,
80 Hz rumble filter, XLR and 1 /4. connectors, abacklit
VU meter, and atube saturation level control knob.
TUBEPRE

List $ 129.95

LowestPrice

only$9999

Accessories:
MAXRACK Desktop mini- rack mounts 6units $
79"

1111111.1111MIIMIIM
Rane VP12 Voice Processor
The Rane VP12 is amic or line level voice processor
that incorporates amic preamp stage
and dynamic processing with EQ.

4 4

Behringer Voice Processor with Digital Conversion

VX2496

FEATURES:
On no
•24- bit A/O converters
'
•All- digital processing
•AGC, compressor/expander, noise gate
•Multi- level phase rotator
•3adjustable HP/LP/BP/peak/shelving filters
•
TrueVerb reverb from Waves
•Stereo analog and AES/EBU outputs
•Hybrid send
•Full control via RS-232 or TCP/IP interfaces
•Remote control software included

"7"Iter-

List $ 4,995.00

LofflgPrke@bsvousa.corn
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API-IEX

Aphex 230 Broadcast Voice Processor

FEATURES:
•Discrete mic/line input with phantom power
•24- bit AES/EBU digital output up to 24-bit/96 kHz
•Opto compressor and de-esser and LED metering
•Balanced analog XLR connectors
•ALPS potentiometers and illuminated switches

FEATURES:
•XLR mic input with switchable phantom power
•Balanced line input
•Inputs can be selected separately or summed
•De-esser which provides effective sibilance control
•Expander/gate, compressor and high/low-cut filters
.
Two bands of parametric EQ
VP12

List $ 599.00

LowestPrice@bswusakom
OR CALL

1-800-426-8434

What lowestPrico@bswusa.com MOM tO yell: We've got the lowest prices in the country, but manufacturers don't always let us print them, For your price quote, just send your request via e-mail addressed to
Lowestlorice@bswesamm, use our website www.bswusa.com or call us toll free 1-800-426-8434, No hard sell, no arm twisting— our prices and service speak for themselves.

Looking to
touch your
listeners?
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APHEX MODEL 230 MASTER VOICE CHANNEL
Introducing the Aphex Model 230 Master Voice Channel, the most powerful processor ever designed specifically for voice.
Voices will be bigger, more present, more intimate, more intelligible and more consistent. Its comprehensive complement of exclusive
proprietary features brings these benefits to any voice - from athundering bombast to awhispering waif - without changing its essential quality.
WA it« PRIAM

EAS,91001 . COMRISSOR

.11,1/041V1
tro

• Pad

Every element of the Model 230 is superior to any other voice processor's similar function...
A

I

•The RPA tube preamplifier provides warmth, image and detail.
•The Easyrider Compressor controls output levels without pumping or breathing.
•The Logic-Assisted Gate won't false trigger or cut off words.
•The Split Band De-esser effectively cuts sibilance without dulling.
•The Big Bottom and Aural Exciter add resonance, depth, presence and clarity.
•The parametric EQ takes care of any frequency anomalies with surgical precision.
•Post-processing insert point, - 10dBV and + 4dBu analog outputs, 24/ 96 digital outputs on AES3,
S/PDIF and Optical, word clock I/O, and acough switch with soft mute allow the Model 230 to
be easily interfaced into any system.

Z.A

744(5.10.0 °APT,.

WiteLIM

So if you are looking to touch your listeners, you should be looking at the Aphex Model 230.

www.aphex.com

C) 2005 Aphex System. All Rights Reserved. Designed and manufactured in the USA

Illustration by Jesse Cae

Genuine

APHEX

AUDIO PROCESSING

1.800.426.8434..www.b5wusacom
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Focusrite OctoPre 8-Channel
Mic Preamp with Dynamics

PreSonus Eureka Voice Processor

°

The PreSonus Eureka is aprofessional channel strip
featuring adiscrete Class Atransformer-coupled
microphone preamplifier with variable input
impedance, FET compressor with hard/soh knee modes,
and 3-band fully- parametric equalizer. The Eureka also
has balanced send and return jacks so that you can
insert your favorite outboard processor.
EUREKA

>
--.7,640,1,10Kieofiettoéiteiotii.*:

•

R CALL

1-800-426-84

0

FEATURES:
•
Variable mic input impedance
•Fully variable compressor with hi-pass side chain
•3- band fully parametric equalizer
• -20 dB pad, phase reverse, 80 Hz high-pass filter
•Analog VU metering
•XLR mic input with selectable impedance
•Switchable phantom power
•1/4" instrument input
•1/4" TRS line input and send/return connectors
•XLR balanced and 1/4" TRS balancediunbl. output

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

List $ 699.95

Accessories:
AD192
24-bit/192 kHz digital output

0 0

•

4

List $ 249.95

•
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dbx ProVocal
Voice Processor with Effects

=

fe.
ART Tube Preamp with
Digital Conversion

4
..

..t7.11___L

ARFs new Digital MPA is a2- channel mic preamp with
two 12AX7A tubes and onboard digital converters

The ProVocal from dbx offers versatility for the project
studio enthusiast at an unparalleled value. ProVocal
features asuperb mic preamp coup.ed with statecfthe-art microphone and preamp modeling, adding
classic dbx dynamic processing such as gating,
compression, de-esser, and limiter; and quality effects
like chorus, flanger, delay and reverb.

FEATURES:
•2- channel tube preamp with digital conversion
•Balanced XLR and unbalanced 1/4" analog output
•AES/EBU, S/PDIF, TOSLINK and ADAT interfaces
•Digital output switchable 24-bit/16-bit
•Sample rates adjustable from 44.1 kHz to 192 kHz

FEATURES:
•Classic dbx dynamics processing and effects
•44.1 or 48 kHz operation and MIDI control
•Front- panel instrument input
•20 dB pad and 48V phantom power
•24- bit S/PDIF digital output
•Balanced 1/4" or XLR analog outputs

DIGITALMPA

PRO VOCAL

List $ 749.00

ité

FEATURES:
•8balanced XLR mic inputs
•8- channel line- level I/O via 25- pin 0-sub for easy
connection with patchbays
•8independent compressors/limiters
•2chnls w/phase-reverse and 1/4" TRS front inputs
MH435

List $ 1,200.00
•

-

,
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The Focusrite OctoPre (item # MH435) is an 8- channel
mic preamp featuring 8independent compressors/
limiters. Starting with abrick wall limiter (to avoid those
critical overs), the Octo-Pre then allows you to add
increasing amounts of compression.

OR
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FocusriteVoiceMaster Pro
Voice Processor

;JP

eia
Focusrite

The VoiceMaster Pro (# M11440) combines apreamp with
anoise- reducing expander, vocal saturator, compressor,
EQ and de-esser. The voice-optimized EQ Vintage
Harmonics and Tube Sound features allow you to get
creative. Aseparate stereo monitoring circuit allows the
user to monitor vocal/EX loop/mix played back from
DAWs and control levels of all three, removing latency.
Backlit VU output meter; instrument, line and mic inputs.
LowestPrice@bswusa.com

MH440 List $ 800.00
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List $499.95

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR
ALL 1 800-426-8434
Focusrite ISA 220 Session Pack
Voice/Dynamics Processor

dbx

The Focusrite ISA 220 Session Pack (item # MH433) is a
complete voice processor for audio production, offering
amic pre, EQ, compressor de-Psser and limiter.

dbx 286A Voice Processor
The dbx 286A mic preamp and voice processor is an
inexpensive way to get really great sounding vocals,
with astudio quality mic preamp, compressor, deesser, expander/gate and more, all in one affordable
rackmount unit.
286A

List $ 299.95

LomgPrice only$199!

FEATURES:
•Studio quality mic preamp with phantom power
•Compressor circuit and de-esser
•Patented high- and low-frequency detail controls
•High-pass filter and expander/gate section
•Balanced mic and line level inputs
•Insert jack for outboard processing and effects
•Balanced XLR inputs and 1/4" TRS outputs

FEATURES:
•VU metering of input or compressor gain reduction
•Switched high- and low-pass filters
•Switched high- and low-shelving filter controls
•Pre- and post-EQ switching
•New optical De-esser and De-esser Listen
•Frequency adaptive limiter to prevent critical overs
MH433

List $ 2,295.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL 1 800-426-1434

din
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386

dbx 386 Mic Preamp with Digital Output
The dbx 386 two-channel mic preamp provides
unparalleled flexibility in an affordable package. By
combining the warmth and coloring of dual 12UA7
vacuum tubes with the proprietary dbx Type IVT
conversion system, the dbx 386 is the perfect crossplatform tool for digital and analog applications. It
boasts aplethora of high- end features including digital
output in both AES/EBU and S/PDIF formats.
386

List $ 599.95

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL_

120

1 800 426-8434

47»
Focusrite

FEATURES:
•Selectable mic/line level
•75 Hz low-cut filter; phase reverse
•60 dB of gain and ± 15 dB of output gain
•48V phantom power and 20 dB pad
•Selectable 96, 88.2, 48 or 44.1 kHz sample rates
•XLR and 1/4" TRS analog I/O
•AES/EBU and S/PDIF digital output
•
Word Clock sync input and output

o

Focusrite Penta Stereo
Analog Preset Compressor

far
% mute

With sixteen presets set amongst ahost of Class A
analog circuitry, the Focusrite Penta (model # MH427)
offers all the dynamics processing you need at the
touch of abutton. The Penta features aClass Amic-pre
on the front end, aStereo Preset Compressor which is
entirely editable, aspatial enhancer and more.
MH427 List $495.00

Secret Tip #56. Voice Processing is the secret weapon in making your announcers sound d5 good as they think they sound.

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL

1 800 426 8434

5
o
Symetrix 528E Voice Processor
The Symetrix 528E is apopular analog mice processor with six major functions in a
single rack space unit. Perfect for broadcast, the 528E enhances vocal intelligibility,
increases perceived loudness and "presence", and reduces off-mic noise. The 528E
performs six separate functions: microphone preamplification, de-essing (sibilance
removal), compression/limiting, downward expansion, parametric EQ, and ,,
oice
symmetry alignment. All six processors may be used simultaneously. Each function
features afull complement of controls ir an easy-to- use layout. Separate LED meters
monitor mic gain and dynamics gain reduction functions thus facilitating gdick and
accurate adjustment of controls.
528E

LowestPrice orgy $499!

List $ 749.00

er 9..9
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Presonus BlueTube DP
2-Channel Mic Preamp
The Presonus BlueTube DP dual path stereo mic preamp
delivers the best of both worlds with solid state preamp
stage and atube preamp stage. Features: 12M7 tube,
high headroom Class Again stage ( 55 dB gain), XLR and
1/4" high-Zcombo connectors, - 20 dB pad, VU meters.
BLUETUBEDP

List 5229.00

LowestPiice only $199!
111

...At-

Air Corp 500PH
Voice Processor

AIR corp.

The Aircorp 503PH mic/voice processor is burt to
withstand the rigors of daily use and features a3- band
FO, compressor/expander, de-esser, and more.
FEATURES:
•Input level selection
•Compressor/expander; de-esser; 3- band EQ
•Effects insert point
•Remote control via DB-25 port
•Simultaneous mic/line output for mix- minus setup
•Balanced XLR input, line output and mic output
•1/4" IRS effects loop I/O
500PH I1 IS
,

7

Q°

Symetrix

tn

FEATURES:
•Mic preamp with aswitchatrle 15 dB pad and 48V phantom power
•Front-oanel mic/line level switch
•VOiCE symmetry switch ( pnase rotator)
•De-essing with frecuency and range controls
•Compression/limiting with downward expansion
•3-oanci parametric EQ
•Balanced XLR mic and line level inputs
•Balanced XLR and unbalanced 1/4" outputs
•1/4" in and out patchpoints on each section

-

T

ART TubeMP
Series Compact
Tube Mic Preamps
These inexpensive tube mic preamps wiih reJ,
vacuua
Jlt grout reoorurrig;roirt ji
rrj
irob,
be used as active direct boxes or phantom power units. Toe Tube MP features variable input stain, a2C: dB pad
switch, phantom power, phase reverse and output level control. The Tube MP Studio features an aralog VU meter;
output protection limiter; variable input and output gain control: with over 60 dB of gain; +48 pharitorn power
switch; phase reversal switch -XLR and 1/4' inputs and outputs The Tube MP Studio V3 adds ART's new Variable
Valve Voicing for the ultimate in warm tuDe sound.
TUBEMP
TUBEMPSTUDIO
TUBEMPSTUDIOV3

• *.• •

,
11, •
•
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List $ 59.00
List $ 89.00
List 5119.00

$
49°°
'
69'

LowestPrice

from $49!
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BBE MaxCon 2-Channel Compressor/Limiter with Sonic Maximizer
The BBE Max
i. adualcl
miter/
gate which features an onboard fleVy 4th genes ation
BBE Sonic Maximizer circuit. This processor includes
two independent eJ1-featured comoresscrlimiters,
with independent channel controls for Threshold,
Compression Ratio, Attack Time and Release Time
MAXCOM

List S329.99

LowestPrice only $ 199991

FEATURES:
•BBE Sonic Maximizer adds clarity and definition
•Dual bar- graph meters for level and gain reduction
•Stereo link for phase- coherent stereo compression
•Dynamically controlled, program adapt:ye gate
•2channel compressor/expander unit with gate
•Peak limiter to protect from clipping
•I/O • ,ia balanced XLR or unbalanced 1/4 ' jacks

dbx

no

dbx 2-Channel Compressors/Limiters/Gates
•• • .- • • • • • • • • •

Rane 4-Channel
Compressor/Limiter

_

feetiE

The full-featured dbx 166XLstereo linkable
compressor/limiter/expander/gate offers a choice
of Over- Easy or hard- knee compre:.sion with two
sets of program-dependent attack and release time
constants. Balanced XLR and 1/4"1,0.
166XL List $ 359.95

LowestPrice only $24995!

166XL

The economical 266XL uses dbxAdtoDynamic attack
and release circuitry to deliver true dbx compression
for awide range of applications, p1.5 an advanced gate
circuit for smooth, natural-sounaing at no. It features
asidechain insert. Balanced XLR and 1/4" TS I/O.
266XL List $ 229.95

LowestPrice only $1499s!

i
he Kane 4Quad Lompressorkimiter offers four
feature- packed channels of compression and limiting.
FEATURES:
•Independent compressor and limiter per channel
•
True de-essing
•External sidechain with 1/4" IRS input
•Side- chain listen, PEO filter/metering, stereo linking
•Separate gain reduction, limiting and function
displays per channel
•Balanced XLR and 1/4" IRS I/O
C4

List $ 999.00

111111111111M111111111,
What LowestPrice.bswusa.com means to
LowestPrice ‘, bswusa.com

dbx

)
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376

dbx 376 Tube Channel Voice Processor with Digital Outputs
The dbx 376 channel : trip hes .
compressor and de-esser, and adds sdigital output! It's
loaded with an XLR input with 20 dB pad and phantom
powier, dbx Type IV conversion, aphase invert switch,
instrumen .input, word clock I/0 am more.
376DBX List $ 599.99

ImmestPrice@bsvmsa.com
OR CALL 1 BOO 426 0434

FEATURES:
•
Tube preamp section with phase invert switch
•Compressor, de-esser, and low cat filter
•M,c/Iiile I/O with AES/EBU ana S'PDIF digital outs
•3- band parametric EQ and full LED metering
•Word Clock input/output and insert jack

re country, but manufacturers dart alwanget us print them. Fur your pice quote, just send your request via e-mail ddresswww.bswusa.com • ! call us roll-free 1-800-426-8434. No hardsell, no ami twisting—ourpri ,e. and service speak for themselves.
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Aphex Dominator Series
Multiband Peak Limiters

APHEX

1he Aphex 720 Dominator lisa precise stereo multiband peak limiter for applications requiring an absolute
peak ceiling. The 722 model adds pre-emphasis.

List $ 1,350.00
List $ 1,495.00

multiband peak limiter
same with pre-emphasis

This single channel unit combines several of Aphex's
leading technologies such as Expressor manual
compression circuitry, Easyrider automatic compression
and Tubessence tube sound circuitry.
APHEX
FEATURES:
•HFX high frequency expander
•Balanced XLR and 1/4" TRS I/O
•Sidechain low-cut filter
•20 segment audio level and gain reduction meters
•Switchable +4dBu/-10 dBV levels
661

List $ 749.00

Lowes1Price@bsvana.com
R

A

L • 1-80 - 4

- 84

4

:M1111111111MMilili:

FEATURES:
•Input drive control
•20 dB gain reduction meters
•Switchable +4dBu/-10 dBV operating level
•Balanced 1/4" TRS I/O
108

List $ 299.00

320A
320D
323A

2-channel compressor
2- channel comp/digital I/O
Mono compressor/exciter

The Quantum il by dbx is adigital studio mastering too.
that offers sampling rates up to 96 kHz, with atrue 48- bit
digital signal path and superior dbx dynamics processini:
The new track ID feature allows users to download
multiple files simultaneously and include track ID points.
QUANTUMII

List $ 3,079.95
LOWeSeerke@b9NUSa•COM
OR
A • 1- 0 4 - 434

•

dbx 162SL Stereo
Compressor/Limiter

n

db.
im

•illo•

•

In addition to auto attack/release and
hard knee threshold, the dbx 162SL stereo compressor/
limiter offers AutoVelocity manual mode, variable attack
and release controls, and dbx's latest limiting algorithm
PeakStopPlus. Dual proprietary dbx VCA modules boast
impressive dynamic range and ultra- low distortion.
List $ 2,499.95

LomstPrice@bswusa.com
AL • 1-800- -

4

FEATURES:
•Patent- pending TYPE IV conversion system
•More clocking control and upsampling
•Graphical user interface (GUI)
•4- band stereo compressor/gate/limiter
•5- band EQ ( high/Low shelves, 3- band parametric)
•Outputs to 16-, 20- or 24- bits
•AES/EBU and S/PDIF digital I/O; RS232 interface

or

. 6se • M

a. • • •-

• •••••• •"

List $ 159.00

LowestPrice only$124!

dbx Digital Dynamics Processors
The DDP stereo processor gives you classic dbx gating,
compression, limiting, de-essing and sidechain EQ, with
precise digital control.
FEATURES:
•Stereo processor with extensive metering
•Graphical representation of composite effects
in real time
•24- bit A/D-D/A converters
•50 factory and 50 user presets
•Balanced XLR and TRS 1/4" I/O
The DDP Plus adds digital I/O in AES/EBU or S/PDIF.
DDP
DDPPLUS

List $ 299.95
List $ 1,039.95

dbx

LowestRice@bswusa.com
OR CALL

1- 800-426-8434

e

•

162SL
71,:r

dbx

FEATURES:
•Extremely fast manual attack and release
•Hard-knee/OverEasy" switchable
•Ultra- low distortion compression for unheard
of clarity even under extreme gain reduction
•Modes: Program- dependent automatic,
patent- pending AutoVelocity Manual,
or fully variable attack and release

I

•

FEATURES:
•Individual Threshold, Ratio, Attack, Release controls
•Output gain compensation controls
•Auto attack/release function with indicator
•Precision 8- segment Gain Reduction meters
•XLR/TRS and Side Chain connections
•Selectable line voltage ( 115/230V)

List $ 1,350.00
List $ 1,495.00
List $949.00

OR CALL: 1-800-426-8434

•

Mackie's Tapco Squeez delivers two channels of
smooth, natural compression and gating, plus an
adjustableArfilter adds natural top-end as you
compress. The Compressor section offers both auto
soft- knee and hard-knee curves, while the Soft Gate
employs an expander function at the threshold.

122

The single-channel 323A combines Compellor
circuitry with Aphex's popular Aural Exciter circuitry.
Balanced or unbalanced I/O via XLR connectors.

dbx Quantum II Digital Mastering Processor

IMO

SQ2

FEATURES:
APHEX
•Dynamic silence gate
•Quick compression recovery
•3modes of stereo/dual mono operation
•Comprehensive metering
•Balanced or unbalanced I/O via XLR connectors
•AES3 digital input/output (320D)

dbx

LowestPrke only$199!

Tapco Squeez
TAP.e..0
2-Channel Compressor/Gate

320Ard

[I, digital input (audio or clock), then the unit
defaults to apre-selected frequency.

Now you can get the Aphex 320 Compellor with
digital I/O (item # 320D). If there's adigital input, the
output slaves to the same clock, up to 96 kHz. If there

16251

110

7

Aphex Compellor Series " Leveller" Compressor/Limiters

Aphex 108 - 2- Channel Compressor
Avery easy-to- use yet natural-sounding 2-channel
automatic compressor, the 108 is also very affordable.
Aphex's patented Wave- Dependent Compressor
circuitry and No-Knee compression curve automatically
set attack and release times as well as
APMEX
compression ratios.

111 _ 41

323A

N. btItt_tly dLot Iipir55ut ut 11111iir:1, thU Opt I
Compellor is an incredibly intelligent dual channel
leveler. It automatically gives you dynamic control over
your mix, letting you maintain optimum average levels
at all times. Extremely easy to use, you only need to
set the Drive level to generate the desired amount of
processing, set the Process Balance control between
Leveling and Compression and adjust the Output
level for unity gain. The 320A is then ready to provide
complete dynamic control - smooth, inaudible
compression, increased system gain, desired program
density and the freedom from constant "gain riding"
-automatically! Its unique circuit design actually
enhances transient qualities, thus making even heavy
processing undetectable.

FEATURES:
•Peak ceiling adjustable .2dB over 34 dB range
•Switchable low- mid and mid- high crossover
•Balanced XLR I/O
•Remote control hardwire bypass
•Dynamic range 104 dB
•THD distortion of less than .005%
720
722

oof,

Ow-

0111.11111

_

dbx 1066 2-Channel
Compressor/Limiter

dbx

This flexible dbx 2-channel compressor/limiter allows
you to choose the level and style of compression/
limiting you like, with sidechain input and balanced I/O.
FEATURES:
•PeakStopPlus circuitry, for stiff limiting without
unwanted side effects
•Easy to read and operate lightpipe technology
replaces standard LEDs
•Sidechain input for ducking and frequencydependent limiting
•Balanced I/O with XLR and 1/4" connectors
1066

List $ 599.95

The secret to good compression is steady pressure applied continuously. The secret to great limiting is astronger rope.

LowestPrice

ly$399!

•
•

Alesis Dual Mono/Stereo AuEms
Compressor/Limiter

i•

•

• PrIVIE ;

Mae '
2
3
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PreSonus 8-Channel
Compressor/Limiter

The Alesis 3630 dual mono/stereo compressor/limiter is
ideal for everything from vocal recording to mixdown.

PreSonus 4-Channel
Compressor/Limiter

FEATURES:
•Switchable RMS/peak, hard/soft knee compression
•Variable attack and release
•Built-in noise gate that ensures quiet performance
•Sidechain inputs for de-essing or ducking functions
•Dual mono or stereo operation
•Unbalanced 1x1/0 with +4d8u/-10 dBV selection

The PreSonus CL44 four- channel compressor/limiter
offers variable threshold, ratio, attack release, highpass sidechain filter and compander. The frequencydependent filter allows you to tailor the frequency
range of the compressor. The compander circuit
allows for automatic gain control which boosts the
signal when it falls below the desired threshold.
Adjacent channels are stereo- linkable. External
sidechain inserts are on every channel. Balanced XLR
and unbalanced 1/4" I
r

FEATURES:
PreSonus*
•Manual or auto compressor modes
•Noise gate with gate key/sidechain
•Link 2-8 channels in any order
•Balanced 1/4" TRS I/O (selectable +4dBu/-10 dBV)

CL

ACP88 List $ 1,199.95

3630

IY $99!

LowestPrice

List S199.00

PreSonus BlueMax
PreSonus
111'
Stereo Compressor/Limiter

The PreSonus ACP88 is an 8- channel processor. Each
channel provides crystal clear, musical compression and
is equipped with full-featured controls including variable
attack and release and soft/hard knee.

-

List $ 199.95

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
1

List 5699.00

ITI

tot

r
4e"

The Presonus BLUEMAX is asmart stereo compressor/
limiter with 15 studio presets. Manual mode gives you
full control over attack/release and ratio from 1:1 to
20:1.You also get onboard metering with input/output
levels and gain reduction; sidechain input; stereo/mono
operation; +4dBu/-10 dBV stereo operating levels;
internal power supply; unbalanced 1/4" I/0.
BLUEMAX

PreSonus Mk.

0 426 8434

Behringer Compressor/Limiters
The Behringer MDX4600 is a4-channel expander/gate/compressor/
peak limiter that delivers four channels of first-class dynamic control. The
MDX2600 is a2-channel version with auto/manual controls and XLR/1 /4"
TRS I/O. The MDX1600 is a2-channel version for automatic control.
MDX4600
MDX2600
MDX1600

4-channel
2- channel
2-channel/auto

List $ 159.99
List $ 129.99
List $ 119.99

5129"

109"
'
99"

MDX4600

FEATURES:
•Switchable program-adaptive
compression circuitry
•Interactive expander/gate circuitry
•Switchable low contour filter prevents
"pumping"
•8- segment LED meters, selectable +4
dBu/-1 0dBV
•Balanced XLR and 1/4" connectors.

LowestPrice from $9999

r COMOWSSORS/L1111111r
Manufacturer

Product

Type

Analog I/O

Digital I/O

Channels

ALMS

3630

Compressor/Limiter/Gate

1/4" TS

No

2

$199.00

$99.00

APHEX

108

Compressor/Limiter

TRS

No

2

5299.00

S199.00

APHEX

320A

Compressor/Limiter; Leveler

XLR

No

2

$1,350.00

LOWEST

APHEX

3200

Compressor Limiter/Leveler

XLR

AES3

2

51,495.00

LOWEST

APHEX

323A

Compressor/Limiter/Leveler/Exciter

XLR

No

1

5949.00

LOWEST

APHEX

661

Compressor/Limiter/Expander

XLR

No

2

5749.00

LOWEST

APHEX

720

Multiband Peak Limiter

XLR

No

2

$1,350.00

LOWEST
LOWEST

List Price

BSW Price

APHEX

722

Multiband Peak Limiter - Broadcast

XLR

No

2

$1,495.00

BEHRINGER

MDX 1600

Compressor/Limiter/Expander/Gate

XLR, TRS

No

2

$119.99

$99.99

BEHRINGER

MDX2600

Compressor/Limiter/Expander/Gate

XLR, TRS

No

2

5129.99

5109.99

BEHRINGER

MDX4600

Compressor/Limiter/Expander/Gate

XLR, TRS

No

4

$159.99

5129.99

DBX

1066

Compressor/Limiter/Gate

XLR, TRS

No

2

5599.95

5399.95

DBX

! 160A

Compressor/Limiter

XLR, TRS

No

1

$599.95

5399.00

DBX

16251

Compressor/Limiter

XLR, TRS

No

2

52,499.95

CALL

DBX

166XL

Compressor/Limiter/Expander/Gate

XLFLTRS

No

2

5359.95

5249.95

DBX

266XL

Compressor/Limiter/Expander/Gate

XLR, TRS

No

2

5229.95

DBX

DDP

Compressor/Limiter/De-esser/EQ/Gate

XLR, TRS

No

2

5799.95

DBX

DDPPLUS

Compressor ,LImIter/De-esser/EQ/Gate

XLR, TRS

AES,E1311; S/PD1F

2

51,039.95

DBX

QUANTUMII

LOWEST
_

Compressor/Limiter/De-esser/EQ/Gate

XLR, TRS

AES/EBU - coaxial

2

$3,079.95

LOWEST

FOCUSRITE

MH427

Compressor/Limiter / Processor

TRS

Option

2

$495.00

LOWEST

.FOCUSRITE

MH433

Compressor/Limiter /Processor

XLR

AES/EBU - coaxial

2

$2,295.00

LOWEST

PRESONUS

BLUEMAX

Compressor

1/4" TS

No

2

5199.95

LOWEST

PRESONUS

ACP88

Compressor/Limiter/Gate

TRS

No

8

51,199.95

LOWEST

4

5699.00

LOWEST

..._

PRESONUS

CL44

Compressor/Limiter

XLR, TRS

No

PRESONUS

COMP16

Compressor

TRS

No

RANE

C4

Compressor/Limiter/De-esser

XLR, TRS

No

ROL

STCL1

Compressor/Limiter

Barrier Strip

SYMETRIX

422

AGC Leveler/Limiter

XLR

TAPCO ( MACKIE) ..

SQ2

XLR/TRS

No

1

iCompressor/Gate

What LowestPrice r
bswusa.com means to you: .•
LowestPrice obswusa.com

www.bswusa.com

$ 14995
LOWEST

$129.95

599.95

4

$999.00

LOWEST

No

2

$159.00

No

2

$549.00

LOWEST

5159.00

LOWEST

$ 109.00

mntry, but manufacturers don't always let us print them. For your price quote, just send your request via e-mail addressed to
us toll free 1-800-426-8434. No hardsell, no arm twisting-our prices and service speak for themselves.
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ti Symetrix 2-Channel
CC
O.
•

a
D
▪

Audio Leveler/Limiter
This Symetm 422 stereo, wide- range AGC amplifier
and peak limiter keeps audio levels consistent by
gently bringing up lower level audio and transparently
limiting audio that is too hot. It's an excellent remedy
for inconsistencies in sound levels for club sound
systems or Dis, or between commercials and other
program material for automated radio stations, TV
stations, and cable systems.
0 Symetrix
FEATURES:
•
Target level control for easy setup
•Parallel input and output LED ladder metering
•Remote bypass port
•Balanced or unbalanced I/O via XLR and 1/4" TRS
422

List $ 549.00

Aphex Aural Exciters
The Aphex Aural Exciter 250's spectral phase refraction
(SPR) corrects the bass delay anomaly inherent in the
recording process to restore clarity and openness,
and significantly increases the apparent bass energy
level without adding amplitude equalization or bass
boost' restoring the punch lost in the record ng
process. Noise and distortion are virtually eliminated
in the Type III circuitry. You get two modes of noise
reduction; RF filtered power; I/O levels from - 10 to +8
dBm; and it has ba'anced XLR I/O.
250

List $995.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL

_„.
The Aphex 204 is the Aural Exciter in an affordable
package! It;. Optical 3ig Bo:tom adds low- end punch
with deeper, more powerful bass which can be
packed into recordings or into your PA system without
additional amps o- speakers. It has two independent,
low noise channels; adjustable tune, harmonics and
nix ,
:entrols; switchable - 10 dBV/+4 dBu operating
atc1 both ba anced Xt.fi and 1/4" I/0.
204

List $ 399.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
Og CALL : 1 8•-

1,800-426-8434
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LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL

1.800-426-8434
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BBE Sonic Maximizers
The Sonic Maximizer greatly enhances detail and
clarity. The 8821 is designed for applications requiring
low noise, high headroom and +4dBu input levels. It
offers dual-mono operation with balanced XLR inputs
and outputs.Typical app'ications include: broadcast
transmission, professional recording studios, sound
reinforcement, and nightclub sound systems. The 8821
features 4th generation BBE process; +4dBu balanced
line ( 1/4" TRS and XLR inputs and outputs); + 23 dBu
headroom; and hardwire bypass.

PreSonus
Rackable
Mini Audio Processors
These handy 1/3- rack space Pre.. :. us audio units
stack up to six tall in the MaxRack desktop mini- rack.
The PreSonus EQ3B is asingle channel, 3- band fully
parametric EQ with an 80 Hz roll-off, +/- 12 dB of
boost/cut on three overlapping frequencies. The HP4
headphone amp has four outputs on the front panel,
and adjustment over control room monitors with a
separate volume control and monitor mute switch.
The COMP16 is asimple yet professional-quality
compressor. Simply select from 16 onboard presets,
adjust the desired level of compression and you're set!
The TubePre brings warmth and presence. It includes
switchable phantom power, amic phase reverse switch,
-20 dB pad, 80 Hz rumble filter, XLR and 1/4" connectors,
VU meter, and atube saturation level control.
EQ3B
HP4
COMP16
TUBEPRE

List
List
List
List

$ 129.95
$ 129.95
$ 129.95
$ 129.95

trjr

Alesis
Vocal Zapper
Vocal Eliminator

ALasis

List $149.00
LowestPrice

124

only $99!

OR CALL . 1-

-

-

434

Alesis Compact Effects Processors
The Aiesis NanoVerb is an attoroaoie
[' lulu effects
unit with 16 programs of reverb, chorus, rotary/leslie
simulaton, flange and delay; with mix, input, output
and effects-adjust controls. The new, smaller PicoVerb
lacks the output and adjust controls, but has updated
24- bit NDDIA and 28-bit internal processing. Both
have unbalanced 1/4" line-level I/O jacks.
-

List $135.00
List $99.00

$99"
$79"

from $79!

The E3200 Llltra .ex Pro is apsychoaccustic device for
improving presence ano subjective volume. Two of the
f
.
igh frequency processor's rive controls per channel
allow the desi .ed degree of processing ( High Mix) and
the prior of the audio spectrum to be processed
(Tune). You als:r ger multioand sound enhancement; a
ba processo"; balanced VO via XLR and 1/4" TRS.
new DSP1424P Ultramizer Pro ( not pictured)
provides multiband program-adaptive compression
and peak limiting to your program ma:erial. Abuilt-in
3D surround processor brings spatial enhancement
and improvec stereo imaging, while onboard noise
reduction keeps your sound clean. XLR and 1/4" TRS.

The

EX3200
DSP1424P

List $ 109.99
List $ 129.99

$89"
109"

LowestPrice

MSCISS

ALES'S

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

EX3200

LowestPrice

The affordable Alesis Vocal Zapper f:
eliminate vocals from any stereo source. It offers 16
vocal settings for optimal removal, stereo 24- bit inputs
and outputs, 28- bit internal processing, 48 kHz sample
rate. Its super-compact size fits on any rackmount shelf.
VOCALZAPPER

List $4q9.00
List $ 349.00

Behringer Audio
Enhancement Processors

NANO VERB
PICO VERB

s
79 ,

List 59995

8821
4821

-

;

LowestPrice only $9995 each!
Accessories:
MAXRACK

The 482I (not shown) is perfect for se ,I - professional
apotations nct requiring balanced jacks. With true
dual-mono operation, the 4821 is two independent
Sonic Maximizers in one chassis. At alow price you st 11
ge: 4th general ion 88E process; alOng with 2channels
of process 'or s:ereo or separate mono mixes; + 18
dBu headreiom: RCA and 1/4' unbalanced inputs and
outpu:s; hardwire bpass; oypass switch for comparison
of processed to unprocessed signal.

from $8999!

Boss VT- 1
Voice Transformer

1

Realistically change tire
registe' and gender of your
with separate pitch/formant cur irrois -or
shifting without 'chipmunk' effects. It features ± 1octave
shift, 8memory presets, sliders to control pitch, formant
and more;"roborvococer-like effect; on- board reverb;
mic and line I/O.
VT- 1 List $395.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
R CALL

1-800-426-84

4

Behringer Digital Effects Processor
Benntlger sD'/2024F Vírtualizer
multieffects processoi has 71 brand nec. i pressive effect
a'gorithms. It gives you powerful modulation, amp
s'mu'ation, diecrtbn and special effects as well as
efi3cive dynamic and psyc hoacoustics processing/EQ
on top of Behringer's renowned Virtual Room'reverbs.
DSP2024 List $ 159.99 LowestPrice

BSW has awide selection of audio effects processors that can cut chop, dice, purée, oh wait...that's food processys., we ion't sell these,,,

o/$129

The Behringer REV2496 simulates some of the world's
most renowned reverbs and also features high-quality
modulation effects from X-over delay to chorus/flanger
plus stereo compressor, with high-quality 24-bit/96 kHz
A/D and D/A converters plus full 96 kHz operation with
both effects processors.
FEATURES:
•Full 4- channel operation up to 96 kHz, for two
separate effects processors
•8high- end reverb algorithms
•AES/EBU I/O, optical S/PDIF I/O, Wordclock In, MIDI
•10 different routing types for flexible assignment
•Soft- push buttons and large knob for adjustments
•Direct access to 4effect parameters makes editing
easy and comfortable
•Separate ROM and preset banks with 400 presets
•Balanced XLR and 1/4" TRS connectors
REV2496 List $ 359.99 LowestPrice

Lexicon MPX1/MPX550
MultiEffects Processors

only $29999!

lexicon,

The MPX 1Multi- Effects processor features Lexicon's
proprietary reverb along with as many as four additional
quality digital stereo effects. It includes acomprehensive
modulation section - two LF0s, 2AR Generators, S&H
Generator, arandom number generator, input level as a
modulation source for expressiveness, and more.
FEATURES:
•Up to 5simultaneous stereo effects
•Multi-effects and Lexicon reverb simultaneously
•Balanced 1/4" and XLR I/O and S/PDIF I/O
•56 effect algorithms
•24- bit A/D-D/A conversion; 32- bit internal
•Dynamic MIDI patching and MIDI automation
•Unique tempo modes including Tap-Tempo
The MPX 500 allows for Lexicon reverb plus two
independent effects. See our website for more details.
MPX1
MPX550

List $ 1,129.95
List $ 599.95

°luny
The VoiceWorks vocal processor has multi-voice
harmonies, transparent pitch correction and fat automatic
double-tracking, all so realistic you can solo them with
confidence. The advanced new HarmonyHold feature lets
you freeze your backing harmonies and sing over them.
See our website for more details.
The Quintet (not shown) lacks independent harmony
control, phantom power, compression/delay, S/PDIF
input and has fixed gender/pitch.
VOICEWORKS

List $799.00

FEATURES:
•240 presets and 16 user programs
•Combine two effects in four routing configurations
•Unique tempo modes including Tap-Tempo
•Full MIDI control
•Simultaneous analog and digital outs
•Independent processing of each input
•1/4" outputs and instrument input
MPX110 List $ 319.95

LOWeStFerke@MWUSa.COM
OR C

L

1-8•-4

6-

4 4

VOICEWORKS FEATURES:
•S/PDIF I/O and phantom power
•Compression and tap-tempo delay
•Fully-adjustable gender and voicing
•Mic preamp; EQ; reverb; user presets
•4independent harmony voices
•2lead thickening voices
•Humanization of harmony voices with
vibrato, inflection and pitch randomization

List $ 595.00
:1-800-426-8434

.r.t7-7.111111
mom.

TC-Helicon Voice Pitch Processor

TCHELICON

The TC-Helicon VoiceOne supports four kinds of voice
pitch shifting. In the PureShift, full-DSP mode, you
can shift using instrumental, formant corrected, and
HybridShift (set the percentage of instrument vs.
formant corrected). In the regular operating mode, all
shifting is done through the VoiceModeling section.
The VoiceOne also allows you to control vocal phrase
stretching/shrinking either directly or autornat ,
VOICE1

FEATURES:
•Algorithms include Vibrato, Breath, Growl/Rasp,
Inflection, Spectral and Resonance
•Advanced automatic/manual pitch correction
•Intelligent harmonization algorithms
•Full MIDI implementation
•S/PDIF I/O and analog balanced XLR I/O

List $ 1,295.00

TCHELICON

TC-Helicon
VoicePrismPlus
Voice Processor
with Harmony
The VoicePrismPlus is an advanced vocal
processor with effects delivering 4-voice backing
vocal harmonies with independent gender and
humanizing controls, and automatic lead-voice
double tracking. In addition it features compression,
gating and dual parametric EQ plus avariety of posteffects including delay, chorus, flange and reverb
with pre-delay.

FEATURES:
•24- bit digital converters
•XLR mic input with 48V phantom power
•Line level analog input
•128 fully editable presets
•
Voice modeling/emulation card
•Stereo 1/4" IRS analog and digital S/PDIF outputs

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

List $ 1,295.00

•"

:1-800-426-8434

eweó

lexicon

The MPX 110 is Lexicon's most affordable dual-channel
processor. Treat your sound to true professional Lexicon
reverb and effects without breaking the bank with this
inexpensive rackmount unit. Atrue stereo processor, it
includes 24- bit WD-D/A conversion, afront- panel Tap
button for setting tempo, and digital S/PDIF output.

QUINTET

Ittmedii*

VOICEPRISMPLUS

Lexicon MPX110
MultiEffects Processor

TCHELICON

TC-Helicon VoiceWorks/Quintet Vocal Processors

DNISS3,011d

* 14
Behring« REV2496
Aik
Reverb and Effects Processor

tx.eledronk
IC Electronic M.ONE XL
Effects Processor
IC Electronic's M•ONE XL dual effects processor
includes 25 incredible effects and lets you run two
simultaneously. Even create your own combination
effects!
FEATURES:
•Enhanced early reflections and reverb tails
•24- bit A/D-D/A converters
•200 factory, 100 user presets
•Unbalanced S/PDIF digital I/O (44.1-48 kHz
•Balanced XLR I/O and MIDI in/thru/out
MONEXL

List 5495.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.corn
OR CALL • 1 800 426-

4 4

ire

esee

TC Electronic M300
t.c. electronic
Dual Engine Reverb/Effects
The M300 dual engine reve•b/effects processor
combines adedicated true stereo reverb engine
with amulti-effects processor. Reverbs include hall,
large cathedral, plates, drum rooms and springs, with
adjustable parameters. Effects include multiple delays;
vintage phaser; chorus; flanger; compressor and deesser, with 24- bit processing and AID-D/A conversion.
FEATURES:
256 ROM factory presets as well as 99 user settings
•MIDI I/O, MIDI Clock Tempo Sync
•RCA S/PDIF and analog 1/4" I/O
•Global bypass, and tap tempo control
M300

List $ 299.00

LcmestFerke@bswusacorn
R CAL • 1-

0•-4 •-

What LowestPrice@bswusa.com means to you: We've got the lowest prices in the country, but manufacturers don't always let us print them. for your price quote, just send your request via e-mail addressed to
LowestPrice@bswusa.com use our websiteitnnv.bswrsa.com or call us toll free 1-800-426-8434. No hard-sell, no arm twisting—our prices and service speak for themselves.

4 4
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AUDIO PPOCESSING

Yamaha SPX2000 Multi- Effects Processor

*YAMAHA

The vamar aPX;OW stereo inultrettects processor features YamahaS"REV-X'reverb algorithm
and a96 kHz DSP The SPX2000 is packed with effects in three banks: the preset bank incLides 97
proTams, inclAing the new rich REV-Xreverbs with new advanced parameters such as room
size, and 80 other cat ng-edge, quality effects; the classic bank contains time-tested effects
harkening back to the original SPX990; ana the user bank stores 99 uier procrrans.
SPX2000

List $ 1,249.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
é•

of

FEATURES:
•Packed with effects in Preset/Classic/User banks
•24-bit A/D-D/A converters
•32 -bit/96 kHz internal processing
•Balanced XLR VO and unbalanced 1
hi.. I/0
•AF_S/EBU I/O; Word Clock input; MIDI, USB connectivity
•5-color LCD backlight with different colors for effects groups
•3levels of security locks

.
er 7

.... .
0
0 13
CI 0 CI 0
El CI 0 03.
0000

Eventide Orville Effects Processor

The REV100 is an inexpensive, quality tr...e steio multi effects processor that's easy to use. Just select one of its
99 top-quality preset effects and you're ready to go. The
three most critical parameters for all effect prcigrans are
acjustable via rotary panel controls. When you create
asound, press the Store button to register it iri the
REV100 memor

FEATURES:
•Four-octave-range UttraShifter pitch shifter
•Distortion, dynamics, EQ phasing, flanging
•4-channel reverbs to; 360-degree surroundsound ambiance arid other effects
•All effects front-panel selectable using either
the Eventide knob or keypad
•Effects grouped into banks, making it easy to
quickly choose the right preset

With its exquisitely engineered USP power plant,
96 kHz/24-bit mmpling, anything-to-anything multichannel routing facilites and vast programming
capability, the Eventide Oryilie wil let you master any
signal-processing task that cones your way. Whether
you're processing one channel cf audio or two sets
of dual stereo §gnals, the Orville V. apowerful, selfcontained signal processing platform.
ORVILLE

•

Yamaha REV100 Effects Processor

List 55,495.00

:1-800-426-8434

Features:
•Reverb, delay, modulation effects and combinatims
•Rotary controls for three most critical parameters
•99 editable factory presets
•Input and output level controls
SYAMAHA
•Peak LEDs
•Unbalanced 1/4" VO and MIDI interface

Eventide

REV100

List $ 329.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
JR CALL

2200426 8434

ak sib
waimiseiniimrm

The
har-ronizer effects processor offers the
power, performance and heritage of Eventide aJclio
effects in asingle rack space Jnit. ' tfeatures afull
complement of F_verinde's signature pitch change,
reverb, and specia effects progran presets, all with
uncompromising qua ity It provoes easy setup and
operation, with an enhanced user interface which
includes apowerful search facility for rapid program/
preset selection by category or application.
ECLIPSE

e

•

List 52,995.00

•

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
. • : 1-810-426-84
Behringer
DSP110
Feedback
Suppressor

•
•

•

•

•

•

Rane Dual-Channel
Parametric EQ
Rane's dual-channel PEO 55 featnres five bands of
fully parametric equalizadon, adjustable High-C-it and
Low-Cut Fate's. and three bands of Accelerated Slope
Tone corrrols per' channel. Fror tpanel controls select
between dual mono 5-band, SIP'EO linked 5-band or
stereo linked 10-oand operating modes. XLR, 1/4" TRS
and Euroblock . nput/output connectors
PEQ55 List $999.00

126

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
Of

CALL

800 426 ,1.434

Behringer Feedback
Suppressor

FEATURES:
•Dual-engine architecture
•Effects configurable in series, parallel, stereo,
or dual mono
•24-bit digital conversion, 96 kHz sampling
•S/PDIF and AES/EBU I/O; ADAT lightpipe
•Analog XLR and 1/4" VO
•Low-cost Compact Flash preset memory
•
The famous big Eventide adjustment knob
•Numeric keypad and customizable "hot keys"
for frequently used parameters

Eventide Eclipse Effects Processor

Jestroy iceuudcA automatically with the Behringer
DSP112413.
This digital 2-channel fe.edbacK suppressor/
parametric EQ is based on ahigh- power 24- bit. DSI'. It
offers auto feedback suppression and amanual mode
for use as ahighly selective parametric EQ with 24
p-ogrammable filters. Balanced XLR and 1/4."TRS I/O.
DSP1124P

orgy $11991

Eventide

.EffilkINGER SHAM'

f

Ftane Gra

lo

-

List $ 109.99

List $ 139.99
LowestPrice

The DSP110 ultracompact wonder
machine combines an
automatic, self-learniig feedback suppressor, abuper
variable delay line and aULN microphone preamp
with phantom power, an automatic noise gate, a
compressor, ard avariable lowcul filter. Features: 24bit WD-D/A; mic/line level conversion; balanced XLR
and 1/4" TRS ./0.
DSP110

A

LowestPrice

c ua

Rage's DEQ 60 features switcha ble " Perfect C"/
pioportional response; Accelerated Slope 3-oand
f.JI -cut tone corros; low-/highut filters; 8-segment
metering; stereo linking; A-curve/B-curve cornoarison;
25 mm sliders; XLR, 1/4" TRS and EJ
robleck ccnnecors.
The DEQ6OL ad ct longer 45 mm sliders and a
switchable cut-only mode.
DEQ60
DEQ6OL

only $8999!

Psychologists say it is best net to suppress bet obviously Ile),were not talking about audio feedback.

List $ 999.00
List $ 1,099.00

dbx
dbx iEQ-31/iEQ-15
Graphiic Equalizers/
Limiters

ART 400 Series
Constant-Q Graphic Equalizers
The ART 400 Series graphic equalizers feature active
filter sections, wnich incorporate aconstant-Qdesign
with accurate precision-center frequencies. It boasts
20 mm precision sliders positioned at 1/3-octave
frequencies between 25 Hz-20 kHz; independent
variable high-pass/low-pass filters; clip level indicator;
ground ift switch; dual range switch (±6dB or ± 12 dB);
balanced and unbalanced I/O.
441
451
455

dual 15-band
single 31-band
dual 31-band

The dbx iEQ-31 is an
advanced g-aphic EQ with tw.
..
•
•
response; AFS feedback suppresaon; dbx Type Vruse reducion and limitino; switchaale
or ± 15 dB boost/
cut; 40 mm faders; XLR, 1/4" and Euroblock I/O; and an irtuitive user interface with comprehensive ouput and
gain reductdn meteing. The smaller IEQ-15 offer; two 15- band channel:. of 2/3-octave equaliza:bn.
IEQ31
1E015

Dual 31-channel EQ
Dual 15- channel EQ

List $899.95
List $ 749.95

:71-80D-426-8434

List $ 219.00 $ 139°'
List $ 219.00 $ 139'
List $ 359.00
229
S

LowestPrice

w

from $139!
•

dbx

dbx 231/215
Graphic Equalizers
ART 300 Series
Graphic Equalizers
With the ART 300 Series, choose from the dual channel
15-band 341 or single channel 31-band 351ART EQ in a
single rack soace; or the dual channel 31-band 355ART
EQ in adual rack space. It features adual range switch
(±6 dB or ± 12 dB cut/boost); bypass switch; high-pass
and low-pass controls (on 351/355 only); balanced XLR,
1/4" and unbalanced RCA I/O; 120/240 volt switch; rear
pane ground lif: switch; and LED clip indicators.
341
Dual 15-band
351ART Single 31-band
355ART Dual 31- band
LowestPrice

The dbx 231 dual-channel graphic EQ provides dbx
quality at an entry-level price! It has ( 31) 1/3-octave
bancs, ± 12 dB input gain range, switchable 50 Hz/12 dB
octa\.e low-cut filters, 20 mm fade -s; selectable ±6dB or
±12 clB boast/cut range; balanced XLR and 1/4" I/O
10 Hz- 50 khz frequency response.
The smaller 215 has ( 15) 2/3-octave bands.
231
215DBX

31-channel EQ
15-channel EQ

List $ 279.95
List $ 209.95

1

42

4 4

DRIVERACK-PA
260

U ':

from $99!

Behringer Graphic
Equalizers Iv/Feedback Detection

The Behringer Ultra-Curve Pro DEQ2496 is a24-bit/96
kHz EQ/RTA mastering processor ideal for mastering
and PA appTcations. The DEQ2496 features four
selectable EQ modules with 31- band graphic Ea
10-band parametric EQ, Feedback Destroyer,
compressor/expander function with peak limiter, and
too much more to list here. An ultra high- resolution
61- band real-time FFT analyzer with additional auto EQ
function makes room and loudspeaker equalization
easy. Ba'anced XLR I/O, AES/EBU and S/PD FI/O.
DEQ2496

List $ 409.99
LowestPrice

only $33999!

FEATURES:
•Mono subwoofer output with adjustable crossover
•Low cut filter removes unwanted frequencies
•4-cl ,git LED output metering and input gain control
•Servo- balanced I/O with 1/4" TRS and XLR
•Illuminated faders; detent ALPS potentiometers
The FBQ1502 is a15 banc st,
the
FBQ3102 is a31- band version ano the FBQ6102 is 3
31- band unit which adds an onboard limiter, pink noise
generator aid longer 45 mm faders.
FBQ1502
FBQ3102
FBQ6200

15- band EQ
List $ 119.99
31- band EQ
List $ 179.99
31-band w/limiter List $ 239.99

See

5149"
$199 ••

T231

List $ 20900

LowestPrice only $ 159!

What LowestPrice , bswusa.com means to you:
LowestPrice , bswusa.com

LowestPrice@bsvnisa.com
R

Accessories:
RIAM microphone

'

i
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List $ 149.95

Alesis DEQ830
Digital Graphic Equalizer

ALF--SIS

The Alesis DEQ830 8-channel 1/3-octave digital graphic
EQ fits in ar incredibly compact 1U rackmount pacage.
Change ant- of 30 bands on eight independent channels
with the prew of button. Get instant, slider-style vis al
feedback rattier than relying on atiny LCD. Store your
changes in 100 user programs, with 50 curve temp ates
to get you ..tarted. Two channel, 24-bit WD-D/A; 28- bit
internal wc.cessing; 48 KHz sample rate; balanced 1/4"
analog I/O, ADAT optical digital I/O.
DEQ830

List $599.00

PreSonus DEQ624
Graphic Equalizer

4

59995

LowestPrice

only$499!

Pre
.
-tfus A*

The :•'reSonusDEQ624 is adigital processing un;t with
an analog feel. It nas SE parate high- and low-pass filters
for each channel, ana row Qse ect that gves more
prec se control over the frequency being attenuated
without affec -inc adjacert freq.Jencie:., ard abO a
switcnable range control that changes the cortfboost
of ind vidual frequencies over three different dB ranges.
Ealant:ed XLR I/O and barrier- strip terminals.
DEQ624 List $ 799.95

LowestPrice@bswusamm
OR CAL, 1-8 - 426-

from $9999

•

Mackie's new Tapco Tweeq is adual 31- band graphic
equalizer with high- precision sliders and çreat sound
quality. You get hign-precision EQ sliders with a
smooth, reliable feel; switchable 6/12 dB control range
for wide or fine tweaking; high pass 40 Hz filter and
low pass 16 kHz filter; ahandy bypass switch for quick
A/B comparisons; clip indicators on each channel;
and output gain control for EQ signal compensation.
Connections are RCA, TRS and XLR on rear panel;
selectable line \" oltacie ( 115/230V).

List $ 749.95
List $ 1,299.00

The E:ehringer Ultragraph PRO FBQ Series graphic Ea.
featire an onaoard Feedback Detection System.

LowestPrice

Tapco Graphic Equalizer

DRIVERACKPA FEArURES:
•Linkable 28-oand graphic equalizer
•Classic dbx compressor
•6-channel output system
•Parametric EQ, limiters, and feedback eliminator
•Balanced XLR I/O

Add :ne flat- response VIA- M m'C or real-time analysis.

List $ 159.00
$
99°
List $ 159.00
$
99'"
List $ 269.00 $ 169••

Behringer DEQ2496
EQ/RTA Mastering Processor

cibx

The C+rverack PA ly/ dbx is acomplEe ri:ckmourn EQ and
laudsreaker cent-el system specially daigned for PAs, with
lirniter, and real-time graphic soectrum analysis that help
pfeve-t damacin spikE, in your ;rib°.

The dbx 260 adds extensive bandpe;icrossaver/
rc•utir jconfigurations and full GUI control.

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL

dbx Driverack Series
Equalizer/Speaker Control

4 4

Alesis Graphic Equalizers
The Aiesis DEQ230 progrëintnabie graphic EQS display
lets you instaritly check settirgs, and alockirg feature
prevents unwanted chanties. It features 2-channel
balanced 1/4' analog I/O; 30 preset/3C user programs;
enhanced 24-bit sound, h'.-bit i-erna procesting; and
acompact IL! rac kmoiint chassis The DEQ230D adds
S/PDIF I/O and internal power supply The DEQ224 is a
112- rack space, 2-channel. 24bard d:gital gr 3phic EQ.
DEQ230
graphic EQ
Lin $ 349.00 0299°'
DEQ230D graphic EQ/digital I/O List $449.00 0399"
DEQ224
Taphic EQ
List $ 249.00 519900
A LES1S

LowestPrice

from $199!

Me country, bit manufacturers don't always let us prix them. ,
''or ycs prio- quote, jus:send your pquest v e- mril aodressei to
www.bsurusa.com or call us toll 'fee 1-800-421-8434 No hard sel, no otro twisling— - our prises and sevicespeak for th2msely5.
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Top-Sellin Professional
Sony Headphones

Sony MDR-7500 Series
Sony makes some of the most popular headphones in
the world, and at these low prices now is the time to
replace your battered set. All models include aminiplug
connector with 1/4" screw-on adapter and low 24 ohm
impedance. The Sony MDR-7506 headphone is abestseller at BSW. It delivers awide frequency response of
10 Hz- 20 kHz in acomfortable, sealed-ear format that
provides excellent isolation. The MDR-7502 is afavorite
economy headphone with surprisingly rich sound.
Frequency response is 60 Hz- 16 kHz.The MDR- 7505
features swivel ear cups that allow for single-sided
monitoring and afrequency response of 16 Hz- 22 kHz.
Offering the ultimate in performance, the MDR-7509
features larger 50 mm drivers and awide 5Hz- 30 kHz
frequency response for incredible audio reproduction.
List $ 130.00
List $ 65.00
List $ 115.00
List $ 265.00

7506
7502
7505
7509

$99®
$
49°0
$
79°°
0219°°

from $49!

SONY.
Stanton DJ PRO Series

SENNHEISER

Sennheiser
RS45 Wireless
Headphone
The RS45 wireless
neadphone features warm
•;ound reproduction
and powerful bass
œsponse.The transmitter
automatically recharges the
battery when the headphone
splaced on the base unit. "Center
Lock -auto tuning ensures uninterrupted listening.
Frequency response is 20 Hz-20 kHz; 3channels for
.imultaneous operation of multiple systems; 1/8" stereo
miniplug input with adapters to 1/4" stereo plug and
RCA connectors
R545

Uri ZENNHEITIER

Sennheiser
RS120 RF
Wireless
Headphone
he RS 120 RE mreless
headphone system is
an ideal choice for both
HiFi and studio use. The
I
ghtweight RS 120 lets you
enjoy freedom of movement
without cumbersome
cables. The headphones
come complete with powerful
rechargeable NiMH batteries. After use,
simply place the headphones onto their convenient
transmitter base station and they will automatically
recharge.
FEATURES:
•Semi- open earphone design
•Detailed warm sound reproduction with
strong bass response
•Wireless freedom of sound with reception
through walls and ceilings
•
Very lightweight headphones are extremely
comfortable to wear
•Replaceable parts for long service life
•NUM rechargeable batteries included
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List $ 109.95

CUPRO20005
CUPRO300

List $ 149.00
List $ 69.00

Lowesthice

08999
039"

from $3999!

DJPRO2000S

DJPRO300

Behringer Headphones
Behringer's HPX2000 ir. aprofesional DJ headphone.
Its high-efficiency ccibali capsule and sngle-sided cord
promise excellent performance Features: 40 rnm capsJle;
frequen•:y response 2) Hz- 2C kHz; max mum power
handling 100 mW; ear cups flip out for single ear use;
6ft. cord with 1/4" connector; impedance 64 ohms. The
HPS3000 headphone ofers the same audb quality wi:h
fixed oval-shaped ear cups.

List $ 139.95

R5120

sTaNTon
The Stanton DJ PRO 2000S is ahigh-q.Jali:y stereo
headphone designed for the professional DJ. Rotating
ear cups allow for flexible positioning and wearing styles.
Feature:: 90° (elbow) 1/z' connector; integrated mono or
stereo monitoring; wide frequency response of 20 Hz-30
kHz; closed earcup desiari for sound isolation. Impedance
64 ohms. The DJ PRO 300 is alightweight, single-sided
headphone with 10 ft. ceetachaole cord with miniplug
and 1/4" adapter, ard 20 Hz-20 kHz frequency response.
Impedance 100 ohns..

LowestPrice

only

HPX2000
HPS3000

List $ 24.99
List $ 24.99

LowestPrice 01h)

519"
519"

si 99!

Ak

5-Pack Headphones!
Sennheiser HD202
Five Sennheiser HD202 headphones
for 539.00 1m 1Weie net kidding. These
durable, sealed-eat headphones
provide crisp bas5 response and
good insulation trcer ambient noise.
18 Hz- 18 kHz; perwen,1 neodymium
magnets and lightweight diaphragm
sfor high sound eve cord takeup; removable eé.rcupi; damping
perforation ensures powerful bass
,,,, n•Dnse. Impedance 32 ohms.
HD202
(
single)
List $ 29.95 $21"
HD202PKG (
pack of 5)
sae°

$
9999

LowestPrice

FiveforOnly$89!

The headphones on this page are perfect for use on IlL wtn minima leakagc into the mir after the lock turns 'em up to 11.

SENNHIEIZER

order/info: 1.800.426.8434 • www.bswusa.com
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Sennheiser HD590
Headphone

Sennheiser
HD650
Ultimate
Headphone
Listening
Experience

ZENNHEISER

I7-1

The Sennheiser HD590
audiophile stereo
headphone superbly
produces transparent
sound with absolutely
minimum distortion.
With aweight of only
9.4 ounces, a
sophisticated design and a
new dampening technique,
the HD590 is an ideal choice
M IENRINZISIER
for the professional monitoring
of critical audio. Features:"Duofor
technology reduces standing waves; 3.5 mm miniplug
with 1/4" adapter; frequency response: 12 Hz- 38 kHz.
Impedance 120 ohms.

The Sennheiser
HD650 is an
audiophile referenceclass headphone with
truly unique, amazing
natural sound. Specially
developed acoustic silk drivers and aluminum voice
coils deliver excellence transient response and : he finest
imaging. Hear detail you've never noticed before with
these outstanding audiophile headphones. Frequency
response 10 Hz- 39.5 kHz, Impedance 300 ohms.

1.

1ft

HD590 List Price $ 269.95
LowestPrice@bswusaxorn

HD650 List Price $ 549.95
LowestPricea bswusa.com

nk CALL

1 800 4 6

434

Sennheiser HD280 PRO
The HD280 Pro is Sennheiser's closed-ear professional
headphone for broadcast and studio recording. The
swiveling ear cups offer maximen lexibility in any
application and the audio quality is superb. Fea
dynamic stereo headphone; accurate, linear sound
reproduction; 64 ohms impedance. wide 8Hz- 25 kHz
frequency response; up to 32 dB of ambient noise
attenuation; single-sided, coiled cattle with miniplug
and locking 1/4" adapter.
H0280

List $ 199.95 LowestPrice

The Sennheiser
HD212 closed-ear
headphone is ideal
for Dis, providing
crisp bass
response and
good insulation
against ambient
noise. Features:
frequency range
of 12 Hz- 19
kHz; powerful
neodymium magnets and lightweight diaphragms
for high sound levels; 10 ft. cable; card take-up,
removable earcups. Impedance 32 ohms.
List $ 89.99

LowestPrice

Koss PRO4AA
The Koss PRO4AA has been preferred by broadcasters 'or
over 30 years, and in fact, we still get orders from those who
won't settle for anything less. Its comfortable, gel-filled ear
cushions provide acomplete seal, resulting in excellent
isolation from ambient sound. The single-sided 10 ft. cable is
hard-wired with a1/4" connector. Frequency response
10 Hz- 25 kHz; impedance 250 ohms.

only$9999

Sennheiser
HD212

HD212

BKOSS

PRO4AA

HD25SP

List $ 139.95

IY$79!

The new Koss PRO4AAT headphone is rugged enough for radio jockeys, but
priced for any budget. The closed-ear design delivers maximum bass and
isolation. Features: wide frequency response of 10 Hz-25 kHz; titanium- coated
high polymer diaphragms for accurate sound; coiled, single-entry 8ft. cable;
3.5 mm miniplug with 1/4" adapter; impedance 250 ohms.
PRO4AAT

List $ 99.99

LowestPrice

only$7495!

Koss PRO3AA

ellr3SS

The Koss PRO3AA headphone offers an exceptional listening experience at
agreat price. It has acollapsible, closed- ear design for maximum bass and
isolation, 15 Hz-20 kHz frequency response, and titanium-coated high-polymer
diaphragms for accurate sound. Features: single-entry 8ft. cable; 3.5 rem
miniplug with 1/4" adapter; impedance 60 ohms.
PRO3AA

The HD25SP is alightweight
and comfortable headphone
for announcers and
engineers who spend
agreat deal of time
wearing headphones
and need maximum
isolation. They are
extremely rugged, with
low impedance of 85
ohms and high sensitivity
drivers for unparalleled
efficiency. Frequency
response is 30 Hz- 16 kHz.
Miniplug with 1/4" adapter.

LowestPrice

BKOES

Koss PRO4AAT

only$59'9!

Sennheiser
HD25SP Closed-Ear
Headphones

List $99.99

List $69.95

LowestPrice

Koss UR29BK055
The Koss UR29 headphone offers aclosed-ear design for maximum bass and
isolation, collapsible construction for maximum portability, and awide frequency
response of 18 Hz-20 kHz. Features: accurate sound, with deep bass and clear,
precise treble response; single-entry 8ft. cable: 3.5 mm miniplug (no 1/4" adapter);
volume control on cable; impedance 100 ohms.
UR29

List $ 29.99

LowestPrice

only$2495!

Rolls 6Channel
Headphone Amplifier
un

1E11111114E11ER

LowestPrice

only $99951

The RA62B headphone amp puts out up to 600 mW
per jack, and features 6stereo channels ( both 1/4" and
3.5 mm) with independent output controls on each
channel. 1/4", RCA and XLR inputs are included, as well
as 6stereo insert jacks for separate use of each channel.

Astereo/mono switch allows mixing two
mono signals. Front and rear input jacks
allow flexible use, and in addition the RA6.2B
can be used as a6-channel distribution amp.
RA62B

List $ 190.00

LowestPrice

CED

only$163!

What LowestPrice@bswusa.mm means to pm: We've got the lowest prices in the country, but manufacturers don't always let us print them. For your price quote, just send your request via e-mail addressed to
LowestPrice@bswusa.com, u
,
2?cr website www.bswusa.com or call us toll free 1 -800 -426-8434. No hardsell, no arm twisting—our prices and service speak for themselves.
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AKG K271S/K171S
The top- of- the- line KB IS features AKC's circumaural
(around-the-ear), closed- back desigr for maximum
isolation from ambient noise and the mgst comfortable
wear. Its large, specially- designed kagsd.Jcers give it
clean, smooth and very rich sound. Agreat built-in
feature is aswitch in the headband that mutes the
audio as the headphones are taken crff. Frequency
range is 16 Hz-28 Hz.
The K1715 is great or monitoring 're rids,/
env ronments, combining the benefits of aclosed- back
design with lightweight, comfortable wear, and is an
excellent choice for Di applications where no sound
should bleed from the headphones into live mics.
Frequency range is 18 Hz- 26 kHz.
Both feature inpedance of 55 ohms arid asingle-.ided
detachable 10 h. cable terminated ir aminiplug with
I /4" adapter.
K2715
K1715

List $ 249.00
List $ 199.00
LowestPrice

$ 1790°
51
49°°

The AKG K240M's
integrated semiopen-air design and
around-the- ear
pads are designed
for hours of on-air
comfort. It offers
accurate reproduction
at all listening levels
with reduced fatigue
even after prolonged use.
Features: frequency response 15 Hz-20 kHz; singlesided attached cable with screw-on 1/4" adapter for
secure use. Impedance 600 arms.
The K2405 provides asingle- sided. detachable cable
(no more stepping on the cable and yanking your
headphones off). Frequency response 15 Hz- 25 kHz.
Impedance 55 ohms.
K240M
K2405

List $ 156.00
List $ 167.00
LowestPrice

se.

$9e"

AKG K141M
Aproven workhorse, the semi-open AKG K141M uses
asingle-sided attached cable and offers afrequency
response of 20 Hz- 20 kHz. Tge semi- open venting
system gives it punchy, accurate and crisply defined
sound. Impedance 600 ohms.
For $ 10 more, the K141S features anew single-sided
detachable cable and frequency response from
18 Hz- 74 kHz. Impedance 55 ohms
K141M
K1415

List $ 146.00 ' 79°'
$139*)
List $ 156.50

from $79!

from$89!

AKG K66
This dynamic, semi- open AKG hoadphcne provides exceptionally smooth 18 Hz- 22
kHz frequency response with arge 1.6" transducers at an affordable price. It also
features aself-adjusting headband. a " 0ft. single- sided straight cable terminated
in aminiplug with 1/4" adapter and an impedance of 32 ohms. Order today.
K66

List 568.10

LowestPrice

from $149!

only $
3999

Sony Noise-Canceling Headphone
The Sony's MDR-NC5 Noise Ca-ice ing Headphone reduces background noise for
more pleasurable listening. The Noise Canceler reduces outside noise by 70% ( 10
dB), and allows you to hear musc against aquieter background. This headphone
is ideal for use in noisy environments with equipment hum (say, on airplanes...).
Features: cancels noise from 40 Hz to 1,500 Hz, more than 10 dB noise cancelation
at 300 Hz where the human ea• is super- sensitive; On/Off Switch with red power
LED; open-air design for light ,\.e.ic,ht ccmfort, 30 mm diameter driver delivers deep
bass down to 30 Hz.
MDRNC5

The Audio-Technicà ATH-M40 headphone offers
bullet-proof durabirity in asealed-ear format. It offers
an amazing wide frequency response cf Hz-28 kHz
with large 40 mm ckivers with neodymium magnets for
maximum sound. In addition, its adjustable cushioned
headband, 180° rotating earpads, lightweight design
and ahard-wired 1/4" connector make it excellent for
long days in the recording studio. 60 ohms impedance.
The ATH-M30 offers excellent isolation so you can crank
up the volume without causing feedback, with
20 Hz- 20 kHz frequency response and ascrew- on /4"
adapter. 65 ohms inpedance.
List $ 150.00
List $ 119.00

$
69°9

se,

from $59!
130

only $69!

BeyerDynamic DT770PRO

Audio-Technica
ATH-M4OFS/ATH-M30

ATHM4OFS
ATHM30

LowestPrice

List $ 79.95

beyerdynamie

Envelop yourself in dynamic, rÉff round with the DT770PRO headphone from
BeyerDynamic. It offers an exlrernely wide frequency response of 5Hz- 35
kHz, excellent circumaural clign, 18 dB ambient noise isolation, 'Bass Reflex"
technology for improved bass response, and arobust spring-steel cushioned
headband and cushioned ear pieces for maximum comfort. Impedance is
600 ohms. Cable is 5ft. and sirg esided for ease-of use, and terminates in a
miniplug with an included 1/4" adaixer.
DT770PRO

List $ 229.00

LowestPrice

only $159!

Headphone Extension Cables
HPE225 is a25 ft. coiled 1/4°-to- 1/4" cable.
HPE325 is asimilar 25 ft. straight cable.
HPE225
HPE325

511 95
51095

LowestPrice

•

from $
1095!

headphones are to announcers what abriefcase is to a3aesperson. Dress for success we always say.

Fostex T2ORPMKIII/T5ORP

Audio-Technica ATH-M3X

The Fostex T2ORPMKII semi-open headphone

The Audio Technica ATHM3X features

can handle high SPL without distortion. It

high-performance drivers and low- mass
diaphragms, maximized power handling

offers sturdy construction and comfortable
fit. Frequency response is 20 Hz-30 kHz. 10

capability, excellent isolation and powerful
bass. Frequency response is 20 Hz-21 kHz

ft. detachable cable with 1/4" connector.
Impedance 50 ohms.

and impedance is 32 ohms. The cable is 9.8
ft. and terminated with aminiplug
(1/4" adapter included).

The T5ORP (not shown) is the flagship model of
the Fostex RP line and achieves high level input
peaks of up to 3000 mW. It has aneodymium

ATHM3X

magnet for higher sensitivity, adamped
semi-open design, and awide 15 Hz-35 kHz
response Impedance 50 ohms.
T2ORPMKII
T5ORP

Fostex

List $ 119.00
List $ 199.00

List $49.95
LowestPrice

$ e°
$
79°°

only$299

audio tochnica

LowestPrice from $59!
Ifik.
Frequency Re-

A nou rug

c

Cable/Notes (
all have miniplug and

Manufacturer

Product

Impedance

sponse

Type

1/4" adapter unless otherwise noted)

AKG

K66

32 ohms

18 Hz-22 kHz

semi- open

10 ft., left-side, detachable

AKG

K141M

600 ohms

20 Hz- 20 kHz

semi- open

10 ft., left-side

$146.00

$79.00

AKG

K1415

55 ohms

18 Hz-24 kHz

semi-open

10 ft., left- side, detachable,

$156.50

$89.00

List Price

BSW Price

$68.10

$39.95

AKG

K1715

55 ohms

18 Hz- 26 kHz

closed

10 ft., left- side, detachable

$199.00

$149.00

AKG

K240M

600 ohms

15 Hz-20 kHz

semi-open

10 ft., left- side

$156.00

$89.00

AKG

K2405

55 ohms

15 Hz- 25 kHz

semi- open

10 ft., left- side, detachable

$167.00

$99.00

AKG

K2715

55 ohms

16 Hz-28 kHz

closed

10 ft., left-side, detachable

$249.00

$179.00

AUDIO TECH NICA

ATH-M3X

32 ohms

20 Hz- 21 kHz

closed

9.8 ft.

$49.95

$29.95

AUDIO-TECHNICA

ATH-M30

65 ohms

20 Hz- 20 kHz

closed

11 ft., left-side

$119.00

$59.00

AUDIO-TECHNICA

ATH-M40F5

60 ohms

5Hz- 28 kHz

closed

11 ft., left- side, 1/4" plug

$150.00

$69.00

BEHRINGER

HP53000

64 ohms

20 Hz-20 kHz

closed

6.5 ft., left-side, 1/4" plug

$24.99

$19.99

BEHRINGER

HPX2000

64 ohms

20 Hz-20 kHz

closed

6.5 ft., left- side, 1/4" plug

$24.99

$19.99

BEYERDYNAMIC

DT770PRO

600 ohms

5Hz-35 kHz

closed

5ft., left- side

$229.00

$159.00

FOSTEX

T2ORPMKII

50 ohms

20 Hz- 30 kHz

semi-open

10 ft., detachable, left- side, 1/4" plug

$119.00

$59.00

FOSTEX

T5ORP

50 ohms

15 Hz-35 kHz

semi-open

10 ft., detachable, left-side, 1/4" plug

$199.00

$79.00

KOSS

PRO3AA

60 ohms

15 Hz- 20 kHz

closed

8ft., left- side

$69.95

$49.95

KOSS

PRO4AA

250 ohms

10 Hz-25 kHz

closed

10 ft., coiled, left- side, 1/4" plug

$99.99

$79.00

KOSS

PRO4AAT

250 ohms

10 Hz- 25 kHz

closed

8ft., coiled, left- side

599.99

$74.95

KOSS

UR29

100 ohms

18 Hz-20 kHz

closed

8ft., left-side, 1/4" plug not included

$29.99

$24.95

SENNHEISER

HD202

32 ohms

18 Hz- 18 kHz

closed

10 ft., removable earcups

$29.95

$21.95

SENNHEISER

HD212

32 ohms

12Hz-19 kHz

closed

10 ft., removable earcups

$89.99

$59.99

SENNHEISER

HD25SP

85 ohms

30 Hz- 16 kHz

closed

10 ft., detachable

$139.95

$99.95

SENNHEISER

F10280

64 ohms

8Hz-25 kHz

closed

10 ft., coiled, rotating earcups

$199.95

$99.95

SENNHEISER

HD590

120 ohms

12 Hz- 38 kHz

semi- open

10ft.

$269.95

LOWEST

SENNHEISER

HD650

300 ohms

10 Hz-39.5 kHz

semi-open

10 ft.

$549.95

LOWEST

SENNHEISER

R5120

n/a (wireless)

22 Hz- 19.5 kHz

semi- open

wireless

$109.95

$99.95

SENNHEISER

RS45

n/a (wireless)

20 Hz-20 kHz

closed

wireless

$139.95

LOWEST

SONY

7502

24 ohms

60 Hz- 16 kHz

closed

6.5 ft., swivel earcups

$65.00

$49.00

SONY

7505

24 ohms

16 Hz- 22 kHz

closed

9.8 ft., swivel earcups

$115.00

$79.00

SONY

7506

24 ohms

10 Hz- 20 kHz

closed

9.8 ft., swivel earcups

$130.00

$99.00

SONY

7509

24 ohms

5Hz- 30 kHz

closed

9.8 ft., swivel earcups

$265.00

$219.00

SONY

MDRNC5

n/a ( wireless)

30 Hz- 15 kHz

closed

wireless

$79.95

$69.00

STANTON

DJPRO300

100 ohms

20 Hz-20 kHz

semi-open

10 ft., detachable, single earpiece

$69.00

$39.99

STANTON

DJPRO2000S

64 ohms

20 Hz 30 kHz

closed

10 ft., detachable, coiled, 1/4" plug

$149.00

$89.99

What tawattPthehswasa.com IMIRS te
We'vr •
. the country, but manufacturers don't always let us print them. For your pike quote, just send your request via e-mail addressed to
lowestPrice@bswissa.com, use our webs ,www.bswusa.com -•
us toll free 1-800-426-8434. No hardsell, no arm twisting- our prices and service speak for themselves.
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Broadcast Headsets
BeyerDynamic DT190/DT290
BeyerDynamic is aworld leader in broadcast and communications headsets.
The DT190 combines their best sounding hypercardioid mic and studio-quality
headphone elements. We've special ordered the DT190 with factory hard-wired
1/4" headphone and XLR mic connectors, so it's ready to wear when you receive
it. Headphone frequency response is 10 Hz-30 kHz; impedance is 250 ohms.
Microphone frequency response is 40 Hz- 12 kHz; impedance is 200 ohms.
Alow profile, lightweight design makes the BeyerDynamic DT290 comfortable for
even marathon use, and the quality dynamic mic offers excellent isolation from
ambient noise. We've also special ordered it with hard-wired 1/4" headphone and
XLR mic connectors. Headphone frequency response is 10 Hz- 30 kHz; impedance is
80 ohms. Mic response is 40 Hz- 12 kHz; impedance is 200 ohms.
DT190
DT290

List $ 389.00
List $ 289.00

'
339'
$239'

LowestPrice

fun $239!
Telex Encrypted IFB System
The Telex BTR600SET is atwo-channel UHF encrypted
wireless system featuring the BTR600 case station
and TR600 wireless beltpack, with patented digital
encryption for uncompromised securÉy.

Telex HD3A
Intercom Headset
This hearing protection headset from Telex features
sound-blocking earcups and anoise-canceling
dynamic microphone. The polyurethane earcups
house 150 ohm dynamic elements with 21 dB of noise
reduction, and feature an easily adjustable headband.
The 6foot cord is coiled for tangle-free use, and the
dynamic boom mic is flexible for easy adjustment.
Cable is 6ft.; connector type is A4F.
HD3A

List $ 258.00
LowestPrice

only$199!

The BTR600 intercom base station supports one full
time transmit, full duplex wireless beltpack (TR-600). The
base offers two RF channels of frequency agility with
fixed crystal performance for outstancing RF integrity
even in hostile RF environments. Multiple base stations
can be connected together to form amulti-beltpack,
two-channel communications system Patented digita'
encryption from beltpack to base ensures that all radio
communication is secure and cannot be intercepted.
The TR600 is atwo-channel UHF encrypted wireless
beltpack for use with the BTR-600.1t offers two
RF channels of frequency agility with fixed crystal
performance for outstanding RF integity even in
hostile RF environments. Ametal-cast magnesium case
provides rugged, reliable operation.TR-600 beltpacks
allow the user to easily switch between intercom
channels with the flip of aswitch.
BTR600SET

List $ 3,985.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.corn
AL : 1-8

0-426-

4

BTR600 BASE FEATURES:
•Encrypted 2-channel base UHF transceiver
•
Two- channel selectibility
•Full duplex conversation
•Frequency agile
•
Two 1/2 wave antennas
•A/C wall pack transformer
•9- pin to 9- pin interconnect cable included
•A4M headset jack
TR600 BELT PACK FEATURES:
•Dual function talk button ( momentary or latched)
•Uses 6AA batteries
•A4M headset jack

4

LECTPOSONIC'3, INC

Listen .
wilt 7
Lectrosonics IFB
In-Ear Monitoring System
Telex PH Series Intercom Headsets
The Telex PH2 is amedium-weight, dual earpiece mono
headset with foam filled cushions, offering alight
feel with moderate isolation from ambient noise, The
flexible, dynamic noise canceling boom mic is easily
positioned with aunique continuously-adjustable
ball joint. Cable length is 6ft.; connector type is A4F.
Headphone impedance is 150 ohms. Or choose the
PH2R terminating in an A4M connector.
The PH1 is asingle- sided headset terminating in an A4F
connector. The PH1R terminates in an A4M connector
PH2
PH2R
PH1
PH1R

List
List
List
List

$ 210.00
$ 220.00
$ 170.00
$ 180.00

LowestPrice
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5159"

'169'
s129°°
139°'

from $129!

This high- quality Lectrosonics interruptible feedback
system was designed for use in broadcast applications
where extended operating range and high-quality
audio are essential. ThelFBT1 transmiter has 256 UHF
frequencies in 100 kHz steps that provide exceptional
flexibility in coordinating frequencies in multi-channel
wireless systems. Features: 250 mW power output
for long range use; multi-use XLR inpur: jack; built in
microphone preamp; compact size for use anywhere.
The IRBR1A receiver is housed in arugged machined
aluminum package. Features: preset frequency can be
set without power or transmitter signal; scan mode
stores up to five additional frequencies; up to 20 hours
battery life on lithium battery (8hours on alkaline).
IFBT1
IFBR1A

transmitter List $ 1,000.00
receiver
List $615.00

Lowestfrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL

1 800 426 843 ,

(-)

Listen Technologies IFB Package
This Listen package makes it easy for the broadcast
booth tc communicate with on-field/court reporters.
The system is made up of an interruptible feedback
(IFB) trarsmitter and areceiver (plus ear piece and
antennas). The LT-800 Stationary transmitter is available
in both re 72 MHz and 216 MHz frequency range,
with 57 channels in each frequency range, and works
equally well indoors or outdoors. This means you are
sure to find aclear signal, and you can use up to six
Listen LT.800 Stationary Transmitters in the same area.
The LR-400 receiver is abeftworn model and has a
visual display of channel selection, battery level and
RF signal strength. The ear piece is placed over the ear
and is ideal for users who don't want anything inside
their ear. Please specify frequency when ordering.
LISTENPKG

List $909.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL : 1-800 426.8434

:1,11

When your announcers are not using the headsets for aremote, borrow them and pretend you are afootball coach pacing tin the sideline calling in the "big play Or not.

S3N0HdOW3H

•‘'

www.bswusa.com

Sennheiser HMD280 Broadcast Headset
The HMD280 is perfect for broadcasting in high-noise
environments. The headphone pads are tightly sealed
around the ear and the noise-compensating supercardioid
microphone rejects external noise. Features: single-sided
cable; hard-wired XLR and 1/4" connectors; very good
attenuation of background noise; microphone can be worn
on either the left or right hand side. Headphone frequency
response is 8Hz-25 kHz; impedance is 300 ohms. Microphone
frequency response 50 Hz- 13.5 kHz; impedance is 200 ohms.

MULTIPHONES

Henry Engineering
Multi-User Headphone System

The Multiphones is amulti-user distributed headphone
system for broadcast studio, professional audio and
other applications. It provides independent stereo
headphone listening facilities for up to 12 users. The
Multiphones system consists of the master unit and
up to 12 satellite GuestPods which are interconnected
using standard Cat-5cable. The Multiphones master unit
has inputs for stereo program audio and talkback audio,
talkback facilities and alocal headphone output. Three
RJ45 jacks are provided to distribute audio and power to
the GuestPods. Each GuestPod has its own headphone
amp, volume control, jacks (both 1/8" and 1/4") and a
cough button and mic-on LED that can be wired to the
user's audio console or other equipment.

The HMD281XQ is asingle-sided headset.
HMD280
HMD281XQ

List $ 299.00
List $ 259.00

5239'1
°
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from $219!
cif 3E11111114E11ER

HMD45-6

MULTIPHON ES
GU ESTPOD

Sennheiser
HMD2SX-Q
Broadcast
Headset
The HMD25X-Q is adynamic, closed headphone
with asupercardioid dynamic mic, great for noisy
environments. BSW has special-ordered it with hardwired 1/4" headphone and XLR mic connectors.
Headphone freq. response is 20 Hz- 16 kHz; impedance is
600 ohms. Microphone freq. response is 100 Hz- 16 kHz.
The HME25-1 offers an MKE 2omni-directional electret
mic, achieving low background noise. Headphone
frequency response is 30 Hz- 16 kHz; impedance is 600
ohms. Microphone frequency response is 40 Hz-20 kHz.
The cable terminates in P1-0554'1-068 connectors.
HMD25XQ
HME25-1

List $ 569.00
List $ 569.00
LowestPrice

$
399°°
$
3990°

Sennheiser
HMD45-6/
HMD410-6
Broadcast Headsets

only $399!

Telex HR-2/HR-1
Intercom Headsets

1711 sounineassiu

List $ 399.00
List $ 389.00

529e
$
269°'

LowestPrice

from $269!

$65!

«Fe.

FURMAN

Furman
Monitor Mix
Distribution System

The Furman HDS-6/HR-6 Audio Distribution System
provides custom mixes in recording and live sound
environments. It consists of two components: the
rackmount HDS-6 Audio Distribution System, and one
or more HR-6remote mixers.
Linking the HDS-6 and remote mixers is as easy as
plugging in pairs of Ethernet cables - multiple HR-6s
are simply daisy-chained together. Apair of 25 foot
linking cables is included with each HR-6. Two pairs of
headphones (or powered monitors) may be plugged
into each HR-6.

HDS6
HR6

Rackmount distribution unit List $ 299.00
Remote mixer
List $ 129.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OH CALL

I • 0 426 8434

BSW OFFERS

The HR- 1is asingle- sided headset.

Package
Pricing

List $ 235.00 $ 179e
List $ 215.00 $ 169'"
LowestPrice

525500
'
65 0°

The HR-6is asmall six-channel, five- pot remote
mixer that clamps to any mic stand, allowing users to
customize their own headphone or monitor mix. The
HR-6provides four mono pots and one stereo pot. The
four mono pots allow each user to create acustom
mix of four console channels or busses.

The Telex HR-2is adual- sided, mediumweight passive noise reduction headset with
adynamic, noise- canceling flexible boom
microphone. The headset has anoise reduction
rating of 21 dB, suitable for use in amoderately
noisy environment. The ergonomic headband
design distributes the ear cushion pressure
evenly over the entire ear with no pressure
points, ensuring hours of comfortable wear.
An added advantage of this headset design is
that it folds into compact form for easy storage.
Cable length is 5ft.; connector type is A4F.
Headphone impedance is 150 ohms.
HR-2
HR- 1

List $ 295.00
List $ 75.00

LowestPrice from
Accessories:
CHASSIS Chassis for GuestPod 518"

The Sennheiser HMD45-6 and HMD410-6 headset.s
offers lightweight and comfortable t:onstrucion,
with open, split headbands and quality dynamic
supercardioid mics. Each offers aslightly different
headband design. Headphone frequency bespeon.e
for both is 20 Hz- 18 kHz; impedance is 60C eirns.The
HMD45-6 mic-ophone frequency iesponse is 10C
Hz- 12 kHz; impedance is 200 ohmt.The HMD410-6
microphone frequency response is 50 Hz tp 12 kHz.
Cables are unterminated.
HMD45-6
HMD410-6

a

from $ 169!

Let us save you

ProCo Cough Drop Mic Mute Switch Box
Quick, hit the cough button! The Cough Drop from ProCo is a
simple mic mute offering clean, reliable performance with nearly
any balanced or floating low impedance ( 150 ohms nominal)
microphone or signal source.
COUGHDROP

List $ 55.99

LowestPrice

only $49!

money on your next
project. Contact a
sales representative
today for additional
discounts.

What LowestPrice@bswusa.com moans to you: We've got the lowest prices in the country, but manufActureri don't alwayslet us print them. For your price quote, just send your request via e-mail addressed to
LowostPrice@bswusa.com, use our website wonv.bswusa.com or call us toll free 1-80a-426-H434. No had-sell, nn arm twisting—our prices and service speak for themselves.
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Shure PSM200
In-Ear Wireless
Monitoring System
Shure's PSM 200 system makes in-ear
monitoring affordable, delivering atransmitter that is also atwo- channel
mixer, high-fidelity earphones, and awired/wireless bodypack receiver.
By combining afrequency-agile wireless transmitter and atwo-channel mixer, the
P2TTransMixer offers complete control of the in-ear mix. Features: eight channels per
system; range of 300 ft.; volume controls for mic/line inputs; integrated mix control with
two mic/line XLR-1/4" combo input channels; XLR split outputs that connect signals to a
mixing console. The P2R Hybrid Receiver bodypack accepts either adirect line feed from
your mixer or wireless transmission via the P2TTransMixer. Features: non-defeatable,
built-in limiter to aid in hearing protection; LED indicators for power, signal strength, "
frequency, limiter and battery; volume control; 1/4" line input jack. Operates 6hours of
9V battery. The E-2 Earphone is ahigh-quality in-ear monitor.
P2TRE2
P2RE2
P2R
P2T
E-2

transmitter/receiver/earpiece pkg
receiver/earpiece pkg
receiver
transmitter
earpieces

List
List
List
List
List

$ 798.00
$468.00
$ 378.00
$ 418.00
$ 110.00

Shure PSM400
In-Ear Wireless Monitoring System

SHURE

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR

ALL : 1 800 426-8434

P4TRE3 List $ 1,197.90

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL

Shure High-End, In-Ear Wireless
Monitoring Systems
Shure PSM600 system (# P6TRE3) delivers professional
personal in-ear monitoring. It consists of aP6T wireless
transmitter and aP6R wireless bodypack receiver. Also
included are high-quality E3 in-ear monitors with extended
frequency response for accurate, full-range sound. The topend PSM700 system (#P7TRE3) adds Channel and Group
selector switches on both the transmitter and receiver.
TRANSMITTER FEATURES:
•Built-in audio limiter
•Internal power supply
•Remotable/combinable antennas
•Input knob
•Operating mode knob (Stereo, Mono, MixMode)
•Earphone volume control; frequency select switch
•LED indicators: 8-segment Input Level; frequency
•Two line level balanced XLR-1/4" combo inputs
•Two 1/4" TAS loop outputs
•Local earphone monitor output

RECEIVER FEATURES:
•Rugged metal bodypack chassis
•Operating mode control ( Stereo, Mono, MixMode)
•
Volume knob; balance knob
•Defeatable limiter; high-frequency boost
•Frequency select
•LED indicators: power, RF reception, low battery
P6TRE3 PSM600 system
P7TRE3 PSM700 system

9

List $ 1,686.67
List $ 2,747.48

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
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1 800- 426 843.1

Shure Professional
In-Ear Monitors

SINURIE .

Shure's professional in-ear, sound-isolating earphones
deliver audio that's worlds away from consumer
"earbuds", for uncompromising, high-quality sounc.
Listening is isolated from environmental sounds sa you
can monitor in live settings at safe levels, or focus on
the music anywhere. Each has acopper cable approx.
5ft. with miniplug, and azippered carrying pouch.The
E-2 is an entry-level model that delivers outstanding
sound on any budget The E3 model has extended
frequency response for accurate, full-range sound, for
when audiophile-level quality is key. The E5 steps up
to adual high-energy, micro-speaker design for the
ultimate in-ear listening experience, with extraordinary,
rich sound.
E-2 List $ 110.00
E3 List $ 214.80
ES List $ 625.87

4'41

Ne ,

Designed for performers who are tired of the limit;
of floor wedges, the Shure PSM 400 offers hands-on
control and wireless freedom. The P4TRE3 system
consists of aP4T wireless transmitter, P4R wireless
bodypack receiver, and high-quality E3 single-driver
in-ear monitors, The transmitter features remotable/
combinable antennas in a1/2-rackspace unit, earphone
volume knob, LED indicators: 4-segment input level/
transmission frequency, two 1/4" TRS line level inputs
and an external power % poly.

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR

ALL

1 800 4213 8434

4010A11
4.760

23141416171e

Aviom 16-Channel Audio Monitoring Distribution System
Put an end to bad monitor mixes once and for all, whether in the studio or on stage!
Aviom's groundbreaking new Personal Monitor Mixing System uses aproprietary technology called A-Net,
which allows the system to transmit sixteen channels of audio with virtually no latency over asingle C3t-51
Ethernet cable of up to 500 feet. Sixteen channels of analog audio enter the AN161 transmitter and are oulidat
through asingle Cat-5cable in high-definition, 24-bit uncompressed digital sound. The A16 personal mixer
receives the digital signal and gives each end user complete control over all 16 channels, allowing them to
make personal mixes, adjust panning, volume, and save 16 preset mixes. Audio output can drive headphones,
in-ear monitors, floor wedges, studio monitors or any device you need. An unlimited number of Al6 personal
mixers can be driven from one AN16Itransmitter via daisy-chained Cat-5. Latency is alow 880 ms, and eacn
additional unit daisy-chained adds only 3ms.
The A16D distributor allows you to run 8personal mixers in parallel, simplifying setup and wiring. In addition,
any number of the Al 6D's outputs can be used to drive additional Al 6D distribution units, alowing virtually
unlimited options. The A16-Rrackmount mixer adds balanced XLR and 1/4" outputs, stereo balanced insert
points, and more. User presets can be stored and recalled via MIDI. The optional Al 6C5 control surface attaches
to the Al 6-R and is identical in appearance to the A16, allowing the same control of your audio.
AN16I
A16
Al 6D
A16- R
A16CS
MT- 1

16-channel transmitter
personal mixer
8-hub distribution system
rackmount mixer
control surface for A16- R
A16 or Al6CS mic stand mount

134 11111.111.111.1v

List $ 899.95
List $499.95
List $ 349.95
List $ 799.00
List $ 399.95
List $ 24.95

What LowestPrice ‘, bswusa.com means to you: -.
LowestPrice bswusa.com

AVIOM

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL : 1 800-42(i 8434

Broadcast Tools 4-Channel
Headphone Amplifier
The Broadcast Tools HPA4 with talkback/cue powers
up to four sets of headphones. Each output is supplied
with ahefty stereo amplifier and may be configured to
accept talkback/cue audio on the left headphone with
asimple contact closure to ground. Front and rearpanel 1/4" TAS jacks are provided with each output
along with afront-panel level control. The stereo
balanced input is adjustable with the front-panel
master level control, The balanced talkback/cue input
is equipped with arear-panel trimmer. The HPA-4 is
powered by asurge protected internal bi-polar 15vdc
power supply affording si-perior headroom and
high-definition audio. Ahalf-rack profile allows the
unit to be set on adesktop, mounted on awall, or is
rackmountable with optional rack- mount shelf.
HPA4 List $299.00
LowestPrice
Accessories:
RA- 1 rack shelf $49°'

only$265!

• prices in the country, but manufacturers don't atways le: us prirt them. For your price quote, just send your recytest via e-mail addressed to
www.bswusa.com , d11 us toll free 1-800-426-8434. N6 hard-II, no arn twisting— our prices and service speak for themselves.

MultiPhones Makes Headphones Happen!
NEW! The MultiPhones headphones system gives each studio guest
their own headphone amp on a compact, easy-to- mount " Guest Pod" panel.
Just feed audio into the
MultiPhones Master unit.
connect the Guest Pods
with plug-in CAT5 cables,
and you're done!
A MultiPhones system
supports up to 12 Guest
Pods, each with its own
servo- coupled amp. volume control, and both

•

•

1/4" and 3.5mm stereo
jacks. Plus Talkback
and cough buttons on
each Guest Pod. Superb
sound...great convenience...your studio talent
will love it!

MULT7PHONES
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StudioDrive... Makes your PC into a

•

IMO.

self-contained integrated studio!!
Mic input with tally
4 stereo line inputs
Monitor system w/air input + muting
Mix- Minus built in
Perfect for PC production or On Air use!

HENRY
FL

ENGINEERING

For info and spec sheets visit

vvww.henryeng.com

Matchbox HD...

TwinMatch...

the industry's best interface

4 channels from RCA to XLR

HEADPHC

ATI Headphone Amps
The HDA600 is apriori
6-channel stereo headphone
distribution system. Parallel
balanced XLR and 1/4" TRS cue
and stereo line inputs allow easy loop-tnru ar ci
connector flexibility. Amic/line cue input is adjustable and
selectable into left, right or both internal distribution busses mixed with the stereo line teea.
Clip LEDs monitor cue and line inputs. Six independent, 100m W, high compliance stereo headphone drivers are
fed from either the internal distribution busses or from individual rear 1/4" TRS connectors configurable as stereo
unbalanced or mono balanced inputs. Headphone outputs are duplicated on front and rear of the one rack unit.
The HDA400 is a4- channel headphone amplifier system. Balanced 1/4" TRS stereo line inputs with amaster level
control, clipping indicator and stereo/mono switch drive four independently-adjustable, stereo outputs. Each
output comfortably drives typical 32 to 600 ohm headphones to SPL in excess of 120dB at 100mW each.
HDA600
HDA400

List $ 599.00
List $499.00

81 o 426 8434

Furman
6-Channel Headphone Amplifier

List $ 399.00

JK Audio

List $ 215.00
LowestPrke

only $ 195!

Galaxy Audio
Headphone/Monitor Splitter

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL

REMOTEAMP

e

Furman's HA6AB powers up to 6pairs of headphones with avery generous 20 watts per channel. It can
also power one or two sets of small monitor speakers, often saving the cost of an additional power amp.
The front panel provides six stereo headphone jacks with independent volume controls and two speaker
switches. The HA6AB offers balanced inputs with XLR connectors in addition to standard 1/4" phone inputs.
HA6AB

The JK Audio Remote Amp is a
simple battery- powered personal
belt clip headphone amplifier. It
accepts an XLR input from amixer,
distribution amplifier or phone line
hybrid and offers avolume control. Its 1- watt amplifier
cuts through crowd or amp noise with clear, clean,
distortion-free sound.

VIM

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

•.

JK Audio Remote Amp
Personal Headphone
Amplifier

1 80

4

idLkS 111
it-bOx bplitter o a 4-va', audio
splitter. It splits asingle mcnror feed to as many as four
monitors, or splits asingle ieadphone feed to multiple
headphone5. Balanced 1/4" TRS inputs ano outputs
provide maximum isolation.
Udid,y

934

Behringer
4- and 8- Channel Headphone Amps

JIBS

-

List $ 39.99

LowestPrice

only $291

Behringer's HA8000 delivers eight completely independent channels of headphone amplification in an affordable,
1RU rackmount unit. It includes two separate two- channel 1/4" main inputs, two 1/4" headphone outputs per
channel (one front, one rear), with 8-segment LED meters and dedicated direct 1/4" TRS inputs for each channel.
The Behringer HA4700 offers four stereo amps, each with astereo aux input, mono/stereo and left/right mute
switches, balance and volume controls, plus numerous master features. Additionally, it has XLR and 1/4" line inputs,
excellent output power, a2- band EQ and an accurate 8-digit LED output level meter per channel.
HA8000
HA4700

List $169.99
List $ 129.99

513999
5109"

Lowest Price

from $1099!

HEADAMPV

Pre.Sous

Presonus HP4 Headphone Amplifier

------,-^

ART Headphone Amplifiers

HEADAMP

The ARli 5- channel HeadAMP Vfeatures 5headphone channels each with its own
level control and 1/4" stereo out jack; 1/4" TRS insert jacks on channels 1 & 2for adding
reverb, etc.; L/R RCA inputs; multi- purpose UR 1/4" inputs (they'll accept normal [JR stereo signals, but the right
input will also accept astereo 1/4" TRS connector/stereo mix, and the left input will also accept amono connector/
mix). The portable HeadAMP is an economical 4- out stereo headphone amp. The ingenious HeadTap provides
convenient tapping facilities to permit powering headphones directly from an amplifier. It's apassive device with an
input to connect the PA or monitor amp and an output to connect the headphone. Avolume control regulates the
level and ir • ' nul resistors keep the unit's impedance high enough to protect the headphone.
HEADAMPV 5-channel headphone amp List $ 119.00 $84
P
HEADA MP
4-channel headphone amp List $65.00 549e

HEADTAP

headphone tap List $ 50.00

LowestPrice

from $39!

PH-50
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List $249.00

LowestPrice

only $21Z

Symetrix Headphone Amplifier
The 1/2- rack size Symetrix 304S is astereo input,
4- output headphone amp. Features: individual volume
controls for each channel plus amaster input volume
control; pass-thru jacks to permit daisy- chaining of
multiple units. Optional rackmount kit.
3045

List $ 299.00

Accessories:
RM3SYMETRIX

LowestPrice

rackmount kit

List $ 129.99

LowestPrice

only $9991

CIED
Rolls HA204 4- Channel
Headphone Amp

O symetrix

Drive up to 5sets of headphones with this quality Fostex
headphone distribution amplifier. Each output has its
own 100 mW amplifier with individual level settings. In
addition, use the Aux In as aconnection for acue system.
PH-50 units may be cascaded for additional outputs.

HP4

539'

Fostex

Fostex PH50
5-Channel Headphone Amp

I
he HP4 from PreSonus answers the need br a
headphone distribution amp ifier with preassional
specifications in asmall package - at an affordable
price. The HP4 features four discrete headphone
outputs on the front panel each with its own volume
potentiometer and 150mW of amplificatior per
channel. The HP4 also features adjustment over control
room monitors with asepara:e volume cortrol, monitor
mute switcb and mono switch giving you an extremely
powerful monitoring solution at an ama7inilv low
price. Mono or stereo operation.

only $239!

s23 ®

The Rolls HA204 is the easy way to get
sound to fo..ir headphones with plenty of volume, at
agreat price! Powered by astandard 9V battery or the
optional PS27 AC adapter (below), the HA204 accep:s
1/8" minijacic audio input ano puts out full-fidelity
20 Hz- 20 kHz sound and 20 dB of power pe • channel
thru four stereo minijacks with independen: volume
controls. It comes complete with one 1/8"-to- 1/8" cable
rrd r P stereo RCA-to- 1/8" cable. PS27 AC adapter.
,,

HA204

Li%t $50.00

Accessories:
P527
AC adapter

LowestPrice
$800

With all the inputs and outputs on these headphone amps, really the only thing the announcer needs to know...turn clockwise for louder...(unless it is aslide fader...then clockwise breaks the fader)

only $35!

•

•

HR4

Oz Audio
Oz Audio Headphone
Matrix Amplifier

IIIIM11111•11..1111:1111111”.111111.111.MeMirils
We

The 0- Mix headphone matrix
amplifier ( model # HM6) creates
6unique, independent headphone
mixes at once. Each output channel
can be fed its own mix of the main stereo
inputs and the 4additional mono inputs. The
Q-Mix features 1/4" balanced inputs and asturdy
metal chassis.

RA62B

HM6

The HR4 is ahigh- power, single- rack-space, non-mdtrix headphone. amp with
4separate amplifiers. All four headphone channels can be switc hed between
the main input and individual inputs. Features: hon.
:and rear 'potpies for each
headphone channel; individual front volume controls; balanced main line inputs.
HM6
HR4

6- channel headphone amplifier
4-channel headphone amplifier

List $ 349.00 $
279°°
List $ 219.00 $ 176°°

LowestPrice

Rane Headphone Amplifiers

6- channels
4- channels

RA53

Rolls Headphone Amplifiers
Some of our best-selling headphone amps, Rolls offers quality portable aid
rackmount solutions for large production rooms or small home setups.
The FA626 features 6stereo channels ( both 1/4" and 3.5 mm ; with independent
output controls and puts out up to 600 mW per jack. The 1/4 and 3.5 mm outpLts
can be used simultaneously. 1/4", RCA and XLR inputs are included, as well as 6
stereo insert jacks for separate use of each channel. Astereo/mono swi;ch al'ows
mixing two mono signals. Front and rear input jacks allow fie cible use, and in
addition the RA62B can be used as a6-channel distribution amp.

from $176!

The HC 6, 6-channel headphone amp provides master stereo
1/4" TRS inputs which can drive any or all of the six stereo headphone amps. Amono
switch is provided on the front panel to drive both channels of all •: ix amplifiers from
acommon mono source. In addition, six individual unbalanced stereo inputs are
available to drive any individual amplifier from aseparate stereo source. Front and rear
outputs allow maximum flexibility in use or even allow two pairs cf headphones to
be driven from each channel. The HC 4 ( not shown) is asimple 4-channel headphone
amp with L/R master inputs, stereo 1/4" outs and volume for erich of the 4channels.
HC6
HC4

-/Top-Sellina
Headphone Amplifiers

The RA53 gives you five 1/4" TRS and five 3.5 mm TRS output, with individual level
controls and plenty of gain. Features: inserts on 3channels; link JO for connecting
two units together; 1/4", RCA and XLR right and left inputs; 1i-4" TRS stereo input;
1/4" mono input.
The compact 4- channel HA43 is perfect for any application where space s
Mini-slide faders adjust individual volumes. AC adapter included.
RA62B
RA53
HA43

6- channel
5- channel
4- channel

List 5190.00
List $ 125.00
List $ 100.00

'163'
0109'
$
49°'

from $49!

List $ 499.00
List $ 299.00

HEADPHONE AMPLIFIERS',
Inputs ( stereo jack

#of OutList Price

BSW Price

No

$65.00

$49.00

No

$119.00

$89.00

Yes

$499.00

LOWEST

Built-in AC

Yes

5599.00

LOWEST

Built-in AC

Yes

$129.99

5'09.99

8

Built-in AC

Yes

$169.99

$139.99

4

Built- m AC

No

$299.00

$265.00
$212.00

Manufacturer

Product

and/or line inputsi

puts

Power Supply

Rack Mount

ART

HEADAMP

1/4' stereo

4

External AC adapter

ART

HEADAMPV

1/4" stereo

5

External AC adapter

All

HDA400

1/4" line

4

Built-in AC

All

HDA600

XLR & 1/4" line

6

BEHRINGER

HA4700

XLR& 1/4" line

4

BEHRINGER

HA8000

1/4" line

BROADCAST TOOLS

HPA4

1/4' stereo

FOSTEX

PH-50

XLR, 1/4" & RCA line

5

Built-, nAC

No

$249.00

FURMAN

HA6AB

XLR & 1/4" line

6

Built-in AC

Yes

$399.00

LOWEST

GALAXY AUDIO

JIBS

1/4' stereo

4

Passive

No

$39.99

$29.99

.1K AUDIO

REMOTEAMP

XLR line

Battery

No

$215.00

$195.00

OZ AUDIO

HM6

1/4' .line

6

Built-in AC

No

$349.00

$279.00

Built-in AC

Yes

$219.00

$176.00

OZ AUDIO

HR4

1/4' line

4

PRESONUS

HP4

1/4' line

4

Built-in AC

No

$129.99

$99.95

RANE

HC4

1/4" line/stereo

4

Built-in AC

Yes

5299.00

LOWEST_

RANE

HC6

1/4" line/stereo

6

Built-in AC

Yes

$499.00

LOWEST

ROLLS

HA204

le stereo

4

Battery/AC adapter

No

$60.00

535.00

549.00

ROLLS

HA43

1/4" stereo

4

External AC adapter

No

$100.00

ROLLS

RA53

XLR & 1/4" line/stereo

5

Built-in AC

No

$125.00

$109.00

ROLLS

RA62B

XLR & 1/4" line/stereo

6

Built-in AC

Yes

$190.00

$163.00

SYMETRIX

304S

1/4" line

External AC adapter

Optional

$299.00

$239.00

What LowestPrice@bswusa.com means to you: We've got the lowst priceç in the country, but manufacturers don't always let us print them. For your price quote, just send your request via e-mail addressed to
LowestPrice@bswusa.com • • www.bswusa.com • ; II us toll free 1-800-426-8434. No hard-sell, no arm twisting-our prices and service speak for themselves.
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" Iltimate Studio
Monitors

Fostex 6301BEAV
Powered Monitors
6301BEAV are great personal
powered monitors, small, rugged
and affordable. Priced as each.

Genelec 8000 Series Powered Monitors

Fostex

FEATURES:
•4" speaker
•Built-in 10-watt amplifier
•Magnetically shielded to prevent interference
•Rotary level control
•Automated protection circuitry
•Balanced XLR and phone jack inputs

These powerful biamplified nearfield monitors are ideal for
project studios, workstations, installations, and surround sound
monitoring. Offering very smooth frequency response and
superb imaging qualities, the 8000 Series features the advanced
Genelec Directivity Control Waveguide, arevolutionary flow
optimized reflex port design. Magnetic shielding, overload
protection circuitry and versatile room response controls are
standard. The 8030A features 5" LF and 3/4" metal dome HF
drivers with 40w/40w biamplification. The 8040A features 6.5" LF
and 3/4" HF drivers with 90w/90w bi-amplification and the 8050A
features 8" LF and 1" HF drivers with 150w/1 20w bi-amplification.
For complete monitoring, add the 7050A subwoofer with 8" driver.

6301BEAV

LowestPrice

5" biamplified
6.5" biamplified
8" biamplified
Subwoofer
5.1 surround system

List $650.00
List $ 1,195.00
List $ 2,095.00
List $ 1,000.00
List $ 5,200.00

ly$169!

Fostex PM- 1
Powered
Monitors

FEATURES:
GENELEC
•Included Iso-Pod acoustic decoupler/stand
•Balanced XLR input
•Balanced XLR output can be used to daisy- chain speakers
or connect to sub
•
Volume, treble tilt, bass tilt and bass roll-off controls
8030A
8040A
8050A
7050A
8030LSE

List $ 189.00 each

The Fostex PM- 1powered
monitors deliver accurate
studio monitoring for less.
Priced as pair

each
each
each
each

FEATURES:
•6.5" LF driver
•1" soft dome tweeter
•50 Hz-20 kHz freq. response
•Biamped power of 75 watts
/45 watts into 8ohms
•LF driver voice coil is made of
super high purity copper wire
to achieve very low distortion

EDIROL

Fostex

PM- 1 List 5499.00 pair

only$399!

LowestPrice

Audix PH5VS
Powered Monitors

ALJDI X

Audix has combined great sound quality and
affordable pricing in the compact PH5VS powered
monitors. Priced as pair.
FEATURES:
•5-1/4" woofer and 3/4"tweeter
•25-watt- per-channel internal amplifier drives pair
•RCA unbalanced inputs
•Speaker pair connected via 1/4" cable ( included)
PHSVS

List $ 299.00 pair
LowestPrice

only$199!

Quiklok
cwiae:
Monitor Stands

BS300

The BS142 near-field monitor
stand features astable, three-point
triangle base with adjustable
leveling floor spikes, afixed height
of 42", all- steel construction with
cable management, top plate
which measures 9" square; base
size of 17.7" (each side); and a100
lb. capacity. Priced as pair.
The BS300 is asimilar variable
height stand with four positions
from 27.5" to 39.2". Holds 100 lbs.
Priced as each.
BS142
BS300

42" height
Variable

List $ 129.95 pair
List $ 89.95 each

LowestPrice
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from $59!

Edirol
MA20D/
MA1OD
Powered
Monitors with Digital Inputs

NI-AUDIO

M-Audio
DX4 Powered
Studio Monitors

The Edirol MA2CD powered monitixs accept analoc or
digital souroa; and provide great detal and impressive
dynamics in asmall package. Sold as pair.
FEATURES:
•Dual 20-watt amps and 4.75" woofers
•Analog RCA and 1/8" mini jack inputs
•24-bit/96 kHz D/A converters
•Optical/coax S/PDIF inputs
•Extra optical input on front
•Headphone jack
•Bass/treble/volume controls

The DX4's optimized drivers
and advanced crossover
technology insure the
highest-fidelity sound
in aconvenient desktop
monitor."OptImage"wave
guide technology assures improved stereo imaging.
Features: 4" LF driver/1" HF drivers, 18 watts/Cannel
amplification, volume control, 1/8" headphcrie jack,
mid-cut switch optimizes tuning, connectou 1/4" TRS,
RCA. Sold as pair.
DX4 List $199.95 pair

LowestPrice

MA2OD
MA1OD

4.75"
3'

List $ 295.00 par
List $ 165.00 pair

Auralex MoPAD
Monitor Isolation Pads
1/4"-to- 1J4" Hosa Speaker Cables

$
79°'
059"

only $149!

The smaller PA K') have 3" woofeks, rt.:al 10-war amps,
and the same inputs/functionality as he MA201).

SKJ625
SKJ650
SKJ425
SKJ450
SKM225
SKM250

25 ft.
50 ft.
25 ft.
50 ft.
25 it.
50 ft.

speaker cable, jacketea
speaker cable, jacketed
speaker cable, jacketed
speaker cable, jacketed
speaker cable, jacketed
speaker cable, jacketed
LowestPrice

16 AWG
16 AWG
14 AWG
14 AWG
12 AWG
12 AWG

'
13"
519"
s19"
s25 95
'
25"
5
414"

from $1399

From mono to stereo to Sito 71,3SW has the Derfett monitor sys'em for you'

11110e
-

Instantly improve the accuracy of your entire
monitoring system with Auralex's MoPADs. tvloPADs
provide sonic isolation between your monitors and
what they're resting on, effectively decouplirg them
from your room and resulting in truer monitoring.
Dimensions are 12" x4" with 100 lb. capacity each.
Priced as set (two pair, to support two monitors).
MOPAD Foam monitor isolators (two pair)
LowestPrice

only $2994

'axorn

achieved in part by the
front baffle and the dual
port design. Soft dome high
frequency drivers prevent
fatigue associated with
inetal-domed tweeters. The
hiamplified ASP8 features
Event's most powerful
amplifier: 280 watts per
speaker (200 watts LF/80
watts HF) - so you'll always
have plenty of headroom.
Hear the entire mix as you
haven't heard it before, from
deep lows to detailed highs,
with Evere's advanced new Studio Precision monitors.
Priced as mch.

M-Audio
BX8/BX5/SBX
Powered Studio Monitors
The M-Audio Studiophile BX8 powered monitors
offer 8" LF drivers and 1" HF divers, each powered by
independent 65-watt amps. These speakers deliver
afull midrange, still with deep full lows and awelrepresented high end that isr't too shrill, thanks -othe
silk tweeters. XLR and 1/4" TRS inputs. The smaller BX5
monitors deliver the same performance in an even
more compact and affordable package, with 5" S
drivers and 38 watt HE/LE amplification. Priced as pair.
Add the SBX subwoofer ( not pictured) for even note
bass, with 120 watts amplification, an 8" driver, bass
reflex port and variable crossover with balanceo XLR
satellite speaker outputs That allows you to custom manage your bass response. 3alanced XLR and
balanced/unbalanced 1/4"TRS inputs. Priced as each.
BX8
BX5
SBX

8" woofer
5" woofer
Subwoofer

List 5599.99 pair
List $ 399.95 pair
List $ 499.95 ea.

LX4EXPANDER

M-ALJCII0

LX4

Event
ASP8N
Powered Studio Monitors
Event's Stucio Precision monitors deliffl asound that's
much wider, deeper, more defined, and packed with
much more low- end punch than mere nortal cheer
field monitors. Enhanced low frequencr respon:ie is

kent's Tunec Reference
monitors are precision-tuned
to provide flat frequency
response and uncolored
sound, giving you atrue
sonic reference for mixing.
When you mix on aTuned
Reference monitor, you know
your mixes wi'l translate
accurately to other playback systems. '11- espears
are biamplified with 50 watts LE power and 30 watts HE
power. The TR5 has a5.25" woofer, the TR6 "ras af..5"
woofer and the TR8 has an 8" woofer. TheTR8XL adds
150 watts biarnplification ( 150W LE/ 50W HE).
All priced as each
5.25" woofer
6.5" woofer
8" woofer
8" woofer biamplfd

List
List
List
List

$ 199.50 ea.
$ 249.50.ea.
$ 299.50 ea.
$ 349.50 ea.

minus

LowestPrice@bswusacom
R CALL : 1

00-4 -

4 4

M-Audio LX4 2.1 or 5.1 Monitoring
Now you can have quality stereo reference moni:oring,
along with an easy upgrade path to surround iund.
The LX4 gives you full-fidelity stereo monitorirv3 with
two punchy 2-way satellite monitors with 4" wapfeis,
and apowerful 8" subwoofer. The subwoofer has six
amplifiers to power the sub ind up to five LX4 speakers,
with 25 watts for the sub and 15 watts for each satellite.

LX4
LX4EXPAN DER

Subwoofer/2 satellites List 5349.95
3additional satellites List 5199.95

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL: 1,800-426-

4 4

r»_eàef
Quiklok 60 lb.
Wall Speaker Mount
QL/60 offers adjustable support for
speakers weighing 60 lbs. It can be mounted for
right/left or up/down pivoting. Priced as each.
QL60

List $60.00

LowestPrice

only$49!

8" woofer
6" woofer

List $ 749.50 ea.
List $649.50 ea.

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL: 1-800-426-8434

Event IR Series
Powered Monitors

TM
TR6
TR8
TR8XL

Add the LX4Expander set to complete your full 5.1
surround sound system. It indudes three addit anal
LX4 satellite speakers.

ASP8N
ASP6N

ART SLM-1 Passive Studio Monitors
ART's SLM-1 is apassive nearfield monitor that delivers
an extremely accurate sonic picture, reproducing mixes
with accE.racy and excellent stereo imaging. Perfect
with ARTS SLA-1 power amp. Priced as pair.
FEATURES:
•Frequency response of 40 Hz-20 kHz
•6-1, 12" woofer and 1" cooled tweeter
•Internal crossover
SLM1 Lkt $ 299 00 pr

LowestPrice

only$199pti

ART Single Rackspace Power Amps
Event 20/20
Series Studio Monitors
Event is rhe defacto standard for the 21st centu4. Event's
20/20 offers reliable, fiat monitoring that's affordable
with features like 8" woofer with highly damped iubber
surround, 25 mm silk-dome tweeter, oh:net with
damping to reduce standing waves, frarr-mound
diameter bass port and 2nd order passive crossover.
The powered 20/20BAS adds active asyrumetrical
tth order crossover; ' 3C-watt LE/70-wat' HF amps;
combinatior 1/4" and XL input. Both priced as each.
20-20
20-20BAS

Passive
Biamplified

List $ 199.50 ea.
List $ 549.50 ea.

LowestRice@bswusa.com
OR CAL L

I 800 .126 8.134

ART has quietly been raising the bar on quality and
lowering the bar on their prices. The ART SLA-1 and
SLA-2 studio linear amplifiers are robust yet compact
power amplifiers that provides clean, quiet power with
ultra- low noise and distortion. They easily fit in your
lac< will the slim 1RU design.
FEATURES:
••
•
Toroidal transformer
•Single- rack, rugged steel chassis
•Frequency response of 10 Hz-40 kHz within 1dB
•Power, clip, signal and protect LEDs
•Fan cooled
•XLR and 1/4" TRS inputs
SLA1 100 watts/chl into 80 List $ 279.00 5199w
SLA2 200 watts/chl into 80 List $ 379.00 5299°°
LowestPrice

from$1991

What LowestPrice@buvusa.com means to you: We've got the lowest prices inthe country, but manufacturers don't eays let us print ihem. For your price (tote, just send your request via e-mail addressed to
LowestPrico@buvusa.com, tl;P our wetme www.bswusa.com or call us toll tree 1-800-426-8434. hard sell, no arm wisting
r
prices and servies speak for themselves.
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Mackie Powered
Monitors Deliver

MACKIE.

•

e

•

Mackie FR Powered Monitors
Mackie's HR824 monitor.. offer superb audio
precision with wide, detailed sound. Features: 2-way
design (8.75" L.:, 1 Hr..; biampl.fied ( 1:70 watt/100
watt); flat frect...ency response (± 1.5 dI3 from 39 hiz to
22.5 kHz); lovv-keguercy roll- off: balanced XLR and
1/4" inputs. Priced as eh.
The compact 1
-1R624 iY"lat from f dE from
55 Hz- 20 kHz; has .
3c3.7" L1.'1" HF design and
100 watt/40 wat biarriplification. Pi iced as each.
The HRS120 anic11-11b150-(not snovan) are active
subwoofers: 12'75X-watts ard 15'7950-watts
respectively, both desigœd to comoliment the
hif ,'74 and HPE ,24. Priced as each.
HR824
HR624
HRS120
HRS150

8.75"
6"
12" sub
15" sub

List $ 849.00 each
List $ 599.00 each
List 51,499.00 each
List $ 2,499.00 each

Mackie HR626 Powered Monitor
Mackie's HR626 dual-wcofer biamplified monitor offers
detailed, clear highs and accurate, distortion-free lows.
The unicue design nas one 6.7" woofer on each end
of the cabinet with atweeter in the center, allowing
vertical or horizontal setup. An active EQ crossovers
and phase alignment provide true reference
monitoring, arc robust transducer protection against
peaks and overdrive is built-in. Priced as each.
FEATURES:
•Dual-woofer design enhances low end detail
•
Vertical or horizontal setup
•High pass filters
•Magnetically shielded
•Balanced XLR and unbalanced RCA inputs
•100 watts LF/40 watts HF biamplification
HR626

List $ 899.00 each

Tapco by Mackie
Powered Monitors
Mackie sTapco 55 ( 5.25" woofer, '" silk o•, •
and S8 (8") monitors deliver powerful and au csate
bi-amplified sound at agreat vaLe. Priced a pairs.
55/58 FEATURES
•60 watt/60 watt biamplification
•LF Boost and HF Boost/Cut controls
•Balanced 1/4" TRS/XLR inputs
•Unbalanced RCA inputs
The new SW10 Tapco subwoofel provides 120 wals
of continuous power, with XLR blanced and RCA
inputs. Stereo high-pass outputs are on XLR and
RCA. Includes 4th order, 24 dB/o:tave LinkwItz-Riley
crossover, independently variable on R/L channels.
55
S-8
SW1OTAPCO
OR

M520211

@YAMAHA

List $499.00 pair
List $ 849.00 pair
List $ 419.00 each

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

LowestPrice only $749!
@YAMAHA

5.25"
8"
Sub
AL

1-8''-4 - 94 4

AMPlA

;

•

;mom

gam

MSPS

Yamaha MS20211/
MS10111Powered
Studio Monitors

MOP1OSTUDIO

Yamaha MSP5/MSP1OSTUDIO/SW10
Powered Studio Monitors
The Yamaha MSP5 biamplitied montos deliver
extraordinary sound ouality at an equallyextraordinary
price. Features: flat frequency response out to 40 kHz;
5" woofer and 1" titan .um tyyter; biarnplifiation (40
watts LF, 27 watts HE,X_FI and 1/4"inputs; magnetic
shielding. Priced
each.
The MSP1OSTUDU are largei 2-wav design tE"' LF, 1" HF)
with greater amplification ( 120 watts/60 watts), input
sensitivity/low cut ccrittols for detailed sonic control,
advanced electronic internal crossover, and LED power/
dip lights. Priced as each.
The SWI 0powered subwoofe ( not shown) uses a
10" driver and 180 watt amplifier to deliver powerful,
det iiled lows. Prir ed as sect's
/MPS
msip osTuDIO
5wici

3", 2-way each
8", 2-way each
0" subwoder

List $ 319.00
List $ 999.00
List $ 849.00

MS20211
MS10111

Dual 4"
Single 4"

List $ 289.00 each
List $ 175.00 each

'229°'
s139°°

LowestPrice from $ 139!

Fostex RM-1
FO5teX
Single-Rack-Space Studio Monitor
The Fostex RM-1 is the ideal solution for monitoring
in tight industrial environments. Features: mode
selection: mute, left channel, right charnel, mono,
signal; independent left and right volume control; two
stereo left and right inputs designated as Input Aand
Input B; NB inpu: selector; stereo headohore jack;
power output each ampl fier 15 watts into 8ohms;
fully shielded to prevent interference; outstanding
frequency response.
RM1FOSTEX

List $ 599.00
LowestPrice
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nivirz -VJ1-.09

The Yamaha MS20211 is a20-watt powered speaker with
dual 4" full range drivers. Frequency response covers a
wide 70 hz-18 kHz range. Features: internal yequalized
for solid bass; independent low and high EQ controls;
two line (RCA and 1/4") and one microphone inputs; line
output; magnetically shielded. The MS10111 is a10-watt
version with asingle 4" driver. Both priced as each.

What Lam s:Pnce bswusa . com means tu you:
lowettPrice ,:,stvusa.com

www.bswusa.com

only $385!

1Nohler AMP1A/AMP2-VSDA
Audio Monitoring Systems
This 1U rack space Wohler AMP1+ speaker provides
optimally focused sound for ultra-near-field working
environments. It contains five transducers driven by
three amplifers. The unique design provides electronic
cancellation of bass frequencies and provide. positive
audible detection of phase/polarity problem...
FEATURES:
•98 dB SPL at 2feet
•Excellent HF response for
detection of background noise
•lieadphone jack
•Excellent magnetic shielding
•Balanced/unbalanced inputs.

\\eV/older

The AMP2-V .
;DA speaker system .àsceots SDI and AES
digital input, along with analog. Features: 20- segment
LED level meters with accurate VU or PPM ba'listics
and visual phase/polarity indication; headphone out;
2AES/EBU inputs on BNC and selectable group of four
analog XLR inputs; simultaneous )/Aconversior &both
AES/EBU signals with four channel analog output on
Phoenix connectors; select one of four analoa channels
on left, one of same four on right; 2- channel analog out
of channel(s) on XLRs; 2RU space.
AMP1A
AMP2-VSDA

List $ 725.00
List $ 3,800.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR ( All

1 800 42E 84 31

ountry, but manufacturers don't always let us print them. For your :trice quote, just send your rec_est va e-mail dddressce to
1
,
1
us toll free 1-800-426-8434. No hard-sell, no arre twisting—our prices and service speak for themselves.

Clear and focused."
-EQ

"Tight and punchy."
- Pro Audio Review

"Impressive evenness."
-Electronic Musician

"Very natural,"
- Future Music

Take their wo'cl fcr
We aren't gonna tell you how great we think our TAPCO Active Studio Monitors sound. Especially
when so many magazines are saying it so much better. Suffice to say, if you are in the market for
affordable, high-quality studio reference monitors, we think you should give the S•5 and S•8
nearfield monitors and new SW•10subwoofer a good, long listen. Or better yet, visit your local
TAPCO dealer toCay ard ask ' ern what they think. That should pretty much say it all.

by

11111/4/ICKIE.

Now accepting visitors @ tapcogearcom.

BSW Offers
Audio
Monitors from JBL
L5R6332(L/R)

fb

LSR Series Powered Monitors
JBL monitors utilize sophisticated design
techniques and high performance materials to
provide exceptional, accurate sound reproduction.
The Linear Spatial Reference studio monitors
are advanced, high-end listening devices, with
Differential Drive technology and dynamic braking
for extended low frequency response and low
power compression; titanium composite high
frequency devices; and carbon fiber composite
baffles for low cabinet resonance.

CONTROLS

CONTROL1

The LSR25P offeŒ 50/100 watts biamplification in a
compact ai7d affo'clable unit, iceal for home studios or
anywhere space and oerformance are of equa concern.
The LSR6328P offers 12W250 watt.; the LSR6332
(JR are passive 3-way r.peakers with 12" woofers
and 200 watts power hand ing, and the LSR6312SP
is asubwoofer with a ' 2" driver and 200 watts
amplification. All are pnced as each.
RMC is J1312:i built-in bass management system. The fliv1C
calibration kit gives you everythino you need to ideettify

5.25" woofer
6.5" woofer

CONTROL1
CONTROLS

List $ 348.00 pair
List $ 596.00 pair

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL

I 800 426

Accessories:
MTC51
Wall mount for Control5 (paid
8434

MTC52
MTC8
MTC14

$ 139'
Ceiling mount for Control5 ( pair) $ 135`e
Fixed wall mount for Controll ( pair) $19"")

Adj. wall mount for Control I (pair)

058m

LSR2SP
LSR6328P
LSR6332(L/R)
LSR6312SP
RMC

5.25" active
List $ 399.00
8" active
List $ 1,339.00
12" passive, UR. List $ 1,399.00
Subwoofer
List $ 1,499.00
Calibration kit List $13000

ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL: 1-800-426-8434

"JBL

Alesis ProActive 2.0
Powered Monitors
Get quality Alesis monitoring
in an affordable powered
speaker! The ProActive 2.0
powered tre.xlitor features an
injection-molded design and
provides high-performance at
an amazing value. It's perfect
for small studios or desktop
recording. Priced as each.

JBL Control
Series Passive
Monitors
These JBL speakers not only
sound great, they combine rugged
construction with avariety of mounting options
for maximum flexibility. CONTROL lisa two-way
system with a51/4" low frequency speaker and a
polycarbonate dome tweeter. Frequency response is 70
Hz to 20 kHz. CONTROL 5features a61/2" woofer and
inet for extended bass response. Priced as pair.

problematic room modes and tune your ytesr
J3L speakers benefit from RMC calibration wot?n
used with the LSR6312SP sub.

JBL 4400A Series Passive Monitors
JBL's 4400A series :.tudio monitors are staples of the
broadcast industry. They-deliver incredibly fine transient
response ard acc...irate spatial imaging, and the refired
internal cr.:movers offer exacting corrrol and result in
absolutely smooth trapsilons between transducers.
Included in the set ies are the 4408A (8") 2-way),
4410A ( 10", 3-way) and the 4412A 12)3-way). QuaIÉy
components and circuitry produce smooth, accurate
audio mon:toring Mate gray laminate finish and
charcoal cloth. Priced as each (left or right speaker).
4408AL or 4408AR
4410AL or 4410AR
4412AL or 4412AR

r woofer Lor R
10" woofer Lor R
12" woofer Lor R

FEATURES:

ALF-SIS

•6" woofer and a3/4" tweeter
•45W LE, 20W HF amplifiers with active crossover
•1/e" input
•Internal power supply for both 110 and 220 volt
PROACTIVE2.0

List $ 149.00 each
LowestPrice

only $99,

A LF_SIS

List $411.00
List $ 565.00
List $ 854.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
R CAL

-

80-

2 -

4

4

III ElectroVoice
S-40 Compact
Passive Monitors
The Electro Voice S-40 is a
high-performance 2-way
personal-sized monitor housed
in ahigh-impact polystyrene
enclosure. It features exceptional
bass response for its size, smooth,
extended top end and independent
protection for the woofer and tweeter. Long-term
power handling is rated at 160 watts. Priced as pair.
5408

List $ 350.00 pair

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
Accessories:-

OR
ALL
-

0

4

4

540M1313

Mounting bracket ( pair)

'
49'

D75A/D45 Power Amphfiers
These workhorses have been serving broadcasters
since the 1970s. Features: level controls; power and
distortion inclicatm; active balanced inputs with
XLR-1/4" combineior connectors; bar rier strip output.
connectors: <001% h3rrionic distortion at full power.

Tie Monitorl MKII is acompact, shielded monitor with
wide frequency response and high power capability.
It has 6.5" polypropylene woofers for tight, accurate
bass response and 1" tweeters. The Ml Active MKII is
ahiamplifed ( 75-watt/25-watt) version with nternal
s - r. Both are priced as pair.

D754
D45

MON ITOR1 MKII
M1ACTIVEMKII

40 watts/channel into 8ohms
25 watts/channel into 8ohms

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
AI I

142

Alesis Monitorl MKII/
MlActive MKII Studio Monitors

I -10 / 4,16 8 ,-34

List $ 889.00
List $ 675.00

Passive
Biamplifiea

List $ 299.00 pair
List $ 649.00 pair

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OH C AI I

1 800 426 84 34

Atrue "Monitor Speaker" actually functions as aprecision piece of audio test muipment.The better the,mEnitor the more trutti the results without the additnn/subtraction of artifacts.
And you thought it was Fkay to 3uya speaker that just looked cool Sorry, Charrie.

Roland DS Powered Digital Reference Monitors
The OS series is Roland's flagship two-way active digital reference monitor, offering
supero sound quality with precise imaging and low coloration. Each of ; he DS-Series
monitErs exhibit excellent stereo imaging and aconsistent "flat' frequency response
in near field listening environments. The 24-bit, up to 192 kHz digital specification
produce:. asmooth response, with soft-dome tweeters for less listener fatigue during
extended sessiors The DS-5is a45-watt, 5" two-way system; also avalaole is the
60-waft, 6.5' DS- 7, and the 120-watt, 8" DS-8. Each model features XLP. inputs for
AES/EêU compatibility and digital jacks for integration into digi:al recording and
workstation environments such as Roland's VS Series Digital Workstations. Sold as each.
DS-5
DS-7
DS-8

5" woofer
7' woofer
8" woofer

List $ 229.00 each $ 195"
List $ 349.00 each
'
299°
List $ 579.00 each
'
495w

KRK VSeries 2
Powered
Studio Monitors

4"
6"
8"

from$1951

REVEAL

KRK ROKIT Series
Powered Monitors

KRK VSeries 2monitors deliver
exceptional sound for precise,
powerful mixes and playback.
The new V4 Series 2monitor
boasts 90 watts of biamplified
power, with a4" woof& and 1"
tweeter delivering clean and
distortion-free sound. VSeries
2monitors feature several key
design elements inducing radiused edges for improved
imaging, slotted ports tha: greatly reduce distortion
caused by port turbulence and aspeaker protection
circuit. Video shielding is standard and aXLR-1/4' TRS
combo ccnnector gives great cor dytion flexibility. The
V6 Series 2and V8 Series 2monitoi's offer 6" and .3"
woofers, with 120 watt; and 180 watts biamplific ation.
Priced as each.
V4SERIES2
V6SERIES2
V8SERIES2

LowestPrice

List $499.99 each
List $ 699.00 each
List $ 999.00 each

ROKIT Powered Monitors
deliver KRK's outstanding
audio quality at an amazing
value. The ROKIT RP6 features
a6" woofer and 1" tweeter,
with 100 watts biamped
power. All KRK Rokit Powered
Series monitors feature a
proprietary signature yellow
woofer made of awoven glass aramid composite
that delivers atight low-end response and a
soft dome tweeter for natural soJndino highs.
The rear input panel features phone plug and
XLR connectors. The RP5 and RP-8offer 5"
and 8" woofers, with 75 watts and 140 watts
biamplification. Priced as each.
RP5
RP6
RP-8

5"
6"
8"

List $ 299.00 each
List $ 399.00 each
List $499.00 each

REVEAL ACTIVE FEATURES:
•Long throw 6.5" woofer and 1" soft dome tweeter
•
Wide, flat frequency response
•Magnetically shielded
•Balanced XLR and unbalanced RCA inputs
The original Reveal monitors offer the same quality
monitoring in anon-amplified model. Priced as pair.
REVEALACTIVE
REVEAL

Active
Passive

List $ 899.00 each
List $ 399.00 each

LowestPrkeemusa.wm

Accessories:4
TAP5
Bracket ( pair)

RCA

:10

-426-

List $80.00 $62"

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
R CALL • -

- 426-84 , 4

Tannoy
Ellipse 8
Tri-Amped
Monitor

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL

Tannoy Reveall Studio Monitors
TheTannoy Reveal Ac:ive powered monitor utilizes
twin 50-watt amplifiers and fully optimized electronic
crossover. Priced as pair.

1-800-42643434

Space-age design for nearfield applications, the
Tannoy tri amplified Ellipse 8is aful4 time-aligned
reference monitor wit unmatched lineaMy and
balance. The Ellipse SS SuperTweeter is driven by
adedicated 30-watt amplifier and extends highfrequency response up to 50 kHz. Lows and mids are
each powered by their own 150 amps. Priced as each.

Alesis
ProLinear DSP
Powered Monitors
Behringer TRUTH
Studio Monitors

/

e
t

Behringer has taken their popular TRUTH B2031 and
developed awhole line of affordable rew active and
passive studio monitors, sold in matchec pairs with
individual response curves. The B2031A san update
of the B2031, with an tt.75" woofer and 150/75 watts
biamplification. The B2031Pisa paslive model, with
150 watt power handling and binding post inputs.
The (32030A is amore compact active speaker with a
6.75" woofer, 75/35 watts biamplification, and XLR anc
1/4" inputs. The 132030P is apassive model with ' 00
watts power handling and binding post inputs.
B203 1A
B2031P
B2030A
B2030P

8.75" active
8.75" passive
6.75" active
6.75" passive
LowestPrice

List
List
List
List

$409.99 pair
$ 189.99 pair
$ 339.99 pair
$ 159.99 pair

'
339"
'
159"
'
279"
'
129"

from $12999

ELLIPSE 8

The ProLinear 720/820 lack controllable IEC), instead
featuring pre-set EQ and crossover tailored for flat,
accurate response. Priced as eac h.
7" woofer
8" woofer
7" woofer
8" woofer

List
List
List
List

$ 449.00 each
$ 549.00 each
$ 349.00 each
5499.00 each

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL

$1,375.00 each

ALEsis

The Alesis ProLinear 720DSP bi-amplified powered
reference monitor has a7" kevlar woofer and a1"
silk- dome tweeter, and the 820DSP features alarger
cabinet and 8" woofer for deeper bass.They both use
a28- bit DSP to implement the crossover entirely in the
digital domain, which also enables you to set and store
multiple EQ curves via the built-in 4-band parametric
EQ. The PC serial interface allows you to me-tune EQ
settings and control up to 16 speakers remotely. 24bit/48 kHz DSP; 80 watts LF/40 watts HF amplification.
Priced as each.

PROLINEAR720DSP
PROLINEAR820DSP
PROLINEAR720
PROLINEAR820

List

1-800 426 8434

MONITOR1C

Behringer Compact Monitors
Behir-ger's unpowered MONITOR 1C nas a5-1/2" woofer
and a1/2" tweeter plus aphase-optimized high- precision
crossover for absolute phase linearity. Priced as pair.
The IvIS16 is asmall amplified speaker with a4" woofer
ard high- resolution tweeter. Two stereo line inputs (RCA
and 1/8" TRS) allow ; imultaneous use of two stereo
sources. It also has a1 '4" TRS mic input. Priced as pair.
MON ITOR1C Passive
MS16
Active

List $ 49.99 pair
List $ 69.99 pair

LowestPrice

539"
559"

from $
3999!

What LomestPrice@bsmusa£om means to you: We've got the lowest prices in the country, but manufacturers doh Aways let us print tem. For your price quote, just sen.1 your equest via e-mail adeessed to
LomestPrice@bsmusa.com us ,cuir website www.bstvusa.com or call us toll free 1-800-426-8434 !,:,) hard-sell, no am wisting—oJ prices and service spe3k bor.themselves.
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PASSIVE MONITORS
Freq.

Input

Manufacturer

Product

Response

Capacity

Tweeter

Mid

Woofer

Dimensions ( inches)

Lbs.

List Price

BSW Price

ALESIS

MONITOR1MKII

45-20k

120W

1" silk dome

n/a

6.5"

8.5 x15 x10"

15

$299.00 pr.

LOWEST

ART

SLM1

40-20k

70W

1" dome

n/a

6.5"

9xl0x 16"

18

$299.00 pr.

5199.00

BEHRINGER

B2030P

75-21k

100W

1" dome

n/a

6.75"

12.5 x8.4 x8.33"

15.3

$159.99 pr.

$129.99

BEHRINGER

62031P

55-21k

150W

1" dome

n/a

8.75"

15.75 x9.85 x11.42"

25.3

$189.99 pr.

$159.99

BEHRINGER

MONITOR1C

60-23k

100W

1/2" dome

n/a

5.5"

8.9 x5.9 x5.6"

unavail.

$49.99 pr.

$39.99

ELECTRO VOICE

54013

65-20k

160W

1" dome

n/a

5"

9.8 x7x5.9"

5.7

$350.00 pr.

LOWEST

EVENT

20-20

50-20k

150W

1" dome

n/a

8"

10.25x 14.75x 11.75"

22

$199.50 ea.

LOWEST

17.25 x12 x11.63"

26

$411.00 ea.

LOWEST

10"

23.5 x14.25 x11.25"

43

5565.00 ea.

LOWEST

JBL

4408A(L/R)

50-20k

100W

1" titanium

n/a

JBL

4410A(L/R)

45-20k

125W

1" titanium

5"

JBL

4412A(L/R)

45-20k

150W

1" titanium

5"

12"

14.25 x23.5 x11.75"

47

$854.00 ea.

LOWEST

JBL

CONTROL 1

70-20k

150W

19 mm dome

n/a

5.25"

9x6 x5.6"

4

$348.00 pr.

$225.00

JBL

CONTROL 5

50-20k

175W

1" dome

n/a

6.5"

15 x10 x9"

10

$596.00 pr.

$385.00

1" titanium

5"

12"

25 x15.5 x11.5"

45

$1,499.00 ea.

n/a

6.5"

16

$399.00 ea.

JBL

LSR6332(L/R)

TANNOY

REVEAL

••

60-22k

200W

i60 20k

dii

j50W

••

I1" dome

dbx Driveradc Series Loudspeaker Control

PreSonte*

The Driverack PA by dbx is acomplete rackmount EQ anc loudspeaker control system
specially designed for PAs, with limiters and real-time graphic spectrum analysis that
help prevent damaging spikes in your audio.

,11111

DRIVERACK-PA FEATURES:
•Linkable 28-band graphic equalizer and classic dbx compressor
•6- channel output system with balanced XLR I/O
•Parametric EQ limiters, and feedback eliminator

FEATURES:
•
Talkback microphone with volume to feed headphone and cue output
•Accurate dual 30-segment LED for metering
•
Two front panel headphone jacks with separate volume control
•
Two stereo 1/4"TRS input pairs and one RCA stereo input
•
Two digital inputs via S/PDIF or TOSLINK
•Optional console remote control with input, output, talkback, and volume
interface
Remote control

LOWEST

dbx

The Central Station provides switching between three stereo analog and te,,
digital input sets. The 111 rackmount unit has three sets of monitor outputs with
passive trim controls, and apassive signal path for ultimate sonic performance.

Studio

LOWEST I

' tic •••
e • 66 •••

PreSonus Central Station
Studio Monitor/Input Switching

CENTRALSTATION
CSR1

114 x9x 11"

The dbx 260 adds extensive bar idpass/crossover/routing and full GUI control.
Add the RTA-M mic for real-time audio analysis.
DRIVERACK-PA
260

List $ 749.95
List $ 1,299.00

LowestPrice@hswusa.com
R CALL

1-800-426-84

4

Accessories:

List $ 799.95
List $ 199.95

RTA-M

List

$149.95

59995

kige119

T.

0

Furman MS2AD-1 /MS2ADV-1
Confidence Monitors
ANAL«
Furman's MS2AD-1 confidence monitor provides 14
segments of level monitoring for each selected audio
source in VU or PPM ballistics mode. An analog/digital
selector with indicator allows simple and glitch-free
switching between sources. The digital input can
accommodate up to 24-bit/96 kHz stereo digital signals
in AES/EBU format via rear panel BNC. Converters
provide up to 8X oversampling, with adynamic range of
95 dB. Aphase indicator displays the phasor relationship
cf the two sources being monitored.
The MS2ADV-1 assures you that your audio and video
signals have made it successfully through critical signal
chains. Features: 1.8" color LCD TFT display that auto
senses NTSC/PAL; two balanced analog I/0s on XLR;
AES/EBU BNC input; baseband video BNC input.
MS2AD1
MS2ADV1

Audio
Audio/video

List $ 1,299.00
List $ 1,999.00

Imwestivusa.com
OR CALL 1-800 426 8434
144

Furman SRM80A
Signal Router/Monitor Switcher
Furman's SRM80A signal router can be used as a
sophisticated audio monitoring system. Monitor with
the " Monitor Select"switch, built-in headphone amp,
or the extensive speaker selection system. The SRM80A
connects the control room outputs of your mixer, I/0s
of one stereo power amp, and up to three pairs of
speakers. Each speaker pair has its own level control;
equal loudness can be maintained despite differences
in the speakers.
FEATURES:
•Balanced 1/4"TRS I/O for the Source and "
einputs
•Inputs"B"through"D" utilize RCA jacks
•5-way binding posts for power amp and speaker
•Easy signal routing between these jacks
•LED bar graph meter to monitor the signal selected
SRM80A

Signal router/monitor

Accessories:
SRM RU
Remote control unit

Mackie Big Knob
waticur.
Studio Monitor/Input Switching
Mackie's new Big Knob is asimple monitor switching and
level control box with built- ntalkback that sits on your
desktop. With its multitude of rear-panel connections,
Mackie's Big Knob lets you easily switch between three
sets of studio monitors, four different stereo sources,
and even send custom headphone mixes while
communicating via the built-in Talkback microphone.

List $699.00

FEATURES:
•Big, convenient volume knob for precise adjustment
•Switch between 3sets of studio monitors
•Built-in Talkback microphone
•Monitor 3independent stereo inputs plus mix input
•Dual Headphone outputs with independent mix bus
•1/4"TRS I/O; RCA input and phono preamp
•Perfect for computerbased studios

List $ 89.00

BIGKNOB

Studio monitor interface

LowestPrice@bswusamm
OR CALL

1-

00 426 8439

BSW makes it easy to get your control room opto snuff with these cool switchers for routing the signals going to your loudspeakers.
Impress your friends and colleagues...demonstrate what every switch does...but never, ever, let them touch the "big knob".

List $384.00

LOWeStPriCe@t1SWUSB.COM
OR CALL - 1 8•0 4 6-8434

POIA/FRRI MANITAIM

"èt

rn

Power
Freq.

( total

13SW

Manufacturer

Product

Response

or LF/HF)

Connectors

ALESIS

PROACT1VE2.0

60-20k

20/45W

TRS

ALESIS

PROLINEAR720

50-20k

40/80W

XLR/TRS

1" dome

ALESIS

PROLINEAR820

50-20k

40/80W

XLR/TRS

ALESIS

PROLINEAR720DSP

50-20k

40/80W

XLR/TRS/RS-232

ALESIS

PROLINEAR820DSP

50-20k

80/40W

ALESIS

MlACTIVEMKII

38-23.5k

AUDIX

PHSVS

BEHRINGER

B2030A

BEHRINGER

82031A

BEHRINGER

MS16

EDIROL

MA1OD

_

Tweeter

Woofer

. 75" dome

Dimensions ( inches)

Lbs.

List Price

Price

12 x9.5 x7"

14

$149.00 ea.

15 x9 x12"

25

$349.00 ea.

$99.00
-LOWEST

1" dome

17x 11 x13.5"

32

$499.00 ea.

LOWEST

1" dome

15 x9x12"

25

5449.00 ea.

LOWEST

XLR/TRS/RS-232

1" dome
__.

17x 11 x13.5"

32

$549.00 ea.

LOWEST

75/25W

XLR-TRS combo

1" dome

6.5"

8.5 x15 x9.75"

19

$649.00 pr.

LOWEST

70-20k

25W

RCA

.75" dome

5.25"

6x10x 7"

11

$299.00 pr.

5199.00,

50-21k

35/75W

XLR/TRS

1" dome

6.75"

12.5 x8.4 x8.33"

21.66

$339.99 pr.

$279.99

50-21k

75/150W

XLR/TRS

1" dome

8.75"

15.75 x9.85 x11.42"

33

$409.99 pr.

$339.99

80-20k

8W

RCA, 1/8", TRS mic

1.5" dome

5.5 x5.9 x9.5"

4.6/3

45-35k

IOW

RCA/SPDIF, 1/8"

3.625"

6.18 x7.8 x9.3"

Not avail.

20W

RCA/SPDIF, 1/8"

1" shielded

4.75"

35-20k

130W

TRS/XLR

1" dome

8"

' 1" shielded

$69.99 pr.

$59.99

8

$165.00 pr.

LOWEST

6.75 x9.063 x11.063"

10

$295.00 pr.

LOWEST

10.25 x14.75x 11.75"

71

$549.50 ea.

LOWEST I

$649.50 ea.

LOWEST

749.50 ea.

LOWEST

EDIROL

MA2OD

EVENT

20-20BAS

EVENT

ASP6N

40-20k

200/80W

TRS/XLR

1" dome

13.625 x10.75 x10"

25

EVENT

ASP8N

35-20k

200/80W

TRS/XLR

1" dome

16x 12.5 x11.875"

32.5

1

EVENT

TRS

53-19k

50/30W

TRS/XLR/RCA

1" dome

5.25"

7.5 x10.5 x9"

12.6

$199.50 ea.

LOWEST

EVENT

TR6

53-19k

50/30W

TRS/XLR/RCA

1" dome

6.5"

7.5 x10.5 x9"

17.8

$249.50 ea. ,

LOWEST

EVENT

TR8

35-20k

50/30W

TRS/XLR/RCA

1" dome

10.25 x14.75 x11.4"

24.7

$299.50 ea.

LOWEST

EVENT

TR8XL

35-20k

150/50W

TRS/XLR/RCA

1" dome

10.25 x14.75 x11.75

26.3

$349.50 ea.

LOWEST

FOSTEX

63018EAV

80-13k

IOW

TRS/XLR

n/a

6.5 x4x5"

12

$189.00 ea.

FOSTEX

$169.00
_

PM- 1

50-20k

45/75W

SPEAKON

1" dome

8.5 x15 x11.25"

52

$499.00 pr. $ 399,00

GENELEC

8030A

58-20k

40/40W

XLR

3/4" metal

5"

11.25 x7x7.0625"

12.3

$650.00 ea.

LOWEST

GENELEC

8040A

48-20k

90/90W

XLR

3/4" metal

6.5"

13.813 x9.375 x8.813"

18.9

$1,195.00 ea.

LOWEST

GENELEC

8050A

38-20k

150/120W

XLR

1" metal

17.0625 x11.25 x10.94"

28

$2,095.00 ea.

LOWEST

JBL

LSR25P

70-20k

80/40W

RCA/XLR

1" titanium

5.25"

6.8 x10.6 x9.5'

17

$399.00 ea.

LOWEST

8"

6.5"

JBL

LSR6328P

50-20k

250/120W

TRS/XLR

1" titanium , 8"

16 x13 x12.8"

39

$1,339.00 ea.

LOWEST

KRK

RP5

53-20k

30/15W

TRS/XLR

1" dome

10.875 x725 x8.875"

16

$299.00 ea.

LOWEST

KRK

RP6

49-20k

50/18W

TRS/XLR

1" dome

12.69 x8.875 x10.5"

23

$399.00 ea.

LOWEST

KRK

RP-8

45-20k

70/20W

TRS/XLR

1" dome

15x 10.44x 12"

30

$499.00 ea.

LOWEST

KRK

V4SERIES2

62-20k

30/15W

i

TRS/XLR

1" dome

9.25 x6x7.75"

11

$499.99 ea.

LOWEST

KRK

V6SERIES2

55-20k

60/30W

1 TRS/XLR

1" dome

13.62 x9.43x 10"

24

$699.00 ea.

LOWEST

KRK

V8SERIES2

42-20k

120/60W

TRS/XLR

1" dome

8"

1562 x11 x12"

35

S999.00 ea.

LOWEST

M- AUDIO

BX5

56-20k

38/38W

TRS/XLR

1" dome

5.25"

9.85 x6.54 x7.88"

11

$399.95 pr.

LOWEST

M- AUDIO

BX8

37-20k

65/65W

TRS/XLR

1" dome

14.97 x9.8$ x11.82"

20.3

$599.99 pr.

M- AUDIO

DX4

70-20k

18W

TRS/RCA

1" dome

4"

12

$199.95 pr.

MACKIE

HR624

52-20k

100/40W

TRS/XLR

1" dome

6.7"

13 x8.25 x10.375"

27

$599.00 ea.

LOWEST

MACKIE

HR824

39-22k

150/100W

TRS/XLR

1" dome

8.75"

16 x10 x13"

32

$849.00 ea.

LOWEST

MACKIE

HR626

2.5-20k

100/40W

XLR/RCA

1" dome

6.7"

MACKIE TAPCO

55

64-20k

60/60W

TRS/XLR/RCA

1" dome

5.25"

MACKIE TA PCO

S-8

40-20k

60/60W

TRS/XLR/RCA

1" dome

ROLAND

DS-5

78-23k

30/15

XLR/TRS analog;

3/4" dome

5"
6.5"

18

121.5 x5.75 x6.25"

, 19.6 x8.8 x12.4"

LOWEST
$ 149.00

30

$899.00 ea.

$749.00

113x 7.6 x9.1"

15.5

$499.00 pr.

LOWEST

16.2 x11.6x 13.8"

35.2

$849.00 pr.

7.25 x10.6 x11.6"

16

$229.00 ea.

$ 195.00

8.25 x12.2 x13.25"

22

$349.00 ea.

$ 295.00

10 x14.5 x16"

38

$579.00 ea.

$495.00

LOWEST

ROLAND

DS-7

68-23k

40/20W

coax/optical AES/

3/4" dome

ROLAND

OS-8

58-24k

80/40W

EBU and S/PDIF

1" dome

TANNOY

ELLIPSE8

40-50k

150/150/30W

XLR

1" wideband

8" dual

14.625 x18.125 x13.75"

33

TANNOY

REVEAL ACTIVE

62-20k

50W

XLR

1" dome

6.5"

14 x9x11"

38

8"

10.375 x12.875 x16.5"

44.1

11 x7x 9"

17

5.75 x7.56 x8.44"

4.8

$ 175.00 ea.

$139.00

11.5 x7.75 x8.5'

11.75 $ 289.00 ea.

$229.00

YAMAHA

MSP1OSTUDIO

40-40k

120/60W

XLR

1" titanium

YAMAHA

MSP5

50-40k

40W

TRS/XLR

1" dome

YAMAHA

MS10111

1', 19k

¡OW

RCA, TRS

n/a

YAMAHA

MS20211

70 18k

20W

RCA, TRS

n/a

4"

51,375.00 ea.

LOWEST

$899.00 ea.

LOWEST

$999.00 ea.

LOWEST

$ 319.00 ea.

LOWEST

111,111311111b,

What LowestPrice@bswusa.com moans to you: We've got the lowest prices in the country, but manufacturers don't always let us print them. For your price quote, Just send your request via e-mail addressed to
LowestPrice@bswusa.com, 358 our website www.bswusa.com or call us toll free 1-800-426-8434. No hard sell, no arm twisting-- our prises and service speak for themselves.
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Ultimate
Monitor Stands

Auralex
MoPAD
Monitor Isolation Pads
Instantly improve the accuLacy of your entire monitoring
system with Auralex's MoPADs. MoPADs provide sonic
isolation between your monitors and what they're
resting on, effectively decoupling tfem from your room
and resulting in truer moni -oring. Dimensions are
12" x4" with 100 lb. capacity each. Priced as set.
MOPAD

Foam monitor isolators (two pair)

MS36B2

Quicklock
Monitor
Stands

The Gramma by
Auralex floats
your speakers with nearly total acoustic isolation. One
to two Grammas will support most speaker cabinets,
subwoofers, guitar or bass amplifiers and monitors.
Comes complete with carrying handle, road-ready
carpet, Studiofoam wedge underneath and PlatFoam.
Dimensions are 23 x15 x2.75" and capacity is 300 lbs.
GRAMMA

Platform, each

List $ 59.95

LowestPrice

only $49"!

Goldline ZM1P
Impedance Tester

Middle Atlantic's Edit
Center Speaker Stands
(see Edit Center Furniture
in studio furniture)
are optimized to
accommodate near and
mid-field audio monitors.
These attractive stands
feature wood construction and
are 36" high, with aunique
hidden dual cable channel
separating audio and AC cables;
carpet spikes and rubber feet;
choice of graphite or cherry' wood animate.
Sold as pair.

only $139!
-41111P»---

The BS142 nearfield monitor
stand features a
stable, three-point
triangle base with
adjustable leveling
floor spikes; afixed
height of 42"; allsteel constructio,
BS142
cable managemei
asturdy metal top plate
which measures 9" square,
base of 17.7" each side;
and a100 lb.85336
capacity. Priced as pair.

ECSPK36

LowestPrice on ly

$389!

ar 1-support, pair

List $ 555.00

only $299!

Raxxess Hardboard
Monitor Stands

The BS300 is an economical variable sand adjustable
from 27.5" to 39.2" high. Holds 100 lbs. Priced as each.
135142
B5336
BS342
B5300

36" pair
LowestPrice

inedimas

B5300
The B5336 is asturdy steel monitor
stand at afixed height of 36", with three suppors
instead of one. The large, sturdy metal shelf corres with
rubberized padding to reduce vibration. The BS342 (not
shown) is similar to the BS336 but at afixed height of
42". Both models priced as pairs.

The Goldline ZM1P measures the
impedance of speakers, components
or entire sound systems. Using it, yo..
can detect how much actual watta ,
will be produced before you plug r
your valuable speakers. In addition
protection circuit prevents damage
should you accidentally connect it to
alive line up to 120 VAC, aria abuiltin tone generator lets you put sound
through an amp and immediately
detect non-functioning speakers
List $ 508.95

Middle Atlantic
Edit Center
Monitor Stands

36" pair List $ 210.00

LowestPrice

Auralex
Gramma
Isolation
Platform

ZM1P

The MS36B2 studio monitor
stands by Ultimate have
built-in cable management
inside the column, atriangular
base, ablack finish, and
are guaranteed for life by
Ultimate. Height is 36";
weight is 8.45 lbs.; top plate
dimensions are 9"x9"; base is
triangular and 14" per side.
Load capacity is 75 lbs. Stands
are available in additional
heights. Priced as pair.

36" 3-support, pair
42" 3- support, pair
Variable height, each

List $ 129.95
List $ 169.95
List $ 179.95
List $ 89.95

LowestPrice

from $59!

5790°

,109m

,129ce

Se°

These 36" and 42" high
monitor/speaker stands are
constructed of 3/4"furnituregrade hardboard, finished
in ablack oak laminate. The
speaker platform and base are
12" square. The bottom is easily
removed to allow the 5" cen:er
post to be filled for acoustical
de- coupling. Priced as pairs.
ERSS36
List 5186.95

36" pair
s109e°

ERSS42
List $ 199.95

42" pair
129"

LowestPrice

from $109!

ERSS36

Wall, Ceiling or Floor OmniMount Is Your Secure Solution
SYSTEMS

20 lb. Wall Mount
20 lb. capacity, wall/vertical
surface to back or side of
speaker. All mounts have highstrength polymer ball and
high-carbon steel tube.
20.0WBLK

Priced as each

LowestPrice
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only $29!

20/60 lb. Angle
Wall Mount
20 or 60 lb. capacity, wall/
vertical lurface to back or side
of speaker. Support shaft at 45
degree angle. Priced as each.
20.5WABLK
60.0WABLK
LowestPrice

$ 36 (e
s72`e

from $36!

30 lb. Wall, Ceiling
or Floor Mount

60 lb. Ceiling Mount
.
,111-). capacity, ceiling to back

120 lb. Wall, Ceiling
or Floor Mount

30 lb. capacity, wall/ceiling/
floor surface to any surface
of speaker. Straight shaft with
mounting plate. Priced each.

side of speaker. Ceiling
connection is via vertical pipe.
Support shah at 45-degree
angle. Priced as each.

120 lb. capacity, wall/ceiling/
floor surface to any suface
of speaker. Straight shaft with
mcunting plate. Priced a each.

30.0STMPIFKBLK

60.0CAPABLK each

120.0STMPBLK

LowestPrice

each

only $58!

LowestPrice

only $72!

We carry acomplete line of mounting accessories as well as stands for virtually every application. Visit us at wwwbswusa.corn.

LowestPrice

each

only $108!

JBL EON G2
Portable
PA Systems

PROFILE7RBPKG

KUSTOM
Kustom Profile One
PA Package

JBL

The EON15 G2 is afull-range
professional powered speaker
I with an integrated amplifier
with mic and line level inputs
and aLoop/Mix output. The 15"
woofer has more than 300 watts
amplification and 100 watts are
dedicated to the HF horn.

Save huge on this
complete PA package
featuring Kustom's Profile
System One 24- bit digital,
portable 100-watt
PA system. This affordable
PA has plenty of inputs
-4balanced XLR with
phantom power and 5at line
level. Connect your favorite
outboard pedal or rack effect into
the effect bus and simultaneously use
the Profile's built-in digital effects. And the
compact design of the line array cabinets make
setup and teardown abreeze. Load everything
into the included Profile System One roller bag
and you're off! Included in this amazing BSW
package are four Audio Technica ST95MKII
cardioid dynamic microphones, four foam
windscreens, four mic floor stands, two Kustom
KPS-SS100 speaker stands, and four 25 ft. XLR Ink
cables. Save almost $ 500 off list prices and neady
$200 off BSW's already low individual prices!

EON 15G2
EON10G2

15" system
10" system
OR

PROFILE1RBPKG PA package List $ 995.30
PFt0FILEI RB
PA alone
List $ 625.00
Accessories:
KPS-SS100

LowestPrice
Speaker stands each

ALL : 1.800 420 8434

499°'
5399'

from $399!
525e

CALIFONE

JBL ESystem15 Complete PA System

The PowerPro Deluxe PA rolls
so it's easy to take anywhere.
Two combo XLR-I/4" wired m
inputs and two 16-channel
UHF wireless receivers with a
handheld transmitter/mic make
it extremely flexible. It's also got
75 watts RMS power, alink for
gunning additional powered
speakers and stereo RCA
VO.The system includes asecond
111111111
11.
1_
speaker with 50 ft. cable, mic with 15 ft.
ern"
cable, built-in antishock CD player and
cassette recorder/player, two tripod speaker
stands and floor mic stand with clip.

The ESystem15 is acompletu
ridi,r ir ,1
powered sound
system so good that no one company could build it aI!
Start with apair of JBL EON15-G2 speakers, featuring
400 watts of biamplified power (300 watts LF and 100
watts HF). Then add aSoundcraft E-8 mixer, featurirg
8mono input channels plus two stereo inputs; 2aux
sends, each globally switchable pre- or post-fader;
100 mm faders; 3band EQ; ultra- linear mic pre-amps;
and individual channel mutes, To complete the
system, apair of AKG D20005 dynarr ic hypercardioid
microphones are included. Rounding out the package
are four 25 ft. XLR cables for hooking it all together.
Great components equal great sourd - get it today!
ESYSTEM1 5

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
3 AL Z.

List $ 2,649.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

I 800 420 84 34

OH CALL

Quiklok
PA Speaker
Stands

Anchor Xtreme
Portable Wireless PA
Anchor's Xtreme portable self-contained PA
system features abiamplified HF/LF desigr
tor quality sound. Included are abuilt-in
UHF diversity receiver with your choice of
handheld or bodypack transmitter and mic, an
onboard CD player, and aheavy-duty speaker
stand. The deluxe package (# XDP6000) adds a
second speaker with stand and a50 ft. cable.
FEATURES:
• "Speech projection mode" for vocal clarity
•130 watts power and 123 dB max SPL
•Balanced XLR mic input with phantom power
•1/4" unbalanced line input
•Balanced mic/line XLR input/XLR line output
Basic
Package

List $899.00
List $ 649.00

LowestPtice@bswusa.com

Califone PA716D
PA System

XBP6000
XDP6000

EON15G2

The EONIO G2 version features a10" woofer and the
same three-input mini- mixer as the larger EON15G2,
I with 1
25/50 watts biamplification.

The PROFILEIRB is the PA alone with the ro ler
bag. The KPS-SS100 is Kustom's heavy-duty
speaker stand, priced as each.

PA716D List $ 2,598.00

D ZEISW
I

SH3MV3dS

oi•ceriin 0:1.800.426-8434. wifw..swusa.com
—

List $ 2,136.00
List $ 2,686.00

XBP6000

SP180BK black List 5119.95
SP180511 silver List $ 109.95

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR

The SP 1
E:0 : ripod
sa lightweigh:,
yet sturdy
aluminum stard
for support of
speakers up to
125 lbs (ex -ends
from 3'6"-64").
Superior air cushion desigr
and 1-3/8".:en -er tube g r
.
.17lowers
speaker cabinets, eliminating sucden
drops. Priced as each.

411

1 800420 8, 34

LowestPrice

only$89l

I 800

,I2L.

R•4

JBL EON1500
2-Way PA Speaker
The JBL EON 1500 passive PA
speaker combines incredible
sound quality with easy
transportability. The
1500's multi-angle
enclosure lets you use
it as afront-of-house PA
speaker or floor monitor
with dual angles.
FEATURES:
•15"2-way speaker system
:18L
•225 watts continuous power handling
8,0121:1233
•Parallel 1/4"and NL4 input connectors
•Fly points for wall or ceiling mounting
•Integral pole mount with securing thumb screw
EON1500 List $495.00

LowestPticee3swusa.corn
"lit At I

ete8,120 8.1.

What LowestPrice@bswusa.com moons to you: We've got inelqwest prices in the country, but mar ufac:urers don't always let ug-int them. For your price quote, just send your request via e-mail addressed to
LowestPrice@bswusa.com. use our websiN www.lonvusa.com or cAll us toll free 1-300-U6-8434. No hard-ell. arm twisàng—our prices and service speak for themselves.
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SPEAKERS

ord
Fender Passport Deluxe PA Systems with Advanced Speaker Arrays
Truly unique, the Fender Passport PD- 250 is atotally self-contained portable sound system complete
with aself- powered mixer, 2full- range speaker units, 2dynamic cardioid microphones and all the
necessary connection cables. Setup takes no more than five minutes and the audio performance is
excellent. The redesigned speakers in the Deluxe Series now sound more like ahome theatre than a
PA system. They feature adeluxe speaker array which was co-developed with the Bose Corporation,
with four custom speaker drivers per cabinet.
PD250 FEATURES:
•250 watts of pure stereo power at 8ohms ( 125 WPC)
•6- input mixer: four mic/line, two mono/stereo line
•Sophisticated one-touch equalization and digital reverb with remote bypass
•Switchable line voltage for international use
•Selectable main- monitor operation
•
Tape out jacks for performance recording; onboard storage for mics/cables
•Auxiliary send and return jacks and amplifier send and return jacks
•
Weighs only 55 lbs
Also available is the PD- 150 system with 75 watts per channel, 3drivers per cabinet,
3mic/line plus one stereo input and one microphone.
P0250
PD150

250-watt portable PA system
150-watt portable PA system

List $ 1,149.99
List $ 849.99

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR C. ALI . 1 800

84 14

Fender Passport 250 Watt PA
System or Complete Package
The Passport P-250 is atotally self-contained
portable sound system complete with aselfpowered 4-channel mixer, 2full-range speaker
units, 2dynamic cardioid microphones and
all the necessary connection cables.
P250 FEATURES:
•250 watts of pure stereo power at 8ohms
•4- channel, 8-input mixer w/tape-out jacks
•
Two additional stereo channels
•Sophisticated one-touch equalization
•Digital reverb with remote bypass
•Eight 6.5" high-efficiency drivers in two
cabinets
•Storage for mics and cables
•Auxiliary and amp send/return jacks
•Weighs only 53 lbs

I

Complete Youi
System with
Fermer easwort
t
Accessories
1

P250PACKAGE
TRAVELPACK
BATTERYPACK

Our Fender monster package (# P250PACKAGE) starts with the P-250 PA sy.,tern and
adds Fender speaker stands and microphone boom stands with their own carrying
bag, two additional mic stands, two P51 Fender microphone/cable kits, and foam
windscreens for all your mics. It's agreat deal and has everything you need!
P250
PA system
P250PACKAGE PA package

List $ 999.99
List $ 1,405.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
R CALL

1-

00-426-

434

oi

dillit;WIRELESS

Fender Passport
150 Watt
Portable PA
System

Make your Passport PA system battery- powered, wireles5 or add ntc/speaker stands.

Truly unique, the Fender
Passport P150 is atotally
self-contained portable
sound system complete
with aself- powered 5input mixer, 2full- range
speaker units, adynamic
cardioid microphone
and all the necessary
s.
connection cables and only weighs 26 pounds. Setup takes no more thanifive
minutes and the audio performance is excellent. Features: 150 watts stereD power at 8
ohms ( 75 WPC); 3mic/line inputs plus an additional mono/stereo input, soplisticated
one-touch equalization; digital reverb with remote bypass; four 6.5 high- efficiency
drivers in two cabinets; switchable line voltage for international use; seectao emainmonitor operation; tape out jacks for performance recording; on- board storage for
mics and cables; auxiliary send and return jacks.
P150

148

150-watt PA system

12VDC-DC

Fender Passport PA Accessories

List $ 699.99

For mounting speakers up high, order the ST275 black aluminum tiipod stands
(extends to 8h) Pair with travel bag. Fender also offers a ST280 package of two
speaker stands and two microphone stands at agreat low price.
The P250WIRELESS system plugs into the back of the PA. Each conjists cf acardioid
condenser mid, transmitter and receiver.
The 12VDC-DC converter enaples the Passport system to operate on 12- volt battery
power - use with the BATTERYPACK rechargeable 12-volt DC battery pack for the
ultimate in portability.
The TRAVELPACK consists of aspecially fitted luggage cart and padded travel cover to
make transporting asnap.
51275
ST280
P250 WIRELESS
12VDC-DC
BATTERYPACK
TRAVELPACK

Speaker tripod pair
Speaker tripod/mic stand pairs
Wireless mic system
12-volt adaptor
Rechargeable 12-volt power
Cover and travel cart

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
1)44

AIL

I KIM)

When you need aquick set-and- go PA system, nothing beats these self-contained systems. Street-Corner Karaoke during lunch hour...anyone...anyone?

List
List
List
List
List
List

$ 169.99
$ 229.99
$ 279.99
$ 149.99
$ 199.99
$ 119.99

5
98°°
5159°'

189e)
5
85°5
s115 m
st33°°

LowestPrice from $83!

order/info: 1.00.426-8L34 • www.bswusa.com

New
Afelrfelble
Fender
PA System
Galaxy Compact PA
Galaxy Audio's compact 100-watt PA system is small
but LOUD. It has line and XLR mic inputs and abuilt-in
compressor/limiter. 5,driver; 3- band EQ; 1/4" speaker
out; post-EQ/level RCA out; built-in mic stand mount.

Fender P80 PA System
The Fender Passport P-80 portable sound system
is packed with easy-to- use features at alow price.
Weighing in at only 27.5 lbs. it's easy to carry, and setup is asnap. The Passport P-80 provides dependable
high-quality sound in an affordable, portable package.
Highlights include aVocal Input Priority circuitry that
automatically lowers all other signals in the system
when you speak into the microphone; One Touch
EQ; and specially designed speakers that maximize
projection and clarity without feedback.

PASX140

100-watt PA

List $ 399.95

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR C AL L

1 800-426 84 4,1

FEATURES:

•80 watts output at 4ohms with included speakers
•Two mono microphone/line inputs with XLR and
1/4" balanced input connections
•Tape input with 1/4" TRS and RCA connections
•16- bit digital pro reverb
•Docking connector for Passport wireless receiver
(add P250 WIRELESS in Passport Accessories)
•Speaker systems feature tightly controlled coverage
to minimize feedback
•1-3/8" stand adapters provided
•One professional cardioid low impedance dynamic
microphone, one 18 ft. microphone cable, two 20 ft.
speaker cables and adetachable IEC power cable
•Microphone/cable storage compartment with
latching lid
P-80

Portable PA system

List $ 599.99

LowestPrice only $399!

Fender Personal
Wireless PA System
This highly portable, personal sound system is ideal for
paging applications, -our guides, classroom activities,
crowd communications, am :.essions and all situations
where you need smalk portable voice amplification.
PlOW FEATURES:

•Portable -battery operated and only 6.5 lbs.
•Built-in receiver
•Handheld wireless condenser mic/transmitter
•Battery, recharger and shoulder strap
•Power output is 27 watts mono
The P-10 model is awTed V4 1
cin
PlOW
P10

List $469.99
List $ 299.99

LowestRiceittswina.com
F.

ALL - 1
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The Galaxy Micro Spot was originally
designed for courtrooms and paging,
and is perfect for newsrooms. Its small size and vocal
clarity allow it to be placed in even the tightest areas
and still be heard clearly The Micro Spot VC model
features afront-panel volume control knob. Features:
one 5" driver; 100 watts continuous power rating. Yoke
bracket stand mount included for easy mounting.
The Hot Spot and Hot Spot VC step up to two
5" drivers for 200 watts continuous power.
MSVC

Alesis GigaMix/ProVenue PA Mixers/Speakers
tcet powerful PA amplification and rugged performance-

Galaxy Micro Spot and Hot
Spot Compact Speakers

HOTSPOT
HOTSPOTVC

GigaMix

Micro Spot w/volume
Standard Hot Spot
Hot Spot w/volume

List $ 99.99
List $ 159.00
List $ 169.00

powered mixers and ProVenue passive PA speakers fron Alesis. Save even
more with GigaPack PA packages, delivering complete matched systems.
GIGAMIX FEATURES:
•Switchable 46V phantom power and 3- band EQ per channel
•Internal 28- bit digital effects with 100 presets
•Independent main mix and monitor levels, and
2-track send/return
•1pre-fader monitor send/1 post-fader effects send
per channel
PROVENUE FEATURES:
•Speakon and 1/4" inputs, with 8ohms input
impedance
•PROVENUE1201 features 12" LE driver and 200W RMS
power handling
•PROVENUE1501 features 15" LF driver and 300W RMS
power handling

Califone 300 PLUS Compact PA

GIGAMIX4FX
GIGAMIX6FX
GIGAMIX8FX
PROVENUE1201
PROVENUE1501

200W, 4mic/line, 2dual line inputs
Dual 300W, 6mic/line4 mic/dual line
Dual 400W, 8mic/line, 2mic/dual line
200W RMS power handling, 12" LE, each
300W RMS power handling, 15" LF, each

List
List
List
List
List

GIGAPACK1
GIGAPACK2
GIGAPACK3
GIGAPACK4

GIGAMIX4FX
GIGAMIX6FX
GIGAMIX6FX
GIGAMIX8FX

List
List
List
List

and
and
and
and

two
two
two
two

PROVENUE1201
PROVENUE1201
PROVENUE1501
PROVENUE1501

$499.00
$ 649.00
$ 799.00
$ 299.00
$ 399.00

$ 1,099.00
$ 1,249.00
$ 1,449.00
$ 1,599.00

I
lic 300 PLUS portable PA by Califone delivers 30 watts
RMS and a2-way speaker for enough volume to reach a
crowd of 500. XLR and 1/4" mic inputs, along with 1/4"
and stereo RCA line ins, let you use just about any audio
source. Just grab the built-in handle and GO!

Lowesthice@bwifusa.com
R

1-

- 42 -

4 4

Optional MB350 wall or tripod mounting bracket easily
adjusts to multiple angles.
PA300PLUS

List $ 190.00

LowestPrice only $ 145!
Accessories:
M8350

Mounting bracket

What LowestPrice@bmvusa.com means to you: We've got the lowest prices in the country but manufacturers don't always let us print them. For your price quote, lust send your request via e-mail addressed to
LomestPrice@bsmusa.com, use our webs;te www.bswesa.cma or call us :dl free 1-81C-426-8434. No hard sell, no arm twisting— our prices and service speak for themselves.

$
38®
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MACKIE .
MACKIE:

Madde Passive
or Powered
PA Speakers

Mackie PPM Series Powered PA Mixers
Mackie has severa tough, hit- the- road mixers with plenty of power. Choose from the 6-channel mono
406M, the 8- channel mono 808M and the 808S, astereo model with 8channels (6mono, 2stereo). Add
the C3001 passive PA speakers (shown at right) for acomplete Mackie PA system.
FEATURES:
•32- bit effects processor with 16 effects each with 2controllable parameters
•Input gain control and inserts on channels 1-6
•3- band EQ on each channel and phantom power
406M
808M
8085

125 watts @ 8ohms/6-channel mono
300 watts @ 8ohms/8-channel mono
300 watts @ 8ohms/8-channel stereo

List $699.00
List $ 979.00
List $ 1,079.00

LciwestPikeeiswcoin
R : ALL

1-800-42

44

Mackie's passive C300i
features 12" LF and
1.75" HF drivers, with
300-watt power handling
capability. Designed for
live sound, they offer the
listening quality of
high-end studio monitors.
Priced as each.
The powered SRM450 is
similar to the C300I, but
with built-in 300 watt/150watt biamplification.
Dynamic Bass Boost delivers rich lows es-en at
reduced volumes. It additionally features built-in
electronic crossover, EQ pnase alignmer and
protection circuitry. Priced as each.
The powered SRM350 PA speaker features 165 watt
LF/30 watt HF biamplificancn, witn a10" woofer.
Priced as each.
C3001
SRM450
SRM350

List $ 529.00
List $ 899.00
List $ 699.00

Passive/12"
Active/12"
Active/10"

LowestPrice@bswusa.corn
OR CALL

Anchor
XBP6000
Portable
Wireless PA
Anchor's Xtreme
is a :portable, selfcontained FA
with abuilt-in
16-channel UHF
wireless receiver
and your choice of handheld or bodypack transmiler/
mic! It features abalanced XLR mic input with phantom
power; switchable XLR mic/line input; 1/4" unbalanced
line input; balanced XLR output; 6.5" woofer and
included speaker stand. Please specify transmitter/mic
type when ordering. The Basic package adds aheavyduty speaker stand and bu It-in CD player.
XBP6000

PA system w/wireless

List St,630.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
RCA

1-
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SOL/I Kcraft

Soundcraft GigRac
Portable Powered Mixers
Even if you've neve, touched aPA system
before, you') get great sound in minutes with
Soundcraft's GigRac powered mixer. It's packed
irto arugged high- impact travel case, but can
also be rack-mounted by just removing four
screws. Add passive PA speakers and mics and
you're good to go!
The GIGRAC300 features 150 watts amplification
into 8ohms. The GIGRAC600 adds asecond 150II amplifier fcr 300 watts total.
GIGRAC300
GIGRAC600

List $ 379.99
List $ 599.00
à

150
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ElectroVoice
SXA360
Powered PA
Speaker
Behringer PNIX880S
Powered PA Mixer with Effects
Tie Behringer PMX880S features 10 channels (6mono +
2stereo) plus stereo tape returns. with 2x200-watt (at 8
ohms) amplification, plus onboard digital effects!
FEATURES:
•
Two 24- bit effects processors with 99 effects
•7-band EQ and Speakon outputs
•8mic preamps and balanced 1/4" line inputs
•Monitor send and two FX sends per channel
•Mono channels include aswitchable - 30 dB pad
PMX8805 List $47999 LowestPrice

only $39959!

The ElectroVoice SxA360
powered PA speaker has
350 LF/150 HF watts
biamplification, with
electronic crossover
and alimiter circuit. It's
well-suited both as a
PA speaker and or floor
monitor use.
FEATURES:
•12"LF and 1" HF drivers
•350 watts LF/150 watts HF biamplification
•1/4"-XLR combo line input/balanced XLR out
•Integral pole mount and fly points
•129 dB max SPL
SXA360

0 C. -0 C • •C•,
.
CIOD-00000CC .
1-• • • • 4S, • • •
• 11011)41, 0t4
-•-•-•-•-• •

Ceel/ *it
•

FEATURES:
•Combined 1/4" jack/XLR inputs, four with phantom
power and 20 dB pad
•Studio- quality digital effects and musical graphic EQ
•Independent main, and monitor mixes
•Effects can be added separately to the mains and
monitors

List $ 1,330.00

LowestPrke@bswitsa.comi
R CALL ' - 800-4 •-8434

On-Stage Stands
Crank-Up PA
Speaker Stand
If you've ever had to set up d speaker
stand by yourself, you'll definitely
appreciate the Crank-Up speaker
stand. Height expands to 80 inches
while holding speaker weights up to
110 pounds. 1-1/2" top cap ncludec.
It can even be raised/lowered with
an electric drill. Fits most PA speaKer
cabinets Priced as each.
558800BPLUS List $ 159.00
LowestPtice

only $99!

BSW offers acomplete selecnon of tools for audio reinforcement. Except hammers. Un.eis yoaconsider a53A microphone as ahammer...in that case we sell hammers..

Ev

Put Together a'nnrirdgeo
Nag
'a PA System!!

Yamaha EMX5000 Powered Mixers
EM XSeries Powered PA Mixers

Yamaha 5115V
Two-Way 15" Carpeted PA Speaker
The first four generations of Yamaha's Clucr Series
speakers have been incredibly popular. The new V
Series ups the ante with larger enclosure; for improved
low-frequenc,r performance. mproved &wets for
higher power handling, redesigned crossovers, :.tronger
grilles, and dual Speakon and 1/4" connecors. The
5115V has a15" woofer and 2' tweeter at 50C watts.

Yamaha's EMX Series powered mixers deliver
outstanding performance in acompact, lightweight,
economical unit The EMX88S features 8input channels
(6 mono/2 stereo) and 400 wets pe' channel (800
bridged) with micAne XLR and 1/4"inputs (dual inputs
on 5and 6for handling stereo sources), with 16 digital
effects and reverbi; 2aux sends: phantom power; fancooled. Other models available below. Optional RK,E;3
rack kit. Add $ 115V speakers for acomplete system!
EMX62M
EMX66M
EMX68S
EMX88S
5115V

6-input 200-watt mono
6- input dual- 300-watt mono
6- input dual-400-watt stereo
8- input dual-400-watt stereo
Passive 15" speaker (each)

List
List
List
List
List

$499.00
$649.95
$ 799.00
$ 899 00
$ 479.00

20 input channels and 500 watts per channel ( 1000
bridged), providing p'enty of powe- for filling rooms
with loud, clear sound. It features dual 24- bit, 16-effect
processors; 16 channels with mic/line XLR and 1/4"
inputs and 4with dual 1/4"and RCA ins, each with 3band EQ; stand-by mode that mutes mono channels
but leaves stereo inputs active; 4aux sends.
The EMX5000-12 has 8mic/line channels.
Add Si 15V 15" oassive PA speakers (see featured items
at left) for acomplete Yamaha powered PA system.
EMX5000-12
EMX5000-20

List $999.00
List $ 1,299.99

LowestPrice@bswusa.corn

OR CALL
Accessories:
RK88
Rack kit for mixers
TS70BPKG Two speaker stands

1 800-425-

4 4

List $ 199.99

s22'x'
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Gemini GX450
Powered Speaker
The new Gemini GX450
PA speaker has lightweight
ABS construction for
easy transport and a
trapezoidal design for
increased definition on vocal
frequencies. 61.5 lbs.; priced
each.
FEATURES:
•
Two-way loudspeaker with 15" LF driver
•300 watts RMS amplification
•Compression driver with 1.75"titanium diaphragm
•XLR input/output with a1/4" line output
•Built-in mixer with 2XLR mic and 1RCA line inputs

Behringer PMX Powered Mixers
Behringer 'sPMX mixers deliver big power raro to 20(-1
watts) in portable packages! They feature a2zt-bit.
multi-FX pr ocessor; stereo 7-crand graphic EQ: and
monitor/FX seeds/inserts on each mic channel
PMX1000
PMX3000
PM X5000
Accessories:
SKB3026

12-chn1/150 W
16-chnI/200 W
20-chnI/200 W

List $419.99
List $ 539.99
List $ 559.99

LowestPrice@bswusaaxn
OR C ALL : 1-

SKB flight case

0 42

84

4

$249 e

Behringer B300
15" Powered
2-Way Speaker
The Behrirager amplified
B300 sounds transparent
and precise at any level.
FEATURES:
•225/75 watts biamplification
•High- power compression driver
with titanium dome
•15" long-throw woofer with high- power magnets
•Mic preamp and 2- band EQ
•Extensive phase and time correction
B300

List $ 459.99
LowestPrice

GX450 List $ 519.95

only $349!

Juk

only $29995!

Ultimate
PA Speaker Stands
Stands not included

Gemini Xl7R400
Complete 3-Piece Powered PA
Speaker System with Subwoofer

The XTR400 b5 Gemini is acomplete powered speaker
system featuring asubwoofer with two satellite
speakers. The sate.lite speakers feKure 10 ' woofers with
6" dual piezo horns, in trapemidal cabinets ideal fry
stand mounting or for use as floor monitors ( pictured
speaker stands not included]. The :, ubwoofer has a15"
woofer and built-in amplification for the entire 3- piece
system. Power ogo.put is 230 watts RMS ici the sub,
85 watts for each satellite, fo- aA.00 watt FMS system.
Balanced XLR and 1/4" inputs and black carpet-covered
exteriors; 15 lbs total system weight. Stands not
included - add tne TS70BPKC pair of speaker stands.
XTR400SYS
Accessories:
TS70BPKG
BAG9OD

List $819.95
LowestPrice

only $499!

List $ 199.99
Bag for two TS708 stands

Sr°
$
33"

The Ultimate T570B tripod
speaker stand adjusts
from 4'2"-6`5" and features
aluminum and steel
construction, ablack finish,
and accommodates both
1-3/8" and 1-1/2" speaker
sockets. 130 lbs. capacity.
Priced as each. The -570BPKG
saves you eve -imore on apair.
The TS88S adjusts from 5'2" to 9'2" and holds
150 lbs. Silver color. Black available at extra cost.
Priced as each.
TS708
Black 6'5" each
TS70BPKG Two of above
TS88S
Silver 9'2" each

List $ 100.00
List $ 199.99
List $ 135.00

LowestPrice
Stand Carry Bags:
BAG90
Bag for one TS70B stand
BAG9OD
Bag for two TS70B stands
BAG99
Bag for one TS88S stand
BAG99D
Bag for two TS88S stands

$49e
0
89e
$99°°

from $49!

What towestPrice@bswusa.com means to yom Vr,e've got the lowest prices in tf ecpuntry, but manufactrIrers don't always let us pint them. For your price gucte, just send your request via e-mail addressed to
LowestPrice@bswusa.com US(' DO let site www.bswusa.com or (.11 us toll free 1-800-426-8434. Nohard-sell, no arm twisting—our prices and service speak for themselves

S24ce
$33°°
s26°°
536e
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Anchor Liberty
Battery-Powered
Sound System

100 Watt Power Amp Only $ 199!

Anchor Audio is known for
their reliable, professional
PA and portable sound
systems. The Liberty
LIB6000H speaker includes
aheavy-duty battery with
abuilt-in charger ( running
up to 8hours on asingle
charge). It delivers 50 watts
or power; up to 117 dB
of sound in aconvenient
one-piece system packed
into atough, molded case.
Two balanced XLR mic inputs and a1/4"
line input allow for plenty of floibility.
A1/4" external speaker output le t3 you attached an
unpowered companion speaker, while a1/4" line out
lets you extend your coverage with additional powered
speakers or record your presenzation.

The ART SLA-1 is arobu:.t yet compac. 1RU power amp
engineered to provide dean, quiet power with ultra-low
noise and distortion. The SLA-1 is rated at 100 watts
rms/channel into & ohms, with hum and noise > 100dB,
and has an input impedance of 22k ohm unbalanced
(44k ohm balance. It features aToroidal Transformer,
XLR & 1/4" inputs, ground lift switch, fan cooled design,
and power, clip, signal aid protect LEDs. In addition to
astandard cooling can, the oversized convection heat
sinks located on each side of the SLA-1 silently direct
heat flow outside the chassis. Temperature-controlled
variable speed ope:ation keeps the amp quiet and cool
while performing at lower output.

FEATURES:
•8" woofer and titanium-dome tweeter
•Bass and treble controls
•Heavy-duty lead-acid battery with built-in charger
•Integrated circuit amplifier with short circuit and
thermal overload protection
•1/4" external speaker output
•2balanced XLR mic inputs with phantom power
•1/4" unbalanced line input
•1/4" post-fader unbalanced line out
•Internal pole mount for speaker stands
LIB6000H

-

ART Single Rack Space Power Amps
FEATURES:

•
Toroidal transformer
•Single-rack, rugged steel chassis
•Frequency response of 10 Hz-40 kHz within 1dB
•Power, clip, signal and protect LEDs
•Fan cooled
•XLR and 1/4" IRS inputs

SLA1
watts/chnl into 8ohms List $ 279.00 '
199"
SLA2 200 watts/chnl into 8ohms List $ 379.00 '
299°0

The SLA-2 delivers 200 watts of powetA tamper-proof
faceplate is included for fixed installations.

LowestPrice from $1991

ALasis

List 51,391.00

Alesis RA Series
Power Amplifiers
The Alesis RA Series srudio reference power amps feature convection cooling, law distortion, 10 Hz-70 kHz
frequency response, innovative styling aid high-quality amplificatior at alow cost. Stereo or bridged mono
operation; rack-mountable. The RA150 and RA300 are 2rack spaces; the RA500 is 3rack sopices.
RA150
RA300
RA500

45 watts/channel into 8ohms
90 watts/channel into 8ohms
150 watts/channel into 8ohms

List $ 259.00
List $ 359.00
List $459.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR

ALL

1 800 42684 4

Crest CPX Series
Power Amplifiers
The Crest Audio CPX Series
power amps feature built-in
signal limiting, low-pass filters
and low-frequency crossovers
with direct outputs. Output is muted during on/off to prevent 'pop".
Connections: XLR and )/4"TRS inputs; Speeontinding post o-its.
CPX900
CPX1500
CPX2600

List $459.00
List $ 619.00
List $ 799.00

88 CRE.T
.
6 1-10KD

LoviestPrice@bswusa.com
OR
t : 1-80 - 426
34

Anchor Lectern with
Built-In Sound System

Crown XLS Series
Power Amplifiers

Anchor Audio's Admiral is aclassic oak-Inished lectern
that will fill even large rooms wim rich, full sound. The
included electret gooseneck microphone picks up the
most soft-spoken presenters, and the bult-in Xstreme
sound system pumps out 130 watt.; of powerful sound,
enough to fill agym. Rich, golden oak arfaces and
solid oak trim and top make this attractively-styled
lectern aperfect fit for any settin; from houses of
worship to boardrooms. The lectern features tilt-n-roll
casters for easy transport and setup and adualintensity reading light.

Crown is the undisputed
king of power amplificistion
for pro audio. The Crown XL5
series provides affordable,
quality power amplification
Features: selectable highpass filter on each channel
enables amplifer to work
more efficieltiv when kill bandwidth is not required; pair of linear optocoupler clip limiters protects loudspeakers
from being overdriven; all-steel 2U chassis: forced-air fan; balanced XLR inputs and touch-proof binding post
outputs; precision level controls; LEDs which indicate clip for each channel, power and fault

LKXTR

XLS202
XLS402
XLS602

List $ 2,200.00

LowestPrice abswusa.com
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180 watts/chnl into 8ohms
300 watts/chnl into 8ohms
500 watts/chnl into 8ohms

145 watts/channel into 8ohms
260 watts/channel into 8ohms
370 watts/channel into 8ohms

List $429.00
List $519.00
List $692.00

VVith great power comes great responsibility. Remember to not go any louder than 2000 decibels.

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

order/info: 1430D426.8434 • www.bswus?.cam

=

MORE POWER,
LESS ;IDACE. 9%\uti
t,
bLi, 2

Introducing the SLA-2 - astudio linear
power amp that delivers 20€ watts per
channel (560 watts Dridged mono) of
clean, clear power - all housed inside
aconvenient single rack space.
The SLA-2 features ART'S SmartFan
technology. In addition to astandard
cooling fan, the oversized convection
heat sinks located on each side of the
SLA-2 silently direct heathow outside
the chassis. What makes the SmartFan
"smart"? It's temperature

controlled variable speed keeps the amp
quiet and cool when performing at lower
output. SmartFan activates miry wren
the amp's boatload rises creating an
"on demand"
cooling system
in warmer
environments.
The SLA-2 also
features Euroblock
connectivity which make your input
connections secure and convenient

We've also included atamper proof
faceDlate for your fixed installations.
Idea for pro, project and home studios,
the SLA-2 is perfectly complimented
with. our SLM-1 Studio Linear Monitors
Its lcng list of useful features measure
up to an incredible value aid is
designed to reproduce your mixes
with near pinpoint accuracy.

user interface as the SLA-1, quickly and
accurately packs the additional punch
you need to make your mixes clear and
accurate.

With the already stellar level of sound
quality, the SLA-2's redesigned circuitry
combined with the same straightforward

Far more hie en bese or any ART
product, visit: www.artproaudio.com
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Behringer EP1500/EP2500
Power Amplifiers
Crown XS Series Power Amplifiers
The XS Series power amplitLers from ,. rown represent a
new era in affordable, quality power amplification. The
line consists of four models each in aunifarn, all- steel
2U chasis, incorporating the best of Crown's tried-andtrue design principles.
The XS500 is a2- channel amp and features 400 watts
per channel into 8ohms; the XS700 offers 450 watts;
the XS900 offers 600 watts; and the XS4300 is anew
4-channel power amp with 200 wars per channel.

Tapco Power Amplifiers Í
TAPCCr i

From the deepest bass all the way up to the most
subtle highs, you will be amazed al the clarity and rich
sound from the Pehringer EP serie:, power amps. They
have amassive power sJpply with alow- noise toroidal
transformer and tots of headroom. Add an effective
coo ing system and yot_ have trouble-free amps.
The EP1500 offers 260 watts into 8ohms. The EP2500
offers 450 watts into 8ohms.
EP1500
EP2500

260W/ch into 8ohms
450W/ch irto 8ohms

LowestPrice

List: $ 359.99
List: $ 459.99

'km

'
299"
5379'

Mackie design at an afforoable p-ice! The Tapco
Juice series amplifiers deliver big power and reliability
at affordable prices. Feeures switchable mono/stereo/
bridged moro modes; separate 5peakon outputs both
output channels on asingle NL4 connector; 30 Hz
subsonic filter for low-freqx.ency speaker protection;
handles for easy transport and protection of level
contras; dee.atable clip limiter; Pont- panel signal and
overload indication.
1800
205 watts/channel into 8ohms List $419.00
11400 310 watts/charnel into 3ohms List $ 549.00
12500 575 watts/channel vito 8ohms List $ 699.00

from $299!

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL

1 800-426 8434

FEATURES:
•Precision detented front-panel level controls
•Power switch, and five LEDs which indicate clip for
each channel, power, AC mains, temperature and
fault conditions;
•Microprocessor-controlled comprehensive
protection system;
•Efficient forced-air fan prevents excessive thermal
buildLp;
•XLR-114" combo inputs, 3-pin Phoenix-style inputs,
daisy-chain XLR outputs, touch- proof binding post
outputs and Speakon outputs.

Crown D75A/D45 Power Amplifiers

XS500
XS700
XS900
XS4300

The Crown D75 has been serving audio professionals since the 1974)s.This amplifier is excellent for any
kind of critical listening and it's buiit to last...there's nearly 30 years cf proven performance behind tris
workhorse. geatures: level controls; power and distortion indcators: active ba'amc ec inputs with XLR-1/4“
combination connectors; battier strip output connectors; <.001% harmonic ditc.rtion at full power.

400
450
600
200

watts/channel
watts/channel
watts/channel
watts/channel

into
into
into
into

8ohms
8ohms
8ohms
8ohms

List $ 989.00
List $ 1,299.00
List $ 1,459.00
List $ 1,619.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
R CALL

D75A
D45

40 watts/channel into 8ohms
25 watts/channel into 8ohms

List $889.00
List $
675.00

(crown

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR

ALL

1-

00-426-

434

1 8•O-426-8434

What LowestPricee bswusa.mm means to you: We've got the lowest prices in the ount4, but manufacture's dpn't always let us print them. For your prieguote.iust send your rmot5t via e-mail addressed to
LowestPrice43swusa.com
www.bswusa.com or or EST us toll :lree 1-800-425-8434. No hard sell, ro am ntwisting— ow prices and service gem( for themsetves.
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QSC PLX Series Power Amplifiers
The QSC PLX series feature studio-quality audio perfcymanr •
including virtually inaudible hum and noise, and ultra-low
distortion performance. They deliver high power in ai:ompact
2RU chassis weighing only 21 lbs. and only 13.25" deep. Proportionallesponse clip
limiters optimize limiting based on program material to preserve dynamics, and
user-selectable, low-frequency filters increase usable power and protect speakers.

QSC RMX Series Power Amplifiers
The QSC RMX series amplifiesdeliver high power to drive on-stage speakers.
Features: front- mounted gain controls; independent, defeatable clip limiters
to reduce distortion; low-frequency filters (30 Hz or 50 Hz); sgral and clip LED;
variable-speed fan cooling; balanced XtR, 1/4"TRS and barrier !trip inputs;
binding post and Neutrik Speakon outputs.

FEATURES:
•PowerWave switching power supply for tight, high-output bass
•LEDs indicate bridged mono and parallel input modes
•All- metal XLR and 1/4" balanced inputs
•4-wire Speakon and shock- proof binding posts
•Selectable clip limiting and subsonic filters for each channel
•
True soft- start turn on standard 20 amp AC circuits

The flagship of the RMX line, the RMX 5050 provides extremely high power
(1050 watts/channel into 8ohms) and tremendous value, with advanced thermal
perfonance that delivers high contiguous power; adual moro, high current
oowet supply for increased reliability and performance; a3RJ orassis that's only
1
e'deep. The RIM 5050 runs on 20 amo circuit.
RMX850
RMX1450

RMX1850HD
RMX.2450
RMX5050

List $429.00
List $ 549.00
List $ 649.00
List $ 779.00
List $ 2,54900

200 watts/channel into 8ohms
280 watts/channel into 8ohms
360 watts/channel into 8ohms
475 watts/channel into 8ohms
1050 watts/channel into 8ohms

200 watts/channel
300 watts/channel
425 watts/channel
550 watts/channel
700 watts/channel

PLX1202

PLX1602
PLX2402
PLX3002
PLX3402

List $ 838.00
List $ 978.00
List $ 1,258.00
List $ 1,398.00
List $ 1,638.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CA L : 1-

into 8ohms
into 8ohms
into 8ohms
into 8ohms
into 8ohms

OR CALL • 1-800-426-8434

00-42 - 8434

Hafler PSeries
Power Amplifiers
The HVie' P1000 is the oelect marriage
of ampIifier technology and efficiency,
with aMOSFET output : tage producing over 50
watts œr channel into 8ohms of Hafler power
from a. ingle rack space. you'll find Hafler's
parenkd transana circuitry in the P1000.
1U racK.space design.

Mackie Power Amplifiers
pro audio. Their
M Series power amps deliver excellent audio quality
and reliability under extreme conditions. Both models
offer front- panel level controls, fag coolirg,ultra-lcw
impedance capability, built-in sweepable constant
directivity horn compensation and high-pass filter.

The P1500 and P3000 power amps offer higher outputs ( 75 and 150 watts), MOSF Etoutput
indicaror lights and 5- way binding post output connectors 2U rack space design.
P1000
P1500

50W/chnl in -o8ohms
75W/chnl into 8 ohms
150W/chni into 8ohms

P3000

FEATURES:
•High power capability ( M800 with 140 watts/
channel, M14001 with 300 watts)
•Ultra- low- noise/ low-distortion design
•Fast Recovery circuitry reduces distortion at the
edge of dipping and beyond
•
Two 2nd order, 12dB/octave, Bessel low-cut filters
with variable frequency from Off to 170Hz
•Constant directivity horn EQ/A:r EQ with variable
frequency from 2kHz to 6kHz and on/off switch
•Limiter with On/Off switch
•XLR, 1/4" TRS and 5-way binding post outputs

Rolls RA235
Power Amplifier

ROLLS

The Rolls RA235 offers convenient, reliable studio
monituying amplification in asingle rack space!
Features: 35 watts of power per channel into 8ohms;
convenient spring-loadec output terminals; front-panel
heat sinking for proper venting; protected output
stage; 114" and RCA inputs.
RA235 35 watts/channel into 8ohms
LowestPrice

_

''"
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PL-8

List $ 200.00

only$169!

SERIES II

I-

verromtn euurn

•

%MI Ierilif

Furman's Series II power conditioners feature Series Mode Protection that absorbs and di•,sipates transient voltage
without sacrificing the power conditioner. They feature Linear Filtering for pure power. brig 10 ft. heavy-duty cables,
and BNC connector on the back for accepting optional shatter- proof LED gooseneck light.The Furman PL8Il provides
eight switched AC outlets on the rear panel with two front- panel slide- out light fixtures The PL-PLUSII adds afrontpanel line Poltage indicator.
PLPLU5Il
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Power conditioner/light module
Enhanced power conditioner/light module

List $ 159.00
List $ 229.00

,--Y
—
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The STPA2 is a2-watt ()owe'
cr.
UMIONIK
amp in the convenient line
of Stick-On products. It has one unbalanced fiRDL
audio input, again control, and two outputs.
The first output is designed to deliver aclean 2watts
RMS into an 8ohm speaker. The second output is
intended to drive 600 ohm transformers, typically on
eguipment inputs. The STPA6 is a6-watt amp featuring
two balanced audio inputs, again contro, and one 8
ohm output.
STPA2
STPA6

2watt amplifier
6watt amplifier

List $ 73.00
List $ 102.00

s59 e
$
79°'

from $59!

Package Pricing
Let us save you money
on your next project.
Contact asales representative today for
additional discounts.

LowestPrice@bswusa.cxem
R CALL

1-

-4 -

STICK- ON

0
,0•111.1.1 MORO/.

JIM MI

lidrilMe1111111

Furman Power Conditioners

PL811

IT- PA 2 •

RDL Stick-On
Series Amplifiers

M800
140 watts/cnannel into 8ohms List $ 569.00
M14001 300 watts/channel into 8ohms List $ 749.00

•Nt

List $ 569.00
List 5599.00
List $799.00

434

Agood rule of thumb regardirg Rower Amps, simply, the more powor the louder without the ckstetion. Unless you are playing bark distorted aLdiQ then you will have REAL LOUD Jistorted audio.

S1131dIldiAi

POWER AMPLIFIERS
Power Stereo

Depth

Manufacturer

Product

into 8ohms

Rack Units ( inches)

ALESIS

RA150

45 watts

2ru

ALES IS

RA 300

90 watts

ALES IS

RA500

150 watts

ART

SLA1

100 watts

1ru

ART

SLA2

200 watts

1ru

BEHRINGER

EP1500

260 watts

2ru

BEHRINGER

EP2600

450 watts

CREST

CPX900

180 watts

CREST

CPX1500

CREST

CPX2600

CROWN
CROWN

Weight

!

( lbs.)

Cooling

List Price

11

15

Passive

13SW Price

$259.00

2ru

11

19

Passive

$ 359.00

LOWEST
LOWEST

2ru

11

28.5

Passive

$459.00

LOWEST

10

13.5

Fan

$279.00

$199.00

10

19.8

Fan

16

34.6

Fan

2ru

16

36.6

Fan

$459.99

$379.99 1

2ru

14

40

Fan

$459.00

LOWEST

300 watts

2ru

14

45

Fan

$619.00

LOWEST

500 watts

2ru

14

49

Fan

$ 799.00

D45

25 watts

1ru

9

10

Passive

$ 379.00

$359.99

$675.00

$299.00

$299.99 1

LOWEST /
LOWEST

D75A

40 watts

1ru

9

10

Passive

rCROWN

XLS202

145 watts

2ru

14

33

Fan

CROWN

XLS402

260 watts

2ru

14

33

CROWN

XLS602

370 watts

2ru

14

43

CROWN

XS500

400 watts

2ru

16

28

Fan

$ 989.00

LOWEST

CROWN

XS700

450 watts

2ru

16

28

Fan

$1,299.00

LOWEST

$889.00

LOWEST

$429.00

LOWEST

Fan

$ 519.00

LOWEST

Fan

$692.00

LOWEST

CROWN

XS900

600 watts

2ru

16

28

Fan

$ 1,459.00

LOWEST

CROWN

XS4300

200 watts (4chnls)

2ru

16

28

Fan

$ 1,619.00

LOWEST

HAFLER

P1000

50 watts

1ru

9

12

Passive

HAFLER

P1500

75 watts

2ru

9

22

$569.00

LOWEST

Passive

$ 599.00

LOWEST

HAFLER

P3000

150 watts

2ru

10

23

Passive

$ 779.00

LOWEST

MACKIE

M800

140 watts

2ru

16

32

Passive

$ 569.00

LOWEST

MACKIE

M14001

300 watts

2ru

16

36

Fan

$ 749.00

LOWEST

QSC

PLX1202

200 watts

2ru

14

21

Fan

$838.00

LOWEST

QSC

PLX1602

300 watts

2ru

14

21

Fan

$978.00

LOWEST

QSC

PLX2402

420 watts

2ru

14

21

Fan

$ 1,258.00

LOWEST

QSC

PLX3002

550 watts

2ru

14

21

Fan

$ 1,398.00

LOWEST

QSC

PLX3402

700 watts

2ru

14

21

Fan

$ 1,638.00

LOWEST

QSC

RMX850

200 watts

2ru

16

35

Fan

$ 429.00

LOWEST

QSC

RMX1450

280 watts

2ru

16

40

Fan

$ 549.00

LOWEST

QSC

RMX1850HD

360 watts

2ru

16

46

Fan

$ 649.00

LOWEST

QSC

RMX2450

475 watts

2ru

16

46

Fan

$ 779.00

LOWEST

ROLLS

RA235

35 watts

1ru

5

, 5.5

$200.00

$169.00

Passive

S.V.&

Shure 1x6
MURE'
Distribution Amplifier
Tie Shure FP16A 1-input/6-output
distribution amp is designed for field
production and can be powered via
batteries or an AC adaptor. Features: XLR
transformer- balanced input and outputs
(each switchable for mic or line level
operation); phantom power; link jacks for
connecting FP16As or outboard devices;
se:rewdriver gain controls.
FP16A

List $684.22

LowestPrice only $519!

Aphex 1x4EX

API-

Distribution Amplifier
The Aphex 120A is ahigh-performance
lx4 audio distribution amp. Features:
one high impedance input and four low
impedance outputs, all electronically
servo-balanced; half-rack-wide sturdy
steel chassis; THD < .002% @ +4dBm;
hum and noise better than 90 dB down.
120A

List $ 319.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CAL L

Henry 2x4
Summing Distribution Amp
The U.S.D.A. can be used as alx4 or 2x4
DA, or to combine astereo input to a
mono output. Two inputs (one stereo pair)
accept balanced/unbalanced sources; four
600 ohm balanced outs (two stereo pairs);
mono/stereo switches; euroblocks
USDA

List $ 225.00

Lowes-tPrice only$179!

1 800 426 8434

Accessories:
44008SA Rackmount kit

$28'

Symetrix 1X4SmeInx
O
Distribution Amplifier
The Symetnx 305 is an affordable 1- input,
4-output mono distribution amplifier
with euroblock terminal connectors.
THD+noise is less than .009%.
305

List $199.00

LowestPrice only$159!
Accessories:
RM3SYMETRIX

Rackmount kit

$23'

Accessories:
RMA

Rackmount kit

$50®

What LowestPrice@bswusa.com means to you: We've got the lowest vices in the country, but manufacturers don't always let us print them. For your price quote, just send your request via e-mail addressed to
LowestPrice@bswusa.com, se our website www.bsvnisa.com or call us toll free 1-800-426-8434. No hardsell, no arm twisting- our prices and service speak for themselves.
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Symetrix 581E - 4x16 Distribution Amp

The 581E is aquality 4-input, 16-output distribution amplifier. Each 1-input, 4- output
module operates independently. Simple rewiring creates 2x8 and 1x16 configurations.
Features: removable Phoenix-type connectors for easy installation; precision circuitry
yields THD + noise less than .009%; LED input metering; level control on I/0s;
internal power supply.
581E

LowestPrice

List $549.00

86) ALIDIOARTS

.

O Symetrix

only $399!

ENGINEERING

Radix DA1600 2x8 or 1x16 Distribution Amplifier
The Radix DA1600 is aheavy-I:lily distribution amp with 8stereo or 16 mono
balanced outputs. Level control and se'ectable pads accommodate awide
range of input levels. Features: removable, plug-in connectors that al ow wiring
changes to be made quickly and effortlessly with the distribution amp still in the
rack; TED .01% max @ +20 dBm out, SNR 90 dB.
MDIX .
DA1600

List $520.00

LowestPrice

whirlwind

Audioarts SDA840CI - 2x8 distribution amplifier
The Audioarts SDA-8400 is a2x8 rackmount distribution amplifier. Features: LED status
lights for all input and output channels; extremely flat frequency response; separate
3-conductor connectors for each input and output.
SDA8400

List $540.00

LowestPrice

only $459!

Whirlwind
Direct Box

ESE 1X4 Audio
Distribution
Amplifier
The ES217 is a1x4 DA
housed in afree-standing chassis.
Features: barrier strip or optional XLR
connections; balanced or unbalarced I/O.
E5217
List $ 195.00
ES217XLR List $ 320.00

tep.mmumninginnmgmmertg gunnmnotttrop2nrrr ,-,--

LowestPrice

Rane DA216A - 2x16 Distribution Amplifier
The Rane DA216A is a2-input, 16-output splitter/distribution amplifier. The DA216A
is capable of providing sixteen dscrete balanced outputs from one or two balanced
mic level or line level inputs. The level of each output is individually adjusted via one
of the sixteen level controls. Each output may be assigned to either or both inputs
via accessible slide switches. The Master Aand BLevel controls affect the overall level
of each input. LEDs indicate an overload at either the inputs or at the internal gain
stages. Input gain switches provide amic input with +60 or +40 dB of gain, or aline
input with + 20 or 0dB.
DA216A

List $499.00

LowestPrice

only $379!

Rolls RA635 1X8 or 2X4 Distribution Amplifier
The Rolls RA63s is an eight channel mono/four channel stereo distribution amplifier.
The outputs are designed to drive high-level balanced lines in asound distribution
system. The screw terminals on the rea" panel are for input and output, and each
output may power more than one line.

List $ 188.00

The MB15 ProMatch converts consumer
level stereo RCA signals to balanced XLR
professional line level, and back. One side
of the unit has two balanced XLR inputs
and stereo RCA outputs. The other has
stereo RCA inputs and two XLR outputs.
Stereo level controls.
MB15

List $ 80.00
LowestPrice
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only $59!

Accessories:
44008SA Rackmount kit

List $ 150.00

only $199!
5
28®

only $129!

ART
CleanBox
2-Way
Stereo Converter
The CleanBox two-way stereo converter
is an all-in-one balancing, unbalancing
and gain-adjustment unit that connects
consumer and pro gear. It connects RCA
unbalanced to XLR balanced and XLR
balanced to RCA unbalanced. Features:
dual female RCA inputs and outprits;
dual XLR female inputs and male
outputs; 12V DC (adaptor included).
CLEANBOX

List $ 65.00

only $49!

BBE
Direct Inject Boxes

The DI- 1000 operates as either apassive
impedance matching device via the
Jensen transformer, or as an active DI
where the Sonic Maximizer circuit can be
engaged with the signal still balanced.

XDI RECT
ZDIRECT

List $40.00
List $ 30.00
LowestPrice

List $ 199.00
List $ 299.00
LowestPrice

The ART Xdirect connects line or speaker
level signals to amixer or other balanced
input. The high impedance 1/4" and XLR
inputs are buffered and converted into
an isolated balanced low impedance
signal source. Features: input attenuator
switches allow for awide range of signal
levels; input link jack allows for tapping
off of your signal chain; ground lift switch
helps reduce hum and ground-loop
noise; switchable low pass filter.
Zdirect is apassive direct box.
$
29'
519e

from $19!

Distribute, Interface, Inject man the things we subject the audio signal to...and that's just the analog porrion...

Pe"

The BBE DI- 100x is aprofessional active
DI box for touring sound and recording.
With its Sonic Maximizer processor, it has
amajor advantage over other DI boxes.
Features: 15 dB pad switch; ground lift
switch; balanced XLR output; impedancebalanced 1/4" output; rugged chassis.

ART Direct
Inject Boxes

The 124A easily interfaces consumer
audio equipment to professional gear.
Active, servo-balanced circuitry converts
+4 dBm (or +8dBm) line levels to - 10
dBm (hi-fi) levels, and back again. XLR
and RCA connectors on reverse.
List $ 229.00
LowestPrice

PCDI

DI100X
DI- 1000

only $149!

124A

from $189!

LowestPrice

Aphex 124A Level APHEX
Matching Interface Amp

Rolls MB15
Interface Amp

s189°G
$
3139°'

I
he Whirlwind pcDI interfaces
unbalanced stereo line sources with
professional balanced low impedance
equipment. Input your signals with one
1/8" TRS minijack or two sets of RCA
input and through jacks. Output is via
balanced XLRs. Ground lift switch to
help eliminate hum and a20 dB pad
switch for connecting to " hot" signals.
LowestPrice

FEATURES:
•Mono input to eight outputs, or stereo inputs to four stereo outputs
• + 20 dB gain switch
•Input impedance: 100 Kohms balanced; max input level: + 22 dBV
•I/0 connectors: screw terminal; + -, and ground
•Output impedance: 50 ohms balanced; max output level: + 24 dB
RA63

only$379!

5149"

$
249°°

from $149!

Behringer
DI100 Active
Direct Inject Box
With the DI100 hum and impedance
problems are things of the past.
Features: balanced XLR and unbalanced
1/4" input/output jacks; switchable
input attenuation allows input levels
of up to +50 dBu; Ground Lift isolates
grounding circuit for hum elimination.
MOO

List $ 39.99
LowestPrice

only $3499!

All Nanoamp Series
Stereo Level Matching Amplifiers
ATVs Nanoamps are high-quality, 1/3-rack-width
interface amps. The B1100 is astereo, bi-directional
pro/consumer unit. The BU400 is 4-channel balanced
to unbalanced; and the UB400 is 4-channel unbalanced
to balanced, both with RCA ard XLR I/C. The L200XLR
is adual line attenuator/impedance converter/signal
splitter/summing amp. All require external power
supply ( model #WA100-1).
B1100 Stereo bi-direct level match
BU400 4-chnl bal-to-unbal match
UB400 4-chnl unbal-to-bal match
L200XLR Dual line level split/sum

List $ 239.00 $219"
List 5239.00 $219"
List S239.00 219'
List S239.00 $219"

•

All
Digital Audio
Distribution
Amplifiers
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ATI's DDA series digital distribution amplifers offer very low jitter and
re- clocked AES/EBU in 1or 2input configurations. They meet they needs of the most demanding distr bution
requirements in both large and small audio facilities. Features: sample rates from 27 to 96 kHz; optimized for
either balanced 110 ohm XLR or 75 ohm BNC coax I/O with up to 12 XLR or 24 BNC outputs (XLR models listed
below); adjustable input cable equalization for long input rue.; • nput sample rate, status and error displays.

4•

The DXA series is an economical, stand-alone digital audio distripution amplifier or acost-effective output
expander for use with aDDA companion unit. It's asimplified DDA without the input cable equalizer and frontpanel status indicators. Features: input sample rates from 27 to 96 kHz are re- clocked and clearly delivered to
either balanced 110 ohm XLR or 75 ohm coax I/O with e to 12 XLR or 24 BNC outputs (XLR models listed below).
DDA106XLR
DDA212XLR
DXA112XLR

1x6 XLR outputs List $ 799.00
Dual 1x6 XLR outs List $ 1,199.00
1x12 XLR outputs List $ 699.00

DDA112XLR
DXA106XLR
DXA212XLR

1x12 XLR outputs
List $ 959.00
Dual 1x24 BNC outs List $ 549.00
Dual 1x6 XLR outs
List $ 949.00

LowestPrice@bswusa£om
OR CAL L /3 0 4
4 4

only $219!

LowestPrice
Accessories:
WA100-1 Wall mount power supply

1•11R1.,

S1131dIldWV

order/info: 1.800.426.843 ,1.,wwwbsveusa

$
14"

ATI Distribution
Amplifiers
These rackmount ATI distribution amps come four models,
depending on the configuration you desire. The DA206 is adual lx3 DA and the DA412 is aquad lx3
DA. Features: outputs are active balanced and individually adjus:able; inputs can be paralleled via inter lil
jumpers for lx6, 2x6 or 1x12 operation; balanced XLR irput and output connectors.

ATI
Nanoamp
Digital Format Converters
The Nanoamp Multi- Format DMM100 accepts AES/EBU
and S/PDIF digital audio in the four most popular
formats, including balanced XLR, BNC, RCA and
TOSLINK optical. The DMM100 duplicates the input and
simultaneously drives its foui outputs: balanced XLR,
BNC, RCA cables and TOSLINK optical. Requires power
supply (ATI wall mount supply listed below).
The DMM100BAT adds internal "Anattery power.
The NanoAmp DMM104 accepts AES/EBU and S/PDIF
digital audio in the four most popular formats (balanced
XLR and BNC, RCA and TOSLINK optical cable) and
duplicates the input and provides four S/PDIF digital
audio on RCA connectors as well as aTOSLINK output.
The DMM104BAT adds internal "Anattery power.
DMM100
DMM100BAT w/battery power
DMM104
DMM104BAT w/battery power
Accessories:
WA100-1

List
List
List
List

$ 259.00
$ 299.00
$ 259.00
$ 299.00

LowestPrice

5239e

'
279'
239®
s279ce

from $239!

power supply

514e

The DA208 is adual lx4 DA and the DA416 is aquad 1s4 DA. l'eatures outputs are active
balanced and individually adjustable; inputs can be paradeled on rear connectors for lx8,
2x8 or lx16 operation; barrier block input and output connectois.
DA206
DA208
DA412
DA416

Dual 1x3 distribution amp XLR I/O
Dual 1x4 distribution amp barrier I/O
Quad 1x3 distribution amp XLR I/O
Quad 1x4 distribution amp barrier I/O

The 2-channel LLS converts between - 10 dBV and
+4 dBu, eliminates ground loop hum and converts
between signals at either end.1/4"TRS connectors. The
LLS8 is an 8- channel rack model.
The 2- channel Hum Eliminatpi HE eliminates ground
loop hum and converts between balanced and
unbalanced signals at either End. 1/4" TRS connectors.
The HE8 is an 8-channel rack model.
Lis
ILS-8
HE
HE8

2-channel shifter
8-channel shifter
2ch, hum eliminator
8ch, hum eliminator
LowestPrice

List $ 100.00
List $ 350.00
List $90.00
List $ 290.00

from $59!

s59c
*

5
225'

$59'

5195'

0
444'

$359°'
5
629"
,529°°

All Stereo
Interface
Amplifiers

All Compact
Distribution Amplifiers
The ATI DA103 is a1-in/3-out line level distribution
amp. Features: 1line level input to 3servo balanced
outputs @ + 22 dBm; master gain control and
independent output level trimmers; individual twopiece Phoenix-type connectors. The DMA103 is a1-mic
in/3-line out mic distribution amp. Features: dip switch
selection of phantom power and preamp gain; XLR I/O.
DA103
DMA103

List $ 239.00
List $ 279.00

Aphex
8-Channel
Unidirectional
Level Interface

Ebtech
Hum Eliminators

$479.00
$ 389.00
$ 679.00
$ 569.00

LowestPrice

from $359!
»me.,

0
219e
0
259'

LowestPrice

HE8

List
List
List
List

from $219!

•

ee.

The ATI DP100, aunidirectional
stereo interface, converts the unbalanced IHF outputs
of CD players to transformer- balanced and isolated 600
ohm line levels with no compromise or degradation of
the source audio. Optional rackmount kit available ( holds
two units). The MM100 is abi-directional version.
DP100
»MOO

Unidirectional
Bi-directional

List $ 329.00
List $ 389.00

LowestPrice
Accessories:
20273-501 rackmount kit 52800

5299°°
5359e

from $299!

L......
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Today's multichannel sound of 5, 6, 7or more channelsnakes using two-channel interfaces cumbersome and
expensive. Boasting Aphex's legendary sound quality, the 228 Unidirectional Level interface is the perfect solution
for the modern studio. Calibration CD included. Features: 8discrete - 10dBV RCA inputs and +4c1Bu XLR outputs;
extended range VU meter, 8gain trims and gold platec connectors; calibrated 11.78 dB gain (exact - 10 dBV to +4
dBu); 12 dB attenuation range (great for unity gain applications)
228

LowestPrice

List $ 399.00

Ebtech Hum X
Hum Eliminator

Rolls Buzz Off
Everyone knows how annoying
it is to have 60 cycle hum in your
sound. The 2-channel Buzz Off
eliminates virtually all ground
hum and buzz. Plus, it converts an
Lnlialanced signal into abalanced
sigrial, and vice-versa.

The Ebtech"Hum X"filters
out unwanted voltage
and current in the ground
line that cause ground loop
hum while simultaneously
maintaining asolid, safe ground.
HUMX

List $ 90.00

only $299!

LowestPrice

only $49!

BUZZOFF List $ 100.00

What LowestPrice@bswusa.com means to you: We've got the lowest prices in the country, but manufacturers don't always let us print then for yot.r pose quote, just send your request via e-mail addressed to
LowestPrite@bswusa.cont use our websne www.bswusa.com or LOWEST us toll free 1-800-426-8434. No hardsell, no arm twisting- our prices and service speak for themselves.
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INTERFACE

for Broadcast Studios
Axia LiveWire Audio System -Amodular system for creating virtually ANY audio network!
Please note that this is just apeek at the Aida LiveWire Audio System — contact your BSW professional to learn more or to help plan the components you will need.
Imagine wiring an entile studio in afew hours. Now you can,
with new audio networking technology from Axia Audio. Buld
sludnos and connect them together faster and easier, withcut
the hassle of other wiring methods. Using patent-pending
ive.wire' technology, Axia networks use stardard Ethernet
hardware to transport high-performance aJlio throuohoy your entire plant.

That's right... Ethel net. A100Base-T segment,
using astandard CAT-6cable, can carry 25
stereo channels of 48 kHz, 24-bit linear PCM
audio in both directions; a1000Base-T link or
Gigabit fiber can carry hundreds of channels.
Segments are connected using modern
Ethernet switches to enable asingle network
to carry in excess of 32,000 stereo channels!
All for about half the cost of atraditional
ilardwired routing switcher.
Asia's modular and scalable approach makes
It incredibly flexible. For instance, you can
make amini-routing switcher for asimple
way to share audio sources between acouple
,)f studios. Add aRouter Selector to connect
aproduction studio or amonitor in your
central equipment room. Keep going to build
asystem to serve abig cluster facility. And
your talent will love the flexibility and power
of the SmartSurface studio controller, which
generates automatic mix- minuses on the fly
and lets users set, save and recall personal
preferences at aclick.
Call BSW today to find out how affordable
Axia can be.

Axia SmartSurface Control Surface w/Studio Engine and GPIO

Axia Nodes

Axia's Nodes are the balding blocks of the Axia system.
Each offers unique functionality for input, output,
control or routing options.

Connects line- level analog sources to your network,
and has 8balanced stereo inputs and 8balanced
stereo outputs on easy-to-install R1-45 connectors.
Works with consumer level - 10 dBv gear and
professional level +4au. Short-circuit protected
outputs are capable of delivering up to + 24 dBu.
Studio-grade specs include 105 dB of dynamic range,
<0.005% THD.
2001-00133 List $ 2,395.00
•

•0• • • • • • •

Router Selector Node
Works like an " XY" switching controller. Scroll the list
of available sources, or use the eight programmable
"radio buttons" for instant access to frequently- used
sources. Has stereo aucio inputs and outputs ( both
AES-3 and analog) and afront- panel headphone jack.
Excellent for news or production rooms.
2001-00134 List $ 1,995.00
.

•;,

._1111.11•1111•

Microphone Node
Lets you connect mic audio directly to your digital
network using 8phantom- powered mic inputs. Also
contains 8balanced analog line outputs for convenient
headphone and studio monitor backfeeds. Inputs are
on XLR connections; outputs are on 111-45. Superior
audio performance specs, such as EIN of < - 128 dB and
THD of < 0.005%.
2001-00136 List $ 2,395.00

The Axia StudioEngine provideb
,
-, urface control panel to add even
more control to your Axia audio routing system. There's auto- assigned mix-minus for every channel, an easy
talkback system, one- button off-air phone record mode, and optional integrated Telco line switching. You can
save unique profiles for each user, allowing cifferent prefererces, layouts and defaults for avariety of shows and
tart. Includes digital EQ and other advanced features. Allcvvs sharing of audio resources across multiple studios.
16 faders, two program buses, GPIO interface for logic control of sources.
2001-00013

SmartSurface w/GPIO and Mix Engine

List $ 21,990.00

LowestPriceebswusa.com
iii

I 8,10
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Axia IP-Audio Driver for Windows

PathfinderPC ° Router Control

Connects PC audio directly to the network via Ethernet
and wit bout sound cards. Works with de ivery systems
and editors that support standard Windows audio.
Provides 1stereo input anc 1stereo output. Installs on
any Windows PC, so programmers and engineers can
listen to network audio without special 1J iipment.

Lets you easily design and administer sophisticated
cross- point routing networks using an intuitive onscieer interface. Requires PII-400 MHz (or greater)
PC, with 10/100 or 100/1000 Ethernet NIC running
Windows 2000 or XP
2001-00015 List $ 795.00 1.cnivestPricea.lswusa.com

2001-00017 List $ 195.00

Belden 1872A Cat-6Cable
Cat-6cable, 4bonded pairs, tested
to 350 MHz, 1000 ft.

LowestPrice

Software for Windows

only$169!

•
•

.

AES/EBU Digital Line
Node connects digital sources to your audio network,
and has 8stereo digital AES3 inputs and outputs.
Node can be used to receive AES house master clock
to synchronize the entire Livewire network. Stunning
performance specs like 138 dB of dynamic range and
<0.0003% THD.
2001-00135 List $ 2,395.00
•
•

bum

GPIO Node
Provides eight optoisolated general-purpose I/O
ports (each with 5inputs and 5outputs) for machine
control of your playout system, CD players...anything.
Connections are on DB-15 connectors. Once aport is
configured to be associated with aparticular device, it
will automatically activate.
2001-00007

List $ 1,995.00

LomstPrice@bswusa.com
OR

ALl; 1 800 426 8434

15811.1111111r,'
What Lowest Price bswusa.com mea ls to you:
ontrbeirwr9 prirPs in the country, but manufacturers don't always let us print them. FOr your price quote, just send your request via e-mail addressed to
LowestPrice. ,bswusa.co..n
• www.bswusa.com oral' us toll free 1-800-426-8434. No hard sell, no arm twisting— our prices and service speak hr themselves.
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The routing switcher gets anew twist.
(About five twists per inch, actually.)
Everybody needs to share audio. Sometimes just afew signals — sometimes afew hundred. Across the hall, between floors, now and then across
campus. Routing switchers are aconvenient way to manage and share your audio, but will your GM really let you buy arouter that costs more than
his dream car? Unlikely.

If you need arouting switcher but aren't made of money, consider Axia, the Ethernet- based audio network. Yes, Ethernet. Axia is atrue network.
Place our audio adapter nodes next to your sources and destinations, then connect using standard Ethernet switches and Cat-6. Imagine the
simplicity and power of Ethernet connecting any studio device to any other, any room to any other, any building to any other... you get the idea.

Scalable, flexible, reliable.., pick any three.

Routers are OK...
but anetwork is so
much more modern.
With Axia, your ins
and outs are next to
the audio, where they
belong. No frame, no
cards, no sweat.

An expensive proprietary router isn't practical for

Are you still using PC sound cards?
Even th e bes tsoun dcar ds are comprom i
se d b
y

smaller facilities. In fact, it doesn't scale all that

PC

no i
se ,
i
nconven i
ent output connectors, poor

well for larger ones. Here's where
an expandable network really

.•111111.111111.11111111

shines. Connect eight Axia 8x8

11

•

Ethernet switch, and you've got a64x64

audio network using their Ethernet ports. Not
only will your PC productions sound fantastic,

routing switcher. And you can easily add
more I/O whenever and wherever you need it.

you'll eliminate sound cards and the hardware

Build a128x128 system... or 1024x1024.., use a

they usually feed ( like router or console input
modules). Just think of all the cash you'll save.

Gigabit fiber backbone and the sky's the limit.
Put your preamps
Most mainframe routers have

Besides soldering ajillion connectors, just try finding the pair you want

no mic inputs, so you need to buy preamps.
With Axia you get ultra- low- noise preamps

when there's achange to make. Axia Audio

with Phantom power. Put anode in each

Nodes come in AES/EBU and balanced stereo analog flavors. Put abatch of Nodes

studio, right next to the mics, to keep mic cables
nice and tight, then send multiple mic chan-

on each end of aCat-6run, and BAM! abidirectional multi- channel snake. Use media

nels to the network on asingle Cat-6cable.
And did we mention that each Mic Node has

converters and afiber link for extra- long

eight stereo line outputs for

runs between studios —
or between buildings.

headphones? Nice bonus.
With alittle help from our friends.

de!C°
6

atraditional router — it improves upon it.

Soar Seated

We're already working with some great
companies. Check
AxiaAudio.com to
find out who's next.

An Asia digital audio
snake can carry hundreds of channels of
digital audio on one
skinny CAT-6table. We
know you 'Ir not going
to miss soldering all
that multi-pair..

Would you like some control with that?
There are plenty of ways to control your Axia
network. For instance, you'll find built-in

A networked audio system doesn't just replace

red».

There's abetter way
to gel audio out of
your PC. No more
connectors — with
Axia your digital
audio stusw clean
and pristine.

Put your snake on adiet.
Nobody loves cable snakes.

where your mics are.
Put an Axia
Microphone Node
next to your mies
and send preamplilied audio anywhere
you need it, over
Ethernet — with no
line loss or signal
degradation.

headroom, and other gremlins.
Instead, load the Axia IP-Audio

Driver for Windows* on your
workstations and connect directly to the Axia

Audio Nodes using Cat-6 cable and an

Livewure

Already, companies in our industry are

webservers on all Axia equipment for easy

realizing the advantages of tightly integrated

configuration via browser. PathfinderPC.

systems, and are making new products that reap

software for Windows gives you central
control of every audio path in your plant.

those benefits. Working with our partners, Axia
Audio is bringing new thinking
e ll.... 111.
and ideas to audio distribu•
•
tion, machine control, Program
Associated Data ( PAD), and even

11111.
1111Mt

Router Selector nodes allow
quick local source selection,

and intelligent studio control
surfaces let talent easily access and mix any

wiring convenience.

source in your networked facility.

Control freaks,
rejoice: intelligent
Asia mixing surfaces
let talent reconfigure
studios instantly and
assign often- used
soutres just where
they're most useful.

"This sounds expensive!' Just the opposite, really. Axia saves money by eliminating distribution amps, line selectors, sound cards,
patch bays, multi- pair cables, and tons of discrete wiring — not to mention the installation and maintenance time you'll recover.
And those are just side benefits: our hardware is about half the cost of those big mainframe routers. That's right... half.
Once you experience the benefits of networked audio, you will never want to go back. AxiaAudio.com for details.
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AirTools Studio Matrix
iZ
a
Audio Routing
Iglin.fflMar
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NARCISSUS 8208 sx Digital In (4x AES-3)
The Narcissus 8208 is an 8-channel digital audio input
box with DSP for the Studio Matrix system. The Narcissus
features 8digital AES3 inputs, AES sync output, and
sample rate conversion is available on all inpt ifs (softwareselectable).
NARCISSUS List $ 2,549.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

The AirTools Studio Matrix is apowerful, flexible and modular DSP-based audio
routing system to connect on-air, production and rack rooms using standard
CAT- 5cable. Modular and scalable, the Studio Matrix consists of hardware
modules which connect for flexible routing and signal processing tailored to
r ir
n, ndS.The system also provides EQ gain, mute and level control
as well as dynamics functions including AGC and
compression. Start with Homer 7000 breakout boxes
in on-air/production rooms for sending and receiving
four mono channels, then add Studio Matrix boxes
in the rack room according to your needs, and build
acomplete interconnected system. Matrix rack room
HOMER 7000 4x4 Breakout Box
components are configurable for redundant, fail-safe
operation and feature TC89 time code input; RS-232,
The Homer 7000 is aremote breakout box for the
RS-485 and Ethernet ports; and two 66 MHz floatingMatrix system. Each Homer can send and receive 4
mono channels to and from the rack room via CAT-5. A
point processors.
Homer may be located up to 1000 feet from the main
system. The Homer features 4analog mic/line inputs
with phantom power and trim, 4analog outputs, RS232 and RS-485 control ports, and is configurable for
fail-safe operation.

le I

HOMER List $ 1,649.00

ORION
OEDIPUS 8308

8x digital out (4x AES-3)

The Oedipus 8308 is an 8-channel digital audio output box
with DSP for the Studio Matrix system. The Oedipus features
8digital AES3 outputs, AES sync input, and sample rate
conversion is available on all outputs (software-selectable).
OEDIPUS List $ 2,599.00

ICARUS 8016

16x Analog Input

r
,
nalog audio
input box with DSP for the Matrix system. Inputs are +4
dBu/-10 dBV software- selectable.
ICARUS List $
4,199.00

Control Interface

The Control I/O allows the Studio Matrix system to
control and be controlled by external devices including
potentiometers, encoders, relays, RS-485, MIDI, and
more. Includes 8analog control inputs, 8open collector
outputs, 4SPDT relay contacts, DB15 MIDI I/O joystick
port, and responds to ASCII commands.
LowestPrice@bswusa.com

ORION List $ 3,899.00

OR

• -

.
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affle1116 1:1; HornarLktk Router

CONTROL I/O

The Iliad 7100 is a16x16 channel HomerLink router for
the Studio Matrix system. It resides in the rack room
and is the breakout point in the ring for Homer devices.
Audio and control data from Homer enter the ring via
the Iliad and in turn are routed back to the studios. The
Iliad features four HomerLink ports.

The Ulysses 8116 is a16-channel line level analog audio
output box with DSP for the Matrix system. Inputs are
line level,-i-4 dBu.

. ' ern to
control and be controlled by external devices including
potentiometers, encoders, relays, RS-485, MIDI, and
more. Includes 8analog control inputs, 8open collector
outputs, 4SPDT relay contacts, DB15 MIDI I/O joystick
port, and responds to ASCII commands.

ILIAD List $ 3,049.00

ULYSSES List $ 3,799.00

CONTROLIO List $629.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

ULYSSES 8116

16x Analog Output

• )))»»»»»))

Audioarts Digital
Audio Routers

The Audioarts ADR matrix switchers
bring your studio trouble-free mixed
signal switching. You can choose from
acombination of AES digital (with 24- bit SRCs) or 24- bit A-to-Dinput cards as well as a
combination of analog and digital output cards Since all signals are routed entirely in the digital
domain, crosstalk is eliminated. The ADR has abuilt-in monitor speaker (with level control and
external output) and supports both 485 and Ethernet hardware controllers. It comes with
Audioarts' highly acclaimed X- Point software that lets you configure, protect and integrate the
system with Audioarts consoles and third-party automation systems. Configuration is abreeze.
You can name sources, protect crosspoints, create salvos and zones - all within the same friendly
graphic package. Completely self-contained, the ADR switcher offers multi- pin connectors (DB-25
,in?-1PP-9 for ar, nsfallarinn

FEATURES:
AUDIOARTS .ENGINEERING
•Up to 32 x32 stereo matrix
•Configurable with modular I/O cards: eight I/0s per AES card; four stereo I/0s per analog card
•Powered monitor speaker w/level control; external monitor output
•All digital signals sample rate converted ( 24- bit)
•Can downsample from 96KHz, upsample from 8KHz
•Addressable ethernet port configuration control
•Dual RS-485 ports for communication with XY controllers, consoles, and automation systems
ADR3232A
ADR32-16D16A
ADR3216D8A

32 analog I/O
16 AES digital I/O and 16 analog I/O
16 AES digital inputs/8 digital out and 8analog I/O

List $ 13,186.00
List $ 11,438.00
List $ 8,964.00

Control Interface

Broadcast Tools
Digital Audio Distribution System
The Broadcast Tools RDDA 4x4 is afour- input, sixteen-output routable
digital audio distribution unit capable of distributing the same format
AES and/or Word Clock around your facility. Each input may be
configured to feed any one or all of the four groups of outputs. Each
group consists of four transformer- balanced outputs. Inputs, outputs
and status are supplied on removable Euro block connectors. Input
signal presence is monitored and displayed on four front- panel LEDs
with remote control status provided on the rear panel. The RDDA 4x4
is powered by asurge-protected internal power supply. The half-rack
profile allows the unit to be set on adesktop, mounted on awall or
rackmounted on the optional RA- 1rack shelf.
FEATURES:
•4transformer balanced loop-thru inputs with selectable
termination
•16 transformer balanced outputs with selectable termination
•Accepts sample rates from 8to 96 kHz
•I/0 selection via DIP switches
•Power and Status indicators
•Open Collector Status outputs
RDDA4X4

List S299.00

Accessories:

RA- 1

160

Afraid at snakes? Powerful diuital routing systems fn,

Rackmount shelf

$49m
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AN-161 Back Panel

Aviom AN Series " Digital Snake" Audio Distribution
Th,
.1
up to 64 channu, of high- resolution audio to be fed

AVION1

AN-16/1
aaaaa 18•I•l•

--

i.

Feed 64 Channels of
Audio via Cat-5Cable
•

cillOWS

to
limited number of locations via off-tie- shelf Cat- 5computer cable. The
AN161 ,. -cepts 16 analoc inputs and sends the signal in 24- bit digital audio via Cat. -\tthe receiving end the AN160 converts the signal bacK to ana.og output,
armci addition multiple AN160 units can be daisy- chained, allowing unrimited
duplication of outputs. In addition, the built-in A- Net Expansion , ack allows two
units to be networked and 32 channels to travel down one cable. The AN16SB
System Bridge ( PAN16SB. not shown) combines 64 channels from any combination
of 8input/output units into one Cat-5cable, allowing easy routing of multiple
configurations of audio ( 32x32 send/return, 64 in either direction, or 16x48/48x16)
anywhere you can run Cat- 5.1n, Out and Sys:em Bridge components can be run
in limitless combinations, allowing flexible routing of high-quality audio. Analog
connections for AN161and AN160 are via 1/4" TRS or Esoblock :please specify
when ordering).

64 Audio Channels - Flexible Configurations

The AN-

I658 System Bridge combines up to four

streams to allow one Cat- 5cable to transport

64 channels of audio.

AN- 16/i
AN- 16»

A-Net

CAN- 16/0

AN- 16/o

AN-lese

AN- 16/1

Up to 500 feel of cable
between each device

AN- 16/i

A- NET SYSTEM FEATURES:
•Send up to 64 channels of high- resolution audio via common Cat- 5cable
•AN 1
61 has 16 analog inputs, sends signal . n24- bit digital audio via Cat- 5
•AN160 converts digital signal back to 16 analog outputs
•Multiple AN160 units can be daisy- chained for unlimited outps duplication
•A- Net Expansion Jack allows 2units to networked for 32 channels
•AN16SB System Bridge combines 64 channels from 8I/0 units

The AN- Series offers asuperior answer when it comes to system
configuration. The architecture is completely modular; any of the
components can be moved, re-connected, and recombined as needed.

• 48 x16

(48- channel send with 16 return channels)

AN16I
AN160
AN16SB
ANO1Y1

• 32 x32

(32-channel send with 32 return channels)

• 16 x48

[16-channel send with 48 return channels)

• 0 x64

(No channel send with 64 return channek.1

16- channel input
16- channel output
64- channel system bridge
Yamaha mixer output card

List
List
List
List

• 64 x0

$ 899.95
$ 899.95
$ 249.95
$ 549.95

(64- channel send with no return channels)

p ean drarai
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Furman SRM80A Signal Router/Monitor
re iseM14

'
---L

Lectrosonics
Automatic Digital Matrix Mixers

DM1612 Back Panel
LECTROSONICS, INC.

The Lectrosonics DM1612 is apower . : kiital audio processing, mixing and routing
system. The basic architecture consists of 16 miciline inputs and 12 outputs with
afull DSP-based crosspoint matrix that allows every input to be routed to any or
all outputs. Following the A- Dconversion at each input, the signal passes through
multiple DSP filters, ADFE (automatic digital feedback eliminator), acompressor and a
digital delay. In the matrix, gain is adjustable from -69 to + 20 dB in 1dB steps at each
crosspoint. Each of the 12 outputs provides adigital delay, multiple DSP filters and a
compressor/limiter.
FEATURES:
•16 mic/line inputs, 12 line outputs (8outputs are mic/line switchable)
•16 x12 digital matrix mixing; gain is adjustable from -69 to + 20 dB
•Proportional gain auto mixing algorithm with patented "AutoSkew"
•Auto- mixing operates at the output of the matrix - each input channel can
participate differently in each output mix
•Each output has its own NOM mixing bus
•6filter stages plus compressor, ADFE and delay on each input
•9filter stages plus compressor, limiter and delay on each output
•128 macros available for storing up to 64 commands per macro
•USB and RS- 232 interfaces for setup and control
•Digital I/O ports for"daisy chaining" and to connect other LecNet 2devices
•AMX and CRESTRON compatible
DM1612 16-input/12-output
DM16-24 16-input/24-output
DM812 8-input/12-output

List $ 3,600.00
List 54,415.0C
List $ 3,000.00

What LowestPrice,: bswusa.com means to you:
LowestPrice bswusa.com

The Furman SRM80A Signal Router/Monitor makes mix-down and dubbing simple,
professional and affordable. Monitor with the Monitor Select" switch, built-in
headphone amp, or the extensive speaker selection system. By connecting the
control room outputs of your mixer, inputs and outputs of one stereo power
amplifier, and up to three pairs of speakers, you will have ahighly useful and
sophisticated audio monitor system. Since each speaker pair has its own front
panel level control, equal loudness can be maintained despite differences in
speakers. Additionally, one amp can be used to power two different sets of speakers,
switchable within the SRM80A.
FEATURES:
•Balanced 1/4" TRS I/O for the Source and Ainputs
FURMAN
•Inputs Bthrough Dutilize RCA jacks
•5-way binding posts for power amp and speaker
•Easy signal routing between these jacks
•LED bar graph meter to monitor the signal selected
•Meter has true VU ballistics (AVG.), or Peak Program
•Optional SRMRU remote provides three speaker select switches
SRM80A
SRM-RU

Signal router/monitor
Remote unit

•
3-0141%

e

List $ 699.00
List $ 89.00

;.. •- •

e

[1141 «îi.
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Titus Tech AES Digital Audio Switcher
The 3DR\
-;.
, Ind Oft ,1, rt analog
input plus astereo digital output. The 3DRX will automatically switch to the
secondary digital input if the primary digital source fails ( loss of lock, data error, etc.)
and then switch to analog input if the two digital streams fail. Features: 32 kHz, 44.1
kHz or 48 kHz sample rates; local, remote or automatic control; up to 24 bit, 96 kHz
stereo digital audio for all digital inputs and outputs.
3DRX

List $ 995.00

LowestPricen bswusa.com

. ' he country, but manufacturen don't always let us print them For your price quote, just send your request via e-mail addressed to
www.bswusa.com or call us toll free 1-800-426-8434. No hardsell, no arm twisting—our prices and service speak for themselves.
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INTERFACE

Henry Engineering Interface Amplifiers
FE

Matchbox HD is ahigh-definition version of the
industry's most used level and impedance interface.
MATCHBOX HD FEATURES:
•
True signal-to-noise ratio of 100 dB, with 22 dB of headroom
•
Total dynamic range of 122 dB
•Ideal for 24- bit sound cards and other digital audio sources
•Four independent amplifiers
•Bi-directional stereo interface between - 10 dBv unbalanced
and +4dBu balanced
•Built-in AC power supply, 1/3 rack width x1RU
•Balanced XLR and unbalanced RCA I/O
The Twinmatch is similar to the Matchbox, but provides unidirectional
connection of two unbalanced stereo signals to professional balanced
systems. Signal/noise is > 80 dB typical.
MATCHBOXHD
TWINMATCH

Bi-directional interface amplifier
Dual stereo interface amplifier

List $ 225.00
List $ 225.00

LowestPrice

Accessories:
RMA
Rackmount kit for 1-3 units

sox

TWINMATCH Back Pane!

MATCHBOXHD Back Panel

179'
179'

only$179!

BROADCAST
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STEREOSWITCH"
111111FE NUT 62E1120 AUDO

ON

Broadcast Tools Silence Monitor

Henry Engineering Stereo Switcher
StereoSwitch is acost-effective way to remotely select
petween 3stereo sources. Audio is fed via plug-in
Euroblock connectors.
FEATURES:
•Sealed relays with gold-plated contacts
•No circuitry in the audio path
•Controlled with any momentary or maintained
contact closure, open collector, TTUCMOS logic, or
DC voltage from 5-24 volts
•1/3- rack- space; optional rack shelf
STEREOSWITCH

List $ 275.00

LowestPrice only
Accessories:
RMA Rackmount kit for 1-3 units
50'

y
Broadcast Tools
4-Input Stereo
Utility Mixer

$229!

.1

LowestPrke

The PatchBox Il is apa;isive 'output mu!: plier" that can
be used to distribute the output of aprofessional audio
mixer to the inputs of peripheral equipment. It accepts
both balanced and unbalanced sources. From astereo
source, PatchBox creates twelve stereo outputs: six
balanced stereo and sat unbalanced stereo output
pairs. PatchBox balanced outputs, on XLR and 1/4" TRS
connectors, provide a >unity gain" signal with a600
ohm source impedance.
PATCHBOXII List $ 150.00 LowestPrice

ly$125!

1

1

Broadcast Tools
Level Matchers

1

only$169!

List $ 169.00
List $ 169.00

SMIII

List $ 259.00

nygg7petie.e.e.

$
159"
59°'

LowestPrice

oniy$159!

Broadcast Tools
2X6 Stereo DA

_ r2:1fi re=

Titus Digital and Analog Switcher/Monitor
Able to monitor and switch both digital and analog audio signals, the MDA-8 accepts
six AES-3 digital sources and two stereo analog sources. Each of the AES-3 digital
inputs feeds an internal DAC on the MDA-8, with stereo balanced audio outputs
from each digital input provided on the rear of the unit. All inputs are monitored for
loss of audio and any problems will trigger an internal relay for remote alarm. The
MDA-8 switched source is output on the rear panel ( balanced stereo outputs). The
level of the selected source is presented on afront- panel LED meter. The MDA-8
has an internal web server that can be attached to alocal LAN or to the Internet for
monitoring via an RJ-45 jack. The MDA-8 features'Phoenietype terminals. Remote
alarm conditions are via aDR- 0type connector
MDA8

162

List $ 2,400.00

Aphex Digital
Audio Splitter

•

.3
.

off

The 2x6 stereo distributon amplifier is equipped with a
stereo line level high-Z nput, which accepts abalanced
or unbalancec source wi:h six active balanced low-Z
outp..it amp i
zers. irdivictual level controls.
2X6DA List $ 179 00

LowestPrice

only$1691

•g120131..000310,1•10.6_141

APHID(

7e.

only $229!

I n1
.1i3=1:133

MT- 1is an active bi-directional stereo level-matching
interface. RCA jacks are provided for unbalanced gear.
The TMT-2 converts four channels of unbalanced audio
to balanced , with optional +6dB gain.
MT1
TMT2

FEATURES:
•Front-panel/remote coitrol and relay monitoring
•Removable screw terminals
•Built-in stereo/monaural program switcher
•Switch selection of silence detection of - 23, -25,
-35 and -45 dB
•Precise time delay from 2seconds to 93 minutes
•Precise restoretiming celay from off to 46 minutes
•Defeatable aural alarm; relays for remote functions

LowestPrice
Accessories:
RA- 1 Rackmount shelf
'49°'

..111.11

The $ UM-4features Iuulul
nigh-Zii
o
accept abalanced or unbalanced source; stereo and
monaural balanced low- Zoutputs; individual level
controls; stereo mixing/link port for input expansion.
SUM4 List $179.00

Henry Engineering Patchbox II
Stereo Output Multiplier

tin vELE013

nylieen,

The Silence Monitor Ill is designed to monitor any
stereo or two independent monaaral sources.
generate alams and transparently swi:ch to back-up
source equipment when silence is detected.

Arm.

The model 148 splits 8channels (4pairs) of digital audio into 32 channels ( 15 pairs)
via 15- pin Dsub connectors. The Model 148 can be internally configured for either
110 ohms balanced or 75 ohms unbalanced ope ,ation.
API-IEX
FEATURES:
•One DB15 male input connector (4AES3 stereo inputs)
•Four DB15 female output connectors (4AES3 stereo outputs on each)
•Sample rates to 192 kHz
•All I/O transformer- isolated, with impedance balanced outputs
•Low jitter, 1/2 rack unit with intemal power supply
148

List $ 229.00

LowestPrice

only 199!

,à6

What LowestPrice ‘, bswusa.com means to you: :,,
e've a.•
. ac. country, but .nanutacturers don't always let us print them. For your price quote, just Tod eur request ,
aa e-mail addressed to
Lowest Price Ubswusa.com
:Jebsite www.bswusa.com ,) r
call us toll be ,. 1-8W-426-8434. No hardsell, no arm twisting— our prices and septiespeal for themselves.
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tiny TOOLS
POWERED

•

BY

WRC-4 Web Based Remote COntrri
Four Channel Anolora
R.., RC Syueo,

TOOLS

TM

•
0C3 •
oc. •
oc2

BROADCASTWO/S e
Relays

IN-I•

PWR • •

o

IN2

RA

IN 3

TX ••

Open Colieters

ALM • •

Temp

Status

The WRC-4 Web Based Remote Control

tiny TOOLS, tiny PRICE!
The tiny TOOLS line of products offers exceptional
functionality at an affordable price.
Tiny TOOL products are manufactured with the same
quality and innovation as all our Broadcast Tools®
products. All amplified products are powered by a
surge protected internal bi-polar 15vdc power supply,
affording superior HEADROOM! and high definition
audio. Each tiny TOOL is acompact one-quarter-rack
space unit, allowing the mounting of up to four units
on the optional RA- 1rack shelf. Most products are
furnished with plug-in euroblock connectors.

The WRC-4 is afresh approach to site
monitoring and control, or providing an
inexpensive solution to Internet enabling
your present remote control system.

DTE-16 - DTMF Tone Encoder with
program mixer. Encodes all 16 DTMF tones
or macros with control via contact closures
and/or RS-232 serial strings.

VAD-2 - Voice/Pager Alarm Auto Dialer
with integrated stereo silence sensor.

DTD-16 - DTMF Tone Decoder.
Decodes all 16 DTMF tones or multiple
groups with four relays, 12 open collectors
and/or RS-232 serial strings.

TT- 1 - Telco Tool.
Telephone line powered Hybrid/TAP.

SUM-4 - Stereo Utility Mixer.
Four Channel Stereo Mixer

MT- 1 - Match Tool.
Bi-directional Stereo level Interface
TMT-2 - Twin Match Tool.
Twin Unidirectional Stereo level Interface

2x6 DA - DA Tool.
2x3 or lx6 Distribution Amplifier

0.1•11.

RDDA 4x4

The Broadcast Tools RDDA 4x4 is a routable four
input, sixteen-output digital audio distribution unit
capable of distributing the same format AES and/or
Word Clock around your facility. Each input may
be configured to feed any one or all of the four groups
of outputs. Each group consists of four transformerbalanced outputs. Inputs, outputs and status are
supplied on removable Euro block connectors. Input
signal presence is monitored and displayed on four
front panel led's with remote control status provided
on the rear panel. The RDDA 4x4 is powered by a
surge protected internal power supply. The half rack
profile, allows the unit to be set on a desktop,
mounted on a wall or as part of the new RA- 1,
"Rack-Able" mounting shelf.
Additional features:
•Four transformer balanced loop-thru inputs with
selectable termination
•Sixteen transformer balanced outputs with
selectable termination
•Accepts sample rates from 8to 96 kHz
•I/O selection via DIP switches
•Power and Status indicators
•Open Collector Status outputs
Manufactured with
Pride in the USA

•••••• •

OU•nri •

bur.

HPA-4

The Broadcast Tools HPA-4 with talkback/cue powers up
to four sets of headphones. Each output is supplied with
ahefty stereo amplifier and may be configured to accept
talkback/cue audio on the left headphone with asimple
contact closure to ground. Front and rear panel T/R/S
jacks are provided with each output, along with afront
panel level control. The stereo balanced input is
adjustable with the front panel master level control.
The balanced talkback/cue input is equipped with arear
panel trimmer. The HPA-4 is powered by asurge protected
internal bi-polar 15vdc power supply affording superior
headroom and high definition audio. The half rack
profile, allows the unit to be set on adesktop, mounted
on a wall or as part of the new RA- 1, " Rack- Able"
mounting shelf.

BROADCAST'

tools
f-1 r• o

More products added monthly. Be sure to check our web site frequently.

-71=1=W41
BROADC AST

to

554.1/1I

SSS. ///

•
Broadcast Tools 16x16 Stereo
Audio Routing Switcher

•

The Broadcast Tools SS 16.16 provides audio routing of 16 stereo inputs to 16
stereo outputs. This type of switching allows any one stereo input to be assigned
to any/all stereo outputs. The SS 16.16 may be controlled via front panel encoder
controls and/or multi-drop RS-232 serial port. A16x16 GPIO port is provide when
used with automation systems. Internal audio activity/silence sensor monitors
output channel sixteen. Free MS Windows NetSwitch/11 remote control software is
available for download for serial/USB or Ethernet.

List 52,599.00

16X1

Broadcast Tools Passive Audio Switchers

Broadcast Tools switchers offer local and remote control and status via contact
closures and RS232 serial ports.
The SS2.1BNCIII offers passive switching/routing with two composite audio or AES/
EBU inputs to two composite audio or AES/EBU outputs. Features: last selected
source memory; BNC connectors; 1/3- rack size. Optional rack shelf.

FEATURES:
•Stereo routing of any one input to any/all outputs
•40x4 LCD display
•Headphone amplifier with front panel jack and level control
•Front panel monitor speaker with mute switch and level control
•Sixteen user-configured macros
•Multi-turn input level controls and single-turn output level controls
•Electronically balanced stereo inputs and outputs via EURO terminals
SS16.16

•

-

SS2.1TERMIII/SS4.1TERMIll offer passive switching/routing with two stereo inputs to
one stereo output or vice-versa (or four stereo inputs to one stereo output for the
SS41.TERM110. Pluggable screw terminal connectors; 1/3-rack size.
SS8.1 II passively switches or routes any one of 8stereo inputs to asingle stereo
out. Features include front panel selection switches with LEDs; output muting and
remote step input; last source selected memory; 8-input GPI port; 1/2- rack size
mountable on optional rack shelf.
16X1 passively switches or routes any one of 16 stereo inputs to one stereo output
or vice-versa. Audio connections are via removable screw terminals.

LowestPrice@bswusamm
OR
A : 1- 00 42643434
•
SS4.2

•

SS2.1BNCIII
SS2.1TERMIll
SS4.1111
SS8.111
16X1

2x2 composite switcher
2x1 stereo switcher
4x1 stereo switcher
8x1 stereo switcher
16x1 stereo switcher

SS8.2

Accessories:
RA- 1 rack mount shelf

List
List
List
List
List

s169c°
s169 ce
s199 w
0389 e
'589'

$ 199.00
$ 199.00
$ 239.00
$439.00
$699.00

LowestPrice

from $169!

54900

SS16.4

BROADCAST

ACS8.2

Broadcast Tools Active Stereo Matrix Switchers
,,oadcast Tools SS 4.2 provides matrix audio switching of 4stereo inputs to 2stereo plus 2mono outputs.

Matrix switching allows any/or all inputs to be assigned to any/or all outputs. The SS 4.2 may be controlled via front
panel switches, contact closures, 5-volt TTL/CMOS logic and/or the multi-drop RS- 232 serial port. Headphone jack.
SS4.2 FEATURES:
•Separate input selection push buttons for each output channel
•
Three switching modes: interlock, overlap and mix
•4open collector channel status outputs or programmable via burst commands
4SPST relay outputs via burst commands, and 16 input GPI port with LED
•Multi-turn input and output level controls
•Balanced stereo inputs/outputs; depluggable screw (EURO) terminals
The Broadcast Tools SS8.2 provides active matrix switching with 8stereo inputs, 2stereo plus 2mono
outputs. 16 OPIO port. The ACS 8.2 provides active matrix switching of eight stereo inputs to two stereo and
monaural outputs. Any of the eight inputs assigned to output one have fading capabilities. 16 OPIO port.
The 5516.4 offers 16 stereo inputs and 4stereo outputs.
SS 4.2
558.2
ACS8.2
5516.4

4x2 stereo audio switcher
8x2x2 stereo matrix switcher
8x2 stereo matrix switcher
16x4 stereo matrix switcher

List $439.00 $3790°
List $ 879.00
139°'
List $ 799.00
s639`e
List $ 1,259.00 $ 1,099`e
•

Burk 6-input Stereo Selector

WTM

The LX1 is aquality 6-input stereo selector. Features:
lx6 source selector with soft switching (no pops or
clicks); MIX mode, which allows multiple sources to be
on the air with properly maintained levels; LOOP mode,
which provides asend and return for an outboard
processor or recorder; can be controlled from front,
studio or remote control; start automation or tape with
machine-follow outs; matches IHF or PRO inputs; LED
program level meters; plug-in screw-type connectors.
LX1 List $ 1,295.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
AI I
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1

4.10 81 IA

The Broadcast Tools DAS 8.4 provides digital audio
routing switching of any one of eight AES inputs to
four AES outputs. Routing switching allows any one
input to be assigned to any/or all outputs. No input
mixing is permitted. The DAS 8.4 may be controlled
via front panel switches, contact closures, 5-volt
TTUCMOS logic and/or the multi-drop RS- 232 serial
port. The front panel is equipped with push buttons,
output assignment LEDs and aheadphone jack.
Internal audio activity/silence sensors monitor all fouroutput channels. Each is equipped with front panel
ACT LED indicators; alarm delay and restore duration
are adjustable. Additional features: 24-bit/96 kHz D/A
converter with analog balanced stereo output,
16x16 OPIO port, screw terminals.
DAS8.4

List $ 759.00

LowestPrice

only $659!
1

We*Ili
LowestPrice

from $379!

II BUNION

Conex Audio Switcher

W
CONEX

The Conex AS101 provides silent, active switching for
studio routing and monitoring. Features: allows any
one of 10 stereo sources to be switched to the stereo
output channel; switching is accomplished by pressing
abuttons on the front panel, or via the optional remote
control; several remote controls may be connected in
parallel, and all will indicate the selected channel.
AS101

Broadcast Tools Digital Audio
Routing Switcher

List $ 962.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL : 10 426 8434

Accessories:
AS402 Remote control for AS101

$
159«>

Broadcast Tools
Digital Monitor Switcher
The Digital Monitor Switcher Ill is designed to accept
and switch two AES signal sources. It's the digital
answer to an analog silence sensor/switcher. Features:
switch to backup source can be triggered by loss of
clock, digital error flags, external switch contact and/or
the internal analog silence sensor; display of sample
rate, data error, silence sensor; headphone jack and
level control, balanced stereo monitor output; remote
control; removable screw terminals.
DMSIII

List $499.00

LowestPrice

Accessories:
RA- 1
Rackmount shelf

only $429!

049»

What LowestPrice@bswasa.com INNIS to you: We've got the lowest prices in the country, but manufacturers don't always let us print them. For your price quote, just send your request via e-mail addressed to
lowostPrice@bswosa.com, use our website www.bswrsa.coin or call ustoll free 1-800-426-8434. No hard- it'll, no arm twisting-our prices and service speak for themselves.
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Traffic

Production

'
Remote Control Studio PC's running FREE
Windows Netswarh/NetSwiteh II software
via Serial/USB/lÁll/WAN/Inierner.

Studio 1

SP-1
Ethernet to ..••
Serial Server

e

Studio 2

SS16.16, Sixteen Input/Output Stereo
STANDALONE PC

STEREO OUTPUTS

STEREO AIR PROCESSING

SS16.16
Use the affordable SS I
6.16 as astereo analog audio router and cur
costs by replacing racks of distribution amplifiers and associated
equipment in your broadcast facility. For example, compare a
single SS 16.16 audio router costing under $ 2,600 to atypical 16
stereo source-by- eight studio facility: 16 stereo distribution amps
at $400 per unit, plus two stereo switchers per studio, at S500 each,
is $ 14,400 in hardware costs alone...not to mention other costs,

such as wiring, hardware and labor. With the SS 16.16 most
installations require no additional wiring or hardware.
The SS 16.16 is configurable and accessible from each studio or
anywhere, via the Internet using our SP- 1 and FREE
NetSwitch/NetSwitch II Windows OS control software. The 2- RU SS
16.16 is even equipped with a16 GPIO port for use with automation

AES INPUTS
Source Source
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2

Source Source Source Source
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DAS 8.4, Digital Audio RoJter Switcher

AES OUTPUTS

Studio 1
)

AUTOMATION SYSTEM

DAS 8.4
The Broadcast Toi.ls • 1)AS 8.4 provides digital audio routing switching
of any one of eight AES inputs to four AES outputs. Routing switching
allows any one input to be assigned to any/or all outputs. No input
mixing is permitted. The DAS 8.4 may be controlled via front panel
switches, contact closures, 5-volt TTUCMOS logic and/or the multidrop RS-232 serial port. The front panel is equipped with input and
output selection push buttons, output assignment led's, sample rate led
indicators and aheadphone jack with level control. Additional features:
96 KHz AES receiver, 24-bit DíA converter with analog balanced stereo
output, headphone amplifier and 16 x 16 GPIO port. Installation is
simplified with removable screw terminal, Furo-blocks).
Manufactured with
Pride in the USA

J
o
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Remote (unroof-Studio PCs running FREE Windows Netswitch/NetSwitch I
software via.Serial/WV AN/WAN/Internet

STAND-ALONE PC

BROADCAST"

tools
hi.nnelesf-.cttnr-tk•

More products added monthly. Be sure to check our web site frequently.

INTERFACE

9P.P4

Load up
your audio
toolbox
with quality
Kam
Design
mew
products

Level Matching Interface
This compact unit c.ffers outstanding
audio performance and flexibility. The
RU-LA2D is abi-directional impedance
matching device fcrr conversion
from +4balanced to - 10 unbalanced
equipment and vice-versa with XLR,
RCA and barrier block connections.
RULA2D

FPA LC2

List $ 263.(40

LowestPrice

only $ 199!

Dual 1x4 Balanced
Distribution Amplifier
The RU-DA4D is adual 1x4 amplifier,
with two independent channels
with one input to 4outputs; can be
configured for 8mono outputs from
single source; balanced or unbalanced
I/O via barrier strip ccnnectors; and
screwdriver level con:rols.
RUDA4D

List $ 265.00

LowestPrice

only$199!

only $229!

RUSX4A

1x3 Distribution Amplifier
The RU-BDA3 by RDL is a1x3 distribution
amplifier featuring asingle, front panel
XLR input with gain control which
accepts either balanced or unbalanced
sources; three balanced 150 ohm XLR
outputs; and alternate rear panel screw
barrier input.
List $ 256.00

LowestPrice

List $ 286.00

only $189!

5-Channel Mic/Line Mixer
Th Écompact, 5-channel mixer is only
1/3 rack space wide. Features: five
balanced/unbalanced main inputs
(4-mic/line, ' -line only); amic input for
cornb:ning multiple mixers; alanced
mie or line output; LED level indicators
(-20, 0, +5); phantom pcwer4umper
selectable); connections via barrier strip.
List $ 285.00

LowestPrice

The RU-MP2 is adual channel mic pre
with low noise audio performance and
RF filtered inputs; gain trim controls;
selectable phantom power; XLR mic
inputs; front (XLR) and rear (barrier strip)
line level outputs.

only $209!

e?p4

RUMX5

RUMP2

only $215!

Complete your
purchase with apower
supply and rack shelf
The PS2LA is a24-volt power
supply for RDL products.
The RURA3 allows mounting of three
1/3- rack RDL products in asingle
rack space.
PS24A
RURA3

List $ 23.00 $17"
List $ 35.00 $26"

Q) 1
P1
-

List $ 344.00

LowestPrice

This device features 4separate
oscillators set at 100 Hz, 1kHz, 7.5 kHz
and 15 kHz. Tones sequence through,
holding on each for auser-selectable
period from 3to 3ûseconds with a
silent period between the 15 kHz and
100 Hz tones. Ahold button allows
the user to manually holc atone.
Output via barrier block terminals.

Balanced Audio Switch
The RU-5X4 is amono 4x1 audio
switcher for either local or remote
control. It features 4line level bridging
inputs to asingle line level output;
front panel multi-turn trims; solid
state audio switching; multiple
switching control points; remote
source selection via normally open
momentary switch; front panel LED
indicators show selected source.
LowestPrke

RUBDA3

r

JL

The FP-ALC2 is asterec automatic level
control module featuring inputs and
outputs. The automatic level control
circuitry maintains aconsistent - 10 dBV
output for input signal variations as
great as 25 dB. The FP-ALC2's low profile
and compact size permit mounting
in confined spaces ano in various
convenient locations.

Sequencing Oscillator

only $259!

STICK-ON Series Audio Interfaces
Radio Design Labs Stick-On: are compact, high- quality audio interface devices
that can be directly and discreetly mounted on equipment, under counter tops,
or combined in rackmount .,ystems. Active units require a24-volt power supply
such as the PS24A (sold separately). See www.bswusa.com for additional models.

Dual Channel Audio Meter
The RU-SM16 offers precise audio level
metering. Features: 16 .,egment display
for 2audio channels; selectable peak
or average metering; peak L+R/L-R
metering; 1/3 rack width.

STDA3

1x3 line level distribution amp

List $148.00

$109m

STMDA3

1x3 mic level distribution amp

$109`e

STD1OK

10K ohm divider/combiner

List $145.00
List $58.00

STD150

150 ohm divider/combiner

List

STD600

List

STRX2

600 ohm divider/combiner
1x2 audio routing switcher

STSX4

4x1 audio switcher

STA1
STA IM

Interface amplifier
Audio line amplifier

STA2

$49°

$58.00
$58.00

$45°°

List $112.00

$89°'

List $109.00
List $155.00

$113°°

Line amplifier

List $114.00
List $164.00

$119'

STGCA1

Gain control amp processor

List $138.00

STGCA2

Fast gain control amplifier

List $138.00

$99°°
$9900

Dual 1x4 Unbalanced
Distribution Amplifier

5TMA2

Muting mon ,tor amplifier

List

$90.00

$65°°

STP1

Dual attenuator (passive)

List

$64.00

$49'

STVOX1

Audio control vox relay

List $110.00

The RU-UDA4 distribution amp features
dual ' x4 amplifiers; two channels, each
with asingle input to 4outputs; inputs
and outputs are unbalanced - 10 dBy
with RCA connectors; unity gain is
maintained on both channels.

STCXI F

Full- range 100-30 Hz crossover

List $130.00

'79e
59800

STCX1S

Subwoofer 22-80 Hz crossover

List $130.00

598'

The RU-BLA2 compact stereo line amp
drives and/or buffers balanced audio
lines. It features discrete dual channels
with XLR I/O.

STH P1
STHP2

350 Hz- 30 kHz high-pass filter

List $130.00
List $130.00

$98e3

RUUDA4

RUBLA2

RUOSC4A

List 5293.00

Lowesthie• only $
219!

RUSM16

n"rp-

List $245.00

EnT ?e'af e!
'>

J

List $182.00

LowestPe.ce
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mammal

Dual Channel Mic Preamp

List $ 296.00

LowestPrice

Automatic
Level Control

only$129!

Stereo Line Amp

List $ 273.00

LovrestPrice only $200!

500 Hz-30 kHz high-pass filter

LowestPrice

Accessories:

$45°°
$89"'
$85°°

598e

from $45!
$108w

STRI 9A

12- unit rackmount kit

List $142.00

PS24A

24-volt power supply

List

$23.00

$17ce

STPD5

Power 5units from one supply

List

$73.00

$55e

RDL products offer practical solutions to practical problems, enough to make you say before you buy "why eidn't I
think of that?"

3DVAIMINI

order/info: 1.800.42.6.8434 • wvo.v.bswusa.corn

Intercom System
for up to

Broadcast Tools Intercom System
The Broadcast Tools ICM intercom system provides an affordable
way for up to 16 different studios to communicate with each other,
using easy- to- install Cat- 5cable.
One ICM16 Controller controls up to eight intercom stations. The system may
be expanded by connecting one additional controller, for atotal of 16 intercom
stations. The controller is asingle rack unit. The rear- panel supports eight R1-45
modular receptacles, corresponding to each of the eight intercom stations. The
controller also provides atalkback level control for each intercom station.

lorminewizramoungil
ICM16 Bock Panel

The ICM16MHI Monitor Headphone Interface can communicate with up to 15
other units. Each unit may be inserted into both the monitor and headphone paths
of most consoles and work in conjunction with existing monitor and headphone
amps. Other features include the ability to insert talkback audio into either or both
of the headphone and/or monitor channels, dim the audio along with mute either
of the channels, ' Do Not Disturb' option and numerous other features.
The ICM16CM Console Module ( not pictured) offers the convenience of integrating
intercom capabilities to most broadcast consoles. Each unit is acomplete intercom/
monitoring station that can communicate with up to 15 other units. The ICM16CM
is asmall circuit board intercom station designed to fit in most console channel
modules' metal work.
The ICM16DTII Desktop Interface is equipped with abuilt-in 4" speaker and
microphone, headphone amplifier with front-panel level control, selectable
microphone/line amplifier with rear panel XLR and screw connectors, speaker
muting, external or built-in microphone, call, key and mute relays.

ICM16MHI Back Panel

ICM16
ICM16MHI
ICM16CM
ICM1601-11

ICM160711

redeli

dbx

The dbx PB48 is awell-built, reqable patchbay
designed for years of use. It's user-configurable for
half-normalled or de-normalled, with (48) 1/4" points
on the front panel, connected to (48) 1/4" points on
the rear. The PB48 is anoise-free, versat:le patchbay
designed to serve all your patchbay needs, from
providing clear and easy access to your mixer and
other studio gear, to facilitating quick and precise
rerouting of devices within your studio setup.
List $ 199.95

LowestPrice only $ 129!

Behringer Patchbays

The PX1000 operates in five modes, se!ected by
manua ly aligning the modules via an easily-removable
front panel. It features 1/4" TRS ( balanced) jacks.
List $ 59.99
List $ 49.99

949"
' 39 99

III.

III Ill III:ill

Punchblock
100 clips

PHB265

48- point, switchable unbalanced 1/4"
List $ 179.00
119°°
PHB340 48- point unbalanced 1/4"
List $ 120.00
$
79°0
PHB350 48- point balanced 1/4"
List $ 140.00 $95 e
PHB360 48- point unbalanced 1/4" to RCA
List $ 120.00
079'

LowestPrice from $79!

MCDSCd
Hosa Balanced
XLR Patchbay
The Hosa PDR369 is a12 balanced XLR mic input
patchbay with female front and male rear connectors.
Shielded wring.
PDR369

List $ 190.00

LowestPrice onty $95!

>
1
==inin-111411111=rix
lit'

Standard Split Punchblock
6613350
SA1-100

PACDSogl

Hosa patchbays come in many configurations. The
PHB-265 uses recessed, front switches to select halfnorrnalled, full-normalled or de-normalled operation.
The PI-113300 series patchbays are all half-normalled
configured.

MCDSQ

LowestPrice from $3991
SIEMENS

$ 759.00
$ 589.00
$ 239.00
$419.00

689"
529'
219'
'379'

410110•01.111.00001111
Hose Patchbays

A

I
hseasy- to- operate behringer PX2000 1/4"
(unbalanced) patchbay features four different modes,
easily selectable via topside switches for the 24
jack pairs: parallel, half normal zed, normalized and
open. It's constructed of nigh-qJality components:
metal encasing, jacks with metal rings and fiberglassreinforced circuit boards.

PX2000
PX1000

List
List
List
List

LowestPrice from $219!

dbx Patchbay

PB48

Controller
Monitor headphone interface
Console module
Desktop interface

s25 .
"
'
447

LowestPrice only$251

Hosa Patch Cables
Hosa makes avariety of quality patch cables for every
application Other colors/lengths available (please call).
CRA201
C55105
CPP202

Dual RCA ( M) to RCA (M), 3.3 ft.
IRS 1/4" to TRS 1/4') 5ft.
Dual mono 1/4" ( M) both ends, 6.6 ft

LowestPrice from

56
°'

5
595

$
599

Tascam Patchbays

TASCAM

Tascam's affordable series of patchbays offer two rows
of 16 jacks that are half-normalled top to bottom.
Choose from four configurations: 1/4"-to- 1/4",
1/4"-to-RCA, RCA-to- RCA and 1/4" TRS-to-1/4" IRS.
CUPB032U Patchbay with 1/4" jacks front and back
List $ 120.00
$
74m
CUPB032H Patchbay with 1/4" jacks front, RCA jacks back
List $ 117.50
572'
CUPB032B Patchbay with IRS jacks front and back
List $ 145.00
589'

LowestPrice from $72!
Accessories:
CUPC145
Set of 8patch bay cables - 18" ( RCA- to- RCA)
List $ 15.00
CUPC245
Set of 8patch cables, 18" ( 1/4"- to- 1/4")
List $ 20.00
015'
CUPC945
Set of 8patch cables, 18" ( TRS-to-TRS)
List $ 28.00
020'

Nceg
Hosa
Litepipe
Patchbay
I
he Hosa PBP-362 Litepipe patchbay works just like
an analog half-normal patch bay. It's designed for
2-channel S/PDIF or 8-channel ADAT Litepipe up
to 24- bit, 48 kHz compatible. Features: ships with
one MFO-363 6-point module ( main panel holds up
to four 6- point modules); easily accessible jumper
defeats half-normalling for de-normalled (straight
through) operation; switching jack in bottom-front
position features Auto-Sensing Circuitry to detect
incon
signal.
PBP362

List $ 325.00

LowestPrice

only $239!

111.11111111M,
What towestPrite@bswusa.com means to you:
LowestPrice ‘, bswusa.com

prices in the country, but manufacturers don't always let us print them. For your price quote, just send your request via e-mail addressed to
www.bswusa.com or call us toll free 1-8(X)-426-8434. No hard-sell, no arm twisting-- our prices and service speak for themselves.
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Quality Hosa Adapters,
Couplers and Cables

l
e
j r©SU

+a;11111e Mae
1 /4" Adapters/Couplers
GPP105

1/4" ( F) to 1/4" ( F) stereo or mono

$3.95

GPRI 01

RCA ( F) to 1/4(M) ( 2- pack)

$3.50

1
""

1/e-toi
/
4" TRS (
Stereo) heavy-duty cables
with serviceable metal 1/4.. plug headshells.
CSS503
CSS505
C55510
C55520

3ft. 1/4" TRS ( M) to 1/4" TRS ( M) cable
5ft. 1/4" TRS ( M) to 1/4" TRS ( M) cable
10 ft. 1/4" TRS ( M) to 1/4" TRS ( M) cable
15 ft. 1/4" TRS (M) to 1/4" TRS ( M) cable

$ 5.95
$6.95
$ 7.95
$ 8.95

-e=›-ge,
3.5 mm Adapters
$1.95
$1.95

AC»

GRA101
NBR253

1/e-to- 1 /4" TRS ( Stereo) heavy-duty dual cables
with serviceable metal 1 /4" plug headshells.
CSS403
C55405
CSS410
CSS420

RCA Adapters/Couplers

3ft 1/4" TRS ( M) to 1/4" TRS ( M) dual cable $ 10.95
5ft 1/4" TRS ( M) to 1/4" TRS ( M) dual cable $ 11.95
loft 1/4" TRS ) M)-114' IRS ( M) dual cable $ 13.95
15 ft 1/4" TRS ( M)-1/4"TRS ( M) dual cable $ 16.95

$2.30
$2.95

RCA ( F) to RCA ( F) coupler
RCA ( F) to BNC

:3:=21a

RCA-to- 1 /4" ( Mono) Cables

XLR Adapters/Couplers

$9.95
$9.95
$9.95
$9.95
$9.95
$8.95
$8.95
$9.95
$9.95
$9.95

XLR ( F) to XLR ( M) with ground lift
RCA ( F) to XLR ( F)
TRS 1 /4-(F) to XLR ( F)
TRS 1hr(F) to XLR ( M)
RCA ( F) to XLR ( M)
XLR ( F) to 1/4" ( M)
XLR ( M) to TRS 1/4" ( M)
XLR ( M) to XLR ( M) coupler
XLR ( F) to XLR ( F) coupler
XLR ( F) to XLR ( M) phase reverser

CPR105
CPR110
CPR202
CPR203
CPR204

5ft. RCA ( M) to 1/4" ( M) cable
$ 3.95
10 ft. RCA ( M) to1/4 .. ( M) cable
$ 5.95
6.6 ft. RCA ( M) to 1/4" ( M) dual cable $6.95
9.9 ft. RCA ( M) to 1/4" ( M) dual cable $ 7.95
13.2 ft. RCA ( M) to 1/4" ( M) dual cable $ 8.95

$3.50
$4.50
$6.95
$7.95

-ffligue=ta
PXF105
PXF110
PXF115
PXM105
PXMI 10
PXM115

$8.95
$9.95
$10.95
$8.95
$9.95
$10.95

5ft. XLR ( F) to 1/4" ( M) cable
10 ft. XLR ( F) to 1/4" ( M) cable
15 ft. XLR ( F) to 1/4" ( M) cable
5ft. XLR ( M) to 1/4" ( M) cable
10 ft. XLR ( M) to 1/4" ( M) cable
15 ft. XLR ( M) to 1/4" ( M) cable

Adapter Cables
YXRF105
XRF110
XRM105
XRM110

$8.95
$9.95
$8.50
$10.95

5ft. XLR ( F) to RCA ( M) cable
10 ft. XLR ( F) to RCA ( M) cable
5ft. XLR ( M) to RCA ( M) cable
10 ft. XLR ( M) to RCA ( M) cable

YPPI 17
YPR102
YPR257
YRA104
YRA105
YXL119
YXM121

TRS 1/4 (M) to dual mono .
; /4.. (F) Ycable $4.00
TRS 1/4" ( M) to dual RCA ( F) Ycable
$ 2.95
$4.95
TRS 1/4" ( F) to dual RCA ( M) Ycable
$2.95
RCA ( M) to dual RCA ( F)Y-cable
$2.95
RCA (F) to dual RCA (M) Ycable
$13.95
XLR (M) to dual XLR ( F) 6" Ycable
$13.95
XLR (F) to dual XLR (M) 6"Y-cable

-«11111=tt«
XLR-to-1 /4" TRS Cables
STX105F
STX105M
STX110F
STX110M
STX115F
STX115M

5ft. XLR ( F) to 1/4" TRS ( M) cable
5ft. XLR ( M) to 1/4" TRS ( M) cable
10 ft. XLR ( F) to 1/4" TRS ( M) cable
10 ft. XLR ( M) to 1/4" TRS ( M) cable
15 ft. XLR ( F) to 1/4" TRS ( M) cable
15 ft. XLR ( M) to 1/4" ( M) cable

$ 9.95
$ 9.95
$ 10.95
$ 10.95
$ 11.95
$ 11.95

'
- =1
111111111mib..
4==111111011
-700110CPP105
CPP110
CPP202
CPP203

5ft. 1/4" ( M) to 1/4" ( M) cable
$ 3.95
10 ft. 1/4" ( M) to 1/4" ( M) cable
$4.95
6.6 ft. 1/4" ( M) to 1/4" ( M) dual cable $6.95
9.9 ft. 1/4" ( M) to 1/4" ( M) dual cable $ 7.95

zr:=Imi= Mc
1/4-toi

1 /4" -to -1
SKJ625
SKJ650
SKJ425
SKJ450
SKM225
SKM250

/4" Speaker Cables
25 ft.
50 ft.
25 ft.
50 ft.
25 ft.
Soft.

speaker cable, jacketed
speaker cable, jacketed
speaker cable, jacketed
speaker cable, jacketed
speaker cable, jacketed
speaker cable, jacketed

«1111111
SK0410
51(0425
SK0450

16
16
14
14
12
12

AWG
AWG
AWG
AWG
AWG
AWG

$13.95
$19.95
$19.95
$25.95
$25.95
$44.95

menu
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3ft. 1/4" TRS ( M) to 1/4" TRS ( M) cable
5ft. 1/4" TRS ( M) to 1/4" TRS ( M) cable
10 ft. 1/4" TRS ( M) to 1/4" TRS (M) cable
15 ft. 1/4" TRS (M) to 1/4"TRS (M) cable
6.6 ft. 1/4" TRS ( M) to 1/4" TRS ( M) dual
9.9 ft. 1/4" TRS (M) to 1/4" TM (M) dual

$ 3.95
$5.95
$7.95
$ 7.95
$9.95
$ 11.95

10 ft. Speakon cable, 14 AWG
25 ft. Speakon cable, 14 AWG
50 ft. Speakon cable, 14 AWG

$44.95
$61.95
$90.95

Speakon Connectors
by Neutrik

telo

/
4" TRS ( Stereo) Cables

CSS103
C55105
C55110
CSS115
CSS202
C55203

10-pack
10-pack
10-pack
10-pack

Neutrik 1/4" TRS plug
$38.99 I
Switchcraft 1/4" TRS, heavy-duty $68.95
Switchcraft 1/4" mono plug
$27.95
Switchcraft 1/4" TRS plug
$ 28.95 I

4111111M
NC3FX-PK 10-pack Neutrik XLR ( F), nickel shell
$34.95 l
NC3FX-BPK 10-pack Neutrik XLR (F),
I
black shell/gold cntct
$38.95 i
NC3MXPK 10-pack Neutrik XLR (M), nickel shell
$ 34.95 "
NC3MXBPK 10-pack Neutrik XLR (M),
/
black shell/gold cntct
$ 38.95 1
A3FPK
10-pack Switchcraft XLR ( F)
$34.95 .
A3MPK
10-pack Switchcraft XLR ( M)
$34.95 /

- - - - - - .......

Digital Cables for Fiber-Optic,
Toslink USB, AES/EBU, and S/PDIF

Fiber -Optic Cables
OPT103
3ft. fiber-optic digital cable
OPT106
6ft. fiber-optic digital cable
OPT1I 0
10 ft. fiber-optic digital cable
OPT1I 7
17 ft. fiber-optic digital cable

OPM303
OPM305
OPM310
OPM315
OPM320

Speakon Connectors
NL4FC
NL4MM

$17.95
$19.95
$24.95
$28.95
$33.95

r
5ft. USB cable
10 ft. USB cable

$ 6.95
$ 7.95

3ft. AES/EBU digital cable, XLR
5ft. AES/EBU digital cable, XLR
10 ft. AES/EBU digital cable, XLR

$15.95
$16.95
$22.95

-91eilifflum
minameerara
S/PDIF Cables
DRA501
DRA502
DRA503

3.3 ft. S/PDIF digital cable, RCA
6.6 ft. S/PDIF digital cable, RCA
13.2 ft. S/PDIF digital cable, RCA

$7.95
$10.95
$13.95

Cable Snakes

O

Neutrik Speakon connector
Neutrik Speakon male-to-male adapter

3.1.1114114111iill-

AES/EBU Cables
AES003
AES005
AE5010

$9.95
$12.95
$19.95
$24.95

3ft. TOSLINK fiber-optic cable
5ft. TOSLINK fiber-optic cable
10 ft. TOSLINK fiber-optic cable
15 ft. TOSLINK fiber-optic cable
20 ft. TOSLINK fiber-optic cable

USB Cables
USB105AB
U5B110AB

Speakon-to-Speakon Speaker Cables
1 /4"-to- 1 /4" ( Mono) Cables

NP3CPK
190PK
280PK
297PK

Toslink Cables
It>

XLR -to -RCA Cables

earleilo

••.0411.=1a

XLR-to-i/4" ( Mono) Cables

RCA -to -RCA Cables
CRA105
5ft. RCA ( M) to RCA ( M) cable
CRA110
10 ft. RCA ( M) to RCA ( M) cable
CRA202
6.6 ft. RCA ( M) to RCA ( M) dual cable
CRA203
9.9 ft. RCA ( M) to RCA ( M) dual cable

1/4"and XLR Connectors
I by Neutrik and Switchcraft

XLR Connectors

amemliall

GLT255
GXFI 32
GXJ183
GX1235
GXM133
GXP143
GXP246
GXX144
GXX145
GXX195

1

1 /4" Connectors

$1.95

GMPII 2 TRS 1/4" ( F) to TRS 3.5 mm ( M)
GPM103 TRS 1/4" ( M) to TRS 3.5 mm ( F)
GRM114 RCA ( F) to mono 3.5 mm ( 2- pack)

Money-Saving
10 Packs!

$4.95

$5.95

BSW carries Whirlwind Medusa
cable snakes in many versions.
Each snake begins with aheavyduty steel stage box wired with
Whirlwind multipair cable and
ends in amultichannel fanout.

We know what you're thinking.. .but we gotta tell ya, your time is too valuable to make your own cables...so step away from the soldering iron and call us right now ...

order/info: 1 »800.42.6.8434 • www.bswusa.com

EISW

' -erlsesk
Zaolla
Silver
Mic Cables

85WMC24

ProCo Mic Cables

ME- 25

M10

BSW's MC24 is acoiled black XLR mic interview cable,
conveniently expanding from 2.5 ft. coiled to over 10 ft.

25
Z10
225

The ProCo SMM and M Series are quality, low-loss mic
cables. Save on the M25PKG 5- pack!

10 ft. coiled XLR mic cable
5ft. XLR mic cable
10 ft. XLR mic cable
25 ft. XLR mic cable
25 ft. XLR mic cable ( 5-pack)
50 ft. XLR mic cable
10 ft. reinforced XLR mic cable
15 ft. reinforced XLR mic cable
25 ft. reinforced XLR mic cable
LowestPrice

5ft. silver XLR mic cable
10 ft. silver XLR mic cable
25 ft. silver XLR mic cable

List $ 75.00
List $ 117.00
List $ 233.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

The higher-grade Guardian cables (#sbegin with ME-)
are Kevlar-reinforced for unmatched strength, feature
acopper braided shield, and are wired with 24- gauge
high-purity copper in two pairs for low noise, distortionfree sound. The Neutrik XLR connectors feature stainless
steel housings with gold contacts.
B5WMC24
Sh1M5
M10
M25
M25PKG
M50
ME- 10
ME- 15
ME-25

Zaolla premium mic cables insure the ultimate in signal
integrity, with minimum degradation. They feature pure
silver center conductors, gold-plated contacts, OFC
copper braid shield AND two conductive PVC shields for
100% coverage.

$39°'
$
799
$9"
$12"
0
490°
$18"
$29"
$
3995

OR CALL

Mogami has been providing high-quality mic and
patch cables for over 50 years. Count on them for your
demanding studio and broadcast needs. GS series cables
are XLR mic cables in various lengths. IS series
are interconnect cables ( 1/4" TS to 1/4" TS).

$49"

3ft. XLR mic cable
6ft. XLR mic cable
15 ft. XLR mic cable
25 ft. XLR mic cable
3ft. unbalanced 1/4" to 1/4" cable
6ft. unbalanced 1/4" to 1/4" cable

from $7
59!

LowestPrice

$24"
$26"
33895

$41"
$23"
'26"

from $2399

Gepco GA61808
8- pr cable with 22 AWG
numbered pairs.

$59'

20 AWG twisted- pair braidshielded mic cable, rugged, 250 ft.

da=

Belden 1908A

$149"

Studio Cable

24 AWG 8- pair, "riser" firerated, individual foil/drain,
color-coded jackets.

Belden 8451BLKBOX
$
119e

Belden 5300FE
18 AWG cable with bonded
shield, 1000 ft., black

Package
Pricing
Let us save you
money on your
next project.
Contact asales
representative
today for additional discounts.

NI

$139"

Belden 1583A

Cat-5e cable, 4unbonded
pairs, tested to 200 MHz, 1000 ft.

$
90'

Belden 1872A

$3"/FT.

Cat-6cable, 4bonded
pairs, tested to 350 MHz,
1000 ft.

5169"

Coax Cable

"lite

s2"/FT.

Belden 9913

111.1(
79</FT.

Belden 7810A

111111.1e."-

24 AWG dual AES/EBU digital audio
wire with bonded shield, 1000 ft.

$357'

Ultra-low loss solid-center
RG8 (86% velocity), outdoor
500, 50 MHz-6GHz

11111

58</FT.

'
119e

Belden 7810R

Gepco 5596EZ

sonale

$
85"

-

24 AWG AES/EBU digital audio
wire with bonded shield, 1000 ft.

$195"

$240"

aiâ=
$89"

24 AWG twisted pair, 1000
AES/EBU install, foil shield/drain,
1000 ft.

Belden 1800F

Ultra- low loss solid- center RG8
(86% velocity), indoor CMR"
riser" rating 500

Belden 8259

Belden 1800B

Gepco D61801EZGF
22 AWG cable with bonded
shield, Zip Style 1000 ft.,
black

à

Digital Cable
Gepco D5596EZ

22 AWG cable with bondedfoil shield, 1000 ft. in box ( 10
colors available)

22 AWG cable with bonded
shield, 1000 ft., black

only $1995!

Solid-center RG-8, DC-4GHz

Belden 9451

Gepco 61801EZ-0

$1"/FT.

24 AWG 8-pair, individual
foil/drain, color-coded jackets

Belden 1410R

22 AWG cable, 1000 ft. in box,
black ( gray available)

LowestPrice

Cat-5e+ cable, 4bonded
pairs, tested to 350 MHz, 1000

Multipair Cable

• .-.

Belden 8412

$
19's
$
19"
'
19"

Belden 1700A

Microphone Cable
24 AWG star quad, low noise
mic cable, 100 ft.

6658 Black
665Y Yellow
665G Gray

Network Cable

Bulk Cable at the Lowest Prices

Belden 1192A-100

Permacel's professional gaffer's tape leaves no
residue on surface or cables, is 2" wide, and is
available in black, yellow and gray. Be ready for any
remote or on-stage situation and stock up today.

BSW Offers

1-800-426-8434

Mogami Mic and Patch Cables

GS3
GS6
GS15
GS25
153
TS6

Gaffer's Tape

„
523900

Bee=

24 AWG twisted pair, flexible
1000 AES/EBU patch cable,
analog/digital mic cable, 1000 ft.

$53e

Stranded- center RG58,
500 coax, 20 AWG,
1000 ft.

Belden 1505A

64</FT.
-

$189°'

gilLZ

Popular video cable, RG-59, tested
to 3GHz, baseband/broadband/receive
antennas, 10 colors, 1000 ft.
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First Choice.

Paladin Tools is the broadcast tool leader.
Our crimp tool offering is the largest in the
industry - no other manufacturer has more,
and our Cat- 5and telephone assortment is unsurpassed.
With hefty advertising dollars at stake, broadcast signals must
properly transmit so network and studio professionals rely
upon the trusted Paladin Tools brand for their termination needs.
Paladin Tools and BSW - partnered as the perfect source for al, of
your wire and cable preparation needs: cutters, strippers, crimpers,
testers and complete kits.

Paladin Tools
Paladin Professional Crimp Tools
The Paladin Tool: 1530R is aprotessional-grade, all- in-one t
.
elephone and data c: imp tool. It does everything from
Cat- 3to Cat-5e, and crimps RJ22, RJ11/P..,1 2and R145 plugs without haing to change dies. An advanced ratchet
design and rubber-embedoed handles tiNe ,
tan easy, comfortable crimp cycle. 3uilt-in cable cutter/stripper.
The 1545 is an economical, all- in-one teiephone crimp to

at agreat pr.ce, with cutter/stripper.

The 1645 is aprofessional, apen-barrel cortact pin crimper for 30-18 A1AiG stranded wire. It features aheavy-duty
1600 series crimp tool with 1645 die set, precision-calibrated crimp profiles, ultra-smooth ratchet system, and the
lowest handforce required without compronitang force.
15308
1545
1645

Pro telco crimp tool
Telco crimp tool
Open barrel, contact pin crimp tool

List $ 126.95
List $ 39.95
List $ 129.95

$
109"
$31"
stie

3581

Paladin Tools
Strippers/Cutters
The Paladin Tools 1116 Data SureStrip
strips and cuts UTP/STP/Flat satin phone cables.
The 3581 is alow-cost punch-down tool with
66-type blade. Rubber handle.
1116
3581

11111
15308 t

1111

Paladin Professional CrimpKits
The 4601 Broadcast Pack is acomplete tool pack featuring Paladin's heavy-duty
1690 series crimp tool and five die sets in anylon case. Die sets included for the
foflowing applications: RG58, RG59, RG6 and more. See our website for more details.
The 9010g3 Broadcast Ready Kit includes much more than just a1600 series crimper
and dies. You get professional tools for cuttitig, strippirg, cr mping and testing
coaxial cable connections, al' packed into apadded zipper case. hclude£ round
cable cutter, CST :tripper with 3blade casetes, 1600 series crimp tool wim six
die sets, and remote tester. Die sets for R(258, RG59, RG6, RG174 and more.
The affordable 4802 Broadcast Pack featuite!; an 8000 series crimp tool and
five coax die sets in anylon case.
4601
901083
4802

170

1600 kit
Broadcast kit
8000 kit

List $244.25
List $331.35
List $ 160.75

s189°°
159"
$126"

LewestPnce

from $12695!

The trois above will impress anyone hanging out in the local tool department.

List $ 19.95 $ 17List $ 10.95
$
9"

Beier CSA-1
Spectrum
Analyzer

111.1111

•

•
•••
I

•
•6.

•••-•

I

•

•

List $ 2,700.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR

ALL

.3

1,800-426 8434

imei-W.R

Dorrough
1200 Stereo
Signal Test Set
With the Dor rough 1200 Stereo Signal Test Set you can taku btereo measurements of
level, balance, cross-talk and signal-to-noise over the entire dynamic range of your
audio system from noise floor to clipping. The set includes apair of input amplifiers, a
30 dB step precision attenuator, two Bscale VU meters (measured in 1dB increments
over a40 dB range) and two buffered monitor outputs. Verifying proper polarity and
balance of stereo broadcast lines is aprimary application. Two Loudness Meters are
provided. Each feature backlit scales, a "dB" scale, with 1dB increments from - 36 to
+3 dB, and aseparate scale for Modulation, from 0to 125%. Peaks are simultaneously
indicated, with lightning speed, as asingle LED which rides the crest of the waveform.
Function, Range, and Attenuation controls are set in tandem with the meters to
achieve all measurements. Left and right channels are input via loop-thru XLR
connectors or aparallel barrier strip. The back- panel also sports aline-level 1/4" stereo
output for connection to ascope. Aheadphone jack is also provided for monitoring.
1200

List $ 1,650.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALI

1

04

FreirM

4
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Behringer Cable Tester

The affordable Behringer CT100 tester
accepts XLR, mono and TRS phone ( 1/4",
1/8", TT), RCA and MIDI. The LED display
shows which input pin is connected to
which output pin. Separate LEDs indicate
proper shield connection and phantom
power presence. The CTIO0 requires
insertion of only one plug and indicates
shorts and opens, as well acontinuity
check. Includes test tone generator.
LowestPrice

CT100

only $4999!

Galaxy Audio
SPL Meter
The CM140 is an IEC 651
Type II sound pressure level
meter with Max/Min
function, level range display,
AC signal output, and a
resolution of 0.1 dB.
FEATURES:
•Electret condenser mic
•Accuracy of ± 1.5 dB
•Selectable level ranges: 35-80 dB,
50-100 dB and 80-130 dB
•Frequency weightings Aand C
•Dynamic range of 50 dB
•Frequency range from 31.5 Hz to 8kHz
CM140

7.4 A
,

List $ 149.99
LowestPrice

ART
Cable
Tester

Potomac Audio Analyzer/
Audio Generator

PI
he Potomac AA- 51A audo
analyzer measures audio level, total
harmonic distortion, intermodulation
distortion, frequency response, wow and
flutter, stereo signal phasing, and left/
right channel amplitude ratio/frequency.
The AG- 51 ( not shown) produces low
distortion sine wave signals from 20 Hz
to 200 kHz, a3.15 kHz fixed frequency
wow and flutter test signal, and an
intermodulation test signal of 60 Hz and
7kHz at a4:1 ratio. Output signals are
simultaneously available at levels of up
to +20 dBm at separately selectable left
and right output ports.
AA-51A
AG-51

Audio analyzer
Audio generator

only $991

Svdizz Army'

OR CALL

CABLECOP

SWIZZARMY

List $ 45.00
LowestPrice

only $35!

LowestPrice

only $751

TP300
NT700

List $ 99.95
List $ 309.95
LowestPrice

,89"
269"

from $89!

CONEX

Goldline Audio Test Sets

Conex ToneJack Audio
Frequency Generator

TONEJACK LowestPrice

The Goldline 151 provides acombination
of three precision test instruments and
is capable of making audio frequency
tests with ahigh degree of accuracy and
speed. The TS1 combines alow distortion
oscillator, afrequency counter, and adB
meter in acompact unit. The 152 adds an
impedance meter.
TS1
TS2

List $ 499.00
List $ 699.00
LowestPrice

only $219!

419°'
'
58980

from $419!

Whirlwind
Cable Testers

Rolls
CS1000
Cable Tester
The Rolls CS1000 tests ten cable types
including banana, balanced/unbalanced
1/4" and 1/8', RCA, Neutrik Speakon, XLR
female, XLR male, MIDI (7or 5pin DIN),
R.111 (telephone), and RJ45 (Ethernet and
CAT-5), with LED indicators. In addition,
the CS1000 features a1kHz test tone
oscillator and checks phantom power
voltage and polarity (signals present).
List $ 120.00

Ebtech
SwizzArmy Cable Tester

List $ 180.00

The advanced NT700 LanScaper network
tester (not shown) is able to correct
network problems and identifies port
services such as ISDN/POTS.

1-800-426-1434

LowestPrice

With aconnection set that includes XLR,
1/4", RCA, 1/8", TT and MIDI, the Swizz
Army can be used to tell the exact wiring
of any cable or adaptor. It also features
test tone generation, phantom power
detect and grounded XLR shield detect.

The Test- Urn TP300
Resi-Tester tests wiring
found in networks,
telephone systems,
CATV, security/alarm
wiring, audio cable, and
more. Multiple input
ports and included adapter
cables let you test any wire. Includes large
LCD display and built-in tone generator.

LOWeePrke@bS1NUSB.00111

CS1000

The ART CableCop tests afull selection
of the most popular cables. LEDs on
the CableCop illuminate when the
cable completes acircuit, so you're
able to tell at aglance which cables
need to be repaired. It also tests cables
with acombination of different ends.
Connectors include male and female
XLR, 1/4" balanced/unbalanced,
RCA and MIDI.

Test-Um
Cable Testers

List $ 5,185.00
List $4,775.00

The ToneJack audio frequency generator
provides sine and square-wave signals
with very accurate frequencies from
1Hz to 29,999 Hz. Log sweep from
50 Hz to 20 kHz with 50 steps.

IIIEHR000E11 CT100

•

a • - 4 .-. ‘,

•

The Belar CSA-1 is aversatil ,
TV applications as well as just Julio. rquippeo wito tviii isr, ii , Du Kt tz Coinpovtc, ¿4
kHz L/R analog and 24 kHz L/R digital audio inputs, the CSA-1 can be used to view the real
time spectrum of awide variety of input signals. The CSA-1's 256 x64 vacuum fluorescent
display provides clear high contrast images with several vertical and horizontal axis
controls, allowing for quick and easy adjustments to the unit's amplitude and frequency
scales. An on-screen cursor function allows direct reading of any frequency and
amplitude displayed at 0.1 dB resolution. All these features combined make the CSA-1 a
compact, inexpensive and full-featured FFT spectrum analyzer for the broadcast engineer.
CSA1

TEst-Urn Inc.

•
•
_
o

•

Goldline Mic Level Tester
The GL1K is amicrophone input tester
with atone generation and phantom
power detector built into astandard
3- pin XLR male connector.
GL1K

LowestPrice

only $39!

With the Qbox, send atone
or signal over any XLR line.
This battery-powered unit
has amic, speaker, test
tone generator, headphone
jack, a1/4" jack for line in
and LEDs for confirming
phantom power.
The Whirlwind Cable Tester
accommodates XLR, 1/4"
and phono plugs.
()BOX List $ 200.00 $ 139œ
TESTER List $ 110.00 69°'
LowestPrice

Goldline
Impedance
Meter
The Goldline ZM1P
measures the impedance
of speakers or sound
systems. In addition, a
protection circuit prevent'
damage should you
accidentally connect up
to alive line up to 120 VA ,
Built-in tone generator.
IM1P

7F

List $ 508.95
LowestPrice

only $389!

What LowestPrice@bswusa.com means to you: We've got the lowest prices in the country, but manufacturers don't always let us print them. For your price quote, just send your request via e-mail addressed to
LowestPrice@bswusa.com, use our website www.bswusa.com or call us toll free 1-800-426-8434. No hardsell, no arm twisting— our prices and service speak for themselves.
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STUDIO FURNISHINGS

PYRAM1D2

Dorrough
40-A2 Loudness Meter
The Dorrough 40-A2 displays both the peak and average of the audio signa . 1he
unique metering ballistics accurately present loudness variations on an easytoread scale. Dual inputs allow sum and difference metering. Peak Hold functions are
standard along with aDB9 connector to access various over and under parameters.
Other models are available with either 14 dB (Ascale) or 20 dB (Cscale). The 40A2
in be rackmounted in adual-channel configuration with the 40D rack kii.
40A2

Single meter

List $475.00

LowestPrice

STUDIOFOAM2

Accessories:
40o
Rackmount for two meters

5
43°°

Auralex Studiofoam/Pyramid/
Wedgies Acoustic Foam

280-D
0000000

•

,0000000 1111
I
•

Dorrough 280- D/380-D
Dual Channel AES/EBU Meters

The workhorse of t
r industry, Auralex's 2" Studiofoam Wedges kill 51 and ieg waves
and flutter echos in small/medium areas such as vocal booths, control moins and
sound studios, and are precision machine-cut for aclean look.
Pyramids are cross-cut, yield aless dry-sounding space with more 'Irani: offeincreased versatility in installation.

IIM15112

Dimensions for the above: 2" x2' x4', box of 12; gray (other colors &Mabe).

The Dorrough 280-D meter displays both the peak and average
for AES/EBU signals, employing the same ballistics as the analog
meters. Over Indication and Peak Hold are incorporated. Complies
with SMPTE 155 requirements. Dimensions: 5"W x1-1/2"H x5"D.

Wedgies are 1ft. squares of 2" Studiofoam. With slightly more wedges than regular
Studiofoam, Wedgies have more surface area for greater exposure to sound waves
and are agreat solution for problem areas or spot applications. 1' x1' x2", box of 24,
charcoal gray only.

The 380-D is the same meter in avertical-moLnt design.
280-D Horiz. List $850.00
3800 Vert. List $850.00

WEDGIES

only $449!

LowestPrice

380-D

only $809!

*STUDIOFOAM2 2" foam, gray
$219°
*PYR AMI D2
2" foam, gray
$
249"
1'square 2" foam, gray s69"
*WEDGIES

LowestPrice

from $69!

Dorrough RW-100
Remote Control for
Analog and Digital Meters
The RW-100 Remote Lontioi is Lompdtible with all Dorrough meters. Its features
include phase as afull scale correlator along with ared warning LED; overs counter and
bit stream corruption warning for AES meters, peak hold and expanded mode, and . 1
dB around "0"for accurate reference setting. Up to 4meters can be connected ro the
RW-100 - four status warning lights on the left side relate to each of the •
RW100

List $ 250.00

LowestPrice

only $239!

mama

AcousticsFirst Sonora
Acoustical Panel
Sonora acoustic panels are high density
(7 lbs. per cubic foot) glass fiber panels
covered with an acoustically transparent
fabric. Edges are chemically hardened.
Options include mounting type and
fabric colors. Call or email for details.
AFR124 is a1" x2' x4' panel.
*AFR124

*Sound proofing products are not returnable.

Auralex SonoFlat System
The Auralex SonoFlat system allows you
to sonically treat an entire room, with a
sophisticated appearance at much less
cost than cloth-covered alternatives.
The SFS-184 includes 128 square feet of
SonoFlat Panels, 8SonoColumns,
6Q-Fusor diffusors, and adhesive. The
SFS-184 is best used in rooms that have
at least one dimension greater than 12'.
One or two SFS-184 systems will provide
outstanding acoustics in rooms up to
400 sq. ft. Panels available in Charcoal,
Purple, Brown and Burgundy.
*SFS184CHAR
"SF5184PUR
*SF518.43RN
*SF5184BURG

172'

Charcoal
Purple
Brown
Burgundy

List
List
List
List

$ 1,499.00
$ 1,499.00
$ 1,499.00
$ 1,499.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL

1 800 42t, 8434

AcousticsFirst Cutting
Wedge Sound Treatment
Cutting Wedge A,. „1is made of 2lb.
density, high-quality acoustic foam that
eliminates many of the inconsistencies
of other types of foam. The fur tristic
design allows for increased absorption
because sound waves travel trough
multiple surfaces. It comes in astandard
2.25" stackable foam allowing you to
add additional layers for increasec
absorption. Comes in 1ft. square
(64 tiles/box) and 2ft. x4ft. (8tile';/box);
v.srious colors
*CW2K2X4(COLORIBOX
x4'
*CW2K12X12(COLOR)BOX 1' x1'
LowestPrice

only $199!

LowestPrice

only $65!

Acoustics
First Quiet
Louver
Acoustical
Panel

The Model CAr: Diffusor Binary Arrays
are two-dimensional, four-oaave
diffusors. Bandwidth: 250 Hz- 16 kHz.
Model ADCT is athermoplastic/pearl
color model; ADCS Éstyrene/white
color. Each is 2' x2' square and comes
in abox of four. Avaiable as wall mount
or ceiling mount diffusors, along with a
ceiling model allowing space within the
diffusor for lighting or sorirolder heads.
Call for more information.
*ADCT
*ADCS

List $6011.00 $56e)
List $ 388 oo 535900

LowestPrice

The Quiet Louvt,
is an attractive
glass fiber
acoustical panel
with wood rails,
for ceilings and
walls. It effectively absorbs and diffuses
sounds. NRC= . 70.
The AFQL24 is a2' x4' panel, and the
AFQL28 is 2' x8'. Choice of wood finish
and fabric colors. Call for details.
*AFQL24 List $ 360.00 $
329»
*AFQL28 List $654.00 $599°°
LowestPrice

AcousticsFirst Diffusors

from $329!

from $369!

AcousticsFirst Cloudscape
Acoustic Ceiling Tiles
Cloudscape ceiling Oa are 2" thich, and
2ft. square, plain wh.te with oacking
included. They provide approximat ely
90% sound all orptior. AFCT is abe< of
six 2" x2' x2' tiles. Five patterns available
(please specify when ordering).
*AFCT

LowestPrice

only $139!

What LowestPrice@bswusa.com means to you: We've got the lowest prices in itie country, but manufacturers don't always let us print them. For your price quote, just send your request via e-mail addressed to
LowestPrice@bswusa.com, ,
JSC our webstte www.bswusa.com 7di us toll free 1-8W-426-8434. No hardsell, no arm twisting—our prices and service speak for themselves
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our Studio. Your Sound. IYour Choice.
•Control Rooms
•Project Studios

4emea

•Radio fe Television Studios
•Live Rooms
•Houses of Worship
•Stages/Live Performance

.
Auralex Acoustics is the industry leader in acoustical
treatment products, including acoustical absorbers,
diffusors, sound barriers, construction materials, isolation
platforms and complete room treatment kits.
I' Let the experts at Auralex & BSW help you sound better
and achieve world-class acoustics in any room.

www.auralex.com

ii

•Home Theater
•Vocal Booths

STUDIO FURNISHINGS

OmniRax Nova Studio Desk
SONEX'

NOVAMMS
List $ 675.00

Sonex Sound Treatment
Sonex Classic sound treatment features amodified
anechoic wedge design for impressive sound control.
Made from Cass 1fire- rated willtec foam, Sonex Classic
x4' pat-leis are fiber-free and available in 2" or 3"
thicknesses. Panels are available with acharcoal dye
which provices consistent color throughout the panel,
or in white. You may also order the white Sonex Classic
panels painted on the surface in beige, brown, blue or
light grey. Specify when ordering.
Sonex Classic is also available in polyurethane (charcoal,
beige or brown), but is not Class 1fire rated. These 2'x4'
panels ate available in 2", 3" and 4" thicknesses. Call for
our complete line and low discount pricing.
OR

AL : 1-

00-42 - 8434

0114NIRAX

The Nova is asimple and stylish desk for audio/video
editing and other computer work. The NOVAMMS features
black melamine with maple melamine top surfaces. The
optional computer keyboard shelf ( 1(KMSNVMM, pictured)
features one touch adjustment for tilt, swivel and height.
Upper shelf is 32.4" high, with main desk at 28"; desk is
29" Dx53.5" W. Two 2- space rackbays are right under the
upper shelf for convenient access. Casters provide easy
mobility/cabling. Weighs 99 lbs.
Maple melamine laminate desk/no keyboard shelf

LowestPrice

only $479!

Accessories:
KMSNVMM Maple melamine keyboard shelf List $ 180.00 $ 125'

Desk pictured
with optional
keytroardshelf

OmniRax Presto Studio Desk
The OmniRax Presto is designed to meet avariety of needs in an
ergonomic and economical fashion. It now includes casters and
offers more leg room. The desk surface is wide enough for
large keyboard controllers, control surfaces or smaller
mixers, while providing 8rack spaces in two bays
within easy reach. The shelf above the rack spaces can
optimally hold computer monitors and nearfield monitors.
Standard black color. Available in gray slate, mahogany or
maple formica surfaces at additional cost.
Akeyboard shelf is optional. Dimensions: desk surface height
26.5"; desk surface dimension 21.9" Dx55.9" W.
PRESTO
PRESTOMP

Black desk
Maple formica desk

List $ 530.00
List $ 730.00

LowestPrice

Accessories:
KMSPR
Black keyboard shelf
KMSPRMP Maple keyboard shelf

,389ce

,519e

from $389!

List $ 175.00 $ 119°'
List $ 195.00
5139°'

OMNIRAX

QuikLok Z-600
Audio Workstation Desk
QuikLok 'sz-6eo audio workstation is abeautiful mix of
form and function, combining attractive cherry wood
laminate topsand shelves with acomputer-welded, black
powder-coated 14-gauge steel frame. The desk's dual-level
work area with abulk-in 8-space rack between the shelf
levels allows ample room for computer monitors, speakers,
rack gear keyboards, mixers and more to be within easy
reach and view, and an optional slide-out computer
keyboard shef (model #Z712) adds to the functionality.
Main shelf dimensions: height from floor adjustable to
27.3", 29" or 303"; shelf is 68.68" x23.94: Upper shelf is
76.93" xT4.71'.
2600

Desk w/rack

List $ 799.95

LowestPrice

Accessories:
Z712
Keyboard shelf

only $499!

List $ 79.95

5
49"

elralrx

QuikLok Z-612
Side Table
The Z-612 IS a side table
with built-in 12-space
rack, for more workspace
with the same styling and
quality as the Z-600 audio
workstation desk.
2612

The main desk is 29-3/8" high; monitor shelf is 36.5". Desk
is 35.5"D x77.5"W. Nine rack spaces are under the monitor
bridge, with 10 rack spaces in each bay below the desk. Desk
shipping weight is 217 lbs.
Optional sidecars expand your work area. Each includes a
13-space rack and is 29-3/8"H x23.5"D. The sidecar with door
(pictured left) is wider and has room for asmall monitor next to
the rack below, and is 41-7/8"W in back and 29-1/8"W in front.
Doorless sidecar is 31-1/8"W in back, 19-1/8" in front. Shipping
,Idecar w/door is 121 lbs.; without door is 74 lbs.
OMNIMF
Accessories:
0M13LMF
0M13RMF
0M13DLMF
0M13DRMF
KMSOMMF

Side table/rack
List $299.95

LowestPrice

OmniRax OmniDesk Studio Suite
The OmniDesk suite provides an ideal creative workspace
for the studio. The OMNIMF is the main desk in mahogany
laminate; 0M13 sidecars are available with or without doors,
for right or left side use. The optional KMSOMMF keyboard
shelf is pictured above. All pieces feature beautiful mahogany
Formica laminate work surfaces. The desk features agenerous
curving work surface and monitor bridge with room for
numerous monitors. Desk is on heavy-duty casters.

only$199!

Desk, mahogany

List$1,480.00

Left sidecar
Right sidecar
Lsidecar w/door
Rsidecar w/door
Keyboard shelf

List
List
List
List
List

$ 475.00
$ 475.00
$ 695.00
$695.00
$ 195.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.corn
OR

AL : 1-

-426-8934

OMNIRAK

OmniRax Force 36
Studio Desk
Organize your workspace with this solid,
stylish studio sobtion. The OmniRax Force 36
features black melamine laminate combined
with mahogany laminate desk/riser surfaces
for ahigh-end look. Audio monitor risers each
feature 4rackabe spaces below, and two center
shelves add 2more spaces each. There's plenty
of legroom between the 12-space cabinets,
and the desk is mounted on heavy-duty cauers
for mobili yand easy cabling. An adjustable
keyboardirnoLse shelf is included. Desk is also
available in black or maple laminate.
Desk surface is àS.8" high, with speaker shelves
at 39.5" ard computer monitor shelf at 31.5", and
13.5"D x42.2W. Desk is 92.7"W x40.3"D, with
two 4- space rack bays and two 2 .space bay;
above the desk and two 12- space bays below.
FRC36MAF Mahogany laminate desk
L:st $ 2,575.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.corn
OR CALL : 1-800-926 8, 34
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As great as these desks and tables are, they really come alive when you load them up with gear VVhere might you find such gear? We suggest pages 1-18 in this catalog!
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Heavy-Duty Station Furniture
Arrakis Radius XP
Modular Studio Furniture
Long- L
Configuration

Short- L
Configuration
vieedier

rrcal•Wt.

Arrakis Modulux Flex Studio Furniture
The Arrakis Modulux Flex- Studio modular furniture package can be assembled left
or right-handed as well as in three standard configurations: Short L, Long Land
Unbalanced U. It includes a60- inch interview table and a45" console table (36" deep
to accommodate most consoles). Atabletop equipment pod rack case and copy
stand complete the package. All pedestal returns have front equipment racks and rear
doors. Modulux furniture features solid oak trim and high-pressure laminate surfaces.
MODFLEX1

List $ 4,995.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
Fi

A

L

1-80 -426-84

4

uluidable Radius XP modular
studio furniture offers all plastic
surfaces and trim design, rear access
doors, 3/4" industrial board
construction and comes in avariety
of colors. All tabletops and panels are laminated on
both sides to reduce warping, and the thermofused
polylaminate side panels are resistant to scratches and
wear. The tabletop equipment rack pod has aheat vent
and rear access. Left table is 77" x24"; right is 56" x24".
The center section is 46" wide and 36" deep to fit most
consoles. Call for other configurations.
RADIUSXP

gesw—e''
«.a.r.reamle.

LowestPrke@bswusa.com

List $ 2,995.00

12

ALL1

004

6-5434

Arrakis
Radio Talent
On-Air Desk
This Arrakis furniture is designed for hard-wearing
broadcast talent use. Available in 30" sit-down or 36"
stand-up versions, the Radio Desk features adurable,
high-quality plastic laminate. Apedestal equipment
rack with rear-access door features wear- resistant
side panels. The three tabletop earphone jacks and
aradiused table surface support operator and talent
in style. Desktop is medium-gray, trimmed in black
with black metal legs. Dimensions: 93"Wx39"D at the
equipment rack, 45"D at circular end.
RADIODESK
RADIODESKSU

Sit-down model
Stand-up model

List $ 995.00
List $ 1,295.00

Middle Atlantic Edit Center Studio Furniture
Middle Atlantic's Edit ..enter studio furniture is designed for the rigorous demands of audio and video editing and
post-production environments. Featuring two choices of high-pressure laminate desktops (cherry or graphite), the
Edit Center system can be quickly arranged by simply rotating the unique side bay racks to the desired angle.
Desks are available in two widths (60"and 84") and are designed with overbridges that fit multiple monitors at easy
viewing angles. Graphite models listed below (also available in cherry laminate). Go online for more information.
EDITCENTER
ELURG
ELG
ESG
S12G
D12DG

84" desk system as shown
84" graphite desk, 4- space rack under bridge
84" graphite desk with overbridge
60"graphite desk with overbridge
Single bay 12-space rack, graphite
Dual bay ( 12 space) rack w/ plexiglass, graphite

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
•1-

00-42 - 84

List $ 5,563.00
List $ 2,173.00
List $ 2,053.00
List $ 1,927.00
List $ 916.00
List $ 2,073.00

LomstPrice@bswusa.conn

4

0

A

•

-

-

- 84

4

Middle Atlantic MultiDesk Modular Furniture
Middle Atlantic's popular MultiDesk system gives you the flexibility to create the
ideal workstation from only seven interchangeable components. Any system
component may be connected with any other, allowing you to set up your
furniture for the way you work. The lower 26.5" desktop height is ideal for handson production and the attractive gray-speckled, pressure- laminated top resists
damage and is supported by heavy-duty 2" steel tube legs. On the desks, heavyduty risers hold all of your video monitors. Choose from MDVDSK straight desk
with 4- space overbridge or MDVCNR1 and MDVCNR3 corner desks (# MDVCNR3
not shown, see www.bswusa.com for photo and details).
The Middle Atlantic MDV-DL desk provides alarger alternative to the MDVDSK
straight desk, as well as more choices for optional equipment racks. It features a
59" wide footprint, and includes alarge one piece overbridge that is set 6" above
the desktop for ergonomic viewing. The sturdy steel-tube leg set provides a28-1/2"
desktop height, allowing the MDV-DL to be used with either the Edit Center line of
single/dual bay racks ( see above), or MDV-R1 2side rack.

What LowestPrice ,, bswusa.com means to you:
LowestPrice bswusa.com

MDVDSK
MDVCNR1
MDVCNR3
MDVDL

Straight desk w/overbridge
Corner desk w/overbridge
Corner desk w/raised bridge
Straight desk w/overbridge

Accessories:
MDVR12
MDV0B4
MDVW

Side rack
Overbridge for MDVR12
Connecting wedge

List
List
List
List

LowestPrice

$ 508.50
$ 754.00
$ 875.00
$ 754.00

6299'
5
429e

549900

0429"

from $299!

List $ 291.00
List $ 166.00
List $ 125.00

'
169e
s95 e
$
79m

:'es Mthe country, but manufacturers don't always let us print them. For your price quote, just send your request via e-mail addressed to
www.bswusa.com or call us toll free 1-800-426-8434. No hard-sell, no arm twisting —our prices and service speak for themselves.
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Rugged Middle Atlantic Equipment Racks
Middle Atlantic SLIM 5Series

STUDIO F!

Middle Atlantic WRK Series

Gangable Racks W/ Rear Door

Equipment Racks

The Middle Atlantic WRK series 19" racks are fully
welded and ideal for accommodating large cable
bundles. The WRK4432 model is agangable enclosure
multi- bay rack, 77" racking height (44 rack spaces)
and 83-1/8" tall, 32-1/2" deep ( 30-3/4" usable), with a
keylocked solid rear door. Other models are available,
including stand-alone racks, racks without rear doors,
and 27" deep models (call for more information)

Aversatile rack frame system, the Middle Atlantic
Slim 5provides arugged, cost-effective way to
equip your studios and engineering rooms with
the rack space you need. Features: patented bolttogether design that ships disassembled via UPS;
mechanically interlocking corners for exceptional
strength; heavy-duty 14-gauge steel top and
bottom; 2pairs fixed- position 11-gauge threaded
10-32 front and rear rack rail; 19-1/8" outside
dimension width; finished in adurable black
powdercoat. Optional oak or painted metal side
panels available. Model numbers reference rack
space Cie: 5-43 is a43-space unit).

Features include fully welded construction with open
sides; 2,500 lb. weight capacity; generous 24" width
which provides room for cables; and two extra-wide
pairs of 10-32 threaded rackrail with cable passthrough openings in face. Laser-cut 1/8" thick internal
steel braces provide extra strength, and you also get
14-gauge steel tops and bottoms, 16-gauge seamless
steel sides, and grounding and bonding stud installed
in base. Configurable open top accepts anumber
of top options. Finished in adurable black textured
powder coat
WRK3732
WRK4032
WRK4432

37-space rack
40-space rack
44-space rack

LowestPrice

List $ 1,011.25
List $ 1,055.75
List $ 1,100.00

s664°°
s692 m

from $635!

Middle Atlantic's ERK series racks boast unsurpassed
features at the lowest price in their class. Fully welded
construction combined with 16-gauge steel tops,
bottoms and sides, provides a750 lb. capacity. Each
model comes with astandard key- locking rear door
and laser cut 1/8" thick interior braces made from
structural steel. Features: cable entries and knock-out
plates; standard front 11-gauge, 10-32 threaded rack
rails; superior ventilation. First part of model number
references rack space Cie: ERK-4420 is a44- space unit). All
models ar, 20" deep, except ERK21 25, which is 25" deep.
44-space, 81-1/8" rack
40-space, 74-1/8" rack
35-space, 65-3/8" rack
27-space, 51-3/8" rack
21- space, 40-7/8" rack

List
List
List
List
List

43-space, 75.25" rack
37- space, 64.75" rack
29- space, 50.75" rack
21- space, 36.75" rack
14-space, 24.5" rack

LowestPrice

s635 m

Middle Atlantic ERK Series
Equipment Racks

ERK4420
ERK4020
ERK35-20
ERK2720
ERK2125

5-43
5-37
5-29
5-21
5-14

$ 702.00
$663.00
$ 590.00
$ 541.00
$ 558.00

$
4390°
$
409 m
369'
s339 °°
329'

from $329!

WRK4432, rear
door included,
not shown

heir_

List
List
List
List
List

$ 371.25 $
219.0
$ 370.00 5209'
$ 353.00 519900
$ 320.00 $ 179"
$ 285.00 515900

from $159!

Middle Atlantic

Wall Racks
DWR series welded sectional
wall racks feature 16- gauge steel
construction, and are offered
in 17" and 22" outside depths
(usable depths 15" and 20"
respectively). Fully-adjustable
11-gauge,10-32 threaded
rackrail and internal advanced
cable management systems are
standard equipment. Capable of
holding up to 300 lbs. depending
on model, each unit includes
apadlock-able draw latch plus
keylock in its center section. Electrical
knockouts are provided. Solid or
ont doors sold separately.
DWR10-17 10-space/17" deep/holds 150 lbs.
DWRI 822
18-space/22" deep/holds 200 lbs.
DWR24-22 24-space/22" deep/holds 300 lbs.

List $ 414.00
List $ 630.00
List $ 802.00

LowestPrice from $249!

Accessories:
FD10 solid front door for 10- space rack DWRIO-17 List $ 104.25 s64°°
FD18 solid front door for 18- space rack DWR1822 List $ 146.00 s95 w
FD24 solid front door for 24- space rack DWR24-22 List 5173.75 5113 m

Middle Atlantic 12-Space
Zee _
Desktop Rack Rail
I
his desktop rack unit provides 12 rack spaces

Middle Atlantic

for equipment mounting. Racks can secure to
desktop with screws.

Rolling Racks

DR12

Middle Atlantic's PTRK rolling racks are perfect
for portable applications. Features: welded
construction for asubstantial 500 lb. capacity;
16-gauge steel throughout; smooth-rolling 4"
cushion casters; locking front and rear doors
standard; rubber padded, spring- loaded handles
top mounted for balance; fully adjustable 10-32
threaded front rackrail; finished in adurable
textured black powder coat.
PTRK14
PTRK21

14-space/34"
21-space/46"

LowestPrice

176

from $359!

List $ 58.50

LowestPrice

Atlas Sound
Small Equipment Racks

only$49!

e

ll

Atlas Sound's 900 series racks are easy to assemble
in stackable frames for the perfect rack in minutes.
These durable frames are available in two sizes and
all the necessary hardware is furnished.

List $ 609.00 ' 359"
List $ 643.00 $ 389 °'

524900
$369m
'459 e

900-19
900-28

19" tall rack
28" tall rack

List $ 160.00
List $ 210.00

LowestPrice from $109!
BSW can help yob fill these racks, no problem Try wing this in your nearest web browser: www.bswusa.com

$
109e°
$ 139'

DWR1822 shown
wah front door,
sold separately

order/info:1.800426.8434. wwvaswusa.cDn3

Dza Bs
SDNIHSINIInd

Get the Lowest Prices at BSW!
Middle Atlantic RK Series Equipment Racks
These well built, inexpensive Middle Atlantic RK Series equipment
racks ship flat for easy storage and assemble quickly with the included
alien key. Racks are constructed of 5/8"thick, high-density particle
board covered with black laminate. Snap-on decorative screw caps
are included. Rack rails are 1/8"thick enamel steel, tapped full-hole
spacing to fit all equipment. 15-7/8" deep.
The SRK is asloped-top rolling rack with 16 vertical rack spaces below
and 12 sloped spaces on top.
The RK and SRK series racks are also available with beautiful oak
laminate construction at minimal additional cost.
RK-4
RK8
RK12
RK16
RK20
SRK

4-space rack ( 7")
8-space rack ( 14")
12- space rack ( 21")
16- space rack (28")
20- space rack ( 35")
28- space sloped rolling rack

List
List
List
List
List
List

$ 121.50
$ 141.25
$ 154.25
$ 163.50
$ 172.00
$ 343.75

LowestPrice

$
79°°

5
89°°

5105"
$
109 e
$199 °
°

from $79!

SKB RotoRack Cases
Economical RotoRacks from SKB combine toughness
with style and value. These rotationally molded
racks have front rails, aremovable front lid
and rear access door. Adurable exterior
with large molded- in handles make
them excellent for protecting all of your
audio equipment. As always with SKB
racks, they're designed to be stackable.
SKBRACK4
List $ 139.95
SKBRACK6
List $ 169.95
SKBRACK8
List $ 209.95

4U case
$
79m
6U case

C=fe

8U case
$ re

LcrwestPrice

from $79!

SKB Rolling Rack Cases
Roll-Xcases have adepth of 17"and
will accommodate standard 19" rack
mount equipment in 5- and 6- rack space
models (other sizes available). Made of
polyethylene rotationally molded plastic
with 2.5"wheels and an industrial pull
handle, the Roll-Xracks interlock and
stack with each other.
ROLL- XS
List $ 199.95
ROLL- X6
List 5209.95
LowestPrice

SU case

6U case
109 °°

from $99!

Accessories:
SKBDRWR4 4U drawer

SKB ATA Series Flight Rack Cases

SKB 19-6U

2U case
4U case
6U case
8.0 case

List
List
List
List

$ 194.95
$ 219.95
$ 249.95
$ 324.95

510900
$129°°
139°'
5189 °°

from $109!

List $ 629.95

LowestPrice

SKB19-4U

ROLLX5

SKB19-211
SKB19-4U
SKB19-6U
SKB19-8U

The GigRig is a10U rack case with an angled top
designed for mixing boards, made of ultra- durable
yet light polyethylene. The lower compartment is a
10U rackmount space with room for an optional 4U
rack drawer, and it stacks securely with other SKB
rackmount cases. Top rackspace is ( 10U) + 6" in rear
with 6" to 3-1/4" depth (slant). Weight is 60.2 lbs.
10U case

Heavy-Duty
SKB Cases
Take the
Pounding
-Not tour
Gear

TIoese tough SKE; 19" rack cases are made fer punishing road and air travel
w th latcned and qasketed front and rear covers to protect equipment from
rroisture and dirt. All cases are 14"deep and are availaole in sizes from
2- to 8- rack spaces The ultra tough polyethylene shell is half thy weight of
dd-fashioned wood cases, yet offers maximum protection. ATA approved.

$99 0
°

SKB GigRig Rack Case
with Mixer Top

GIGRIG

SKBRACK4

only$359!

List $ 129.95 $791
"

What LowestPrice ebswusa.com means to you:
LowestPrice obswusa.com

SKB DJ Shuttle Rack Case
Designed to accommocale DJ gear, this
roto - molded case ha; n-olded-in side
handles and adurabk padded cover. It his
4rackable tpaces underneath and an 8- rack
soace section on top. so amixer could fit
nicely on top with /cur : Dplayers or other
equpment below.
SKI184DJ
LowestPrice

Lie 5129 95

only $69!

,Nest prices in the ountry, but manufacluren don't always let us oriat tiern. For your price qinte just send your request via e-mail addressed to
www.bswusa.com r
LOWEST us toll bee I-800-46-8434. hard sel, ny ar -ntwisting— our prices and service speak for themselves
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4-Pack
Only $89.
D
F
—
;A

Middle Atlantic
Rack Mount Cable Tray

Middle Atlantic shorizontal cable tray
mounts on any 19" rack and neatly routes
cable bundles from side to side.

Middle Atlantic Rack Utility Shelves

HCT1

These Middle Atlantic heavy-duty metal rack shelves will hold your recording
and audio processing equipment. Fits equipment up to 17-3/8"wide. Available
1-, 2-, 3- and 4-space sizes. Save aton of cash when you buy the 2RU shelf in the
exclusive BSW 4- Pack for only $ 89!
U2
U2PACK
U
U3
U4

List $ 58.00 '
28 ®
List $ 232.00 $
89°'
List $ 43.75 527w
List $65.00 $39 e)
List $ 71.00 $
44 °°

2-space utility shelf
2-space (4-pack)
1-space utility shelf
3- space utility shelf
4- space utility shelf

LowestPrice

only $17!

RIMMIMIZOIffle

Middle Atlantic
CD Storage Rack
T high (4- space) unit holds 40 CDs.
Brushed, black anodized finish.
CDRACK

List $ 106.00
LowestPrice

Middle Atlantic
Universal Connector Panel

only $69!

This panel is capable of mounting
everything from electrical boxes to

MN«.

power strips. 16- gauge flanged steel
construction. 1rack space ( 1
-3/4")

from $27!

UP1

LowestPrice

Mye

Middle Atlantic Universal
Half- Rack-Mount Shelf
This shelf has aun.versal mounting hole
fr, most 1/7
J•‘11-S

Middle Atlantic Power Distributors

Middle Atlantic Claw
Wall Mount Cable Hanger

The PD Series offers vertical power strips with IO or 12 outlets for
large racks (44"or 61" power strips). Termination in J- Box or cord

Easily organize and keep your patch

w/ NEMAS20P.

cords from getting tangled with the claw.

The PD-915R rackmount power distribution unit is equipped with 8
rear and one front outlet and surge and spike protection. Agenerous 9"
depth offers easy access to the 15 amp rear panel. An illuminated power
swit ' cuit breaker is located on the front panel. 1RU.
PD1020.11G
PD1220JIG
PD1220CNS
PD9i5R

List
List
List
List

10/.1- Box
12/.1- Box
12/cord
9/rackmount

$ 256.00
$ 307.00
$ 214.00
$ 106.50

$169'
199®
139®
'69®

CLAW

LowestPrice

only $13!
Middle Atlantic
Security Covers

PD1020JIG

These

L3/12

elIM----

i

Illini

lama*,

126

,

RLX and 12X

Littlite Rack Lights
and Accessories
Mittilie
Littlite's 11 L-3/ I
2high aliensity light
features aquartz halogen bulb; dimmer
control; wall transformer with 6' cord and
permanent mounting hardware.
The 12" G-series lamps offer low- intensity
bulbs (6" and 18" available). They feature
aBNC base for use with popular mixing

CBT Railight
LED Rack Light

SECL2
SECL4

LowestPrice

D3 3- space drawer
D2 2- space drawer
LowestPrice

$
99°°

from $89!

TheCLB10 isa lx10
ft straight ladder for
stringing cables, doublpowder coated.

LowestPrice

12 ®
$790°
52e°

from $1295!

Luxo Copy Holder
The Si buo I
( Opy holder is
designed for letter/legal-size documents,
sheet music, tracking notes, etc. Aspring loaded holder clip keeps document; in
place. Holds 4lbs.
MH806

LowestPrice

only $149!

1, 11

1,

Ir,

1. 1

flanged aluminum, accept 4-1/2" fans.
Panels are three rack spaces high and
finished in black brushed finish. Also
FP1
FP-2
FP-3

equipped with two 3- pin XLR connectors
ready to receive one or two detachable
12" Littlites (6" and 18" available) with a
dimmer. Aflexible gooseneck allows you

s25 °°

from $33!

availab'e in black textured finish.

only$219!

LowestPrice

Middle Atlantic
Cable Ladder

549°D

533'
5390°

Middle Atlantic Fan Panels

589°'

The quality RLX series rack light consists
of ablack single space rack panel

L3/12 Set with 12" gooseneck
WB
Weighted base for L3/12
12G 12" goosneck lamp w/ BNC
RLX Lamp rack panel w/ two XLR
12X 12" gooseneck lamp w/ XLR

2- space cover
4- space cover

Middle Atlantic
D Series Rack Drawers

in 4, 5and 8spaces.

(that's right, no bulb!) and is mounted
in arugged steel housing with ablack
powder finish. This 1U sliding rack u-iit
can be extended out 9inches and will
light areas in arack that conventional
pull- style lamps can't.

consoles.

to direct the light.

plexiglass, hinged security

Fully enclosed, latched drawer with ball bearing slides is 14.5"deep. Also available

C_BT Systems Railight uses
along- life LED light source

RAILIGHT

Keyed

covers from Middle Atlantic eliminate
tampering while leaving your displays
readable, for security and convenience.

LowestPrice from $69!

178

only $17!

UTR1

PD915R

Fan panel for 1fan
Fan panel for 2fans
Fan panel for 3fans

29®

Middle
Atlantic Fan
115-vot fan features
ball- bearing design
for quiet operation.
4-1/2" size tits FP1, FP-2an

CLB10

29®
529®

FP- 3fan

panels. Hardware/cord included.
LowestPrice

Accessore, accessorize, accessorize!

only $79!

FAN

iLowestPrice

only $45!

=I_-ziTAY4
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Middle Atlantic Products, Inc.

ENGINEERED MOUNTING SOLUTIONS

PLEASE CONTACT 8SW AT 800-426-8434 FOR MORE INFORMATION.

MOM
Middle Atlantic
SSeries Security Covers
Middle Atlantic SSeries security ccvers
eliminate the prospects of tampering.
These tough security covers are offered
in large perforation i.tyles. Each cover is
l'deep. Installed rubber eoging won't
mar the equipment you're trying to
protect. To enhance the level of security,
use Middle Atlantic security rack screws.
S-1
S-2
S-3
S-4

1-space
2- space
3-space
4-space

( 1-3/4") s1Er°
( 3-1/2") $20ce
(5-1/4") s2r3
( r)
$24°

LowestPrice

Middle Atlantic
_
VT Series Vent Panels
With the highest percentage of open
area found on any of Middle Atlantic
vent panels (68%), all VT series products
are made from 16- gauge perforated
steel, and are flanged for extra strength.
Black powder coat finish.
VT1
VT2
VT3
VT4

$g"
$10'
013e

1- space vent rack panel
2-space vent rack panel
3-space vent rack panel
4-space vent rack panel
LowestPrice

from $181

from $9!

Accessories:
HTX
50 security screws $
11 0°
TBIT
Star post driver bit se

Middle
Atlantic
Rack
Screws
Middle Atlantic
SL Series Plexiglass
Security Covers
SL series security covers feature a
permanent olexiglass window for easy
equipment viewing. Secure and costeffective, 1" deep covers.
Sil
512
SL3

1-space ( 1-3/41 List $ 30.25 $
2rom
2-space ( 3-1/21 List $ 32.50 $
21 °°
3- space ( 5-1/4") List $ 34.75 $22°°
LowestPrice

from $20!

Middle Atlantic makes quality rack
equipment and these blank panels are
no exception. Choose from 1-, 2-, 3- and
4- space panels. Money-saving 10- packs
of the EB1 and E32 are agreat value!

Eye- pleasing aesthetics and flat, 11gauge aluminum construction combine
in this easy-to- machine series of blank
• •• i(ils. Black brushed/anodized finish.

The SB series are textured/flanged black
coated blank panels.
$r°
$49'
seo

EB1
EB1PACK
EB2
EB2PACK
EB3
EB4

1- space blank panel
1-space 10-pack
2- space blankpanel
2- space 10- pack
3- space blank panel
4-space blank panel

SB1
SB2
SB3
564

2- space textured panel $9»
2- space textured panel 010'
2-space textured panel 512'
2-space textured panel s14"

5
89°'
'19e

from $19!

HBL1
HBL2
HBL3
HBL4
HBL6

1-space blank rack panel 011°°
2- space blank rack panel 51400
3- space blank rack panel 020e
4- space blank rack panel 025'
6- space blank rack panel 530'
LowestPrice

from $11!

0
69'

511'
$14°°

1/11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 .
IIIIII111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.

Middle Atlantic
EVT Series Vent Panels
Flanged steel vent panels w/ black finish.
EVT1
EVT2

1-space vent rack panel
2-space vent rack panel
LowestPrice

Middle
Atlantic
SSL Low
Profile
Sliding Shelf

500 screws/washers
100 screws/washers

LowestPrice

Middle Atlantic
HBL Series Blank Panels

from $7!

Stock up on
3/4" long
'ack screws
with 10-32
threads.
Pre-installed
nylon cup washers.
500 screws in storage
cup or bag of 100.
HW500
HW100

Middle Atlantic
EB/SB Series Blank Panels

$
8'
11'

from $8!

Middle Atlantic Computer
Keyboard Rack .

Middle Atlantic's slide-out shelf fills just
asingle rack space. It features nylon
roller slides equipped with positive-stop
lockouts.

The one- space
keyboard rack
mount includes a
high-quality standard
AT- style, 101- key keyboard.
Ask about computer chassis rack units.

SSL

RMKB

List $95.25
LowestPrice

only $60

List $ 555,75

LowestPrice

only $329

What LowestPrice@bswusa.com means to you: We've got the lowest prices in the country, but manufacturers don't always let us print them. For your price quote, just send your request via e-mail addressed to
Lowest Price@bswusa.com, use our website www.bswusa.com or LOWEST us toll free 1-800-426-8434. No hard-sell, no arm twisting— our prices and service speak for themselves.
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STUDIO FURNISHINGS

order/info: 1 -kité
CONE X

Pelican 1500/1600
Series Waterproof
Cases

Conex

SKB 12-Mic
Hard Case

Made of lightweight
space-age structural
resin with neoprene
0-ring seals and exclusive
purge valves, Pelican hard
cases are waterproof (to 30
feet) and air tight for the ultimate
in protection."Pick-n-pluclefoam allows
you to customize the interior of your
case to fit any piece of equipment. Optional deluxe
padded divider inserts allow you to customize the interior of ea
case to cushion individual items.

Jumbo Barometer
the large Cortex jumbo digital barometer
shows the barometric pressure at a
glance. Features: trend indicator shows
how fast pressure is rising or falling; reads
in inches of mercury or millibars; 9-volt
alkaline battery runs for over ayear.

The SKB1200 is a
durable hard-shell
12-compartment
microphone
case with plenty of room for cables,
windscreens and clips. Interior
dimensions are 17-1/2 x13 x10";
weight is 9.5 lbs.
SKB1200

12-mic case

JDB1

mt. dim. 17 x11.5 x6.25"
$ 129x
mt. dim. 17.93 x12.75 x6.25" 0139'
mt. dim. 21.62 x16.87 x7.87"
189
Int. dim. 28.75 x17.87 x9.75" 269®
5

Accessories:
1505 Padded dividers for 1500
1525 Padded dividers for 1520
1605 Padded dividers for 1600

$65w
$85®
s119°'

LowestPrice

Rodco
Temperature
Sensor

from $129!

x

1655
1527

Padded dividers for 1650 0139»
Travel bag fits into 520 $ 105 ®

RC154

BSW carries afull line of SKB
mixer cases. Built to tough ATA
flight case specifications, they
fit almost any mixer and are
available in avariety of sizes,
from small pop-up rackmount
and velcro workshelf cases to
larger mixer safes with interior
"corner cleats" to secure
different size mixers. See
individual mixer listings in this
catalog for suggested cases, or
maximum interior dimensions
listed below to find the perfect
case for your application.
SKB1615
SKB1714
SKB19P12U
SKB2219P
SKB3026
SKB3331
SKB3423
SKB4031

The DRP40 high-impau molded plastic
rack holds 40 DAT/80MD (21-3/8'W x
9-1/2"H x2"D). Or for your CDs, Bryco's
CDP60 plastic rack holds 60 CDs
(15-3/4"W x13-3/4"H x4-1/8"D).
List $ 194.95
List $ 219.95
List $ 294.95
List $ 254.95
List $ 434.95
List $499.95
List $ 524.95
List $ 534 95

'
99'
'
125'
s159x
$
149°°
,249°'
5279'
$
299®
0299'

KE82022
KE8203

ACE Carrying Bags
These padded nylon bags can hold
mixers, recorders, mics and more. Each
bag has amain compartment, aseparate
accessory compartment, carrying handle
and adjustable shoulder strap.

180

$ 30 ®
538'
554'

from $30!

List $ 100.00

LowestPrice

only $79!

Holds 40 DATs/80 MDs $ 19'
Holds 60 CDs
522e
LowestPrice

from $19!

MB-6 6-mic bag
List $ 59.95
MB- 12 12-mic bag List 599.95

Davis
Weather
Station
The Davis Weather
Monitor II is acost-effective weàt15er
station that allows you to monitor
weather conditions at the push of a
button. Features: outside temperature
with high/low temperature; 12- or 24hour clock with date, wind direction,
wind speed, wind chill and barometric
pressure with memory; rain collector
that measures daily and accumulated
rainfall; anemometer, 40' of cable, rain
collector, ex:ernal temp. Includes sensor
w/25' of cable, junction box with 8' of
cable, AC adaptor and instructions.
7440CS

List $ 395.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL

The MB-6and
MB- 12 nylon
bags keep 6
(or 12) mics
protected in a
foam-padded
enclosure
with space
M8-1
for cables and accessories. Features:
heavy nylon outer sheiLoverlapping flap
cover with accessory pocket, second
zippered inner rid, ad;ustable space for
cables and accessories, foam padding
throughout.

LowestPrice

DRP40
CDP60

from $99!

ACE
ACE
Microphone
Carry Bags

LowestPrice

COMPUTEMP5

only $49!

assid4Bryco Media Storage

Max. int. dim. 14.75 x13.75 x6"
Max. int. dim. 16.25 x14.5 x5.5"
Pop-up rackmount case - 12U space/5" deep
Pop-up w/shelf - max. dim. 19 x12 x6.75"
Max. int. dim. 30 x26.5 x8"
Max. int. dim. 33.25 x31.25 x8"
Max. int. dim. 34.625 x22.625 x8"
Max. int. dim. 40.25 x31.25 x8"

12.75 x11.25 x3"
17 x14 x5"
23 x11 x5"
20 x19 x6"

LowestPrice

The Computemp 5Plus monitors
outdoor and indoor temperatures and
time of day. Features: temperature alarm
alerts to any predetermined setting;
week-long memory of daily high and low
temperatures; battery back-up
memory; 30' outdoor cable.
RODCO

INIVISC:

LowestPrice

KEB2022
KEB2032
KEB2033
KEB2034

Rok Sak 4-Space Rack Bag
This lightweight 4-space Rok Sak rack
bag has atough inner shell and a
durable nylon cover with handles for
transporting rack equipment safely.

51(83423

SKB Rugged Mixer
ATA Flight Cases

only $149!

List $ 199.95

The 1527 travel bag fits snugly into the 1520 case for aversatile travel solution.
1500
1520
1600
1650

Lut 5179.00
LowestPrice

022"
539"

from $2295 !

Wesco Folding
Hand Truck

Rock-n-Roller
Multi-Cart Truck/Dolly
The Rock-n-Roller Multi-Cart RR- 10
is alightweight, foldable cart with the
capacity of an industrial size dolly, holding
up to 500 lbs. Upright it's aheavy-duty
handtruck with long forks; lying down it's
afour-wheel cart that expands from 34"
to 52". The smaller RR-2expands from 26"
to 39" and has acapacity of 350 lbs.
The 500 lb capacity RR- 12 adds
pneumatic front tires for smooth
operation over any surface
RR- 10 500 lb.
RR- 2 350 lb.
RR12 w/ tires

List 5229.99
List $ 129.95
List $ 299.99

LowestPrice

5159"

439"
209 ."

from $8995'

lust in case you sed acase, here's an assortment of cases you might just need.

1-800-426-8434

WESCO

When you're hauling
heavy gear around
the facility or out of
the club, you'll be
glad you snagged
this lightweight
aluminum folding
truck. It goes from
acompact
29.5 x19 x2" to
42 x19 x19" and
holds 175 lbs.
220617

ly $ 109!
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Radio Systems CT2002
Series Clock/Timing
Systems

•

•

•

••••.10",...”-•

Radio Systems clock/timers can run alone or connect as slaves to master/GPS clocks for studio synchronization.
DESKTOPMASTER and GPSDESKTOP are the digital desktop display with amaster or GPS board installed which
can drive additional slave displays. Master systems are accurate with maximum drift of 1.3 seconds/month, and GPS
systems sync with satellite signals to deliver the ultimate in accurate time. Hybrid analog/digital systems can be
configured, with up to 10 AC- 12 analog clocks synched from amaster or GPS system. The AMD-1 analog driver can
control up to 50 AC- 12 clocks and itself sync to amaster or GPS driver clock for added accuracy.
CT2002THIN and CT2002DESK can run stand-alone or as slaves and feature . 56" high digits and are 7" wide x
2.5" tall. CT2002LARGE features 2.3" high digits and is 15" wide x5.25" tall ( pictured rackmount is not included/
optional). They feature front mode switches for on-the-fly clock/timer selection. The AC- 12 12" analog clock can
slave to master or GPS board- equipped systems, or be run in larger configurations with the AMD-1 driver unit.
Other options include the CT2002LARGE with master or GPS board installed, software and cabling to sync
computer clocks to GPS, and more. Call for prices.

Broadcast Tools
PS-99 Programmable Scheduler
The Broadcast Tools Programmable Schedule 99
can store and control up to 99 events. Events may
be programmed with hour/minutes/seconds and
day/month/year or day of week, along with Daylight
Savings Time. Each event may control any one of six
SPDT relays and/or 32 - 32 characters serial strings.
Programming is accomplished with any non-dedicated
computer. Features: front panel LED status indicators/
programming connector; one second momentary or
on/off contact closures; nonvolatile user program; stable
clock processor with battery back-up.
PS99

LowestPrice only $339!

List $ 399.00

The optional remote (# 14631) is required for downtimer operation. The CT2002LARGE is pictured with rackmount
kit, which is sold separately. Both are listed below.
DESKTOPMASTER
GPS DE SKTOP
AMD1
CT2002TH I
N
CT2002DESK
CT2002LARGE
AC- 12

Desktop w/master board
Desktop w/GPS board
Analog driver
Thin clock/timer
Desktop clock/timer
Large clock/timer
Analog impulse clock

Accessories:
14631
14632

Remote
Rack kit for CT2002LARGE

List
List
List
List
List
List

$ 375.00
$ 895.00
$ 395.00
$ 135.00
$ 175.00
$ 395.00

5359°'

6859°°
0389°'

0119°°
$
149°°
5349°'
6
65e

LowestPrice from $65!

025"
$3361

Lei
ESE SelfSetting Clocks

SETH THOMAS

Seth Thomas Analog Wall Clocks
These popular Seth Thomas analog wall clocks are easy
to read and feature quartz accuracy and second sweep
hands. Battery version runs for one year.
709
2636

14" AC- powered clock
14" battery-powered clock
LowestPrice

$
29e
533'

The smartest analog clock in the world, the ESE LX5100
series is able to self-set its hands to the correct time
as received via any one of three different time code
inputs (SMPTE/EBU, ASCII or ESE). Daylight Savings Time
correction is automatic. Alternate modes of operation
allow the unit to synchronize with an alternating 12- or
24-volt impulse signal, or to act as astand-alone clock
Sweep or step mode and time zone offset are user-set
via rear panel DIP switches.
LX5105
LX5112
LX5116

5" clock
12" clock
16" clock

from $29!

List $ 575.00
List $ 575.00
List $ 675.00

LowestPrice

Broadcast Tools PSC Il
rarAMÉ
Programmable Schedule Controller
The PSCII The PSC II can be used as ascheduler and/or
sequencer. Its non-volatile memory contains 512
scheduled events, which may be set to Latch, Unlatch,
or Momentarily pulse ( 750 ms) one of the 16 built-in
SPDT relays. The PSC il is designed to control up to
two RS-232 or RS-422 serial devices; 16-SPDT relays;
auxiliary serial ports and relays all in asingle rack space.
The PSC II controls functions by scheduled time and
date, time and day of week, serial port commands and
remote contact closures. It is supplied with aGarmin
12 - Channel GPS receiver with embedded antenna. An
optional CAT 5, RS-485 adaptor allows distances from the
receiver/antenna of up to 4000 feet. Call for details. All
programming is performed with anon-dedicated PC.
PSCII

List $ 999.00

LowestPrice

$
549°°
$
549°°
s649°°

from $549!

ESE E5520 - 60-Minute Timer
The ESE ES520 is a4- digit, 60- minute timer with .56"

e pr— amber LEDs. Three front panel buttons (Start, Stop
.
lftee

ESE Master Clocks
BSW carries the entire line of ESE master clocks
and timers. Here are some popular models.
The ESE ES192A is an affordable 12-hour master
clock with hours, min. and sec. displayed in .56"
high LEDs, with ESE serial time code output, 1
pps output, line frequency time base.

II lb 04

33

and Reset) control the unit. Unit can also be remotely
operated by arear panel connector.

59

ES192AP

ES101

E5520
ES185A

LowestPrice

•
41.
The ES- 101 is alow-cost, yet very accurate
desktop GPS master clock/time code generator,
receiving time and date information from Global Positioning System s
at
ellit es an dout p
utt i
ng 3types of code: ASCII
(RS-232C), ESE-TC89 and ESE-TC90. Two one-pulse-per-second outputs and aGPS"Locroutput are also standard.
The ES- 102 (not pictured) is a1U rackmount unit which in addition to the ou tp ut ofthe ES101,
code; is switchable between 12/24 hr. time; and features six LED displays .

prov id es

SMPTE/EB U

The ES185A master clock/time code generator features an 8-channel GPS receiver for maximum accuracy, outputs for
SMPTE/EBU, IRIG-B, ASCII (RS232C) and ESE time code, .56 display; rugged 1RU chassis; indoor/outdoor antenna with
ciible: automatic daylight savings correction; time zone offset ;fo ur -h our battery back-up and more.
ES192AP
ES101
ES102
ES185A

12-hr master clock
GPS master clock
SMPTE/EBU master
SMPTE/EBU, more

only $869!

List $ 320.00
List $ 995.00
List $ 1,545.00
List $ 2,495.00

Let us save you
money on your next
project. Contact a
sales representative

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
Or.,
ALI

I ¡ VP

•

today for additional
discounts.

only $179!
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1%100
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PM8Il

"»

$1001,111

Furman Series Ill5-Amp Power Conditioners

IMAMAt

Fsman's next-generation Series Il power conditioners featu'e Series Mode Protection that aosorbs and
dssipates transient voltage without sacrificing the power conditioner, Linear Filtering for pure power, and long
1)ft. heavy-duty cables. BNC conne:tor on the back accepts optional shatter- proof LED gooseneck light.
The Furman PL8Il provides eight sw toned AC outlets on the rear panel with two front- pane, slide-out light
fixtures. The PL- PLUS II adds afront-panel line voltage indicatorThe PL-PLUS DII model adds afront- panel
dgital voltmeter with laboratory accuracy (± 1.5 VAC). Final'y, the PM8 II has all the featses of the above
models and adds 3 second digital LE) meter showing current draw with the same laboratory accuracy.
PL811
PLPLUSII
PLPLUSD11
PM8Il

Power conditioner/light module
Power/lights with voltmeter
Power/lights with LED voltmeter
Power/lights with LED voltmeter/current draw

List 5159.00
List $ 229.00
List $ 249.00
List $249.00

Sine Systems Message Board
Controller with BetaBrite Display
Display anything you want with the Sine Systems
Message Board Controller and an electronic message
display. Some possibilities include: FIRE alarm,
Transmitter OFF, On Air, EAS Alert, Hotline, Music
Ending, etc. When combined with the BetaBrite display
(included in this package), the MBC-1 gives you an
attractive and versatile studio display system. One
MBC-1 can control several displays and is easy to install.
Asingle MBC-1 and message board can generate
messages for up to fifteen different devices or events.
MBC1BB

List $ 665.00

LowestPrice

only$499!
ENBERG

LowesiPrice@bswusamm
OR

ALL

1-30 - 4

- 84

4

Furman LED Gooseneck Light
The GNLED is an LED goosereck light with BNC connector. The
long-lasting, brigh ,.
LED element doesn't run hot and won't har.er
if your rig gets jostled. The BNC mount tightens into place écel
won't swivel at inopportune tines. Perfect for Series il rack slits
•

Furman PL-PRO Dil
Power Conditioner

PWIAIAN'

The Furman PL- PRO DIl delivers professional- level
protection for your crit ical broadcast equipment,
with afront- panel voltmeter display. It featses
comprehensive, power protection with multiple
methods (gas discharge tubes, fast- blow Lses, and
more; and the ability to absorb and dissipa:e large
spikes from lightning or other sources of up to 11,000
amps Additional features include protection from
accidental connection to incompalble power sources;
pop- cut lights, and an extra front- panel outlet.
PLPRODII

Power/lights with voltmetei
LowestPrke

GNLED

List $ 39.95

only $29!
Enberg BA12WL Warning Light

•

Furman RackRider Series
Affordable Power Conditioners

RR15PLU5

All RackRider models feature eignt :teittched AC outlets to
power ..ao and protect your eouipmert. Al are for use with
120 volt AC lines, and are rated at 13 amps (Cr atotal load
of 1300 wars, combining all outlets).
The RR- 15 and RR- 15-PLUS feature two slide-out,
swteling light fixtures to discreetly light your equipment;
the RR- 15-PLUS adds adisplay of incoming AC line voltage,
and the RR-15NL is similar to the RP- 15 but without lights.

List S369.00

only $279!

RR- 15
RR1SPLUS
R1,
115NL.

With lights List $ 92.00
With lights and AC chplay
List S109.00
Conditioner List 559.00

PURIMIV

LowestPrice

5591
"

from $
229!

FURMAN

PW9120-1500

PW3110-550

The PW9120-1500 UPS delivers 15013VAC/1C50 watts power and :urge
protection, with four 5-15R outlets and two 5-20R outlets. It provides
7minutes power at full load/18 at half, and with optional extended
battery modules, up to 130 minutes of povver. RS- 232 and USB pcts and
communications slot (with cable ncludea) are built in. The PW9120EATT' 500 is
an Extended Battery Module for the PW912C-1500 UPS.

182

$
309°'
$
229°°
s309°'

LowestPrice

from $49!

The PW5115-75ORM 1U rackmount UPS ( not shown) features 750 VAC/520
watts power and 4UPS outlets w.th surge protection. It provide 6
minutes power at full load and charges in less than 3hours to 90% of
usable capacity.

PW5115-750RM
PW9120BATT1500

Wall display
Controller
Rack display

•

The Pcwerware PW3110-550 UPS delivers quality, affordable power
management that can fit under adesk or be wall-mounted, with 550
VAC/330 watts power, 4UPS/surae and 2surge-only outlets. It provides 4
minutes power at full load and includes LED and audible warnings. Else
protection is 450 Joules.

List $ 60.00
List $ 1,099.00

BA12WL
BA12CTL
BA12RK

$49°'

Powerware Uninterruptablle Power Sources

PW3110-550
PW9120-1500

The Enberg BA12WL Alert Monitor is the ideal way to
stay informed of the many important alert conditions
that your station encounters on adaily basis. Mandatory
news and weather information, hotline calls, off air or
signal loss, fire alarms...any number of specific status
situations for your individual needs, all can be displayed
on the BA12WL. The system is designed around a
controller which interfaces to up to 12 user- defined
alerts from contact closures or NPN open collector sink.
The wall display is driven via an RS422 closed loop serial
connection from the conttoller ( model 4BA12CTL, sold
separately). BA12RL is arack display unit.

Lit $ 462.00
List $479.00

POW ERWA RE

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL

I

42

8434

Clr pcmer. Now THERE's aconcem! Ouckt _v5 the politicians

Furman SB1000
Uninterruptable Power Supply

The Furman SB-1000 is aconvenient rackmount UPS.
In the studio, it can safely keep computer laptops and
micro- processing components running up to three
minutes to prevent data loss and corruption. Alarm
activates when in battery back-up mode. It features 5AC
outlets with 600 watt/5 amp capacity; abattery status
test switch, and line/backup LED. It has adjustable input
voltage for 110/115/120 VAC, with output voltage of
120 VAC. An RS- 232 interface allows remote monitoring.
Phone and fax line protection is included.
SB1000

Rackmount UPS

List $ 599.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL

I 800 426 8434

MBSIA/
A- C

Titus Tech On-Air/
Recording Lights
The Titus Tech OAL series provides
abeautiful, practical means of
indicating that astudio is in use.
The lights feature asmoked glass
window mounted in either agold or silver frame.
Oak is the standard wood used (custom woods are
available). "ON AIR•or"RECORDING"only appears when
illuminated and is otherwise blacked out. Mailable
vertical or horizontal and wiring is class- 2type low
voltage. Letters are 1" high. See www.bswusa.com for
complete selection.
OAL(XXX)

(
specify when ordering)

Henry Engineering Relay Switcher
Switch on your On-Air light when the mic';
Henry Engineering's Superelay provides ar AC output
for On-Air warning lights (200W max), plus sïx SPOT
utility relay outputs that all switch simultaneously. It
can be controlled by any switch, relay (mcmentyy
or maintained), CMOS/TTL logic circuit, or by the
application of 5-12 VDC. It features plugir euroblock
connectors and front- panel status LEDs.
SUPERELAY

List $ 285.00
LowestPrice

Series
Warning Lights
Designed to fit avariety of interior ;pecifications, these
Prolite Architectural ries lights a-eattractive and
functional. The housing and canopy are triple ground,
cast aluminum with abaked, matte black enamel
finish. Dimensions are 7.5" square- with . 75" high letters
with large microphone image. Twci 20-watt, 6.5" longlife lamps are supplied. Choose from three different
configurations: single lens flat we' mount, double lens
wall or ceiling mount, or double rels ceiling pendant
mount. Extra lenses also available.
The Prolite L101 molints in astandard single duplex
electrical box.
A-W
A- P
A- C
R- W
R- P
R-C
1101

only $
2251

Single wall "ON AIR"
Dual pendant "ON AIR"
Dual wall/ceiling "ON AIR"
Single wall 'RECORDING"
Dual pendant " RECORDING"
Dual wall/ceiling " RECORDING"
Warning lignt"ON AIR"
LowestPrice

'139"
'199"
159'
0139"
199"
0159'
020"

ONAIR
$289"
RECORDING
0289'

from $20!

ONAIR2
$329°'
RECORDING2 1329"

LowestPrice

from $289!

Furman Power Outlet Strips
These Furman power outlet strips deliver multiple
mets in three configurations. Long 15 ft. power
cords that are black instead of the typical neon orarrge
making them ideal for stage or studio use.

The Furman ACX series are
14 gauge power extension
cables, each with a3-outlet
female socket at the end.
Color is black instead of the
usual neon orange, making
them ideal for distributing
power on stage.

FEATURES:
•Heavy-duty metal construction
•15 ft power cord ( black, not neon orange)
•Lit ON/OFF switch • circuit breaker
•
The SS6/SS6B have EMI/RFI noise attenuation

12-foot extension cable
25-foot extension cable
50-foot extension cable
LowestPrice

These '"classic" warning lights by
CB7 Systems have to be the coolest
looking things since your ' 55 Chevy
two-door. Built using traditional
sard casting methods, the aluminum
housing is then buffed to abright finish.
41111P
Behind the plexiglass RECORDING"or "ON-Allewindow
is along life lamp available in 120V AC (also available
are 24V and 12V AC/DC). The whole unit can be easily
insta:led on astandard 2gang j- box.
New dual- lens "ON-AIR2"or"RECORDING2" versions
mount vertically easily next to studio doors and can be
seen from either direction. Horizontal display for ceiling
mounting available optionally (call for ¡ tifo).

Furman 3-Outlet
Extension Cables

ACX12
ACX25
ACX50

CBT Systems
On-Air /Recording
Warning Lights

List $ 12.95 '10"
List $ 16.95
List $ 34.95 026"

554
556
SS6B

from $10!

4-outlet block
6-outlet strip
6-outlet block
LowestPrice

List $ 18.95
List $ 22.95
List $ 25.95

ele
17"
19'

from $14!

Furman Locking
Outlet Strip
PlugLock is the secure solution to your
wall wart problem. This inexpensive,
heavy-duty outlet strip securely locks
in place up to five bulky transformers
or regular electrical plugs.
PLUG LOCK

LowestPrice

Hosa Power Cables
PWC-141
PWC-143
PWC-282

18 AWG, 1ft.
'
4"
18 AWG, 3ft.
$695
Right angle, female,18 AWG, 815. S"
LowestPrice

from $
479

Furman
Plug-in
Surge Protecto

PSA Power
Transformer
Extender

Hosa Power
YAdaptor Cable

The F
,
'.rA is an easy answer for
those frustrating wall wart power
supply transformers. PSA takes the
bulky housing of tne transformer
away prom the power strip.

The Hosa YAC40 7is agreat
problem-solver. It's agrounded
3- prong Yadaptor cable for
plugging two devices or wallwarts into asingle outlet.

The Furman 5S3LT is acompact
3-outlet plug-in surge protector
ideal for laptops or ogler small
electronic devices, with ar
included retractable ohona
cable and EMI/RFI nose
attenuation.

YAC407

553LT

only $91

LowestPrice

only $599

List $ 18.95

LowestPrice

only $14!

What LowestPrice@bswusa.com means to you: We've got the lowest prices in the carintry, but manufacurers don't always let us print them. For your price quote, just send your request via e-mail addressed ti
LowestPrice@bswusa.com. us. our websIte www.bswusa.com or LOWf ST us toll free 1-80-426-8434. No hard-sell, no arm twisting—our prices and service speak for themselves.
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Product and Manufacturer Index
Hybrids/Couplers/DTMF Controllers

Amplifiers
Distribution

155-156

Headphone

134-135, 136-137

Remote Mixers/Interfaces
Telephone Systems

Interface

157, 162

Test Equipment

Power/Monitor
Microphone ( Preamps)

152-154

Tools

82, 118-121
57

Turntable ( Preamps)
Antennas/Accessories
Audio Cards/Computer Interfaces
Audio Distribution, Digital
Audio Meters/Confidence Monitors
Audio Processors
Compressors/Limiters
Delay Units

8, 12

Compressors/Limiters
Computer Software
Confidence Monitors
Consoles, On- Air
Delays, Profanity
Digital Audio Recorders
CD-R/W Recorders
DAT Recorders
Digital Audio Workstations/Controllers
MiniDisc Recorders
Multitrack Recorders

63-67, 70
69

76-78
79-89
62, 64-67
18
124-126
26, 28-29, 174-175
128-134
133-134, 136-137

IFB Systems
In- Ear Monitoring
Intercom Equipment
Interface Equipment
Amplifiers/Hum Eliminators
Digital Converters
Patch Bays

132-133
134
132-133, 167
157
86-87
167

2, 41, 160-165
Switchers/Routers
Cable/Wire/Connectors
16, 35, 75, 112-113, 168-169
12, 178, 182-183
Lighting - Rack, On- Air, Tower
Microphones and Accessories
Studio Microphones
90-97
Handheld/Specialty Mics
96, 98-104
Wireless Microphones
Mic Accessories
Mic Booms and Stands
Mic Cables
Voice Processors/Mic Preamps
MiniDisc Recorders

102, 104-111
112-113
114-116
112-113
82, 118-121
65, 68

Mixers, Audio
On- Air Consoles
Production
Remote

22-29
30-37
38, 40-41, 54-56

PA. Systems
Utility
Modulation Monitors

36, 147, 149-151
38-39
15, 17-18

Multitrack Recorders

72-75

On- Air Consoles

22-29

On- Air Editors
On- Air Processors

76-78
2-7

PA. Systems
Patchbays and Patchcords
Portable Recorders
Power Conditioning/Surge Suppresors
Profanity Delays
Rack Equipment
RDS/Receivers/Tuners
Remote Equipment
Audio Codecs
Audio Mixers
Cellular Interfaces
Portable Recorders
Rack Bags and Cases
RPU
Remote Site Control
RF Equipment
RPU/STL
Satellite Control
Software/Computer Hardware
Soundproofing/Insulation
Speakers

147-152
167
59, 63, 68-72
14, 178, 182-183
117
3, 176-179
18-19
42-49
38, 40-41, 54-56
56
59, 63, 68-72
35, 177, 180
8
20-21
8-21
8-12
21
6, 58, 78-89
172-174

PA Speakers
Studio Monitors
Stands/Mounts

147-152
138-145
146-148, 151

STI. Equipment
Switchers/Routers
Telephone Audio
Audio Codecs

8-12
2, 41, 160-165

Cellular Interfaces

ALESIS
ANCHOR

34-35, 64, 72, 123-124, 127, 142-143, 148, 152
147, 150, 152

ANDREW

16

38, 57, 87, 136, 157
114, 116, 176
15, 19
22-23, 156, 160
58, 69, 92, 96, 98-105, 116, 130-131
94, 104, 138

AUDIO-TECHNICA

Editors
Audio Cards/Software
DVD Players/Recorders

Headphones/Headsets
Headphone Amplifiers

121
117, 160
94-95, 104, 108, 116, 130

AUDIOARTS

78, 85-86

79-87

Furniture, Studio

24-25, 28,44

ATI
ATLAS SOUND
AUDEMAT-AXTEC

Digital Audio Interfaces/Converters
Digital Production Systems

EAS Systems
Effects Processors

76-77
69, 113, 180
172

4, 117-119, 122, 124, 154, 156, 162
APHEX
APOGEE
82-83, 86
ARRAKIS
26-27, 29, 175
ART 38, 57, 112, 120-121, 127, 136, 139, 152-153, 156, 171

56, 69-72, 76
65,68
72-75

Flash/Hard Drive Recorders

LECTROSONICS

AIRTOOLS
AKG

22-29
117

42-49
56

129
143

18-19

AEQ
AIRCORP

6, 58, 78-79, 88-89
172

72, 74

KOSS

57-58

360 SYSTEMS

86-88, 181
42-49
120-124

Clocks/Timers/Sync Devices
Codecs, Audio

KORG

Turntables/Cartridges

Manufacturer Index

2-7
On- Air
82, 118-121
Voice/Microphone Preamps
Cable/Connectors - RF, Audio 16, 35, 75, 112-113, 168-169
59-60, 63
Cassette Recorders
60-68, 70
CD Players/Recorders/CDRs

KONEXX

KRK
KUSTOM

ACE
ACOUSTICS FIRST

AUDIX
AURALEX
AUTOGRAM
AVIOM
AXIA
BBE
BEHRINGER

112, 138, 146, 172, 173
26,28
134, 161
158-159
88, 121, 124, 156
34-36, 87, 93, 96, 118, 123-128, 136, 143,

BELAR
BELDEN
BEYERDYNAMIC
BIAS
BIRD
BOSS
BROADCAST TOOLS
BRYCO
BURK TECHNOLOGY
CAD
CAKEWALK
CALIFONE
CBT SYSTEMS
CIRCUITWERKES
COMREX
CONES
COUNTRYMAN
CREST AUDIO
CRL
CROWN AUDIO
CROWN BROADCAST
DANAGGER
DAVIS
DAYTON
DBX
DELTA
DE NON
DIELECTRIC
DIGIDESIGN
DIGIGRAM
DIGITAL AUDIO LABS
DIXON
DORROUGH
EBTECH
ECHO
EDIROL
ELECTRO IMPULSE
ELECTRO VOICE
ENBERG
ESE
EVENT
EVENTIDE
EXCALIBUR
FENDER
FOCUSRITE
FOSTEX
FURMAN
GALAXY AUDIO
GEMINI
GENELEC
GEPCO
GOLD LINE
GORMAN-REDLICH
HAFLER
HENRY ENGINEERING
HHB
HOSA
INDY AUDIO
INOVONICS
JAMPRO
JBL
JK AUDIO
KAMESAN

150-151, 153, 156, 167, 171
17, 171
169
96, 104, 130, 132
89
15
74, 124
21, 41, 50, 54, 134, 160-165, 167, 181
180
19-20, 164
96
88-89
147, 149
178, 183
21, 54,56
42-43, 50-51
56, 164, 171, 180
98
31, 152
7
101, 142, 152-153
14
18
180
18
120-122, 127, 144, 167
15
18, 59-62, 64
15
84
84
80
28
171-172
157, 171
82
34, 69, 74, 82-83, 138
15
96-98, 100, 103-104, 106, 142, 150
182
156, 181
139
117, 126
56
148-149
120
72, 75, 131-132, 138, 140
133, 136, 144, 154, 161, 182-183
38, 136, 149, 171
58, 60, 61, 108, 151
138
169
146, 171
18
154
2, 14, 38, 54, 56, 86-87, 133, 135,
155, 162-163, 183
40, 63, 64, 68
35, 75, 87, 138, 167-168, 183
54
4, 7, 17, 19, 52
12
142, 147
50, 53-55, 136
41

15
56

KINTRONIC LABS

14-16

12, 182-183
180
102, 104-111

8, 12

KATHREIN-SCALA

Transmitters and Equipment
Tuners/Receivers/RDS

Weather Instruments
Wireless Microphones

120-124
117
124-126
126-127

Effects
Equalizers

50-52
15, 146, 171
170

Warning Lights

79-86
133-135, 158-161
144, 172

21, 50, 52-54, SU
54-56

147

LEXICON
LISTEN TECHNOLOGIES
LITTLITE
LPB
LUCID TECHNOLOGIES

106, 107, 132, 161
80-81, 125
132
178
28, 114
87
178

LUXO

83,86
80, 89, 138-139
32-34, 86, 140, 144, 150, 154

LYNX
M- AUDIO
MACKIE DESIGNS

59-64, 70-71
12

MARANTZ
MARK ANTENNA

96

MARSHALL

8-10, 12, 14, 56

MARTI

15

MCI
MEMOREX
MICROBOARDS

68
64,66
146, 175-179

MIDDLE ATLANTIC
MINNETONKA
MOGAMI
MODULATION SCIENCES

88
112, 169
7
10-11

MOSELEY
MOTU
MUSICAM USA

79,88
8, 46, 48
16

MYAT
NEUMANN
NEUTRIK
OC. WHITE
OMNIA
OMNIMOUNT
OMNIRAX
ON-STAGE STANDS
OR BAN
OZ AUDIO
PALADIN TOOLS

90,92
168
94, 115
5, 6, 118
146
28, 174
114, 116, 150
2-4, 8, 78
137
170
180
171

PELICAN
POTOMAC

94, 113

POPLESS
POWERWARE
PRESONUS
PROCO
PROLITE

182
84, 17-118, 120-121, 123-124, 127, 136, 144
92, 112-113, 169
183
14
154

DEI
QSC
CJUIKLOK
RADIO SYSTEMS
RADIX
RANE
RAXXESS
RDL

114, 116, 138-139, 146-147, 174
181
56, 156
40, 57, 117-118, 121, 126, 137, 156
146
57, 154, 166
180
180

ROCK- N- ROLLER
RODCO
ROKSAK
73,
ROLAND
ROLLS
18, 39-40, 57, 112, 129, 136-137, 154, 156-157,
ROSENDAHL
RODE
93, 100-101,
SADIE
SENNHEISER

180
143
171
88
104

78
96, 98, 100, 104, 108, 109, 128, 129, 133

SETH THOMAS
181
SHORE
41, 58, 90-91, 98, 101, 103-104, 110, 116, 134, 155
SIEMENS
SINE SYSTEMS
SKB
SONEX
SONIFEX
SONY
SOUND AMERICA
SOUNDCRAFT
STANTON
STEINBERG
SUPERSCOPE
SWITCHCRAFT
SYMETRIX
TANNOY
TAPCO

167
21, 182
35, 113, 177, 180
174
69
68-69, 75, 88-89, 110, 128, 130
56
26, 31, 150
57-58, 60,128
89
63
168
121, 124, 136, 154-155
143
32, 122, 127, 140-141, 152

TASCAM
18, 34, 59-65, 68-69, 72-73, 85-86, 89, 167
TC ELECTRONICS
82, 125
125
TC-HELICON
67, 132-133
TELEX
TELOS
TEST- UM
TFT
TIELINE
TITUS TECH LABS
TWR LIGHTING
ULTIMATE
VOX PRO
WAVES
WESCO
WHIRLWIND
WILL- BURT
WINDTECH
WOHLER
YAMAHA
ZAOLLA

46-47, 52-53, 78
171
12-13, 18
44-45, 49
161-162, 182
12
146, 151
78,88
88
180
112, 156, 171

8

100, 113-114, 116
140
30-31, 75, 126, 140, 151
112-113, 169

Double the Features,
Half the Price
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When the equipment budget says it's time
to get serious, you don't have to settle for
anything less than world- class quality and
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price. Choose Behringer! From professional
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full range of rack processors, .1
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makes it, BSW sells it — at the lowest prices.
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BMWs Grab&Go
Field Recording Package!
The perfect package for capturing interviews and news reports in the field!
This Package Includes:
MarantzPMD660FlashRecorder

The new industry standard has arrived! The Marantz
PMD660 hand-held digital recorder combines convenient
solid-state Compact Flash recording with Marantz audio
quality, for rugged and reliable performance in the field.
Record dozens of hours of MP3 audio on asingle Compact
Flash card ( or as high- quality uncompressed WAV files)
and easily transfer to your computer via USB port. You
can even edit in the unit itself - use simple cut- and- paste
editing or take advantage of non-linear, non-destructive
playlist editing. Up to 99 virtual tracks let you compare
edits, set up multiple sound bites or provide interview
segments of varying durations. Features: onboard stereo
mics for on-the- spot recording; two balanced XLR inputs
and stereo line inputs; up to four hours power on AA
batteries.

Sennheiser MD46 Interview Mic
Finally, aquality reporter's mic designed for use in noisy
arenas such as stadiums. It's the perfect companion
to your PMD660. The cardioid dynamic mic features a
rugged, all metal body, is very insensitive to pop and
wind noise, and has extended frequency response and a
comfortable feel/balance for easy use.

Sony MDR- 7502 Headphone
The Sony MDR- 7502 headphone is abest-seller at BSW!
It provides alightweight, tight, sealed- ear design that
provides excellent isolation and afrequency response of
60 Hz- 16 kHz.

Cable and Case Complete the Package!

BSW even includes a5ft. XLR mic cable and quality
Marantz carrying bag to protect your recorder. Get in on
this great deal today!

innt gai ran Run X'

LowestPrice@bswusa.com Package Only $799!
Yo' Ll Save $ 249,-E AND get FREE SHIPPING when you order on the web • Order Item Number: PMD660PKG

BROADCAST CATALOG- 0105

Lowest Prices at: www.bswusa.com
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TAYA

7012 27th Street West
Tacoma, WA 98466 USA
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Change Service Requested

1-800-426-8434
Knowledgeable Staff

Our sales professionals have real-world
broadcast and studio experience to offer expert
help with your equipment purchase.

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

For the best prices on all of your gear visit us on
the web at www.bswusa.com or email us for a
quote at LowestPrice@bswusa.com

Same Day Shipping

BSW stocks ahuge warehouse of products. If we
trove it in stock, well ship it the same day. Just
arder by 7:00 PM Eastern Time.

Free Shipping on
Wet orders over $ 189

For alimited time, all web ordersover $189 get
FREE ground service delivery to the contiguous
4 states. Excludes heavy or oversized items.

**********u-*******AUTO**3-DIGIT
JOURN088
ALLEN SHERRILL
JOURNAL BROADCAST GROUP
3438 N COUNTRY CLUB RD
TUCSON, AZ
85716-1257
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